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ZIocbedings
PRESIDING OF? IDIB GIKfOED: The bearing will oocae to order, please.

The notice of hearing is as follows:

"fcotice of hearing with respect to a proposed marketing agreement

and a proposed order*

"IHSHSAS, under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved ;>§ay 1£,

1933, as amended, and under General Regulations, series A, HO. 1, of the

Agricultural Adjustment Administration, a hearing is required to be held

and notice thereof to be given with respect to proposed marketing

agreements and orders entered into and issued pursuant to the provisions

of sections 8b and 8c of the said Act; and

"WHEHSA5, the Control Gonad.ttee established under the Marketing

Agreement for Processors of Qua terpentine and Gum rosin, effective

February 21, 1984, have proposed a Marketing Agreement end Order for

the consideration of handlers of naval stores, to be executed and

issued pursuant to sections 8b and 8c of the Act,

"HOtif, 5HEH& 0H&, pursuant to the said Act and said General

Regulations, notice is hereby given of a public hearing to be held

at the Chamber of Commerce Building, in Jacksonville, Florida, at 9:30 a.m.

,

October 31, 1935, and thereafter until concluded, at which hearing interested

parties will be heard with reference to a proposed Marketing Agreement and a

proposed order for handlers of naval stores to be executed and issued under

sectieae 8b and 8c of the Act.

"The proposed Marketing Agreement and the proposed order relate to

the handling of naval stares, end provide methods for (a) the establishment

of a control committee of processors, factors, and dealers; (b) the

establishment ox" a gua producers 9 committee of 7; (c) the limitation
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of marketing of naval stores; (d) the alloting of the quantity of

naval at ores each handler may market in the current of Interstate or

foreign commerce, or or so as directly to burden, obstruct, or affect

interstate or foreign commerce; (e) assessments; and (f) the regulation

of other matters relating to the handling of naval stores

.

"Copies of such proposed Marketing Agreement and proposed Order

are available for public inspection at, and can be procured from, the

Office of the Hearing Clerk, U. 8. Department of Agriculture, 4725 south

Building, Washington, D. G.

"Signed E. A* Wallace, Secretary

.

"Dated October 16, 1955, Washington, D. C."

The designation of Presiding Officer is as follows:

"Designation of Presiding Officer.

"In accordance with section 204 of the General Regulations, series A,

No. 1, of the United states Department of Agriculture, Agricultural

Adjustment Administration, I hereby designate Glen ?• Gifford, as

Presiding Officer to conduct a hearing, as provided in Hotice of

Hearing, dated October 16, 1935, to be held at Jacksonville, Florida,

on October 31, 1955 , and thereafter until concluded, upon a proposed

Marketing Agreement and a Proposed Order regulating the handling of

naval stores, which have been proposed pursuant to sections 8b and 3c

of the Agricultural Adjustment lot, as emended* She above named

Presiding Officer shall conduct such hearing in accordance with the

aforesaid regulations, and shall perform the functions ami duties

and be vested with the posers therein provided*

"In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and caused the

official seal of the Department of Agriculture to be affixed in the city
of Washington, District of Columbia, this 16th day of October, 1935.

"Signed H. A.. Wallace, secretary."

5
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This notice of bearing aid the designation of Presiding Officer,

together with other documents, are included in what we call the Government's

Ssfcibit Ho* 1. It contains the following matters:

A document entitled Notice of Hearing with respect to a proposed

Marketing Agreement and proposed Order regulating the handling of naval

storee," executed by the secretary of Agriculture, dated October 16, 1935.

A document entitled "Beterminati on of parties to be notified,*

executed by the secretary of Agriculture, dated October 16, 1936.

The designation by the Secretary of Agriculture of Glen J. Gifford

to act as Presiding Officer, dated October 16, 1935.

An affidavit of posting notice of hearing, dated October 22, 1935,

stating that notice of hearing has been posted on October 16, 1935, in

compliance with section 201, subsection 1, of General Regulations,

Series A, No* 1, of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

An affidavit of issuance of press release, dated October 22, 1935,

stating that press releases have been issued and mailed On October 16,

1935, in compliance with Section 201, subsection 3, General Regulations,

Series A, No. 1 of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

An affidavit of mailing notice of hearing dated October 22, 1935,

stating that notices of hearing have been mailed on October 16, 1935, in

compliance with Section 201, subsection 4 of General Regulations, series

A, Ho, 1, of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.

Aft affidavit signed by C, T. Myers, dated October 22, 1935, stating

that notices of hearing have been mailed on October 13, 1935, in compliance

with section 201, subsection 5, General Regulations, Series A, No. 1, of

the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
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A copy of the proposed marketing agreement and proposed order for

handlers of naTal stores, General Begulations, series A, Ho* 1, issued

Qctobar 30, 1935.

These are all copies of originals copies of which are on file in

the Hearing Clerk's office, Agricultural Department, Washington, D, 0.

,

and they are certified as correct copies by J. S. Le Gran, Assistant

to the secretary of Agriculture.

•Tnis document identified as Gkarernaeat 's Exhibit Ho. 1 will be

introduced in evidence and made a part of the record.

(The docur^ents submitted by

residing Officer Gifford were
marked "Sxhibit &0. 1" and is

attached to this record.}

PRESIDING* CGSTICEB GUTFOHD: Before proceeding with my general

statement, ladies and gentlemen, I desire to present to you the gentlasen

who are here with me from the Administration so that you will all know

who they are.

On my left is Mr* W. S. B. Lacy of Consumers Counsel.

On my right is Mr. Beese Barkalow, of the General Counsel's Office.

Next to his right is Dr. Norman Leon Gold, Economist from the General

Crops Section.

Next to his right is Ltr. Jay Ward of the General Crops Section,

lad on his right is ; r. J. arren Smith, Executive Assistant to the

Director of finance.

And I am the designated presiding Officer, G. J. Gifford.

I think it would be appropriate at this time to make a short

statement relative to our procedure in conducting hearings of this type.

As you know, this hearing is called to consider a proposed marketing

agreement and a proposed order for the naval stores industry.
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We have a def inite procedure which we follow, fce do not handle

the natter with the same strict rules of procedure that apply in courts

of justice , hut we do try, realizing the inexperience of some t&o desire

to testify, that they nay feel perfectly free in giving their testimony,

and so we hare to vary from the strict procedure in courts of justice to

sane extent* However, we try to adhere to it as nearly as possible,

The witnesses are required to be placed under oath or affirmation,

The evidence ie all taken under oath or affirmation, Each witness

testifying is required to sign an appearance blank, and if there is

anyone here who does not have an appearance blank he will be furnished

with that blank. We desire that you present that appearance slip to

the reporter before you testify,

la hearings of this type we have daily records; that is, the

reporters keep up with the proceedings day by day, so that the next

morning the complete record of the preceding day is transcribed.

Therefore, these appearance slips are of very great importance,

because without an appearance slip your testimony will not be

Incorporated into the record*

Witnesses testifying are requested to confine themselves as nearly

as possible to statements of fact, frfcat the government is interested in

is developing a true statement of facts whether in support of or in

opposition to these instruments. Therefore, when a witness is testifying,

we do not desire that he be disturbed while he is giving his evidence.

«e want him to complete his evidence and then if there are pertinent

questions yon will be permitted to ask them through the Presiding Officer,

We do not have cross examination, although any question that tends to

develop or clarify the testimony of any witness, you are permitted and

will be permitted to have such questions answered,

3
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The procedure in reference to the sequence of the matters that

will be takes up is somewhat as follows.

We will first have a general statement, first from those who think

there should be a marketing agreement and order, either as presented

here or a modified form as you care to suggest; and then following that

we hear from those who are opposed to hawing it and who hare a general

statement assigning their reasons as to why they are opposed to it.

Following that we take up the proposed order and proposed marketing

agreement in detail, usually section by section or topic by topic as may

be best suitable under the conditions.

We do not desire any extended arguments at this time. ft% desire

that you confine yourselves as stated before to factual matters. It

makes so much better a record to consider and digest. However, if

there are those who desire to make arguments we will giro you time

at the expiration of this hearing in which you may prepare and file

written briefs. In the event written briefs are filed they must be

in four copies, they must be typed or printed in sods form, and each

of them must be subscribed and sworn to by the author of the brief or

someone on his behalf who is authorized to verify it* When these briefs

are filed, they should be mailed to the Hearing Clerk, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Eis room number is 4725 south Building,

Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. 0.

Likewise, we are not here to settle your personal differences.

In a group of this size we always experience the situation that there

are such feelings, therefore, we desire that the record be not enctanbered

by any personal matters. We make that as a very serious request. I hope

it does not exist, and I hope it does not come up, but if it does we do

I
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not desire to have the record contain matters of that kind, »e are

proceeding to develop first, purely and simply as to whether there

/and as to whether there should
should he a marketing agreement or not , and we can only determine that

Another thing I have experienced sod©times at hearings is the

fact that many want to vote on questions, We do not take any votes

in hearings of this kind* $e get the facts, and then after the facts

are studied and it is determined by the i^ecretary whether they sustain

then or do not sustain him in entering into a marketing agreement or

issuing an order, then is when you have the right to express your

opinion as %o snether you support it or do not support it. It will

come to you for signature and at that time you will be perfectly free

to sign it or not sign it, endorse or not endorse it.

We are here then to decide this; we are not recommending any of

the things that are presented here. They are not the work of the

department. They are just simply instruments and we are here with

these instruments concerning which we shall gather evidence and come

to a conclusion.

Likewise, there may be some of you who desire copies of this record,

The government does not furnish any free copies of this record to anyone.

However, after the record is completed it is made a public record in the

office of the Hearing clerk, where it is open to inspection by anyone in

the Clerk's office. It cannot be removed from the Qlerk f s office.

However, if you desire a copy for your own use you should order it

now from the reporter. It will be a personal contract between you and

the reporter for which you will be required to pay a nominal charge,

10
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This charge, if it is ordered before the conclusion of the first session

of this hearing, that is before the first intermission or following the
i

first intermission, will be perhaps much cheaper than if it is ordered

afterwards, because after that time the transcribing begins and if

ordered later on it would necessarily mean recopying the whole record

up to that time, while if ordered early, it can be made at the time

the original copies are being made for the government,

I would suggest this further, that as the witnesses testify, since

it is rery difficult to hear In this room, I should like to inform you

that each witness presenting himself will be asked to come forward and

testify so that he can be facing the audience during his testimony and

so that the reporter can hear him and get his evidence as he should.

Furthermore , for the reason that it is difficult to hear, I am

going to ask you to maintain just as much order as possible. With

conversations going on and echoing—and we can hear one now going on

up here—it makes it very difficult to hear. Now we want you to hear

every word that is said, because this is a public hearing, and I know

you are as much interested and perhaps more so than we are in it.

Another thing, we shall have just immediately prior to the start

of this type of hearing, is a statement from the General Crops representative

as to his understanding, or the government's understanding of what is in the

proposed marketing agreement or the proposed order. ":.e are doing that with

the full realization that these matters are not proposed by the government

but are proposed by the industry, and so that we nay have the same under-

standing of what the meaning is before we start to hear evidence, we shall

have that done at this time, and at this time I will call on Mr. Ward.

11
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First, e«g ore doln^ that, if there are ft&J here who uo not neve

the proposed order or the proposed marketing agreement or of the appearance

blanks, we will see that you get them. Be have plenty of them here which

are available,

Mr* Ward*

(F JAY WAKD
GEHEfiAL CR©J?S SSBTICK

BSPABS^lS^T OF AGRICULTURE
WASHINGTON , D. C.

MR. WAH>: As Judge aifford has explained, the purpose of this

public hearing is to secure evidence regarding the desirability of

continuing the adjustment program for the naval stores industry.

From expressions which I have heard from members of the industry,

I do not know whether this might be termed a wadding anniversary

celebration or a divorce proceeding. If this should turn out to be

a divorce proceeding, I am reminded of a little story that was told

about Chauacey M* Depew. Be was asked, if he should die and come back

to life, whom he would prefer to marry as his wife in his second reincarna-

tion , cad he replied , "X would want to luarry acme other than the former

Mrs* Depew*T
.

So I feel that my personal relations withthis industry have been so

pleasant, that if tt© do get a divorce we might look forward maybe, to a

reunion later on* ^

That has happened in sons other industries where they are now

attempting to become reunited with the government under a marketing

agreement and an adjustment program which had been severed.

We have felt and have hoped that you would have felt that the

attitude of the Administration was not that we were seeking to impose

12
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any sort of a program. e did not come into this picture voluntarily,

and in our relations we have tried not to toe dogmatic to any degree,

have wanted to be helpful. That is our attitude now. As I

nave said on other occasions, we are not working for a marketing

agreement nor against a marketing agreement. We nave the machinery

under the amended Agricultural Adjustment Act, we believe, and a better

law lmder which we may serve you than under the original Act , and if it

should be det©rained by your votes that you want to continue this

relationship we are both willing to continue to try to help.

Some of the acts of the administration have been criticized,

notably the fact of the discontinuance of the loan.

Conditions came about where it seemed desirable from the best advice

that we could set from the industry, that certain features of the marketing

agreement should be terminated, and the licenses be suspended. OJhat was

done. That agreement and those licenses being the basis upon which loans

had been granted, when they were removed it naturally followed that loans

had to be discontinued.

The matter was taken up as to the reopening of loans to take over

such stocks that were ready to be placed in the loan at the %tm of the

termination. That was seriously considered, and i think on the part of

the Administration the desire to do that was sincere, I am sure of that.

However, we with the government have certain restrictions and there were

certain legal difficulties to be mat. That involved certain decisions,

end the fact that those decisions were delayed was no fault cl the

administration. It was a setter of routine, and, of course, we regret

that it was not reopened at a time when it might have done some good.

I think that can be dose now under the rulings that have been made.

12
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How, tli© agreement which we have here has been presented by

representatives of the gum naval stores industry, that is, the major

portion of this agreement. The original draft as submitted has been

rewritten to conform to the provisions of the friended act.

In your original program we had an agreement only with gum naval

stores processors. The new law Bakes it possible and we think it desirable

that if a new program is entered into, that all groups, both the wood

turpentine and gum turpentine processors, factors and distributors of

gum turpentine should be included in one pact.

As I said, this agreement which Is presented tc you here is the

outgrowth of an original draft that was submitted b;; only the gun naval

stores industry or representatives, the authorized representatives of

that industry, as has been stated*

There are provisions in here relative to the wood naval stores

groups* They have bean written in here tentatively exactly following

the form of the license which was in effect until its suspension a

short while ago, the first of August. As a scatter of fact, the entire

document which you have before you is tentative, and we hope to develop,

or hope to have your thought regarding changes which you think should be

made* If a program is continued we want the best thoughts of the

industry in a cooperative effort for the industry.

Our position in the government is somewhat changed now to what it

was two years ago. Since that time we have gone into the naval stores

business. Most of the available supply of surplus stocks, as you know,

are now held as pledged stocks by the Cccmidity Credit Corporation.

That should have some bearing upon the situation, and X just mention it

in passing because we do expect that feature will be considered as we go

along with tfre hearing*

14
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I might add that the features of the agreement—of course, it

provides for the usual provisions of an agreement. Me have in Article I

the definitions of technical terms that are used in the industry* The

setting up of a control agency or an administrative agency to he appointed

by the secretary to administer «ie agreement, setting forth the duties and

powers of that agency, the iaanner of procuring the funds for administering

the agreement.

Then the marketing control or adjustment features of the agreement

are set forth in volume 4, the volute to be marketed, and I might say

right here that I would like to point out one fact in regard to that.

The volume to be marketed, to be determined at this hearing for the

coming year—that is, not at tfeis hearing, but before the agreement,

based upon the evidence received at this hearing that quantity will be

determined, A second hearing, if a program should continue will be

required, a public hearing, to get further evidence to determine the

crop, because that is determined by an amendment to the agreement and

order, and amendments can only be had after a public hearing such as

this, to v/hich all members of the industry would be invited.

There have been some changes, not a great many, £ *hs |ggi gf

marketing regulations which we have experienced during the past two

seasons. We should like to develop evidence here, provided a program

is determined upon, for any changes or corrections? or improvements

upon tto plan which is set forth in this proposed agreement.

The agreement, of course, also contains other provisions,

the standard provisions regarding the time of termination of the

agreement, liability of members of the Control Committee , and

various other features of that type.

II
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Provision is also made far loans, provided, of course, there is

any Justification for loans. That is set forth in the agreement to open

that door, provided there is ever any justification for it, and some

other features along that line which will be brought out during the

course of the hearing.

I think that is all.

PRESIDING (FFICER G3FF0ED: Is there any statement from the legal

section, Mr. Barkalow.

MR. BAEKAIXTt Ho, I think not,

PRESIDING OFFICER GIKFORD: Any statement from the Consumers Counsel'?

MR. LACY: No, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOH): Mr. atiith, do you care to make any

statement?

Ml. SfcttSH: Ho, sir, I think not.

PRESIDING OF} ICER GIFVORD: Since I introduced the members here from

the Administration I notice one member from the Agricultural Adjustment

Administration who has come in and ?rho is not at the table, Mr* ft&lton

Briggs of the Commodity Credit section, Agricultural Adjustment

Administration.

A VOICE: Mr. Chairman, can any arrangements be made so that we can

hear?

PRESIDING OFFICER GIF^CKD: He are trying to get a loud speaker now,

and I nope that we succeed.

Gentlemen, I wish to caution you Qgain to speak just as loud as

you can, since it is so difficult to hear.

At this time we will take up the discussion first of those in favor

of an agreement of some kind, whether it be this or some otiier type of

agreement, and order, that might be issued by the secretary.
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Is there actioone present prepared to make a stateiaent on that?

MR. NEwTCK: Mr* Chairman.

PRESIDING (FFEER GIT'OHD: Mr* Hewton.

MR. HBWTQft: X might say, Mr. Chairman—

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Just a minute, Mr. Newton, will you be

sworn, please.

MR. TO/TO*' Yes, sir*

TKSTB-X3NY OF BOOT* M. HB.T0N
WIGGINS , MISSISSIPPI,

HEriC^EKTBIG NWTQN MAVAL SfOttS COMPANY
AND CHAIRMAN CONTROL C (MCEKSE*

WIGGBB, MISSISSIPPI.

(The witness was duly sworn the Presiding Officer.)

PRL oJDHi'G OEL'IDER OLj'FOBD: bill you gire the reporter your fall

name, Mr. Newton*

MB. MMNft Robert M* Hewton.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIF^OED: And your address*

MB* NB^TON: viggina, Mississippi.

PRESIDING OFriCER GIfi OH): And your representation.

MR* NEwTCNs I am representing the Newton NeTal stores, and I am

also chairman or the Control committee*

PRESIDING OFFICER GIBVGRD: You may proceed.

MR* HEWTON : Gentlisten of the government, and i'ellow members of the

industry, speaking as chatman of the Control Gosmittee, I want to merely

express the position of the Control Committee and why this marketing

agreement is proposed.

As has been brought out this marketing agreement was presented to

the government by the Control Conmittee for consideration.
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On or about, I believe it was August 1, we had a suspension and a

cancellation of a portion of tlie old marketing agreement that related to

tags and quota. I believe those were the main features, ^he balance of

the marketing agreement was left in source and. the Control Committee left

to administer it.

The Control Committee elected by the processors of gum naval stores

felt it their duty to present to the industry a proposed agreement for

their acceptance or rejection, and got busy and presented a form to the

government for hearing.

Now, this committee was elected by the gum processors, as X say.

This committee felt that they could not take it on themselves to say

that the industry does net need an agreement* The members of the

Control Committee at that meeting, and if I remember correctly, eight

were present, felt that some form of control program was needed, and

since we are operating under a license—under a marketing agreement

and license, they felt that they should adhere as nearly as possible

to the terras of that license and marketing agreement in presenting on

agreement to this hearing for consideration, realizing, of course, that

at this hearing facts would be developed and if the terms of this marketing

agreement were not right or could be improved on to help the industry as a

whole, evidence would be submitted, and after being rewritten and submitted

by the government you could at that time say, yes or no, and if no, the

show is over. But certainly it was our duty as your representatives *

elected representatives, to present it to you and carry it through for

you to actually vote, yes or no, after it is rewritten and submitted.

18
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Now, I have been connected with this work from its beginning, and

i want to say that I think unquestionably two years ago when we had 1

hearing in Jacksonville— I believe about November 12—that it resulted

in you might say just a discussion of whether I em for or I am against

the things you propose, and at that time among those present were some

of the most constructive thinkers in the ;outh, and if at that time

they had merely expressed themselves, if you had come in here and given

the hearing the benefit of your constructive advice, I believe that the

aarketing agreement that t/e worked under in 1934 would have besn much

better for the industry as a whole.

And I think the result in 1935, at the other hearing, when it was

admitted that 1935 worked much better than 1954,

Now, I make that remark for this reason: there is quite a crowd

here and I know that there are a large number of people opposing this

thing, but I do know that in that number, that we have constructive

thoughts, and that if a program is accepted by the industry, that your

thoughts would be helpful at this tiije. And, also, let me urge upon

you, that even though you are opposed to a marketing agreement—that is

your right, and I don't blame you for it, that is your privilege—but just

as soon that we will have a marketing agreement, take it for granted that

probably this thing will be in effect, that we have a program, and with

that view in mind I want to urge that you give for the benefit of this

record your constructive criticism, end as this marketing agreement is

considered section by section, please give the government the benefit of

your advice, we don't know whether it is going to be accepted or not.

X feel that possibly there are some here today that v?ould say,

I am against the program, but you may later after the evidence is developed
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and it is rewritten, ana the facts brought out, when it comes tiise to

rote, you may rote Hot it, and there are soiae here .vho may feel that

they would vote for it today and they may vote against it, but my plea

to you is that each of you, as this proposed agreement is considered,

inject into it the principles that should control this control program,

provided we have it, knowing that it will be submitted to you for vote.

As Judge Gilford pointed out, as I understand, there is going to

be no vote taken here today. This hearing is to develop the facts today,

so give us the benefit of your thought on what should go into a program,

in caee we have it.

Now, I make those remarks in behalf of the Control Committee. I

believe I have covered pretty well the position of the Committee,

Kow, should 3 speak as an individual at this tine?

PSESIDHKJ OFFICER CHFB'OiDi Just use your own pleasure.

MR. HjZWTON: Now, speaking as an individual on my position, I

sincerely feel that we need some form of control, and my reason for

that is this: without it, end 1 see it everywhere, most everyone I

talk to, they are ready to expand a little, 3ome in a large way, but

most in a small way.

Now, I would like to bring this before you: we are on a four hundred

and fifty thousand quota crop this year, and no doubt it will be four

seventy-five, I have heard expressions as high as five hundred and five

hundred and twenty-five. I don't know what the crop will be, but certainly

it is in excess of four hundred and fifty.

Today we have a market that moat of us fare fairly well under, and

I have heard the expression, what is the use of a program if we can have

as good a market or better without it, that the market is as good today

20





as it was when we didn't have it. But, gentlemen, please don't lose

sight of the fact that at the beginning of the year, the Commodity

Credit Corporation had pledged about ninety-one thousand turpentine

and one hundred eighty-eight thousand rosin of this crop. They have

taken over fifty-seven thousand more barrels of turpentine and one

hundred five thousand more of rosin, making a total or one hundred

forty-eight thousand turpentine that they are carrying and two hundred

ninety-three thousand barrels of rosin.

Now, if this 57,000 barrels of turpentine and this 105,000 barrels

of rosin that they have pledged to them of this year's crop, which was

not offered for sale, if that was available at this time "or consumption,

together with that that was carried prior to this, making a total of

148,000 turpentine and 293,000 rosin, if those stocks were in the hands

or the dealers and consumers , can you believe that our market would be

where it is today?

How, isn't the position we are in because of those firmly held stocks?

Nov, my opinion is, gentlemen, without control, and I have heard others

say, and to what X believe, that we ad;ait we are going to have an increase in

next year's business, not only from our group but from the wood people, I

know that over in my section that additional plants are contemplated with

the wood people, and also an increase in what they are doing now.

I feel, gentleman, that we are facing a serious situation, and while

we may go through the winter with prices as good or better than they are

now, and probably better because I doubt that we will have current

receipts sufficient to satisfy the demand during the weak months of

production and nonproducing months during the winter and if the

consumers get our supplies they have got to get them from the

21
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Ceranodity Credit Carporaticti, and they cannot get them out without

advancing the loan value, plus carrying charges, that we are going to

be misled over the next few months, thinking that good prices are ahead

of us because they are having to pay the price to bring out the commodity

Credit stock, and we will be misled to the extent of increasing our crop

much larger than can be consumed next year, and when June comes and the

heavy production starts I don*t know where it will go. My opinion is

that it will certainly go as low or lower than 1952, if the crop is

made that it looks like will be made now.

For that reason, I am for the control.

Now, I resent being held down as much as any roan in this room.

I am not for penaanent regimentation, but as a matter of emergency X am

for this control program or some control program. I don»t mean that

every word in here is correct. I think it can be improved. And I say

again that if you will give this hearing the benefit of your suggestions

it will improve this thing and we will came out from this hearing with

something to submit to you that probably everyone could work under

without too much hardship. But anyway we have, I think, an opportunity

• here to hold ourselves together for another hearing or to get all of the

handlers to vote and I think we will protect ourselves and work together,

so that in the future, and certainly there is timber coming on where we

can make more turpentine than we are making now, and we can put ourselves

in a position to do more and be ready to take care of ourselves for this

big crop that is bound to came within the next five to ten years as a

result of this reforestation that the government is doing.

How, the last remarks I have made I make only as an Individual,

and I say sincerely that I think that if we can get together and work

22
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out seme thing for the next year and the next, if it is neede<J, that we

will be protecting ourselves, because as I understand from the government

that each year that this control program comes on, we will have to have a

hearing on it, that it is not something perpetual.

How, that is my expression on it and I merely wanted to make it at

the beginning, end also my first remarks, so that you would understand

the position of the committee. This cox;miittee is not trying to force

anything down your throats at all. It is merely presenting something

so that when the time coiaes you can say, yes or no, to it. If you say,

no, that is all right.

I believe that is all.

OKfKil? GETFGHD: Thank you, Mr. ITewton.

IVN)p^'*i; *r (fitness excused.)

PRESIDING CFFICER GUFOHD:. Before proceeding with the statements,

I desire to request all of those who testify, that before testifying

that you announce your name, your residence and whom you may represent,

so that everyone will know who is speaking.

Of course, we all knew l*r. Newton, the chairman of your Control

CcBsaittee, but hereafter it will be better, I think, if every witness

would announce his name, his I'ssidence and rrhon he represents.

Are there any other members of the Control Committee who desire

to make a statement at this time?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDING (FFICEB GIPFOKDJ Is there anyone who desires to speak in

support of a marketing agreement, whether in this form or some other form?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDING GJWQWi I want you to feel perfectly free to
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express yourselves. That is what this general discussion is for, and

It gives the Administration a pretty clear idea, or should give the

Adninistrati on a pretty clear idea of what the sentiment is in this

industry.

MR. CASSSLSt Mr* Chairman,

PHEi^IDEIG C@TI3ER GIFT'OBD: Just case for.rard please, will you?

!®L CASSSLS: I just want to ask a question.

PRESIDING OFFICER GI?FOH>: v ill you give us your name , please.

MR. CASTiELF. : I want to ask k'r. Black if the committee if acting

as a unit on the presentation of this agreement--

PRESIDING 0FF2C2B GIFFOSRD: Mil you give us your name, please?

MR. CASSSLS: A* Gordon Cassels, President, Cassels Company,

Savannah, Georgia.

PRESIDING OFFICER GI3F0H): I don't think the question is pertinent,

because every member of tfee Control Committee is here and can speak for

himself.

In other words, the statement has been made for the Control Committee

and in the discussion of this, ladies and gentlemen, I want to say to you

that in the presentation on this marketing agreement the Control Committee

is free to act as individuals in the matter on every topic that comes up,

and so far as the government is concerned we would prefer that every

number of the Control Committee speak his personal sentiments when he

desires to testify*

I Wit t&at to apply to everyone else, also, that we want your

individual opinions.

Is there anyone else who desires to make a statement?

&R. BLACK? Mr, Chairman.

PRESIDING C£T2CER GXFFGHD: J£r. Black,

II
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ISu ELAVIL: I wish to make a brief statement

.

PEESIDIHG OFFICLE Will you be swom, please.

ICR. BUCK: Yes, sir.

TLSTIMGSY OF R. L. BLACK,
GAI2IESTCXE, FLORIDA,

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

QSWJCj&R GHV&BD: For the purpose of the record will you

state your full name, mt. Black,

MR. BLACK: H. L. Black.

JBSSlDHiiG CKFEJZK GUTi'DHDi And your address, please?

MR. EL&K: Gainesville, Florida.

PHESIDjlUG caps' ICSB fcOftOH): 4nd your representation?

IflEU iiaval stores industry.

PHESlDEifc OFFICER GIFiOHD; You^aay proceed.

MB. BLACK: I am a member of the Control Committee, Mr. Ohairoan

and gentlemen, and I want to reiterate some of the statement that the

chairman of the Cccaaittee has made in reference to the Gaamittee.

I want to say this, gentlemen, that your occEiittee was voted on

by the operators or processors of naval stores, and speaking as a aanber

of the Committee I want to say that we tried diligently and honestly to

carry out the provisions of the old marketing agreement*

1-hen this thing cape up before the Conaaittee, X believe— X will not

say authentically, but I believe that I made a motion, and it was unanimously

carried by all Daubers present, that we submit this and ask the government

to give the industry a hearing on a new marketing agreement.

Now, speaking as a member of your committee, it does not make one

difference to me personally whether you have an agreement or whether you

don't have it,
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How, speaking as an individual, after we hare submitted to you

as turpentine producers or the latest term for it is processors, I am

going to Tote for an agreement, provided that we have an enforceable

control program.

I? that is shosn to you in tiie agreement that is presented here,

then I as an individual producer—and I want to say right now, gentlosen,

I sis a very snail frog in this big pond, I am not speaking now as a member

of the Control Oonraittee, but I am talking as H. L. Black, as very small

producer, and there will certainly have to be some provision in that

agreement that will warrant an enforceable control program.

I do not know whether this will go down as evidence or not. If I

get out of line, kr. Chairman, just call me down,

FBESIDI2TG 05TFICER GUFGHD: All right.

MR. BLACK* There are certain provisions in there where it says

they are going to put in there a loan. How 1 would like to see placed

therein and evidence submitted so that we can substantiate our claim for

a loan. I know that the government is billing to help and aid because

they are interested in it. I do act feel line the government should,

but they claim that they are now in the naval stores industry, by virtue

of the fast that they own 143,000 barrels of turpentine and 290 ,000

barrels of rosin* I would like to see somebody that is in opposition

to it tfio would get up and offer an amendment that m put in that

paragraph in the marketing agreement as drafted and presented, a

mlnisnan loan, or if it can be done, a minimum price, and than the

government as they have done with the cotton people, guarantee the

price of 10 cents and reach over and grab it out of the subsidy fund

and sake up the difference in that way. X think we should put in this
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emencfcient which I believe can be substantiated, the fact that a $50 loan

on turpentine will bring it to the possible parity price, which was the

purpose of the foregoing amendment presented to the industry, which was

around #68 per unit, and if they will agree—I don't know whether it is

feasible or not, but you never get anything unless you ask for it, and

I went to see the evidence brought out today to ask the government to

give us a sani^um loan and reach over to the subsidy fund, and I

understand they have around £92,000,000 in it, and are anxious and

willing to help sate agricultural program, and inake up the difference

in that way.

I would like to see that and then it does not ssake any difference

if you get parity, whether you are under control or whether you are not,

and as to the proposition of taking the ijaerican liberty and rights

away fran you, we need that taken away from us. I cannot menace my

business, No. Why? Because I have got to let the factor do it. He

has got to tell roe what to do, and it is the same way with the rest of

us or 210st of us.

Now, gentlemen, I an going to ask this and plead for cooperation.

This need not go into the record, Jud^e, it is a little illustration

that raninds xae of what a fellow said in regard to the cooperative spirit.

He said when he walked into his hone he went to his dining roan or his

kitchen and he saw southing there which impressed &&» more forcibly

than caything he ever saw before in reference to cooperation. He saw

on the floor a slice of bread with a^unch of ants under that bread

carrying across the room, and over on the other side of the kitchen

he saw eight or ten cockroaches running around helter-skelter, and

those little ants were cooperating and sticking shoulder to shoulder,
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and carrying that slice of bread to a hole in the wall ready to make

their meal off of that bread, and the roaches were running around and

getting nothing*

Now we can run around and not stick together, and it has been so

from time ijamamorial that the turpentine processors cannot stick together,

and I believe if we will get together shoulder to shoulder, if it is the

best thing not to have an agreement i want to have that, if it is the

best thing for the industry to hare a forcible control program, I want

to have that.

How as far as the Control Committee, going back to that, is

concerned, I am a member of it, and I do not care whether I get on

it again or not, I would rather net be on it, to be frank with you,

because you get nothing but abuse and knocks and cursing, when you try-

to do the best you can.

I thank you, Judge.

i
:HESiBIHG OFFICER GIFl'OH): At this time, in view of the statement

that &r. Black made and his request for an amendment, I believe that Major

Barkalow had better make a brief explanation, so that each and every one

will understand the limitations that the members of the government are

under in reference to your loan program. I believe that statement

should be made at this time , so you will all understand it.

^m.&'s^mms m b. e. baskalq*
LBGAL DITISICN,

DSPABKKSHT OF AGSiDULTOKE
wjmmmsi, d. o,

MR. BA22TALOW: I believe that part of the agreement to which Mr. Black

refers is Article XV, with respect to loans. Under the Act under which

this document is drawn, there is no provision under which we can provide

for a loan or that authorizes us to loan or the amount of that. The only
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tiling that we can place in this document is the provision that a loan

which may be granted by the R.F.C. under section 5 of that Act, snail

not be in excess of an amount which will be determined by the evidence

which will be determined by the evidence produced here.

Mr. Black inferred to having the price pegged as they do for other

crops* That, of course, is done under other acts; you have the Bankhead

.Act, but we have no such act for naval stores. Now, can we fix a minimum

price. There was in this act at one time such a provision, but that was

taken from the act as it passed from one house to another in Congress,

so the only thing that we can provide for here is that those who sigtt

the agreement will be eligible for loans provided they meet the

requirements of section 5 of the jR.F.C. Act.

How when we com© down to that part of the Act I will be glad to

ask soias questions so that we can try to set an amount in there which

the loan cannot be in excess of. We cannot place in there an amount

for the minimum size, and I might add at this time, although I did not

expect to bring it up now, that under the new act which we now have, it

is necessary to make a complete record to support every provision which

is in the agreement. The record after it is made, will be the basis of

the agreement which is sent to you to be signed. Y/e must have facts to

support everything that goes in there, we must stick to facte, and if

you feel that something in there is wrong, then you can produce that

showing that it should be changed somehow, and a study will be made

of both sides of that problem, and the final draft submitted to you

will carry a provision which meets the evidence produced here.

Trader the late decisions of the supreme Court, it is necessary

that we have guides and limitations and standards. We cannot write
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anything in here that is© imnt to write in here. We must write in here

provisions which are supported by the evidence which you produce here,

so I would like to ask all of you as we take up each provision, that

you give us facts, not opinion but facts so that we can take those

together, make a finding and prepare an agreement to meet the facts

which you produced at this hearing.

PRESIDING (SWJSER G3FFG8D: At this time let me caution you again

that if any of you want to order a personal copy of this record that

you will tend to it during the intermission. You are required to pay

for it. You HiaJ.ce the contract with the reporter, and so at this time

we will take a five minute recess and if any of you desire to place an

order for the record, you should do so at this time in order to get it

at the very lowest price.

We will now take a five minute intermission,

(Whereupon a short recess was taken,}

PRESIDING GPFIDER GIF?OHD: We have made a change in the hopes of

making it better for you folks to hear, 1 wish ycu would tell me if you

do hear better or worse. Do not take this down, !£r. Reporter.

(A disc ues ion followed off the record,}

PRESIDING ca^ICER GIFFOBD: Mr, Speh has just informed me that he

has made arrangements by which we can get the Mayflower roof, which has

speaking facilities in connection with it, and when we adjourn at the

lunch hour we will adjourn to reconvene at 8 o'clock on the ?3&yflower

roof.

We will proceed with the hearing until the lunch hour here, and

if you will help me as best you can, I think we will be able to make you

hear until that time. We will do our best anyhow,
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At recess we were having a discussion from those who are in favor

of an agreement of some kind. Is there anyone else who desires to speak

in support of an agreement and order?

TESTIMONY OF £. A. lfcOOLSKEy,
producer,

LAKE C2?T, FLQBIDA.

(The witness was duly sworn ay the Presiding Officer.

)

MR. ifcC OL3X33Y: Gentlemen, I am not a member of the Control Committee

today. Up until the first of July, from its beginning, I was* I agreed

to take this place when it was first mentioned to m provided that {

could be worth souiething to the industry. I was elected and to the end,

when I went out—I did not run the last time, I asked that ay name be not

presented, but I did not—but I did my best and gave the best services

that I had*

One thing that I would like to mention just here is that in 1932

the first committee that went to Washington, the loans were made at §40

per unit* Turpentine and rosin were selling at a little above §40 at

that time, $41 to $42, we soon found that $40 a unit loan would not

benefit us but very little. So we got our committee back to Washington*

They were up there for quite a while. They finally completed arrangements

by which we would get $50 a unit* At that time about half of the crop was

sold. The other half was to be marketed.

About 250,000 barrels to be marketed the balance or the season*

At #10 more a unit that made about $2,500,000 made that one day for the

operators, and we have benefited from that one day's work in the naval

stores business* I do not believe we would be getting the prices we are

today or would have in 1935 if it had not been for the $50 loan we got

in 1934.
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I am in favor of sane kind of agreement. I do not say that this

is perfect, but we will have to work it out and make it satisfactory.

There is no agreement that is going to be perfectly satisfactory to all

of us because it is bound to hurt some of us. I don»t believe there

wee ever any law passed that fitted everybody's business, and we are

not going to get such an agreement, but if we do not have an agreement

of some kind or another to protect the turpentine and rosin now being

held by Ike government if that stuff is turned onto the market, what

can you expect for 148,000 barrels of turpentine to be spread out over

1936?

That is all I have.

PRESIDING OFF 3DEE GIFFORD J .Anyone else desire to speak in support

of the agreement.

TESTIMONY OF D. ?« H«?ELL,
producer,

OLUSTEE , FLORIDA*

(The witness was duly sworn by the Preaidiag Officer.

}

PRESIDED GFFIBEB GIFFGED: State your name for the record, please.

uG^LL: D , F. Lowell, Olustes , Florida,

PBESIDIHCr GEFDQEK GIFFOKD: You may proceed.

UEU HO*«ELL: Gentlemen, I am strongly in favor of a Control Committee

or an agreement with the government to help us in our industry. In the

absence of having it I am afraid that our business would go to wreck sure

enough at this time, we know within ourselves that we have been unable

to get together and organize and do anything by ourselves, we have tried

to do that ; nd we have completely failed and have not done it.

Now, if we can set this help from the government that we have had

and get further help and get the bootlegging of our products cut out,
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there isn't any reason in my opinion that we should not get the industry

on its feet and go ahead and make a success of our business.

In the absence of an agreement I do not believe we can do but little

for it. Therefore, X do hope we can feet a successful agreement worked out

and a control agreement worked out with the government for the aid of our

industry.

PRESIDING GffPICEB GUfF'ORD: Anyone else who desires to speak in

support of the agreement and order?

(Jitness excused.

}

ITESTBSDHY GO? 0. C, CHAPP3SLL,

am: twpmtvn corporation,
HAVAL STORKS, ILK., UK)

OCONEE NAVAL STORES CC&MKY,
CORDSLX, GEORGIA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer,)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Your name, please.

MR. CHAPFELL: C. C. Ohappell, Cordele, Georgia,

PRESIDING OFFICER GOTORD: All right, Mr* Chappell, you may proceed.

MR. CHAPPELL: Mr. Chairman and ladles and gentlemen, I favor a

marketing agreement and control In some form, substantially in the form

of the tentative agreement submitted here, and that approval is predicated

upon proper administration and strict enforcement.

My reason for favoring it is, I cannot see anything ahead for the

industry in the next two or three years except practical disaster, unless

we do have some form of agreement and some form of control. Unless we can

reduce the crop or prevent its increase so as to permit the government to

continue to carry its stock or to fix it so those stocks can be disposed

of without ruinous price cutting, I cannot see any aid for us in the next

two or three years or any hope for us, and that is my reason for favoring
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PRESIDING OFF GIFv'OH): Anyone else who desires to speak in

favor of the proposed marketing agreement and order?

(witness exeused.)

gfttXMffl or l. k. auihby
producer,

TAISOSCa,, CEOBGHA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the i: residing Officer,
J

MESIDIHG- QFFJ&CER GaFl'CHD: Give your nasi©, please.

MR. AUTKSY: L. Autrey.

PHBSIDIK& myiom GIFi'GJS): I am assuming all these witnesses are

producers.

MR* AUTREY: Yes, air*

OF/ICER GIBTCED: *lso distributors.

2®, AUTKSY: I think that notwithstanding the fact that the control

Committee under the present agreement or the agreement that was broken a

month or two ago, has had lots or knocking. Nevertheless , I think it has

done a wonderful good for the turpentine busines** Had it not been for

this loan that was made to these fellows by the gOTornaent we would have

had a much lower market* I think everyone will agree with that, in other

words, I will put it in this fozm: I do not believe we have appreciated up

to now what the government has done for us. They have put out a lot of

money in buying up this turpentine and in buying up this rosin. I don't

know how many thousands of dollars they have put out but they have

certainly put out a lot of money and had it not been for that we would

have had to sell turpentine and rosin much cheaper*

There has been a lot of criticism of the Control Committee, and

your humble servant here is guilty. I have been a knocker myself. I do

not feel, however, that they could please everybody. They certainly did
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not please me. But, after all is said and done, I believe our industry

should have some organization, should have some way to cooperate with

the government alone; the sense lines as they cooperate with other

organizations.

If you will go back and figure what we were getting for turpentine

and rosin before this $50 was loan was announced you will see what it

meant for us and what it has Leant for us, end I say notwithstanding

there flight be lots of opposition and probably there is lots of opposition

to the contract, nevertheless I tiiink we should all get s sober mind and

think this thing through and think what it has meant for us and then T?e

will see that we have been bettered by it, that we have gotten a much

better price for our turpentine and our rosin than we would have gotten

otherwise.

Of course, I think there should be some changes made along the lines

of cutting down bootlegging, illegitimate selling and things like that, but

I say this also that even if that was done, after all we are nuch better

off by having had this marketing agreement and having had this control,

and the only thing I am proud of is that I was not a member of that

Control Committee.

PRE"; TDHK3- OFFICER GIFFOHDt Gentlemen, in this discussion as to the

support of the agreement you are free to discuss modifying this agreement

,

that is generally.

Wfco else desires to speak in support of the marketing agreement,

that is a marketing agreement of some type and an order?

(No response.)

PM:iDTm (OTICSR GI3T0HDS Mr. Ward has just called my attention to

a letter he has received which he desires to read into the record. At this

time we will permit him to do so,
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MR. WAHDj I have e letter here frcr one rr' the -'actor houses which

epeaks for itsel^ I hare been asked, as a matter of fact to make it a

r?art ef the record. It is addressed to me and the parties a eraId not be

here and that is? the purpose o* fcevir;* sent this letter.

This letter is from the Taylor, Lowenstein & Compejay, naval stores

factors ana exporters, obile
,
Alabama, and reads as follows, being dated

October 28, 193^:

"As we have r ot arrayed to have/representative at the hearing to be

held in Jacksonville we rave tfcou^it it well to express our views to you ink

letter,

"There is some activity in this locality towards new production another

season. The t ore f&vcrabl* price:- that have prevailed the past two or three

months have encouraged the producers to expand their operations and we

imagine this condition ie generally the same throughout the turpentine

belt. Viith this in mind it is our belief that unless next year's crop

is controlled that we will have m much larger production than has been

the case this season. In addition the manufacturers of Steam Distilled

Turpentine and Bosin have enjoyed a very excellent demand for their

products and especially in the case of turpentine they have been unable

to supply the demand. We hear of two new plants that sre to be erected,

and the plants that ere at present under operation will no doubt increase

their production, if they are left free to do as they please,

"Some disposition of the heavy stocks now under CCC loans will

have to be made soon, so if this has to be absorbed ©s well as I heavy

crop next year, we would expect to see lor prices and unfavorable conditions,

"If some plan could be worked out and a large percentage of those

interested in the industry would approve of and agree to live up to its
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terna , and if its conditions could be enforced, we would favor it.

We think it should involve gcverament sifcsidy to put us in line with

other countries and make the exportation ox surplus stocks easier,

*

"Yours very truly,

"Taylor, Lowenstein & Co."

PBE3XDIK& CFFIGLH GUTOH): la there anyone else who desires to

apeak generally in support of this proposed marketing agreement and order?

TESTIKCNY THCKAS J* AICOCK,
JiCKSCOTUXE, FLORIDA*

FLORIDA.

(The witness was duly swom by the Presiding Officer,)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOBD : Mil you please give us your name,

2&, AZOQQZ: Thonas J. Aycock, Jacksonville, Florida,

PRESIDING G/FIGEH You are a producer, I presume?

UR. AYCXK: I certainly am, bir. Can't you look at me and tell that?

An
At the outset I want to congratulate the gentlemen for coming to this

meeting today, This is the iirst -cime I ever saw such an outstanding bunch

of fine people come to a Electing, except at 2 time \vhen they were all broke

and looking for help.

It item to Lie they are here today looking for a way to get back on

the skids*

I am reminded by the turpentine industry, , r. chairman, if 3 may

digress a mccient, of the old geutlaian whose wife had been imploring him

for years to buy a sewing machine. His reply always was that he would

buy it as soon as he got straight, A little prosperity would case along

and the old man would get nearly straight and he would do some foolish

thing and back into the dumps he would go. That kept up for several

years* Finally the oM man died and when his wife walked by the casket
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she looked him in the face and said, "well, old rian, you are straight and

I am going to buy that sewing machine."

This industry reminds ?.)& of that, several tlr.ee v;e haTe had the

industry on the verge of prosperity and every tine something came up

that set it back into the duraps. The producers themselves ere their

worse enemies and that is exactly «hat you gentlemen are clamoring to

do at the present time, and God help you if you do not stop and thinl:.

As I recollect my figures, in the last £%* years the ?ood industry

has produced perhaps between 20 and 25 percent of naval stores. Am I

right?

A VOICE: it produces 13 percent of turpentine and £4 percent of

the rosin.

MR. AYCOCE; 18 percent of turpentine and 24 percent of rosin; my

figures are approximate correct. 20 to 25 percent.

Gentlemen, if you keep going in this chaotic condition over a few

years ^ore, the wood industry, through their methods of marketing and

through their strict adherence to business principles, their testing and

research, their total percentage of -une crop of naval stores will continue

to increase until you 7*111 be in the sane shape the old man ?/as in and

then your arife ean buy a sewing machine.

This is a serious situation you gentlemen are Lacing. A great many

of you, and I have talked to men from all parts of this turpentine belt,

are thoroughly dissatisfied with the Control Committer, and have some

little grievances here and there, *hich is perfectly natural, but I

implore you not to lose your* sense of balance because yon are dissatisfied

for some reason, if you do not like the Control uommittee, get another

one, but someone else at the head of it. Y<hen you organise a corporation
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end 3if9^t out, if they ao not mke a success the first year, do you quit?

No, you change the ?nanag«cient . She-re is not a man within the sound of

ny voice who i- he had entire control of the turpentine industry, who

would not, the first move he rjade, find out what the consumption would

be and adjust bis production accordingly. Sbm me any nan that is

here today against this control end he dare not deny that that is

exactly what you would do.

Now, gentlemen, it is up to you as to whether you control your

production in line with the worlds consumption or Aether you blindly

go out and increase your crop as laid down without control and ind

yourselves right back in the hole before the year 193© is over.

Bemember this: you gentlemen are the ones that suffer first through

overproduction. The factor does not suffer for it. The dealer does not

suffer. Then, in the name of God Almighty, are you people here not

competent to handle your own business without going and asking someone

else what to do when ©very man is on another horse?

If you do not like the Control Coaaittee, as I said, change them,

but stick to the method of control of production.

I was just talking this week with a cup salesman that went out

through the tete of Georgia on one trip and sold 400 cups, plates and

cups on the first trip. One man gave him an order for five cups provided

there was control of the crop next year. M there was not a eontrol he

wanted £0 cups. ith this government surplus hanging over your heads,

do you mean to tell me that you sane men can beat it by your dislike

of any individual connected with the control of the crop during the

past—can you etempede it into ruining yourselves and your own

financial interests? you are the boys that get up before daylight
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and stay up after night prodrcin^ turpentine . You are th^ first ones

to lose, Jiat do you want to do? Go to the old method of every .nan

for himself and the devil tske the hindmost v Increase your crop

thinking year next door neighbor won't increase hie and thereby yon

will profit, ?>hen your next door neighbor is doins the sase thing?

Think, gentlemen, before you act. There will be 050,000 units

made in 1956 without control. How are you going to market it, and

whet are you going to get for it? Who are you going to sell it to?

I arc not speaking of this kind of control, this method of control;

I sm speaking or control. If yon don't like that, get together. This

industry has sufficient brains to get together and form a control, but

don't make more than the world will consume, and take into consideration,

gentlemen, the surplus that is hanging over your heads today.

t thank you.

PRESIDING- OFFICER GUT OH): I think at this time, gentlemen, in

order that ue may continue in better quarters so far as hearing is

concerned, we will adjourn at this time until two o'clock, to meet

at the : ayflower Hotel, in a room at the I/ay? lower Hotel.

I ttoink Mr, Speh desires to make a statement.

ME, SESH; Just one minute, gentlemen. You all know where the

Wayflower Hotel is located. We will have better accomodations there,

a larger room, more seats, better ventilation and a loud speaker system*

There is only one objection, and that is that there are tally two

elevators, so that you won't be able to get in and out as rapidly as

you can here, so please do not delay starting over for the afternoon

session by waiting until five minutes of two to come over. Come over

as far ahead o time as you can, and you will find it a very comfortable
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place, I «m asicca to aEScrc.ce that in return for tter privilege of

uein£ that roor, tr merely annoi-aes that the Hotel , arrii^r and the

Hotel George fttlfetrrgtoa are prepared tc servs lrcioheori tc anyone who

Is interested in the nie stir.;;

.

(Thereupon, at 12:05 o r olook pjsr» # , a recess was taken rnt.il 2:00

o'clock p.^»)
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BBKFOHE THE SECKSTAKZ OF AGRICULTURE
AOBlCUmiRAL T! MP &££.' INI3TR&PIOH

In re: : Docket §*, A.8 - 0,3.

Hearing with reference to a s

g»QP©sa® IviASKETlHG AlSBSa&aSBT and I Haval $$Wm$4
PROPOSE!; oRDEfcR for J

: Jacksonville, Fla.
BAILEES HAVAL I

The hearing ms resumed at the i ayflower Hotel, Jacksonville , ilorida
?

at 2:00 o'clock p.m.

PBloIDH^ OFFICER ftSTFOlftt 'The hearing will eroe to order, please.

It is quite warm, gentlemen, up here, notwithstanding the added

ventilation we have, go t£ there are any cf you «1 0 want to remove your

coats feel perfectly free to do fo and make yourselves just as comfortable

as possible.

At the adjournment 'or lunch we were ftiaeussiiftg the question as to

the advisability of a corttruati en of some kind of control. At this time

if there is anyone *fee desires to speak in support of a continuation of

control of some kind we will be glad for you to come forward now and

do so,

We have a irlcrophone here through which you can sll hear, I an

tpM^rs tt wuffigjjiM MflffaflMfrJWiflBfr &|iJi$$& :\dk y&z® sM&ft nasto
quite sure, i p they will just approach the microphone to roesk.

MR. OfSI&Xfti Chalrran—

rET:^D r
?

:-G GFF2GER V ill you come forward and he sworn, please.

MR. OlSPKSIR: Yes, sir.
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fxmwoK of w. m. ormsiB,
FABGO, CB50IBU,

HEPH^aOTINa SUPERIOR PHOE PRODUCE i,

{The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding officer.}

tmsiDBKJ CFFICEH GOTCBD: v ill you give your nsrae to the reporter,

please?

MR* OTmiKi f M* Ottmeir.

PHESIBIMG aiFFOHD: And your address, please.

MB« OSPSfflSIB: Fargo, Georgia.

PSB3IDIM0 (FF1CBB GXFJfOHBt And your representation, Mr, Ottme.tr?

MB, QK&EIB: superior line I^roducta.

PHE'S&IW mFmm CHFFOBDi You may proceed.

KB, WftGElS: Mr. Chaiimaa, ladies and gentlemen of the audience,

we have heard suite a number of men speak wholeheartedly In support of

the marketing agreement this morning and I believe that most of these

men are sincere in their thoughts that we need some method of control.

X believe the Control Garaaittee has been fair in believing that some

control methods are necessary, but so far as our control methods that

we have had, they have been long are*© out agreements, and I would

like to suggest at this time that we put the control of our turpentine

crop out in the woods where it belongs.

We have in this present written agreement a paragraph which I

believe if extended probably to the length or one roll page would make

a marketing agreement that would be more effective and possibly go further

towards controlling our industry than what we have. 1 would like to

suggest at this time that our control measures be based solely and

entirely on a diameter of the tree basis, in other words, control

our output from our timber right in the woods which is the only
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place it ever can be controlled, which can eyer be a control method to

take care of our crop of turpentine, if we are going to control the

amount that goes on the market we are either goine to hare not to make

it or make it end hold it, and the best way to control this, as I say,

is in the diameter of the tree worked.

It has been shown by statements made by the Regional Forest survey

that approximately SO percent of the turpentine put on the market is made

from trees under 9 inches in diameter, end I believe of this 30 percent

most of the operators in itiis room today will consider it unprofitable

to turpentine, 1 believe they will consider it unprofitable to turpentine

trees six, seven or eight inches. If this can be taken of the market I

sincerely believe that our turpentine will reach a control that will be

understandable by the backwoods turpentine operator* The agreement that

we have today, a large percentage of the sz&ll operators do not understand

what it is all about, and a lot of them would not sign an agreement of this

kind for anything, but give them an agreement which is in their own

language—the backwoods talk—and if you say they cannot hang a cup

on a tree under nine inches, nine and one-half or ten inches, whatever

you have, he will understand it, and he can make his plans, make his

plans a year ahead of time or make his plans ten years ahead of time.

With the present marketing agreement a man cannot make his plans

in time to begin his present operations.

I believe if we go back to the diameter limit solely that we will

accomplish a result that we will never accomplish by long drawn out

agreements of tegs, I believe today that the only tag which should

be put on a barrel of rosin or a cask of turpentine is a tax possibly

put on for research or advert iateent* in other words, you will work

it
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your t ir&er, the larger diameter timber you can work more profitably.

The operator can advertise, and possibly, if neeessary, take a little

less for his turpentine and make a profit. Here is not an operator

here today who would not rather sell 25 cent turpentine if he could

icake a nickel or a dine a gallon, than to sell 50 cent turpentine and

lose 5 cents a gallon.

Instead of decreasing the market, we have got to increase it. Our

tax can go for research and advertising ana stimulating a greater de^iand

for our product, rather than run ine price up to where we reduce our demand.

I believe If this laarketing agreement was drawn up on one sheet of

paper and based entirely on a diameter limit, and possibly followed a year

cm two later by seme forest practice method, fire prevention, etc., I

believe we wouldjget a long way toward getting a marketing agreement.

I thank you.

presiding <mmm amo^i Mr. uttc^ir.

MR. vmmmi Yes, sir*

PRESIDING ORj'ICEK GIFPOKD? I think we desire to ask you some

questions, please.

Mb amiEXRi I beg your pardon?

PBk^IDJ&G OPt'&m Gi.
:

; uais I think ; r. Gold desires N fetfe ggg sa;i£

questi cos.

MB. CffOK&IHi Yes, sir.

MR, GOLD: Mr. Ottmeir, I want to ask you about how much of the

production today is on trees of 9t inches or less?

a®. ISp&I&i The question has been asked how much of the production

is on trees 9 inches or less.

Xfcl e»lj report [ think that Si have—tria-w is, t£*t I IsW sf< is
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from a regional survey made by Captain I. i', EOdredse, and I wish he

was here today to substantiate the 30 statements, but 1 think they are

in print—ie that approximately 30 percent of the crop was on timber

under 9 inches in diameter.

While i as here I would lift* to make one further stateuient as to

why I ask the use oi' diameter as a basis, and that i3, we would have very

little trouble in regulating it. We would not hare to see ii a man had

tags, anyone could ride throu^i his isoods and see whether or not he was

working his timber in accordance with regulations or not, and 1 believe

we would have a lot less trouble,

(jQID: I would like to ask you, IS?* Qttraeir—

>

m. OFi&Eia: Yes, sir,

m. GOLD: —If this timber 1fcat is worked 9 inches ox less is under

lease or some type of contract?

MR, OraiEIH: Well, that would have to be taken--timber growing is

not a matter of a few minutes or a few hours. It is a matter of years,

m. GOLD: Yea.

MB, OTTOIB: And a control measure to really become effective to

its fullest effect Blight take a period or several years, and the more we

try to hurry the worse fix we get in,

MR, GOLD: Eow would you expect to set aside contracts or leases in

order to put in affect your measure?

MR, The main thing would be that no virgin timber would be

hung on trees that were given a diaiueter linit. That diameter limit could

be made, aay, 9 inches this year, and if that does not control suf xcient3y
f

make it ID inches, because the whole thing is, a man is going to have his

timber taken away from him, Ee ia going to have to reduce his production,





and isky reduce it after he has tmde if; Seduce it berore he cake3 it,

and let him reduce it to his best advantage, *?hich is by throwing off

the smallest trees •

It is generally conceded by turpentine people that it is really

unprofitable to work timber under 9 inches in dianeter. In other words,

if a man had a total operation on 30 trees he would operate at a loss,

even on today' 3 isarket* Therefore, every tree that he works under 9

MR, GOLD: How soon do you think a program of that type that you

have in mind would effectively control production?

MR, OTTOSIR: I believe that within two or three years it ^ould show

its fullest effect.

I believe also that in two or three years 1 time v/ith proper advertising

and proper woods methods by operators themselves, I believe that instead of

figuring on 460,000 units, 1 believe our production would be increased

because the operator could make cheaper turpentine, ve could do away with

the substitutes and we would not have to worry about helping these other

countries out by putting our prices up to where they can afford to work

their poorly producing timber rather than to buy our turpentine.

MR. GOLD: Then this program you are talking about is not a program

for 1956?

MR. VFtmi&t 1 beg your pardon?

ME. GOLD: I say, the program that you are discussing is not a

program for 1926?

MR, OraeSia: I would suggest that we start jjamediately.

m. GOLD: Bo you feel that it would have much effect?

MB. 'BmWLU: It would not have a great deal of effect on new timber

4?
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hung this year. The minute the agreement is signed that thing could be

put into effect immediately and the man would know what he could work,

hut if we could not put it in effect this year, why, make it hold over

until next year*

HI GOLD; In your opinion would it have any effect on the present

timber other than virgin timber, in 1956?

MR, OTO&IIF: -ell, it would effect some prospective operators,

himself would be better satisfied because he would immediately know,

if he were to lease a piece of lend or contemplated leasing a piece of

land, by this method, if this were put into a law, within the next week

or two weeks, he would know teiediately whether or not to lease that

But if this thing here were put into a law it would be January

before he would know what his allotment was going to be and he could

not make his plane for the coming year satisfactorily, and he would

either have a lot of extra output in the way of turpentine cups, tins

and possibly houses built that he would not have if it were on a

diameter basis because he would know what he could do.

MR. GOD): I believe that is all,

PRE^IDim <FfDER GISTOBD: I think Major Barkalow also has a question

to ask you, Mr* otttneir*

1£R. OTBHIE: Yes, sir.

MR. mifflMMi m* Ottmeir, I believe that you said that by riding

through the woods such a position could be enforced. Would it be possible

to see whether or not a tree under 9 inches had been used?

Wi> Tea
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MR. fi&HCAUfe: How mmy do you roresee that it would take to ride

through the woods to enforce such a provision throughout the entire

turpentine belt from ths GuK up through North Caroline?

MR. ara&IB: i could not tell you the exact nuriber gf r.ion, but 1

would say tale, that it possibly would take less than 10 percent of the

overhead to enforce such a measure that you would have to enforce any

agreement that we haw seen.

m. BmM& : Do you feel then that such a provision if used alone

would be enforceable?

MS. OOTaSIRj I believe so* I believe you will find the operators

will cooperate wholeheartedly on such a program. If you talked to a

mnaber of operators, I believe whether the law would be constitutional

or not, I believ€i you could set the operators to cooperate r/ithout ever

taking any ease to a Supreme court decision.

m* B&RK&LQv? s Of course, you appreciate I presume that under the

act we must regulate interstate cossaeree.

0o you consider the cutting of a pine tree in the state of, say,

Georgia, to be interstate canraerce?

m. ora$IH! The cutting or one tree within the ^tate of Gteorgie?

m* BaHKALOv.': Yes.

MB. OTTI^IH: He, it is not moved out of the state.

mm MmJd£Mi Than how do you assume we are going to regulate the

alae of the tree that can be tapped?

MR. omsiR: Well, what we are after as I understand it is a measure

of control, and aay, it may he unconstitutional and yet you passed a law

aometizae back—of eouree, they have repealed it now—you passed a lew

sometime back prohibiting the manufacture and sale of liquor, and I don ft

see why we couldn't pass a law on that same basis.
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la the first place, it will meet with public approral, that is,

the turpentine operators.

HI* BAJRK/JXRV: You foresee then a necessity of additional legislation

before we could have such control?

Hi ommWi I believe yea could get the operators to sign the

agreement. I believe you could get all of the operators to sign an

agreement, at least 9© percent of them, to abide by such a provision.

MR. BABEAI^Ws With reference to the fact that the acW

MR* OTTIvIEIBt fell, I don't know #iether that would be necessary

or not *

MB. BAfSCAXOW: Well, if we work under this Act, you understand, we

m*% regulate interstate eosiaerce.

m. enKEXft: well, the details of tbat could be worked out. I

believe there should be some way to work it out. it seems from my talking

here and eorrespendeaoe with various operators that would be the safest

way.

And, we have had remarks made here today of a vast amount of

turpentine and rosin being held by the government on loans. That is

not going to help any operator, because to hold it is not going to

reduce production. If you make it and hold it, it is not going to

help amy*

la other words, suppose that the government v/ere to try this

program and instead of leading him money on his stuff after he has mad*

it, lead him money to pay his taxes to keep his timber off of the market.

A man that has got a piece of timber that is too small to work, he has to

pay taxes on it# and so let the govesaroat start a program to lend him

the mosey because he is keeping his timber off of the market.
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The stuff wo bar© got today that the governiasnt is folding, the

government might say may "do tomorrow, for all we know, they ml^it do

like they did with the agreement and the CCC, dump the whole thing on

the market.

ME. m&JdJ&i : inen the plan that you speak of would also call for

additional legislation under f&icfc we could lend money to those who do

not produce*

MR* O^mXR; That Kay come next year, if it takes legislation, but

' we are going to have something that is beneficial.

X think lay criticism has oeen constructive because I think it is

one plan that will succeed. It has been in the agreement , but it is

one part of the agreement that no one ever pays any attention to. 1

mean the Control Gousnittee. There is no one that ever went to the woods

to see whether they were working trees under 9 inches.

One aam in a day can cover, no telling how many hundreds of thousands

of acres.

IP* itWtfftWl I uuink H is, as you say, obstructive, and -

still trying to find out how we could under the Act have put such a

program into effect.

As you will notice in Article IV, Section 2, paragraph 3, as written,

no contracting handler shall, handling—no contracting handler shall handle

any naval stores derived from any crude gum taken from any living pine tree

less than 9 Inches in diameter.

How, under the Act which we now have it would appear that that is the

only way we earn get to that, end if we are going into the woods without

additional legislation I don't see how we could prohibit a men from using

a tree that was not of that siae unless it is through handling in interstate

coanerce.
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Now, if you have any plan hereby we can do that under this j&t

I would be very glad to do it,

MR« GTTMBIR: Practically all of hia production is handled through

interstate commerce after it is manufactured,

2f that won't work, why should it be written into the present

agreement? It is in there, and that thing could be amplified and explained

and put down in such a way—in other words, X spoke to four or five operators

today. They are not real S3all operators but they are real backwoods

operators. They know turpentine. They knew turpentine before I was born,

but they tell me that ifcey read through these agreements and that they were

newer able to understand them, but they will understand the tree diameter,

and *&at I think we want is something that is going us the most help,

Let's just try this one thing. It won't cost anybody anything. In

fact it will help ewery man, because I should say from our own standpoint

that we operate today on that principle,

MB, BaJRiCaXOW : Well, as you say, it is in there now, but it is in

there as a control of interstate commerce and it is not in there as control

of the size of the tree that a man can tap, and unless you hate some plan

whereby we can control that tree and hare the function of tapping the tree

made interstate comsasree I don't see how, under our present Act, we can go

beyond what we hawe done here.

I am open to suggestions.

WU Ora^IS: ft ell, of course, it would probably take a Isjwyer to

work out those details, but I imagine there are plenty of them here.

U we can get together on that, we can put that in there,

MR. BABULS? : 1 should be glad to hear from some of the legal minds

on that point.

(Ho response.)
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PRESIDING GUFOID : Is there any further questions of Mr.

Ottaeir?

(No response,)

PRESIDING CFFDEH GIFFORD: If not, thank you*

MR. BLACK: Mr. Chairman,

PRESIDING GF7ICER GOTO!©: fcr. Black.

MR. BLACK: I would like to ask one question.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHD: State the question to the Chair,

MR. BLACK: I&r. Ottmeir, you made the statement that the Control

Committee did not take any cognizance of the fact of violations of the

last agreement in reference to the conservation clause, did you not?

MB. oralisIR: Well, I should say they made no effort, as I can see,

to curb it, because I have seen timber hung that was under the diameter

limit, in various places.

I don't mean by that, that the committee, the Control Committee

was lax. I meant they possibly had no way of enforcing it, no method of

going about it, but there was very little effort outside of passing out

measurement sticks to use on the trees. That is my personal opinion in

our section, where I have seen timber, and I can take you to timber that

was hung last year, quite a bit of it, under 9 inches.

MR, HUGE: Mr. Chainaan, I would like to mate a statement to clarify

the statement that I am satisfied gave out the impression to the operators,

that so far as this statement was concerned, X want to say this, gentlemen,

that as a member of the Control Committee, that we warned numbers and

numbers of men before that Committee for putting cups on timber under

9 Inches, and the reason that we did not cite them to Washington was

because the penalty under the last agreement was the taking and cancelling
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of their license anfl I did not think it was sufficient to go to

Washington to ask the abolition of his license for putting cups on

timber under 9 inches. I know that we hat from 15 to SO cited "before

that committee for placing cups on timber under 9 inches, and I have

a man right here whoban certify to that*'

Jtit, oraSIR: I wmld life© to say—

llliJHMl CPF3Di2R How, gentlemen, I am perfectly willing—

u BUCK: Just one other statement, Judge, if las allowed to mak<

PRESIDIUM OffIDBH GITFOKDs You make your statement and then I will

iwyftfoflt isiy explanat 1 on

•

Wt* BUCK* That is, that the Control Committee' instructed these men

that tfcey would get no tags if they still kept on putting cups on timber

under 9 inches in diameter and 4| feet above the ground*

ME* GTOSEIBj I did not mean to criticize the Control Committee at all,

I meant that the agreement we have is so complicated and so Eiany things in

there, that a lot of operators never knew about 9 inchea unless they were

told, and furthermore they did not believe it would carry much weight, and

I believe if we had an agreement where it was based primarily on that one

phase, I believe we would get more wholehearted cooperation of all of the

£ would like to ask the gentlemen if he does not believe that that

would help a great deal more than a long-drawn-out

Off SJBH GSTOH): The Question is not

I will say this, gentlemen, ladies and gentlemen, that we are working

upon a new agreement, if for any reason the fonaer agreement has not

acoo«5?lished all that you want, that is water over the dam. V/hat we
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are here to do is to see whether we can and should have a method c£

control, one that will be workable, one that will be enforceable.

Without either of those elements no agreement and no order can help you.

we realize that just as well as you do*

Theref ore , let's talk to the future and not to the past, please.

Is there anyone else who desires to speak in favor of or in support

of a control in this industry'?

(Witness excused.)

m. mmDlQT: Ux. Chains.

Pm3XDIS*G CW2CSB GBTOHD: »ill you come forward and be sworn, please*

MR. *mm)I&?: Yes, sir.

SHCNSWOT, GSCHGIA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING OFFICEB GIFFORD; State your name, please.

MR. BENEDICT: R. E. Benedict.

PRESIDING G?FICIR GIFFORD: And your address, please.

MR. BENEDICTS Brunswick, Georgia.

PRESIDING QSPF3CEP. GOT0HD: You may proceed.

Iffi. roiEDIGT: Mr. Chairman, I wiait to say that I fully agree with

Kr. Ottmeir in what he said. I am for an agreement. I think after we

have had two years of this and have been together, and while we have made

mistakes, we have been together as producers, in the interest of producers,

and I think it would be a crime if we had to give it up. However, I am

going to vote against the agreement if it contains the present allotment

system.

I would like to explain just why I am opposing the present allotment

system.
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FKE5XD2M O^JCKB amOJtoi I&ght I suggest this, far. Benedict.

KB, BfiKSDSBTi tea, sir.

£$KSIB2Na OEfKER awaiJDs That tiiis is just generally whether or

not you are in support of a control?

m. BSKESIca'; Yes, sir.

Wimsmim m&m aWWQmt ind I assure you that you will have ample

opportunity to discuss the proposition that you want to discuss, and d.on*t

you think it would make the record in better sequence to discuss It when

that provisions of the agreement comes up and we discuss that in detail

|

J would rather if you would do that.

ME. gBSHBJBTi Stell, as to bein^ i& favor of an agreement, we are

a small industry and we are besieged by substitutes, by people taking

away our market. Half of our stuff goes in export, and we cannot control

that individually, and I aon»t see that we have got any chance of increasing

the consumption of our production unless we maintain soma kind of en

organisation to fight for ourselves, e cannot get anything without

fighting for it, and we are just going to drift down, if i may trust

that this far, on the Chairman 1 a limitation, I feel that the present

system with its control of production—I mean the efforts on controlling

production is purely a policy which is going *o let us down and down,

whereas if we adopt a duplicate system of trying to get more markets as

well as limit temporarily the production we can got somewhere.

I want to make a definition or try to define, if I may, one of the

reasons which makes me opposed to the present allotment system, I think

this fair, Mr. Chairman.

This is a processors* agreement. I think under the law it is a

processors' agreement, and yet we are producers. How, our crop, our

turpentine crop is not the crop we are working. It is the number of

trees nine inches face that we have got.
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Far example, in my own case we hare got about 50 percent of our

9 inch trees working. It is not enough to pay our taxes.

Hew, we have paid for this land; we have paid for this tinner, and

yet we are prevented from harvesting. The present mrkcting agreement

places a limitation on harvesting, not on the crop we have got. When we

have this timber under 9 inches we have got a crop, and yet the marketing

agreement and control ia based on the amount we have harvested, which is

purely accidental.

Some men that I know have refrained from hanging on anything for ten

years, and yet now comes the time when they want to hang and they are

processors. They are going to get maybe a limit of five or ten crops.

I just want to end up by saying I do hope we win get a marketing

agreement that will work, that can be enforced. TVe have got to have the

law behind us because a lot of us have got to face court proceedings

unless we obey the law.

I thank you.

PHSSIDIKG CFFICEK GIFFGHD: Vx» Benedict, I do not want you to

understand that I am limiting you or anyone else—

MR, B5S3EDICT: I do not understand that, Mr. Chairman,

PRESIDING CFFICER GIFFOKD: —to that type of evidence, but it does

strike me it would be more appropriate as a part of the discussion had of

the particular item. I want to assure as we take those things up

specifically, we will be glad to have you make any suggestions you

desire, or anyone else to do the same # .

No??, is there anyone else who desires to speak in support of a control

program? If not, is there anyone who desires to speat: in opposition of a

control program?
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fESTIMOJY OF 0. W. VAIH
Yaldosta, Georgia.

{The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING CS^ICER GOT 012): Your name and address, please.

MR, G» W. Vain, Yaldosta, Georgia, and a member of the

Control Committee,

Gentlemen, the first thing I want to say is to answer a question

that ms asked L'r. Kewton this morning as to the unanimity of the Control

Committee in submitting this proposition to the producers, When the margin

agreement was arbitrarily and unfairly canceled on the producers on July 51,

at the next meeting of the Control Committee, I took the position that our

job had ended, that we had no other reason and no other grounds for

functioning, and for that reason I did not think we had the right to

submit any proposed marketing agreement to the government or anyone else.

I took the stand further that the funds in the hands of this Control

Committee should be immediately refunded to the producers vtao had paid

them in during the past sixteen months.

This was overwhelmingly voted down by the other members of the

Committee and I immediately tendered my resignation and I have not

attended any meeting since.

How speaking as an individual, I am absolutely opposed to any further

marketing agreement. I do not think it is workable; I do not thin}: it is

feasible. I think you are interfering with worlds 1 markets. I am opposed

to any help or any loan from the government, feeling that it sticks here

as a rod over us in future years. We might just as well take our medicine

Mr as to take it at the end of 1936, 1957, or 1938. If we have produced

more stuff than the world will consume, why we had better go broke than to

—better go broke and give it up.

D8
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In reference to the proposed agreement which I had nothing to do

with, I sr.: absolutely opposed to every section of it, I em opposed to

a marketing agreement .here the government takes over each and every

dictatorial power, yet they hate nothing isteeted in the business and

have rendered us no service. n this new proposed marketing agreement

they have not even got the confidence in the producers to allow them to

elect their own Control Committee* They are appointed* e cannot buy a

postage stamp without it is approved fey the Secretary of Agriculture, or

some political friend of hie that he sees fit to appoint as administrative

officer.

X take the position that if the people, or a majority of these

produeers want a marketing agreement, let them work it out among themselves,

and control the crops, without governornt interference. (Applause.)

- PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Gentlemen, I fully appreciate your

sentiment and your applause, but nevertheless we want to get through

with this hearing sometime, and it just takes time and it does not do

anybody any good.

Is there anyone else who wishes to sj.eak ;.n opposition, to the

proposed agreement and order?

tESTBOTY 03? J. Cr* FJSE
* ansae ola, Florida*

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. PACE; Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen: I opposed this at

the beginning, and during the two years it has been in operation, and I

oppose it more now, Why did I oppose it in the beginning? I did not

believe then and neither do I believe now that the right of an individual

to regiment his life back from what he had been in years gone by and

bring it up to what it was when he started was something that was practicable.
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I did not believe that an individual who worked his timber through

should be denied the right to sell his products to better his condition

and to pay his taxes. It is not a working or workable plan in ay opinion,

and I want to say here that my opinion is nothing more than my opinion,

and just my idea of the thing, hut X em with the government end I am for

law and order, but when a man is denied the right to sell his stuff from

his own labor and his own creation to pay his taxes or to help carry on

his business and carry it on legitimately, denied that right and it is

attempted to regiment him back from what he had been in years gone by

and go back and fix his allotment on the five years preceding, I knew

it could not work, because I do not believe that any man can live and

regiment his life back. He cannot live it over.

Now I believe in enthusiasm and I believe in initiative. I believe

that a man who loses money loses something, I believe if a man loses his

character and loses his honor he loses a lot, but when he loses his courage

he loses all.

I thought this Control Committee was dead. Hearing two of them

speak this morning, I did not know whether they were trying to dig the

grave deeper and rehearse the corpse, or trying to bring it book* And

erne of them in his talk spoke of his liberty,

ttr« Man—Mr, Chairman, excuse W$**4 an H jjffrjfll ( believe

in American government end I believe in the American system now and always.

I believe is law end I believe in order* I do net believe in making changes

end everything of that kind, I believe it is right and it is $ust if the

stumps of this lend will save this land in the future, these little trees,

to let the stumps go ahead and be put into a eoiamodity that will take the

place of them, I traveled 500 miles two days ago and X sew small trees
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being operated and chipped, I tola the man traveling with me, "Kill it",

The man that was doing it said it was chipping, largely. Knowing the

load of turpentine and rosin in storage by the government, X asked him

t© quit chipping those little trees. Ee said, no, that they were going

to chip all they could* why? Well, they figured out that the government

will furnish the money and keep sticking it up and keep pyrariiding the

prices, and we know we will never get it in spite of the government's

supply of money.

It is not that* It is the thing that will carry a commodity that

the world trade will take and provide for it, With all this rosin in

storage I am here now to tell you, as I have always told you, that I am

going to protect the government in trying to salvage that old rosin out.

I am here to tell you that you cannot put that turpentine in tanks, you

cannot set that rosin in the yard with those stays, the kind we use now,

and keep it any length of time, without having deterioration in it.

Gn the other hand, if it was scattered throughout the world people

would take it in in large quantities and take care of it themselves ; hut

when you take it in large quantities and set a price for it the world has

never taken it, and that is the basis of thought we ought to have about

it now. I am against it; I was against it when it started and I am

against it now.

Wfcy? The principles of working in regimentation did not go far

enough, fbea you regiment yourself back and take hold of life that is

past, when will the time come when you want to designate a certain day

and time to reestablish yourself in fee new life on what you have done

in the pest,

I am opposed to it, I believe it is regulation that I am opposed to.

I do not believe there are enou# trees left in this country to yield any

ei
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such a number as 600,000 or 700,000 barrels of turpentine, and I have

been at It 47 years.

I heard a man this morning say that this is liberty, and take hie

liberty away from him* Well, I will stand for .American liberty as long

as I live in this country and when X cease to support the government on

a government law I will want to leave it, It takes loyalty to the country

and we have that, but we cannot have government come into this Industry

and say we want the unit value at |0O or $70. It has never brought it

in war times or in distress times. Why? It never was worth it, it

never was worth it the way it is.

And I will eay why I am for no government control* some of these

factors want control; others want a large loan. They say that that will

control it, if you will put the loan value high enough. Where will the

goveraaint stop If they put the loan value to suit every man at present

here today? What would you say, and what would this man say. It cannot

be done that way ana it is not time yet to do it that «&y.

How, I heard a little said this morning about a man who went out

la the field to sell cups. Mr. Ivan, that may have been a replacement

value. That may have been to replace some old cups that were deteriorated

and insufficient to make the rosin. Four hundred cups in Georgia was not

enough cups for new timber,

I am glad of one thing and that is that the man who would have to

pay the burden of tax on a litt3£ tract of land is getting a price for

his timber that helps him a lot , end you never saw such an excitement

in the State of Georgia in your life, and as I say I have been in it

for 47 years, with people chipping little sapling© 9 inches and above.
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I believe in conservation, I believe in the .American government,

X believe in the future of imerican life, but when we strike—when we

try to strike down imerican spirits by restrictions and representation,

£ do not believe in that* ^bat man. said he would buy four cups and

twenty if control is out. There is nothing in four cups. Every

turpentine mm has a little timber, and if he hasn't he will go to

his neighbor and lease the timber, he is going out with the idea of

Baking more than he ever did in me history c£ this industry. Why?

Be wants to think and he does think if they have control with the

government behind it that will put the price at ^68 or $7$ and you

will find thejfcreasurer of the united states trying to move to

Jaeksosarill»i I ohil* sr savaaasfc.

I am not neutral, I am neither for nor against the thing* First,

I am for the government. There is no neutrality in me. I do not believe

I could be neutral end tell one thing this morning and do a different

thing this evening. I believe in my opinion, so far as I think a thing

is right, but it is nothing but an opinion, but when enacted into a law

it is supposed to mean something to everyone. But, when a little man

goes out there and pays his taxes by shipping his turpentine, 50 units

against my Z ,000 , I am against i t and against it now.

New, the Control Committee is divided. I understand I2r. Barnes

was on the Board, and some of them are not trying to kill it but I thought

it was dead and X hope it is dead, ^he talk going around with some of the

government field agents, namely Kr. Yand«asn of Hew Orleans tells me this,

the nation cannot produce a million more pounds of turpentine out of pine

trees. It is impossible. There are not enough pine trees in this

country on the Atlantic seashore or Gulf of Mexico and it cannot be do$e,
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ana when I hear of an operator who is going to chip ell winter, I think

why does he do it? Well, he wants to get a loan from the government,

I reckon. And who is the government? JSirery barrel of turpentine, the

way I understand it, that the governiaent has advanced money on belongs

to you, to every individual under the sovereignty of this nation. That

is rl$vb. It is not mine, I sometimes think the government should issue

an order to every man who has borrowed so much and owes so much, should

issue an order and let him help take care of this surplus he has got now.

I am against it. I did not know this morning how some of the

people hare for the Control Committee felt about it. Jffi?. Black imprewed

me as being sorry he ever belonged to it* fhe way Mr. Hewton talked I

thought~*we11, I don't dispute that the Control Committee tried to do

everything they could but I have expressed my opinion and I think I

am right in ay opinion when I say it could not be operated in the law
\

what a mm could operate his business and pay his expenses and be

restricted from paying his own labor. It was said that a man was

living by the sweat of his brow. Now, I do not want a man living

by the sweat of his brow and so I give him something for it.

Pardon b», sir, but I am a timber owner and my boys operate it.

When control is on other people reduced the prioe of chipping. I kept

it up and 1 am going to keep it up, and I will tell you older people

now I am thinking strongly of giving a can five pounds of meat and

chicken ef my own raising. I would rather give it to him than to

see a man only working with the sweat of his brow.

And furthermore I do not want to deny a can liberty in this nation

under a control agreement that you caimot make and sell a commodity without

giving part of it away for the people's good.
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I believe that is all I have to say, and I want to thank you, sir.

X an a lasr-abiding man. Ask me any questions you wish.

MR, GOLD? Can you tell me what you think the production will be in

1936?

MB. E*OE: The way these factors are going and these little saplings

I do not believo it will be oyer 500,000 barrels, if that, I told the

Control C cEsaittee when it first started it should be 450,000 barrels a

year and not 381,000. Why? it vras to give the people a livelihood for

the things they have been doing and the only thing they could do to make

a living.

I4R # GOLD: You say you think the production next year will be

500,000 barrels?

MB. xJA0'£; Hot over, of the gum turpentine, out of the live trees.

ME, GOLD: Ih*t do you think the production is in 1935?

MR, PiPE: For 1935?

m. G0n>: Yes.

MR, $4g$8 About 450 ,000 or 480,000 barrels.

MR, GOLD: Bo you know what the allotment for gum was in 1935?

MR. P^CS: 436,000 barrels, I believe.

Wk GOLD: 450,000, and you do not know that there has been any

production above 450,000 this year?

MR. PA02: Ho, sir, I do not,

1HU GOLD: toA you think that the sum total next year will be

500,000?

MR. If these factors go out and buy all this little timber

it will be, and pay an enormous price for it. That is right, sir, they

can control it, but factors going out of business and then coming back
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expecting the government to keep the price up when it is in distress

and it is in distress; you cannot keep it in tanks unless you keep it

sweetened up, as they call it. You cannot keep old rosin barrels around

the yard without rotting, and I told them before I believe it is the right

thing to help the government salvage this stuff that is in distress.

I will be glad to have anybody aak me questions.

PRESIDING GEFEJjsR GOTGKD: Is there anyone else who desires to

speak in opposition? Mr* Bsese, do you have anything to say for this

hearing before we start generally?

MR. WESZ: Yes, sir, I will, gentlemen, but I think there are some

others who want to be heard in opposition.

PRESIDING QFF1CEH GWFGBDi I thought we were just getting to the

close, and I would be very glad to have you put your remarks in the record.

MR. BOC?Hi: Mr. Chairman, I irould like to say a word, if you please.

PRESIDING OFFICER QJFFQ3D: Be sworn, please.

HEzxmtm cr w. s. boooh,mm 9 c&ohgia.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING- COTCO©: wlta* is your nam*?

Wk 300TE: W. §* Booth.

CFFJCER GITiTOED; Tou are a producer?

2<<R, BOOTH: Yes, sir, owner and producer. President of the

Ctaaolidated of the P.T.C. , the largest in the United states. I mention

that because I want to speak on conservation and other things.

Mr. Chairman and ladies and gentlemen, I do not know whether

everything that I wish to say will be directly in the line *f argument

or germane to the subject, but I shall endeavor to try somewhat to keep

within range and shall be willing to be called any time that I diverge

too far.
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I noticed the statement frori the Chair that the matter of the old

marketing agreement was not in issue at this hearing, and I accept that

as correct. It is very difficult, however, to properly discuss the

proposed marketing agreement without referring to our store of experience,

and because of that it may be necessary for ae at times to refer to our

experience vrith the previous agreement.

However, I dislike very irach to ever have to refer to the dead,

especially in any disrespectful manner.

In order that I may get somewhat closer to the line of my conception

of the line of argument, I have a short brief hers. I shall not take tiiae

to read it except just to keep myself as near the line as may be possible,

<nen I read in the reports that we Trill probably have a new agreement

proposed, I wondered who was proposing it. That ratter has been fully

explained to my satisfaction, end in order, L.r, Chairman, if it is

permissible to take just a little time, I would be glad to present

as a part of the record my views as to the personnel and the activities

formerly of the Control Committee and so forth as published in the

Savannah weekly Naval ...tores Keview and Journal of Trade o£ October 26, 1935.

PRESIDING GPF20ES GJFFOKD: Is it a personnel of the membership of the

Control Committee?

MK, SOOTH: Ho, not personnel, but as to the proposed marketing

agreement.

PBB3IDE3G OFFICES GSTGKDj If there is no objection it may be read

into the record.

MR. BOOTH (reading)

:

W. S* BOOTH EXTREM ES HIS TOSWS 01? THE H&HOTItlG AGHEBSEHT

Slanor, Ga. , October 25, 1955.

Weekly Haval Stores Keview,
Savannah, Georgia*
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2'irat 1 desire to thank you in behalf of tLe naval stores

producers and operators as well as in ray own interest for the impartial

and liberal policy of your paper in opening its columns for the expressions

of views of turpentine and timber men in the discussion of their problems.

In the opinion of many operators there is no topic or problem more

current and exciting more interest at this time than the new proposed

marketing agreement and the hearing set for same in Jacksonville on

31st inet.

In foilowing the develorsrient of this matter, after the suspension

of the former agreement, I have been quite concerned and interested in

the activities of the former Control Committee. I happen to know the

personnel of this committee and feel sure that they have the interest

of the industry at heart and would like to render it distinguished service,

I feel sure they are prompted by a real need of the industry and are

faithfully trying to find a solution that would help the people interested.

Granting this confidence in their purpose, I have not the same

confidence in their plan or method of accomplishment. The industry with

its variety of workers and interests does not seem to yield to the treatment.

«e may concede that many of the objectionable features of the former

agreement have been eliminated and cured in the proposed new instrument,

the fact remains that it will deal with the same conditions and face the

same major problems.

The greatest of which is to secure a reasonably uniform and impartial

enforcement. This night be accomplished, if that faction or percentage of

the operators who did not sign or signed and did hot comply could be

eliminated, but I see no method or plan by which this defect is to be

cured in the proposed agreement. A control or enforcement committee
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will have to face the same people and conditions, with the same problems

that wrote failure into the former.

What assurance have we that gam turpentine eat rosin will not be

freely "bootlegged" and marketed without regard to the restrictions laid

down by the ruling majority? sure there will be penalties, but who will

enforce them and protect the honest signer of the agreement?

It may be possible , if every one who has to do with marketing of

turpentine products could be brought to the mourner's bench, secure a

confession for the past and a religious dedication to this new ritual,

with the road so rough that it would not be possible to I backslide*

Since it will be freely conceded that this method would be unethical

and Impractical, I am sure it might as well be conceded that it would be

just ae easy of accomplishment as the enforcement of the proposed new

asresment*

'There are many arguments against a marketing agreement that I may

here present if space were unlimited, but I do not want to trespass on

your liberality*

suffice it to be said that, with all the needs of renovation,

reform and intelligent promotion of the industry, the proposed marketing

agreement offers scant hope of accomplishment*

May I appeal to the turpentine operators, processors and workers,

as well as timber owners to be present at the proposed hearing and express

themselves in such a manner 1&at the commission may get a fair and adequate

view of the desires and feelings of the industry on this very important

subject. Hope to meet you there. Don*t wait till it Is accomplished

and then set up a howl,

Bespeotfully,

Si || Booth.
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I now want to acknowledge the receipt of these documents, and in

regard to same I beg to say that I have read same with interest.

I find nothing new in this proposed marketing agreement and order

that would in my opinion justify its adoption at this time.

In the light of the experience of the industry with the late

marketing agreement, I would, to say the least, consider it stupid for

the operators to assume to live over again that hectic period of the

last one and one-half years.

It may he truthfully argued that the proposed marketing agreement

offers some Improvement over the former, namely, in a unified control or

management, by joining all branches of the industry under one committee*

This may be admitted, yet the fact remains that it will be dealing

with the same elements that furnished material for the late experiment.

Up to this good hour there is no tangible evidence of a constitutional

change for the better, in their disposition or temperament.

If perchance there may be found a solvent for these elements of

human delinquency, it would still be impractical, because of intricacies

involved in its enforcement and the impossibility of a fair and equitable

administration*

I might say, Er, Chairman and gentlemen, that these intricacies of

administration involved so many elements that no control committee, I

believe, would be able to solve the problems involved in fairness and in

justice*

If all this were not true, the faet remains that it would not be

sound in principle or feasible as a policy, because this country is conceded

be
to^the majority producer of the world* s supply of naval stores, with the
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result that the major portion of our production has to be exported to

other market s for sale.

In arguments in hearing on former agreement, it was freely contended

that a proposal of the producers of this country to "boost the price in this

country to a point that would appear attractive to a depressed world and

same sponsored by a moat powerful government, would offer an inducement

to every owner of a pine tree ir the world to tap it, ana take advantage

of an enhanced income. Thus not only individuals, "but governments were

moved to find employment and new sources of incct-o. That jj&f- would be

spurred to activity to find substitutes or a new timber supply for

exploitation.

when that argument was si&de it was merely a prediction*

On the other hand it was argued that we were the admitted dominating

influence in the naval stores world and it remained for us to act and the

world would follow.

as to which theory was correct, I shall la a measure leave you to

decide, but desire to call to your attention the fact that our exports

declined to such an extent that oar prices became ftlaawlagly low and it

was necessary for the government to come to our rescue with loans that

would take off a large percentage of the production and store that portion

of the crop that should have been exported, under normal conditions.

The reports of sales resistance, because of uncertainty, the

development and use of substitutes, such as mineral spirits, synthetic

rosins and various foreign oil importations tells the 3tory more tersely

than any amount of verbiage that one may assemble here.

I read in reports of one of the countries we found selling turpentine,

one «aong our best customers, that they were producing their own turpentine
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and we were meeting them in Canada, Seandinavia and in Oeawany and Italy

aa competitors.

To this nay be added the Improvement of prieee resulting from a

free world flow of naval stores, rapidly following the collapse of

artificial control under the agreement. It might also be mentioned that

the recent " sinking spell" through which the market at this time is passing

any be attributed to the revival of marketing agreement propaganda and the

threat to sell products under loan, because the cooperage is not as new as

it was a year ago,

To my mind it is evidence that the R.F.C. has developed a pronounced

case of indigestion, which became acute in July. The doctors, so far have

failed to find a corrective. I cannot at this time believe that more regula-

tor and sedatives of the same kind, which initiated and developed it, will

be the cure for it. 3?'or these reasons I desire to register my protest

against the proposed marketing agreement or any agreement that provides

for allotments and police enforcement.

I thank you.

How, Mr. Chairman, if I may be permitted to do so, I will just say

a word or two on the proposed marketing agreement . I am quite a

conservationist. I would like to say something along that line if

I may be permitted.

X want to agree with my friend Mr. Ottmeier in his proposition of

conservation far the protection of the market through woods operations.

for the purpose of conservation of pine timber supply and protection

of its owners and operators, I would suggest that the following provisions

should and might be worked out:
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first: Complete survey all classes of pine timbers available fcr

the production of naval stores, which, by the way, I understand $i in

procee* «T accomplishment through the forestry surrey.

Second: Full end complete statistical information, as to production,

stocks on hand, consumption , and so forth, fhie would include complete

registration of all processors, with sworn annual statements of production*

This too, is nearer the goal of authentic, dependable statistics than ever

before*

Third: Assessment of all processors the sum of 30 cents per unit or

such larger amount as Bay seem necessary for financing. When I say 30 cants

I just use a noitinal amount. Thirty cents per unit or such larger amount as

may seem necessary for financing, administration, research, education and

sales promotion*

Fourths Administration by five or more directors to be elected by

processors, two by timbers owners, who are not processors, two by factors

and two by dealers, with cooperation and advice of t&tited states Departments

of Agriculture, C oumerce end Bureau of Education*

I believe, gentlemen, that if every boy and girl in the schools of

Georgia and every other state of this ere** union of ours were properly

tau#t and instructed and trained in the theory and science of timber

conservation, in the possible uses pad value of spirits of turpentine and

m rosin—well, I do not believe it wouia be necessary to export a single

gallon of turpentine or a single barrel of rosin beyond our shores to get

the consumption of all of it at a fair price, ?.'here are literally thousands

of people in this great country of ours who have never even so much as heard

of turpentine or know anything of its value*

Fifths I would advocate the passage of an act by the Congress, for

payment of bonne or subsidy to ell processors, who paid their dues or
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assessment, In the sum of two dollars per unit for all their production

for the year, to be paid upon proof of production. Provided no subsidy

should be paid to any processor, who cupped and worked timers of leas

size than 9 inches for one cup, and 14 inches for two eups , four and

one -half feet above ground or chips timber more than thirty-two streaks

in calendar year.

I know that chipping proposition is not popular, but you gentlemen

know just as well as I know and many others of you a great deal better,

that when we work our timber through the winter months, of course, we can

get some turpentine, but we pay for it in the next year in decreased

production, in dry faces, in debilitated timber, dead timber, and if

we work these six or seven or eight inch saplings, you know further

that there is nothing involved in Hie operation except a job of chipping

and tapping. However, that turpentine developed in that way will meet

our other turpentine made from the large and more profitable source and

affect the market adversely.

such subsidy to be paid from tax upon solvents, thinners and

competitive products imported.

I would advocate an act to be passed by Congress if necessary.

Of course that is a long way off and jet I assume that it would not be

so difficult because this country stands for conservation.

When Mr. Pinehot and Mr. Boosevelt, and other men, away back yonder,

began to talk conservation there was not very much attention paid to it,

but with the development of our national life, with the frontier extended

until tfcere is no more frontier and pioneering is over, we have begun to

think about conservation; and Mr. Chairman, I am not a lawyer nor a son of

one and I shall not presume to speak of the constitutional questions
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• s&v#8 , beeattSS ve, perariventure, sr.all have an outstanding constitutional

lawyer to fellow in this discussion, but it does seem to me that in this

question of relief it la a rational and state problem in Georgia, and that

is the question of an adequate timber supply, not only for Georgians to

operate for their living, but for the supply of an adentate amount of

lumber and, if you please, of naval stores for the use of this nation

would become in that degree a national question.

If the production of tobacco and cotton is important, and I happen

to be familiar wita some of those operations, since I have a contract for

both, I do not see why it would not be equally Important for turpentine*

How someone, I do not recall who, made the statement this morning

that the government owed to the turpentine producers a greater consideration,

and if we could melee a comparison, I should say so too, because I get say

rental benefits—I get my rental benefits from cotton, I get my rental

benefits from tobacco, I get my parity, if you please, and all those

things that cobs along, bat with my turpentine I get the joy of helping

furnish, as one of my friends suggested, the guinea pig for the experiment

,

and I believe that if we are to be controlled, that if we are to be under a

marketing agreement, if we are to be a member of the family, we should not

be treated as a stepchild, but really should participate equally in the

benefits that are being distributed.

But, coming back to the Question-*

A TOZCE: Mr* Chairman, can't we set a limit of time for speeches.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFF OHD: We will take care of that later.

MR. B002H: I will be through in just a minute, Mr, Chairman.

Said subsidy to be paid from tas upon solvents, thinners and

competitive products. (Linseed, soy bean, tung and so forth) as well as
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white spirits and synthetic preparations, or other income from taxes on

general imports. Dollars atoys carry a subtle effectivensss, not secured

by statutes or bullets.

Sixth: This may be conservatively estimated to reduce production as

follows: SO percent for 1936 and 25 percent for succeeding years, which

in itself should protect the marteet and thus the loans carried by the

Goaaodity Credit Corporation. At the same tire increase the profits

to operators because of reduction of loss on working nonprof liable timbers.

Seventh: Over and above all the immediate benefits here mentioned,

will the conservation and protection of the pine timber supply, for the

enjoyment and use of more than a million nen, women and children in the

great southern pine belt and a material contribution to the aesthetic

and physical values of this great country. Vfhen Kilmer wrote "That

only God Gould Iv&ke A Tree", he certainly must have been in 'Pineygrove".

FKESIDIKGr GIFr'GKB: I desire to state for those who are

interested in matters of conservation for your industry, that a. C. Shaw

is present—

"VP0IGSS: Louder, please,

GEFJCEK GUTCR): I desire to say for those who are interested

in the eonservation element as affects your industry, that Mr. A« 0. shew of

the Forest service is here attending this hearing, and I am quite sure that

if there are any of you who desire to discuss these problems with him, he

will bevery happy to do so. While we ere not particularly interested in It

so far as we are concerned, and can do nothing about it, yet I realize that

conservation is an interesting matter, and a very necessary matter, and as

to those who are particularly interested in it, KT. Shaw will be glad to

give you the opinions of the department and what the department can do in

the way of assisting you in i&ose matters.
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Jtm is there anyone elee who wishes to speak in opposition to the

proposed ioerketing agreement and order?

MB. PAC2: !$»• Chairman, I think you will remeiaber that this nomine

Vx. Ward read a factors house letter and I wonder whether it went in the

record.

PRESIDE*® OFFICER GI&VGHD: 9i, it was read into the record this

morning*

MR. PACE! I have a wire about it that I would like to hare go into

the record*

PRESIDING CFFKER : It will be received and incorporated into

the record.

(Said document reads as follows:)

"Gainesville, lorIda, October 31, 1955 , 9:17 a.m.

"J. Gr. Pace -

"Gare Turpentine and Rosin Faotors.Inc. , Jacksonville, Fla.

"Impossible to attend meeting today stop if necessary be glad you

would represent my interest which consists of around four thousand units

of turpentine for nineteen thirty five orop stop I oppose further organizing

licensing or government interference of turpentine processors stop I fail to

see that we have been benefited

"J. R. ! oody, Orlando, ?la."

MR. BOEEXK: Mr. Chairman.

PSBBIDDK? OFFICER COTFOBD : Be sworn, please.

TFSftWOKt CF T. S. BOYT.il,

Waynesboro, ^Mississippi

Boykin and Son,
State Line, Mississippi.

(The witness was duly sworn by the ^residing Ofi'icer.

)

UR. BOYKBT: T. S. Boykin, Waynesboro, l&ssissippi.
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Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Hearing Committee and those

assembled, two years ago about that time I opposed the marketing agreement

and I now oppose the same agreement and I will oppose the same agreement

in its present form. I cannot say what I might do if there was some other

kind of an agreement submitted, but as submitted I should certainly vote no.

I agree the Chairman is right and that we should not go back and

rehash old things.

By the way, let me take time to eay here that I believe somebody has

already quoted Gray's Elegy over the Control Cofaaittee, still they are

pretty active, it sews like, but at any rate what I wanted to set at

was this, that|ln order to bring out what I wish to, Mr* Chairman, I

shall have to refer to the old agreement to some extent.

Tli oppoaition, as I see it, to the old control agreement was on

the basis of allocation. I attended numerous meetings in Jacksonville

before the Control $onsaittee, in order that some members of the industry

algit get what they thought was a more desirable and fair allotment.

I think you will all agree with me that our main trouble was exactly

like that of the nigger who lived at one of my places, and who wanted

to sell his cotton. Said I, "Why don't you take it down and sell it?"

"I can't. I ain't got no stifieate." Gentlemen, that was our trouble,

most of us didn't have any "stifieate".

I believe any agreement proposed now, unless it changes the plan

of alloteent in the old agreement, unless it is on a more fair basis than

the old agreement when it came to reaching an allotment, would be such

that I would say I would rather keep out and take my chances with the

rest of the boys.
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The cotton act is a little different than ours, %t I m$ pffer to

another method of control* In that ict, or in the administration of that

act, wo are told by the buyers of it tiaat if you plant ten acres of cotton

this year you must radyce your acreage we will ©ay tm the cc year, to

eight, tarfe never do they say that you can increase it to twelve, it is a

decrease for everybody.

Under our old agreement , and as I take it under this agrearaont a

saan racy be allowed to increase his stumpage and his output if he is

favorably situated, and therefore the other :mn *,vho necessarily is on

the ether side of the fence must have to decrease hie stumpage and hie

output,

I say to you gentlemen I am not agreeable to that, 1 m sure the

Secretary of Agriculture sent these gentlemen down here for the purpose

of conducting this hearing to assist the industry and not any individuals,

I m sure that that was the purpose of the hearing , and X agree with a

number of the gentlemen who are in favor of the agreement, that this is

a serious proposition, There is no question about that.

Our country has been, for the last two or three years, going through

serious situations, I wish I had a plan that I could offer you gentlemen

to cure the turpentine situation, a limited time plan. If the time limit

was the panacea X would take that, but it is not, X want to say that

8-inch timber on a hill will run more than IS-inch longleaf , and you

gentlemen know it*

There is one feature nobody has mentioned, and one thing that has

been on ay mind ever since I have been attending these committees and

these meetings before the Control Ccesaittee, and that is to take care

of the man who it seems to me is the hardest hit. All of my life 1
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have been for the underdog, tfhen the clock shall tick once more I shall

be a half a hundred. Should I live the other half I hope to spend that

time in the effort to he of assistance to the underdog, ..hat little I

may nave accomplished along that line I have been proud of.

It seems to me that the little sum fellow has bean worse hit than

anybody else, and the siaall operator. If we should have an agreeiaent I

certainly should favor a small exemption, as I believe it iri.ll not only

be favored, but will be in the Bankhead Act so far as cotton control is

concerned, for 1936. I am sure I state the views of senator Harrison

ffrora 'Mississippi because he gave them to me personally and not secretly,

when he said he favored the three bale exemption under the Bankhead Act.

And , it appears to mi that the man out there working for a living

for himself should have a small exemption, and the small processor and

handler should have a small exemption. I certainly should favor those

features.

Last Thursday, wishing to get the feeling of the processors, because

our handlers all cos?.© from the southern section which is the poor section

that is called the cow country, that is southern Liiseissippi, I addressed

a number of operators in southern !!ississippi and southwestern Alabama

and asked them to meet me in l abile. A number of them did. in fact,

I believe there were 150. Juiyway, we had e good representation there,

and we had with us two members of the Control Committee, Mr. Speh and

ISr. Gold from Washington, as well as llr. Ward, and when the meeting was

Just about coming to a close I asked for a showing of hands of those who

opposed the agreement, and practically every man there opposed any form

of agreement.
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I give you gentlemen that for this reason, because they selected

me tsere es one of their representatires to appear before you here today

and express to you their rote, how they should vote on any kind of an

agreement,

I presume following the usual course of the hearing, if I understood

the statement of the Chairman, that this proposed agreement will be taken

up section by soctio- and those who might be in favor of it or those who

might be opposed to it, will have an opportunity of speaking to any

particular subject when it comes up. Am I right, Mr* Chaiiman?

JSSJ&IDXKG (UTICER GUTFGRD: That is ri#it.

301EIK: Sentiemea, unless there is something else you wish to

ask me, I desire to thank you kindly for your attention. I thank you,

Fx. Chairman.

¥%SSXDXm QFFICSB G2FF0H): Mr. Heeso.

®SSTB?CRY OF MILLARD HSESE
BVmsmZ, GEORGIA

HATAL STORES FACADE and
&^SAVILLA HAVAL STORES

Producers.

{The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

PBESIDBFG GlifFGKD: State your name and address, please,

Mr. Reese *

MIi. REESE: Millard Reese, Brunswick, Georgia.

President of the Downing Company, naval stores factor; president

of Sansavilla llaval Stores, producers.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the Hearing Gorasittee and my friends:

We have met again in Jacksonville in Hovember to discuss the natter of a

new marketing agreement. It seams as if Jacksonville was getting to be

the shrine of the naval stores producer, and he must do his annual pilgrimage
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but, of course, they fixed the hearing for the week of the Georgia-Florida

game which is all ri#t with me.

There are certain inherent defects or wetnesses, Caterer you may

wish to term them, in making any effort to control production among a

group as large and as widely scattered as the natal stores group is,

1 think the first of these defects in point of importance is the

element of coercion, which it seems necessarily must go with any such

effort if it is to have even the premies of being successful.

There is something innate in the African citisen, particularly in

the south, that resents any effort upon the part of his fellows or his

government to mke him do something he does not want to do.

m i»6t that when we first began the consideration of afsarleetiag

agreement, To some of us it seemed much more important, much more

formidable, much more insurmountable than it did to others* We were

assured by the ardent advocates of the agreement under consideration

two years ago, that we would be able to enforce it, or rather the

authorities would be able to enforce it against dissensionate opinion

of the parties—well, I should not have said "parties" there, that is

not the right word, that indicates those who had accepted the agreement.

Let me substitute "producers", There were those of us who feared this

was net true*

I mention that now because the same condition exists today. I do

not hear anybody tails about a marketing agreement who does not contemplate

that the man who is not willing to assent shall be forced, and gentlemen,

and Map. Chaiman and gentlemen of the Hearing Committee, I do not believe

we are ever going to get anywhere with that kind of agreement, and

especially an agreement based upon forcing a dissenting minority to
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something that we resent, and I will go further and ioln tor. TPaee in

raying that we ought to resent it.

The next inherent difficulty or weakness of snah an arrangement |g

the basis of allotment. I was sorry to hear Wte Hewton say here this

morning that no constructive suggestions were offarea at the hearing

two years ago*

Getting away now from this first pointjfehat i have mentioned, I think

the greatest trouble about the arrangement is the basis of allotment, and

thooo for whom 1 spoke at the meeting two years a#o presented at basis of

allotment that would contemplate a reduction by every producer as against

his 1933 production, in which event the total crops for 1954 was to be

3ass than the total crops for 1933,

It was not given that consideration we felt it was entitled to.

It was not given that consideration that I 3fnew it was entitled to.

A few months later after the f our year average basis had been put into

effect, and after hardship, a grievous injury, a dire situation faced a

large percentage of producers on accent of an abnormal reduction, made in

their basic allotment.

I rank© that point here, because we have the same situation confrontins

us today, if have not solved it. The present basis of allotment is no

better, I think the vote of this assembl o$£ be perhaps 8~~cr we will

say 4 or 5 to 1 on that proposition, that the present basis of allotment,

the basis that[prevailed for allotment in 1935 was no better than the basis

of allotment contained in the original agreement
9 W8& yet that is not

altogether satisfactory. In fact, it is far frcm satisfactory in a

sufficient number of cases to make us h citato and halt before we

undertake to force that percentage of producers adversely involved
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under the present basis of a Hotmailt , to go on and continue to make

sacrifices that they ought not to be called on to make in entering into

a marketing agreement, in the event there is a marketing agreement*

s»nen we come to this proposition of the basis of allotment, it is

a question which you have got to solve in some fairly satisfactory way if

you ever hope to have a marketing agreement that will be at all ^orth while.

Now what is the situation that confronts us today? It ie quite

different from the situation eonxtrntiag us two years ago. Two years ago

if we had launched out with a marketing agreement containing a basis of

alloftaent that would have required every producer to make some reduction,

that would have fixed a maximum anount which any producer would be required

to reduce, that would have provided a distress quantity to take care of

unusual situations and cases that inevitably must exist among so many

interested, if these things had been done we would be in much better

position today to undertake to have today a new marketing agreement,

but those things were not done.

What happened was this, A man with a large average, whose 1933

production was low saw that in the event the marketing agreement went

through on the basis of a four year average, that he was going to be in

a position to claim a larger allotment than his 1933 production, even

though the crop for 1934 should be fixed at a lower basic rate than

iiis total figure for 1S33» So what did he do? Ee proposed to get into

position to make that increased allotment he expected to get. If that

had been done, that man's Interest in his turpentine timber was just as

desperate at the end of 1934 as if Mr. Boykin's and my interests had

been based on what we owned in 1934,

*
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We had a new situation end you could not ignore it altogether; you

had to take account o.e it.

,*hat is the condition today* I don't -kaow what other people nave in

islnd as tc what the sis* of the 19'o6 crop -ill be. let u» assume, however,

it ought to be bO0,000 units. -That would be an increase over the total

«»oa authorised for 193d, but this marketing agreement, so far a« the

allotment feature was concerned, ana the ta
fe,

^- •• re, . -v- suspended on

July 51—August 1. since that tme there has bees no restriction on the

ri&ht or a producer to riake :nd s«ll as m»h turpentine as i»e was in

position to get to the narket. Also since that time there has been no

restriction and no limitation upon the right of those producers who were

adversely aiVeotee under low allotments to go out and undertake to locate

timber to enable them to get bae to sum* extent at least, so^ethin^ they

had lost, or rather baat they 'elt had been unrighteously taken iTo«* them.

in my rather limited contacts with the actual operation of the

business, .< kv.oi r several locatior.fr: ti.at have been bought up and that

people expect to put into production next year* Now what are you going

to do "feith those situations, gentleiaen'r ^ou cannot come along and ignore

a roan who i»%IHguet, .eptcaiber, October, took a new lease on turpentine

tinber, or bought land with turpentine timber on it, expecting to put it

into -production. He had the sane ri j;ht to do that that you i±ad to buy

that property 01' yours when you bought it.

.J lie result would be, in my hufcble opinion, that you would have just

as serious and just as difficult and just as insurmountable e problem to

deal with in this matter of allotraeats Tor 192$ a© you had for 1934, and

as you had for 1935, . ersonully I do not believe tnat tber© is any basis

wiiich can be devised nov* that would tjake the basis of" allotment tnat might

8d
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be written Into any marketing agreement at all acceptable to a substantial

percentage of the producers.

That brings me to the next question, and that is, any program of

this sort, in order to be successful, must meet with the cooperation of

the government, :*e belieTe in a system of government that gives regard

to the rights of all minorities, and when we lose that right in this

country to recognize the rights of minorities, we have lost something

in this country that I fear will never be regained.

The next great problem that developed under this marketing agreement

of 1934 as amended, was the matter of investment.

I am tempted to turn evangelist if the Chairman will permit me, and

have something like an experience seating here. I won't take that liberty,

Mr. Chairman, bat I em going to ask you to answer to yourselves this

question: if we took a vote by show of hands this afternoon as to every

man who in letter and spirit lived up to the agreement in 1934-35, hew

many hands do you think would be left down?

A VOICE: Tone.

A VOICE: Yes, one. I lived up to it.

MB. HESSE: Wall, I have an idea the vote would be just like it was

at Tom Boykin ? s I obile meeting last night.

Now what does that mean? Have we learned nothing from tliis noble

experiment of prohibition that the country launched into in the year 1920?

Do you believe, my friends, that you can have a marketing agreement binding

in your neighbor and not binding on yourself? Do you believe you ought to?

Do you think that that is decent, fair, American-like play?

That was our idea about prohibition, you know, all of us wanted

prohibition for the other yellow. Just so long as it did not affect us
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personally it was all right, well, now, are we trying to get a marketing

agreement that ie going to be enforced in the same way that the pxH>hibition

law was enforced?

There were those of us two years ago that felt the plan would fail

because of inability to enforce it, but the ardent advocates of the agreement

felt differently. They were sincere in the way they felt. I am not

questioning or impuning any motives upon the part of anybody, or the

opinions of anybody in reference of their understanding of this marketing

agreement question, By the same right I claim to have the right to make

the decision as to my own choice of the common things and I gladly give

you the same right.

The marketing agreement was not enforced before, liow the advocates

said it could be enforced. Our friends now who are advocating it say now

that this one, if another one should be adopted, could be enforced. Well

now, I think on that point, 24r. Chairman, that the burden of proof, as we

say in the law, is certainly upon the advocates of the agreement to

satisfy anybody who is doubtful of the possibility of anything like

fair and decent enforcement, the burden is upon those who are advocating

it to prove it, and unless we can have a marketing agreement that is fair

in the matter of allotment, and unless we can have a marketing agreement

that will be enforced, it is better, I submit, for us to have none.

I think that this is not the time or place to discuss any problems

or questions that exist with respect to the constitutionality of the law.

PHEf IDIHCr CfffflDEK GXTFOED? We have no right to hear or argue that

or to determine it.

MR, REESE; Ho. I do want to point this out, however, in view of what

has been said, and it appears in the record, &r. Barkalow in the discussion
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that he had with the gentlesaan that was suggesting a marketing agreement

baaed on conservation, pointed oat that if thia law ia to be applied at

all it can be applied only to interstate or foreign commerce. That ia a

point I think thia Comaittee ought to consider; I think it very germane

and 1 am sure you will he glad to eonaider it. I do not aee how you can

reach production through the limitation of the right of marketing when

the interatate movement of perhapa fran. $5 to 93 percent of turpentine

and rosin does not begin until after the turpentine and rosin has been

sold to a dealer and delivered at a point within the state of their

production. Appling County ia regarded as a pioneer turpentine producing

county in Georgia, and so I use Appling County as an illustration of the

way the average factor's business is done. The producer in Appling County

ships his turpentine and rosin to the Downing Company at Srunswiek, Georgia,

if he happens to be a customer of the Downing Company. It arrives at

Brunswick and is sold by the Downing Company to the Columbia Nerval stores

- — Xx

Company there in the yard ia Brunswick, then Downing acting as warehouse

man for the Golarabia Company » stores the turpentine and rosin that has

become Columbia's property there at Brunswick, awaiting for an indefinite

period, orders to ship it. 9%1 product was raised in Appling County,

Georgia, transported in Georgia, sold in Georgia, delivered in Georgia

to the processor and the producer is out of the picture, Bow how can

you reach production of that sort, a business that is done On that basis

in the hands of the producer? 1 cannot see how you can. I mean, end call

it interatate and foreign cossaerce, I do not see how you can *each it

under the interstate commerce clause of the state. Let me express it

in that way.

m
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I think there is just as much reason that the interstate or

foreign coEsneroe nature of the movement begins after the turpentine

and rosin became the property of the dealer who buys it, if the

Interstate or foreign nature of the eomaerce does not begin then,

and then you can go baek to the pine tree before it is cut and

begin it* There is no logical point if that is not it*

I mint to say, Mr* Ghaiiman, two things, first that I have

sympathised deeply with the Control Cojamittee in their problems and

troubles. I have had my differences with the Control Committee and

I came to the Control Committee and we had them out* I have had possibly

some difficulties with them* I think, however, the members of the Control

Committee who served did as good a job as any Control Committee could have

done, and I am glad to bear that truthful testimony.

I want to say another thing, M Chairman; I have no feeling and I

think this audience will believe that this afternoon—many of them did not

believe that two years ago—I have no feeling in the world except for the

thing to be done that will be best for the industry. If I believed that

the marketing agreement wee legal, the proposed agreement was legal and

would be effective, I should be here supporting the marketing agreement.

It is only because with my background and training and with my way of

thinking I know of no such possibility, that I am here opposing it.

I want to say this other thing, gentlemen and chairman of the Bearing:

We have been extremely fortunate after the marketing agreement

became effective in the contacts we have had in Washington, The

administration of this marketing agreement fell Into the hands of

men who wanted to be fair and reasonable, and make the best administration

possible from the standpoint of the government. Perhaps t&ey have made
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same mistakes, I hold no brief for them, I simply am stating my views,

and I suppose outside of the members of the Control Committee themselves

and perhaps two or three others, no one has had occasion to go to

Washington more or stay longer than I have, and I want to say most

cheerfully that 1 have always received courteous treatment, consideration,

and I believe as helpful dealing under the terms of the marketing agreement

as it existed, as I had any right to expect.

It is not a question of any feeling with me, it is not a question

of wanting to see my opinion of two years ago vindicated. If I had the

opportunity—well, let me express it this way: I have got no satisfaction

in this world whatever out of being able to say "I told you son , since

the collapse of the marketing agreement and the failure of the plan,

because after the plan became effective T believe that no people rho

were interested, made a more earnest effort than these whom I represent

to try to make it a success,

I simply say in conclusion to those of our good friends like 30b

Newton, who has worked so hard and so honestly and so conscientiously

in an effort, first, to get this marketing agreement and next to enforce

it, as he understood it, and to make it a success in the words, I believe,

of Thomas Moore, in Lala Bhook:

"Fanatic faith once wedded jtast to some dear falsehood hugs it to

the last."

PKESIBISJG OFFICES GIFFOi©! &r« Reese, just a question, please.

KH. HEESS: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING- OFFICES G-IFFOHD: I think Lr. Barkalow wants to ask you a

question.

MR. REESE: Yes, sir.

90
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MB, BAKCALOW: LIT, Reese, you traced through themm of

turpentine down to the point where it goes into the yard of the dealer.

HE. ffiE&tii Yes, sir*

B&B&ALOW : ^hat does the dealer customarily do with it?

MR, HESSSs He sella it.

Mft. B4B&a»0« : Doe* he sell it in interstate or intrastate commerce-.-

IL.. wC far as our em yards are concerned, ur. Barkalaw

,

there is not enough to mention that is sold in intrastate coBsaerce,

&SE, BABKALGV. : I see*

MB, Practically the whole lot goes either in interstate or

foreign commerce,

MR, BAftKAI&W: Then there is no doubt in your mind but what the

dealer himself is engaged in interstate cowaeree,

MR, BK&3^: Oh, unquestionably,

MR, %&MUJJM: Well, now, what is the characteristic function of the

factor? Does he take title to the turpentine?

MR* W, he has a claim against it, of course } the claim of

pledgee.

In the first place, he has a contract, I am speaking, of coarse, of

the factor whose customer is indebited to the factor. The factor has a

contract with his customer that he mill—I mean on turpentine, that the

customer will ship the factor all of the turpentine and rosin that the

customer produces. It is shipped to the factor for the purpose of sale

and the factor makes the sale as agent for the customer, accounting to

the customer for the proceeds,

MR, Sell now, to the extent that the factor sells for the

producer, that is then a sale for the producer to the dealer who is in

interstate commerce, do you concede that?

9X
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M, Mr. Barkalew, my conception is that you have got to

have your commodity in interstate commerce, and that there has got to

be a commencing point to that commerce, just as is bound to be as ending

point to it.

Now, I think the thing that you are overlooking is this, that this

turpentine and rosin comes to rest at Brunswick, stays there from three

weeks to six months, in the hands of the dealer, the property of the

dealer held by us as warehouseman for the dealer.

Mb BAEKJUjOW: Does that caae in usually to be sold abroad? Is it

bought to supply orders wh ich call for sales abroad?

MR* JQSESE: WeU now, Mr. Hash could tell you better about that than

I can.

It is bought for resale all right, but, of course, at times he may

have orders for it, and at times I know he has no orders for it.

KR # Mtt&MMN You are familiar with the grain cases, the schaefer

case?

HE. ISSISIS: You mean the Chicago elevator cases?

MR. BARKALOW: Yes.

MR. HESSE: In a general way, but it has been many years since I

read it*

MB* B&FSCALOWs As you know there the supreme Court held that a sale

of goods to be moved in interstate commerce was of itself interstate

eouaaerce. Can you conceive that a sale by the factor as agent for the

producer to the dealer would be a sale of turpentine to b© moved in

interstate commerce?

1®. REESE: well, of course, you can. But I doa»t think that it

becomes interstate commerce or foreign commerce until the movement begins.

22
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MR* BASKALG*: ell f iM view of the fact that under our A.ct w© can

affect ccntractio&s which are Interstate or directly burden or affected,

in your mind oould you coneeiTe of that sale to the producer to the

dealer through the agency to be a transaction which directly effected

interstate coaaaerce?

MR. ISESS: Well, it would depend upon your definition of interstate

commerce.

If the bare fact that the turpentine—I guess from 95 percent to

98 percent of the turpentine and rosin made is handled purely intrastate

until it gets into the hands of the dealer or until the shipment is made

by the comparatively few producers who sell direct in interstate cameree.

I should imagine that the percentage of turpentine and rosin

destined for interstate and foreign commerce, or I should say, interstate

or foreign commerce—no, I think ought to leave it like it was—is just

about somewhere above 90 percent.

MR. BAHKALOfrT: Could you conceive then of all of that turpentine

being in the current of interstate commerce in the traneaction you have

outlined?

IffL KSI3E: Not until it starts*

Hew, if you donH take the starting point of interstate or f oreigft

commerce movement where I think it starts, then I don't know where you are

going to take it. It would be Just as logical, if you don't take it there,

it would be just as logical to go back to the still and say it commences

there, and then it would be just as logieal to go back of the still and

say that it really was destined for interstate consserce before it was

ever made into turpentine and rosin, when the crude gum comes out and

is gathered, and then I think it would be just as logical to go back
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of that ©ren and say that when a man buys his timber and cups it intending

to make turpentine and rosin, he is engaged in interstate cor/saeree up here

en his turpentine farm in Atkinson County,

MR. BABKALOti Where is rosin first packaged?

m. mm&i At the. atm.

m. BAJfc&LOffs At the still?

Hi REESE : Tee*

MR* BAHCALOW s And it moves in that same form right to the factor,

to the dealer, and then into interstate or foreign commerce?

MR. HESS-..:: Yes.

MR* BAHKALOF/: The form Is not changed in the package at all?

MR* BESSEs No*

MR. BAB]:CiLO ! Could you conceive of that point being the point

where interstate commerce begin*?

MR* HSESE: Ho, I oaaaot.

MR. BABKALO^: There is no breakdowa ia the package, so the package

theory in interstate commerce—

M. HEBSB! Well aow, I cannot apply it that way* Going back t0

the package theory, the principal case that I recall did involve shipaents

of liquor out of a wet into a dry state, and the supreme Court held—and I

think that is the doctrine that was applied in the Gchechter Case—the

Supreme Court held that when the transportation service ceased the

interstate nature of the commerce ended*

that decision hinges on the fact that poultry was brought to mm York to be

consumed in New York and the transaction ended there , whereas with

turpentine it is brought to, for example , Brunswick or Gavanaah, to be

shipped on board ship or on train and sent out of the state.
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MB* REESE: Mr, Bas&alow, as I see it, there are two ends to any

movement , any interstate or foreign movement. Just a® there lias got to

b© an end to the movement there has got to be a beginning of it*

Now, as I understand the schechter decision, aside from the fact

that a good deal of this stuff came from flew York itself, frcm New York

State, but ©Ten with respect to the poultry tliat moved in interstate

commerce to Hew York, tfcey said that it had lost its nature as interstate

©ctiiaerc© when it got into the hands of the poultry dealer* In other words,

I take It that means It hat lost its nature as interstate commerce when the

transportation movement was completed, just as they held in the liquor ease,

the original package ease that you were taUcing about, that the packaged

liquor moving into a dry state would low© its character as interstate

cattaaejfee when the transportation service came to an end*

MB. B&HKALOW: Well, you do not in your mind conceive of a dealer

who receives naval stores in his yard and then holds them there* They

don f t come to rest, they domH stay in his yard, do they, for any length

of time? BonH they come there s imply to be removed, to move on in the

channel of interstate coasaerce?

MR. M&SM: .ell, naturally, that is true to a great extent, to a very

large extent, but they do come to rest there. They come to rest and the

sale is made and then they continue to be stored there for an indefinite

period, depending upon the stocks that the dealer has on hand and the

demands made upon him by his customers for goods.

I do net know what the limit of our carrying turpentine and rosin

at Brunswick for the ColuD&ia Company has been, but I imagine it certainly

is true that w© have carried it there for a year and probably more, and

yet under the theory that you are talking about during that whole period
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of a year while that barrel of rosin is on our docks or yards or while

a barrel of turpentine is in one of our tanks, that cconodity has never

seen any place in the world but the otate of (Georgia, is interstate or

foreign ccraoerce.

IIS. B^ALCfc : le that characteristic true as a rule on naval stores

held in your yard* what percentage would you say?

MK. HE&3E: -veil, you will have to get that information from Mr. Sash.

I cannot answer those questions.

£uk. BAKtuUbGW: Just broadly speaking is it a large amount that you

hold a year or is it a small amount, or do you as a rule i-ove the stores

on just as soon as you make sales for them?

MR. HSESE: No, we do not move them on just as soon as we make sales*

That is what I am trying to get clear on the record, it depends so much

upon the market conditions as to the length of time this stuff is held

at the port, that I imagine it would be very hard to get the average

period of time that would fairly represent the average time that a

barrel of rosin stays at Brunswick before it is moved.

MB. BAHKALOw: I have heard some testimony here today about the way

barrels of rosin, and particularly the barrel itself, will deteriorate if

kept a year in the yard. Are you not put to some expense Y&en you keep

—

when you have to, as they said, sweeten the turpentine and repack the rosin,

are you not put to some expense when you hold it for a year?

MR. HEKSEt fell, of course you are. -There are storage charges in any

event, fcr. Black, I think, would be a pretty good witness on that. If any

deterioration occurs in a rosin barrel, of course, that has got to be placed

in a merchantable condition before it can be sold, unless it is sold as a

nonmerehantable package, don't you know.
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MR* BAHKALOb: That is all.

MB. QCU: Mr. Chaimaa.

PHS3IDIKG OTBTSB WBYGBDi Mr, Gold.

MB. GOLD: Mr. Beese, aa I understood your testimony la regard to a

proposed marketing agreeiaant it was that If you could not obtain an

equitable and enforceable agreement there should not be any, is that correct?

Ma. wsmi Tea, air,

IS. GOLD: Now, do you mean on the other hand that if you could obtain

an enforceable and equitable agreement that there should be one?

MR. ftell, of course, excepting your premise, Mr. Gold, I

should say that I can see decided advantages to be derived from it if that

was possible.

MR. GGjLDs I believe that you have given considerable thought to the

problem of a marketing agreeiaent for 1936.

MR. HSESgl: Yes.

MB. OOLD: ifeve you felt that there was any need for a marketing

agreement in 1936?

MR* HEESE: Assuming that the aartarfeing agreeiaent—thai a marketing

agreement could be devised that, as you say, would be fair and equitable

in the matter of allotments to producers and that it could be enforced,

I can see decided advantages*

ME* GOLD: In other words, you see a major problem in the proposed

agreement, the problem of allotment. You see a major problem in any

agreement accompanied by an order, in the problem of enforcement.

You feel* do you—am I correct in understanding that if those problems

could be solved this industry should have a marketing agreement end order?

MR. BESSE: No, I would not go to that extent, Kir. Oold* I feel that

upon the assumptions that you are making that it probably is true that the
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shock that the industry must absorb on account of the large stocks of

turpentine and rosin lieId by the government might be lightened considerably,

but so far after all as having a marketing agreement is concerned, all of us

will agree that it is artificial, I am inclined to think myself—there is

no way to prove this—I am inclined to think though that there is a greater

production, and certainly no lower production, in 19M with a marketing

agreement than there would have been without it,

Now, your question as to whether or not I believe in a marketing

agreement, X have to answer you that I do not.

MR. GOLD; In any marketing agreement?

m*H Ho, I do not unless it is a voluntary marketing agreement,

$8, GOLD: tSalesa it is a voluntary marketing agreement?

MR* HEESE: Yes, sir,

HR# GOLD: Would you develop that, please?

MR, REESE: How?

1SR. 0013): iou3U! you develop that, please?

Ml. HBBSBs Well, I thought I had.

I think that it would be a very admirable thing if the producers of

this industry could get together and solve their own problem by agreeing

on what the crop ought to be and how much each producer would make,

I consider that another impossibility, however.

MR. GOLD: You consider that another impossibility?

let; MESEi Yes.

MR, <K&a: I follow you then, Mr. Reese, correctly when you say you

think there should be a voluntary agreement , but you mean that it is

impractical?

ME. MM* Well, I denH know that I said that I thought it should
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be a voluntary agreement. I think what I said was that I think it would

be an admirable thing or a good thing if there could be a voluntary agreement,

URm GOLD: And then you said you think it is impossible.

MR. HSESE: f&B f I think so*

M&. GOLD: You think it is impossible?

MR* HSBSS: Let me illustrate, if I may, what I mean*

Jf the gum industry—if the gum phase of this industry was as intact

a phase of it which we know as the wood industry, X think it would be a

comparatively easy thing for the small group to get together and agree

upon a basis of production and basis of handling production that would

greatly improve conditions*

Mr* Lockwood showed me figures this morning indicating, as i recall,

12,000 gum producers, 12,000 little fellows making from a barrel to two of

crude gum on up*

MB* GOLD: You know that this agreement does not contemplate including

the gum producers. This is a processors* end handlers 1 agreement, and I

think that includes some two thousand people, does it not, in 1926?

MB. HEE3E: According to his figures, lees than that* I think his

figures indicate 1,176, ae I recall.

MB. GOLD: You have discussed the problem of production. I should

like to for the benefit of the record to give what in your opinion is

the probable production for 1936, first, for the gum and then for the

other, the turpentine production.

IBU HEESE: weU, I have no information, nothing in the world upon

which even to hazard a guess as to the wood production. 1 don 1 t even

know what that production is for the current year*

MR. Q0LD; About one hundred thousand barrels of turpentine?

ii
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ME. RBES8: Well, let me restrict my answer to gun, please, I r. Gold

,

because it Is perhaps wild enough a guess at that.

I hare a feeling that with wanner weather—rather, I have a feeling

that witn normal weather conditions and normal labor conditions the gun

production for 1936 will be at least 550,000 units,

MB. GOLD: At least 550,000?

MR, REESE: That is my idea,

MR, GCkDi Have you any notion of a maximum that it may be?

MR, REESE: well, abnormal weather conditions would increase that—

I mean abnormally good weather conditions would increase that, I should

say, to as a maximum, 600,000 units,

MR, GOLD: so, you expect the gum production will be in the neighborhood

of 575,000 units, taking an average of those two figures in 1936?

MB, HSSSS: I would not say that I expect that.

you knew, we haven't spoilt much of this #4,800,000,000 yet, and I

hare an idea that when the government • s money begins to flow in freely—

and I em always mixed myself when I say "P.ff.A." or *W.P,A,", but I

believe this is being handled by the W.P.A.—when that money commences

to flow throughout the turpentine belt I have an idea that it is going

to create abnormal labor conditions, and I have an idea that that is

going to tend to decrease, or rather increase the crop,

MR, GOXD: Do you know the approximate carry-over of turpentine and

rosin in the industry today?

MR, K3SBE*. Bo, I do not. You see, I cannot carry the figures in my

mind like you can. I heard those figures yesterday afternoon, and I do

not remember them this afternoon,

MB, OCU): Ton know, for instance, that the government has under loan
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14>8 f00Q barrels of turpentine?

m. HE33B:' Yes.

Wt. GOLD: And the stocks look as if they will be approximately

135,000 barrels of turpentine, I believe that is a reasonable figure,

Isn't it?

MB, R3S3SSE: Oil, I should think that there ought to be at least that

much.

How, wait a minute. What are you talking about now, of what date?

If*. 0€ID: fell, let's say as of October 1 or October 31.

MR. K23S523: well, if you are talking about the annual carry-over,

the end of the trade year—

MR. 0OXD: Yes, that is probably better.

MR. RESSS: Yes. i'y own feeling is that between now and Larch 31

the trade year, the period ought to consume practically everything outside

the hands of the government. I think the carry-over outside of the

nm Mxtkm \\M miiMwi innm tilt JLt AmIv wwX *% *t %a.A will n , ifi iil n ^ 1govermaenx stocK win oe very small.

MR. GOLD: So that there are 150,000 barrels approximately of gum

turpentine*

MS. HEE3E: Yes.

MR. GOLD: in addition, you said a crop of, let's say, around

550,000 barrels of gum turpentine would be produced?

HE* HEB3B: Yes.

ISH..G0LD: So that, you have a crop of about 700,000 barrels available

for sale in 1938?

MR. IQSE&St If our assumptions are correct my answer is bound to be,

yes.

ME, CKSLDs New, I would like to turn your attention for a moment , as

I mentioned before, the production this year is about 300,000 barrels.
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HR. HEESB: Ye,.

ME. GOID: Do you have any reason to believe that the production

will be less than 100,000 barrels in 1936?

HK. BEESE: Ho, I hare no reason to believe it, but I have no reason

to say anything about it because X just don't know anything about it.

MR. GOLD: You would say it was reasonable, would you, that ti*

available supply for sale in 1936 for the naval stores industry will be

approximately 800 ,000 barrels?

m. WEBB&l Ask that again, please.

Will the reporter read that question?

(The record was read as is above recorded.)

i£R. GOLD: Reviewing that, that is 550,000 you have estiinated as the

possible production?

MR. mSB&i Yes.

LIE. GOLD: And 150,000 as possible stock, nd at least 100,000 for

the wood industry. That would make about 800,000? In other words, do

you feel that there will be available for marketing 300,000 barrels in 1936

fcER. HE3kr;L: ell, now, there again we are confusing the calendar year

and the trade year. You see, we are tailing about the carry-over from the

trade year.

m. GOLD: Yes,

MR. %£3S: From March 31, but X don't see anything substantially

wrong with the figures.

MR. (SOU): Are you willing to hazard an estimate as to what it will

mean in terms of prices at the savannah market and to the producers if

it i s attempted to market anything like 800 ,000 units in 1956?

MR. BEESS: Well, I ass\sne that it will not be attempted to market

that much, 2£r. Gold. -start
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Ia the first place, there is always some noma! carry- sver.

m, GOLD : Above 150,000?

MR. HSE3E: No, but you are taking everything now,

MR. GOLD: Yes,

Bfi, HEE3E: In other words, v&en you taB: about marketing 300,000

barrels within the year you mean that there would not be another barrel

left in ihe way of available supply.

MR. GOLD: I will have to ask you another type of question.

Do you believe that whether the carry-over is sold or not, it has

an effect on the price received?

MR. Unquestionably. If the carry-over is small, people are

about turpentine and rosin like they are about everything else, the

harder it is to get the more a man is willing to pay for it. If there

is a large supply on the market, naturally it has a depressing effect

on the price,

£5*. GOLD : Then let me ask you this question: what in your opinion,

or will you hazard an opinion, as to the effect of an available supply of

800,000 units on the turpentine and rosin market in 1936?

MR. REESE: Well, of course that depends upon so many things that

you tern "variable", that I really don't think any ^uess of mine would be

worthwhile.

I can visualize improved general service conditions that might very

easily absorb one hundred or one hundred and fifty thousand barrels of

turpentine, that we feel now will not be absorbed.

MR. GOLD: I would like to review for you a moment the price that

existed in the last few months and ask you what in your opinion the price

would be like in comparison with those in 1932-33, the average priee,

I am speaking now of the market year,
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MR. EEliSS; Yes.

&OID: thirty-six dollars approximately in 1933-34.

It was #45 approximately in 1934-35.

I em bringing it up new to larch 31, 1935,

It was about £50 per unit.

Ha. KES&E; Yes.

MR. GOLD: From *areh 31 to the middle of September the Savannah

price was approximately #43.62 per unit.

In your opinion would an available supply of approximately 300,000

units in 1936, around which one of these various levels from §36 to J;50

per unit would prevail, would you expect the price to fluctuate?

ME. 2E3SS&I; Well, I think that would depend very largely upon the

handling of the government stocks. You see, if the government stocks

are intact, say, for another year*-1 am not suggesting that will be done, I

am just assuming for the moment that that will be done—you would reduce

immediately your 800,000 available® to 650,000*

MR. GGia; Let me ask you this, in view of the various testimony that

is being produced today, would you expect that 143,000 barrels of turpentine

and 294,000 barrels of rosin, can be held a year?

MR, ItSESE: Yes, that can be arranged all right. You see, they can

swap. The Commodity Credit Corporation can swap an old barrel of rosin

for a new barrel. 'Inere will have to be a money adjustment made, but

that is done constantly.

i&'i. CrGLD: Bo you know the extent of government pledges on turpentine

and rosin in the industry?

IB* You mean how much money the government has got out?

mt GOLD: Yes.

Mi. HEE&L: I think it is approximately six Liillion dollars*
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MR. GOLD i Yes, it is about six million dollars.

BR. MM* Yes.

PHESIDBTG CfcTICLlB GIFFORD: I have a telephone call for I.r. vv. E.

i&Arthur.

(No response.)

?msmim OFFICER GOTORD: Mr. w . S. Arthur, call phone 5-4274

or 5-4979, Mr. W. 1, MbArthur.

(No response.)

PI&3IDBJ& C$?2£ER GIFFOi©: I also have a telephone call for IStm

Yates Willoughby.

{No response.)

PRESIDING OJF^iE GIFFCH): At this tiiae we will hay© a ten minute

intermission.

(Whereupon, a short recess was taken.)

'PRSSXDIHO GSTFICEjR GIFFOKD: Mr. Reese, do you want to read that into

the record?

MR. REESE: Yes, thank you, Judge.

PRESIDING CFFICSB GIFFOKD: You may proceed.

15R. KEE3S: Kr. Chairman , and gentlemen, 1 received since I came into

the hall this afternoon a letter from J. 0. Beasley of Greenville, Georgia,

dated 10-30-35, which reads:

"Please present our protest of governs^nt control agreeable to the

enclosed petition.

And the enclosed petition reads:

"We, the processors of gym turpentine and gum rosin of Georgia do

hereby register our disapproval of the reenforcement of rules governing

the production and sale of gum turpentine and gum rosin which was recently
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suspended fcy the Iionorc.ble H* A. Wallace, United states CoEciisBionar

of Agriculture,

iaad that is signed by the following:

W* H. Strickland & Son.

C. W, Beasley.

Beasley & Corepany.

J. Charles Burrenae*

L, Phillips & Brother, by Pearson Phillips.

J. I* Thompson.

K. H» ?urvis & Son,

B, H« Beasley.

3» I# Howard & Gosu*

PKESIDIBB OBMCER It wiU be read into the record as a

part of your evidence,

MB. HEBSE.: Thank yew.

ME. KSHY : If I an in order, Mr. Chairsaan, I feel that it would be

so pertinent--*

PRESIDE** QEFJGEB GIFFGSDi I axu sorry* 1 do not hear you.

11*, KKLXY; I imnt to s$ake the suggestion, Mr, Chairman, may I ask

if it would be consistent to aak Dr. Gold if he would give us that lecture,

a repetition of the lecture that he gave the factors and dealers yesterday

afternoon? I feel that it would fc© very illuminating and interesting.

fitness excused,)

I©. KELLY: g&4 Chairman.

m a-momi Mr« Kelly.

Ml
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PRESIDING OFFICES GHTFOED: It has been suggested by Mr. Kelly

and also by members of the industry and processors and handlers that

Dr. Gold explain the basis of hie economic analysis that he has prepared

with reference to this industry before we proceed with the farther hearing,

and I think at this tine inasmuch as he is going to introduce this as an

exhibit in the case, that it would be very appropriate to have this

explanation xaade of this analysis waich he has made of the naval stores

industry, so, Dr* Gold, if yon will do that at this time we will appreciate

MH» GOLD: Mr. Chairman*

PRESIDING OFFICER GBfFQED: Dr. Gold*

2©. GOLD: I am an economist with the Agricultural ^djusteent

Administration. As such it is my duty to make an examination of any

proposed marketing agreement and to submit it as a part of the public

record for the purposes of assisting the Secretary of Agriculture in

making his determination or finding of fact in regard to the economic

feasibility of a program. To that end the Economic Analysis Unit of

the General crops Section of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration

has prepared an economic analysis of certain features of the marketing

of naval stores. That analysis is an 87 page document which becomes a

part of the public record.

I will offer four copies of this in what I believe to be the

prescribed manner. I think, however, before discussing that I should

try to indicate to you, or perhaps simply reiterate to you what you have

many times heard before , exactly what our position is in regard to any

proposed marketing agreement and in regard to this agreement in particular.

It » of course, do not foster marketing agreements.
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There has been considerable diseussion today about cotton prograis

ana corn progr?.Ts, as rell as marketing; agreements. I think it is familiar

to y oil that rartetirg agreement pro^rr^ ire distinctly different from tie

so-called basic crop programs, those in which direct payments or benefit

payments are ^a<?e in an effort- to assist producers.

The marketing agreement progreai is made possible under the

Agricultural Adjustment Aet as it has been amended, the pert of that

let which is set forth in detpil 1&e method provided for production

control and benefit payments for basic commodities* Those basic

commodities are about ten in m&iber. They include such as cotton,

com, rheat, ho^s, rye, sugar, tobaeco, peanuts and potatoes.

For those commodities special legislation has been provided.

For other ccGmoditiea, including dairy products, ?rhieh I believe are

basic comoDdities, a marketing agreement arrangement is set forth.

All that Congress has done is to set forth the mechanism which

producers, processors and handlers may take advantace of if they wish.

The amended Act aet3 forth in considerable detail the sort of

agreement that the secretary of Agriculture may enter into* It sets

forth a mechanism which may be used. It of course doe 3 not save anything

to us. That provision under which we operate is simply something that we

have available to anyone who wants to take advantage of it.

We have had mother nartoating agreement program in additioa to

dairy products and poultry commodities, such as California citrus, canned

asparagus, potatoes, northwest deciduous fruits, watermelons &ad a number

of fresh fruits and vegetables,

We r-re not attempting to insist in any sees %h*i snyeaa 5ak2

advantage of 7?hat is offered. i§ have it there. We believe that it

IDS
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does offer a mechanism by which the producers can help themselves but

only if they want to, and it is generally with only that point of view

that we entertain marketing agreements. At Washington we have submitted

at the present on the average of around one to two marketing agreements

per week* We are under the very nature of the Act under which we came

into being directly interested in the welfare of producers. We want to

help them* Yfe do not insist on helping them, but we do stand ready to

work—and by the way, day and night—to help you.

In the General Crops section which handles all crops except basic

crops and dairy products, my own experience and that of nearly everyone

else there has been that within three or four weeks we ere working on

such a miscellaneous collection of Florida celery. ?hich I believe has

completed a hearing and anticipate an agreement in 1936} Florida citrus

which I believe is being formulated by the Florida citrus producers and

is now being made ready for public hearing; potatoes, California citrus,

walnuts, and prunes. We have quite a miscellaneous group, e take them

and we try to find out whether they are feasible, and then we come to a

public hearing to see whether the industry wants them or not.

We have at least two special interests la naval stores. Those

interests are based on the fact that we have cooperated in a program for

that industry for the major part of two years. It was for that reason,

for instance, that I individually and I believe everyone of the members

who are attending the hearing today, first entered into an attempt at an

understanding of naval stores.

The government has another interest in naval stores, a financial

interest, I believe that the government today is the largest individual

operator. It has a^roadmately six million dollars invested in the
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industry directly* It holds pledged under loans 143,000 barrels of

turpentine and 294,000 barrels of rosin, so that it has rather a

particular interest in naval stores, in addition to the general interest

that it has in the result of the program and the general interest that it

has in making available its mechanism to all groups,

We do not believe that the program which this industry undertook

and in which the eeretary took part was a howling success for the 1954

year and the portion of the 1935 year in which it was operated. We do

believe, however, that it did give substantial benefit to the persons

who entered into it,

I mentioned before, 1 believe, in talking with Beeee that the

priee of a unit of naval stores in 1932-33 was about §36 at the savannah

market.

In 1933-34—I really don't carry these things in my head, and I

will have to look at sons figures over here.

In 1933-34, during a part of which the present program was in effect

the average price at the Savannah market was $45,15 per unit. In 1934-35,

during all of that period there was a marketing agreement, and that—and

at Savannah the price was $50, 18,

Our interest in the naval stores is, I believe, shared by many of

you, but still is somewhat distinct from the point of view of any other

group in the industry, and each one of you has en interest as an individual.

A, number of yon, perhaps most of you have been concerned with what might be

called industry problems, the welfare of your entire industry, but most of

you haven't the time and many of you haven't the inclination to be concerned

with what might be called the total picture, and that is the picture with

which we are interested.
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I want to illustrate that by the fact that when I talk about returns

in the naval stores I am not interested in the price rar gallon of

turpentine or the price of a barrel of rosin or for the price of a unit

of naval stores. I am interested in only one major consideration and that

is the total income that your industry does get or may get. For instance,

in 1632-33 , using the Savannah price to represent the price for both gum

and wood, which is not entirely adequate but it is approximately fair or

representative, your industry had a gross value of twenty- one and one-half

million dollars.

Incidentally, in spite of the fact that sorse people have said that

this is a very small industry it has Impressed me at any rate as being a

very big one .

In 1935-34 your industry had a gross value for its products of

approximately $89,700,000.

In 1934-35 your industry had a gross value for the production of

gun and wood naval stores of f.32,000,000.

Fran 1958-55 to 1934-35 you had an increase in your total gross

incouB of approximately $2jO,50Q,000.

I should like to set forth for you what I believe is my obligation to

do.

I might mention that yesterday at the control board I was asked to

present the major features of the analysis which the Sfeonomie Analysis Unit

had made, That is a part of this document, this analysis which becomes

ii»erpoapated into tne public record. It is very difficult to talk: to 200

people or so on what I am going to try to talk about.

At the Beating yesterday there were members of the Control Casaittee,

a number of other producers and I believe most of the factors and dealers.
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we spent about an hour or maybe an hou»: and a hall'. I am not going to

tax your patience with anything like that this afternoon* I think it

is extremely difficult to eyen try to set forth what I think are very

simple details of your industry, for two reasons: one because I am aware

of the fact that I know practically nothing about naval stores. The

people who are in this room know considerably more about the industry

than I do, I have beon hare two weeks in this area, ..ell, not quite

two weeks, but nearly two weeks and I have appreciated a number of your

problems to a degree that I could otherwise not do, so that what I offer

you is simply the best findings that we in Washington can make on the

industry. We look forward to this hearing to develop a great mass of

further iaforma«ion to really wipe away the tremendous cobwebs of our

own weakness on this topic. What X offer to you is offered with a great

deal of humility. I do not feel that I am in a position to tell you as

individuals anything about how to run your organization and it is not

offered with that idea. That is simply one of the difficulties that I

know I personally face in trying to present to you what I am about to.

The other simply is the difficulty of trying to set forth really

dry stuff, quoting statistics and economies before a rather large group,

but it is our duty to set forth the facts of your industry as we see

them to make you understand why we countenance the thought of coming

to a public hearing to consider a possible marketing agreement.

I an going to ask for the assistance of some of these people in

order to simply hold a nuiaber of pictures from which I am going to try

to talk.

How, this is simply a diagrammatic presentation of monthly

fluctuations in the price of gum and wood turpentine at the New York
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maxfeet. It is set up principally to indicate clearly to you the extremely

close relationship between the two branches of your industry, Obviously

the monthly movements in the wood and gum industry arc extremely close,

Xt is iiecessary , I believe, that they should be, Just es the price of

any one producer's coranodity, any one .gum producer's commodity is about

the sms as eny other gum producer's commodity, for the reason that for

practically all purposes the two products represent identical products,

There are a number of things besides, however, that are rather

interesting in this particular picture, Que of these is what has happeaed

tc your price* from the beginning of 1925 desn to epte&ber 15, of 1935; S3

you can eee you have had a very severe decline in the prices v-stieh you have

received in 1925 and 1926 as measured by the Usw York sa&rkftt prices, which

are the prices on which you Sen get quotations for both T/ood and gum resin,

Ycur price has fluctuated around 90 cents per gallon* Your price through

1931, 1952, 1933, and 1934 aad pars of 1935 has been fluctuating above and

below—mostly below—50 cents per gallon at Hew Yorfc, aad of course it is

approximately 5 or so cents below that nrice at r&vsanah and at your still.

The price of turpentine in the last five years is about 4A percent

below what it was in the previous five years,

How, I will ask the gentlemen to show you a similar picture for rosin,

gum end wood rosin. It illustrates again the close relationship between

rood and gum products and it illustrates incidentally that the wood people

generally sell 1&*lr product below your product, the gum product. It

Illustrates the market decline wt ich has taken place in the price of

rosin in the last five yean.

.. would like to Bi.ow to you now a chart which attest* to sot f:orth

the production of turpentine annually, the United 'States commercial carry-

over end the prise.
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De In general production increasec from 1921-1S22 to 1929-4930. After

that there was a fairly sharp decli ne, aad in the last two years production

has remained approximately constant. The carry-over has fluctuated somewhat

differently.

Between 1921-1^ 22 and 1929-1930 the annual commercial c rry-over of wood

and gum turpentine fluctuated between 59,000 and 110,000 barrels annually.

These figures are as of April 1st of each year, what is usually considered the

marketing year.

Since 1929-1930 the annual carry-over has fluctuated between 118,000

barrels and 177,000 barrels annually.

On April 1, 1934 the total commercial carry-over in the United States

was approximately 118,000 barrels. On April 1st, 1935 it was a proximately

117,000 barrels.

The diagram includes in a dition earry-ove imports. Those are rela-

tively unimportant in this industry. They fluctuate between 4,000 and 10,000

barrels annually.

The thing that should be striking in the diagramatic presentation is

what is called an indirect or inverse relationship between production, carry-

over and price. Add prod action t the carry-over and you get the available sup-

ply. In ganeral yo- will see that when you have a high production and carry-

over you have a low price. hen you have low production and carry-over you

have high prices. But it is obvious »n that diagram that tke relationship is

not clear, it is not what you might call a one-to-one relationship, one in which

you could say, now, with this production I will have this price, and witn another

production I will have another price, and that is because in the sale of your

product you have to take into consideration certain other factors

Turpentine, as you fcnow, is essentially a pro uct to be used in the pai t

industry. That is its most essential use. It therefore depends for a sale o

the amount of construction, the amount of industry which usei the turpentine

product, and it ie not until you introduce that particular factor into the si - v

uation that in my opinion you adequately begin to understand ?7hy prices
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behave the way they do, and why your income behaves the way it does.

How, the problem is, does that fifteen years <£ Iiiatory mean

anything as to what ia likely to happen to your industry, in, say, the

next or the next two years? If you believe that it does, then it is worth

trying to get right back of the picture and say, well, how much does

production have to do with the prices 1 obtain, and how much does the

carry-over have to do with it t and how much does business activity have

to do with the price that X obtain?

I want you to grasp and get one other consideration, and that i» t

that you can sell anything at a price, that if you want to sell a product

some people wUl take it if the price is low enough.

Bow, it is on the basis of how much that fifteen years or more of

history of prices in your industry means for you today and tomorrow, and

on the assumption that you can sell anything at a price, that I am going

to simply skip very quickly through a technical detail and merely have

you trust in your faith as to what this is going to tell you,

Before showing you the picture that I want to next, however, I am

going to use a couple of technical terms. Particularly I want to introduce

the idea of price analysis, and the other correlation.

Price analysis is an attempt to discover why prices behave the way

they do, and what happens when you have seta© particular factor in the

picture, such as production*

Correlation is a mathematical notion. It is an attempt to understand

how one particular thing like production acts with another thing like price

or how price acts with such a thing as business activity.

How, the picture that I will show you next is simply a combination of

all of those things, called a aaltiple correlation, and it endeavors, first

of all, to unscramble prices, that is to say, to find out what the important
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tilings are to influence prices and isolate the influence of each one of

them, Then it goes one step further and says that if we have a certain

carry-over and if we have a certain level of business activity, then if

we alter production what is going to happen to prices,

Now, I want to sidestep naval stores for a mosient and just indicate

to you some of the fields in which this sort of thing is done, I believe

it is new to navel stores, but it is not new to agricultural caaaodities.

This is the tec^ique which has been used in tLe Department of Agriculture

for about ten years, It has been successfully applied to certain

commodities as lamb, as citrus, peaches, canned asparagus, potatoes,

and others, and in each case it simply endeavors to answer the question

of, why our prices, what they are?

Mow, all analyses are not successful. They do not answer these

questions, I can only tell you that in other cases the remits have

been very good. For instance,we are able to tell, once the :>eople

indicate to us what sort of production they anticipate in the California

citrus industry, what probably is the price they are going to receive for

that product.

WB&$8W& GFFICEB G^FOHB: Just a minute, Dr. Cold.

You gentlemen in the rear, your conversation is making too much noise,

M?„ GOLD: Tfe have endeavored, for instance, to analyse the asparagus

industry and I think it provides a rather interesting illustration of this

particular technique. The canned asparagus industry decided they wanted a

program. Tfce main feature of that program was that it would limit

production, limit the axiount of asparagus that would be canned. It was

expected that all of the packers ^ould be interested in packing as much as

they could of that limited supply and they would rro out in the market in
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competition for the asparagus and the fana price would be Improved. We

had to base it on the merits of that particular problem, ana so we

concluded an analysis on the asparagus price. However, this was the

program for 1935 and we had neither the 1933-34 price nor the 1934-35

price* tie made the analysis . however, based on the various factors

affecting canned asparagus down to 1930*33, but because we were going

into the 1935 program we decided we had better find out what this thing

really meant, and so we sent out a field staff to get the 1933-34 prices,

and the analysis worked out I would say would be pretty fair*

On the basis of that analysis, knowing what the production was

going to be, we were able to get th» 1933-34 price within two cents, and

on the basis of that analysis we were able to get the 1954-35 price within

9 coats* That has nothing to do with naval stores* Personally I do not

believe the analysis I am going to show you is sufficiently accurate for

anything of that sort* It is designed siuaply to illustrate the fundamental

principle of the relationship of price to production and to the total

income in the naval stores industry*

How, hens is a diagraiaaatic representation of what on the basis of

this analysis we believe are the most likely values for various sized ©rope

under what I call demand conditions for turpentine equivalent to the 1934-35

demand conditions*

How, what are thosef There are two assumptions made. One is, that

the carryover is US,000 barrels of turpentine, and tne other is that

business activity is approximately the sac© as it was in 1934-35.

Hew, the only substantial difference between the current conditions

and the ones that were used there is tfcat the actual carry-over is

approximately §0 ,000 barrels of turpentine than what I have indicated there.
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Now, what this picture tells you is slaply this, that as best we

can analyse it under the 1934-35 demand conditions, the total crop, total

production by both wood and gum of 575,000 barrels of turpentine under

these assumptions would result in a price to producers of, or rather the

price at the Savannah market of $29*71 for a 50 gallon barrel.

I have been told that I should always mention trices in gallons,

and cents per gallon. I will hare to do some rapid division here, but

that represents a price of approximately 55 cents per gallon for their

total crop, wood and gum, of 575,000 barrels.

An increase in that crop to 600,000 barrels would result in a

iierease in price under these assumptions to $S3 per barrel.

A further increase in that crop to ©25,000 barrels—that is,

combining wood and gua—means a price according to this analysis of

approximately $19 per barrel.

A further increase in the total production to 650,000 barrels

means a price of about #15.

And jumping very quickly to a production of 700,000 barrels, if

attempted to be sold on this sort of market, would mean a price per

barrel of $8.21, and a price per gallon of approximately 16 cents.

Now, as I mentioned to you before, that is not the only pieture

I em interested in. You as practical people know what would happen if

the price reached anything like 16 cents per gallon, you would si; ply

stop producing, so that you would put in the checks as rapidly as possible.

But our opinion is that on the basis of this 15 years experience, on the

basis of the best judgment that I think we could obtai n on this subject

from this sort of analysis, you stand to haye materially lower prices,

materially lower prices with each increase in your production.
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Horn, the picture I am interested in a&. in Is in the total iacaae.

Hot only does it mean lower prices, but as the bottom part of the chart

indicates, it rneans nsaterially lower gross income. In other vcrds, a crop

of 575,000 barrels has a value for the turpentine alone of about £17,000,000.

A crop of 600,000 barrels has a total value Of approaimtely f 13 ,800 ,000.

A crop of 650,000 barrels has a total income of about $10,000,000.

And. a crop of 700,000 barrels under this analysis would indicate a

total value at savannah of less than $6,000 ,000.

How, if we talk in terms of dollars that is a lot bigger than I

really have had ?ny experience in and I suppose are somewhat bigger than

most of you have had any experience in, and so all we have to do is to

look at this a3 a pie to be cut. The only point, in it 1b that the pie

figure if you do not try to market or produce everything that you can

produce.

I would like to skip over very luiekly to a somewhat similar picture

for rosin. This indicates to you the yearly fluctuations in production,

carry-over and price of rosin. Again you find a somewhat definitely

upward moveiaent in production dam to 1923-89 and 1929- 70, and then a

distinct slump-off of production until the last four years, rvhen

production has been fairly constant,

You find, for instance, in 1932-33, that in srilte at the lower

production you did not get an increase in price. In general this indicates

there again Lite relationship between _dfiee, production end carry-over*

when your available supply is large your price is lo*. Wfcea your available

supply is anall vour price i« hi#. But that is not completely true as you

©an see, uzA that is because again you have to consider your purchasers.

You have in the rosin industry approximately three najor purchases* , paper,
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paint and soap, I think I have mentioned the three moat important, arid

what they are likely to do entirely depends upon the relative activity

in business,

I would like to indicate to you very quickly the particular

situation in the last five years. The carry-over and imports of turpentine

,

for instance, in the last five years were 28 percent higher than they were

in the first five years—in the previous five years.

Business activity which represents the demand for your product was

30 percent below what it had been in the previous five years.

Production did increase in these five years. The decrease, however,

was 15 percent as compared to a 28 percent decrease—or rather a 28 percent

increase in carry-over and imports, and a SO percent decrease in business

activity*

How, what would you expect to happen to prices in that situation?

Prices fell to 44 percent below what they were in the previous five years.

Here is the rosin picture as best we can see it in terns of the 1934*35

demand conditions. Again we have a carry-ever as of April 1, 1935, which

is approximately 100,000 barrels greater than the one I have indicated there*

Row, I want to refer for just a few minutes to what is implied in that

statement, I have assumed here the same sort of carry-over as we had on

April 1$ I have assumed the same sort of business activity as existed

during 1934-35. On the basis of the last ten years experience that you

have had, I have tried to answer the question, what kind of prices are

you likely to expect if you vary production, and what kind of total

income are you likely to receive. The bottom of the chart I think

tells the story. Again, if you try to market more and more you can

do it j you can sell things at a price. I believe that is true. That Is
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one assumption tfcnt one lifea tc make in. this zotm o: thing, but it you

want mors people *o "bay under the^e kind or aanand conditions, end I son

talking or the kind you get with organizing research organization, one

in which you organize market research, but nox the sort of demand conditions

that you people are facing now and are likely to fae*; in the next year, a

production of two million barrels u£ rosizi is worth approximately $11*40

under the conditions of this analysis per barrel, or a production of

2,400,000 barrels is worth approximately $6.19 per barrel,

A production of 2,600,000 is worth approximately $4,19 per barrel.

Those are in each instance 500 fcound barrels, and what does that

mean in grows income?

A production of 2,000,000 barrels is worth approximately 322,780,000

under this analysis, and a production of 2,400,000 barrels, or 400,000

barrels more is worth approximately $8,000,000 less or h 14,900 ,000.

A production of 2,600,000 is worth approximately 10 ,900,000,

Now, I want to wind up, and it is rery difficult to wind, up, but

I wart to say again that because we think the condition is serious, that

that means that we think you must have a program. I don't mean it that way.

It does not matter to any of us individually whether you have a program or

not. If you had hired us directly, then that would affect the matter a

frreat deal, but you haven't. We simply are here agcin to help you, first,

if you need helT>, but more importantly if you want help. I would like in

t>at connection to simply mention one thing about the ^rfcole program that

T think is worth bearing in mind. I think before that I have already

referred back to the general condition which^tninlc is important. All

of the figures which I showed you were dependent upon a eerry-over, in

the eaar of tnrr«7vtiLn« , rhichte abon* SO ,00O barrels more than the one
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that you now have, and in the case of rosin it was about 100,000 "barrels

more than the one you now hare.

Bit, in Hit ease Of turpentine in pastietilaf It is true that the

government Is the major owner of stocks of terpentine, but I should like

simply to have you try to realise what it means to your price if an effort

ie made to move stocks of the sise of 148,000 barrels, or as I believe the

stocks will be, around 175,000 barrels. All of you know it could not be

done and maintain any market, and «© there is no point in saying that all

of those stocks are going to be moved next year or attempted to be moved,

but if there was a substantial proportion moved, if there is any material

reduction in the stocks over neact year, that question directly affects

the price, and on the whole if the carry-over is reduced 30,000 barrels

which le a pretty big lot, that you just scale down the price to the

ec oneroid and statistical positions which would be anywhere from |4 to #8

a barrel, and the same thins is true in regard to rosin. We think the

situation is serious. But I don»t believe it is in the minds of any of

you that that is the most important question we are interested in at

this time as an industry problem, without it really making any difference

in our pocketbooks or in our appetites, or really in our night* s sleep.

It is act directly personal interest in any way. It is only our view of

the industry f s problem. In the—in regard to tne program of the ateinistra-

ti o&, a lot of you are very leary of the idea of restriction, and so are we,

I don't aappose there is anybody anywhere who wants to get rid of food or

prevent the production of agricultural ooOTaodities if it could be helped.

Industry reduced ite production by the industries that I have mentioned to

you, 23 percent. Now, it did that simply because the alternative to it was

lower prices.
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Your own industry, in spite of the fact that its customers'

puiehasiag ability fcas been decreased approxlratoly 23 percent, decreased

its own production in the five years about 15 percent. Agriculture has

been the only branch of our industrial eat-up that has insisted on

producing in spite of the price that it might obtain. If they want

to continue to do so, the Agricultural Adjustment Act was devised and

I believe that it wasn't cur iob to do so, and it would net be wise to

try to force them to do it much longer, but certainly in the last year,

especially since the amendment to the Act, I think we have all gotten

over any notion of a need for restriction. How, i don't think that

neans, however, that the Agricultural Adjustment \ct intends unlimited

production. It does contemplate what is called an adjustment, what is

sometimes called a control, not a control by the ecretary in any case,

in any program- m your em case, for instance, we could not even

contemplate a program with you if not at least two thirds of you did

not want it. We could not even contemplate having a hearing; we could

not even contemplate having it again for another year unless you wanted

it. In the case of any other program, including the basic programs where

you are paying the faimers checks, you don't have them unless you want it

done, and each year you have to find by a vote that it should be done.

How, I am not here from the TTorth nor from the south, I happen

to be from the v.est. I have gained the impression long before I came

to the Sotrth, that in the 3outh you think a great deal of state and

individual rights. You are the most democratic people in i&e world,

I believe. You have a notion of democratically preserving individual

rigits more than anywhere else, and I think that it was ifce notion of

the Administration or of Congress when it wrote the sort of bill under
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which we are acting, that that notion would be maintained. We talk:

about adjustment , not restriction. **hen you contemplate a program we

try to decide upon it, that we are going to adjust it in terms of better

prices and better income for you if you want it.

Now, we can set up, as you know, parity prices in this sort of

program. The parity price for your coaa&cdity is very high. I think

it will return to you~*it will, of course, be introduced as a part of

the official record when this exhibit is inserted—the parity price for

a barrel of turpentine, for a unit of naval stores is approximately $75. 70*
\

Well, I suppose you will all like to hare that price, but you don«|j

contemplate it, and we don f t contemplate you will have it.

Sfow, we have I believe, adequate safeguards for the consumer. We

want to be sure that in helping the farmer we are not hurting the consumer,

because Congress has set forth for us that in any attempt we make to improve

price, that we do not hurt the consumer*

Hew, in finishing I want to insist again that the purpose of this,

that this is really an obligation on us, that whan we go so far as to have

a public hearing we have to set forth for you as a part of the public

record the facts under which we cane to a hearing. 1?he purpose of what

I have just suasnariaed is to show that we believe economically your plan

is feasible*

How, from an a&niniatrativa point of view, from a legal point of

view you aay have problems, but that is not my concern. I am supposed

to try to handle the economic side of it, and it is only to set forth

what we believe to be the marketing principles under which you seU

taat this particular analysis is offered*
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PRESIDING micmi GW'-OW: Dr. Gold, for the purpose of the record,

the enlarged diagrams which yen have exhibited, those are iua&e a part of

your analysis?

MR. G0I3: Yes, they are.

QBT2BER GIFFOI^J The economic analysis of Br. Gold will

be identified as Government • s iiadiioit 2 and made m part of the record*

(The document and diagrams
submitted by Mr. Gold
irare marked Government * s

Exhibit Ho. Zn and made a
part of this record,}

GOLD: Pardon me , that is an analysis of the &eanomie Analysis

Unit.

MR. BSHSDICT* Mr. Chairman.

jPH^ISTO QmBBR OOTOHD: ifr. Benedict,

Ml IBffffiiWl 1 wouJ^ H*» ft* as^ Gold a question.

mmm mwomt A3& it through the chair, please.

MB. MJSDIOT : Did you figure out, Dr. Gold, the relationship of

the decrease in per capita consumption of rosin and spirits, the effect

of that on the price?

X cannot give the eacact figures, but the consumption per capita of

rosin during the last several previous years was something like double

what it is now.

ME. GOLD: Ifo, X do not have that Material.

I might say that I omitted sometiling which X think is very important

,

and that is, to pay a debt a? gratitude to at least two people who I believe

are here* G&e is m» Loekwocfi who has given this industry very recently

probably the best data that has ever been available on production, stocks

and consumption. I am very sincere when I say that anything the Department
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might have tried to do in studying this industry would have been

impossible without the date that he provided.

The other person who has over a long period of years, and many others

who have contributed, who has given us the basis for this sort of work is

Mr. Oamoie.

Hp* Leekwoed's data aafti it possible lor us to use IBr. GenbleU date

in many instances when Mr. Gamble 1
s data were not as inclusive as Er,

Lockwoofi's date, but between them they really furnished data which made

it possible for any sort of study.

I sm sorry I do not have any data on wliat Lr. Benedict has in mind,

but Mr, Lockwood may have something on that particular subject.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFIQEDi Is there anything further at this time?

Cfto response.}

KG^OIBG QTflGiiK GIFFOKD: e are going to have to give up possession,

gentlemen, of this room in a few minutes for a party tonight, and iir. Lacy

ha3 to leave tonight and he has a letter >?hich he desirss to take up at

this time.

gfU IMTi i£r. Chairman*

PEE3H)H<G OTPICSB GIFFOBD: 2Sr# Lacy.

UEU LACY: as Dr, Gold has already said, l.ir. Chairman, the agricultural

idjustaaent Act has a sort or safeguard for the consumers' interests in any

program that involves the increase of prices cf an agricultural coisaodity.

In most such programs the consumers are too disorganized for the consumers

counsel in Washington to obtain very much crystallized sentiments as to

what they want or what they don't went, but in this particular program

the greater majority of consumers of naval stores are well organized,

as yeu know. The paper sizing industry, the paper industry, the soap

feM
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people, and the paint aad lacquer industry consume over tiro-thirds of the

production of naval stores*

A telegram 3ms been received which I would like to read into the

record at thia time. It is from Mr* Gordon, Secretary to the Bureau of

9m Materials for ^uerican Vegetable Oils and ifate industries, and who

represents in that capacity the soap industry, the paper sizing industry

and to a larger degree the paint , varnish and lacquer industry.

19ae telegram reads as follows:

"Begret writer unable personally be present at naval stores hearing

as took much interest In participating in preliminary hearing leading to

formation original marketing agreement. Records of naval stores marketing

agreement control ecesaittee will show that as member of consumers advisory

committee which sat with control coiamittee under terms of original

aaarketing agreement I advised the twenty percent reduction from crop

of 19g3 and subsequently advised control coEsaittee make saiae cut when

it established production quota for 1935. TJader these circumstances

feel free advise naval stores producers that they would be seriously

in error if adhere this twenty percent reduction program, when establishing

ouota for 1936 crop year. When I advised twenty percent reduction domestic

and world business conditions were bad, stocks on hand were heavy conditions

now changed. Present mariset for naval stores reasonably satisfactory to

producers and competitive situation will not stand much higher price level.

Twenty percent reduction from thirty-three production will leave only one

million seven hundred thousand barrels of rosin for next year. My belief

is that exports rosin end domestic consumption next year should total as

heavy as in 1933 when exports amounted to one million two hundred thousand

barrels and domestic consumption totaled eight hundred thousand which would
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require total of two million barrels or three hundred thousand barrels

more than the twenty percent cut would allow to be produced next year.

While carry-over totals one million barrels only rour fifty five thousand

of this is represented by yard stocks, two ninety thousand of which is in

hands of government . General understanding is that cooperage on this

SOTeaaonent stock is in bed condition wbich would make it difficult to

more. Stocks in hands consumers should not receive undue consideration

as paper industry appears has no reserve supplies, varnish industry

supply is light and while sons soap makers have considerable stocks

they are not distributed generally through industry which would be of little

value in easing tight sarket situation as holders would not resell. Think

naval stores industry had best make not more than five or ten percent

reduction at maximum as compared to 1953 crop otherwise bootlegging on

one hand would serve to break down marketing agreement and substitutes

on other hand would penr>anently cripple domestic naval stores market

if industry were placed in position where unable supply demand for

naval stores at competitive price, Domestic turpentine market being

cut into more and more daily by mineral spirits which requires all

the greater care for preservation of rosin market. Hy recommendations

are submitted as representative of a l&rge proportion of domestic naval

stores consumers."

-That is signed by John B. Gordon, secretary, Bureau of Raw Materials

for American Vegetable oils and fats industries.

How, it should be clear feat neither I nor any of my colleagues

at the bench approve or disapprove the figures contained in this telegram

as correctly representative here, but it is my duty to read it.

T thank you,

12$
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PSSSIDIIfo OFFICER Gir"0?£: Is there anything further, Mr. Lacy?

Mb LACY: I think not.

PRESIDING CFV ICES GOTQI5): At this time, gentlemen, we are required

to give up possession of this room in oilier for the management of the hotel

to get ready for the enu./.r;erant tonight , and I take it we c^ri all reconvene

in the morning at nine-thirty.

Does anyone want to object to meeting that early?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER dWQBD : If net, we will adjourn to meet in this

hall at nine-thirty o* clock a.xa. tomorrow morning*

(Thereupon, at 6:00 o'clock p.m. the hearing was adjourned

until 9:30 o'clock a.m., November 1, 1935.)
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BEFQRl THE SBCHETABSf OF AGHICULTTJRE

*

In re: ; Docket No* A.Q - 0,8

Hearing with reference to • Kavsl Stoics
frokjsid mmgrxm Ammmm and s

PROPOSED OHDSH for 2 Jacksonville, flft*

$

HANDLERS OF NAVAL STQH33* :

i

Friday, November 1st, 1935,
&ayflo»fer Hotel,

. >

Jacksonville, Florida*

Hearing resumed pursuant to adjournment, at 9;30 a#m*

PHESIOT: Satae as before, a_id the following additional appearances:

GEO* T. RIVES, Brunswick, Georgia, representing J. I, Baulerson,

Hortense, Georgia*

H* WEIBEHT, Jacksonville, Florida, representing Peninsular Eaval

Stores Company, Jacksonville, Florida.

G. B. TMHEIfT, Hopewell, Virginia, representing Hummell-Ibss Fibre

Corporation, Hopewell, Va. ; Champion Fibre Company, Canton, N. C*;

Bogalusa Bap^-r Company, Inc., Bogalusa, -<a*; and »vest Virginia palp &

Paper Company, Covington, Va.

F. W* K: AH, Laurel, Mississippi, representing Continental

Turpentine & to sin Corporation, Laurel, Mississippi*

S* H. ilC COaMACS, Newport, Indiana and Pensacola, Florida,

representing various steam Dist* wood and turpentine and rosin producers.

D* L. HT:^',..y, Holopaw, Florida, representing Peavy Wilson Company,

Holopaw, Florida.

JOSim E* LOCIC^OOD, Savannah, Georgia, representing self.
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0FELG2H SIFFQftC: The bearing will come to order, please.

There are not so many of us here anu if you will gather up a little

closer in the kail I am quite s*re you will all near much better.

At tne adjournment last night we were hearing objections and state-

ments in opposition to any control program whatever. This morning we will

continue that discussion.

However, I realize that you all do not *aat to remain here a long

time, and as you are particularly interested in the discussion and the

euestions you have to present which could probably be better presented in

the discussion of tne proposed instrument section by section. We do not,

however, want to preclude anyone from stating any opposition he has, only

I shall ask you not to make tne facts cumulative but if you have any new

facts please confine yourself to them as much as you can to keep your

various thoughts organized.

Mr. riives.

testimony of ammz t. hives,

BRIfiiSvVIGiC, GEORGIA, mmi
mm&mrjm J. l. kaulerson, sdrtsnse,

Georgia,
and others

.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

}

PSESIDIHG OFFICER GliFFOBD; For the record, won't you please state

your name and address.

MR. RIVES i George T. Hives, Brunswick, Georgia.

PRBSIDIiiGr OFFICER GIJFOHDi And you are a factor?

MR. HIVES: Executive vice president of tie Downing Company, but I

am not speaking for t:ie Owning Company. Mr. Beese has very dearly and

nicely stated our position. I am speaking individually.

As a matter of record I want to say that I filed with the clerk
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about a dozen mora or less appaarance blanks and all of tnoae were pro-

testing against Jiav<.n; a mancetia^ a<3Tae^eat.

I also want to endorse &r» Ott rieier'a remarks.

I also want to aay that the one tains X nave gotten frota the aaricet-

agreement has been the very pleasant contacts I nave saade wita both

the .iiashington off icials and my fellow workers*

I thank you*

PHRS2DUJG QfFlCETH OXFFOH&i Anyone else »no desires to speak in

opposition to any control program at all?

JACS30HVILLE, FLORIDA*
mammaamm wximsuR maval stocks cc&sXfe.

JACKSOlJVILUEt 5X0 aOE DA«

(l&e witness was duly sworn by tne Presiding Officer.

}

PRE3IDING OWICER GO70RD: For tne purpose of tne record will you

please give you address and whom you represent

«

MR. WEIBEST: H. Libert, Jacksonville, Florida, Resident of the

Peninsular Havel stores Company*

'St* Chairman, tne previous Darketing agreement has convinced me fully

that I am not converted, and I cannot see that the proposed marketing egrets-

Sit would change this condition.

the allotment feature in tne marketing agreement has brought about a

most inequitable condition. 'Una majority of my producers have been very much

injured by it. Ws commenced at tne time of the mar&s ting agreement being

proposed to go into effect to reduce our workings in order to produce siaaller

crops and thereby maintain the price in the face of bad economical con-

ditions.

/hen the market n agreement was put in effect the all -tmeats were

cased on the production of tne producers. Our producers had to further re-

fa*?t "t t ¥i fw* vt<w %ft ^v'f. 'w.Q.jgs ost ^f? fen*^"* eft& seXi %m 4t.«* ,i2*v

duce t-ieir production and a great Bftfly aow are reduced so much thet they are
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practically out of business*

I am therefore vigorously and absolutely opposed to any allotment

feature in a mariceting agreement

.

PRESIDING OWLCm GIYFOdDi Anyone else desire to speak his

opposition?

(witness excused.)

21S&W&n OF 0. i\ ISC liH'Joil,

3AVAMAH. GEORGIA,
mpws^mum soumsm statss naval mm

COMPAHT,
SAVANNAH. GSOHGIA.

(

!

J3ie witness was duly ssorn by the Presiding Officer*)

M8. aSC INTOSH: Mr. Chairman ana gentlemen, in order that I isay be

bri^f, and it seems briefness is desirable, I hare adopted the procedure

of one of &he gentleman who spolce yesterday in opposition to the pro?x>sed

;iar£eting agreement, and I have prepared a few notes.

I desire briefly to express jay opooaition to the proposed market-

ing agreement or to any marketing agreement in whicn the ela^nt of cocr-

cion is included.

I do not believe taat there is any right under our form of govern-

ment for any ;aajority, however groat it may be, to impose its will upon

the remainder.

I merely give that as my own individual sentiments and conviction.

I em against -Che proposed martceting agreement because it almost

exactly parallels tne old agreement, and because the old agreement did not

accomplish tne objects for which it was designed.

It has been testified hat sundry benefits occurred to the industry

from the old agreement. That testimony can be little but opinion. Others

hold contrary opinions, myself Included.

Specifically, to the best of my knowledge and belief, in 1334 the
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first affaet of this applieat :oa for s flsarsetl^ a&raanaat *a» to iaore^se

t&a 1*34 product ion. ^oefc aeaala in t$e aarsl «iore» ladusbry anpfcreatl,

aelierad that Tarioue eaah aerv fits, loaaa add ao forth would aoorua to

titeat If they eouid organ! xa t ead taay prepared to sake ail ta« at***

taey eould 90 that the? *i ;at taice advantage of t&* gold*m Ui« i

oxoeeted to flow is thai? diractios, aad of waicii otaor ao^aodlti^a uau

already felt to* affaot.

'fan production, aa a Matte* of faet, *a© fax ia attawnw of tan total

allotue^t* Jaatara ware aade toward eoatrol ay %um Control Cor^iittaa but

finally any attenot waa .given up and tae total production ^iv^u-o.

In ltt5u» ^a^Qiag aaa ..;ivaa tnut tne aar^etiag agrweiaaat would aa

at*i otly eafo oad* itm grant ss&jorit? of tun producers, X believe, did

adnore to tan allotiaonte &ivao toad until taw Msm of taa suspension of

tae fe&raont*at«

it nan alaa been atat d that reducing proau-jtioa aaaae a nignor

oriow» flint la true> out it la uomtiaaa a fmliaay* If tae oon*u,,;«r oae

a irig&t to naliova t^at only a oartan anwwy* of any sroduet la «goiag to

on aade a* is go .5 at to t.nu aaiu.-, -.10 u-ai^jUr, nod Ue is not gain: feo

run tae riai* of fcn;ng aqu*asad. iiaval ator^e wuiia aa eeaaatinl •josaaoul*?

can still aa la great KMMHNUPi euaoUtntwu a? ©t>«*r tniaga* If you would $0

»ad out ail naval atoraa la aelf aaa giro *araiag to taw eonauaer taat s

Wi*« spins to oe t*«n oaaa # you would not nave a dataaad prcaaaly for uuynjwrw

tana aalf. l*o iaanufacturar aapwudin«s uoaa a lar&o nncntat of aaval atorea

la IK* oaer--itl04t snowing tant ta*t ojuration ia &oi;v *»j o# brought aoout

aau %m% aia mtm&X la «sola^ to 5e ssatarially raduoau, ia golag to fail to

ta&y aiaaauraa to protoot uiiaaalf.

it ia proved ta*t T#ua couaomotive deoaad bo datorr.iaa4 aad pro-

duatioa bo t>lanaa<i aaoordia^ly* I aava aaea ia taa naval ^to^-s &uaiaa?ia
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for a great many years and I would defy the most expert naval stores

neople to predict a crop within 10 per cent from any eertain number of

boxes that are in operation*

If you were to figure on a normal production that would only

allow 5 per eent for one side or the other of the line. We haye fre-

quently, through weather or other causes, had a crop that was 10 per eent

or more from the expectations.

When it comes down to figuring the consumption, I believe thst is

a still more difficult matter, &ita the rapidly changing conditions in

the world today, the consumption of naval stores may be tremendously

accelerated or slowed up. Estimates are oaaed upon the figures of the

past or past performance with theory combined, and the future is figured

out oa a purely mathematical basis.

Eow, figures do not lie, but with the vast changes in demand and

world conditions, they do not invariably give us a true conclusion.

It is something like Dr. Gold's price chart that is extremely in-

teresting and doubtless based upon the best theory and data obtainable and

undoubtedly his figures are down to a aatnematical c ertaiaty so far as the

figures are concerned. But nevertheless, unless I an mistaken, if a crop

of 750,000 or 800,000 barrels of turpentine was made, then it would be in-

dicated by that same chart that we could not sell them at all, that we

would hare to give it away and would have to pay somebody to ta&e it off

of our hands, xhat I think is beside the question.

Ia the old agreement, toe doubt as to whether the Act under which

it waa proposed would stand the action of the courts has caused a wide-

spread doubt ia the mind of the producer as to whether a marketing agree-

ment if supported and adopted would ever be enforceable or ever be en-

forced.
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The man who defied the old agree :ent presumably benefitted. His

neighbors haTe seen, that is the neighbors of many turpentine operators

nave seen the other man has not observed its requirements to maIce as

much stuff and sell as much stuff as he pleased and do it with impunity.

Kierefore it means, until and unless same court of final resort has

either ruled the amended ^ct constitutional, or passed upon a specific

naval stores agreement, there will be ten where there was one who will

openly defy the act, and as they ar^ going ahead and maIcing their pre-

parations without any consideration as to whether or not a marketing

agreement may or may not become effective, even if a court was to rule

that the marketing agreement sras sound law, there would nevertheless be

a large part of the industry determined to market their goods, and it

would take the strong arm of the United States government and the trem-

endous police power of the government to make it effective.

That in itself would bring about an almost intolerable condition,

where a large part of any industry is in an attitude of defiance, and

would sooner or later almost inevitably, from one cause or another, up-

set the agreement if it could be called an agreement where s man is

forced to do anything against his will.

'Ihere is furthermore this fact to consider; we are just now at

that time of the year >;hea producers are planning their ensuing year's

operations. Today, if a producer merely holds his hand he holds his

hand because a marketing agree ent may become effective, he is going to

be at a very distinct disadvantage as compared with his neighbor who is

going ahead and taking a chance with the idea of defying the agreement

or trying to market his stuff.

It may not generally be conceived, but these turpentine operators

are in a highly competitive business. Ihe supply of timber on whieh the
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feua&etlea of th&ii' bualBeae 4epead» in geaerally aovKeteu at taia tine

of tae #mr* A tarpentlae operator eaa&ot out and buy tiw&er »b*a

.1* vmis to im **• ..3 aas got to but it waaa tae seller la »lUlag to

sail* aad if ae 4o*a aot buj? taat piooe of tinber eaiaa titui aext door

ael^ueor aaa, aad aobody *lm buya *tt ae limine hi a buaiaee* mad leaaeaa

ita future*

fa hm® aeer*. sauea abau* tae eaoft&>ua em> ..at of i^«t |e be*

Iftg tmreaaaea tale year aaa Vie groegieote of as orereftslmia^ er&p aext

year* I ao aov belief* taat Mil ia vital* ta« taage of E0—Sbftjity*.

fk«ure is uaque&tiriaably belag * larva aaouat of gioaay apeat far tl&ber>

bat it la rata** . &e high prioe of ti»oer time tm mat af tae tisaber

taat la belag sold* :*rer a lar^e part of ta* territory raoaoetiea ll to-

day at ita peak* t*l ia aeay iaataiscea it is about to be oa tae iaa» uatii

a ae* supply of tifltsber ia grove air eo&ea to Mturity* T erefore» a ataa

;*aoee op*ratio«a are @olag to aatorally aecraae* ualaae aa buys aometaiag

and peraaoa aeereaee «vea if ae doea bu# eoaM»t«ua£t la eoaeeraad wlta ta#

aaaaamitsr of baylag it aoe or golag praat ieally oat if bueia#ae* 4b4

vhea you caa hardly fioa aoy ala&le tpiliiei ia the bait that Ma acfc got

a aeigabor la illa eos&eauaity that is reriag to buy mm that tiisfe^rt aas* at

Xeaet oaa aal^bor la taat vloiait^ aho all! taka i aaaaa* oa buyiag it,

oa Narias up tha available iawpplj? of tijabar, ha h&» aitaar got to do

bealaaaa aos* ^r quit*

It ia aioat uafortuoata taarafora tliot tais aituatioa of ttaaartaiaty

aetata ut thla tisse o>f taa yaar*

Xa Xooldas at 6aa vat aIda ^mga of tale saar^itia^ asraa^aat t it la a

propoaad laariaitla^ agraa^eat for aaaatera of aaval stor©ffl t aad tba aaaalara

of fiaval atorsa are deflaaa to laolude ^roeeeaars, deslars, raotora 9

laferaatlaU^ with taa turwtina aad ^aod roeia sMeu*aetur«r©»t amm*Uk*
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tittup of producers engaged in selling or handling naval stores.

It would be interesting to know what the voting basis 01 eacn of the

above groups is*

Again, presumably, as all of these different interests are included

in the general definition "handlers", each of them would have a vote* If

that -vas the case, the processor would vote the appioxiiaate size of the

crop, the dealers would vote the approximate size of the crop* the factors

would vote the approximate size of the crop, and in addition to that there

«ould be the wood turpentine and wood rosin manufacturers.

In other words, merely as a guess, there would be one and a half

laillioa to two million barrels or units votad as against a production of

around 500,000 barrels*

The marmeting agreement is just a little vague as to the required

vote to authorize tae Secretary to issue an order* Jigaia, presumably, it

would require a vote of 50 per cent of the production out of the turpentine

area, and again it might be inferred that out of that one and a half million

or two million units that would be voted, that the Secretary ould put into

effect an order upon an affirmative vote of some 250,000 barrels, or half

the crop*

I have commented on that because I certainly dislike personally to

sea an order issued if the marketing agreement does not meet with the assent

of a majority of the Industry*

Further, as I understand the marketing agreement, that if there was

aa affirmative vote of an amount sufficient to authorize the Secretary to

issue an order under the marketing agree .eat, that the marketing agreement

could not aad would not become effective until the Secretary had determined

that it was favored by two thirds of tne producers either by volume or

number. Therefore, while ay interpretation may be incorrect it appears to
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that if the handlers voted so as to authorise the Secretary to issue

an order, that it would then be necessary to take a poll of the producers,

and whether it would he required that another hearing should be held for

producer© and go through the full formula as has been gone through in

this hearing, I do not know, but it will certainly take some little time

for the result of this handlers prorjoeition to be determined, and after

it is determined then to again nave to submit txie matter to the producers

a large part of our season or preparation for next year*s business will

be passed. In the meantime there will be an absolute state of uncer-

tainty existing in everyone's mind, and while it is not testimony but only

an opinion, I do not believe it is possible to secure a two-thirds affir-

mative vote of the producers to the marketing agreement.

In other words I think we took a swing at the ball in 1334 and

fanned, and we took another swing in 1*35 and fanned, and I believe when

the proposition is put uo this time it will be three strikes and out.

:2nat is the way I feel about it»

I am fairly convinced that a marketing agreement on eome voluntary

basis would be a benefit to the naval stores people. However, it is my

observation with, the producer, whether he be a nayal stores producer, a

cotton man or a tobaeeo man, or whatever he may be, that he does not sign

an agreement unless he has or feels that he has a benefit, not a possible

benefit, but a real benefit, and when I speak of benefit I mean the cash

in hand. That is what he means. You could not get adherence in any of

the major agriculture industries or you could not hold them in line with

the United States army unless taey felt they were being amply paid for

whatever they surrendered.

Personally, I have already expressed my opiniont I am not in

favor of a marketing agreement with any element of coercion whatsoever in
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it.

Baricalow has stated very fully that it is impossible to offer

the naval stores industry a marketing agreement under which a benefit is

guaranteed. Siat being the ease I don f t think there is the remotest chase*

at this time, whatever the consequences may be, of making any marketing

agreement effective, and if that be the case the earlier it is determined

the better it will be for the naval stores Industry as a whole.

Gentlemen, X thank you.

msmmm OWICER GOTQHD: m* Mcintosh

mb* m imomt Yes, sir.

PRESIDE** OlflCSa GIFFQHD: Just a ouestion, please. Dr. Gold

would like to ask you a question.

MB. WO OTOSH: Yes, sir.

tM* GOLD: I would like to ask you quite a number of auestions,

Mr. Mcintosh.

m> m xm®m* ah right.

DR. GOLD: I would like you to discuss a little more tae statement

that naval stores can b usually supplanted by other commodities. I want

you to particularly discuss the rosin phase of the naval stores industry.

Do you believe that rosin can be supplanted by other commodities?

well, I will change that question.

Are you acquainted with the industrial uses and chemical qualities

of rosin?

MB. MC OTQSBt Of rosin?

DH. GOLD: Tes.

MB* MC XMFQSH: To some extent.

DR. GOLD? Sben do you believe that rosin can be easily supplanted

by other industrial products?
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MR. SIC IKTOSH: I think I stated that while an essential commodity,

a large part of it could be supplanted by other commodities. I referred

to the case of rosin, and especially to the soapers whom I believe are

one of the two largest users — perhaps the;, use a little less at this

time than the paper industry — there is no question but that the entire

amount of rosin used in soaps could be supplanted by fats, greases, and

other acids*

And it is furthermore merely my opinion that if the three or four

great soapers were to absolutely leave rosin off altogether, and devote

their entire attention to other soaps and advertising, as they do, upon

the quality of other soaps, it would not be but a very short time before

rosin soap would be antiquated in the public eye.

In other words, to answer one V : question, I believe it could be

supplanted 100 per cent in sosos.

BR. GOLD: Are you acquainted with the type of soap that uses rosin?

MR. Am I acquainted with the soap?

D8. GOLD: Yes, are you acquainted with the tyoes of soap that use

rosin?

MR. MC ETPOSH: Yee, sir.

DR. GOLD: Well, do you believe that rosin could be supplanted in

that type of soap?

MR. MC Well, I don't think: you could make exactly the same

type of soap, but I think you could nftke a perfectly serviceable soap. It

might or it might not be as desirable for certain uses.

DH. G50ID: I am thinking particularly of the price and the sort of

soap that rosin is used in. Do you believe that tallows, fats and oils

could be substituted for rosin in that kind of soap?

!~, MS IKTOSH: ell, it would not be that kind of soap if those

were substituted*
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You mean soao, not of the same characteristics, but a serviceable

soap?

DH. GOLD: The same price soap,

MB. W BJTOSH: llie same price soap? <>ell, thft would depend al-

together upon the sources of the, fata arid peases.

BR. GOLD: Are you acquainted with the present condition with re-

gard to fato and greases?

MR* 2£C IHTOSii This again is merely an opinion, but I should say

tnat rosin is perhaps anywhere from 33-1/3 per cent to 50 per cent cheaper

than fats and grer oes, for the same purposes*

D3. GOLD; Are you acquainted with the export market, the volume

of rosin that goes into expcr 1?

MR. W5 173T03K: Boughly speaking, about half.

DH. GOLD: About 50 per cent. I believe that is correct.

Do you oelieve that considering the foreign condition in regard to

fats and tallows, that rosin could be substituted in foreign markets?

MB. MC IJjfTOSH: I don't thinic I nave enou^ expert knowledge of

conditions at tuis time, but there would pro oably — now, :;e are only

speaking or taeory now — but if tnat were the case, that they had to do 1%

that probably ; ere wo did be within a very reasonable time a supply from

some souree, whether it was in *merica or in those particular foreign coun-

tries or it camefrom South ^serica, — if there was a decjand for tallows,

greases and oils for the entire soap production it mi^t not be a rest eer

of one aonth or one y ,ar, but finally it v?ould be supplied.

DR. GOID: You are acquainted with the proportion of world produc-

tion that usee supplies of rosin?

MR. ISC INTGSH: About 55 per cent.

DR. JOLD: ftell, I will ass otiers to discuss tuat if necessary,
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DR. GOLD: Have you given any thought as to what you think the in-

dustry needs as a merchantable carry-over?

MR. MG IHTOSRi My own idea is that in priraary markets it *ould be

never less than 100,000 barrels of turpentine at the low.

Ify raas^ns are these: I do not believe in the policy of scarcity.

I do believe in ample supplies of all of our raw oaterials and comoditiea.

I foresee tnat there may at any time be eventualities, as have

occurred in this co untry before, when the so ealled surplus would disappear

like a mist before the sun. The operation of the World r was one time.

It did not apply in the beginning; we did not feel it in naval stores in tha

beginning, we only felt it in the end, but I am rather a convert — I will

not say to the granary idea — but I do believe in a country with our popu-

lation and resources, that as a general principle it would not be too much

for the United states of i»merica to have on hand at the low water rail an

amount of cotton or com or wheat or naval stor -s, or what not, that would

carry this country for at leaso aix months. I think: as a policy — well,

I don't think the United States could be hurt by it as a policy over a

Ions extended period of time.

DR. OOLSs You discussed, I believe, the fact that it would be im-

possible to determine any production adequate for the United States within

10 per cent or some such figure.

MR. JSC UTTOSHs No, it would be impossible to predict a crop within

10 per cent, but figuring upon it arbitrarily, both sise and number of

operation, that is, the total number of trees worked, if you would figure

that* for instance, this year there were 12,000 crops and it would be

impossible to say with any definiteness within 10 per cent of what the

production of that expected timber would be.

Of course, that again could be arbitrarily done by quitting work.
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PBESIDING OEFICEH GIEFQHDi Sferdon as, Hp. Mcintosh,

im. MC INTOSH: Yes, 3ir$

PRESIDING OFJS'EIl GIFFORD: You are taming away from the micro-

phone and I am afraid those in the rear of the room cannot hear you*

MR. AC ItfVGSdi Yes, air.

PBSSIDE^ OFFICE GIFFOHD; uUX you turn back to the microphone,

please.

MR. MC OTBOSH: Yea, * will be glad to*

DS. GOLD: Is that the reason, lir. Mc Intosh, that you believe

that a canyover is very important?

MR. MC OTOSH; I do*

DK. SOLDI In other words, trie carry-over will take the shock in

case the production is not sufficient for what is believed to be the

marketable quantity?

, MB. MC IKTOgHs Well, I look at it rather from another angle.

I believe that we should get away — but how it should be accomplished,

I do not know — that we should get away from the idea that because

tliere arc reserves that would take ear© of several months demand of any

commodity, that the world should get tue remainder of the stuff for which

there is a demand, for nothing.

DH. GOLD: You don't want them to do anything like that.

ISR. MC IKTOSS: ifc, I do not.

DR. GOTJ) i I did not quite unaerstand you in discussing the activi-

ties under the agreement in 1534 and especially in 1935. Do you mean that

every body was violating the agreement in regard to production?

MB* MC INTOSH: In 1934 for the first — well, until about July,

th re were probably two-thirds of tae operators, which is only an estimate,

who did observe the terms of the agreement.
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rat« GOLD: Now, wiiea yo. speak of two-thirds do you mean by volume

or by number?

MR, M3 U3TQSH: I think it would be approximately the same either

way»

Probably two-thirds adhered up to that time. By that time it was

found out by those who believed that the marketing agreement was enforce-

able and «as going to be enforced, th t some triirty-three and one-third

per cent — which is again an estimate, — were selling their goods as

they pleased, and while there were threats of dire consequences nothing

was done about it. It was apparent that no effective measures wer; going

to be tajcen for control, and so universially then each and every producer

that I have any information in regard to, sold all the stuff he mde

whether or not it was over and beyond his allotment. So f I would not say

that every individual violated tiie agreement or exceeded his allotment,

but I would say that everyone of them that needed to do so to dispose of

his total output did do so, and that was probably about 30 per cent.

That is for 1934

DB. GOLD: You discussed the fact that you would not like to see

any sort of pre.ram in wiiich most of the people were going to be in de-

fiance of that program. Bid you. contemplate that the industry or admini-

stration would enter into an agreement in which the vast majority of

people did not signify that they wanted to comply with the program?

MB. MC BJTOSH: I don*t think I said "vast majority*.

I said a very much greater number, probably tea times the number

that defied it during the past year would go into this season with the

intention of defying it.

MR. GQWt In spite of the fact that they would sign any sort of

agreement?
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44a*H«eJ^* ^ OWWl I don't tnink taat they would sign.

j£* GOLD: Yen, but what I v a« trying to bring out was, whether

you felt that anyone would contemplate a program of any sort or any agree-

ment in this industry in a majority, a very substantial majority, both by

number and volume, indicating that ta«f wanted it? In other words, woul

sign it*

MR- m IiMTOSH: I think today that if — well, I am convinced, as

I said before, that two-thirds of the producers will not sign* 'Jkat would

wake the discussion purely acad-amic because taere is no chance to have any

such agreeiaent unless they do* but X do believe that thirty-three and one-

tnird per cent — I believe tnat you have zot two-thirds aenoiesence, but

I believa if there was one-third of any industry that was determined to

defy it, that would bring about such an intolerable situation that it would

not be workable*

Dfi. GOLD: You mentioned that inferentielly the wood processors were

part of this agreement* &£ you read the agreement wouldn't you feel that

directly they are incorporated as part of this agreement?

MB. MC IUTGSH: I think I msant that nnferentially" to apply to

their voting power, to either mice the handlers* agreem nt effective or not

effective.

BR* QQLD: As you read tae agreement they are distinctly parties to

it?

M?U uc n-fPDSil: They are distinctly parties to it.

I should have used the word " presumable" rathsr than "inferentially •

DR. GOLDS One other tiing I should simply line to ask you.

You brought up the problem of how t e voting would be made for any

sort of an agreement and you suggested that conceivably there might be as

much as two million units to vote on the problem. e are going to have a
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discussion on that, and at tuat t me I think it you would bring up that

matter a^ain it could be discussed.

Hhe Act very clearly sets forth the co tditions under which there

would be a vote and I don't think it contemplates anything like a pyramid-

ing that you are suggesting*

•/OR. MC T&POSS&i Tb.Q only thing that occurred to me was because the

processors process practically all of the entire crop and because the pro-

cessor is made a party to this agreement for handlers, and because the

factors and dealers in the wood industry are made parties, it did not seem

to be logical that the vote as soiseoae suggested might be combined to the

processors, that I did not see how legally — shile I am not a lawyer, I

did not see how the processor could vote for the handler, so to apeak*

BR. GOLU: I am merely asking you to reserve your discussion oa that

point.

VJim Wfa 1HT0SH; I will bo 0M to. I only commented upon that be-

cause the agreement states it is for the handlers*

m. MHS&LQWi Mr. Me Intosh.

MB. MC BTOSH: Yes, sir.

m* MWALWt I would like to ask you a ouestioa if I might*

MR. WO ESTOSH! Yes, sir.

MR. MMAyJOWt You have used the word "producers" several times,

once with respect to the fact that you felt that they mi#it have to call a

meeting, another meeting of the producers in order to ?et their assent to

a program.

MB. MC J-mosm Yes, sir.

MR. MBi<M#Wi What do you conceive to be a producer?

MB. MC IHTOSHj I conceive the producer to be a processor where he

also operates timber and produces the gum.
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I also conceive the producer to oe any otner individual who works

a tree and gets tae crude g«n therefrom and hires the proceasin done

instead of operating a still and processing it himself*

How, again, these legal questions I am not prepared to discuss

them from a le-,al standpoint, but again & very, very large part of the

production of naval stores has its beginnings with tne man who operates

the timber and derives gam therefrom, but who sells that gum in that

state* He would in my jadvent be entitled to be classifies as a pro-

ducer for voting purposes* because he is as a rule one of the aen taat

from an agricultural standpoint is the closest, in the closest contact,

and more directly represents the status of an agriculturalist because

these people largely operate timber and sell the gum, as a rule, are

working on their own farms and their own lands* It would be easy for

them as a mere mat er of convenience, as a rule, that they sell that gum

to aam processor, so he could hire tne distilling done or tae process-

ing of it done, and sell it in its finiaued form, and it seems to ae

that would certainly qualify him as a producer even under a technical

view of t-ie case*

MB. MWkLQ® : Sell, you understand do yo * not, that there is a

distinction between the amended *ct and the old ^ct, in that under tne

old ,.ct the producer *aa conceived to be a man who produced gum, whereas

under Section 6-c (2) of tne new Act we de.,1 now exclusively aith naval

stores, and naval stores, as X understand the term, constitutes the pro-

ceased psouu^t, so the producer in this case will not be a gum producer.

It will be a producer of naval stores, the man with the still.

i$* ifcw, I believe those gentlemen are attending this meeting.

MR* MO IHTOSHi ^11, how about the man who has his distilling

done and sells tne product himself in its finished form?
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mU BAHKALOW: He is not a producer of naval stores, in that he

does not produce turpentine and rosin. He produces gam which is after-

wards distilled.

This Act cuts a line in that process which was not in there before

MR. 1IC DTFQSH: flow aoout cotton finished, the producer of cotton,

who produces the raw cotton and carries his bale of cotton to the gin

and has it ginned, does he lose his standing as a producer?

t/LR. AliCL n
r

e are nut dealing with cotton in this Act. We

deal with naral stores, and the producer of that product is the man who

distills the gum and produces the stores.

MR. UC B*P03H: W ell, l£r. Baricalow, here is the propositon: there

is a considerable amount, a very large amount of naval stores which is

distilled for hire, ihere is a tremendous amount that is produced in its

raw state.

This is a matter in which I am not vitally interested at this time,

but I do believe you eliminate the producer of gum, that to eliminate the

produ cer of gum, the producer of gum who hires his distilling done, wsuld

set up another great unsatisfied class within the naval stores Indus. ry,

with the consequent percussions all alon,^ the line against having an

effective agreement.

MB. BA.RSALO.Vi Can you conceive of a situation where you may have

a dual capacity of handler-producer under tae new Act?

MB. MC DfTOSHs I can conceive of the handler-producer, the factor-

producer and dealer, yes, sir.

MR. 3AB&AL0W: Then do you still feel it would be necessary to go

back to the producer of gum to et a vote of the producers when this Act

deals with naval stores?

MR. MC IHTOSH: I am not attempting to argue that Question. It is

a technical legal point as I conceive it.
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Again I believe that a large element in the industry will believe

that they are deprived of any say-so or vote, by what he will construe as

a subterfuge. In ot er words, the producer who has clashed himself as a

producer, who has been coxaaonly known to the trade as a producer is

eliminated.

That really is jus*, bringing that view to the forefront.

MR. RASKALQW; I would like to ask you another question, Mr.

I^clntosh.

MR. ilC I2IT0SH Yes, sir.

MR. BARKALQ'ffg In your testimony you quoted me as having said that

there was no benefit guaranteed under this agreement. ..hen you used tie

term "benefit" just what did you mean?

MR. 113 IOT33HS Well, I contemplated a benefit as is commonly used,

we will say, for instance in the cotton, tobacco or some of those pro ..-rams

where the producer is offered a payment, we might say, or a benefit for

reduciif hie iroduction perhaps, or perhaps loans wliich amount to a

guarantee on that which he 6b es not produce.

MR. BA2KALQ& : You referre- then to a benefit payment and not to the

fact that no good could came from tne program to the industry? You meant

a benefit payment.

MR. MC IHTOSHs I think I spoke of the possible good as negligible.

MR. 3AR5AL0W: But you did not quote me as htvin^; said that.

MR. MC JHfOSHs I only meant to quote you, to make it of record,

that the payment for decreased production or the fixing of a price in the

case of naval stores, was not provided for in the Act.

I think that makes it clear. I am sorry.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Hclntosh, I would like go understand a little more

clearly your discussion of people who have crude urn processed.
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MR, BimlX&Wt Slow, could you give me some idea of the amount

of this so called custom distillation where it is distilled for hire;

is that a large percentage?

MB. MO BfTOSH: I have just said it is about 15 per cent, that

about 15 per cent of all of our receipts comes from that class of pro-

ducer. I am going to call him "producer" because I just can't remember

to call him anything else.

MR. BARKfcXOWj Producer of gum, mould make a distinction, I thin&.

MR. MC DSrOSH! Producer of gum would make a di stinciton, yes.

I imagine that, or I would presume that probably anywhere from 10

to 20 per cent of Georgia production is not processed by the man who sells

the finished goods.

PRESIDING QIFICKR GISL?0HD2 Mr. »%rd, did you have a question?

MR. WARD: That is what I wanted to asfe.

PRESIDING OFFICER Gir OHD: Shank you very much |fir« Mcintosh.

(Witness excused.

)

DR. GOLD: I wonder if Mr. Spitz would answer a few questions for

us.

^RESIDBte OFFICER GX33POHD: Mr. Spitz, will you come forward please.

DR. GOLDS Mr. Spitz, I would like to as& you a few questions,

please.

* fs&simm oj s. j. spitz,
HEI TORS, N. T. 9

HEPRESEOTIHG HEWPOST INDUSTRIES, IKC.

(The witness vas duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHD: Mr. Spitz, for the record will you

please give your name to the reporter.

MR. SPITZ: S. J. Spitz.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIF*0!0): And your residence?
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: ''Li lew Yorlc.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFPORD: And your connection with the naval

stores industry.

ER. SPITZj I am vice president of Newport Industries.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Spitz, I want to ask you this question: I believe

you are familiar with the marketing of rosin?

MR. SPITZ: I am familiar with the marketing of wood rosin.

DR. GOLD: Could you give us some information in regard to -fee

substitute ability of rosin by other products?

MR. SPITZ s I don't believe that you could gex a substitute for

rosin at anywhere near a price at which rosin sells. I am absolutely

convinced that you can get a substitute for anything if you spend the

money in research and so on, but rosin selling at, say, two and one-half

cents per pound, I do not believe that there is any substitute for rosin

at anywhere near that price.

DR. GOLD: That is all I wanted to ask you. ifcank you very much.

(Witness excused.

)

PRESIDI2& OFFICER GIFIORD: Before proceeding with the discussion

waich is getting down near to the matters in which you are interested from

an economic standpoint I want to request that if there is anyone else who

desires to speak in opposition to this agreement, that they will have

opportunity now to do so.

MR. MC COHMAC&: Mr. Chairman.

PKESIDI^ OFFICES GIFFORD: Just a minute, please; will you give

us your name.

MR. MC CORM&CXt J# H. MeCormack.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Will you be sworn please, Mr. l^oCormack.

MR. MC CQMkCKi Yes, sir.
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NEWPORT HfBBSTaiES IHC0flP0RA3?SDt

AMD VAHIO'J•• DIsmtED
*>0D TORPKKPIHS AM) H03IN 2S&OTGTB*

FEfiBACGIA, FLOrllDA.

(The witness was duly amora by one "residing Officer.)

FH^SIDI^G O^KSH GUFORDi Por tile purpose of the record will you

give us your residence, please?

MR. MC COH&SACKi i&r. Chairman, my residence is Pensacola, Florida.

PRESIDING OtfFlGBB QIB'OHDj And your representation?

MB. EC COHMACX: I represent the Newport Industries and all other

producers of steam distilled naval stores.

mz'JWim QFFLCm aWgQmt manic you. You may proceed.

MB. MO GQBSkGKt Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentle. sen, I represent

all of the producers of steam distilled wood naval stores and register on

behalf of those producers the opposition of that branch of the industry

to the proposed marketing tffirfflg^jSfry

A brief will be filed by that industry within the specified time

setting out in detail our opposition to the proposed marketing agreement.

I thank you.

{ Jitness excused.

)

?H£3IDiaa OFFICE GltfK) 3Bj Is t^ere anyone else *ho desires to

voice an opposition?

m. Tmm&i Mr* Chaircmn.

FBffiipSfG OFFICE i &QPF0KD: Will you come forward and he sworn,

please.

ME. %mmffl!i Xea, sir.

mzsmaffl o? a. r« vwma
HOP^VELL, YIBG1NIA,

hopewell, VIRGINIA;

cHAMPioif $sm cgmpab?, umsSk mvrm CAaoiim;
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BQGAtiJSk PAPER QQN&ftJRj INCORPORATED
BOGALUS&, LOUISIANA,

vinoi^/. :?iflp & Pi^;-, c j;pjjsy,

COVTtfQTOH, VIRGINIA.

(The witness aaa duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

PRESIDING 05TICSR C-IJYORD; For the purpose of the record please

give your name and address to t e reporter, so that the audience ;?ill

tcnow who is testifying.

MR. TStfTOST: My name is G« B. Tennent.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIF 0*33: And your address?

MR. TgRSEffli Kopewell, Virginia.

PRESIDES* OFFICER GIFPORB: And your representation?

MB. 'fttiti&titlt I am representing the sulphate wood turpentine in-

dustry, the Kunnael-.bss *ibre torpor tion, the Champion Fibre Company,

the Bo^alusa Piper Company, Incorporated, and the 'vest Virginia "^ai? 'x

Paper Company, and within the specified time I will file a brief in

opposition to any agreement, insofar as we feel that our industry has

no part in any marking agreement of this type.

DR. GOLD: I wonder, Mr. Tennent, if you would outline very

briefly the eharact ristics of your industry in relation to ./our state-

ment.

MR. TSNNSKT: We feel that insofar as our industry is concerned

it is entirely something foreign to anything pertaining to agriculture,

that to class us as agriculturists would not be within keeping of the

industry at all, and we feel that to class us as agriculturists is en-

tirely irrelevant, and we are opposing any marketing agreement which would

place a limitation upon our product, as well as the opposition by a

large number of gum producers which was brought out at a public hearing

in Jacksonville, beginning .November 30, 1932.
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At that time the proposed rnarketiag agreeroent by certain gum in-

dustries received a thorough airing with little, if any, r al facts

favoring an a reeaeat brought out*

Opposition on the part of these producers was based on the belief

fjba actual experience that any marketing agreement featuring control of

the industry would fail, that its principles were basically unsound, un-

workable and impractical of reasonably uniform and impartial enforcement

•

Over these protests a marketing agreement was set up by the government in

February 1934, and was finally suspended by order of the 53ecretary of

Agriculture because its control provisions were impossible to enforce*

THE results of this control program or marketing agreement are well

known, for not only did the production increase instead of decrease, but

the per unit prices decreased in like proportion until the license was

suspended in August, 1935* Stocks also at ports and interior points con-

sistently increased under this agreeiiient. ^o furtuer add to this unfavor-

able condition exports have shown a decided decrease in spite of general

improved conditions here and abroad, and foreign production has been in-

creased to a marked degree*

A disturbing factor against a stable market is seen in the large

stocks held by the Commercial Credit Corporation on loans advanced to the

gum producers, and the belief that such stoeks as show deterioration will

be placed on the roarket to prevent loss to the government. .Disposition of

these stocks is proving a real obstacle to an improved marketing condition.

This new agreement embodies all the provision of the old agree-

ment regardless of past experience and wilfathe added provision that t ie

sulphate wood, steam solvent and destructive distilled turpentine pro-

ducers should be classed as agriculturists on the same basis as the gum

producers*
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tea fHftftft&Wiival priactul®** of tae xrismnt aa ffatgarua ©-.a- in-

Auatxy ia i^ai*?.tioa to t&e j*a laauetry ara u&ouM «M m ^tUev« uaeoa-

atitu&ioeal* <§• 4a ifc>i« OelitrtFe tot, eta -Assarieaa cifcis&aaa» our la&uetry

would auorait to !*ay aet up epjKttateo. *u& cuatmXh&a ay tae •riwtttry of

MorxeuliMm* ^oeteraa fear Xoaaa mod auaauuaa it is eouaa wo feiit eat

oai^ m p4tN#, out ia reaultaa

lie* eulvr<tiea air $uu ia4ue%£? &e Ait ite « effort? or initiative*

up y iotaUijieat anplieatioe of «*»aati Ijiiteaia oriaoi9iaet eat

aai* «ao preaeat tter&efce out ia t&o aeyeloiiacafc ->i

I rger ue*a for taeir cicala proe.oa«a« It momt tteoomaiiaaaii ttaougo.

i&Vfernaaet eoAtrel a&4 $enre*tti**ut aufeaioy* ^roaaa4iai* k ?ractie*e aa**,

b® radically eaeegeu IS «oe oeoeie tu* w aeeompiisa *ay £raat a&tount

at raeuite* *i&ea a prodact ia beaftbt eat eol0 9 t&e outlets of tee

<ja&e ma ba Xi&itaU to %m 4*gaaaU graded oaly tiJ ***e prepartiea of t&at

particular areouet* •»* eeXiave -«aat a wall jeejtagaO tad ergaAiaee eeepeie-

live *&ar&atia*:. aeaoel&tiaa aa auggoetet* at Uia oa&iaaiog of ^-ia aaal*

mi< tax cauXd be of $£«et aaip *o tee ladustry aa a woola* «e do oot

believe **? . eou can aoa« of a oo**rolY* ^overaaaa.&l ooairei a^.jraa^ut

a*4 its 44*^ctioa aer* *U1 aveatually a@aa era rule at tue iaduatr**

toW ordeal eetloa or control oo^ttao moat have toe asaaipuiaatre pre-

eeaaee naoeaaasy for tae oo»olatioa af tae paxUeuUr Joe aaaiga*t to

tliaau la 4o aot toUava taut paat «zp»xi*aa*a ax# suffieieatl? oaav lac-

log to aatraat Ma fata of a%~ oaa Sjaauatxar ia t^a aaeaa of a aaaU aua^. r

ar a^i^|lateea« wxm, for tea eaveX atoree iaouatr^ la <aeajal»

Spaama^ for ta« aaXpa&ta aaou torpaatia^ ia«u..--v ia partia^lar^

aa aaira failed to fi ad a plaoa ia .^ar^tiag agroaj^at

I* ^ould oXaaa ua aa agrioiil tori ate w&are coaciltioaa of aaaafaetura

and eaiaa of our pro&tete are ao 'aralga to sum pr^jdactioe and aalae

vaat <t4j' onaootioa Oatw^ao taa tara mmm antirely irraiavaat.
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8* #ould place limitation a upon a product waica is incidental

to the Manufacture of palp sad paper sad baiag produced &s a natural

function in cooking aulpaate pulp*

3* ottld restrict in any asaount this byproduct and aeaa its

destruction, tnereby involving an economic ??aate unjustified and un-

aarraated by the eircuaetansae In tae case*

4« «ouid prevent its production anion is a valuable contribu-

tion to tne conservation of our natural resources and whi en represents

successful attempts to utilise a foraser mill and forest sssste*

5* tfould pretest tne aarsssti.ig of a naval stores product pro-

uueed a Ion* without fefcfl production of any oaeipetiAg products*

a* would restrict tne production according to seas? aal yieleUl

aeasured by gust iroduotioa* Production is neither seasoned nor cyclic

and varies but little over tue yvar« -us to pulp capacities limited by

mutual agreement for tue benefit of tne paper industry and factors of

produotion per digester unit and capacities of mills sow, more tans suf-

ficient to aeet tne daaeads of trade, it is not poesibie under tue eir-

ciaaatanoes to iacreaae our produotion at will* Tnie production rcpreeeats

a negligible percentage of the total and would act have any possible re-

flection upaa tne naval storea industry aa a whole, oae way or tne otaer.

finally wa are convinced that we nave no place in any marketing

egesjsjMgt and are uaaaisaously o ooaaed to this jiropoaed agraca»iat on tne

rounds anas it is both unconstitutional and economically unsound* That

in spite) of naeds for reform and Intel; igeat promotion of tne industry,

tais proposed Mar&eting agreement does not offer any hoe of accomplish-

sat.

MB* B^dHewt Mr* leanest •

r :u t it ~Y©s, ;>ir«

KB* BajOULOTf Tou understand, do you not, tbat tits present Act
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deals with naval stores*

m. TWmmt Yes, sir.

KB* BA.RS&I0W: Hence the question as to the agricultural nature

is not raised now. Do you understand that?

MH. TSiJcfMPi Only insofar as it would be a restricted control

or in relation to tiie wood business.

MR. BAHKALOfi You stated that you thought this plan was not

sound eeonoiuically. Hare you any other plan to suggest which might be

sound or can you sug est a change in tais plan to sake it sound and to

make it fit your industry?

MH. TKftNEI'iT: Possibly some cooperative organization, but I am

not familiar with that part of it» Tike only part I am familiar with is

that we feel we ought to have unrestricted production, insofar as wo

have curtailed our production to come within the limits of supply and

deniand.

MB* BA^SCALQWi Would you be opoosed to a plan which you would

consider sound economically if that plan could be wo rised out to include

your i ndustry?

MR. T8~?N3M: Restricted production, yes, for us.

MR. 3A.R1C^L0'A; You would tnen favor it?

LiH. T*u%W$T: Yes, oecause we have already curtailed our produc*

tion.

MR. MHSiLOWs Thank you.

(Witness excused.)

PRESIDIM3- OIJICSR GIEFOHD: I have a telegram from Mr. W. S.

archant which reads as follows:

"Unable return to meeting today. Did not have opportunity express

myself yesterday. I oppose any marketing agreeaent or control board."

Shat I came down here to talk into the micropn ne for is that I
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want everybody to hear what I aa going to asy now.

It lias beea indicated already that there will be briefs filed

after the cio^e of tale hearing, and I want to explain that to you so

that tu&re will be no misunderstanding about it, how to prepare your

briefs*

Briefs oust be ia four oopies* i&ey asaat be typed or printed*

iftey staat be each subscribed and saora to either by tae party seeking the

brief or aoiaaone eutuorifced to verify it on hie be-'iaif or ita behalf, aa

the ease t&gfrt be.

-<e desire suat tae riefs be typed or printed on iet.er~head si .a

paper* ftia is not jma&atory* It ia ocreiy a mat &er of convenience, aa

taat our files any & IX be of uaifona size* *\l of the joveraiae'jt files

are ef tnat wise, and it neisaa it a lot oar« easy to hauaie if the briefs

are prepared oa taet eise papsr*

after toe briefs are tnue prepared you should ss»il thea to tue

Hearing Clerk9 e offioaf **9artaeat of **rieuHure, ^outh i^uiidta.

Washington, D*C*

The tine la anion you will a&vt to prepare and file these briefs

will be announced later* It will probably be ten days from the close af

this nearing* Therefore we cannot at this time give you tfeg exact date,

bat It will be &ivea before we adjourn*

ie prefer that wuen you bind feie briefs, vast you bind thoa froes

the Jide, f i-j ^ uha leftaaaa aide*

MY** $VJJM*mit Mr* vhainaaa*

PHlSUDilSJ iOTiCEa CTOiSJi Just a aiaate* Have you bean sworn?

MR* «X.t0WJaBTi No, air*

FttRXEltfC Maries^ OlfFJHDs Sill you eaawe forward and be sworn,

please?
, 4

MR» ilLi£ TJC,;OT: Yes, sir*
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GJOT?IX)i<> AXoAHAlvIAj

Rjr°JS3E>JTIllG H. WILLOUaHBYi SUMS*
nULOtmfft A3© 3A& J. BALL.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

5HESIDIH> OFFICII? ;GI£FQHD: For the purpose of %ha record will

you ^ive the reporter your a*me, please*

MR. WIIXOUJHBT: H. 'Vllloughby*

FRSSIBIiKJ OF^TCSII GTFFOW: And your residence?

MH. flLLOI^HBy: Gordon, Alabama*

PRESIDING OFFICES GIJFORD: And your representation?

SR. WHXOTK3HBTI I am representinc myself, Sidney tfilloughby and

3am J. Hall*

PRESIDING CFfflCSH GI5T0HD: Thank you. You may proceed.

MH. WILL00CS9T. Mr. Chariman and gentlemen, * wish to say that I

am opposed to this proposed marketing agreement or any marketing agree-

ment that has the feature of tue allotment system or a loan to the pro-

ducer or processor, first, because the allotment system did not cork in

the agreement during the past year. It is unfair to the timber owner

#ho works his own t isber

•

/e are in that crowd. >fe own our own tiaber. Ae do not lease one

stick of timber, and yet we hsve been cut down to where we eould not wor

&

that timber.

During tue depression years we cut production in 1931, 1332 and

1933. We felt that it was our duty to do that. We want to cooperate

with the industry, but we would aot want to pile up surplus stocks, and

yet with the average over those years, it cut our average down, and we

consider that unfair, to the timber owner, Je do not feel there is any

such thing as too large stocks on hand.
!

iiie timber owner is aot planning

for that. * don*t think there are any timber owners working their own
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timber who have more buan 10 to 15 cror>s at the outside. I tost of tuem

are ju3t very small crops. 'She man who has hurt production is the

large owner and large processor who leases timber in amounts of from

20 to 100 crops.

Insofar as the loan value which Br» Gold and several other mention*

ed, in which the government is interested, yesterday, the government being

Interested to the extent of aboat six millions of dollars and piling up

stocks, we do not see where the government is interested in handing out

millions of dollars on the one hand and then aquvbMing over this six

millions of dollars. If it is necessary to hold this until the market can

absorb it. As I see it, as long as any loan value is given to the pro-

cessor or produoer stoclcs will continue to pile up, and we will never be

satisfied with the price we et. whatever the loan value is we will

want more, and if the crop is to come down to 300,000 or 400,000 barrels

we would expect a loan value, would expect the loan value to rise accord-

ingly, and then the stocks would continue to pile up.

DH. GOLDS 5£r. Willoughby.

MR. ?aLL0UaHBYs Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD} Bo you kno* the relationship between the Commodity Credit

loan and the marketing program?

M3. WIIX0TJGH13Y: 2fot fully, but I do know that they set the loan at

fifty dollars. They loan this to the producer for a period of ninety

days, and I believe it could be extended for ninety more days or for any

length of time that the Commodity Credit Corporation saw fit.

DS. GOLD: Are you acquainted with the fact that the Commodity

Credit loan tf*s contingent upon a marketing agreement for this industry?

ME. WXLL0UOJ3r: Yes.

DR. GOLDS That is all.

PRESIDING OFFICER GlffFORDs Thank you very much Mr. Willoughby.
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( .'itneas excused*)

mmiDim OFFICKR GIFFOHDs tfcave another telegram which reads as

follows:

"It was Impossible to stay tiirough hearing being conducted by

your coramittee which I at ended yesterday, advise am in favor marketing

agreement whereby production gum turpentine and rosin also wood turpen-

tine and rosin be government controlled/*

This telegram is signed by the Youngstown $aval Stores Company,

Incorporated, by C* 3. Waller, "President, Youngstown, Florida.

Is jhere anyone else who wishes to speak in opposition to t tie pro-

posed marketing agreement?

MR. CASSBLSS ' Sr. Onair^dn.

TWSBim.m Hritefi OJFFOHD: SSr. Oassele

MR* C&SSTSLS: I would like to say just a few words*

mmstVim omcja aiFPOf©! tit* Oasaels, you were sworn yesterday,

were you not?

MR. CASSXLS. Yes, sir, I was sworn yesterday.

JR53IDIMS omiom GIffPORfl: I thought you were*

MR* CASSKLSi I am willing to be sworn again.

FRSSlDItfa Wicm OlWOWt That is all right.

MM TtSSTBflOSRf OT A. GOBBOB CASTAS
SAVAHHAH» GEORGIA

•

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer*)

MB* C&SSBLS: W Pf«* *s A. Gordon Cassels, Savannah, Georgia, a

Ceoigia cracker.

PRESIDING GIOT3HQ: You may proceed, Mr* Cas-els*

MH. CAS3ELS: Mr* Chairman, gentlemen of tae committee and fellow

sufferers, I am speaking for my own concern, the Gassels Company, naval

stores factors at Savannah, Georgia*
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VOICES; Louder, louder please!

IflB* CASSSLS: X am speaking in the interest of Cassels Company,

naval stores factors of 3avannah, Georgia, and also as an individual

operator*

I registered my opposition to the Control Committee for 1934 and

I am still on the same aid© of the fence, Mr. Chairman.

The allotments were given out for 1934 sometime in February 01

March. My position at that time was that moat of the operators had secur-

ed their timber for the operation of 1934, had hung their cups and were

ready to commence operations. 33iey had paid their mone for these leases

and they had to go through, and that accounts I think largely for the

bootlegging of ao much stuff during 1934. The operators felt, a good

many of them, I would say thirty-three and one-third per cent, that they

were justified in selling that stuff when they had already paid for their

leases and hung their cups.

I desire to say, however, for my concern that we kept the agreement

100 per cent although it rendered a hardship on us in many cas^s. We gave

the Control Committee and Mr. Speh 100 per cent cooperation, but a burnt

child is afraid of the fire and we have been through it.

I am opposed to any marketing agreeiaent because it kills the initia-

tive in any man. In this free government of ours I consider it should be

permitted to do as he pleases with what belongs to him. -hen you kill

nis initiative and limit his power, why, then you break his spirit.

I am opposed to it because it is not workable and I think we have

demonstrated that Tact.

I am not here to criticize the Costre1 Committee in any way. .Sie/

did t ieir very best under the circumstances, I juess. They held a thank-

leas job. However, I know that they have made ao report to the producers
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or to the agreement as to the funds that they now hold on hand. I don't

know whether they are required to do that or not, or to whom they are to

mice that report, or who is to sit in judgment as to how that money that

is in their hands is to be refunded* I imagine however, as this amount

was contributed by tne producers, that the money in the treasury belongs

to them, unless they Tote otherwise.

I am opposed to this agreement because of my sympathy for the

small operator. I understand that the government is out to help the under-

dog, and to my personal knowledge I know that this agreement that we have

bean going through with has had a very disastrous effect. I know that

there are a gr«et many small operators ,7ho do not make 50 units a year,

and he has a wife and in many cases seven and eight children to support,

and when this allotment reduces his power to produce sma, why, then to a

certain extent he has to face starvation for himself and the support of

his family.

I think in this agreement and in the former agreement, the nine

inch face was excellent, and I an inclined to think today if we have an

agreement at all, that this agreement of nine inches, why, in the course

of a few years the situation will be remedied. Therefore, I am opposed to

making any agreement unless we were given — unless we will give to the

small operator their full quota and make no cut or any allowance to them*

I mean by that any man that makes 50 units or less, So not interfere with

him because it means life and death to him.

Speaking for my concern I desire to say that we lease no timber,

i/e furnish no money, advance no money on leases unless the leases bear

government specifications, nine inch for one cut and 14 inches for two.

tfe do not care to advance money to have this timber cut so closely and on

small trees, because as an operator myself I know that, to use The
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axpraualoa *it will not pay off**
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abla so f*r to «ww hia that it is aaauaa wbm the landowner is up

agaiast it ha went© ».>asy» tfhy, he kill* tU* gooaa ta&t iaqra tue

goldaft ««£ sad l&ae* bia tt^p aaaauaa fc* isaa gat *a*4y aaaa tax it*

I vm? ba ataaalAg &Xox:a# g«ati«a«a , oa tbia, toft I do not wist

say r^Temst istarfariog aith «y basiaaaa* I have baea oparfttl&g aa6

ia tha facta? buaiaaaa far 4» ywura* I kcara ahippao **** aippod« X

started tram the giauitd up, aad if I oaaaot aafcs ssy c*s buaioaas a sueoaaa

I m «iltiag to sink or ovist with it*

I m> &I*0 0'T'>^a to govarfigsaat Xoaaa*

>ioa» toat la ft broad atetawt&f Our aoapaay aae oaXy put la loans

to too asaouat of 201: iwrrelo of turpa:itlas for 1934* *a mada no lo&aa

tor rosia* ^harofaro y* are mot iatavftstad ia *U of ttUs aaft*«*x of

**ada fjaj stevoa*

ao ;&ada ao loans ia 1935 far turoantio* or rosia* advisad our

austosasra agalaat it* a aslieTs tns aafs&t ssotkod ia that m-& %&*

stuff la ^rodtiaodf. to aall it aad gat it ia diatrlbutioa* i^arafora, I

am on^oasa to aaavy stooics baiag oarciad otar as is owa&d at tho prasaot

tii* by tea saaatajtaat* Kfcaaa atoefca would have baaa uasd if tbsy kad

oaaa aoid at tlia smrsst priaat but aoa wo ara facos with a aloud ovar our

iaduairy, ait it X43.Q0Q b&rraia of tarsaatias and 394,000 barrel* af roaia

tbat baa got u> oa sold, and par30sally I ass ia favor of tbat atock bsiag

sold, ao-tf a$aa a* axa coaiag oa to sferaa or four maths of laaa aaaaos,

H| l belitvo t**fct atoalc cea ba sold and rattan out of %h$ «ay uatwa^s

ao« ixiki ^pril lat ^xt aAd l^fc ua atart witU a alaaa aaoat f aad for

iraaioua aa&a aot ae^usaulata aoysaora *toctea» o«atimta 9 it will aot woric*

2aa Xm of auapiy asd demand aiXl ra^ulata tbia ooadttiaa, aad if *a gat
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rid of the stock, get it out of the way, why, then we won't have that to

worry with*

As an operator of fire places myself, % just mention that simply

to let you know that X am speaking only fran/lactor's standpoint, the

same thou^lt would apply to me as an operator.

And In conclusion just permit me to say, to use the expression

that I would rather be a free man and do as I please with what I hare.

I thank: you.

%$UBAHK£LO?: Mr* Cassels,

•' WfiU CASSELS: Yes, sir.

m» BAIS&tOWi Just a minute.

c r>:r,v: .11 right*

HS. WAHDi KT. Gas els, I believe you in your discussion there

mentioned an exemption for the small operator.

MB. CASSELS s Yes, sir.

MR. vlASD: And I believe you mentioned 50 units.

MR. CASSELS; Yes, sir.

MR* ft&HD: a&at question has been discussed here before and J

believe that it has been brought out that there is an exemption for the

cotton farmer of three bales of cotton* 'Do you know approximately the

falue of three bales of cotton?

MB. CASSELS s 1 happen to be a farmer also, Mr. Vard. X am operat-

ing at the present time seven farm** I did not want them but I have them

ail tne same, and I cannot sell t em, so I am compelled to qoerate them*

I have good tenants of these farms and I advance while they make the stuf-

During the past year they gave us so many acres of cotton and so

many acres of tobacco to be cultivated on these farms* later on they
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caae -j -at aaa e*id they bud jaade ft AietetoB, the toasty aesusat***©* «&lu«

*e sa&ae a ttieta&a ia oae eaae, you planted XI aeree of eottoa* Add la

order to comply eita t&« !3aa3&ea£ ?a»» you aere $50% to plow up taree of

toe*» aad we offer you a rental for those tanse acrss that you plow ap»

ao we accented the propositi :»n» -0 are gat lag a rental for tkree aexres

aad wa got aa aiXotaisat for Vac* eight acres*

mmrsim wmm^ aommt ttx* %ro#

513 • mi©: Toe, air*

!«^a» OW u'j
:

iofoi-e jfou j^oeeed 4. fc-iia* /ou are la

error about taere aeiag an ejcemptioa of taree sale* of eottoa* met is

sterol? a groftoaal that Senator iiarrieoa haa proposed aaa la tryiag to < :
et

taro^u

BKU ea&fl&St Y<js, air, l at* aot e?e«**lasf of that* this la a

different setter*

Wkm mWi 1 had aaaeretood taat tliare eaa aa exeats* 1oa»

M4« 6iaWr,ft# ©lose aliofcaeata were m&m oa the auo&er of asr*#«

that are plaaietf eau tae «aoairy dei&oastr?itorv asd efeirsittee), they amt in

eezfetease to 4©cid© oa Sue aufaacr tast ease pl«*ce ia to operate*

ffcay aiao <?ave to tae teaant ao aaay pouaaa of liat eot toa or ao

taaay pouadjs of tobase o w& ;. a* they are osraittec* to aali, but the. peiat X

waat to ssi&e aere ls» t-iat tue oovera*eat ttftfea taat &Ues) tae fej&ar a

rental f:> .v.'^ii 1% tii»^iaoedt aad ia tae turpeatio* ttgrecreeat pflt require

Hi* operate*-, ass operator &&s got hia laasaa, aiti tooa if you euro hlM

aoe mi t&j&w out 00E*a of baa* !•» P<»/ aotaiag for tueaw aXtuou-sa ue

paid iiia euaa BNUg for t&sm*

UK* Teat it* eaat X eaa trjiag to esvelep, t^a aardeaip thai

would ae Korfceu m assail operate ua 1; jmparaa to &aa lane opeietor,

aui ^a.' *uv<*-"--at x.* asaeutifel*
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MB. GAS3EL3: Yes, sir. How, let me say here, Itr. «brd, that

tiU.3 agreement matters very little with a large operator who makes from

1,000 to 2,000 barrels of turpentine per year. He can very well afford

to reduce 50 units wi-aout injury himself, but when you take a small man

that has just got enough to make a living for himself and for his family

and you cut him in half, why, ho is on the point of starvation.

I have seen that> gentlemen, because I have been throu^x the

territory. I make it my business to go over, my territory and I have

sean them suffering.

DB. GOLD; Mr. Cassels.

Mri. CAS3SLS: Yes, sir.

DB. j Do you oelieve thai a large operator or any operator

enters a program of that type if it means a loss to him?

MH« CASSELSi Dr. Gold, I have one large place , my own place, and

I was permitted under that, I could under the 1954 hang more cups than I

hung the year before on my allotment, because my allotment was taken on

the past four years, and on that place we cut a ^reat many cups and when

we took the average, they gave me my average, I could cut more boxes than

I really wanted to cut.

Sow, why? Because I had enough units to tako care of my orders

and I would not care *o plunge in too deep. I wanted to be very conserva-

tive, and that applies to me and to the other operators who have large

places. It does not make so much difference, as I said, he can lose some

of his boxes and will not suffer, and he profits if the market goes up a

little bit.

DR. GOLD j Blank you.

MS. CAS3ELS: But when you *ake the email operator and we have lots

of them through the territory, a.nd the question has a reason here about
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toe gum Millar oa;a4as to tha pmmamx &ud all of tant* anion iu nzw,

I nava a ? r^nt naugy euataroexn* who mi an ati11® at all, »ufc X admano

than tna faoaay oa tno laaaaa tn&t th&y nava on tftair tioteVt fufrnlaii thai

jaoaay to raian tiaaas1 in oiroanr tnat tuny will mot an** to nutter*

I no not fawn* putting up a atill a* givlag a atill to any

o.u®rafco# »no oa^aot o wnta at tanai jfiw'Sbtt* to f w swor*a«

Sfc*wt X lunm gat a ama *ha mtaa his own tlabor &na a« ansa's down

and s&yst ~«aaal*t I want to a lit tla saoasy to any aaaa aapa«

1 ova air own tis&n*?* X will saaioa tnat atuff and X will distill it wit*

ay aai&nsa? wim 'nan a atill f
T
' and t let hia nova %m aonoy*

How b*» tainta tnat at off to tna a&ill and pranaas*>a it and tnaa las

anipa tnat roaia and ti&aaatfiia to »a# X fcaaata it on tha aaneMaadssioa

aaala «aa *ia*HJ nit* tn& mo**?*

£0w, i tntnx it is unjust to paaalitsa a assail mn lika tnat* ^
aaaa't got tns aoaay* h* oa .aot gat to* annoy £ra* nln factor unlaaa ha

nan put up a atill or' i»ut ua $n?o$w* toaurityt and yat na nana ais own

tva aavo * &foat aany operator** CBmtrsRaa* «ho ora ^apeaa^it

upon taa onormals* of in*tr own tisa&or to fiaaftoa thair ffeaa* An you

know, too taafpaatiao ousiaoas in a».a*u -,ja only auaxn « & %h-.s% 6.v: «?
•

gat ©aai* &mmy fs*o» avary laontn la tfe» y*k?«

3fera ia a faaraar wlj says* i ban a laaaa on a oroa of tes, a

four y«au* laasaa Wnat loans (Mat oxnirad* 1 am ra.itlag « bis *amt oci* I

aaaa noma ^>na>' to riaanaa taat torn ann I want to aea if you will HaH

jaa £Maay» Xat m u vj* itsc ^.iioy ana I *ili ao^is tnat «*oo of \*sm& an/*

isalf toi 1 will ^at t^at mtm uu*in« ^wna t /ulyt ^ *?*±at r.v, , *i

.

:

Jctoaar Urn* mwvy wiU nalp iaa ftna*Mat my arop.
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MB. BABKALOW: We. Casaels.

MR* CASALS: Yes, sir.

22B. BABSALOWs You are testifying, I assume, in both the capacity

of a factor and of a producer?

MR. CASSSL3: Yes, sir.

lftU BABKALOW: You said the producer had been financially affected

in a had <ay, adversely. Sosietime he did not have enough food for his

family of 38ven or eight?

Mil. CA3SKLS: Yes, sir.

MB. BAHKALOffi lias the factor been affected in the same way by

that program?

MB. CASfJELS: The factor is afieeted, yes, sir. If he advances

more money than he feels that producer ;-,an come through with he is affect-

ed, but in many

MB. BAHKAI»0#s In your experience —

MR* CAS3SLS; in many cases the factor is the real producer.

He has his money out in this man's hands, but he is the real producer, and

he has got to see to it that he does not advance more money than he thinks

that customer of his can return. If he does, why then, he is the sufferer.

MB. BAHSAX.OWJ In your experience last year as a factor did you

lose money under the program, or did you make money?

MR. CA3SELS: I did not lose any money, no, sir. I did not lose

any money except in some eases where I had a party voluntarily come to me

and say, "I owe you some money. Tou have been very gracious and very goo..

,

but I cannot pay you. I want to turn over to you everything you hold in

your security deed if you will give me a receipt in full", and in this

case I realized I could not get anything except what I had, and I decided

as a practical operator myself that I would rather talce over that business
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and operate it in,, jelf , althou^a tiie security mortgage on the present

market was not worth what the perty owed me, but I am in hopes I will

retrieve that loss.

BAiCALOW: Does that account for your dual capacity in the

business, uhat you found it necessary to take over an operator in

that way?

MR. CAS3ELS: ifc>, sir, I have been operating for forty-eight

years. As a boy I used to live in a county in Georgia and I used to

chip and dip and I was fascinated with the naval stores business, I

liked it, and I just drifted into the factor business.

MR. 3&BKALQWS IHiank you.

(Witness excused.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOBD: At this time we will have a five

ninute inters ss ion.

(thereupon a short recess was taken.)

PRBSIDISG OFFICER GIFFOBD: The papers referred to by Mr.

George T. Hives in his testimony are ordered received and sent to the

Hearing Clerk at Washington, to be kept as a part of the files in this

case.

(The documents referred to were forwarded to the office of the

Hearing Clerk, 4725 3outh Building, 'Washington, D. C, to become

part of the files in this ease. )

HtCSIDING OFFICER GIFFDRB: Inasmuch as we have had a long dis-

cussion for and against the control program, we feel in the interest of

time, that we have had a fair cross section of what the people in the

industry think.

ITS. MKKALOW: I think you had better stand in front of the mike,

Mr. Chairman, so that they can hear you in the back of the room.
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PRESIDING Omirm GIlTQWi Very well.

As I said, we have taken considerable time and developed a very

dcmi>l«te record as to those in support of the control orograa and those

in opposition to it, and we feel that we have a very fair cross section,

and that the record ie very complete in the general mat ers and for that

r ason I believe we should now proceed and take up the specific proposed

agreement and the specific proposed orde .

Of course, you gentlement understand that under the regulations

the evidence upon the provisions of che proposed marketing agreement

which are the same as in the proposed order, that we accept the evidence

on one as applying to tne other. Of course- there are some slight minor

differences, hut in general the principles in the order and the princi-

ples in the asreeejent as proposed are identical, and for that reason \ie

accept the testimony on one as applying to the similar provisions .,n the
o

other.

I state that, gentlemen, so that you may understand it and feel

ta&t you do not have to repeat your testimony again when it comes to the

consideration of the order*

You will notiee in the pamphlet you have which contain copies of

these instruments, I think that it is on page 22 whore the order begins,

or it may be 24, hut it i3 almost in that particular ^art.

ME. teMJ&Om Page 2£#

?HE3IDIi*& OFFICE GITFORD: Page SB, yes, and I am making this

state ^nt now so you will fairly understand when you are discussing the

provisions in the amncsting agreement if you are also discussing them in

the proposed order*

Before starting that discussion, however, I think Dr. *old has a
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few questions ^chat he desires to develop before we proceed with the talc-

ing of evidence on the proposed jiarketing a greensent and proposed order.

Mi"i. !Dffi£U3: Mr. Ghaixraan, may I just make a short statement in

the record, if you please?

PHBSIDIIIP OFFIC jR GI3TCU)s You have not been sworn, Mr* Theua?

m. mmst i*>, sir.

rmvmm: m cs&hles t. Tnms
General Hanagea?

T&MH HAVAL SCORES COMPANY, BIC.
Savannah, Georgia.

(0&e witness was duly sA-ora by the Presiding Officer.

)

PHE3IBING OFFICER GlWOMDi State your name, please.

MB* TH33JS: Gharles r
f. rinett3, general man ger Sarie Haval Stores

Company, Inc., savannah, Borgia*

I have a little statement I want to ma Ice and ask that it be put

in the record, "Inat is that in Savannah on Octooer 29, a meeting of

the distributors was held to discuss this proposed narketing agreesnt

,

and at tnis meeting all dealers and all distributors were present and
fins* ajMrWlJUe**f Vr* *• -••

* JS» <«i, *** * **• w* iMfiJr trieiky * 4^1* <*• *** )

the senti32isnt of that meeting was violently opposed to any form of

agreement

•

I have taken the liberty of feeling out the Jacksonville dis-

tributors and I have not found one dealer in Jacksonville who was in

favor of the agreement.
of peopio who %tt*M 011 tw*S J(fO*ll8H| Ww a W* 0,9*9$ W w^ese

I just ask that that be put into the record, please*

DE* GOLD: Mr* l&eus, do X understand that you are speaking

officially for the dealers in naval stores?

MB. Spill Only in Savannah*

DH. GGID: Only in Savannah?

MR. 1H10S5 Yes, sir. In savannah the meeting was held and any
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distributor attending tne meeting was given authority to speak for all.

DH. GOLD: Mr. Chairman, tuere is a general matter on which I

think we are all very anxious of securing information, and which I

believe is relevant to the industry regardless of the consideration of

a marketing agreement, although it is very significant, of eouTse, for

the purposes of consideration of a marketing agreement.

I should like to secure evidence on the estimate! production of

naval stores in 1936* I have been given a representative list of per-

sons who could speak in terns of trie entire industry on that problem.

I do not feel that it is a complete list, however. Some of the people

have already volunteered or have been forewarned of the fact they are go

/to be asked this question and I am going
ing to read off tne naia9s I have here so that they will have informa-

tion that they axe sfcout to give their evidence on this subject. Some

have already spoken on it, and particularly Mr. Millard i^eese has al-

ready given an opinion on this problem.

Some of the others I have on the list are Mr* H. M. Wilson,

unit Xd feia.t- t&XX w&& 5 * Gt&'jtijf

Mr. Brogden, Hr. 0. f« Mcintosh, Mr. H. L. Sayton, Mr* S. C. Ifesh,

Mr. 3* laibert, Mr* H. E. Wickersham, Mr. fc« M. Autrey, Rfe 3peh,

Mr. Spitz, %• Hixon, ££r. McCoraick, and that completes the list I hav*

in my hand.

8bw as I said before, I do not believe this is an exclusive list

of people who can talk on this problem, but I am going to ask these

people to come up and discuss this subject:

wnat is in their judgment — their best judgment, the probable

production In 1936, in the absence of any type of marketing agreement.

I am going to ask Mr. H. M. Wilson to speak on the subject first.

"PRESIDING OSFICBR GISFORD: Mr. ^ilson, you have not been sworn?

HE. ELSOS: to, sir.

**a mm*m ***** mm t*> ^6
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T&afSJmm of h, m. wilson
Jacksonville, Fla.

(Th witness vras duly sworn by the r*asidiiig Ofricer.

)

MR. iOJUXMt My name is i£. ^. -ilson, Jacksonville, Florida.

I cannot speak on a question of that kind because there is noth-

ing to say except hazard a guess* -uowever, 1 aant to say that ay guess

lias been gatiiored by sons litfcle thought and investigation, and tact is

all it can possibly be.

Without being critical, President, I am afraid the matter of

shearing a man here in the usual form of a law court has deterred a good

many from speaking, because in that manner they feel they can only say

vshat they know, and as a matter of %ct the most we can say is what we

think*

I believe that with the beet efforts that will be put forth in

the absence of an agreement by the raotors and the processors themselves,

that for 1936 of giaa turpentine and rosin will approximate 550,000

units* Is tuat all you want, &r. Gold?

DR. GOLD: Yes, sir, thank you*

PKSSiDING OFFICER GXFFGRD: 3aank you, Mr. Wilson.

D8. GOLDt Mr. Broaden*

TSSTIM)NT OF A. L. B3QGDSH

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer*)

MB* BBOGBSSf: 2ty naae is A* L* Brogden*

As Mr* Wilson stated, what I am about to say will be a guess*

I mould guess a little stronger than Mr* if11ton did as to the probable

crop in 1936, In the absence of any control*

I think it would run pretty nearly 600,000 units, just judging

froa the way the operators apparently are picking up leases on timber

and preparing their crops for 1936.
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DR. GOLD: When you speak, Hr« Brogden, you are speaking of

gum producers?

MR, BBOODM: I am speaking of gum producers only. I do not

know anything about the wood production.

DP. GOLD: Thank you very much.

DR. X>LD: Mr. Mcintosh.

WVmSSM TE3TIM-0BT OF 0. T. W IW2QS&
SOtJTHEHH STATES KA.TAL STORES COMPANY

Savannah, Georgia.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Ofiice^.

MR. UC H4T0SII: 3hat was the question you asked?
in

DR. GOLD: The probable production/1936 in the absence of any

type of marketing agreement?

MR. MC Ii/TTOSH: When I heard the proposed eueation, and that

I was going to queried as to my views, I tried to put down a few

figures very rapidly.

I am going to adopt one of those theories which I questioned

some time ago in some remark* I made.

I am going to aawume — I mi^ht say in stating this it may

bring some reactions who will follow me. I am assuming that the

crop of 1935 will be approximately 500,000 units. Ordinarily timber

is worlsed for four or five years. To be on the conservative side I am

estimating that all the tiuber in operation i3 worked an average of

six yeara, which would mean that one sixth of the total went out each

year.

Therefore, if the crop were 50C,000 arrels, and one sixth of

the boxes in operation went out because they had become too old and

worn out to be worked profitably, that would roughly make your indicat-

(V/itneas excused.)
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ed crop for 1936 about 413, 000 barrels if no new timber was put in

operation.

Assuming: an average production on virgin timber of 45 units

per crop all over the belt, it would take approximately 1,800 crops

of timber to be put in operation to maintain the production on thi3

year's basis,

My guess or opinion would be that not over 2,500 crops of vir-

gin wood would be put in, and if 2,500 were put in, it would be about

650 crops more than enough to maintain this year's scale of operation,

and again figuring on a production of 45 barrels for the average crop,

m would have about a 29,000 barrel increase in the 1936 crop.

The suggestion that we might have a 600,000 barrel crop it seems

to me to be an impossibility, because to put the reduction up to that

figure would require another 1,600 crops approximately, which would

mean that there would have to be 4,100 croos at an average production

of 45 barrels to the crop to bring your production up to 600,000

barrels, and I do not believe that there are either the timber or the

timber resources or the financial resources available to put in such an

amount of timber into operation*

DH. GOLDS One question. You mentioned that the 1935 production

was approximately 500,000 units in the gum industry. #as that produc-

tion influenced in any way by climatolgical factors?

MR. MO INTOSH: I would say that this year's crop has been affected

to date about 17 per cent by abnormal weather conditions* On the otuer

hand, we rarely have a year when we have perfect producing weather

throughout the season, end we may well have conditions next year taat

will prevent a maximum production as we rarely ever have 8 full season
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of good weather all the way through.

t&*> eangsu GOLD: HH you cornered the September and October receint

8

at the principal oorts with receipts of the previous years?

MR* MC IUTOSHi I hare done so, and while I have not the figures

available, judging by the falling off of September with last year for

the month's receipts, and using tae pereenscige of the total crop which

normally come to port as the basis for figuring the whole, I arrived at

the approximately 7 oer cent falling off.

I do not know whether say figures are accurate or not, and I have

not cheeked them very carefully, and it, of course, can only be an

opinion*

DR. GOLD: Thank you very much*

(Witness excused.)

m* GOLD J I do not know whether Mr. Langdale is hore or not.

(i&> response.

)

PR. GOLD* Mr. H. L. £ayton.

WSmimm Omci: GIFOTDs 3e sworn, please, f£r. K ayton.

MHlpHn OF H. L* JSAYTON

President, CAJR30H NAVAL ST0.82S

savannah, Georgia.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Residing Officer.)

MR. K&YTOM: Uj name is H. L* j£aytoa, ©resident of the Carson

Naval stores Company, Savannah, Georgia.

Mr. Chairfiian, I do not know of anyone who has made an aeeur&te

forecast of the next crop of naval stores. 2here have been some occasion-

al good guesses, but weather conditions, labor conditions, and so wax®

factors influence the size of the crop that it is hard to forecast it

twelve months ahead.

Undoubtedly we are jpifti to have a better demand for labor in
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the south during the coming twelre mouths than we have had this year.

The canalproject in Florida, the Public ..orks projects, the other

government projects are *;oing to absorb some of the free labor. Now,

niggers do not work t urgent ine if U*p can get o&her jobs. You cannot

make turpentine without available labor. You can make a million crop

of sups but it ta:es the nit ers to produce the tur Dentine.

For that reason I think we have got to consider tae labor con-

ditions in forecasting the 1936 crop.

If left to the producers we would make 600,000 easr:s, as ..r.

Broaden suggests. Producers will always produce just as much stuff as

they can* Biere sea.is to be a certain kind of glory in producing big

productions. From what I can see the producers will put out just as

much timber as the iactors will advance them money for. i?he factors

can control the output to some extent, not entirely, but they can con-

trol probably to a large extent the production.

I believe that the factors, if they could get together without

any government control, but on an around tiie table basis, could come to

some understanding and could control the crop to a larger extent then

any other iae-ans which could be adopted.

I am assured by one or sore of the wood industry that they would

be willing to sit in with us and control their crop along with the gtea

crop. #e are all bound up together. *e produce practically the same

commodity, to be used for the same purposes, ana we are one family now

and should not be separated.

From what I can see, and as you want some figures, I think the

next crop would be somewhere around 525,000 to 530,000 casks. X do not

believe we can produce more than tnat unless we have a greater amount of

labor than I now think will be available.
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D3« - i Essak you.

(Witness excused*

)

DH. GOLD: Mr. J. C. Haak.

PBESIDIBG OJKSflCSB GXFFO^D: You have not been sworn before,

Mr. Nsah?

MR. NASH: to, sir*

TESTIMONY OF X. C. HASH
Columbia liaval stores Company

(The witness was duly sworn by the ^residing Officer.)

cdu what was the question?

DH# GOLD; I wanted you to give your opinion of the probable

production in 1956 in the absence of any tyoe of marketing agreement

or control.

HR« 23AS3: Mr. Chairman and gentleman; as these gentleoon pre*

ceding me hare sr id, anything of t^at kind is a guess. I think it is

alnost a wild guess. (<e hare got labor conditions, we have jot leather

conditions, we have got all those things which maice it a probably un-

known quantity.

It is my experience, however, that estimates are usually .

under rather than a little over what is expected, and taking that into

consideration, I iould. maice a ^uess of 560,000 barrels.

I must once more stress what a eoiq»lete guess that is.

DR. GOLD: And you are speaking of gun production only, Mr. Nash?

MS. HASH; Gun production only.

*§ay it be understood also that we have inforation so far as the

September receipts are concerned, whicn of course has some weight on th«

present srop and starves as a basis of estimate for the coming crop, and

as near as we can figure the September receipts are abou* 29 per cent
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short. October Is improving no© but is about 15 per cent; short todays

DR. GOLD* Thank you.

(Witness excused.)

BB. OOtDj Mr* H. Albert.

S$. tfSISSOT: Yes, sir*

PRESIDING 0£FIC~": ? GIFIDHDi Have you been sworn, Mr. >»eibert?

"
. ~rr. Yes, sir.

thin |8:-.-

ramUS? TSnKSKMff OF H. WHI&Slff

PmimUtAB HAVAL 3T0m CCMPAHY

(•ftie witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Offioer.

}

1£H. WlISEBTt Mr. Chairman, it is rather early to raafce a fairly

accurate estimate for the reason that we do not tenow yet how many blocks

of new crops will be sold and how many are now to be put into new timber.

3o therefore any estimate is very very vague.

If we say that this year's crop will end at the same figure as

last, I really do not see any reason to a atirate the coming crop to be

any larger than this c*op.

There is a scarcity of good timber which is demonstrated by the

high prices that the people pay* and as Mr. Kayton says it alldependa

on the factor; if he is willing to give the producer any amount of

money, they can mate a little more.

But, I should say this coming year's crop can be estimated at

about the same as this year's crop.

Of course, you must always consider 5 or 10 per cent difference

up or down on account of labor and weather conditions.

BB. O0U5s I have oneother question, *3% Sfelbert. I believe you

are a factor, are you not?

KB. 'itelBSStfi A factor, yes.
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DR. GOLD: When fa©tore make advances on a crop do they have to

take into consideration the probability as to the amount t iat is going

to be produced in that year?

m* WXIBSBTs Oh. yes t we of course, figure if the . Mount is very

large, that the prices may go down, and that, of course, affects the

advances which we make.

DR. GOLD: In other words, you think it is reasonable to try to

get at this problem of production in any one year?

MB* WSIBEI^P: Yes, one way or the other. But of course, later on

you can be fairly accurate, after you know the number of crops that will

be sold.

DR. GOLD: Oan you tell me as a factor whether a discussion of

marketing agreements such as has taken place here affects the factors*

operations for the coming year?

MR. AtB^HT: Do you mean this discussion?

DR. GOLD: IXiia hearing, this public hearing?

MR. W1IBEHT: ifc, I do not believe so, because if the idea prevails

of having no marketing agreement, we feel everybody will take advantage,

and then we do not make eo much money.

DR. GOLD: Thank you very much.

(Witness excused.)

DR. GOLD: LIT. L. M. Autrey.

(2fc> response.

)

DR. GOLD: Mr. H. It wickerahaa.

(>fc response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIStQRDi Is Mr. Wickershom present?

(136 response.

)

DH. GOLD; Mr. Carl Speh.
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TfS&SIMQITT OF G*J& F. SPSS.

JACKSONVILLE, FLOPJBA
SECRETARY OF THS COKTHOL C<MfeOTTEE

0? THE SKLBKETIHS AGaSEMEtfT
FOR GRj&fi TUaFaMTISE AT© GUM ROSIN

A LV-Jif'-J\J JUJTVO •

(Bie witness was duly sworn by tne Presiding Officer.)

iii-u STHIj name is Carl open, Jacksonville, -Florida.

I can only express an opinion as based upon what ftftgjgt bo considered

a sumaary of she information filtering into tiae office* Our contacts

with the factors or with the various producers from time to time —
DB. GOLD: lor the benefit of the record will you tell us what

office you are speaking of?

;£{• 3?2H; 1 am secretary of the Control Committee of the

Marketing ^greeraent for gum turpentine and gum rosin producers.

BH. GOLD: Thank you.

MR. 3PK3: I do not recall any operator to whom I have spoken

recently "that did not plt^n or tell us so, that he could arrange for

an increase la his production, ihe general feelin^ seems to be that

he has been restrained. The restraint is now removed and he wants to

expand.

The first statement different from that is what I just heard,

and I have not met the gentleman who says he does not plan to expand

beoause he cannot locate me timber.

talking with "fee factors 1 have gathered a very decided opinion

of expansion because of the pressure being put to bear on tiiem by their

various customers. So taking everything into consideration as far as

the threatened effort is concerned, I would as ume that the coming crop

would be at least 600,000 barrels of gum turpentine for the calendar

year 1936.
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DR. (50LB: In other words, you do not eontetaDlate any extension

in steam distilled production la 1936?

IS*. NIXDtf: vellt 1 aould say, of course, you know** are work-

ing under capacity and if the marketing conditions are such as afford

outlets, we will make it.

DR. GOLD: Can you give us sorae notion of what you think the

isarket capacity for wood spirits is today?

MR. NIXON: }J& guess i?ould be 100,000 barrels.

tml GOLD: And your eatiiaate as of today is that the operations

are about what per cent of capacity?

MR. NIXON: About 75 per cent.

t<Wii DR. GOLD: And you do not contemplate any increase in the produe*

tion in 1956?

UK. KIXON: Do you aean expansion of capacity or of operation?

DR. GOLD: No, of operation.

MR. NIXON: It depends. If conditions are good operation will be

expanded. We are a way undersold, and if that condition prevails, pro-

duction will be increased, and we anticipate that that condition will pre*

vail for the first part of next year and ioaybe the second part. If it

does, probably we will increase production* If it does not prevail we

will not. *?e are not going to produce it Just to hare it.

BR. GOLD: Tou hare spoken for about 75 per cent of the wood crop,

beeause I believe the total production you said of the wood eJfrop is about

100,000 barrels in last year's season. Kow would you care to aiake any

general statement about the probable production of wood turpentine in 1936

MR. NIXCFT: I do not think I can. Sne representatives of the other

crops spoke this morning and told you how their production depended entire

ly on the prediction of their native coiaaodity. I have no idea now such
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wood pulp or charcoal they are goin^ to make,

r m. GOLD: Thank you. Mr. Spitz.

ICR. SPITS: Yes.

DR. GOLD: .ill you give us your opinion of the probable pro-

duction without any type of control in the wood industry for 1936?

"Mm SPITZ: I have just gone over these figures with Mr. Hixon

and I agree that it would be somewhere between 75,000 and 80,000

ban-els, dependent on general mricet conditions.

DR. SOLD: You are speaking only of the steam distilled?

MR. SPWZi Only of the steam distilled.

DR. GOLD: Does that represent an incr ase over present opera-

tions?

ME. SPITZ: I would say it is approximately the same as the

present operations.

DB. GOLD: You do not contemplate any expansion?

MB. S?IT£s Expansion of capacity do you mean, or expansion of

production?
pM&$JS^/^1i^i H&s&& .1|8,tN^'"1§l<SfiP-<afif

'

' $.£1
~

» th^ aiXisoujoif of essay

DH. GOLD: Ho, any expansion of production.

SPITZ: If it is warranted, I believe, speaking for the whole

industry there would be a price increase.

DB. G OLD: To your knowledge, is ther*2 any probable increase in

production due to newly established plants in the wood industry for 1956?

MB. SPITZ: I have heard of one or two new plants being erected,

but I do not place much faith in what their production will be in 1936»

DR. GOLD: With regard to recent production in the wood industry,

have you any eoimaent to make on the probable production of rosin?

MR. SPITZ: Bosin production is dependent on turpentine produc-

tion and probably would go right along on the same basis aa turpentine
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leaving the common multiple or mult iplyiug factor which probably is

somewhere between iive and a half and six*

DH. GOLD: That is comparatively three and a third to one?

MR* SPITZ 2 Yes, sir,

DB* GOLD: Thank you v ery much. Mr. McCoriaack*

F3RTHSB nmrmom Of j. h. uc fxm&x.
Pg??5AC0lA f FLORIDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

MR* MC COS IACKL Hill you repeat your question, please.

DR. GOLD: First I would like to ask you to state your official

position?

MR. ?JC MRUNl Vice resident of Newport Industries, Incorsorat-

ed.

DR. GOLD: Ihat is a wood plant?

1£U MO C ACS: Steam distilled ?ood turpentine and wood naval

stores producers.

DB. GOLD: Could you jive us* Mr* McCormack, your opinion of the

probable production of liiood naval stores in 1936, in the absence of any

marketing agreement or any other type of control?

MR.23C OOmtSB I would agree with Mr. Spitz and Mr. Jixon that

it will probably be somewhere between 75,000 and 80,000 barrels of tur-

pentine*

DH. GOLD: 3hat is steam distilled?

MR. MC C0RM&CIC: That is steam distilled.

DR. GOLD: Assuming the production of naval stores, wood naval

stores, to be 100,000 barrels of turpentine, would you care to make any

estimate as to what your percentage of steam distilled production would
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M3. MC C0?&11Ct: No, I could not ante any est i ate of the pro-

duction of steam distilled products or still production* I might add

that one of the distilling plants was recently destroyed by fire and

is now out of production. I don f t icnow what the plans of that nanu-

facturer are, but I doubt very much whether he sill get into produc-

tion before 1936. I don't Isnow what his plans are as I say, but at

the present time his plant is destroyed.

DB» GOLD: Waa he a large operator?

MB. fiC COIT-C:C: Ho, a veir, sraall operator.

DR. GOLD: Are you aware of the general rusors that a number

of new wood plants are to be installed?

££• ?SC COHMACIC: I hare heard the rumors that there are a number

of new wood plants to be installed, and from that inforraation I have

been able to g»t regarding the one which is already starting production,

the information I get is such that I believe it will have practically

no ef.ect on the production in 1936.

DP. GOLD: Hiank: you*

(Witness excused.)

FURTHER TE^BIONY OF G. H. TOTCSHT,
aOTOKLt VZBKQOA.

(The ifcnese was previously duly sworn by the presiding Officer*

)

DH» SOLD* S£r« Xeanent, you are a producer of sulphate process

rosin?

MB. T&SfiisTj r*o, sulphate wood turpentine.

DH. GGI£: You have heard the previous questions that have been

assed?

WL. TBHSEHT:- Yes.

DB. GOLD: Would you care to give your opinion in regard to the
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branch of tne industry with which you are connected?

MB. I'lEtSM?; I believe there will be a measurable increase in

production due to other mills going into circulation, r

I5ie only one I

know if is the one planning a mill at savannah which will add probably

16 per cent to the 1934 production of 36,000 barrels*

BR* GOLD* In other words fnor* that one firm you would expect a

16 per cent increase?

14B* WM&i&t Yes*

PH. QQWt And do you expect any increase from other firms?

lift* TO$&£S?J Only from tne rumors I hear.

DB* GDWi Do you expect to males any increase in your output?

MR. TWU&Mi As far as I know, around 5,000 barrels*

P£* GOLD) r£hat is approximately —
r
jfi .

,': '^o-twelfths*

(SOU); 16 per cent* You nave raentioned one new mill alone

that will produce 16 per cent?

MR* OT&iEIff $ Yes, with the possibility of others which I know

nothing about*

DB* GOLD « But speaking for yourself now*

MB* r&9QKf| V/e do not contemplate any increase in our produc-

tion, that is in the mill I am employed by except that we could get out

and buy the crude and refine it or process it*

PP« GOZ*Di Do you expect some increase in the production of

crude and refined or processed?

mh. •ssmxBi Y**««

DM* GOLD: Dr. Tu-essman*

CTiaT 01« S. v?*

COSOTMSmL T0HPI®TINE & HOSIN CORP.,

UXJHSL, MISSISSIPPI •
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{'flie witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

DR. QOU): Dr. ^essman, you neve heard the questions that have

been asiced here?

PHHSIDIHB Ol'rICSR aiF/OKD; Just a noment. 'fais Is a new witness.

Let us get ais nacie and address.

DR. £ffii:ssl£AHt 3. ft". Kressman, Continental lurpent ine & Hosin

Corporation, Ltturel, Mississippi.

PSSSIfliaci OJ'S'ICSR auaPOiO): All right, proceed, Dr. Gold.

DB. GOLD J You nave heard the questions that have been aaiced in

regard to tne probable production of wood naval stores in 1936?

Dfi. SSCSSSSiAMi Yes, sir.

Dfi. CK)U>: Would yoa care to give us your opinion on that subject?

DR. I believe the answers . given have covered the matter

fully. I think: the production for the coning year will be about what it

has been. The loss of the one plant will possibly be ta&en up by the

otners, but I should not say that there will be over 10 per cent difference

if ther<- is that much.

DB. OOIDi You have heard the evidence given by various gum factors

and dealers in regard to probable production in 1936?

DB. Yes, I i*ave.

DR. GOLD: Do you believe th*H those in each ease indicated an

increase running from &o,GQG oari'els of turpentine to as much as 75,000

barrels of turpentine?

DR. mm&rXlli I don't Know.

BR. GOID: In other words, from 525,000 barrels — I believe that

was the lowest estimate — to 600,000 barrels of turpentine.

DB. I have no direct contact with the gum industry, and

could not say.
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DH. GOLD: In view of the expression of ooinion that there is a

livelihood of a probable increase, how would you explain the position

of th© wood industry in not increasing its production*

D8» 232S3S^ANt 'Bis wood industry in the past has practically

always eontrolled its production aeeording to the demand, in view of

the fact that it has no timber and no leases ao that it does not have

to operate, but can follow the law of supply and demand rmch easier

probably, than the cum industry*

GOLD: In other words, do you feel the fact there is going

to be an unusual increase in the demand of gum naval stores means that

it will be your policy to maintain or restrict your production?

BSU KRSSgBCAH: I think our policy will be determined entirely

by different conditions*

DR. GOLD: Thank: you.

(Witness excused.

}

DR. GOLD: We* C. A. Tompkins*

TSSTBOTY OF C. A. TOUP&BiS
EOIXAiS), FLQ.HIM.

%mzk®nW£ AJflO "R03I1I ^HOBTJCEB

and
NAVAL STORES PBDBTTC^.

(13*e witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

0

PRESIDING omcSS GOTORBi Will you state your name, your

address and your representation?

MR. TOMHEXHSs W name is C. A. Tompkins, turpentine and rosin

producer and naval stores producer, ,iillyard, Florida.

DR. G-OLBt Are you also a dealer in cups and other supplies?

MR. TOMPKINS. Yes, I sell some of those things on a commission

basis.

BB. GOLD: iftmld you care to give for the record your estimate
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(j&e wit ees was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

}

DH. OOLD: State your name, please*

MI?. CBQOM: A. H« Croom.

DR* QOI*0t Mr. Croom, you nave heard the questions I have asked?

MR. CB>%% Yes.

DH. GOLD: vould you care to give your opinion on that subject?

First, will you tell us what your interest is in the industry?

MB. CBDOM: I am an operator, operating this year 134 crops,

and from the evidence I can see of the activity of the operators in

that work, the only thing that keeps them from making a larger produc-

tion will be that the timber will go out. iney are reallj going after

it and paying large prices, and probably the large prices till keep

soiae people from getting it.

DjR. SOLD: Have you in mind any figures for the total gum pro-

duction in 1936?

MB. C&O0M: No, sir, I have not.

DR. GOLD: You only feel it will be large?

MH.GROOM s Yes, sir, if they keep up their activities, it will.

DR. GOLD: For the purpose of the record, where is your residence?

MR. CHOJI: MST office is in Savannah, Georgia and my operations

are in southern Georgia, southeast Georgia and South Carolina.

BR. GOLD: Aad your remarks are based on your operations through-

out that territory?

:Si. GROOM: Yes, sir.

DH. GOLD: "Ihank you very much.

(Witness excused.

)

DH. GOLD: I would like to call Mr. H. M. Wilson again if I may
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FURTHER TBSamSi OF H. M. ilLSOM

{Tke witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

K • GOLD: Mr. Wilson, you are a factor?

Mil. aLSQN: Yes, air.

DK. GOLD: will you tell m© what in your opinion, has been tue

affect of the last two years* operation iaregard to the indebtedness of

processors to factors?

MR. ^ILSOK: I would say that the great majori ty of the processors 1

who nave done business with my concern, tiiat their accounts have materially

improved.

BB. GOLDS In other words, you mean the indebtedness is not as

greet as it was?

WILSONS Yes, sir, that is what I mean.

BB. Q&L£l Does that mean anything in regard to their ability to

obtain increased financing in 1936?

MB. WILSON s Surely it does.

DR. GOLBs Would you mind explaining that?

113. KELSON: The factors control you hear so much about is based

entirely upon the state of servitude of each individual producer. If

he puts out a large amount of money in proportion to his rslace, why we

can refuse to let him have more. If he holds a very snail amount he can

probably finance somewhere else to do what he wants to do, and we have

found that the factors control, when it Is carried out through a series

of years leaves us the accounts which we call the poor accounts, and a

smaller amount of timber to work.

DR. GOLD : You represent a large factor?

MR. ^ILSOH: I thinfc so*, yes, sir.

DR. GOLD! VShat I am trying to ask is whether you feel you are
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factors by producers who are in no way dependent upon factors for

financing* *ho finance themselves absolutely*

There is another group who will probably comprise one third

of the remainder of the fas^c^s* patrons, who may borrow money from

the factor but whose financial standing is such that the factor has

not the remotest control over their operations* His condition is

such that he can do business with any factor he pleases or not* if

he pleases*

Ihat leaves a eoaparatively small group to whom the factor

night dictate, because he has too muea money loaned hln*

Therefore in effect for all practical purposes, the factor does

not control the situation and could not affect the production ao as to

have a material effect*

JM. G-OLD: Thank you very much.

( idt ne s 3 excused*

)

DR. GOLD: Mr. George T* idves.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIHfOBD: You have been previously sworn, have

you, Hr. Rives?

MB. RVTESi Yes, sir.

rUKTHSH TESTIMONY OF GEORGE T. BIVES.

(The witness was previously dulj sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

3>R # GOLD: You have heard the questions that have been as£ed?

MR. rfPTESS Yes, sir.

m. GOLD: Would you give us tne benefit of your ideas on that

subject?

MR. RIVES: I am glad to.

Lay own idee is that the crop will probably be around 525,000

units. I have not found among my customers any greater desire to expand
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than is usually the case in the early part of the season.

DB. GOLD? You recall Mr. I-i©ese*s testimony?

MR* HIVES i In what connection?

DR. GOLDS As to the total production in 1336?

m* BITES; Yes.

DB» GOLD? It does not quite agree with yours.

Irffi. BIYl*Ss I am sorry it came up9 but I really hare to tell

the truth, ana I do not believe it will be over 525,000 units.

DH. GOLDS I do not believe we have heard from a number of the

people in the western area. Thank you very much, Mr. .Bives.

(Witness excused.)

DR. GOID: I should lite© to call on 2£r* L. C. Hughes for his

opinion on the subject.

PRESIDING OFFICER GlfFOHDs Have you been sworn, Mr* Hughes?

ME. HUGHES* Sfo, I have not.

TS3TIMGHY W £• C. HUGHES
MOBILE, ALABAMA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

DB. GOLDs What is your activity?

MB. HUGUBS s Ifeval stores, producer and factor, but principally

factor.

DH. GOLDS WOuld you give us your opinion on this subject we

have been discussing?

MB. HtflJKSSf HfcT opinion I supoose is not worth very much,

business is limited. I handle only about 6,000 barrels of turpentine

a year. Ifly customers ill stay about the same, I feel.

M* GOLDS Do you feel that is characteristic of your district?

MB. HOBOES: So far as I fcnow it is.
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As fair as my customers arc concerned, the crop will not show

any Serial increase. I nave talked to them all, and all of them

want to maintain their places and their urices. In fact I see no

chance for tnem to greatly increase their volume*

As far as other people in my territory are concerned, I know

of one concern that has leased re centaly a tract of timber that is

estimated to handle fifteen or sixteen crops. 'Haat is the largest

FtfJOTKH TEBTBBWt OF M3UAKD RKSSS.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MH. BUSS'S: I am not sure Aie record is altogether clear, and

having been a reporter myself, I fcnow that sometimes the record does not

contain everything that is said.

I just wanted to correct, however, any possible impression in

view of your question of Iltr. ^ives, that I feel sure there will be a

crop of 530,000 units in gum production next year. Wj statement was

very carefully guided on that point a id assumed normal weather and labor

conditions*

That is my guess, that the crop will be approximately 850,000

units next year, assuming normal weather and labor conditions. I have

expressed the point that I do not anticipate normal labor conditions

and I stress that point.

9i« GOLD: Mr. Bees®, I assure you I was not attempting to

criticise you in any way.

MR. EEESI; I was sure you were not.

DS. GOLD J Thank: you very much.

(Witness excused.

}

Si. GOLD: As I recall your testimony yesterday, you also f
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an output panging from 550,000 barrels to 500,000 barrels. Is that

correct?

MR. Vimmt Yes. Dr. Gold, it is generally accepted in the in-

dustry that weather may make a difference of 10 per cent in production.

MM assuming abnormally good weather and assuming entirely normal labor

conditions, that is that labor will be plentiful and willing to work, I

can conceive of a maximum of 600,000 units production next year.

DR. GOLD: 1&ank you. That is all on this subject.

{Witness excused.

)

PRBSIDINO GIFFOKDs At this time we will recess until

2:00 o'clock. #e will start promptly at 2.

(Thereupon at 1:00 o'clock p. m., a recess was taken until 2:00

o'clock p. m.

)

AFTCR^OOK SESSION

(The hearing was resumed at 2:00 o'clock p. m.

)

mttttQJM Bg&ra GSH&tt Cone to order, please.

3efore proceeding with the specific articles of the agreement, if

there is anyone else who would like to express their opinion upon the

estimated production for next year we will be glad to have you do so.

(No response.

}

fRESIDING OFFICER G-IFFOHD: If not, if you will turn to the agree-

ment, and for those who do not have copies, there are plant of copies

available in the rear of the room.

The first page is simply the preamble to the proposed marketing

agreement.

All right, you may proceed, ?3r.

HAHD: Mr. Chairman, I have here seme messages ?*hich have

come in and which I think should properly be incorporated in the record.
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First, I have a letter addressed to the Secretary of Agriculture

from Rabun, Alabama, in which the ^iraa & Stewart Turpentine Company, by

J. a. Sims, manager, say:

"We understand there will be a meeting in Jacksonville, Florida

on the 3lst of this month relative to government control of naval stores.

''t
>e want to go on record as opposed to any government control of

naval stores.

Please do all you can to prevent its passage.

*13ianking you in advance we beg to remain,

'Tours truly. *

A telegram has come in, and all of these messages that I will give

now I think are all addressed to me. Mo 9 one of tnem is addressed to

the Chairman of ISaval Stores LSeeting, Jacksonville, Florida.

"Impossible to attend hearing on market agreement but I am haartily

in favor of new agreement and want my vote placed on record accordingly.

Inspectfully.

"C. C. Yates.

*

That is from Quincy, Florida.

Ikere are three letters which except for the number of units given

as the quota, are identically the same.

One of them is from the Coastal turpentine Company, Brunswick,

Georgia, and is signed by 1» L. Beatty, President.

Another one is from the *vhite Springs Haval Stores Company,

Brunswick, Georgia, and is signed by S« L. Beatty, President.

And one from the Odum Turpentine Company, Brunswick, Georgia, and

is also signed by 3. L. Beatty, President.

liaeh of them reads as follows:

"WE had an allotment this year of 316 barrels of turpentine and
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the rosin that goes with it* I am enable to attend the meeting in

Jacksonville oa October 31st, but I wish to state that we are opposed

to having a marketing agreement. Think, thou
:
;h, that we would be favor-

able to a research and advertising program* 1 '

The one from the White Springe Eaval Stores Company, the allot-

ment is 642 barrels, and the one from the Odum Turpentine Company, has

an allotment of 312 barrels.

Then a telegram from Alapaha, Georgia, addressed to me, and

signed by J. H. Henderson, which reads as follows:

*^y allotment this year two hundred sixty two. $ish to oppose

any government control or marketing agreement over gum turpentine."

The next is a telegram from Valdosta, Georgia, signed by

Hayne 3oolo=r which reads as follows!

"Opposed to government Interference with naval stores industry

except forest preservation and research. 3even hundred eleven units."

Then a telegram signed by A. Corbitt, vh.' ch reads as follows:

•I oppose any interference with the production and sale of

naval stores. Allotment three fifty two.*

Siat i3 from yillacoochee, Georgia.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.

DB. GfOLDj ?£r. Chairman.

PRESIDING 0EFIC23 GOTPOTSM Dr. Gold.

ZJR. fJ0LT): I have at this time something which I would IVm to

introduce into the public record. I think it will be of particular

interest to factors and dealers.

In view of the contemplated public hearing our section requested

Dr. Veitch to have a survey made of stocks in the hands of industrial
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consumers and others as of September 30th. Dr. Veiteh had that surrey

made. I believe he is here and I am sure he will be glad to amplify

or contradict any statement that t may make about it. The point is,

of course, that we asked for it in a very short period, and asked that

the results be obtained as of October 1st so that they would be avail-

able for this hearing, and so that is probably not as complete as Br,

veiteh would like to see it. I think it is of sufficient interest to

you for ne to read some figures included in here. I think I will speak

of rosin first, because you are aware that rosin statistics in general

have tended to be more complete and adequate than turpentine.

The total stocks of rosin included in here show that on September

30th, 1935 there were 349,630 barrels, 500 pounds gross weight.

Fnis compares with total stocks of 843,550 barrels on Inarch 31at f

1935, the beginning of the crop year, so that so far as the total is

concerned there is practically no shift in the relative position of

these two dates.

r£he details in regard to stock held at Savannah, Jacksonville and

Penaacola and others are probably pretty familiar to you. 'Xhe indus-

trial stocks, that is to say, stocks held in plants — these are not, of

course, all industrial plants and I believe the records are somewhat in-

complete, but they show a total on September 30th, 1935 of 236,679 barrels.

This compares with stocks of September 30th, 1934 held by the same

people reporting at this time of 400,000 barrels. 3o that you have a

difference in the stock position at this time of approximately 114,000

barrels of rosin, which in general is a more favorable position.

Stocks on hand held by these people on March 31, 1935, which is

the more usual year for stock figures, show 306,013 barrels, so that as

compared to the itereh 31, 1935 position the September 30th position is
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STOCK OF TOITEOTINE, SEPTEMBER SO, 1935.

TERPENTINE (Barrels, 50 Gallons)

Location Sept. 80* 1935 Sept. 30, 1924 tfar. 31, 1955

Savannah 38,611 (1) 11,802 (1) 23,791 (3)

Jacksonville 53,817 \ 1/ «5D,074 \1) 36,833 U)

Pensacola 35,411 ID 24,402 (1) 25,586 (3)

Other South ports 35,064 ID 20,120 (S)

Interior Yards 17,754 (1) (5) 13,601 (3)

3axley , 1 still, Tif-
ton, Shamrock, Youngs town

5,2S9 (2)
Southern rorta and
Interior Yards 185,956 119,931 (3)

S. D. Wood plants 2,668 (5) 10,207 (5)

Sulphate * * 1,494 (5) 1,295 13)

D. D. * " 2,897 (5/ : I I

Total 7,041 12,261

Eastern Distribut-
ing points 9,815 (5) 9,743 (3)

Central Distributing
points 16,968 (5) 14,169 (3)

Western Distribut-
ing points 3,252 (5) 3,826
Total 30,035 27,738

Industrial plants 19,993 (4) 24,000 (4) 17,139 (6)

14,006 (7)

TOTAL £43,025 177,069
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STOCKS OF K08IN, September SO, 1955

•

KO&IH (Barrels, 500 pound* •)

Location September 30, 1936
.

Sept. 30, 1934- I^ar. 31,

Savannah 124, 271 (1) 155,89? (1) U5,10£ (3)

Jacksonville 122,846 (1) 85,641 (1) 104,354 (5)

PensaeolA 58,427 (1) S3,430 (1) 58,301 (3)

Other South ports 107,150 (1) (5) 74,80* (3)

Interior Yard* 43,631 (1) (5) 45,910 (S)

Baxley, Istill, Iff*
too, Shamrock, Youngs-
town 11.658 (£)

Southern ports and
Interior Yards 4©?, 977 372,476

I . D» Wood Plants 75,715 (5) 104,£55 (8)

sulphate "* - * • (5) — -

D. D# " n -» - *• (9) - ~ -

Total 75,715 104,555

Eastern Distribute
ing point* 9,556 (5) 11,080 (£)

Central Distribut-
ing points 8,729 (5) 14,858 (3)

Western Distribut-
ing points 964 jjjj 1,017 (5)

Total 19,259 " 86>55

Industrial plants 286,679 (4) 400,000 (4) 344,764 (6)

306,013 (7)

TOTAL ' 849,650 848,550
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REFERENCE CHAJRT FOF FIGDRiB IN T^ARKNTHiSIS IN ACCOMPANYING

PRECEDING CHAHTS.

(1) Figures from Weekly Naval f tores Review, pEge 3*

(2) Stocks for Baxley, Estill, Shamrock, Tifton and Youngstown not in*

eluded in figures given in Naval Stores Review, page 3.

(3) Figures as reported in 1954-35 iaval Stores Report, Department of

Agriculture.

(4) Figures, Industrial Users, for September 50, 1934, and September 20,

1935, obtained from a selected list of all users who report as of

March 31 of any recent year, 100 barrels of turpentine and/or 300 round

barrels of rosin.

(5) Figures for September 30, 1934, not collected for these classes.

(6) These figures are for all industrial users as of March 31, 1935.

(?) The total stocks, March 31, 1935, for the selected list of indus-

trial users from whom September 30, 1935 stock figures were col-

lected. Not included in total.
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PRESIDING oniom QUJOWl You may proceed, Dr. Veitch, i f you

have any statement you wish to make,

DB. YSITCH: Mr. Cixairman, 1 do not know that there is anything

that I can add to what Br. Gold has aaid, except possibly to explain a

little about how we got these consumers stocks.

These are the total stocks of all consumers reporting to us who,

as a rule, carry in store 100 barrels, 50-gallon barrels of turpentine

or 300 barrels of rosin, and they represent, as you will see from the

figures the vast majority of the stocks in the hands of consuming indus-

tries so far as they cue reported to us.

I will be glad to answer any question that I can about them, but

I don't think it is ^rthwhile to take the time to go into the matter.

PRESIDING omGfiR GIfYGRD: Thank you, Dr. Veitch.

Now # if you will refer to the proposed marketing agreement and

order, Article I on page 2, that article has to do with definitions and

if the proponents of this agreement will take this matter up at this time

we will be glad to have them do so.

ME. NI.WTQN: Do you want to go through each definition?

ME. BAfcXALCM: Yes.

FURTHER TESTIMONY 01 CARL f« SPSS.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding- Officer.)
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MR. SPFH: I was wondering, Mr. Chair aan, if we could see that

each one in the room he d been supplied and have in. hand a copy of this

proposed marketing agreement.

r'RrSIDI'?G OFFICE OIFFOKD: They have been instructed how they can

get %hm if they do not have them,

MB. 8PM t Section 1, ndefinition of terms* As used in this agree*

ment;

"1. "The term 'Secretary* means the Secretary of Agriculture of the

United States. w

FfiEBIDING OFFICER GIFFQRD: Is there any discussion on that def-

inition?

(No response.)

OFFICE GIFFOEB: All right, proceed to the next def-

inition, Mr. Speh.

Iffll. SP1E: Paragraph 2. ?,The term »Act* means the Agricultural

Adjustment Act, approved May 12, 1933, as amended.

I

PR}..SIDING OJFIC-Fi GIFFOKD; le there any discussion on that defin-

ition?

(Ho response.)

mmimm OFFICE B GIFFOKD; If not, proceed with the next defini-

tion.

MR. SPEH; Paragraph S. "The term 1 person' means individual,

partnership, corporation, association, or any other business unit."

PRESIDING OFFICII G-IFFGBB: Does anyone wish to discuss that def-

inition?

(No response.)
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PRESIDING OFFIC P GI1YQRD: Proceed to the next definition, Mr.

Speh.

HR* S^H: PsragraT h 4. " *Naval stores * means naval stores as

included in the Naval Store* Act and standards established thereunder,

including spirits of turpentine, rosin and/or refined or partially re-

fined oleoresin."

DF. GOLD: Mr. Speh.

MB. SPEH: Yes, sir.

DP.. GOLD: Is this a definition which is widely recognized in

the industry?

MR. SPEH: It is widely recognized in the industry, both in the

producing end of it end in the industry consuming our product.

DR. GOLD; Do you feel that it includes all commodities which the

Naval Stores Act and the Agricultural Adjustment Act enable you to pro-

pose marketing agreement oa?

MR. SPEH: I do.

DR* GOLD: Are there any others connected with this industry which

are omitted at this time which the Agricultural Adjustment Act or the

Naval F tores Act enable you to include in a marketing agreement?

MR. SPEH: Not to my knowledge, no.

PRESIDING 0FITC2B GIFFOED: Are there any further questions that

anyone would like to ask Mr. Speh on that definition?

ME. BOOTH: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING omCER GIFFQRD: Mr. Boykin.

MR. BOYKIN: I would like to ask if the original agreement did not

provide, if there waan't a provision in the original marketing agreement

i
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providing for gum sellers?

MR. SPEH: As I understand it, Mr, Chairman, we refer here mere-

ly to the definition of naval store©, and not to the people included in

the agreement.

DR. GOLD: Yes, this is simply a definition of naval stores.

What we are trying to do is to be sure that there is no doubt about the

commodity of which we are talking,

ERE? IDING Qincm QIFlom: Is there any further discussion on

the definition of naval |tores?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFIC 7 GIFFGKD J If not, proceed to the next definition.

MB. SPSH: Paragraph 5. "The term 'crude gum' means oieoresin,

the exudation produced by periodically scarifying living pine trees of

various species,"

This definition is included, Mr. Chairman, because reference is made

to this product, crxide gum, as a means of providing one of the classes of

tags later referred to in the agreement,

ME. BAEKALOW: Is that definition generally accepted in the trade,

Mr. Speh?

MB. SM2H: It is a definition that would be easily recognized in

the trade. It is a colloquialism, you might term it. This is the way in

which tap is differentiated from scrape, but the trade as a rule and as

a whole would look unon the combined scrape and tap as crude gum products,

'"RESIDING 8X$l&M CIFFOKD: Is there any further discussion on

this definition?

(No response.)

PRSEIDINC OUIQM GIPTORD: If not, proceed to the next.
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DIR. GOID: Mr. Speh, I would like to refer back to paragraph 4.

What specifically does the naval stores aet include as a definition of

naval stores?

MR. SP1K: Spirits of turpentine and rosin.

ME. GOID: It does not include refined or partially refined oleores-

in?

MB. SPEH: It does not. This is added because of its inclusion in

the adjustment Act amendment.

ME. GOLD: Don't you feel that as the definition is now given it

means to imply that all of this is under the Naval Stores Act if you will

look at it starting from that word "including*? Now, that apparently mod-

ifies the llaval Stores Act, n and standards established thereunder."

Now, the Naval Stores Act does not include refined or partially re-

fined oleore6in, does it?

MR. SPEH: It does not. Could that be overcome by putting a comma

in the first line, "'Naval stores* means naval stores," anc then put in a

km, "as included in the Naval Stores Act and standards established there

under," etc.

DR. GOLD: I think perhaps a comma after ^rosin" may solve the prob-

lem there, but at any rate would you prepare an amendment to cover that?

MB. E^ffli We will be glad to, yes, sir.

PRSSXDim OFFICII? GI5T0KD; Is there any further discussion on defin

ition 5?

(No response.)

PRSBXBlSa OFFICE GIFFGRD: If not, proceed with the next.

MB. S"PEH; Paragraph 6. "The term *gum turpentine 1 means spirits of
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turpentine made from gum (oleoresin) from a living tree,**

That was taken out of the Naval Stores Act*

PT. SIDING OFFICE GIFFORD: Is there any discussion of that def-

inition?

(No response.)

PK2SIDING OFFICE Gil1 FORD: Proceed to the next.

ME. SPEHj Faragraph ?• "The term 'gum rosin' means rosin re-

maining after the distillation of gum spirits of turpentine.

"

That also comes from the Naval Stores Act.

PF LSIDING OFFICII GIFFOBD: Is there any discussion on that def-

inition?

(No response.)

PRESIDING G*F?QBDs If not, proceed to the next one.

MB. SPEH: Paragraph 8. "The term 'cleaned gum* means gum (oleo-

resin) remaining after the cleaning and/or refining of crude gum by treat-

ing it in any manner.*'

HiiSlDING OFFICE!. GIFFGPD: Is there any discussion on that defin-

ition?

DR. GOOD: Mr. Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

DR. GOIL: By that term do you mean refined or partially refined

oleoreein?

MR. SPEH: We do.

DB. 9fiX2)i That is the intention taat you have?

MR, *
C.PEH: That is the intention. It does not necessarily mean

th.^t it is a chemically cleaned or physically cleaned gum. It is merely
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a gum which has been trr ated in some manner, to which we use the general

term "cleaned gum**.

DR. GOLD; Do you feel that that is including those provisiohs of

the Adjustment Act —

MR. SPEH: It is referred to in the Adjustment Act as "refined or

partially refined oleoresin.*

DK, GOLD: Yes.

PR1FIDING OFFICEI- GIFFORB : Is there any further discussion on

that definition?

(No response.)

PFJTIBISC omCIT: GIFFOKD: If not, proceed.

ME. SrEH: Paragraph 9. wThe term 'wood turpentine* means steam

distilled wood turpentine, destructively distilled wood turpentine and

wood turpentine obtained from wood by the sulphate process."

That again, comes from the Naval, stores Act.

DR. GOLD: Do I understand correctly that a brief has been prepared

discussing these various methods of production?

MR. SPEH: A brief will be submitted which will include a rather short

statement on each method of production of these wood products.

7JSIDXNG OFFTCMs GIFFOKD: Is there anything further on that defini-

tion?

(No response.)

PRESIDI5$2 03TFICSR GIFFORDi Proceed to the next.

MP. SFEH: Paragraph 10. "The term 'wood rosin* means rosin remain-

ing after the distillation of steam distilled wood turpentine."

That definition also comes from the E-:val r tores _^ct.
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DR. QOUD; tio I understand correctly that the other processes

of wood distillation do not result in rosin?

MR* SEEH: Wood rosin is obtained only from the steam solvent

process, and is not obtained from destructive distillation or the sul-

phate method.

PRESIDING OFFICII GIJF©D: Is there any further discussion on

that definition?

MR. BAKKALOW; Might I ask if any of the representative© of the

wood group have any objections to these definition*?

MB. SPITE: Mr. Chairman.

PRJSSIDIS3G OTTlCBk GIFFOED: Mr. Spitz.

ME, SPITZ: I have no objection to them, Mr. Chairman, but I be-

lieve sulphate turpentine can include roein.

DR. GOLD: Dr. Veitch, I wonder if you could help us out on

this problem, please.

PRESIDING OFFICES OIFF0HD: I think in the interest of time that

this entire matter should be gone through and explained by the propon-

ents of the proposed marketing agreement because there probably will

+
:}%LmW$<W&'' \ &&tjpwr utjmx ftpftltttajLj&t jy*i& tint,

only be objections to one, two or three of the definitions, because

they seem to be somewhat standard, and that would have their objections

©ome in at the end. Wouldn't that be better?

MB. BAKKALOW : No, I think not.

PRESIDING Whcm GIFFQRD: All right, we proceed then the way we

are.

Dr. Veitch?

DR. VEITCH: Yes, sir.
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PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Dr. Veitch, would you pleaee state

your name and your connection with the government bo that you will qual-

ify as a representative of the government.

WSkTSmm OF F. P. VLITCH
IN CHARGE OF NAVAL STGfcrS UESM&fM,
DIVISION 01 BUT^,J OF CiflMISTRY -:ND SOILS,

DEPAETMIOT 05 AGBICULTURE.

DR. VEITCH: My name is F. ?. Veitch, I am in charge of Naval

Stores Research, Division of Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, Department

of Agriculture.

"RESIDING OFFICII? GIFFOH): Thank you very much, Doctor,

DR. GOLD: Dr. Veitch, would you discuss with us the possibility

of the sulphate process giving rosin as well as the turpentine?

DR. VEITCH: I do not know of straight rosin having been actually

produced from the by-products of the sulphate method of making wood

pulp, but I can see it would be entirely possible. It would require a

separation of fate that occur with that material, and I think it would

be entirely possible to make rosin.

DR. GOLD: But you do not know of any production?

Vk. VEITCH: I do not know of any production at this time.

MR. NEWON: I think we ought to remember that definition.

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFOKD : Is Mr, fennent present?

(No response.

)

PRESIDING .OFFICER GIFFORDt He does not seem to be here.

Dr:. GOLD: I want to ask Mr. Spitz a question.

PRESIDING OFFICE GIFFOKD: Mr. Spitz, will you come forward,

please?

Dfi. GOID: Mr. Spits, why did you bring up this problem? Do you
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feel that there is something which is not covered here, which repre-

sents something which should be covered?

MP. SVIT7:,: I said I had no objection to the definition but

that there wag a possibility and I believe it is being produced, I

believe there is being oroduced a small amount of rosin in the sul-

phate process and more can be produced if desirable*

DP. Q-OLD: Would that require any establishment of a plant or

machinery?

MB. F^ITZ: Oh, yes.

DB. GOLD: Is that an expensive process?

MB. SPITZ: I cannot say

.

DR. GOLD: Do you feel that a program or a marketing agreement

which contemplates including all groups of the naval stores industry

should by that fact include possible production of rosin in the sul-

phate industry?

MR. S^ITZ: Well, personally I am not interested if it does or

does not. I don't know what per cent could be produced.

BE. GOLD: I have not asked you about your interest. I asked

you whether you thought that a program which was to include all groups

of naval stores should in its definition protect the fatft that there is

rosin produced or can be produced in the sulphate industry?

MR. S-ITZ: I think it should.

DR. GOED: Will you prepare an amendment to that, Mr. Speh?

mu SPSS i Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OI-yiCTT. aiFFOED: Is there any further discussion on

this definition?

(N© response.)

L *
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prasiDitfa orncsB oikford: aii right, prtceed.

MR. STTSH: "The term 'reclaimed rosin* means rosin remaining

after the extraction with a suitable solvent of batting dross, or

strainer dirt, or the treatment in any manner of such batting dross

or strainer dirt for the purpose of recovering the rosin."

There is in the process of producing gum rosin the step of fil-

tration of the rosin as it leaves the still. The rosin is in a molten

condition. It contains such foreign matter as bits of bark, needles,

bite of wood and dirt, sand, and it is necessary to filter out this

foreign material. This is done by running it through a series of wire

strainers and finally through layers of eotton batting. The molten ros-

in finally goes into a vat below the last strainer*

You cannot drain all of the rosin from this dirt or cotton bat-

ting. Consequently it has a commercial value, particularly the batting.

It contains, I believe, about 8t> or 80 per cent by weight of rosin, and

there is a market for the waste product. It is sold to the rosin recov-

ery plants, treat the batting dross by breaking it up somewhat and put-

ting it into a digester sue" introducing the proper solvent and heating,

and after the rosin has been dissolved out of the batting dross, fil-

tering this solution and the solvent evaporates, and the residue is

strained gum rosin. However, bavin? gone through this extra step it

has been decided to classify it as reclaimed rosin, and I believe that

is recognized.

May 1 as*- Dr. Veitch a question?

TT.^SIDINO OH'ICiE GIFFORD: Certainly.

MP. S^SHi I would refer to Dr. Veitch whether or not that is
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recognised as reclaimed under the Navel Stores Act?

g£.< VKITCH: We call it gum rosin,

MR. SPEH: Gum rosin?

DR. VHTCHi There is no provision under the Act for "reclaimed

rosin. w It ie classified under the Act to include the term "gum ros-

ia.*

The trade, however, makes a distinction.

HiiSIDINGr QMIQM aiWQi®'. Is there any further discussion on

this definition?

(No response.)

mmimm O'HCEF GliTCRDs If not, proceed.

MR. SEEK: "The term 1 unit* means one (1) barrel (approximately

fifty gallons) of gum turpentine and three and one-third (3-1/3) bar-

rels (approximately 500 pounds each gross weight) of gum rosin, or

five (5) barrels (approximately 50 gallons each) of crude gum of four

and one-third (4*1/3) barrels (approximately 50 gallons each) of

cleaned gum.

"

H**£IDI2JG OFFICE OIFfORP: I take it that everyone present has

available before him or is familiar with the meaning of these teims,

and therefore I do not see the necessity of re-reading each one of

these and taking up that time. Just a short explanation or statement

of wfcat it means, I think, is enough to bring the matter into the

record for discussion aad if there is anyone who has objection to

them or desires the definitions clarified, they can express their

opinion as to how such definition should be changed, modified or clar-

ified. I think that will save a great deal of time because if wo start

reading this matter entirely through we probably will not get through

for many day*.
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D£. GOLD: Mr. Speh, are these units as quantity that are re-

ferred to — that are defined here, the usual terns in the industry?

MR. SPSH: The industry itself —

Y01CES: Louder, louder please. 1

ME. SPEH: The industry itself has not been accustomed to the use

of the term "unit*. We generally speak of the relume of production of

the operator as eo many barrels of turpentine, and the statement is used

eo frequently that we unconsciously associate with it the volume of ros-

in produced with it. Therefore, the trade hasn't been called upon to

build up a business word. However, the word is in here in the sense of

tying together the unite of turpentine which at the present corresponds

to the production of rosin, and that is produced in general throughout

the season and throughout the belt at the rate of three and one-third

round barrels of 500 pounds each gross weight for each 50 gallons of

turpentine produced.

DB. GOLD: These other definitions, 5 barrels of crude gum or

. ii,i,„f, Mi ^1 ilit mil fuiL UhiL JCitttP n in
4-1/5 barrels of cleaned gum, are they the approximate equivalents? In

other words, could one extract fron1 them a unit of turpentine and rosin?

MR. SPEH; The tverage throughout the belt, throughout the season,

is that it requires about 5 barrels of crude gum of this size to produce

the unit of turpentine and rosin, namely 50 gallons of turpentine, and in

general the 8 barrels of crude gum if treated to remove foreign matter,

dirt and water, will be reduced to 4-l/fc barrels of cleaned gum.

PRESIDING OFHCVF GIFIOfiD: Since this definition is not one coming

up at this time in your industry, is there anyone who has objectior to this

definition of the word "unit"?

(Mo response.)

1 22* >
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PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOED: If not, proceed with the next defini-

tion.

MR. SP2E: "The term »barrel of wood turpentine* means fifty (50)

gallons of wood turpentine weighing 7-2/10 pounds per gallon."

The barrel of wood turpentine merely refers to the SO gallons,

the only difference being that they have added there or that there has

been added the weight basis, 7-2/10 pounds per gallon. The average

turpentine at what might be considered the average temperature has a

weignt of 7-2/10 pounds per gallon, and that weight is true of either

gum or wood*

PJUSSIDIiJGr OFFICER GI/FORD: Does anyone else have any comment on

this definition?

(No response.}

m$SWM QiFICJER GIFFOBD: If not, proceed with the next.

MB. SPKH: The reason for the distinction in the defintioa of

"barrel of wood rosin" is that I believe it is not uncommon in the wood

turpentine group to sell their rosin net weight, and for that reason in

order that there may be no misunderstanding, the net weight figure equiv-

alent to the gross weight has been included.

PRESIDING OMCiH GIFFORD : If there is nothing further on that

definition, proceed to number 15, defining the word "package".

MR. SPEH: "Package" as used here is intended to cover every

form of container used in the shipment of turpentine, rosin
: or gum.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD; Is there any objection to that def-

inition?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFCfcLs If not, proceed to No. 16, defining
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the word "processor.*

MR. ST'M : The term "processor" means any person who, having

processed crude gun or wood for the purpose of producing cleaned gum,

turpentine end/or rosin, or who having processed cleaned gum for the

purpose of producing turpentine and/or rosin therefrom, handles tur-

pentine, rosin or refined or partially refined oleoresin in the current

of interstate or foreign commerce, or so as to directly burden, obstruct,

or effect interstate or foreign commerce , and this, as you will note, is

written to cover any parson who takes crude gum and treats it in any

manner for the purpose of producing cleaned gum or takes crude gum and

treats it so as to produce turpentine or rosin or finally takes the

cleaned gum for the purpose of producing turpentine and rosin*

So much for the gum end.

It is intended to include as the processor that person who pro-

cesses wood by any of the methods which will produce any of the naval

stores as referred to in the agreement

However, it includes the fact that not only must he process,

but he handles the resulting turpentine and rosin or oleoresin in the

current of interstate or foreign commerce as outlined.

DP. OOXD: Mr, Spefc.

MR. SPI2i: Yes, sir.

DB. GOLD i In this morning's testimony we heard of a group of

gum producers who frequently paid a distilling charge and then obtained

from their crude gum naval stores.

Can you tell us, first, what in your opinion is the relative

importance of this group ia the industry?

MR, SFEH: We have no accurate figures as to the volume of tur-
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pentine and rosin handled by processors of-that part,

I think it would be well to go into detail there a little bit*

A man may produce crude gum and for one reason or another decide he

will net process or distill it himself . He, however, wishes to sell

or have sold for himself the resulting turpentine and rosin, and he

makes an arrangement witr somebody owning a still to carry out this

separation. He pays for it either in cash or frequently in terms of

gum or sometimes as turpentine and rosin. The resulting turpentine

and rosin is shipped in his name.

Let me put it this way rath r: that the reason it is so diffi-

cult to determine the volume involved in this class of processor is

that his method fluctuates. Some times he may decide to sell gum and

have no interest Is the resulting turpentine and rosin, or the follow-

ing we^k he may decide thet he will have it distilled for himself and

sell it as turpentine and rosin; so there is no way of telling that I

know of. We have no accurate record as to the volume involved.

DR. GOLD: Well, do you construe him as a processor?

MB. SPEH: We do, because he is the principal and he hires and

engages the services of a man to do the processing, and therefore he

reraains the processor.

DE. GOLD: Well, has he processed or produced cleaned gum him-

self? You mean produce here cleaned gum or naval stores or/bther naval

frf re WmXX :m i* * tafr&tv ©f tfee #r$£\**i«, turpentine &<i£

stores.

MR. SPEH: Hot through his own physical efforts, but he has

hired people to do it for him.

MR, BAHKALOW : Mr. Speh, if you grew wheat and took the wheat

to the mill and had it ground would you consider that you were a miller?

I
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MR. SPI35: No, I think not.

MIt. BARKALOW: Well isn't this the same case? Here there Is a

crude gum producer who takes crude gum to a still and has it distilled

and he is a crude gum producer. He ie not a processor of crude gum. If

processed at the j till he becomes the owner of" naval stores, is that

correct?

MR. SHBii Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICII GliiGfcD: Does anyone have anything further on

this definition?

MB. GOLD: Do you feel, Jir. cpeh, that such a man would come under

the term of "handler "'i

MR. SPSil: Ho would be handling the commodity involved, namely,

turpentine and rosin.

DR. GOLD: With respect to the various handler groups that you

have included in here as parties to the agreement, is he in a group by

himself?

MS. SF8H: He certainly would not be a factor nor would he be a

dietribut r, and I must confess that i don't know.

MR. BABFAIOw: Would he not, Mr. Speh, be in the saae position as

a handler, as would the man wno owned a still and he becomes a handler when

he begins to move naval stores in coasnerce? Is that not oorrect?

MB. EFXHi Well, he is a handler of the products, turpentine aid

rosin.

MR. B/JfcKALO ;
* : Then your crude gum producer would become a handler

when he begins to move naval stores w;iich he acquired in commerce.

KR. SPEH : He would, yes, sir, but crude gum is not defined as

naval stores.
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DB. GOLD: Do I understand clearly that you have no notion as to

the volume of business done by this group?

MP. SPEH: I have no notion, no. X would not even venture e guess

on it.

BE. GOLD: Has there been no consideration in the industry, no

work done on the extent of this group?

MR. SPIH: I rather have a vague recollection that Dr. Coulter,

who was aiding Captain Eldredge in his survey of naval stores, developed

some information along that line, but I am not eertain.

ERiFFIDING OFFICII GIFFORD: Gentlemen, I am quite sure that none

of you in the audience are hearing what is being said, and I am sure you

are interested in it.

D£. GOTD: Is it contemplated that this program should include such

people who have gum processed for them and then shipped in interstate com-

merce?

MR. SPEH: They should be included because it would be just as im-

portant to regulate the volume o? turpentine and rosin which they handle as

it is to regulate the volume of turpentine and rosin handled by any process-

or.

DP. GOLD: Without having you give the details now, can you tell me

whether you have included in other provisions in this agreement some method

of control for marketing by this group?

MR, S^EH: It is contemplated tkat they receive an allotment sim-

ilar It that given any regulated ppecessor.

PF.:,SIDING OFFICE GI 1RD : Is there any further discussion of this

definition?

(No resDonee*)
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PREP-IBM! OFFIC P GttfTOHDj If not, proceed to No. 17, defining the

word *processing".

MB. SPSH: Number 1? merely translates into action the definition

of the person in Number 16.

PPESI8I&G OFFICE GIFFOKD: Is there any further discussion as to

Number 1??

(Ho response.}

mmimm OFFICER GIFFOBD: If not, Number 18, defining the term

"to handle"

•

MR. SPEK: Here we attempted to include the movement of the naval

stores into the channels of trade whereby it is introduced into industries

— into interstate or foreign commerce under the provisions defined here*

PRESIDING OFFICE GIFFQRD: Is there any discussion on this defini-

tion?

MB. BABKALOTC: Is it not true, Mr, Speh, that the basis of that def~

inition is Section 8-c (1) of the Act?

MB. £PSH: X>o you have that before you? not sure.

It is, yes, sir*

DK. QOIDi If I might interrupt at this time, I would like to call

Mr. Lockwood, Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFi-ICi.-;- GIFFQRD: Mr. Lockwood, will you please come for-

ward.

TSBTIMCOT OF J. E. LOCKWOOD

satakhah? Georgia
NAVAL ST jRI£ CONSULTANT.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer*)

PRESIDING 0FFIC1B GIFF03RD: Mr. Lockwood, will you give your name

1 ,,221
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to the reporter for the puruose of the record?

DR. GOLD: Would you talk over the nicrorhone so that everyone

will know your name , your reel deuce and your occupation?

MB. IOCKWOODj My name is Joseph £» Lockwood; residence, Savannah,

Georgia.

Occupation, naval stores consultant*

BR. OOWi Mr. Lockwood, you have heard the discussion on this

group of crude gum producers who have their crude gum processed into

naval stores,

MB* LOCKWOOD: I have heard part of it but I did not follow close-

ly all of it.

DR. GOLD $ Do you have either material or opinions on the extent

of the operations of this group?

ME. LOOKWOODs I have statistics supplied to me by Captain Eldre4ge

in charge of survey of southern forests and canvass of commercial naval

stores production fbr the season 1933-1934, which classifies the small

producers without stills, the large producers with stills ana stills with

no production, giving the number of operators, the number of crops worked

and the number of units produced by each such class*

I have that information with me*

DE# QCfU>i Would you be good enough to r>ut it into the record,

pleas#t

'

- MR. LOCKWOOD; Bo you wish m to read Just the totals by classes

and then file the paper?

Vfc. GOLD: Yea, if you would please.

MR. LOCBVOODj The small producers without stills for the 1933*

1934 crop» of which 93 per cent is represented in the survey by Captain
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Eldredge, 7 per cent la my estimate of the uns*urveyed area which he has

agreed with me ie reasonably accurate, and the combined total, §3 per

cent represented by Captain Eldredge*e survey, and 7 per eent represented

by my estimate of the unsurveyed balance, amounts as a total of small

producers without stills, 12,133 in number , operating or working 2,471

crops, producing 86,650 units, or an average of 7.14 units per producer.

The large producers with stills total in number 1,178.

The total ntMber of crops worked, 10,390.

•i The total number of units produced 439,350.

The average maaber of units per producer for that class is 348.

Further , there were 26 stills with no production, making the total

number of producer operations with and without stills and stille with no

production, 13,387 operations, working 12,861 crops and producing the

total crop of 526,000 as reported in the annual report for 1£34-1935 issueu

from Washington*

MR. V;AKD: Mr. Lockwood, the 86,000 that was produced by the people

who did not have stills, is that further broken down between the groups who

sell their gum and those who have it processed for them?

MB. LOCKWOOD: Yes, the details of that can be supplied by Captain

Eldredge. I have the details, but not with me. I have them on file, in

the releases that have been Issued by the Southern Forest Experiment Sta-

tion accounting for 385,000 unite. The balance, the proportion that we sur-

veyed, they have not yet released the record? on but he has supplied these

figures to me, and the 7 per cent that 1 have estimated covering the terr-

itory he ha& not surveyed.

MB. GOLD: Did you say that you had additional information relative

to this particular problem?
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MR. LOC&frOOD: Yes, we have it broken down into approximately

12 or 13 classes for the entire class of producers, which was given in

the releases issued by the Southern Forest Experiment Station. One for

Unit ~rea No. 1 in South Carolina, their release 14.

One covering Unit Area Ho. 1 in Georgia, their release No. 4.

One covering Unit Area No. 2 in Georgia, their release No. IS.

One for Unit Area No. 1 in Florida, their release No. 8.

Those releases are quite generally distributed throughout the ind-

ustry.

DR. GOLD: Would you be kind eno-igh to state briefly your qualifi-

cation in the industry for us, please?

MR. LOCEWQQD: My qualifications I leave to others to judge. I can

only state that my knowledge of naval stores comprises the time I have

given it from May 1908 to date, including a year and a half study before

1 located, built, operated and managed the present woc4 rosin plant for

commercial production, and following through that later as director of

naval stores for the Hercules Powder Company until three and one -half

years ago, and now as an independent naval stores consultant located, in

Savannah, Georgia.

PItf.SIDING OFFICEF; GIFFORD: Mr. Lockwood, you referred to a public-

cation from which these figures were available, what is the exact title

of that?

MR. LOCKWOOD: Releases. The first one was released, I think,

No. 4 on the survey of Unit Area No* 1 in Georgia, of turpentine T5roduc-

ti on.

I don't remember the wording of the rest of the title.

PRAISING OFFTCIIR GIFFCRD: That is published and is available in
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general circulation?

MR. LOCKWOOD: That was mailed out from the Southern Forest Ex-

periment station at l$ew Orleans.

FR2FIDING G5TICER GIKFOH): This document referred to by Mr* Lock-

wood will be made a part of this record by reference only.

MR. LOCKWOOD: There are f-ur such releases that have been issued

to date.

Release No. 4, covering Unit Area Ko. 1 of Georgia.

Release Mo. 8, covering Unit Area 1 of ITorida,

Release ifc>. 1?, covering Unit Area No* 2 of Georgia*

And Release r?o. 14, covering Unit Area llo. 1 of South Carolina.

These Units oireas refer to units of area surveyed — to unit areas

survey of Southern Forests by the Southern iforest Experiment station under

the direction of Captain LI dredge.

PRESIDING GiTICm GITTOIiD: All of these documents will be made a

part of f he record by reference only.

MR. LOCKWOCD: Shall I file these figures?

PRISIDIiTG OFFICES Gli? fOVD : The document showing the figures from

which l£r, Lockwood hat: read will be copied into the record.

(The document referred to and ordered copied into the record is as

follows :)
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1933*34 PB0DUCTIOS*<3OM NAVAL 8TC&E3*

IN UNITS OF 1 BA.BREL TUHTSNTINI and

$~%M barrels BOSIH.

TABLB 1-TOTAL SUBTStS 3Y S. FOREST J?aPI PIMSNT STATION

Surrey (1) Small Producers
Bele&se Without stills
No. Survey Number Crops Units

14 S, C. Ho, 1 378 119.9 3,270

4 Ga. No. 1 8 ,463 1809.4 59,710

15 • Ho. 2 335 63.3 2,340

8 Fla. No. 1 28 43.1 1,720

All issued 9,204 1835.7 67,040
Hot issued" (2) 2,051 459.8 13,460
Totals (g) 11,255 2295.5 80,500

(1) Issued by Southern Forest Experiment Station, 1. F.

El dredge, Director Regional Survey

(2} Special report by I, F. Eldredge, Director Regional survey,

to J. E. Loekwood.

TABLE NO. 2 - TOTAL ?r;0DLfCTI0!T-GU.: NAVAL STOKLS
Including areas not yet surveyed or canvassed.

Sba.11 Producers
without stills

From Number C rofs Units

Teftle 1 11,255 2295.5 80,500

Bal. (3) 878 175.5 6,150

Totals 12 ,133 2471.0 86,850

(3) Estimated by J. £. Loekwood, from Class percentages and
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Unit averages of Table 1.

The areas not yet surveyed or canvassed, include all of llorth

Carolina, the sand hills of South Carolina, a few stills in

Georgia, all of South Florida below the Withlaeooche River,

and a few stills in central Alabama,

(4) This estimate of total gum naval stores production is consid-

ered by I, F. Eldredge, Director Regional Survey, as reason-

ably correct*

1935-34 PRODUCT! ON-GGM NAVAL STORES

IN HUB OF 1 BARREL TURPENTINE and

3-1/3 BARRELS ROSIN.

TABLE 1 - TOTAL BY S. F0R..ST EXPERIMENT STATION

Survey (1) Large Producers Stills
RELJiASE with stills no

No- Survey Number Crops Units Prod.

14 S. C. No. 1 47 346.3 12,640 4

4 Ga. No. 1 4©2 3749.9 163,760 13

13 * |feg 2 126 1270.1 61,540 X

8 Fla. No. 1 175 1886.1 80,250 0

All issued 840 7252.4 318,120 18

Not issued
J
(2) 254 2o»fc.8 8©,973 6

Totals (2) 1094 9652.2 408,165 24

(1) Issued by Southern Forest Experiment Station, I. F. Eldredge,

Director Fegional Survey.

(2) Special report by I. i. Eldredge, Director Regional survey,

to J. E. Lockwood
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TASLE Z - TOTAL PRODUCTIOK- GUI-; flUYA^ Ll'-r$as

including areee not yet surveyed or canvassed.

From

Table 1

Bal. (3)

Totals

Large Producers
with stills

IJumber Crops units

Stills
no

Trod*

1094

84

9652.2 406,1&3

737.8 51087

24

1178 10390.0 4S9,38Q 26

Estimated by J". ... Loekwood, from Class percentages and

Unit averages of Table 1.

The areas not yet surveyed or canvassed, include all of

Worth Garoiina, the sand hills of South Carolina, a few

stills in Georgia, all of ~outh Florida beiow the V>ithla-

eooche iiiver, and a few stills in central Alabama.

(4) fhis estimate of total gum naval stores production is con-

sidered by I. F. Eidredge , Director Regional Survey, as

reasonably correct.

•»«»•»

1933-34 PRODUCTI ON-GOM NAVAL STORES

I • Wlkm OF 1 BARREL TsJWZfflZm and

3-1/3 BARRELS ROSIN.

TABLE 1 - TOTAL SUEVEB3 BY S. FOKb£T EXPERIMSHT STATIC
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Survey (1) Total Production
Release operations

iM UHlOcI wrops unixs

14. 55 p Mft. 1 1 II 1 K OTAID , »10

4- OfL* He m 1<*>

15 " Mo, | 462 1££5,4 63,880

8 Fla. 2So. 1 203 1923 •

2

81,970

All issued 10,062 9088,1 386,230
Not issued * (2) 2,311 2859.6 103,4S3
Totals (2; 12,373 11947,

7

488,563

(1) Issued by Southern Forest Experiment Station, I. F. Eldredge,

Director Regional Survey.

(2) Special report by I, F« Eldredge, Director xiegi ;nal Survey,

to J* E, Lockwood,

TABLE 2 - TOTAL PRODUCTION - GUM NAVAL STORJSS

including areas not yet surveyed or canvassed.

Total Production
operations

From Hiaaber Crops Units
_

Table 1 12,373 11947*7 488,663

Bal. (3) 964 913,3 37,337

Totals 13,337 12861.0 526,000 (4}

(3) Intimated by J. 3£. Lockwood, from Class percentages and

Unit averages of Table 1,

The areas not yet surveyed or canvassed, include all of

North. Carolina, the sand hills of South Carolina, a few

stills in Georgia, all of South Florida below the With-

lacooche Piver, and a few stills in central Alabama,

(4) This estimate of total gum naval stores production is con-

sidered by I. F, Elfiredge, Director Regional Survey, as

reasonably correct,— 235
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V^jLA 3 -

ftfff.
units

Class Operations Crops worked Production per
dumber I- or Cent Number Percent iaimber Percent crop

Producers
without
stills 12,153 SO. 67 2,471 1^.21 86,650 16.47 35.07

I roducers
with
stills 1,178 8.83 1G,39Q 80.79 439,350 83.53 42.28

Stills
without
Droduc ti on 26 .20 0 .00 0 .00 .00

Totals 13 ,£37 100.00 12,661 100.00 526,000 100.00 40.98

Compiled by Of* £» Lockwood, for A. A. A., September 26, 1935.
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"PREflDPTG OITItnS? GIFFOPB: Is there any further discussion of

No. 18, defining the term "to handle"?

(No response.

)

PREFIXING OFFICER GIFFORD: If not, we will pass on to No. 19,

defining the term "handlers"

•

(Witness excused.)

FUHTER T J3TIMC&T 0? CARL F. SP5H,
JACIEONvTLLE, FLORIDA,.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING 0U1CER GIFFORD; You may proceed, Mr* Speh.

MR. SFEH: No. IS refers to tne persons engaged in the handling

as defined in No. 18, and her© again it sets up as its basis the pro-

vision in the Act itself which I believe is 8-e.

It states here in order that it may be specific, "including dis-

tributors and factors", so that there may be no doubt that they are rec-

ognized as handlers as well as processors as shown in the Act itself.

PRESIDING OFFICER GITOJED: Is there any further discussion of

this definition?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORDI If not, Ho. 20, defining the term

"distributor."

MR. SPluH: This refers to that group engaged in the passing on

of naval stores to commerce either director through an agent located

near the eonsuaing point. It is not the trade — it is not the term

which is aptly used i the industry. We are a little bit loose in our

choice of words and generally refer to this matter as leaser. However,

the word "distributor" here is supposed to include in the broader sense
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all persona engaged in distributing, whether domestic or foreign,

PRESIDING CKFICIK GIFFGRD: Is there any further discussion on

this subject?

DR. KRESSMANs Mr, Chairman, may I go back to No. 19?

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFGKD: Yes, Dr. Kressman.

DR. KF3ESMAN: In reference to the term "handlers" here it says

"handlers" means persons who are processors, associations of processors,

and others.

Now, we don't know yet what a processor is. There ha* not been a

definition of it. We have spent two days here trying to find out whether

it means a man who ships out the gum or some local producer.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIF?OJ©s Do you have a suggested definition for

"producer"?

MR. MC INTOSH: Mr. Chairman.

OFFICER GI?FORD: Mr. Mcintosh.

MR. MC INTC6H: I think "associations of producers, engaged in the

handling or marketing," are included in the Act.

PRESIDING OFFICE GIFFORD: This gentleman is right, it is defined

in these rords in the Act. This is just simply copied from the Act.

MR. MC IWTOSH: Copies from the Act, yes, sir.

MB. B^FIFALQW: Dr. Kressman, are you suggesting that we should define

"producer" or do you think that was cleared up in the discussion this morn-

ing?

DR. KRESSMAN : Well, I think it should be defined. That was the

puroose of ay question.

MR. BARKAL0W: Are you prepared to propose such an amendment at

this time or later?

I 23&:39
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DK. JHETSMAN: Well, I think the t rm ought to be included here

if we are using it in this marketing agreement. We are going ahead and

defining everything else, and it seems to me that "producer" ie the one

thing that has given us the most trouble, and that is the one definition

we are not putting in*

MB. BABKALOW: I don't think the term "producer" is used in the

agreement in any important sense. Of course, it is in the Act and it

might be necessary to have it defined for the Act.

MF# SPSi: There is no important reference made to "producer"

throughout the agreement that I can recall. It is merely including the

phraseology in the act itself which differentiates between associations

of producers from processors. I believe the Act does grant such rights

or privileges to associations of producers, which association is engaged

in handling as differentiated from the prohibition of regulation of the

producer as a producer.

PBKIDIIIG 0JI'IC1£ GIFFOFD: Well, as you understand the meaning

of the word "producer", can you make a distinction between that and the

definition of No. 16 defining the word "processor"?

MB. tTEH: I think a grouping of the words "associations of pro-

ducersn should be considered as that of handlers. We are only interested

in the associations of producers as handlers because the Act prohibits

the rsguinti n of the individual producer in his capacity as a producer.

MB. 3ABKAL0W: Mr. Speh, are you prepared to trace the function of

a distributor, the business function, or as you say, dealer?

MR. SPEH: I am not sure that I grasp what you mean. Tou mean the

function, the serviee performed by the distributor?

UK* BABKALOW: Yes, his place in the industry and what he actually
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does in a business way.

If that is to be covered in the brief whicr, is being filed we can

omit it here, but it seems to me that somewhere we should have in the

record what is the function of a distributor, just what does he do?

HB« £?EH: In the brief waieh is being filed we do traoe the var-

ious functions of the various groups and we have outlined the function of

the distributor and his relationship to other groups involved.

f IDim OFFICER GIFFOKDi I night say for the benefit of every-

body who is going to file briefs that under the new regulations your brief

muet be an argument upon the facts which have been presented in evidence

at the hearing. Ho new matter presented in briefs on the new regulations

is considered. Therefore, I suggest that if you will accompany your factual

statement with a brief, that you will call attention to the record to the

facts that you cover in your brief sufficiently to identify your brief with

t ose facte.

Is there any further discussion of the word "distributor"?

And before we leave thtt the record will enow that Dr. Kressman has

suggested that a definition of the word "producer* be added as a definition

in this article.

HE. WC GORMACK: Mr. Chairman.

RAIDING GFi ICH-; GliFQfcD: Mr. &cCormack.

(Witness excused.)

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF S. H. MC GOKMACK,
P&4SAC0IA, FLORIDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. MC COEMACKi May I interrupt just a minute?

PRBTIDING OFFICER CSIT'ORD: Yes, Mr. McCormack.
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MF. MC CQi&ACJU When we made our statement this morning out-

lining our position to the naval stores industry we were unaware of the

fact that nothing could be brought out in the brief except that matter

which had been presented in the record here.

Do I understand that correctly, that our opposition or our favor

of the agreement or ur opposition to it can contain no matter except that

which is contained in the record here?

PRE? IDi:JC dmcH* GIFFOr©: No, eir, it must be based upon sub-

stantial facts, general as they may be. If you have; assigned any reasona

why you are opposing or supporting the agreement then you are allowed to

argue that in detail, of course, and add such illustrations as you may see

fit, but the subject matter must be followed — must be called to atten-

tion in the record.

MK. MC COlMkCK: In that event, Mr. Chairman, it is a little bit

ambiguous to me* I have a brief here which we expect to file and it con-

tains a great many pages* I did not want to burden the meeting this morn-

ing with reading this entire brief. It contains matter very likely which

has not been commented on in the hearing here. It is, however, facts

which have been developed but which have not been thoroughly brought out

here, and if we are to be stopped from filing the brief containing those

facts 1 think in that sense we had bester present the brief in its en-

tirety in thle meeting.

PRESIDING OFTIC.'rp GIFFCKD: You my <3o that, if you care, but that

is a regulation^ ich ** kave nofeontrol.

MR. Mfi COKMACT: I will discuss that.

^RESIDI*?G arviCEr GOTO*. We will give you en opportunity to get

it into the record in the right way*
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iiB. MC COEMACK: Thank you,

( Wi tnees excused •

)

FURT£.-:Jv xtfrTIfeOKX 0* CARL i. S iH,

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA.

(23ie witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. BA-KKALOW: Mr. Speh.

MB. SPBH: Yes, sir.

KB. BARXALOW: Are you familiar with the usual function of a dis-

tributor?

ME. SFERi I am, yes, sir.

MR. BAEKALOT: Does he acquire the naval stores to store and keep,

or does he acquire them for shipment in interstate commerce?

MR. SPWii Well, his ultimate purpose, of course, is to sell. In

order to have a stock, a turnover stock, he does buy and hold in readi-

ness to fill any orders which he may accept or any sales which he may

make or any sales he has already made and await his steamer or some other

form of transportation service to take it away.

MR. BAEKALOW: You believe then that was simply a merchandising

function and that he does not store in his hands naval stores, say, for

one, two or three years as a rule?

MK. SPIH: As Mr. Eeese pointed out it is difficult, if not im-

possible to make a statement as to the length of time that a package may

be stored at any one point. I have known cases where there has been a

big surplus built up at the demand flow, that the dealer would have a

stock of rosin on hand probably for a year, but of course that if: not the

practice nor does he look forward to such a condition, and he would only

do it with the idea of taking advantate of a condition that existed where-
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by he could build up a supply at a price lower than what he could move

it at later oa. But as I stated, he has no consumptive use for that

rosin and his sole purpose in the purchase of turpentine and rosin is to

resell it to some customer and possibly to some other distributor located

away from that point.

MB. BARKALOW: You would feel safe in saying that he was not in

any sense a warehouseman, that he acquired the naval stores for the pur-

rose of moving thea on in interstate commerce?

MR. SVW.: I would, yes, sir,

MR. BAPKALOW: Is there as a rule say customary change in the form

of the package in which it is received from the producer-processor?

MB. SPSH: The rosin — the contents of the rosin package is not

transferred from one package to another except in extremely rare cases of

deterioration or spoilage of the package, making it necessary to provide

another package to make shipment possible. The turpentine — the handling

of turpentine varies. The turpentine may be received at the concentration

point in either a wooden barrel, a metal drum or a tank car. The barrel is

inspected for its condition to withstand subsequent shipment, and also to

cage the package — the volume of turpentine in the package. If the pack-

age is suitable for reehipment it is prepared for such shipment by either

removing or adding sufficient turpentine to make what is considered as a

handling package.

The same is true of the drum. Occasionally it develops that in

the handling of the package of turpentine, leaks develop, therefore it is

necessary to remove the c entente to some other barrel wsieh will stand

the shipment.
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Tank oar turpentine may come in and be ptit into a large storage

tank for an unknown period* It m&y come in in tank cars end be put into

a storage tank for the purpose of convenience in packing it, or loading

a steamer for export, :oesibly that steamer is then in dock, and the

equivalent volume of tur : entinc y >u mi$ht pay, merely passes through the

tank*

The turpentine going into the tank, of course, Immediately mir.Q&

with thet volume of turpentine t en in the tank, and particular tur? entine

has lost its identity as to the particular turpentine.

On the other hand, of c OOret , it is tae volume in which that man

is interested*

MB. BABKALOW : Then that same turpentine nay be drawn fro that

tanl? the same day end passed «*» moved on, or it may stay a week and part

of it be moved on and it beeoase© inexplicably cootlngled and you could not

say what part of that turpentine might stay a week and what part of it

moved out of there the day it was received, could you?

MR* SPEHl We could not, and because of any passible deterioration

it is a practical matter with all public warehouses or anyone handling

turpentine in storage tanks to hare the turpentine flow in and out as

rapidly as possible in order to keep it fresh.

MR* SABKALQf : How can you tell something of the way in which a

distributor acquires his naval stores? If that is in the brief I won f t

press the point*

'"UK* F^IS: Yes*

ML. •AhEALOWi Boes he buy from the procer sor-producer through

the factor, sometimes direct? Can you, for example, trace the movement

of the naval stores from the still to the dealer?
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B£R. SPSE: The dealer acquires his naval stores in either of two

ways; either by direct purchase fron the processor or by purchase from

the processor through the commission man, the factor, or in some cases,

a broker*

MP, BAEIlALOW: How is the shipment done, through the processor*

producer to the distributor -dealer? Is it carried in by truck, is it

all consigned through the agency, or is it sold direct to the dealer?

ME. SPEH: If the dealer is buying direct from the producer he is

very apt to buy direct trov the producer^ still, where it is turned

over to the distributor at that point.

If, on the other hand, he is buying through some one else acting

as sales agent, whether that agent be a broker or a factor, it is very

apt to be moved into some one of the concentrating points from the in-

terior.

IBU BAKKALOft': In a direct movement, what is the trade business

custom as a rule, is it. by sight draft bill of lading, or is it by

cash or is it by a credit sale?

MR, SPIH: I think in general it is a sight draft transaction,

although I would much prefer having somebody actually engaged in such

transactions reply to that.

ME, BARKALOW: Rave we a dealer-distributor here who would care

to discuss that function?

PHB6IDING OIHCBa GIFFOED: Mr. Theus, Mr. Theus has been prev-

iously sworn,

FUItTHEB TESTIMvOT OF CHARLIE T. THEUS

FAHIS HAVAL STORES COMPANY, INC.

SAVANNAH, GSOBCJA.

(The witness was previously sworq6y the Presiding Ofricer. )
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MR. BAKKALOtf : Vftiat is your company, please?

MR, THEUE: Farie Naval Stores Company.

MR. 3AJRKAL0V-: You are 81 stributore?

MR. THEUS: Yee, sir.

ME. BARKALOW: Can you tell us some of the business methods or

something of the business: practices and methods when you buy from

the still and when you buy through a factor?

MR. THEUS: I think that some of these transactions are handled

differently frotn others. We have one interior connection where we take

quite a large amount from one produeer and we buy it on so much off,

2.80 on rosin and so much off on turpentine, off hie shipping receipt,

but it is all shipped to Savainah and Jacksonville. That is our ar-

rangement with him.

MP. 3ABFAX0*: You su-nly the transportation?

MR. THETJ? : Yes, we do.

ME. BARFALOW: Is it as a rule truck or train transportation?

MP. TK^JS: That depends on the location. *• sometimes have

a more favorable rate by rail than by truck. I thinJfc it is about prob-

ably 50-50 the way it is hauled in.

MP. BARFALOW: Can you describe this Taractice when you buy

through the fact r or through some other agency?

ME. THHJE: The factors receive their shipments from the interior

and it is ghe general rule that he offers it for sale over the Board,

and we purchase so much for the — from the factors nd it is cash pay-

ment within forty-eight hours to the factor.

MR. BARKALOW: You say that you buy from the factor. You mean
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that he c ?nveys title to you?

MP. THKTJB: Right. He transfers it.

MR. 3ARFAL05T: For himself or for the producer?

ME.TROEUS: Well, he accounts to his producer direct. f¥* have

nothing to do with hie aeeounts with hie producers. v»e pay for it as it

cones in. Sometimes a hundred barrels of tur entine will consist of

shipjaents from eighteen or twenty oroducers, from different lots and

locations.

MB. BAJtKAXCW: Do you know who owns the nsval stores at the time

the factor transfers them to you? Are they owned by the factor or are

they owned by the producer?

ME. TII1SI3B: I presuae that the -property is really that of the

producer, and the factor usually accounts for sales to his producers

direct. He is acting for the factor, he is a comission merchant, in

other words.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORDi I think you made a misstatement there.

You said he acted for the factor.

ME. Mi i For the producer, as a general rule. Of course, we are

not in the faeter business.

MR. BARKALOWj All right, thank you very much,

(Witness excused.)

L.:,. GOLD: Mr. Brogden,

MMRjifi tibti&jaT or *. l. wxmw

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

ME. BAKKALQW: Mr. Brogden, whom do yon represent?

MK. BROGDHI: We represent the producers of gust turpentine and gum
j

i A

rosin. We are the factors and I think a good definition is that he is
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the trustee under express trust in the handling of shipments of turpen-

tine and rosin which come into the hands of a factor. We handle the

receipts for the aceount of the producer, and not as our own stuff. e

do not own the turpentine and rosin. It belongs to the producer who

ships it and we are his trustee to dispose of the thing to the best

advantage of his account.

MB. BAREALOW: Is that trusteeship set up under a contract between

you and the producer?

MR. BROGDEN: As a rule we have what we call a shipping contract,

though we handle a good deal of turpentine and rosin from producers with

whom we have no definite contract but follow the usual custom of the

trade.

MJ>» BAPKALOW: Could we have placed in the record examples of such

contracts and agreements, bills of lading and so forth, that are in use?

MR* BROGD&H: We will be very glad to furnish you those documents,

PRESIDING OFHCSF GIFIORD j We will have to have four copies of

each. You are not prepared to furnish them now?

ME. BBOGDEN: Not at the moment, no, sir. 1 can do it when I go

to the office,

PRESIDING WtlCWi You can do it during this hearing?

MR. BROGDEN: Yes, I will be glad to do so. As I understand it,

you would like a copy of the shipping contract and a copy of the bills

of lading covering typical shipments, that is what I understand you would

like to have?

MP. BAFJCALOW: Yes, and any of the usual forms you use. I believe

they are different between Florida and Georgia.

MR. BROODEW: Yes, the wording of the shipping contract in Georgia

is different than it is in Florida. In Georgia they call it deed to secure
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debt which carries with it the shipping cntract. In Florida we call

It a mortgage snd shipping contract,

SCR. MKKALOW: And you have a note which goes with each?

MR. 8BG8DEN: Yes, sir, we take notee which — we take notes in

connection with each of those securities.

PRESIDING OillCEF. GIFFQRD : These contracts, forms of notes and

other papers that have been referred to in thie discussion will be iden-

tified as Exhibit No. 3 and made a part of the record, and I would like

to have you, Mr. Brogden, if you will, furnish those in four copies so

that we can have them for the close of the hearing.

MK. BROGDEN: I will be very glad to do that.

PRESIDING :iTICrE GIITOED: Thenk you*

(Said documents, submitted
by Mr. Brogden, were marked
"Exhibit No. 3 M

, and are
attached to this record.

}

MP.. EAKKALOfl: You do not take title to the naval stores, do you?

BHOGDEN: Well, we can convey legal title and under the custom

of the trade we assume we have the legal title. We do convey the legal

title, and I quite sure we have legal title to it. But that is for

the purpose of making a transfer to our purchaser. W© are really the agent

of the producer.

ME. BAHFALG-V: Equitably th© title is in the producer?

MR. BROGDEN: Yes, sir, subject to our lien, of course.

fcR. B£RKALOW: You store the naval stores when they come to you

for sale?

MR. BfcGGDEN : Receipts of naval stores in Jacksonville go into

the tarminal on the docks end are placed in etoraga thera, and probebly

we will sail those receipts tomorrow or the day after, unless we have

L 2495M
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instructions from the producers to hold for certain reasons, and we

usually comply with hie instructions to either hold or sell.

MR. BAEKAI09?: You say they are received at the terminal on the

docks. When you say you sell you sell to the distributor?

ME. BROGDEN: Practically all our receipts are sold to the dis*

tributor*

MR. BAjRTALOW: He takes title when on the docks in the terminal?

MP. 3F0GDEN: Yes, we issue him a transfer order which confers title

upon him.

MB, BidRFALGW: Do you know what he does with the stocks at that time?

Are they often shipped right from the dock at the terminal, or are they

carried over to his plant or warehouse, do you know?

3xLR. BfcOCDENi In most cases they are shipped fro?n the terminal. He

very seldom moves them from the terminal to some near by place. The ship-

per loads up the cars and. supplies these demands as a rule directly from

the point at which delivery ae purchaser was made. That is my understand-

ing of the majority of the handling.

MB. B/:P.KALOW: I thank you very much.

(Witness excused.)

MB. BAfiKALOW: Any other questions, gentlemen?

BRAIDING arma GIFFOHD: Any further discussion of this definition?

DH. GOLD: Yes. Mr. Speh, are domestic sales of turpentine made from

the same tank that interstate or foreign shipments are made from?

MR. S?1H: I am not sure what you mean by domestic sales. By domestic

sales we In the trade refer to sales within the United States*

Ki. GOLD: My term was wrong. I meant intrastate sales.

MB* SPEH: Otw I think that the reply to that would be that the pro-
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ducer when purchasing the turpentine or rosin in general does not know

whether that particular lot of rosin or tlmt particular barrel of tur-

pentine will move foreign or interstate, or whether he might hare a

sale for a single barrel of turpentine locally, but be w-.uld draw upon

hie stock. If it came out of storage tanks it would come out of the

storage tanks that other turpentine would come out of that was going

foreign or interstate,

Wt, GOLD: You would say in tfoti case, in the nature of the tur-

pentine operations that interstate end intrastate commerce were inex-

plicably intermingled, would you?

MI\. SPSH: fhat would be my idea, but I learned a long while ago

not to attempt to say it#

VBmimMQ GFFICI31 qSFfMM' Any further discussion of this defin-

ition?

(Ho response.)

FTi&IDItfG OFFICII* GIFFOiX: If not, we will take up lb. 21, which

defines the term "factor". Is there any additional explanation?

ICR* SPLiI: I think the definition of "factor* has been explained

by the statement of Mr. Barkalow.

Ht$frg$llia ornCD-: GlifFOKD: Any further discussion of this defin-

ition?

{lio response*

)

PRESIDING OFFICE GILFORD: . If not , we will bake up No. 22, defin-

ing the term "to ship".

MR. SPEH: At this point, Mr. Chairman, we ask leave to propose

some amendments to be inserted, the first amendment of which will be known

I *e paragraph 22, to replace ttis paragraph, and these paragraphs that I
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might say are now numbers 22, 23, 24 and 25, to be renumbered so as to

read 24, 25, 26 and 27, and we nropose introducing two new paragraphs

for 22 and 25,

PRESIDING Or ICt'.: GIFFORD: You have four copies of the proposed

amendments?

MB. SPES: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GI5TGRD8 The propose^amendments will be ad-

mitted and identified as exhibit No, 4 and made a pert of this record.

(The amendments referred
to, submitted by Mi5

. Spell, were
marked "Exhibit No. 4", and are
attached to this record.}

MR. BARKALCfifx Would you care to explain and discuss these,

Mr. Speh?

PRESIDING OFFICER GIJFOHh Yes, certainly.

MR. SFMt As to paragraph 22 I think I should read it*

"The term " subsidiary" means any person, of or over whom a

contracting processor handler has, either directly or in-

directly, actual or legal control, whether by stock owner-

ship or in any other manner***

This definition has been in the marketing agreement and in the

license and we believe was inadvertently omitted, and that it ought to

be restored and reinstated.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOED? You have heard the proposed amendment

,

being the definition of the term "subsi diary*. Is there any discussion

of that amendment?

(No response.)

PRESIDING GKFICiR GI5T0RD: If not, what is your next amendment?

W *
i

'
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MR. SPEH: Insert paragraph 23, reading:

"The term "affiliate** means any person who has either directly

or indirectly actual or legal control of or over a contract-

ing processor handler whether by stock ownership or in any

other manner**

Here again the term "affiliate" was given in the official license

and amended license and in the marketing agreement and w© believe was in-

advertantly omitted from the act, and we ask that it be reinstated*

ItRt BABKALOW : Mr, Speh, what use do you expect to make of those in

the agreement?

ME* SKSH: Later on in determining the ability to produce the allot -

ment, we provide that affiliates or subsidiaries may combine and consider

their combined ability. We also permit of the transfer of the tags from

one affiliate to another, in the event that one affiliate finds he cannot

use the tags given him under his aliotent. That naturally has to follow

if you are going to consider their combined ability to produce.

MR. BAffKALCW: They will be discussed then at the point they are

referred to in the agreement?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OFFIC i OIJ^OBD: Does anyone else desire to ask any ques-

tions or object to this definition?

(No response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICIB GIFFOKD: If not, we will now take up No. 24, being

the item as to the term 11 to ship 1* and as renumbered, and which appears in

your copy as number 22.

MK. SPEH: This ie the usual term *to ship 1
* sad is defined to cover

all methods of transportation.
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PRBfTDING OFFICE GIFFOKD: The term "to ship". Any question or

objections to this definition?

(So response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICER GI5F0ED: If not, we will take up paragraph No.

23, renumbered paragraph No. ?5, defining the term "to market".

MR. SP3SH: This definition is meant to include all methods of con-

veying title through the medium of sale or consignment.

PRESIDING OFF'ICI? GIFfORDi Any questions or objecti ~n.s to this

definition?

fefo response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICE GIFFOKD: If not, take up the next one.

MR. £PEH: No. 24 becomes paragraph No. 26 as renumbered, and mere-

ly refers to the term "Control Committee".

PSESIDING OFFICiR GIFFOPD: Any questions or objections as to this

definition?

(No response*

)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORB: If not, we will take up the next defin-

ition*

J^R. SPEHi Paragraph 85, becomes paragraph 27 as renumbered and

merely refers to the use of the term "Agreement".

PBESIDING OFFICER GIFFOKD: Any objections or questions Concerning

this definition?

ICR. BARKALOW: Mr. Speh, my attention was diverted away for a mo-

ment. Definition 25, "to market" and definition 24, "to ship", you say

were in the agreement and license that has been in existence?

Mil. £?SHi Yes.

MR. BARKALOW; There was no objection raised to them and they
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proved out to be workable definitions?

HSR. SPEH: We have had no trouble in the use of tho&'~ words in

carrying out the definitions in the agreement.

FRBSIBIMB OFFICE GIJTOFDi Is there anyone who desires to suggest

any additional definitions?

(No response.)

TMSTDim OFFICES GIKPORD: If not, we are goirg to have a few min-

utes intermission.

M& MC 1NT0SH: Mr. Chairman, I would like to call your attention to

one point; there was sou* discussion as to a definition of producers. ThaJb

would seem to be very necessary, because in turning to page 19 of the pro-

posed agreement under article VI, Effective time and Termination, in para-

graph 3 of section 2 it seems that this agreement would not be terminated

by a vota of the handlers, but would require a vote of SO by volume by the

producers.

In other words, it would appear that und«r this agreement it is con-

templated that a 50 per cent vote of producers would terminate the handlers

agreement, so it would be absolutely necessary to define "producers",

MR. BAREALOW: Mr. Mcintosh, don't you feel by the definition in

section 4 that they are engaged in the production or marketing of naval

•tores and does not that clear up the thought that they might be gum pro-

ducer8?

MR. MC INTOSH: I should think it would be sufficient.

MR. BAjRKALOW: But do you still feel we should define the producer

%s a producer of naval stores?

MR. MC INTOSH: As a producer, because by his vote they terminate

the handler** agreement.

m > 25255
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MB. BAH&ALOft : I think that is a good point, because there is

elsewhere a mention, I believe, made of gum producers and the two I take

it should be distinguished,

PKLSIDIlvSG OfllSl 3 1 FOi.D : Before having the intermission I de-

sire to state th-it upon resuming our hearing after tht intermission, so

that you may have the benefit of it during the intermission, we will

take up Article IT" of this proposed marketing agreement*

I desire also to state for the benefit for those who may have eome

in late, that the consideration of each article and the evidence produced

upon each article of the proposed marketing agreement is also considered

as t'ie evidence affecting that similar article in the proposed order which

appears in the back of the document or pamphlet which you have.

We will have a ten minutes intermission.

)

(Whereupon a ten minutes recess was taken,)

PRESIDING OFFICKR SLJTORD: The meeting will come to order, please.

FJRmnR T£STIMJfl¥ OF J. fl. MC CO'iMkGJL the '

MR. MC CORMACK: Mr. Chairman, I would like to file fonr copies

of the opposition of the £taam-Solvent Naval stores Industry to the pro-

posed agreement betwee: naval stores handlers and the becret ry of Agri-

culture, to be diecus8ed at a formal hearing at Jacksonville, Florida on

October 31, 1935, and ask that it be made a part of my testimony.

PgSSXDIHO 0T£ICJ.r GIF10BD; The brief will be identified as ex-

hibit No. 5, and ordered made a part of j*r. McCormaci^s evidence, and be-

come a part of the record.

(The brief, submitted by
Mr. McCormaek, was marked
"Exhibit iio. 5," and is attached
to this record.)
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DK. GOLD: Mr. Chairman, I would like to request, if I may, that

two people who I think can give some valuable information in regard to

subjects that were ciecussed while they were away are now here, and if

it is permissible, 1 would like to ask them to testify at this time.

PRiSIDIJJG- OFFICEB. GTKFCRD: Very well, you may call them if you

wish.

DR» GOID: I would like to call Mr, Tennent in the first place.

TUBTIL.R Ti^TIMONY OF G. fc. TENHSIT.

P RESIDING OFFICII: GIIFOfcB: I suggest, Doctor, before you start

your questioning, you identify him as having testified before in the

hearing.

DK. GOID: Yes, Mr. Tennent has testified before, I believe.

Now, Mr. Tennent, as a producer in the sulphate industry of naval

stores, would you discuss the actual and potential production of rosin

by that group as you are familiar with it?

MR. TENNERT: In the manufacture of sulphate pulp the wood con-

tains approximately 2 per cent of rosin and when this rosin is cut with

caustic *oda it is modified and in the waste that comes from the refuse

this rosin is in suspension, snd it is allowed tc stard for evaporation,

after it has been concentrated*

After that it is removed and the satonification taken out either

with an acid sulphate or sulphuric acid and then it becomes liquid acid

which can be concentrated into acetic acid,

That can be accomplished in a number of ways, one of which is by

fractionation, and in a 100 ton mill we expect to recover about 12,000

to 15,000 pounds of liquid rosin. This would give you with the turpentine

about a ratio of 1 to 7, or about 1 to 8.

L £57
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DR. GOLD: You mean 8 barrels of rosin witn one barrel of turpen-

tine?

MR. fSUIUWl Thet is correct. There would be 15,000 pounds, so

there would be 30 barrels and from 4 to 6 barrels of turpentine from a

hundred ton mill.

DR. GOLD: Can you tell ue something about the actual production

of rosin by this group at present?

MR. TEMENT : Today there are two concerns that are commercially

selling their products, and there are several other concerns that buy the

rosin soap and refine it.

DB. GOLD: Will you tell us the names of the producing firms of

that rosin today?

MK. T&MENT : The Champion Paper Company at Canton, and the West

Virginia Pulp 1 Paper Company of Covington, Virginia.

DP. GOUD: Have you any informati on with regard t. the potential

production within the next year by this method?

MR. TENNENT: Not without figuring the total tonnage, but some-

where in the neighborhood of a thousand tons a day.

DB. GOID: Can you give us a figure on the actual production of

such rosin at present?

MB. TLNNEET: I really do not -now. It is more or less in an ex-

perimental stage et this time. Mills of 100 tons capacity will run 50

barrels. 100 tons a day would be 30 barrels a day.

1SR. NEY**r0K: Can all the other mills So the same thing?

Dfi. GOLD: Mr. Tennent, I wonder whether I might ask you another

question?

MR. NEWTON: Or is there a not in it?

r
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DB. GOLD: I would like to ask you the question whether other sul-

phate mills other than the ones you have mentioned who are now producing

the rosin, can do it or are contemplating doing it?

MP.. nraVfl We have not really produced it commercially, but we

are now planning to take the output of several other mills and work it up

in conjunction with northern capital

*

DR. GOLD: Mr. Wickersham from l-'ensacola , I believe you would like

to offer some testimony at this time,

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFOED: You were not sworn before, were you?

MR. WICKEBSHAM: No, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GUTOKD: tou will be sworn, please.

TESTIMONY OF H. E. WICKEE5HAM
Factor

PK&SACOIA, FLORIDA

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

DB. GOLD: Mr. Wickersham, are you a factor?

Mi. WICKEBSHAM: Yes, sir.

BR, GOLD: You are situated at Penaacola, Florida?

MR. mCKmmm: Yes.

BE. GOID: You were, I believe, absent at the tisne there was a

discussion of the probable production in 1956. I wonder if you care to

give us the benefit of your opinion on that subject?

W* i^CKERSHAM: I really do not think I am qualified to give

figures that are based on much judgment, I oot. being in the big produc-

ing area and not having been here when it was discussed, and not 'having

those figures before me, assome of you people in the eastern section have.

However, I feel sure that the increase that ca , come in our terr-

itory would be very easily 10 to 15 per cent of stuff now available, at
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much less cost than the price I understand they are paying in Georgia and

the other part of the territory, and thus running the crop up to 6Q0,000

barrels based on those figures*

That is about all I know about it, and I think as has been said, that

is purely a guess only as to the western part, and I feel sure it would

stand the increase, or more, if it ha«3 the money to go ahead and take the

available timber

«

It hae all come about by the fact that every fellow wanted to increase

his so-called allotment next year.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOED: At this time if you will turn to page 11,

Article IV, we desire that the record be made on that article next.

This article contains 5 or 6 different subjects; first, the volume to

be marketed; method of limitation of marketing of gum naval stores; method

of limitation of marketing of wood naval stores; method of allotment of gum

naval stores; end method of allotment of wood naval stores.

Section 1 refers to the volume to be marketed, I wish you would

discuss that, if ycu please, Mr. Speh.

MB. SFEH: Paragraph 1 of this section has as its purpose the set-

ting up of the total number of barrels of turpentine and the total number

of barrels of rosin which are to be marketed for the calendar year 1936.

The volume of turpentine #o me marketed is then divided into

two groupe; the gum turpentine to be marketed and the wood turpentine to

be marketed.

The detenai nation of the volume to be marketed depends entirely upon

informs tion^urni shed the secretary in the form of statistical data or such

information as may develop from the probable requirements during the year

1936.
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Tt;# Control Ccrovi ttee has religiously avoided ratting fi^ura in

mind «fi to the volume to be saarketcd. It feel* that the statistical pos-

ition of rosin antf turpentine of this time §4 eatrejaaly *trongt.

i- tocke do hand on January 1, or -rather Pecowoer ZX $ 1930, will r rob-

ably bo not far in exeeas, If any in exes* * of the stocks at the MMH Mkl

the ya-.r previous, whien would inoleete that tne total nreduction for lfc25

of both #m and wood naval stores had b*en absorbed*

It tfaol* that *ha business condition*; wiii be fuUy aa good aa they

lid in MM* end therefore aa would feel justified in the belief that there

fettle be at least an equal volume ooastSBed in lw&d»

;.zporta have eoaewhat increased. A c«>ntinu# tion of ti ie increase

wr>uld indicate that we could count on a elif it increase in tfee eemnc from

foreign countries . Of eo-4rse, there are seny considerations to be borne in

Kind on this export deetand, axid a reference in the Marketing agreement to

the subsidy under section 3t will bring up the dissuasion ©a to the need

of help in abating: foreign coMpetition*

W# have every reason to believe that the doneetl« consumption will

be fully as good as this yecr. fce bear in nirui the* fact that in $nite of

stocks being dietrlbutad in the hands of $ largge nussber of luMpMUPlg the

distributor* and producers* that by far the largest pert of the etock is

held under the Cosxaodity Credit r&rporati on Loan, sand it appsarff thet

when the east jrity date of the* notce under which these loan* were mad* ie

reached, i»ssely, March bl , 19S&, the t all of thi& roeia and turpentine* or

fit least that ie loft untold, will have parsed into the hence of the Com-

modity Credit Corpora tl ot , eo we will have a single holder ©1 tfeit largo

body of etooxs*

would hope naturally t for as orderly a Marks tin? a« possible
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on this volume, but we do realise that the character of marketing will

be dependent upon the rate of deterioration of the packages and the

probable strength of the market, and so it is our recommendation that

the crop for 1936, the combined volume for marketing of gum turpentine

and wooc* rosin end wood turpentine be set at something in excess of the

crop in 1935, which was 455,000 casks of gum turpentine and I believe

95,000 casks of wood turpentine.

I should have said previously there was ^um turpentine and wood

turpentine*

PESSIDIHG omCXR GIITCBD* Any questions?

DR« GOLD: Do I understand that last year's supply of gum wood

turpentine was 5S5,000 as set up under the actual allotment in 1935 pro-

gram?

MB. SPSS) That is my recollection, being the allotment on gum and

wood turpentine, end 545,000 casks of gum and wood turpentine,

D£u GOLD: Do you remember what the total was on rosin?

MS. SPEH; No, I do not.

DR. GOLD; Will you have that in the brief you are going to sub-

tjjMllir it wmli mm mm.%

MR. SVm: Tee, sir.

DB. GOLD: You mentioned a figure somewhat in excess of this amount.

Now what did you mean by that?

ifiu SPEH: Well, I was talking, I must adiiiit, in general terms. I

have nothing definite in mind beyond the feeling that inasmuch as we had

apparently consumed all of the volume produced this year or at least ap-

parently we would consume all that was produced this year, and bearing in

mind that the volume produced would undoubtedly be in excess of the voluaa

: h
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set up under the allotment basis, it w^uld be very readily apparent

that, vre could afford to allot a volume in excess of that which was al-

lot ed this year*

DF. GOLD: Have you. or the other members of the Committee, in

mind any specific figure in regard to the possible allotment for 1938?

MR. SPEH: The Committee has not arrived at any figure. There

was just merely a general discussion, but no one felt free to even sug-

gest a figure other than the feeling that it would not need smy curtail-

ment*

DR. GOLD: Vhat figure would you give as the possible carryover

as of December 31, 1S35?

MR. NKl I would say that the carry-over of gum spirits of tur-

pentine would probably be something under 175 ,000 casks of turpentine in

this country, with probably a carry-over in London, which is necessarily

included, of about S5,000 casks. I do not know the latest carry-over fig-

ures or the latest stock figures of the wood turpentine, but I am under

the impression there has been a decided fiecreaae in their stock.

But from everything we have heard they are still far ahead, so it

would indicate it would not be greatly over the wood turpentine.

DR. GOLD : In regard to the present stock, I believe there is in

the neighborhood of 185,000 barrels of turpentine and around 846,000 bar-

rels of rosin available at least in the United ttates, in all commercial

distributing points. Ib it contemplated that the allotment for 19S6 should

seek to reduce the total amount of the carry-over S?

MR. B TEH : I think it would be highly desirable to continue a pro-

which would continue to stress our statistical position. During the

past two years we have undoubtedly done fln<s. It probably has not been

L,. ,
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fully accomplished, however . That la, we are not yet in a position whan

we can expand with the idea of' acquiring stock to supply demand, but it

would appear that at the rate of decrease now we could absorb a crop fully

as big as tcie year's.

DR. DOLE; Do you contemplate, if an allotment of that sort for

marketing were made, that there would be any reduction in the total carry-

over?

MR. SPSH: I would have to base such a belief on the belief that

there would be an increased consumption in the year 1Q56 .and over this

year, both foreign and domestic, and 1 believe that will be found to be

the case.

DE. GOLD: Have you given any thought to the problem of what is

an adequate merchandise carry-over in the naval stores industry?

MF. SP£H: I would suggest that Mr. Lockwood who has given con-

siderable thought to thie and several times in the past has made state-

Bents based on his analyses, be asked that question.

PRESIDING CfJiCifi GZiJQWi You have been previously sworn?

MK. LOCKWOOD: Yes, sir.

WB&I&im OIWIW G-IilORDs Proceed,

ifee q.j*sr 3WPHLE TFiTIMQKY OF J. £. LOCKW&wD.

tfc* r GQID: Mr. Lockwood, I am interested in trying to see what

in your opinion is an adeouate merchantable carry-over for the industry

as of the beginning of the year, in other words, January 1 of the calendar

year.

MK. LOC&iiQQDs I have no data compiled for the figures in connec-

tion with the beginning or ending of the calendar year.

I can only epeak of the crop year, and the carry-over at the close
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on March 31 last, which wat on March £1, 1935. mat 1b the only date for

which I have any figures or would care to ex^refs any opinion.

DR. GOLD: I wieh you would etate that.

MR. LOCJTWOGD: As of the eloee of the crop year I have etated, as

a result of what studies I have given the subject, that I consider a nor-

mal carry-over of turpentine in the l-.itt-ci states, including T,he stocks

at or billed for London, 125,000 barrels. I consider the normal stocfc of

rosin at all points in the United states is not less than 500,000 or more

than 550,000 barrels,

DR. 0011: : You were sneaking there of the actual stocks, were you

not?

m. LOCKWOOT: Yes, ar reported in the 19^4-35 annual report July 51,

at Washington.

DP. GOLD: Have you given any thought to the problem as to the prob-

lem of whether tho??e included large quantities of sold Btocka?

MR. LOCKtVOOD: 1 nave considered that where the title in the stock

rested ie of no importance whatever as to determining what is a normal

carry-over. That all stocks available for consumption, whether in the hands

of the producer or the middleman or consumers, ar© the determining factor,

end the question of where the title is is not gerrnane to the question of

the normal carry-over.

DP.. GOLD: Have you in mind some figures that you would like to die*

cuss as to a normal carry-over?

MB. L0CKW00D: I have already stated that I consider a normal carry-

over in the United States of turpentine to be 125,000 barrels, and that I

Would consider the normal stock of rosin at all points in the United States

as 550,000 barrels. Anything beyond those figures I would consider a sur-
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MR. NEWTON: I would like to aek Mr. Lockwood in his opinion what

he thought **

PRESIDING tSnnUSSR GIFFOKD: Mr. lockwood, just one more question,

please. State your question so that Mr. Lockwood can hear it*

MR* NEtfTON: In your opinion what will be the stocks of turpentine

and rosin as of April 1, 1936?

S£n. LGCKWQOD: I have no opinion, aid I would not care to form one

until after I could get the most complete and authoritative information

possible on which to base an opinion.

PRESIDING OFFICII? SIFFGRD: Thank you, Mr. Lockwood.

MF. SPEH: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if you would ask Mr. Lockwood whet

he would estimate tc be the difference in the required normal carry-over

as of January 1, compared with that of April 1, having in mind that the

stock on January 1 must supply three lean producing months, whereas the

stock as of April 1 is on the threshold of a new crop.

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFQRD: Dc you desire to answer that question,

I't. lockwood?

MR. LOCKWOOD: I would believe t. at the stocks as of December 31

during any crop year should be normally lighter than at the elose of that

crop year the following March SI, to supply the normal difference between

consumption during the first three months of the new year, and the small

production that would be available to surroly it; but from what studies I

have given the subjeet of the relative size of the stock on December SI

and at March 31, I have found there was no definite relation. I have

found that in some years the decrease in that period was very great and

in others very small. The consumption is not at all uniform during all

months of the year, and the first quarter of some years may be very much
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heavier than the consumption in othoor quarters of the year, oven though

tne erop as a whole shows the same total consumption.

Dfi. GOLD: Thank you.

Now Mr. Speh, you mentioned the possibility, or as tin recommend-

atioc of the Control Committee, that the allotment of 1S36 be somewhat

in excess of the allotment for 1935. What did you have in mind in regard

to tiie total naval stores industry, that is to ssy including both the

wood and the g«a?

MR. SFIH: I would only be expressing the prevailing opinion. I

would recommend that serious consideration be given to the setting the

crop of gun naval stores at something around 475 #000 to 500,000 units,

and with the volume of wood turpentine being in its usual proportion thet

it bears to the total production of turpentine.

BB* GOLD: In other words, in regard to turpentine you contemplate

something in the neighborhood of §385,000 to 625,000 barrels of turpentino?

MR. SP2H: On that basis those figures would be approximately cor-

rect.

DB. G01B; Have you calculated the approximate equivalent of rosin

assuming that the ratio for the wood crop is about 5 to 1?

ME. STMt I have not, no.

Dh, GOID: Could you make t at calculation and enter it in the

record as the total possible rosin production in 1936?

tsoa* ME* SPEH: I will. ~
jxm all tti

DK. 00UD: You contemplate such a program will include all parts

of the industry, that is to ssy, all areas which are processing and ship-

ping naval stores, an all processors of naval stores?

MR. SP8EI: We do. They are so intertwined and their products could
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be used In the same industries and in the same territories, tiiat there is

no means of distinguishing or arriving at any difference in value between

any rosin or turnent introduced in one section as against another section,

other than its geographical location, or any advantage given to it as a

result of freight rates. Therefore we would have to include the entire pro-

ducing area in a\y marketing agreement, nor would it break that area down

into various sections, nor would it be feasible.

DR. GOLD: Can you conceive of its being possible to build up a

program of this type and exclude some groups, or some processors or some

branches of the industry?

ME. SPEH: I think it is generally accepted that the products of

the two groups, we will say wood turpentine and gum turpentine are particu-

larly — practically interchangeable. They are in direct competition with

one another and the same is true in general of the rosin. Therefore it

woulS' as to try to attempt the regulation of the volume of marketing

in one of these two groups and not regulate the volume to be marketed by

the other; and likewise it would be impracticable to try to regulate any

portion of any oneof the groups without regulating any other group.

DB. GOLD: What situations do you have in mind if such an attempt

were made?

MR. SPEH: If you attempted to regul te one portion within the group
™ %

' <g w<w e vihihss w3PRe>. ik wBH.e«i ssif si s3k"?1s &4if^'&>^*

the remaining portion could break down all the restricted production, and

those being regulated would lose all the benefit they would have as the

result <ft restricted production. While that would be true in the one group

it would be equally true considering two groups or all groups,

fhat is to say , if you were to attempt to — attempt regulation or

restricted production or a Halted volume of marketing, limit the volume
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that could be marketed in any one group ana allow the other group uniim*

ited marketing that would overcome all the benefits to be derived from

such limitation.

MR. GOLD: Mr. Speh, while we are on this subject I would like to

ask you, as no doubt you know, under Section 8-c-u of the Act, no order

is supposed to affect the entire geographical district if it can be broken

down into subgeographical districts. 1 would like to ask you a question

with respect to that type of a breakdown. Do you feel that you could not

effectively regulate this industry by a series of orders applicable only

in geographical subdivisions instead of one order to take in the entire

naval stores production region?

MR. SPEH: I do not feel that such a breakdown would be practicable.

In fact 1 think it would be impracticable, if by such a breakdown you would

omit certain sections. If you merely subdivided and then had similar orders

issued over the various subdivisions it would merely make for increasing

the cost of administration and nothing would be gained, and there might be

conflict of authoritative administration, let me put it that way.

MR. 3.KKAL0W: Do you feel that to carry out the Act effectively, it

is necessary to have one order apply to all of the production area?

MB. SPiH: Yes, sir, I will even go so far as to say that it would

be uselers to attempt to carry out a system of orders which did not cover

the entire producing area.

MR. BU-.TUT.pW} Now, i would also like to aek you at this point some-

thing with respect to why you have picked the calendar year. Is that a

truly representative marketing year?

MR, SPSH: It is. Industrial inventories are usually taken as of

the end of the calendar year. L tocke in thehendsof consumers are more
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readily available as of that date; .stocks in the hands of consumers are of

vital importance. It is just as easy to determine inventories on the yards -

and in public warehouses than in the hands of distributors as of December

31st , as it is of March Slst, and so that is the date we adopted,

Ab to the stocks in the hands of the processors it is recognized"

now that he is cleaning up his season's production earlier than was usual

in the past, and we find them more and more bringing their production to a

close as of December 31st. Ee is bringing inall of the gum from the woods

which has been produced as a result of the current season1 e operation,

and so t lie re seem© to be no difficulty in setting it at the end of the

calendar year as far as the processor is concerned.

The season starting the first of effl 1 mil toe outgrowth of the

original practice whereby all boxes had to be cupped, because cupping was

the original receptacle for the collecting of the gum, and it took quite

a large number of men to cup several crops, and therefore they have to

finish their preparation for the new season. Therefore, we must recognize

been/
the fact that there has a change accrued ia the industry #ilch more easily

adapts it to this calendar year.

The surveys of receipts indicate that the receipts during these earl-

ier months are rather more or less changed and are varied for certain parts

of the territory from some other part of the territory, and they also vary

with the year, but in general the variation is small and the total volume

does not materially affect any statistics.

MB. BAftKALOW : You understand that under Section 8-c of the Act that

the limitation of marketing is expected to be set also for a specified

period. That is to say, a specified production time and a specified market-

ing time. Do you also feel that the calendar year is the correct time which

2 7 0
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should be set in -which the limitation should be put upon the marketing?

MB. SPEH: Yee, sir,

MB. BAKKAL0W t Can you explain why that is appropriate as a year

for marketing?

MR. BWSmi I think the same explanation would fit in. The determ-

ination of the volume for marketing is based upon statistical information,

and that is influenced largely by the rate at which we have had absorption

during the previous year, or the year previous to the year in which you

are considering making the — making your contracts and the probable in-

ventory at the end of the year. Those figures I believe are much more

readily available if you fit in your ease with the usual practice of the

industry.

ME. BARKALOW: I might suggest, if there is no objection, that the

title of Section 1 which we are now discussing be amended by having the

word "volume " changed to read "Total quantity of naval stores" simply in

order to fit the wording of the Act without changing the sense of that

provision, but simply changing the title of it.

ME. SPES: That is to have it read "total quantity of naval stores

to be marketed"?

ME. BAEKALOlSx That is right. Do you perceive an objection to that

change in the title?

MR. SFEH: lo, sir, 1 think it would clarify it.

MR. BARKALOW: I assume Jrou are speaking not only for yourself but

for the proponent group and as secretary for your group?

ME. cPIuHi Well, I am not attempting to speak for myself, because

personally I have no official standing other thai which I acquire as an

employer of the group.
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MB. BAMALOW: Mr, Newton, you have no objection to that change,

have you?

MR. WfflTQBt No objection, but for the record I would like to cay

that Mr. Speh as secretary of the Control Committee is .merely presenting

this in behalf of the Committee, and the remarks he is making are on be-

half of the Committee and if we happen not to agree with him we will so

assert ourselves.

DB. GOLD: Mr. Speh, do you contemplate that the limitations to

marketing referred to in this section, will refer to all interstate and

foreign shipments?

MR. SPEH: I do, yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: Do you feel that any areas Could be excluded that is to

say, thai the limitations need not apply to all areas?

MB.. SPEH: The reason I hesitate is that I would much prefer having

someone else discuss that feature involved in the peesible redistribution

of naval store© in interstate or foreign commerce in such northern sections

aa Chicago, New York, Boston, or Philadelphia. That is a matter I have

given very little consideration to, and if you ask me the straight question

as to the exemption of territory, and you bring in the discussion of hand-

lers and you involve tfee distributors, why, frankly, I am not just sure

what ground I do stand on.

DR. BOLD: I was trying to develop possible inadequacy with refer-

ence to the areas included in the proposed marketing agreement* As we

read the agreement it appears to us that it is desired that all shipments

made in interstate or foreign commerce from those producing points should

mm tmrn *f *&«f*fgfe«$* *»'«*<•*'« m &y- w^uu&Lm m *mm$> %m
be limited in the 1936 situation. Is that correct?

MR. SFEHs Yes, sir.
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DR. GOLD: Do you have any feeling that any of the ehipments made

from the producing areas could be excluded pnd the limitations not apply

to those areae?

MB. f Pj-.K: No, sir. I see no way of enforcing the restrictions

if you do exclude or make any exemptlone*

DR. SOLD: Is that purely from an administrative point of view that

you thin* it is inadvisable?

MB* SPiE: Not only from an administrative point of view, but I see

no way of distinguishing between a package which is destined to go inter-

state or foreign commerce from one whien iLay go intrastate.

. SAi\XALO*\: V.'ould you say, Mr. Speh, that it was necessary to do

that in order to effectuate the policy of the ACtS

MR. EPiH: 1 would, yes, sir.

DH. GOLD; I would like you to develop, Mr. Speh, in what way you

expect that the proposed limitations you have in mind will not carry out

the declared volley of the ,ct.

MR. &PKB: As I understand the declared policy of uhe ^ct it is

to adjust the volume available with the coneuxt tioa and thereby gradually

reetore to agricultural commodities a price more nearly in line with the

Dries on commodities which those yrodueere or processors buy.

1 think it has been very clearly demonstrated that a volume made

available in excess of consumptive demcmd will result in a price below

that price which the ferroer or the processor of naval storee ?;iil require

to approach hie parity price, and therefore it it necessary that we restrict

the volume to be made available for marketing as ie permitted to us under

the form of an agreement or order. So by restriction we do adjutt the

volume to the amount of the consumptive demand.
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form of a brief?

HR* irPlH: Yes, sir,

••?t . B RKaLOVk With respect to the prices that you have mentioned,

parity price, end which will also indicate that what you are attempting

to do will not create too rapid a rise in the price to break down the

consumer's interest?

MR. SPiiH: We would include In our brief a statement to that ef-

fect*

BFU GOLD: Off the record, please, Mr. Beporter.

(Discussion followed off the record.)

PRESIDIO Or-iriK GIF! OH): Is there anyone who would eare to

discuss this proposition further?

MR. MC IHT06H: I would like to ask a .question for enlighten-

ment, more than otherwise.

Under this marketing agreement it appears to me, and if I am

mistaken I want to be enlightened, that the handling of crude gum, the

shipment of crude gum in interstate co*r<meree apparently is <ot in any

way prevented.

I would therefore like to ask this question, if I may, of Mr*

Span, that if the large producer of crude gum in the south shipped erud~

gum in its raw state to New York, and if it was there distilled by the

buyer into turpentine and rosin and sold within the State of Hew York,

whether there would be any provision to control it?

Or, if that crude gum was shipped to a manufacturer in the north,

and that manufacturer in the north used that crude gum in his manufac-

tures or processes the same situation wo uld a -ply, because unless that
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ie the case and that la controlled, a great many of ur processors would

immediately become nothing but crude gum producers, a ad it would take dow

the bars altogether, and any quantity of naval stores would be produced

and sold because in each state crude gum would be shipped there and con-

verted lor use 'flitiiin that st-.te.

TO1£IDING OfHCSR G1JF0RD: Will you discuss that, Mr. Speh, please,

MR* SPEH: lankly, I do not know as 1 am able to discuss it.

We have a case of a man producing crude gum and he decides he is

going to ship that crude gum to New York. The first problem involved is

the cost of doing it. It might take the rosin rate, when it goes out

it has quite a bit of water in it and it has the dark trash and so forth#

If he decides to ship it in that condition, of course, his cost on the

gum delivered has gone up. If, on the other hand, he decides it ie not

feasible to do it that way, both because of the cost an£ the possible de-

terioration of the gum, and he effects a separation of an$ kind or treats

An
it any manner, he bee me s a processor under this definition and therefore

would be regulated by it*

If on the other hand, he decided he would ship that car of gum north

wit its dark trash ';nd pieces of dirt and straw in it, that not being n&val

stores under our definition, I do not see how we eould regulate it.

On the otoer hand, ss soon - s it arrived up there this man, the

processor, would have to procesr it. It is not processed, I wil^ ad&it

for the purpose of obtaining turpentine and rosin. He ie interested in

th* turpenti' e and interested in the rosin* of course, and it is poss-

ible that there are products in whic he c uld use these two common pro-

ducts together, and possibly a met od could be devised to oroduee a var-

nish or some form of r tective coating whereby he would use the same
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percentage of rosin and the same percentage of turpentine as they nat-

urally occur in the gum, and therefore he would only be interested in the

chemical treatment and not in effecting a separation* I think it is poss-

ible th- 1 that could be done*

I do not know of any instance of this kind of a product that would

fulfill those Conditions in the handling or selling of that gum.

In that manufacturing plant however, frankly, I do not know wh t

his rights would be* That wo ale: fee up possibly to somebody like Mr* Keese

who could discuss the legal phase of it much better than I can*

MB* BAEFALOW: Mr* Speh, do you conceive the likelihood of any

large movement of the naval stores production industry from the south to

Hew York, Chicago, Seattle, San Francisco and other points in the United

States?

MR. SPSH: Hot under conditions as depicted by Mr* Mcintosh*

W* BARK.sLOt: Has there been any tendency up to now in that ind-

ustry to spread itself out into the consuming centers of the United States?

MB. SPEHs Not in the movement of crude gum, no, sir* There is be-

ing developed a marked through movement of the cleaned resin, and that is

the reason it is included In these restrictive features.

MR. B&BKAIOW: I think yon have made it clear that the process of

••^fclMliii-"
j#i^i^ tefc '-iitiifW like Jtfft eatenee |t

;f

getting the uncleaned gum w -uld be rather ex ensive?

MR. SPBH: Yes, sir.

MB. BABKALOW: And it is clear in your Blind th&t if it is refined

or partially refined or cleaned it launedj --tely becomes subject to this

b SPSHs Yes, sir.

MR. BABKALOW s It is also clear in your mind that if such a movement

was set up and the crude gum were moving to Hew York that unless it were





consumed right within the state of Hew York the proses*, or there would

again be subject to this agreement?

MR» SPJ&i; You say, is it clear in my mind. I would have to cay it

is not clear in my mind, because a short while ago 1 agreed to the state*

ment that it was limited to the producing area, and therefore I would have

to extend the prodjcing area beyond from the southern states and consider

that New York State became a producing atea, by making rosin and turpen-

tine out of thin crude gum.

MB. BARKALOWj I understood that in answer to the suestIon I asked

you, if you thought that several orders divided with a geographical scop©

would be feasible, that yrur answer was they would not be, and that this

order, as far as the production and marketiag went was to extend its sco$§

throughout the United States and its possessions, or as far as the Act

extends?

MB. £FEH: Yes, sir, except I did not have in mind at that tiso any-

thing other than what we have in mind as a producing area, because we do

not look upon Hew Y0rk or some other state as within the producing area.

ME. BAB1TAL0W: That is the production of naval stores?

urn. pfttl Yes «

MR. BAJSKALGW: But you can Conceive of the fact that if the scope

of this order in the United States, insofar as the Act extends it, that

anyone who processes gu® in Hew York sad handled it in interstate or for*

eign commerce so as to directly affect or burden it would be subject to

this order?

MS. SPIHj 1 can conceive that, yes, sir, an£ in fact I mig&t add

that there have been several attempts to build up a gum naval stores

producing industry in such states as California ond some of the south-

western states, mi sloild conditions be such that that industry would
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again spring up I would naturally infer that they would be brought under

this agreement , because that would affect this southern territory,

10t, BABKALCfR : Have you noticed any tendency on the part of the

6outh to let its hold on the naval stores production lapse?

MB. SPEH: No, 1 have not. To the contrary I think it has prob-

ably tightened its hold. The efforts made in the western territory to

create a naval stores industry have, to the beet of my knowledge, failed.

As far as I know, we have no timber in the northern states that would be

suitable and therefore it would be necessary to move the raw material

from these southern producing- states,

MB. UC INTO£H: Mr, Chairman —

BP. GOLD: May I ask Mr, Speh a question first?

ERKIDING OFFICER GiPFOBD: Proceed, Dr. Gold.

DR, GOLD: SSr, Speh, has it ever been the practice in this indus-

try to ship crude gum?

MB. SP2H: If by shipments you mean as inferred by fcr, Mcintosh,

the points outside the producing area, no, sir*

Die GOID: You know of no casee in which crude gum has been shipped

out of the state, or any important attempt to buil^that up?

: E, SPSS; No important attempt, Ihere may hnve been some small

experimental lots of gum shipped out for chemical experiment and research

work, but no important attempt to ship it cut,

BB. GOU>: Ufcy, in your opinion, is crude gum not shipped?

ME. SPEH: I think first on account of the cost, because of the

very nature of the raw materials. The longer it is allowed to stand in

•ontact with this foreign matter the further it deteriorates.

Furthermore, it is more expensive to store the finished product

up north in the more congested communities and manufacturing districts
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than it is down here,

DE. TI'ITCH: Fr. Chairman, I think Mr. Speh ie speaking of more

recent times.

Be realizes, I am sure, th t in times back as far as 1840 poss-

ibly it was customary to ship a lot of this gum even to England, and a

lot went to ftew York end Boston and was there distilled and so I think

Mr. Sneh ie speaking of what we mi^ht call the modern naval stores ind-

ustry rather than away back there.

It might be well to ad<% Mr. Chairman, that thiE changed condi-

tion was brought about by the recognized fact that these things could

be separated more cheaply here than they could in the north or abroad.

ft".SLIDING OinCJ-i GO IT OED : Is there anything further in sue ox t

f Section 1, Article IV?

ME. KC IMTOTH: I am not supporting it, Mr. Chairman, hut I would

like tc have one more word in connection wi ti it.

PRESIDING OFTCCEK GIFFQBD: Any discussion in reference to Section

1, article IT?

'.T; • MC INTOM?: As I understood Mr. fpeh testified it was not a

practical matter to ship crude gum to a northern state to be there dis-

tilled , but I desire to testify that it is feasible and that the cost

would not be prohibitive. Tfcftt crude gum Could be moved to a northern

state and there distilled, and the 4 the difference In freight by so mov-

ing it would be a very small percentage of the value of the finished

goods; nd 1 further desire to testify that if it is a paying proposition

to ship it there, it will be done.

That, I, as a vroducer of naval stores, if I had a surplus, I

would not only ship it but I would solicit shipment if I was within the
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law by so doing,

I have not brought this up to bring in any controversial matters

but 1 think and I do believe if we are going to have a marketing agree-

ment there is no use having one where we are not only shiivping to the

foreign buyers but the whole product to anyone who wants to buy it,

DB. GOLD: You say it |i feasible to ship crude gum?

MF;« MC INT.:£H: I do.

DK. OOLB: Do you know of any commercial undertaking in which

that is done?

MR* MC INTOEH : Hot at this time.

DK. GOIDi Then why has it not been done?

not
•'

Ml;. MC XNTXE: It nas been done because there has been no in-

centive to do it.

DR. GOLD: Do you mean by that that the price has not been low

enough?

Mb. MC INTOGH; It is not a uestion of price, but if a person

has a surplus of gum and cannot market it, he will readily ship that

stuff out at a very small cost if he can sell it somewhere else, as

witness the fact that producers on the upper edge of the belt in Georgia

during tMs spring hauled out or shipped turpentine and rosin to Jackson-

ville, Florida in order to dispose of a production beyond their allotment,

and after bringing it for a very great distance, they sold it at a mat-

erial disc unt from the going prices*

It is a question of whether they Can market it somewhere else, and

particularly if prices are attractive it would cause the production of a

great deal more gum, because everybody would go into the business of ship-

ping crude gum to every state in the Union, where there was any demand for

1%
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W, GOLD: Could you outline to us somewhat briefly how you account

for the fact thet the distilling ia done In the Bouth or in the area in

which the gum in oroduced?

KR. MC IWTOSE: It is done for the reason that it ia convenient

and costs lees to do it there. It is done for the sane reason that a

man will not haul Ms cotton to a gin fifty miles away if there is a ^n

within fire miles of him or at his door.

But, if a man had cotton raised on his plantation that he could

let sell at fifty mi lee away he would haul it a hundred miles in order to

sell it.

Hi BAFFALOSi Mr. Mcintosh, have you attested to estimate what

it would cost to establish commercial distilleries in the main points of

eonaumpti^n, eueh as New York or Chicago and the far west as against what

it would cost to distill zwr. In the woods?

MR. MC INTOFfi: I do not believe that establishing a distillery in

New York City or some other point in New York £tote to distill 5,000 barrels

of gum would cost more than £5,000 to put up the disttllary, nd your goods

could be sold there for the same price that any goods e^uld be sold. The

only difference you would have would be perhaps a email difference in ground

rental and labor cost, and a small difference there might be in freight on

account of your water and trash on which y~u woald be paying freight on

that according to Mr. Speh, as he is correct abcut that*

Furthermore, that gm deteriorates rapidly by having chips and trark

in it, 1 would like to testify -feat is not the fact, that a barrel of gum

by my own experience that ie held in wood with chips and bark in it for six

Hu* v&tt ee^t^ed %o set a& st?.!>i.et f^r wi.mv1» .?»]MBfwi *c *.& iic i * stus.* •
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months? is just ae good as it was when it was put in.

ME. BARKALOW: Don't you conceive t at th re is not a slight but a

tremendous difference in the cost of real estate in the woods in Georgia

as compared to industrial centers like New York, and the difference ap-

plies to costs of labor and all other costs?

102, VC INTOfHt must not forget that the labor costa involved

in the distillation of turpentine aad r-sin is very, very small, and while

I am not in position to quote facts and figures, but I em of the opinion

that under the condition which we have outlined, where it would be a pay-

ing proposition to ship rosin and turpentine, that I can, I feel confident

that I could make arrangements to pat such a plant down on property ad-

jacent to Mew York i?ithout any cost to me for the ground whatsoever , mere ly

to give that supply at a v ry small differential to the dealer there.

ME. BARKALOW : You ?poke of a 5,000 gallon unit still.

HR. MC P?T0£H: 5,000 barrels.

MR. BABKALO'': 5,000 brrels.

Wti MC INTCEH: Yes, eir.

MP. BARKALOW: Shat do you think it would cost to put these stills

in all of the cities that I mentioned and handle the crop that way so that

it would really affect the program?

MP. MC INTOfH: It wou^d not be necessary to put them in in order

to defeat the object of the agreement. If you were to put in enough cap-

acity in a few of the eastern states to supply the demand in those states

at a small difference in the cost of rosin and turpentine no one else could

•ell any there because you would sell it to them slightly under the market

if you wanted to get an outlet for whet otherwise would be illicit stuff.
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FKETIDING OFFICUR GIFFOH) : Gentlemen, may I call your attention to

the fact that we are discussing volume to be marketed and we are getting

oretty far from the shore, I think.

ME. MC im'OSH: Weil, 1 will not take up anymore time, but that

would be the naval stores that woulc* be marketed unless there wae some

provision to prevent it.

MR. BABKALOW: Mr. Mcintosh, just one other question. Bo you feel

that the south is going to give up its industry that way?

MR. MC IKTOSH: Sneaking as an individual a ad seeing what has happen-

ed in the marketing of goods, if I figured that it was a pay!a* proposition

for me ana that the market was attractive for me from any cause whatsoever,

I myself while devoted to the south, as a pure business proposition would

promptly arrange facilities in the north or east so that I could ship my

curplus gum, If I had any, and purchase it from others if I could do it on

terms where I could make any money out of it.

MR. RAKK&10W: Do you feel thot if that was done that northern cap-

ital in your centers will take over the industry?

MR. MC INT0£E: There would not be any way for them to take it over

unless they came south bad bought the source of supply, and if they will

pay enough money for it, why, we will be glad to have some new northern

citizens down kere.

PRESIDING OFFICER GliFCRD: Is there any further discussion on Sec-

tion 1, sub-section If of Article IT?

(No response.

)

PHVIIEIHG OFFICiE GIFFCED: If there is nothing further we will take

up sub-section 2 of lection 1, article IV.

MB. ?tf&i£GA2$Qs Mr. Chairman, do I understand thot we have anived
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at some volume hare?

. PK1&IDING QSTICiSR aiil^m: I b/ive not discovered it yet, except

that there should be some t in r. there.

MR. TUKBSGUifO: Why go on to another article then?

PH irIDING OtFJICMt GUj'FOHD: I have asked for additional evidence,

gentlemen, but I cannot make you produce it.

MR. TUBRfcGANO: Did I understand Mr. Speh to say —

MR. SPEH: I didc't say.

MB. TUPRT-GANO: (Continuing) — th^t he would fix a volume there

->f 125,000 for the wood people and 550,000 for the gum people?

PRESIDING OTTICER GIJ3T0KD : No.

MR. TDBREQMOt Or 575,000?

PR&TDING OFFICER 03-FFOPD: Mr. Speh, will you explain that? I

/be
understand the figures to 4?5 and 1?5.

MP. r OANO: Was that 4.75?

MP. fPEB : 475 to 500, 00 gum snc the wood in propoPtioiyto their

regular production.

^RESIDING OMC? GIFFOBD: Will you give your naae to the report-

er, please.

MP. TUPEGAHO: J* P. Turregano, Alexandria, Louisiana.

PRIX IDING OFVICEK 0IFY0RD: Thank you.

MR. BJEBK : Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING 0T51CR G13T9RE: Mr. Reese.

MB. REESE: Mr. Chairman, aft I understand the basis of this agree-

ment — I am not familiar with it as I ought to be — but it doee elimin-

ate what has heretofore been known ae gum producers.

MP. That production of gom referred to as handled by tee eo-

tow*, fr.-r~k-i.ft. 2 84
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called gum producer is handled as a secondary quota. It is handled through

an allotment to the processor as a secondary "uota.

The allotment going to the procersor for hi sown production of gum is

known as the primary • uota and the secondary cuota feature is developed

under the method of Making allotments.

W.¥$imm rmLvm GTJYORDt Are there any further questions?

(No response.

)

01 AIDING OFFICLR G1PP0KD: If not ~

MB. BARPALOW: Mr. Bpeh, is it not true that as soon as a pro-

ducer has become distilled, then he possesses itifil, stores and is a hand-

ler thereof and becomes subject to this agreement?

MB. £ FEH : Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: H >w is that problem of gum producers handled in the agree-

ment of 1934 and 1935?

W.:
, SFiEH: TH the seme way i\* the secondary <uota, and the wo1 urn*,

was identified in the form of crude gum and tags and the secondary quota

was allotted to the processor, and that was differentiated from the pri-

mary quota which was the allotment that went to him for Ms own operations.

The secondary quota, as 1 stated, was identified by a number of

crude gum tags and the processor received — receiving the secondary Quota

was required to prorate those crude gum tags among those people from whom

he had bought crude gum which went to make up the secondary quota.

PRESIDING OFFICM GIFFGRD: We will have a few minutes recess until

the electrician can give us more li ht.

(Whereupon a short recess was taken.)

PRE£- IDINO (WICEB GII^OBD: Let's proceed, entlemea.

MR. BOTON: Mr* Chairman, ma; I ask Mr. Speh — W$ name is T. £.

Boykin, B-o-y-k-i-n. *s mot
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Mr. St>eh, did y u act state that in 1934 and 1935 tfte gum producer

received through the processor his allotment, the allotment went to the

processor as a secondary allotment? Did I understand you correctly to

make that statement?

MR. SPEH: I stated that the allotment, that is, that the turpen-

tine and rosin which was derived, which was ; roeessed from the purchased

gum was handled in the form of a secondary quota, which secondary quota

went to the processor of that crude gum and which processor sold the re-

sulting turpentine and rosin, that that processor was required under the

terms of the marketing agreeiaent to prorate those crude gum tags among

the people from whom he had purchased tie crude gum which went into the

turpentine end rosin which made up that secondary quota.

Our experience as a result of 1934 was that these processors did not

as religiously as they should have, distribute these crude gum tags, that

in many eases they kept them and held them in their possesion trying to

force the gum seller to sell the gum that that zams m to that same pro-

cessor. Therefore thee ntrol committee — I believe the icense was mend-

ed so es to permit the control committee to decide whether or not those

crude gum tags would go direct to the processor or Whether they would be

prorated by the control committee and sent to the gum seller.

The Control Committee adopted t ie latter policy ? nd sent the crude

gum tags as broken down by the representations of the processor and making

that secondary quota, these crude gum tags were cent to the crude gum

seller.

Now, in many cases the crude gum seller himself said that it was

too much of a nuisance to handle these crude gum tags and he would be apt
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to lose them if he had them around the house, and inasmuch ac he was going

to sell the crude guns to the party with whom he had already made the arrange

sent, he was perfectly satisfied to have the crude gum tags go to that pro-

cessor*

However, the Control Committee adopted the policy that the crude

gum tags were to go to the crude gum seller, and therefore it required a

reruest or authority from that crude gum seller, and that authority was mere

ly in the form of giving the address, ttfii in each case the cruds gum tags

for that crude gum seller were placed in an envelope and sealed and that

envelope was addressed to that particular crude gum seller. On such envel-

opes we had the authority whereby the tags went to some processor. All of

those envelopes were bundled together and sent to that processor, but in

each instancs the crude gum tags were sent to the crude gum seller, in care

of this processor, to this given address. When the processor received that

bundle of envelopes, invariably he opened those and those ta;?s still belong-

ed to the gum seller, and whether he handed them over to him or whether he

just held them there to be used to cover the purchase of gum, §| do not

know, but they were sent to that address on instruction from the crude gum

seller.
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PBSSlDISa WfldSB GDSOHD* Is there anyone else wiio desires to

discuss this matter before we go to sub-section 2, Section 1, Article IV?

(2io response.)

HtSSIDHC QWSIom aiwmmi Do you care to make a further state-

meat aoout it?

MR. SPSS: Sub-section St a ana b, merely describe the method in

which you arrive at the figure you are using to determine the total volume

to be marketed*

DB. C»OLDi Mr* Speh, is it possible to secure data for the basis of

raa&iag such judgments as are involved in that section?

UR. SP&is I think: it is. ^hat has been very clearly demonstrated

by the figure used by Hr. Lockwood and Lr. Veitch shosing the production

stocks and the movement of naval stores for the past three seasons.

MS. BAH^U3W; Mr. Speh, you understand the ourpose of paragraph £,

in that under the Act we are now limited to a limitation for a specified

marketing period, and that at the end of that — you have piofced here the

calendar year, and at the end of that year tnere will be a new finding

offact and a new fixing of these Imitations?

*R. STASIS As I understand it, when a figure is inserted in paragraph

1, Section 1, it becomes a part of this agreement and a similar feature

becomes the same part of the order, and any change in that order has to be

treated as an amendment, and therefore has to be ^iven a hearing and the

usual discussion of an amendment, merefore, if you want to set tae crop

for 1337 you must by October tm 15th &> through she procedure of an amend-

ment in order to determine the volume to be marketed for that subsequent

year.

line only difference as I understand it, between an amendment and a
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hearing of this kind is the length of time of notice; whereas, we require

fifteen days for a hearing of this type, I -chink it is only neces3ary to

give three days notice for a hearing on an amendrient.

PRESIDING OFFIClfi GIFFQHD: Is that all the discussion you are to

have on sub-section 2 of Section 1 — paragraph 2 of Section 1, iirticle

IV?

SPiH: Eseept that I think it well to bear in nind that, —isreas,

in previous marketing agreements and licenses the Control CxTmittee has had

authority to set the volume to be marketed, we find in this agreement under

the Aot that this is done by the Secretary of ^rrieult ure. T herefore there

can be no possibility of a crop being set other titan that which the closest

scrutiny and all the infonation available will determine. It will not

result from a consideration of members of tne Control Committee, made up of

members within the Industry, who poscibly from a selfish motive or some

ulterior motive might want to set a croD higher or lower than it should oe.

She Secretary of ^agriculture is the one who sets the crop. He doss listen

to the recommendation and to the suggejtions of tne committee, but only in

t~at capacity.

MR. DkH£/lLOW; &r. Speh, do you find that the procedure as set up

here and the factors named taere are adequate upon which a proper adjustment

could be made in the amount to be marketea?

MR. S?EH: Yes, I tuink it does take into consideration all of tne

factors necessary to deteaaine the volume wnicn should be made available.

It does take into consideration the carry-over, the consuaption of

the stock — the character of the carry-over that is, in what hands it lies.

PHESIDIHG OFFICER GITFOSD; Are there any further questions?

H po*{t*> response. }
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PSESUDBrG QWlGER GIFJORD: Does anyone else desire to give any

evidence concerning this section, that is, section 2, paragraph 2, of

Section 1, Article IV?

(Jto respo: ae.
)

PRESIDING OFFICES GIKFOHD: If there is nothing furtner, we will

proceed to Section 2 on page 12.

MR. SP3J: 'Jiiis section prescribes a iaetaod of limitation of tue

marketing of gum nerval stores. Its mate is contained later, to prescribe

the method of limitation of the mar*cetin£ of wood naval stores, /aragraph

1 of this prescrioes a method of identification ana it refers to »c j>a $ cer-

tificates, stamps or some athar metnod of identification.

This is carrying out the method of identification that the Control

Comaittee has used for the past two seasons* In 1934 we adopted a tag

system. It developed some wealcncsses. Ihese were strengthened throutft the

use of a coupon attacned to tne original ta^, and I sincerely believe that

during 1935 the tag system worked oat very satisfactorily, ihere is one

amendment —

•

DR. GOLD: Before you taie up that, Mr. &peh, have you thought of or

given any attention to an alternative iuethod for talcing care of this allot-

ment feature in addition to iae tags?

MH. SPfcH: You mean the identification feature of it?

DR. GOLD: Yes. &fm

3£R. SPBH: tfe have given considerable thought to it. we must admit

that the use of tags and the accompanying policing and routine Is an expense.

It has cost the Control Committee as nearly as I can estimate probably

#34,000 or at least that would be the annual expense of using tags with

the port inspectors.
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We feel that inasmuch as one of tne Tital features of the agreement

or order is the definite enforcetaent of the volume to be :aarketed, both

in total ana as tne individual, and therefore any economy or any saving

which would fail to carry out a complete enforcement or co-mlete policing

systtsa would merely be false economy, and wnile it is entirely conceivable

tnat some otner system could be worked out. we do feel that the inaugura-

tion oi soon a system would nave to pass through tne same trials, experience

and tests tnat we had on the tag system. »<e even went so far as to con*

sider depending entirely upon reports from operators, combined possibly

with reports from factors* It woul!i be highly desirable if such a system

could work out, which I seriously question if it can.

The producer of gum naval stores does not keep an elaborate set of

oook6. Very few of than keep any records other than probably a set of

accounts sales rendered them by the factor, and in m^ny cases, I know of

many instances where they haven* t even bothered to keep tdat; in fact I

tlx ink it is safe to say that a large number of operators, if they were

called upon to make an income tax report, would have to depend uoon the

factor's record in order to get the information necessary to make up such

reports*

I do not believe that it would be entirely because tne processor

uld not oe willing to -,ive tne info - mat ion. I think it would be more &e-

ause he was not in the practice of keeping tnese records, and even thou^i

supplied hia «ith forms and even addressee, stamped, envelopes, we would

ind the reports would not be coiaing in until very much beyond the required

e. That would work out all rigit for the production tnat passed through

fact or *s hands, but on tne other hand it would not enable a check of

thing that did not pass through the factor, and so we do feel that some
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form of identification attached to tiie package Is necessary.

MS. BpK&OIs Mr. Spell, you heard the substitute which was suggest-

ed here, stating a metnod of limitation and based on conservation which

is set up here as an added part in paragraph 3,

In view of the fact that we must regulate the handling of naval

stores, do you not feel that in addition to the large corps of woodsmen

that were referred to, you would necessarily have to see that only a nine

inch pine was being U3ed, but you would also have to have some sort of

tttf system or means of identifying tne product in the Hands of tue handler

and distributor?

m* SPEHi Of course, I personally can't see how such a marketing

agreement or order could be entered into with the Secretary merely as a

straight conservation measure. I can see no authority in the Act for that.

As you stated, the authority is granted in the handling of an agricultural

commodity, and therefore we have to approach it from that end.

There have been qui^e a number of people who have approached me say-

ing, if you could merely handle it as a conservation measure you would

accomplish the purpose and we would support it.

You might do thia: you might set a crop not to exceed one million

rrels. However, no one shall maricet under his allotment anything that

ame from a tree other than over nine inches in diameter. 2hat is con*

eivable, you might possibly do that. I do not know whether it would be

ssible that the Secretary would agree to such an order. We face one

ther fact. Just as soon as you set such a crop as one million units for

he gum producer you probably would limit the crop under the conservation

sure, but you must of coarse give the same to the wood erop, and if you

t a million barrels for the gum erop and you consider 8iat as eighty-tno
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or more, and give an increased allotment to the wood group, why, you just

as well shut up*

MR* BAHfidLOW : But even there, in order to enforce that, in view

of trie fact that we must regulate the handler, don't you concede that we

would also have to have some kind of method of identifying the product in

the hands of the handler?

MR* SFmt Yes*

; £3 * 3.:U <•.'-••),: Such as a tag system*

HH, ifili Yes, sir.

Wmimm OWLCm mSf mi At this time, gentleman, we will have

to adjourn since we are compelled to ^ive up the room at six o'clock and

we will reconvene the hearing tomorrow morning at nine-thirty o'clock

sharp, and we hope to get through by noon tomorrow so that you can get to

the football game*

(thereupon* at 6:00 o'clock p* m. the bearing was adjourned until

9:50 o'clock a*m*, Saturday*, November 2nd, 19£5 •
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PROCEEDINGS

PHESIDIMG Oj?FICKR GIFFOBDt The hearing will con© to order, please,

There is soing to be a small crowd and I feel if you will all

gather up pretty well to the front seats that we will be able to hear fair-

ly well. They have not installed our loud-speaker for us this morning and

until they do we will try to get along without it.

At adjournment last night we were discussing Section 2 of Article IV.

That is on page 13.

Is there any further evidence to be submitted in reference to this

section?

MR. BQYKIIi: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask a question.

PRESIDING 0IFICX8 GOTOHDj Yes, sir. What is your question?

MR. BQtKim I would like to ask if the wood naval stores will be

tagged the same as the gum naval stores under this proposed agreement?

MR. BARXALCWs That does not come up here, Judge.

DR. GOLD i Does it come up here at this time?

MR. fi1ff|?,4Wl Ho.

MR. WART': May I make a statement?

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHD$ Yes, just so you get an answer, Xr.

Boykin.

Mr. BOmN: Yes.

1©. WARD! Mr, Boykin, as I explained in my opening statement, this

ole araft here is tentative and is to be corrected in accordance with the

©ws of whatever evidence is developed at the hearing, and I explained

articularly that no work had been done with the wood naval stores folks

a writing that part of the proposed agreement which refers specifically

them. It has been taken from the old license, that is the provisions
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affecting them have been taken from the old license and are practically

the same as they were.

Answering your question, they did not under the provisions of the

old license, put tags on their products. They did operate in the same

manner as set forth in this proposed agreement, by making one statement

to the Secretary of the amount of the products which they had marketed.

MR. 30YKIN: Might I inquire why they were not required to tag

their products?

PRESIDING- OFFICII GIS'FOHD: They may or may not, I believe.

i©» WART: We will cane to that provision later on and you can

discuss it at that time, if you do not mind.

PRSSXDI2K OFFICER OIPJOBD: lea. 'Hiere is a provision in nere in

reference to that and when we come along to that we will make the record

on it.

MR. BOTOHi All right. Thank you.

PRE3IDIi» OUlOm OXXFOKD: If there is nothing further on

Section 2, paragraph 1, we will proceed to paragraph 2.

DUt GOLD: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask some questions in

gard to this section.

What do you understand, WFi Speh, by the term "delivered for sale"

as contained in this section?

MR. SKEH: Mr. Chairman, have we covered paragraph 1 of Section 2?

PJRLSlEINGr OFFICER GUfGH&j I just asked if there was any further

evidence to be given on paragraph 1 of Section 2 and there was no response

•o we passed to paragraph 2.

MB. SPEH: In the concentrating of the gum turpentine and the gum

rosin, the shipments by the processor to these various concentrating point

are merely shipped in there for the purpose of sale; that is, it is being

1 2U6
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hipped in in order to give the commission man — in most cases the

factor — the opportunity of offering it for sale. Possibly 65 percent

of the turpentine and rosin cones into the ports.

We hare the two ports of Savannah, Georgia and Jacksonville which

are spoken of as open markets. Tnat is to say, the receipts, the con-

centrations shipped from the producers to the factors are offered for

sale through competitive bidding on these products in these two ports.

We have Brunswick, a port, which is also a concentration port.

However, there the receipts are turned over to the distributor

under a contract made by the factor at that port, the arrangement being

that the price at which the turpentine and rosin are turned over is

based on the average of the Savannah and Jacksonville markets on that day,

Pensacola, Florida, is also a concentrating point*

Here again the receipts are turned over to either one or more of

the distributors on the basis of the Savannah market.

That stuff going into Brunswick and that stuff going into

Pensacola under such conditions, we interpret is not a delivery for pur-

pose of sale.

On the other hand, the other stuff going into Savannah and

Jacksonville, is being delivered for the purpose of sale,

Mq do find out that there are receipts at Savannah and Jacksonville

which are merely passing through the port of Jacksonville or Savannah,

the offer of sale having already been made at an interior point and thia

stuff is passing through the port for shipment either coastwise or foreign

shipment.

On the other hand, there are some instances where receipts come

into Savannah and Jacksonville that have been contracted for possibly
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under an arrangement similar to that at Brunswick and at Pensacola.

So those oases, would not be considered as having been delivered for sale*

DR. GOLD: You know these two open markets. Now, what proportion

of the volume of receipts could you believe is offered or delivered for

sale as you understand that tern?

MR. SPEH: A review of the trend going back quite a number of years,

would indicate there was a very decided decrease throughout the years in

the percentage of the receipts which were actually reported as sales over

the board. They have even dropped to the extent of being less than 60

percent of the receipts that are being reported as sales.

TJhder the provisions of the marketing agreement and license, the

Secretary could instruct the control committee — or rather, let me change

that — under the provisions of the amended license, the Secretary could

instruct the Control Committee to require that gum turpentine and rosin

received at Savannah and Jacksonville to be delivered for the purpose of

sale, must be sold over the respective boards of trade.

That order was put into effect, and to the best of our knowledge

was complied with — I won't say 100 percent, but the certificates would

indicate that for all practical purposes it was carried out.

How then, since that time, there has been a tendency to revert to

the original condition, whereby more and more is being sold at what you

might say were private terms.

BR. GOLD: % question, I believe, was not properly worded*

FRESIDI2© OFFICER GIFFORB: Would you speak just a little louder,

Doctor, so the reporter can get it?
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DR. GOLD: Yes. You mentioned in your testimony that some of

the turpentine and rosin entering into the open market had been contracted

for or had been bought sometime ago at an interior point?

MR. aPEH: Yes, sir, that is right.

DR. GOLD: Do you have any idea what volume of the receipts, re-

gardless of the amount offered for sale, is actually sold in these

particular two markets? How important is this group of contracts and

tale* In the woods at present?

MR. SPEH: The sales in the woods, of course, fluctuate. That

•tuff moving through the ports enroute in foreign or coastwise shipment

varies with the demand. The volume under contract coming into Jacksonville

and Savannah, I would say, would be extremely small. I should say it is

safe to say it would not exceed 10 percent of the total receipts at those

two points.

DR. GOLD: In your opinion would there be any incentive to evade

the provisions as contained in this agreement?

MR. SPSH: I think there would be an incentive on the part of the

distributors to acquire or to assure himself of supplies, by arranging to

buy at interior points and thereby reducing his need of entering into the

market on a competitive bidding basis.

DR. GOLD: Do you contemplate that that would be the likely attitude

If such a provision were included in this proposed marketing agreement and

m. SFEH: I doubt if I am qualified to answer that, by stating that

it apparently has not developed under this provision, up to the time it was

relinquished you might say.

order?
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DR. GOLD: What is the purpose of this provision?

MR. SPEHt It is held by some that the practice of selling at

private terms is detrimental to the producer. The fear in back of the

making of a market is offering all supplies for sealed competitive bidding

and under those conditions it is felt that a dealer will do his best, put

his best foot forward in acquiring the supplies that he needs or if he

needs them. If he does not need them he is going to place a nominal bid,

but if he is to continue to make sales he must sooner or later acquire a

stock. Now, if you limit his source of supply to that which can come to

him only through sealed competitive bids, sooner or later he must, as I

say put in his best bid.

If, on the other hand, ae is permitted to do as has developed, to

go to a factor and ask that factor to cut out of his receipts what would

constitute offering a certain volume of rosin or turpentine, and that he

will pay the market price for it, or as an inducement for such a favor

pay him a little premium, you can see the situation that results. That

premium, of course, will be gauged by tw> things; he has the feeling that

the premium will be less than the additional bid he needs to put in.

Second, the assurance that he can get a particular line of rosin.

Rosin has thirteen grades. As produced by the producers we find

that each producer will ship in several grades in his lot of rosin. At

combined receipts making up the offerings of the factor therefore will

Include occasionally some barrels of every grade.

In practice, however, probably the average coming in would be con-

fined to seven or eight grades. It is possible that the demand may be

stronger on the middle grades than on the pale grades, and the factor, in
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trying to secure the beet possible prices for his customer, sort of

sweeps it up with those grades in demand. That is, if the middle grades

are in demand and the pale grades are not in demand he will try to throw

in enough of the pale grades so if the dealer wants the middle grades he

will have to buy these middle grades along with the pale grades,

•Eherefore, the dealer not wishing to increase his supply of the

slow moving pale grades may be willing to pay a little premium if he can

get a line in which the middle grades are concentrated.

Another reason why the out-out system has come about is that if you

out off the source of supply you will force the hands of the dealers.

How the opponents of it say that the market is destroyed by the

volume of offerings* So if you reduce the offerings you have strengthened

the market, and the system of selling by private terms or cut-out does

reduce the visible offerings*

The proponents of this method or system reply by stating that you

have reduced the volume of visible offerings, but you have satisfied the

demand and, therefore, you have accomplished nothing.

Now I am trying to give you this point, not as a proponent or

opponent, but as a general statement, and some feel that this provision

is not particularly helpful; that if tre are to gain the full benefit of

it we should require that all rosin and turpentine, or as provided in the

Mndment there, or gum turpentine and gun rosin not under contract, should

be offered over the boards of trade. I do not mean that it must actually

love to the port, but that the offering should be made. In that way they

would then get the real benefit of complete competitive bidding.

IB. G0I2>: What result did you experience under this provision for

the time that it was in effect? Do you feel that you can point to signi-

ficant gains?
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MH. SP£Hi Why, frankly, I am not sure about that. I am not

oartain that I can express an opinion as to whether the carrying out of

that proTiaion has been helpful or not. I would much prefer that the

factor and the distributor who are in a much better position to reply

to that, should ansner that and reply to it.

DR. GOLD: I have one or two other questions I would like to ask

you before bringing that up.

In what way do you contemplate that this limitation on the place

at which a man may sell his product is a limitation of marketing in

interstate consaerce?

ICR. SPBH: jra-i its influence in trying *o effectuate the pu*po»«

of the program. The purpose, as I understand the profc
ram i3 two-fold;

one to establish a balance between available supply and consumption. The

othsr is to gradually reach parity prices. If after having established

a balance you have marketing device which -sill defeat the latter purpose,

it seems to ms that should be included in your program.

DR. GOLD: It is the practice, is it not, in the sale of rosin,

to sell by lines?

MR. 3P2E: Yes, sir. Purchasers are made by a distributor from

some of the larger processors whereby the sale is merely confined to a

lot of rosin of one or two grades. That is true because the larger pro-

cessor is apt to be concentrating his proportion of grades.

DR. GOLD: Are you speaking of sales over the two markets?

Jffi. S?EHs No.

Dfi. GOLD: Kail, I am speaking of sales over the two markets. Today

a line is offered, as I understand it?

MR. 3PEH; Yes, sir.
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DR. GOLD: Andthe one who wants to buy rosin must "buy the

whole line?

MR. S?EH: Yes, sir.

D£. GOLD: Have you thought of the effect of this provision on

a small dealer if the selling by lot — if the practical Belling by lines

continue*?

.Mr. SFEK: Yes, we have given serious consideration to that.

There is no question but what the offering in lines is ad^ i^eous

to the larger distributor. He has a wider circle of distributors and he

can afford to carry the stocks with the accumulation of the slower sieving

grades, whereas the small distributor cannot afford to do that. Tnere-

fore, he has to confine his purchases to those lines which are going to

contain a preponderance of the rosins which he can move immediately.

On the other hand, if you sell by grades and you look after the

interests of the producer, you will find that desirable moving grades

will immediately move, leaving to be carried by the producer the slow

moving grades, and so before long he will be carrying that stock, whereas

under the present system the producer forces that over onto the distributor.

You might say it is unfair, but nevertheless it is accomplished.

The redely lie a, of course, in the producer trying to confine his

production to as few a number of grades as possible.

DR. SOLD: Is there any current practice in the sales made by

factors to dealers in the public markets, that can overcome the difficulty

of a small dealer in a tt dieting to purchase a single line?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir. The factors, I believe, try to cooperate with

the smaller distributor to the best of their ability. If a small dis-

tributor indicates that he would appreciate their breaking up their line
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00 as to males it one that he cen Handle, I believe the practice has

©sea to meet that wish as best they can.

Of course* on the other hand it can be ruore readily met through

the out-out system |haft it can be by offorlng it over the &RK&«

IB. GOU't Can you give us something of the history of the origin

of this particular provision? I mean no* it was in the previous agree-

ment,was it not?

MR, SPXSfi It has been in the agreement and the earlier lie, ises.

Th& right was entirely confined to the Control Oomittee putting it into

effect,

The amendment, however, relieved the Control Committee of that

responsibility and put it up to the Secretary of Agriculture that he

would order it put into effect when he deemed it desirable.

BR. GOLD: Do you care to give for the record the groups who were

interested in opposing this sort of a iaarketin& control?

MB. S?EH: Well, a good raany of the operators felt that the cut-out

system was harmful on the theory that straight competitive bidding would

result in better prices. The large distributors were particularly anxious

to have everything offered through the .Board of Trade, I hell eve I am

correct in saying that in general the small distributor did not favor it,

EB. GOLDS I would like to sail oa i&p, Skvyton, please, Mr, Xayton

has been sworn,

m. iUL-mm Yes.

IB. GOLDj fctr, Kayton, you ere a faetor?

Mi. KAYTON: Yes, sir.

BB. GOLD: Would you give us the benefit of your experience under

tsis particular provision, and your attitude toward it, in carrying out

the declared policy of the Act*

m 3oi





MR, KAYTON: Sr. Gold, there is a division in our own office ae

to the advantages of that particular provision. Personally I feel that

you secure a broader market by offering all of the rosin and turpentine

openly on the Board. There is a certain demand for the stuff, and I be-

lieve if you force all of the buyers into the open, mak* them put in

their best bids, that you get the very best results on the commodities

that the market will offer.

On the other hand, by throwing large quantities of naval stores

on the market on any one particular day, you circumvent or rather cir-

cumscribe the ability of the smaller dealers to bid.

DR. GOLD: That ie true of rosin in particular, is it not?

MR. KAYTON: Well, it applies to both but especially rosin for

the reason you have twelve or thirteen grades of rosin. ~£ot instance —

if we place on the larket a thousand or twelve hundred barrels of rosin

and there is some smaller buyer that wants 400 or 500 barrels, he cannot

bid on our line. But, some larger dealer who carries a heavy stock of

rosin anyhow, realizes possibly that he is the only one that can handle

it, and he may check up on the situation and bid a lower price than if

that line was split up.

We sometimes out out particular grades for some dealer or buyer

that just needs a few barrels of it for a particular shipment, and if he

einnot buy that email quantity, why he ie unable to accept the order from

his consumer and, therefore, he loses the business.

There are arguments on both sides, but 1 believe that the broader

arket is better.

2B. OOLDs Have you ever thought of the problem as to whether this

Is designedly a provision relating to the regulation of marketing in in-

terstate commerce?
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MR. KAYTOf: No, I don't think I have. I Haven't taken those up

at all.

DR. GOLD: Can you see any advantage in evasion of a position like

this?

KAYTON: Well, there are tey^orary advantages. For instance,

on day before yesterday our Jacksonville office offered i small line of

rosin, received bids on it, the bid of the highest bidder was not what he

thought he ought to get on the possibility of the market and he signed

the bid, and a little later sold the rosin at a higher price, showing that

his judgment was correct in that the dealers were will lag to pay more for

rosin if they had to do it,

MR. BARKALOUt Mr. Kayton, do you remember that they had any

difficulty to enforce this before?

IS*. KAYT01T: Yee. You mean in enforcing this after the Act went

into effect?

If*. BAMAIXmt Yee, after it was in the old agreenent and license.

m. KAYTON: I don f t quite get that.

Ifii. B&RKALCtf: Was there a similar provision to thia in the old

agreement and license, sales over the Savannah and Jacksonville Boards?

MR. KAYTCSf: Do you mean, in the agreement that was suspended?

MR. BARKAXGft: Yea.

MR. KAt1?0H$ Qh, yes. I think most of the factors have ccmplied

100 percent with that provision. There were some evasions.

In one case I recall that one dealer told me that he had made a

purchase of some rosin at an interior yard and that rosin was rosin that

erdinarily would have moved into Savannah and later did come into Savannah.
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MR. 3ARKAL0.': Well, as you see this provision, there is no

particular coercion involved? I mean to say, it is up to the man him-

self as to whether he is going to deliver it for sale In the market. If

he does, then it has to go over the Board, But if he does not care to do

that, he completes the sale somewhere else, it comes through the market?

IB. KAYTON: Yes.

MB. BAMALOiii There is no atterapt here, as I say, to force all

naval stores to go to those markets for sale?

MR. KAYTOft: Ho, on the contrary I think it would have just the

opposite effect and would result in more sales being made at interior

points because, as I said, if some dealer finds himself — to make the

purchase that he wants in the open market, he finds competition so keen

that it is difficult for him to get the supply he will then go to the

interior and try to head it off before it gets into the courts.

IfiU BARKALOS: How, he has the choice, he can buy either there or

he can send it through for sale on the two markets?

MR. KAYTON: Yes.

m. BARKALOfc: That is all.

PRESIDIMJ OFFICER GIFFORD: Are there any further questions of

Mr. Kayton?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER CIFFOKDs Thank you, Mr. Xayton.

(Witness excused.

)

DR. GOLD; Mr. Spit*.

m. SPITZ: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: The price of your product — you are in the wood industry,

*re you not?

MR. SPITZ: Yes, sir.
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PR* GOLD: The price of your product tends to fluctuate rather

closely with the Savannaji market?

MR. SPITSs Yes, sir,

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORP: I wish you would speak a little louder,

gentlemen.

MR. SPITZ: All right.

DR. GOLD: Bare you given any thought to the possible advantages or

disadvantages of a provision such as this in relation to the industry?

MR. SPITZ s 136, we have given it no consideration. Well, when I

say for our industry, I mean for our company. We have given no consideration

to it.

DR. GOLDj Bo you think it would give you a broader market and a

more competitive market?

MR. SPITZ: I don't think it would make the least bit of difference

as far as we are concerned*

DR. GOU): You mean you don't think the practice will affect the

actual price?

MR. SPITS: I wouldn't 3ay that, I don't know. I mean we haven't

gone into it fully enough to make any kind of decision or even to make an

expression. We don't know enough about it to say what it would or would

not do*

DR. GOLD: It has been brought out in the testimony that during

approximately the first five months of 1935 this provision was in effect.

Did you feel that you had gained anything by it? Were you able to notice

any change in the iaarket?

HR. SPITZ: frankly, I didn't even know it was in effect.

DR. GOLD: thank you. * vy
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PRESIDING 057ICER GIEFQRD: Are there any further questions of

Mr, Spitz?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIJ70HD: Thank you.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Nixon.

MR. NIXON: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GOTOHB: Will you come forward please, Mr. Nixon?

MR. NIXON: Yes, sir.

FURTHER TESTIMONEY OF A. B. NIXON,
WH&TNGTON, DELAWARE,

REPRESENTING flSRStiLES PGSDKR 0 (MPANY,

WIIiONGTON, DELAWARE*

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Cfficer.

)

DR. GOLD: Mr. Nixon, have you given any thought to this problem of

attempting to establish a wider market, a larger market in Savannah and

Jacksonville than might exist?

MR. NIXON: No.

DR. GOLD; The price of your product does tend to fluctuate very

closely with the gua product?

m. NIXON j It follows the trend. It does not follow the daily

fluctuation but it does follow the trend.

ER. GOLD: Do you feel that there would be any advantage from your

point of view in a wider market?

NR. NIXON: I didn't just get that.

DR. GOLD: I say, do you feel that there would be any advantage

from your viewpoint in having a wider market?

MR. NIXON: Our product does not go over the market and we have not

•tea closely associated with that marketing problem.
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DR. GOLD: Yet you do feel that your price ie very Materially

affected by Savannah prices?

iff*. NIXON: Yea.

IB. GOLD: That is all.

PRESIDING O^ICER GIIFORB: Thank you, Mr. ITixon.

(Witness excused.)

DR. GOLD: Mr. Aycock.

MB. AYCOGK: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: I would like to ask you a question, please.

1©. AYCOCK: All right.

0
FURTHER TESTIMONY Of THOMAS J. AYCOCK,

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA,
REPRESENTING AYCOCK-UJSDSEY CORPORATION,

SH&MRGCX, FLOHIDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Offieer.

)

DR. GOLD: Would you care to give for the record your opinion of

the possible advantages or disadvantages, as a producer of this particular

section?

MR. AYCOCK: What is the question now?

DR. GOLD: Would you discuss for us your opinion as a processor of

this provision that provides for sale at the open market and the sale of

all receipts for sale through the two open market channels?

MR. AYCOGK: 1 haven't had enough experience to say, Mr. Chairman,

whether it would be advantageous or not.

DR. GOLD: Thank you.

m. AYCOCK: May I amplify that?

PRESIDING omCER GIFFGRD: Surely.

UB. AYCOCK: I think that if rosin and turpentine — that if rosin

Was sold by grades instead of by lines that it would be advantageous to

the producer.
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DR. GCtP: Well, there is nothing of that sort in here*

MR. AYCOCK: No, there is nothing of that in there.

D?. m S0£3£ : tie, tfetodc you.

PH£?IDI!;a OTISTTH GI^ORD: Does anyone wish to ask Mr. Aycock any

questions?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER Gl^ORDi Thank you, Mr. Aycock.

(Witness excused.)

PHS3ISra> OFFICER GILFORD: Is there any further discussion of

paragraph 2 under Section 2?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD! If not, we will pass —

MR, SPSHs Mr. Chairman.

PHESIUTTRS- QWtum GIFFOHDs I beg your nardon. Bo you want to state

something further?

MR. SPEE: Yes.

farther TEsTimmr of carl f. sfee,
JACKBOimLIE, FLORIDA,

REPRESENTING THE COITOOL COJIMTFTEE,

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer,)

MR, SPSH: Well, I was asleep in hesitating to follow this about

Section 2.

In line 6, I have an amendment which we would like to introduce,

line 6, Section 2, paragraph 1. It now reads:

*3uch tags shall bear a number identifying the contracting handler

to whom issued, ancV or the serial number of the tag —

*

We would like to present an amendment so as to have that read:
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"Such tags shall bear a number identifying the contracting

processor-handler to whoa issued and/or a serial number, " thereby

being able to effectuate quite a saving in the cost of ta«a if we

decide to use tags and require only a serial number,

PRESIDING OOTCER G-IFFOKD: This proposed amendment will be

identified as Exhibit 8b. 6 and mad© a part of the record,

(The proposed amendment sub-

mitted by Mr. Speh, was marked "Sixhibit

Ho. and is attached to this record.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHI): Gentlemen, you have heard the proposed

amendment presented. Is there any opposition or any discussion of that

proposed amendment?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIl^ORD: S«r. Speh, you will see that these

•BMmdmenta are all left with the reporter?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GOTOKD: Before passing to paragraph 3, Dr.

Gold has another question or another witness that he desires to question.

DR. GOLDS Theus.

MB. THEUS: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD; I would like to ask you a few, questions,

1©. THETDS: Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY CO? OHA.HLSS T. THEUS

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDIO OFFICER GIFFOHD: You may proceed, gentlemen.

DR. GOLD: Mr,

MR. THEUS: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: While you have been absent there has been a discussion

of the provision in the proposed marketing agreement relating to the
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•ales of all receipts for sale over the two open markets at

Savannah and Jacksonville.

MR. Htel Yes,

IM. GOLD: I should like you to give us your opinion, if you

will, on the advantages or disadvantages of this particular provision.

You are a dealer, are you not?

IH. TITOS: Tes, sir. I should prefer, Dr. Gold, that the re-

ceipts be offered over the Beards. It has a most important feature

of giving you an actual market rather than what you might say a fictitious

or artificial one.

It is very simple for anyone to put the market up with only a small

percentage of offerings being first on the Board.

We have seen in Savannah a great many times the actual receipts of,

say, for instance, turpentine would be 700 or 800 barrels that had

official offerings on the Board, but only 40 or 50 —
1©. TU3HEG/LN0: Would you mind speaking a little louder, please.

PRESIDING OFFICES GIF?ORB : fee, plf>ase speak a little louder,

Mr. Theus.

ISB. 15IEU3: The cut-out on private sales would prevent quotations;

in other words, one dealer trading on the other man's finger.

I think it is much more satisfactory if it can be done.

DR. GOLD: Suppose the section remains on gum naval stores de-

livered for sale, can you see the possibility of evasion or probability

of evasion of this particular section?

Wi* TmjSi Yes, sir,

DR. GOLD: Do you think it would be very difficult to evade?

m m THEUS: Ho, I don't think so.
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IB. GOLD: Do you think it would be liable to result in evasion?

MR. TE-TJS; How is that?

DR. GOLD: I say, do you believe it would be likely to ret?ult in

evasion?

MR. THEU3: I think so.

DR. GOLD: You have had experience in it for about five months

this year. What did you find during that period?

MR..?HEUS: Well, I think that a great portion — as a rsatter of

fact it is entirely up to the factor to dispose of his receipts. If he

wants to put them on the board he can do so; if he does not, he does not

have to do so. All he has to do is to tell you that it is not for sale

or that the prioe is unsatisfactory, or almost anything. He don't have

to sell it. There is anothing to force a factor to sell his turpentine

or rosin.

Dr. GOLD: But this provision would require that if receipts were

either in Savannah or Jacksonville and the factor wanted to sell them he

would have to offer them over the 2oard.

MR. TUBUS: I think that would pretty well cover it.

As I say, I don't know, to tell you the truth. I have seen lots

of instances where turpentine was either withheld or put on the board and

then they turned around and delivered to some other dealer or distributor

in the trejde, and sometimes it didn't make any difference whether you were

enough higher than the bid on the market or not, you would not get any.

Particularly at Jacksonville you put turpentine and rosin on the

Board in Jacksonville and no matter what your bid is, in the majority of

instances it is carried over, and very seldom is ever offered back on the

^ard the following day. It is disposed of immediately. The factor has
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got to get all of the money he can for his receipt s. It is probably to

his advantage if he can get more money for it. But it look* to me like

that if we could have trade ruling that if stuff is put on the board, if

500 barrels of turpentine are offered on the board for sale, it ought to

be a sale. A great proportion of it is sometimes sold before the board

and it is simply put up on the board and then you don't get it.

I have very often been the high bidder down at Jacksonville, as

high as three-quarters of a cent higher than the next bidder, and then

I don't ^et any turpentine,

DR. GOLD; Do you think this is the provision you had before, put

into effect by the members of the two boards?

MR. TKEU3: Yes, I think it is, but it is purely a matter for the

factors and not the dealers. The dealers haven't very much to say about

what the factor does with his turpentine or rosin. They don't have to

sell it to them. It is a matter for the factors to get together on, and

not the dealers. The factors could very easily get together and say,

"£e are going to sell all of our stuff on the respective boards," and do

so, or as I said, they don't have to sell anything; they don't even have

to offer it. They can sell it privately or they can say that they won't

stand the price, and then just bill it to certain dealers each day. That

•tuff never goes on the board.

I have some of those arrangements myself, but as I say, I prefer to

tee all receipts offered on both boards. It might be a better representa-

tion of a national market or give a much fairer quotation.

Lots of them sell, oh, 50 barrels of turpentine and it ie an

official sale, and yet the private sale amounts to 400 and 500, and it

•ould be really Just the reverse in order to get proper quotations.
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As I said, I haven't very much to say about it. It is up to

the factors, they could do that.

m. GQJJDt Thank you.

(Witness excused.

)

m. LQCKWOGX): Mr. Chairman.

vmsxmm omasa giffcrb* Mr. loekwood.

MR. L0CKWGO3: May X say just ft few words?

imsimm omiom GBTOBDs Yes, Mr. Lockwood.

ycHTHER testimony of joseph I. iockvoob,
SAVAMAH, GEOHGIA.

NAVAL STORES .0 ORSSDIffjUlf•

(!&ie witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. L0CKF00D: J&r. Chairman, and Br. Gold, as a member of the

Savannah Board of Trade and in the interest of many classes whose trans-

actions in naval stores the world over are based upon the daily official

prices established at Savannah and wired daily the world over as the basis

for the prices in all of the markets, I want to call attention to the fact

that not only should those directly taking part in the daily transactions

be considered but also those who are effected by those daily transactions,

and that whatever plan will best make clear and offer sufficiently large

and representatives transactions as satisfactory to all concerned, that

the prices dally established and wired the world over ere the real

representative average prices, you sight say, of all transactions, and

I think it is the duty of the Savannah Board of Trade and the obligation

of the industry, an obligation that the industry owes tc every consumer

tad every dealer the world over in these products, and on that account

the larger and more complete the transactions are over established boards

ef trade the more representative those transactions are of the entire
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production, of the percentage of rosin in each grade as produced, and

the more truly, I say, will the Savannah Board of Trade be accomplishing

the purpose for which it was created of establishing daily official prices

for the world and the more truly I think and fairly will the interests of

all concerned be served, I think it is important, that broader aspect,

and not merely those who are direct parties to the daily transactions but

those who are dependent on the daily effect, that those should be con-

sidered as a duty that all concerned should recognize and if possible

serve

•

DR. GOLD: Thank you, very much.

{Witness excused.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GILFORD: Spea.

MR. S?£H: Yes, sir.

PRESIDIH& OFFICER GIFFORBi Will you proceed with paragraph 5.

Some have recently come in, and so for your benefit we are dis-

cussing paragraph 3 on page 12.

FURTHER TESTBKW 0? CARL F, SPEH*
JACKSONVILLE, FLORID.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. SPEH: Paragraph 3 of Section 2, still under the method of limit-

ing the volume of gum naval stores to be marketed, is what lias formerly

the conservation feature of the program.

It is so generally accepted that _t Is rare that you will find

real objections or any sound, logical objection to a conservation program.

It has been very clearly distinguished that it requires an ab-

normally high market price in order to be ablo to make a profit out of

the production of tress below a certain size. It is felt that that price

wHQiwMi flNfc&t}4(l8 iSf&yflW^ s$i$jf¥lM$$*
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would be so high that we would lose our market, ^nd the Forest

Service over years of experience have found that in general, taking

into consideration the adolescent stage of the tree, you might say,

that a nine-inch diameter seems to be the dead line. A tree below

nine inches produces far too little gum to make it profitable to work

under normal conditions.

It is recognized that a comparison of individual trees, one nine-

inch tree may produce far more than another nine-inch tree. It is en-

tirely possible that you will find a nine-inch tree which will produce

far less than a six-inch tree located under more favorable conditions,

but in general the diameter limit has a direct bearing on the yield of

However, inasmuch as this is a marketing agreement it could not

be handled as a straight out conservation measure and it had to be brought

in as a method of limitation, and, therefore, if it is handled in this

way, namely, that they shall not market any gum turpentine or rosin

produced from a tree under thiB size.

It is further recognised that there are some people who had made

leases and based upon that, believed that they were going to be able to

work all of the timber covered by that lease.

Some people had already hung faces on smaller sii,e trees, and

so there was no wish to penalize these people. We tried to confine it

nerely to the virgin faces, that is, the first year's face.

I might add the specifications in here are the ones usually ac-

cepted by the industry, that is, four and one-half feet from the ground

!» merely a measurement of what we refer to as breast height, and the

tiemeter nine inehes is the one generally accepted and recommended by

Ike United states Sorest Service.
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MR. B&RKALGrt : Mr. Speh.

m. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. a*&*£G| : I presume that the Control Board would have no

objection to having a representative of that eervice confer with them

with respect to this provision?

MR. SP&H: ft ell, In fact we would recommend it and we have even

gone this far. I believe the record of the earlier discussion will

indicate that we recognized that there might be some unusual conditions,

unusual circumstances where you would grant an exception to this rule,

I was not sure whether it remained in there or not.

The original provision was that the exemption could be granted,

for instance, there may be tracts of timber, the owner of which con-

templates putting it on the market, and he has two possible sales, naval

stores lease and use for pulpwood.

Under those conditions it is possible that you may want to sell

that stuff and work it. The pulp people will take logs down considerably

below nine inches. X believe they will go down as low as four inches.

Therefore, there is a market. Under certain conditions it might be con-

sidered an unfair thing not to permit that man to turpentine timber below

nine inches and, therefore, derive that income, and it has been suggested

that in order to grant that exception it might be well to confer with the

United States Forest Service and have them make an investigation to see

if the granting of that exemption would fit in with the ifcrest Plan and

If they recommended that the exemption be granted, then grant the exemption.

If on the other hand they felt that it was purely an evasion, that it would

not have a part of the further forest management plan, then they would

recommend that there be no exemption granted.
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That is not provided for in here, but I think it should be

given serious consideration,

DR. GOLD: Mr. Speh, will you incorporate into the record copies

of the woris: of the Forest Survey relating to the 3ize of timber?

Wt spssj i will, fmk sir »

PRE.3IDIHG QIFICTSR &TJ7Q3I>: Those publications are government

publications'?

ISR. SPEH: Yes, sir. I can't give them by reference, but Mr.

Benedict, I think probably can. He is familiar with that work and a

former member of the United States forest Service.

PRESIDING 07H0m GI7F0HD: W. Benedict, you have read Captain

14dredge ' s work on surveys?

MR. BffiflPICT: Yea, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GI£FOHD: Hs had a number of publications, I

believe on the size of trees being faeed generally in Florida.

MR. BENEDICT: Those are termed releases by the ifetional forest

Survey Experiment Station, and they cover South Carolina, Unit lo. 1,

South Carolina] Units Kbs. 1 and 2, Georgia; X3hits rfos. 1 and 2, florida,

and I think they are getting those in Alabama, Mississippi and Texas ready.

The survey on the turpentine belt has been completed I think, but the re-

leasee covering the finals are not entirely published yet.

PRZSlDIiJG OFFICER GIFFOBD: These publications will be made a part

of the record by reference only.

MR. SPEH: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Benedict refers to the seme publica-

tions to which Mr. Lockwood referred, and there are, I think, other pub-

lications, quite a number of publications that I was hoping Mr* Benedict

would refer to regarding good forest practice in turpentining, and I was
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trying to recall the exact date of those bulletins, the subject of which

is to show that it is not good naval stores practice to work small trees,

which is the basis for this recommendation.

m. BENEDICT: One is termed, Naval Stores by Wyman. I don ft

remember the number of the bulletin.

MR. SPEH: With your permission, Mr. Chairman, we could introduce

them as exhibits by reference, and I will be glad to look up the exact

titles.

PRESIDING omcsa GILFORD: They will be made a part of the record

by reference only.

-

DR. GOLD: Mr. Speh, what is the meaning of paragraph 3-b in this

Agreement?

MR. SFEBi As I stated, it was recognized that there are owners of

mill trees, have small trees under operation, and so this merely says

that this shall not apply where the small trees have already been tur-

pentined, that is, the turpentine and rosin produced from the gum coming

from these faces already in operation February 20th, 1934, and that was

the date when It was announced that the original license containing this

feature would be made effective.

DR. GOLD} Is that the reason for the reference to the dates in

paragraphs A and B?

MR. SPEH: It is, yes, sir.

MR. BAHKALOV: Mr. Speh, that both paragraphs 2 and 3 contribute

you said to the method of limitation and marketing,— in marketing, and

as such will tend to effectuate the policy of the ^t? I believe you did

•how with respect to 2 that it would tend to effectuate the policy.

Do you feel that paragraph 3 will have the seme effect?
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}B, SP1H: I do, most decidedly.

PRESIDING QIIIGm (ilTFOmt Is ther* any further discussion of

paragraph 3, Section 3?

Iffl. NIXON: Mr. Chairman.

•ISttrinfTOSlDING OFFICER GIFFGRT): Mr. i&xon.

MR. HIX OH: Just as a matter of record, I notice 2 and 3 are

not included in the order, and there will be a difference in the status

here in the industry.

PHESIDIMJ QFFICEB GILFORD: Your suggestion is that they should be

included also in the order?

MR. IflXON: Well, ay suggestion is that they be understood.

PRESIDING OFFICEH GIJTFOHD: What is your opinion as to whether

they should or should not be carried into the order?

MR, NIXON* I imagine it is left out of the order because you

think it is not an enforceable provision.

DR. GOLD: Hare you any opinion in regard to the desirability of

a measure of this type?

MR. NIX0N5 Ho, I haven't.

MB* SHEHs Mr. Chairman, Bight I suggest that consideration be

given to amend the order when you reach that stage, to include this sane

provision?

PRESIDIIIG 0JF10EB. GIFFQRD: Is there any further discussion of

paragraph 3?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDING GIEFQRD: If not, we will proceed to paragraph

4, Section 2.
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MR. SPEH: Paragraph 4 refers to the issuing of tags which are

to serre as identification of the volume of allotment, and at that

point we wish to include an amendment — offer an amendment to paragraph

4, line 1, now reading: "During each year", to be emended so as to read:

"During each calendar year."

PHE3IDIJJG OIl^OHD: Four copies of that proposed amendment

will be left with the reporter and they will be identified as Exhibit ?k>.7

and made a part of the record.

(The document submitted by Mr. Speh,

was marked "Exhibit 1*>. 7" and is at-
tached to this record.)

DK. GOLD: Jir. Speh, what is the purpose of the last sentence of

this paragraph?

PRESIDING 03TICER OIFx^OHD: Before asking that question let T s

complete the question of this amendment so it will follow right after

the offer.

DR. GOLD: Why do you offer the amendment that you have just given?

MR. SPEH: Inasmuch as the trade has for years been baring in mind

a naval stores year and inasmuch as we are in these marketing agreements

and licensee now in effect, changed to a calendar year, it is thought there

Might be some misunderstanding as to what year ie referred to, and so in

order to clear that up we wanted to hawe it understood that it means the

calendar year.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOiiD: Is there any further discussion of

that amendment?

(No response.

)

PHE3IBING- OFFICER GIFFQRD: If not, Mr. Gold, you may proceed

With your question.
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DR. GOLD: Would you discuss the last sentence in that

paragraph?

I®, SPEH: As explained —

MR. LOCKWOOD: Mr. Chairman, pardon me just a second.

PRESIDING OFFICE* GIFFQRD: Yes, Mr. Loekwood.

MR. LOCKS70ODJ Are you discussing paragraph 4?

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOKD: No, we are just beginning to discuss it,

MR. SPEH: As explained yesterday there are two classes of allot-

ments, the so-called primary quota, which is given to a processor to take

care of the turpentine and rosin which comes from gum produced by himself,

and in addition to this a volume of gum produced by men in the woods, in

which the operators are not of sufficient size in volume to justify own-

ing a still, and, therefore, they are merely interested in selling their

gum. They sell their gum to whatever market is available, and the buyer

processes the gum at his own still.

This turpentine and rosin comes from a source different than the

turpentine and rosin covered by a primary quota, is referred to as a

secondary quota.

The source of supply of gum fluctuates. A processor may be buying

from one man this year and buying from another man next year or an entire-

ly different group, although in general throughout the year he buys from

about the same group. The gum seller, being the man with whom he deals,

ay buy from one man this year and buy from another man next year, and so

in order that this gum buyer may be able to market a volume consistent

with the volume of gum that he has been buying we give him a secondary

quota, and in order that the man that has sold gum may continue to find a

tsedy market and i dentifioation of the gum making up that turpentine and

rosin constituting the secondary quota, tags are issued.
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The provision is that the Control Committee may send those tags

direct to the gum seller. That is done for a matter of expediency and

protection to the gum seller.

As I explained yesterday the practice is that if the gum seller

gives instructions to the Control Committee specifying a definite address,

then the gum tags are sent to that particular address, that address being

the name any gum seller gate of some processor at such and such a post

office*

PRESIDING OFFICER GI1TF0HD: Is there any further discussion of this

section?

MR. L0CKW0OD: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDIO OFFICES GIFFORD: Mr. Lockwood.

MR. L0CO00D: X was just going to ask, in view of the point that

was raised yesterday of there being in the proposed marketing agreement

no definition of the term "producer**, whether such a definition has been

made, this applies to a producer of crude gum.

MR. BAJQCALCW: Isn't it clear then that it refers to a producer of

•rude gum as distinguished from a producer of naval stores?

MR. LOCKWOODi I understood from the statement yesterday that the

Marketing agreement did not embrace or include any control or regulation

affecting the producer of crude gum, except when it was carried over and

the title still remained in that producer, which made him a producer of

naval stores. I may be wrong, but that was my understanding yesterday.

MR. BAHKiLOit Is it not the Intention here that the control goes

to the producer of naval stores and the tag is simply to the crude producer

•s a matter of convenience?

NR. tOCKWOODt It was not clear to me or 1 would not have asked the

question.
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I thought it might be well to have it cleared up,

MR. BARIC&X07i?: I would like to ask Hrf Speh a question on that

point, so that it can be cleared up.

Is it not true that the only limitations will he placed upon the

producer of naval stores and will not be placed upon the producer of

crude gum, but that tags may be sent direct to the producer of crude gum,

if he so desires, or if he desires thsy may be sent to the producer of

naval stores to be used by him for the producer of crude gum?

MR. SPSS: Yws* sir, that is, the secondary quota tags are really

the property of the processor because they malfe the secondary quota, and

as I stated, that secondary quota is derived from gum purchased from a

large number of gum sellers, those referred to distinguished here as

producers of crude gum. The crude gum sellers, as w© pointed out yester-

day, are not included in the definition of naval stores.

!©. LOCKWOOD: Then if he did not want to be included, would not

want to b*i regulated and this is put into effect, he would not be included

if he did not also produce naval stores.

MR. SPEH: Crude gum is not regulated at present. Hs can produce

as much crude gum as he wishes and he can sell it to whomsoever he wishes.

W# have found during the past year that there are quito a large

number of operators who had sufficient timber, a sufficient number of

faces to prod^jce their allotments, but some of those faces were six and

seven year faces.

W» have also found that the cost of production of gum from these

fcigh faces was greater than what they could buy the crude gum for, and so in

aaay oases they practically laid off of these high non-productive faces,

•ad we know of some instances where they actually laid off small trees,
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and we know of soia* instance* where *hey actually laid off these email

trees, because they found that they could buy the gum cheaper than they

could produce it themeelves, So in those cases they bought the gum and

had no interest in the tag* whatever. They were going to use that gum

in filling their primary quota. That was entirely proper because they

had the set-up there to produce their primary quota,

ME. B&BKALGi J Mr* Spoh, is my view correct in that this is de-

signed for the benefit of the producer of crude gum and not as a re-

striction on him, so that he will not hare a restricted market for hi*

gum?

MR, SdPSHi It is, yes, I don't suppose I could improve upon that

statement, I would not try to,

BR. KrtESSMAH: Mr. Chairman,

jE^IiXDia OmaSB QilWQmi Dr. Xressman.

Ml. KiESSMAH: If crude gum is not included, then whet is the use

of having any tag*?

MB. S^&H: ¥• could give over to the processor hi* secondary quota

la the form of turpentine and rosin tags, and then he could send them back

again to be exchanged for crude gum tags. That merely served an identifica

tion of the volume of turpentine and rosin coming under the secondary quota

but inasmuch a* that ie derived from five barrel* of crude gum you have to

break it down into the individual tags,

Mow, it is done with the idea of helping this gum seller find a

ready market for his stuff. Without that, why, of course, the gum seller

•ould merely use the secondary tags in order to shop around and buy gum at

the cheapest possible price.
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DR. KHESSM&Nt I was thinking of the case that Mr. Mcintosh

Drought up, if crude gum is not naval stores, why, then there ie absolute-

ly no evasion of any part of the Act for crude gum to he marketed and

shipped anywhere in tank cars.

MR. sm&: No, sir,

DR. KHESSMAMj And processed somewhere else?

MR. SPEHj Well now, when you come to processing somewhere else —

m m MEQSmMi Well, as long as it is produced and remained in-

trastate, suppose crude gum is shipped in any number of tank ears to a

large soap factory and the rosin is used in that factory and the turpentine,

is sold in the same state that the soap factory is located in, there is no

control whatsoever over that.

IB, SPEH: There is an economic problem to be faced. If that

should happen he would soon depress the rosin market to the extent that

there would not be an incentive to move gum.

DH. KKESSMANF: Well, in view of the fact that crude gum moves under

a lower rate and that the rate on turpentine is ordinarily 70 percent or

more higher than the rate on rosin, in the form of crude gum your tur-

pentine would move on a lower rate.

MR. SPIHj Correct, but how about your water, trash, bits of bark

and dirt?

DR. KHES^H: The saving on the turpentine rate would probably

aore than make that up.

PRESIDING OFFICII? OIFFOHDs Gentlemen, this just shows where

questions will lead to in the record.

She discussion that $r. Kressman ha* just brought forth is one

that we want to know about. Therefore, Instead of asking a man the question
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who has already expressed his opinion, we would rather in the discussion

of this for you to discuss and tell us what you think about it and thereby

we will get your opinion and get a record fron which we can act and not he

bound by the answer of the witness; in other words, we will have your

evidence to consider on that point. So, if you will just bear that in

mind you can help us, as with that in the record re may get the full effect

of what these provisions mean by affirmative testimony.

Is there anything further on this section?

MR. 30TED.T: Hr» Chairman.

PRESIDE** OFFICER GIFFORD: Vfr. Boykin.

MR. BOYEIN: I would like to ask Mr* 3peh one question.

PRESKIHtl omCSR amOHD: Tory well, sir.

MR. BOTKBT* Mr. Speh, did not the old marketing agreement carry a

provision whereby the gum seller could not sell his crude gum unless he

had what is known as G. E. tags or eometines we called them General Electric

tags?

MR, S?EH: No, sir.

MR. BGVmt It did not?

MR. SPSE: »*, sir.

MR. BOYKTN: Are you certain?

15R. SPEH: Yes, I am. I may be mistaken, of course, but I can't

recall any such provision in there.

MR. BOYBDIj What was the purpose of Issuing the G. E. tags?

MR. SPEH: Well, the purpose was, as we have gone over several tiioss,

la order to permit the processor buying crude gum to have a turpentine and

rosin tag placed on that package, to indicate that it was produced and be-

ing marketed under the secondary quota. He could not get a G. 3t. tag with-
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out having surrendered an equivalent number of crude tags, and the crude

gm tags were issued under the secondary quota. Thereby you retain

complete control of the volume of turpentine and rosin moving under the

secondary quota*

PRESIDING OFFICER GI3F0RD: Is that provision carried into this

agreement? If it isn't in this agreement, of course, we are not inter-

ested in it. If it is relevant we would like to have it discussed later

as to how you think that should be handled.

MB. AYCOCX: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORDt Hr. Ayeock.

MR. AYCOCK: I think we are making a mountain out of a mole hill

with reference to this uncleaned crude gum shipped out of the state.

This agreement as I understand it is only proposed for a year.

The unit selling price of rosin and turpentine would necessarily have

to go high in order to make it profitable to ship uncleaned gum out of

this state and make an investment in foreign states to clean the gum

after it gets there in order to put it in a position to be sold.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHD: Is there anything further on this

subject?

MR. A.JDERSON: I would like to say a word.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Have you been sworn?

MR. ANDERSON: No, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Will you please come forward and be

sworn.

MR. AHDEHSOH: Y.s, sir.
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TESTWOM OF ?. L. ANBERSQU
CHATOM, ALA3AMA,

REPRESEitfFIxiG SELF AND PRODUCERS

OF WASHINGTON COtftOT, ALA.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Will you give us your name please

for the record?

MR. ASBERSOII: My name i» 7. L. Anderson.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD; And your address?

MR. A-\!BER30H: Chatom, Alabama.

PBESIDING OFFICES GIFFGRD: Are you a producer?

m m AHSKRSONs I am.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: You mpy proceed.

MR. A3SS3ERSON: I want to ask this fellow over here — he asked

this man, Mr. Span, did they have any restrictions on the crude gum seller

with that provision in there, but heretofore it has had a restriction,

they Issued tags and it was our general understanding that it was absolute-

ly a violation of the law for us to sell a barrel of raw crude gum to a man-

MR. TERREGANOi Louder please, we can't hear a word you say.

13R. MDIBSCH: All right. We considered it was a violation of the

law to sell a barrel of crude turpentine to a man, and that it was a viola-

tion of the law for him to buy it, and, therefore, they would buy at one

price, they would give you, say, four and one-half net and If you didn't

save a tag they would give you three and one-half net and then keep it

under cover, and absolutely we did have a restriction on these crude gum

tellers. They could not sell because they Just allowed them so many tags

•nd that was all they allowed them to produce and sell unless they boot-

legged it, and by any way that they could sell, but they would sell it at

that price.
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Jfow, I had a oustoiaer, he i^ade ten barrels and he had fife

tags to sell. Well, I would give him four and one-half for the fire

barrels, four and one-half net, and then they dropped dorm and said,

•I Trill take this off of your hands now at three and one-half.

*

You understand, I did not do anything of that, because I do not

buy any. I bought from one man as long as he had it, but I do know of

people that did do that. They had the tags. Instead of turning then

Into the pool they would keep these extra tags and buy that stuff and

it did restrict the erude gum seller that way.

Kr. Span never did say whether it did or not, but it absolutely

did under the old agreement, and I hare read this and it is similar to

it.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOKD: Your opinion ie then, that it will

have a direet effeet upon the erude gum producer?

MR. ANDERSON: Absolutely.

PRESIDING OFFIOBR GIFFQRD: And eyen though the agreement and

the statements of the proponents of the agreement are that it is not

intended to eontrol hlx?

m. ANDERSON: Yes, sir.

MR. B&RKALOtf: Hp. Speh.

Iff*. SPKEi Yes, sir.

KR. BARKALCWF 1b it not true when you estimate the number of

tegs to go to processors to be used by gum producers, that you hare

taken into consideration an amount which will adequately take care of

the crude gum produced?

161. SPEH: In arranging for the secondary quota we have the

reports of the processors and it figures out that about 10 percent —
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I think it iB a fraction — about 10.4 percent of the gum turpentine and

roain is processed from purchased gum and that volume is set aside as the

secondary quota; that percentage of the total volume to be Liarfeeted is set

aside as the secondary quota and broken down in order to cover the applica-

tions made by processors for those secondary quotas, and there again the

tags are broken down into gum tags to cover the individual gum seller; so

I think it does very, very closely approach the volume that the gum

seller contributes to the volume of gum sold the previous year.

MR. BAJRKALW: You have held down, have you not, the primary allot-

ment to the processor in order that the overhead amount fixed to be

Marketed will include enough of the crude gum —
UR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. MHK&LOW: (Continuing) —- to take care of it?

MB. SPEHi Yes, sir.

MR. B&RKALOW: Thank you.

PRESIDING OFFICER GJIfOSte Is there anything further under

paragraph 4?

MR. PftDftj Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDIM* OFFIGER GIFFQRD: Were you sworn yesterday?

MR. PRINE: No, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Will you be sworn, please?

MR. PRIHE: Yes, sir.

TESTIMONY 0? J. R. PRIHE,

HEPBESTOTIHG- J. R. PRIJKE, J. C # PRISE, SR.,
AMD J. C. PRISE, JR.,
CrrROJ$SIX£, ALABAJ44, AM)
SALEfflN COUNTY, ALABAMA.}

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

)

PRESIDING OOTCER GIFFOH&I Will you give us your name, please, for

the record?
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MR. PRIME: ST. R. Prine.

PRE3IBBJG OFFICER OUFF&TOf J, R. ~

MR. PRIKE: X. R. Prine.

PR2SIDISW OFFICER GIFFORB: And your address, please?

MR. FRI?iEi S^amerdale, Alabama.

PHF-SIDI-KG omom GIFFQRB: Summerdale?

It©. PRIME: Yes, sir, Suaiaerdale.

I would like to ask Mr. Speh a question.

PRESIDING OFFICER OIFF^RDi All right, what is the question?

MR, PRINFi I would like to ask Mr. Speh, representing the Control

CosEaittee that if the crude gum man is not considered in this agreement

why there would he a certain portion of this budget allotted and used for

this tagging process, if he is not considered in it, and if you set the

erop, you say the crop is to be set at, say, 450,000 units, why pull cut

a certain percentage out of this 450,000 to be allotted to the gum seller

if he Is not considered in here,

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORE: Will you answer the question, W&t Speh?

MR. SEEK: An allotment is not made to the crude gum seller. Hi

have repeatedly stated that we are regulating naval stores, namely, tur-

pentine and rosin, which turpentine and rosin is divided into two major

groups, the primary quota and the secondary quota. therefore, when we

make the allotment to which you refer it is made to the processor in the

term of the secondary quota of turpentine and rosin, and not gum.

PRESIDIO OIFICSS GIFFOHD: Did. you understand the question, Ifr.Speh?

MR. SPFK; I don't think I can answer it any clearer other than

merely to repeat that the allotment is made in the form of the secondary

qfiota of turpentine and rosin, and it is made to the processor to keep —
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to take oare of that turpentine and rosin which he does market, which is

produced from a class of gum different than that gum, obtained from a

source different from that under which he is marketing his turpentine and

rosin produced from his own production,

MR. PfilNEii The point I want to get at though ia, where this a. 2.

tag comes from, would it come out of the 450,000?

m. SPIH: i'es, six.

MR. PBISI: Well, he not being considered in this, how would he be

entitled to share with us when he la not considered in this?

MR. 8PEK: When who is not considered?

MB. TBXMi The crude gum seller.

MR. BlRSALO^j Is it not true, 3pe&, that what we are seeking

to fix under the law is the total amount of naval stores which can be

marketed?

MR. SPEB: Yes, sir,

MR. BAJi&ALOGfi Now then, in order to see that the amount is able to

be distributed you hare taken the total amount which can be marketed and

divided it up into two allotments, one to the processor who has hie own

gum for his own use and another for the processor t© take and process the

crude gum with, is that not true?

MR. aSEHi Yea, sir*

MR, PHIriE: But where the tags are going to revert back to the pool.

I don't see how that is.

PRESIDING OWlOm GIFFQRI): Could you explain that to him, Mr. 8peh?

MR. HP I must be rather dense. I cannot see how I eaa answer it

ether than I have repeatedly said. It is an allotment —
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MR. PRIHE: It is not clear to me, if it is an allotment, it

would come out of this 450,000 units, would it not?

PRESlPim 0FST0ER GIFFORDt la tliat the purpose of this paragraph,

to <5o that thing, Mr. 3p©h? In other words, why do you want to give the

producer an allotment at all, the producer of crude gum?

MR. SPEHs We do not give an allotment to the producer of crude gum.

MR. FRI£E: 'Then on this basis when you start out with it, why cut

him if he didn't have an allotment.

MR. SPEHi We do not have anything to do with the producer of crude

gaffe,

MR. vmm: In the future.

K SFEH* In the past, and I only contact -*

PfflSSISM* omcEB GIFFORDt How, gentlemen, don't disturb the wit-

ness please. This is confusing enough. Will you please take your chairs.

Ividently it is not clear, the crude gum producers' status in

reference to allotments and in reference to tags.

How, state, Mr. Speh, for the purpose of the record please, that as

the proponents understand it and propose it In this marketing agreement.

MR. 3H2J: We dealt first upon the total volume of gum turpentine

and giaa rosin to be marketed, and after making certain deductions in order

to take care of special cases such as new processors, you have left &

definite volume of gum turpentine and rosin to be marketed, ftiat is

divided into two major divisions, the one that goes to make up the primary

quota of a processor, and that primary quota of the processor represents

the turpentine and rosin which the producers to market from gum proclueedby

Hueif.

There is another source of supply of gum, namely, purchased gum.

That also produces turpentine and rosin identical in character with the
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turpentine and rosin produced from the processors' primary quota or

his own operations*

There is no means of distinguishing turpentine and rosin* The

turpentine and rosin is mixed with his own turpentine. He makes no dis-

tinction. It is marketed in the same manner; it is sold for the same
PTW*- %7»Jw»F n$ «&e* mW§ sb&xj v. w HTW^i s-rSv©? 9^£QaM.

price; it is shipped in the same type of container, the same package.

It undergoes the same charges in handling, storage and insurance. It is

graded the same way. Therefore it is identical.

Now, it does not represent gum that he could produce from his own

operations. One of the requirements of the primary quota is that he

must be equipped with timber to produce that. If you gave him the total

Of his allotment including his primary quota, plus this overage of

secondary quota, he could not comply with those conditions because he

would not hare the timber to produce that total volume. Therefore, you

have to segregate it and give it some other term. We refer to it as

the secondary quota, and we recognize that in order to be entitled to

this secondary quota, he does not have to provide himself with timber

to produce the crude gum. It is recognized that his source of supply of

raw material is purchased gum. That is the only difference. You have to

limit the processor to his division of primary and secondary quota. If

it is the custom of the processor to obtain his supply of gum from other

than his own operations, he gets no secondary quota. He is not entitled

to it.

MR. BAHKALOt: Mr. Speh, there was reference made here to a pool.

I did not quite understand that. I see no pool set up in this agreement.

And also, there was something with respect to an exchange.

MR. SPEH: I think the gentleman probably had in mind this, that

the provision of the current license is that where a processor receives

j
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an allotment and lie can justify that allotment by haying his base figure

and having sufficient timber and finances to produce his allotment, he

Is of course entitled to it*

If, for one reason or another, whether a storm or labor condi-

tions, possibly he does not want to be as big an operator and decides

he is not going to or cannot produce his full quota, it is then provided

that that overags, those tags of that volume of allotment that he does

not require go back to the major pool and, therefore, you have some left

to divide among those people who do require some additional allotments.

I think the gentleman refers to that pool*

MR. BARKA&pffs Well now, when you say *pool*' you mean it goes

back into the total figure of that which can be marketed?

MR. 3PEH: Yes, sir,

m. BAJKIIALO?: There is no pool really?

MR. SPJZl: There is no real pool, no, sir.

Sow then, the exchange, as I said, the secondary quota allotment

is made in terns of turpentine and rosin, but for the sake of convenience

we immediately translate it into terms of crude gum by considering five

barrels of crude gum as being the equivalent of one turpentine and rosin

as defined in the definition of unite. Therefore, the secondary quota

in the form of crude tags is for the convenience and aid to the processor

in the purchase of that crude gum. Inasmuch as he is required to attach

to the package of turpentine a turpentine tag and to the package of rosin

a rosin tqg, he must procure those tags, and the only way in which he can

procure those tags is to show his right to that volume of the secondary

quota. He establishes this by returning to us his crude gum tags sad ws

exchange them on the basis, for each five crude gum tags he sends us we

•end him one turpentine and three and one-third rosin tags.
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Itfow, in order to distinguish that tag from the regular tag given

to him under hi» primary quota we have w0. E." on there, meaning nGum

Exchange." It merely shows that that was a turpentine and rosin tag not

issued to that processor under his primary quota.

It also is a protection against the feature whereby a processor

receiving tags in excess of what he can use, cannot turn them over to

some other processor, that we require hin to have his processor number

on there. Under this it may be that a processor will buy his gum from

somebody else than he has been buying in the past and he can receive

crude gum tags that pass into the hands of the producer from some other

processor.

FHJ&IDZHB OFFICER GILFORD: Are there any further questions?

Nfe ANEEfcSON: IBr. Chairman, the statement I wanted to make was,

if you don't give thie crude gum seller a chance in there in which you

have set aside 10 percent of tte.t, well, it really was not enough to cover

what they produced in my locality, the 10 percent was not enough, and they

were cut down considerably to take care of it. It really prevented them

from making what they were making and selling. Some fellows down there

do not own any timber, own a still, and they buy from these crude gum

sellers and that is the only way they derive their tags, get these G. E.

tags for rosin tags.

This pool that I mentioned awhile ago, it was in there last year.

Say, for instance, my four years* average went over ay production this

year and I had a surplus of tags. It was required of me to send them

fcack to the Committee, the Control Committee, which they called the pool

last year, and those extra tags would be distributed in October back

Wong other fellows in distress, but this 10 percent set aside for these
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crude gum sellers was not enough. It cut their production, and above

all them people should be taken care of because it means clothes and

food for them. It don't mean money, because they absolutely don't

have enough to sustain life and if they don't sell all they produce,

some of them don't live,

PRESIDING OFFICER GlFJuHD: In other words, you feel that if

this plan should be finally adopted it should be based upon a higher

percentage of reserve than 10 percent?

MR. IHMIi res, sir,

PRESIDING OFFICES GIFFORD: What percentage would you suggest?

MR. ANDERSON; Well, I am going to take my own account. This

fellow that I did buy from, he produced 13 barrels of $m a year, and

it was required cf him and me too, to send in to the Control Coriittee

how many barrels of crude gum I bought and who fran and his address,

and then they took that from what I produced and sold. They took his

average and then they issued him 11 tags for this year which cut him

out of 5 barrels of crude gum to sell.

THBBOtHXm OJFIClH Gl'ST&QW: I understand that is the reason of

it, but now if there should be such a provision in the agreement you

feel that it would not work out?

MR. AJBSOMfl Well, I feel like the allotment, his average

should be at least 20 percent.

PRESIDING OiyiCER GIFFORD: I see. Thank you.

Is there any furthor discussion on No. 4?

MR. BARK&L0J7: Mr. Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. E&RKALCff: On what do you expect to base for this agreement

the amount to the crude gum producers? Have you considered their ability
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to produce? Is there a source from which you could get facts which

might justify an increase in the 10 percent?

You have heard here of one case where a roan did not get enough

apparently.

Is there any way to assemble all of those facta so that you

could have an amount which would take care of the crude guia producer

adequately?

MR. SPSH: The form of application sent to the processor

provides that he should report the naiaes and addresses for the pur-

pose of checking the number of barrels of crude gum which he purchased

during the previous year and the number of barrels of turpentine and

rosin which he processed from purchased gum. That isakes up the base

for that secondary quota for that processor*

m m BARKALOMi That will also be used under the new agreement?

MR, SPSHi The form of application is considered to be about

the same.

Bow then, this gum producer in the woods is no different than

the processor. When prices are down he is not very much interested

in producing crude gum. When prices are up he feels that his work is

better repaid and he is more anxious to go out and work.

It is not a particularly dependable source of supply either.

It fluctuates greatly* Bs produces at this season of the year when

he is maybe engaged in some other part of his farm, nay be raising

eottoa or something, later on if he has time he or his family will

go out and work a few trees and produce a little gum. It fluctuates

widely. Even the gum buyer admits that he has been very lax because

ae hasn't felt that he was ever going to be ©ailed upon to be provided

Hth records as to from when he had purchased gum*
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So, la a good many cases the processor reporting did the very

best he could. Be gave the very best names and best figures he had.

In some eases the processor knew about how many barrels of gum he bought.

He was not sure from whom he bought it, and so he put down any name that

entered into his head, and that is the reason, as a means of cheeking

these, that is the reason we decided that the crude gum tage should go

direct to the gam seller.

The only basis for determining the volume to be set aside is the

percentage of turpentine and rosin produced from crude gum as compared with

the percentage of turpentine and rosin produced from the — 1 mean pur-

chased — I mean produced from purchased gum as compared to the tur-

pentine and rosin produced from gum the operator produced himself.

We have only had one source of information, namely, the report

•eat to us. We tried our best to check those and I think by cooperation

on the part of the processors we got better reports.

Some processors in the past have absolutely refused to give us

those names* Some processors have done everything they could to cooperate

with that. However, you will find some who have done everything they can

to make it as difficult as possible to make a satisfactory secondary

quota, but I will say this, that I sincerely believe that this last year

it worked out much more satisfactorily than it did the first year because

we did have this check closer to the gum seller.

Sow, there are quite a number of gum sellers who make certain state-

ments when you pin them down, why, they admit it was more or less of a

guess that they were expressing, that they were expressing a wish, a hope

lather than stating facts. We have had that experience in the office

«aite a bit. I doaH say it was intentional; it is just simply something
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again that they are even leas apt to keep a record of the volume of gum

they have sold.

Some gum sellers sell In small barrels, 33 gallon barrels. All

of these allotments of secondary quotas are based upon 50 gallon barrels

of erude gun. While a man mifrht have sold 18 barrels of 33 gallons of

crude gum, naturally when that volume of turpentine and rosin ia split

to 50 gallon barrels, why, it is going to be smaller, a smaller number

of barrels, and those are just calculations that have been made.

We have had quite a number of complaints but I really believe

bearing in mind the number of people involved, the lack of records on

the part of those people, I honestly believe that the thing has worked

out very satisfactory.

Now, if the 10 percent has been too low it has been merely too

low because of the fault of the information furnished us by the processor.

¥ MR. BOYKIN: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER CStOTORD: Mr. Boykin.

MR. BOYKIN: I think Mr. Barkalow's question has not been fully

answered yet.

In my section of the county, southeast Mississippi and southwest

Alabama most processors have their own operation either upon their own

timber or upon leased timber and they do not buy from numerous farmers.

In the old agreement, the original agreement I should say, the

basis of allocation was a four year average of what the processor himself

bad processed from hi a own operation. At the time he waa required to

furnish that he was also required to furnish a list of the men from whom

It had purchased crude gum the year preceding, not four years preceding,

tait one year preceding.
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I am sure that there may have been some attempt to evade

furnishing a true list and I an practically certain that human nature

would make sens men try to shade that list anticipating that they might

be better situated in the long run, but I do not accept the statement

that un5versally the men who were in the crude gum buying bait did not

keep records, or that they did not furnish to the Control Consnittee or

those in power, a true and correct copy of what they had sold.

The factors 1 records are open. There are a few processors in

ay section of the country who do not sell through factcrB, Practically

all of them sell through factors. Therefore, it was an easy matter

for the Control Committee or anybody in authority to check the factors*

records as against the processors' records and he could determine as to

whether or not that man had made a fairly accurate statement.

In saying this, I am not saying that Mr. Speh made any mis-

statement. I am trying to answer the gentleman's question over there

in order that he may have the figure fully.

The crude man has suffered unduly in my opinion. In other words,

it was possible under the old agreement for the processor, using the

four year average as the basis of allotment, to receive an increase in

the amount which he could process himself and at the same time the crude

gun seller who had sold him could, the year previous, would have to

decrease his output.

MB. BAHKALOSf: lottld you suggest this base be lengthened from one

year to some other figure?

Iffl. BOYXXtf: I would have two years ago under the original agree-

ment. If the four year average should have applied to the producer then

I think it should have applied to the gum seller.
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But now, of course, the basic of allocation, in the proposed agree-

ment is after all only a continuation of the four year average and as amend-

ed last yenr, I certainly w uld eai this, th t in view of circumstances which

have already developed thr -ugli which the gum sellers have been hurt in ay

opinion worse than anybody else, my opinion is a larger ©mount should be sei

aside out of crops desired to be marketed, in order to take care of him*

PR2EIEBJI& GlalQEDj We will have an intermission of five min

utes. You cannot talk against that band.

(Whereupon a short recess was taken,)

mmmm OWtcm i&Tfb&i At this time Dr. Gold has a matter he

would like to take up.

BF. GOTJD: Mr. ChaiBaafc, I would like to Hi kr* McCormack of the

wood industry to make a statement.

MpBAIDING OFFICE GIFb'OED: Mr* McCormaSk was sworn yesterday.

v$-r r
*. TiPTiy m 01 j. h. mc corkack
N35WPGSRT ITIDIETBIES, INC.

PEM5ACGLA, FLORIDA.

(Thr- witness was previously duly s^orn by the Presiding Officer # )

. MC Cffit&CKi th making this statement I am not speaking for the

woo<3 Industry, I at* speaking for the N^w;;ort Wood Industries, Inc., a pro-

ducer ia the wood industry.

We do not recognise the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture to

regulate the *6dd navel stores industry.

However, we wish to state that we do not want to stand In the way of

any program that the gum industry may believe suitable for it. As in the

past, we are willing to cooperate in a constructive program for the good of

the entire naval stores industry.
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In the discussions to date an allotment of 475,000 to 500,000 units

have been suggested for the gum industry. If such a program were contemp-

lated nfl carried out, we would not anticipate a production for the entire

word industry in excess of 125,000 barrels of" turpentine, and speaking only

for my own company, we w ulc be willing to cooperate with the administration

on such a program*

Dr. Gold: At this time I W: uld like to call on Mr. Mxon.

fut.tti-:b Tisrmrm of a. b. niioh
Wl'IMIWOTCif, DELAWABB

representing

H2RCUU2B -'OWDVH CCHPiOT

(Tne witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.

EE. GOLD: Mir. Hison, you heard the statement that Mr. B/icCcrmack ha®

just made?

m. mxm: yes, sir.

DP. G-QLDi Would you care to make any statement in regard to your

own position*?

MP . KIXOK: I think my position is essentially as it has been in the

last two years when th* gisn industry has been under control, and I think our

position soeakslb* itself.

;Ve have done the best we could t ; c .-operate ana help then in that move.

Our company can ot and will not sign the present agreement. What they

will do with the agreement as finally proposed, I eannot answer, but whether

or not we do or do Kerf sign it, I can say that we will continue to cooperate

the beet we can, considering ur own interests, of c:uree, us we will have to,

but I Would say we will continue t.- cooperate as we have heretofore.

VKB&tmm omCER GIFF0£D: Any further questions?

(No response.)
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rK2EIDIKC O: : ICJiW GIEPOfcD: Snrnk you, Mr* Nixon.

(Witness excused.)

DR. G0LT: I would like to call on Dr. 2 ressman.

FUKT -J" TBSTIMflMY" OV ?. . jr ^SSMN
LAUREL, MISSISSIPPI

representing
C0T3TIHEHTAJ, TOPiUTIHS & I:0riR COHP0RATI 0!?.

( The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer*

BP. GOLD: Dr. Erseaman has been sworn.

Now, Dr. Kressman, you are a producer of steam distilled turpentine

and rosin?

DR. IRjJiZMAM: Yes* Speaking for the Continental Turpentine £ Eosin

Corporation, we also w ulo not sign the present agreement as proposed. We

would continue to cooperate as we have been doing, and we fully subscribe

to what Mr» Nixon has said in that respect,

DB. GOLD: For the purpose of the record we should like to be able

to say what percentage of the wood industry has spoken on this subject.

Mr. fritz, will you make a statement as to the approximate percent-

age of the wood production which has spoken on this subject?

MB. SPITZ: I think about between 85 and 90 per cent.

PRESIDING omen- GIFFORD: Referring back to page IS of ttu pro-

posed agreement, we were discussing No. 4

ME. REUSE: Mr. Chairman, may I interrupt t make a correction in

the testimony I gave here on Thursday? I am asking this privilege because

I have a noon engagement and can stay just a few moments longer.

PRESIDING OFi'IC.3? GIFFQRBi That is all right. Mr. Beese. Just pro-

ceed.
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MB. REESE: |a discussing tM method f doing business of the Downing

Company up n the questi n of whether or not our business was inter or intra-

state, 1 think I made- a cA stake in my testimony, as I recall it.

In response to a ueetion Mr. Barkalow asked, I etated that there was

no breaking up of the original package in which the eoinraodity left the still.

I was thinking of rosin.

Mr. Speh in his testimony yesterda; explained that turpentine in cer-

tain places or certain percentages of turpentine is unloaded at tne port from

the barrel into a tank, and is held in the tank awaiting shipment. That is

the way with all of the turpentine that oes into Brunswick. That is the way

it is handled. e do not carry turpentine in barrels to any appreciable ex-

tent, so that all of this is inexplicably singled and made from gum that

comes in there from all sources. There is no such thing as identifying the

same barrel of turpentine that goes into tftc tank when we take a barrel of

turpent ins out of barrel or tank car or any other c ntainer.

The point is, and I do not think it is import^jit, that I undertook

to make you understand on Thursday that the material itself came direct at

the port, stayed there an indefinite time and undsr our system this is not

true, except as to Brunswick, because under our system of doing business the

turoentine is the property of the Columbia :aval tores Company when it goes

in tbe tank.

VK. B RKALOW: Mr. Reese, would you like to state the percentage of

turpentine which as you say goes into the tank and becomes mingled, wi ich

floes mowe in interstate Co; fierce?

MR. REESE: Mr. Barkalow, this is not esrhaps absolutely accurate, but

for the sake of the record I will say that practically all of it moves in
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interstate commerce or foreign conferee eventually,

MR. BAiQC XOW: And the same thing is also true of the rosin?

Mh. K..ETL: The erme thin^ is also true of the rosin. Very little

rosin or turpentine that is carried to Brunswick it sold in Georgia. The

eoneu ing rosin nlents in Georgia of an; significance art located at Valdosta

znd. Favannah, as I understand it. •Vhat little domestic consumtion of tur-

pentine there is is insignificant, I mean out or Brunswick,

But, of eouree, my point is that until after the turpentine and rosin

beeones the property of the Columbia -aval r tores Com any there is in ths

very nature of things, and ca be no interstate or foreign commerce connected

vita It* & t

It. hJiu ..JLC-..: ; ou,c you care to state, Mr. I.eese, in what way you

?et title*** tiff ffidc

; : J> E; -e do not get title, we ..ell the property as the prop-

erty of the producer ar-d account to the rrodueer for the sale. The title

never vests in us. I e hold it as a pledgee and a pledgee with the right

to sell, a^d we sell it ror him.

MR. BAIKALOW: I guess I misunderstood your statement that you owned

the turpentine and the rosin. As I caught it you said "We own it".

MR» RSEEE: "ft© own it"? Of course, if 1 used the errersi u "vr",

X meant as representing Columbia. I did not mean the legal title

to the nToperty ever vested in us, because it does not.

BABF.ALCJIf : But it does vest in Columbia 'isval Stores as dealers?

:

T.. After the sale.

ME, B/*£KALO&: After the sale?

MTt. EZIi^L: Yes.
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VR'E&imiiG OFFICER GIJYOBD: Is there any further discussion as to

paragraph 4 on page 13?

(No response,

)

JTvTSIDIHG OTFICEK ftlfCRDi Gentlemen, I just feel as though we wero

not getting any place this morning on account of the noise and confusion,

and inasmuch as we are going t^ have to continue this hearing into the first

of the week, anyhow, 1 believe it would be gaining time perhaps, and at

least make a better record if we adjourn at this time until Monday morning

at 9iZ0 o'clock. Ve will adjourn to reconvene !n this hall at 9:30 o'clock

next Monday morning.

CP. GOLL; NTr, Chairman, - na~e jut t nc request.

It is Tery important to us as we have expressed perhaps too often,

that we have an adequate expression on each subject by the industry, Wo

want to know how the industry feels on each subject. So we want to make a

very special request that you be here in greater numbers and help us in

every way to get the best picture :f this industry that we can to take back

with us to Washington,

Mmimm OFFICER GlJWW&i Before we adjourn, gentlemen, I have been

requested to read this telegram at this point:

*!Ehe naval stores industry is standing on solid foundation. Now that

we have experienced sad failures of artificial price fixing please

let* s do not try another one, «o and majority of processors of this

section oppose any form of agreement. Wa think »t against future wel-

fare of industry.

(Signed] "Charles Dixoa Company

"Eixon Industries, Inc."

- (Thereupon, at 12 : CO o'clock n-'.-.-n, tli hearing Hi adj-urned d til

9:50 o'clock a. m. , November 4th, 1935.)
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AGR23CULTIJRAL ADJUST&SNT AJaaNISTBATICK

In ret

Hearing with reference to

PROPOSED KAJESSfaft AGB*iEN? and
PROPOSED OHDER fop

HAHDLBRS OF NAVAL SS'ORIS,

Docket Ho, A.8 - 0*8.

Naval stores,

Jacksonville, Fla,

Itoaday, November 4, 1035,
Mayflower Hotel,
Jacksonville, Florida*

Hearing resumed pursuant to adjournment, at 9:30 a#m. PRBSMT

:

M as before,

PROCEEDINGS
PHESIDI1IG OFFICER GIFFOHD; Let»s come to order.

The further hearing of this matter will be adjourned from the roof

garden ball room in the Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Florida, to the

Assembly Boom in the s&yflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Florida, and the

further hearing is directed to proceed.

At the close Saturday we were on Article 17, We had just completed

the discussion of Paragraph 4, Article IV, on page 13,

Is there anything further that you desire to develop under Paragraph 4?

(Ho response,}

PRESIDING OFFICER GUFFORDi Mr, Spell, if you would be more eestfortable

you een pull up a chair and sit down and you will not have to stand up all

lay<

Or page 13, we had just finished Paragraph 4.

If there is nothing further on that paragraph, we will take up

•graph 5, which has to do with the supplying of tags,
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DB. GOLD* Kr. 8peh.

MR, SPEE: Yes, sir.

DK. GOLD: Will you discuss briefly the meaning of i ara&raph 5?

m. SHJE: Yec, sir.

FTOBHEB KE&^IfcCEY 0? CAKL feask skeh,
KEFHC3M!TXKG TM, CONTROL COL&ITEEE,

JACi^OMVIU£, FLGBXDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the presiding officer.)

MB. S*iE: The first portion of paragraph 0 takes into consideration

the fact that the processor may have on hand at midnight of December 31,

1935, a stock of turpentine and rosin#

Inasmuch as the tag system contemplates that each package mowing

into interstate or foreigi commerce be tagged and identified with a tag,

it was deemed necessary that tags be provided to identify this carry-over

or stock at the end of the year.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFGKD: We are on page IS, gentlemen.

This is off the record, now.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

PRESIDING 05TFICER GflPFCRDt All right, let f s proceed.

Mfc. SPSS: A similar provision has been in the marketing agreement

and license, the only difference being that whereas this provision in

the present license sets up the number of tags to be so provided, based

upon the carry-over under an allotment.

This provision throws it wide open, so that it brings us back to

the condition existing when the original marketing agreement was put

into effect, namely, that a sufficient number of tags be provided to

take care of the entire carry-over of a processor, whether such carry-over

had been produced within his previous quota or not.

The second refers to the

—
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DR. GOLD: Just a moment, what is the purpose of such a provision?

ME. SM : so as to enable the carrying out of the provision that

all turpentine and rosin—ttlgnt I correct thatv

That all gum turpentine and resin shall more under identifying tags,

whether that gum turpentine and rosin be produced under a new allotment

or whether it be carried over from the previous year*

D,K. GOLD: In other words, this is the provision to carry out the

purpose of this v&cle article, the limitation of the total amount to be

marketed?

MB. It i*«

DH, GOLD: It provides a method of identifying that portior;. to be

marketed of stocks-on-hand as of December 51?

MB* SPHE: It does.

DR. GOLD: Thank you.

MR. 8AH£AI0i¥J XV* Bp*!*, do you expect that tbsro will now be larger

stocks on hand, in view of the fact that there has been no license for

some time?

MK, 3FSE: From all the information coming to us the present prices

have been conducive of moving stuff from the points of production to the

ports and putting it on the market. Just a« long as the loan was available

stuff was moved into t&eae concentration points for the purpose of putting

it under the loan, Whan the loan ceased to be available the market was

such that the producers eon tinned to move their stuff into ports.

And I say, frost all the information available to us, the stocks in

the hands of producers small ?>iA therefore this is not working any, this

is not a provision which would tend to defeat the purpose due to excessive

stocks, but merely aid in carrying out the provision regarding tags.
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I think it is correct to state that the stocks In the woods are

probably below normal.

MR. BAHCALC&: Is it not true that the amount KfelOfe is set aside

for these tags will be deducted from that which may be produced for the

year so that your overhead figure will take into account the stocks on

hand?

ISBm SOTI: The stocks on hand taken into consideration in setting

the total volume to be marketed for the year.

MR. BAR ALOWJ WeU, now—

MB. S5S3E: m other words, your final figure is the total available

supply. You deduct then from that figure your stock on hand and add to

it what you consider to be normal carry-over. The resulting figure

would indicate the volume needed to be produced in your crop in order

to make available a sufficient supply to meet requirements of the

consumer, and prices which would be below parity.

MM&lXffii You understand that as to the amount which may be

allotted the system must be devised in such a way that it is equitable

to all those who engaged in the business.

m, SSWi I do.

MB, B&RK£LGIf: /ell, do you feel that there may be, that it may be

equitable, in that a man wbo has had a large stock on hand has contributed

to the fact that there will be a small aisount to be allotted, whereas, the

man who has no stock on hand has not got down to the total of the amount

which is to be allotted?

|t .
- •• ijm AlA'sfesfcttt to 'get better Ijf *fWU SPSH: That is compensated for by the fact that were the stock

in the hands of another producer it would still be available and would

have to be taken into consideration in the total volume to be made
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available for the next year. That is, instead of 1,000 barrels being in the

bands of the producer who first had received the tags that the same 1,000

barrels might be in the hands of a distributor or other consumer and it would

hare to be taken into consideration in setting your next year's crop, anyway.

VSt: BAHtti&OW: Well, if it had not been produced at all, if the trees

had not beef' cut ^nd made to produce in excess during this time you would not

have thnt amount on hand, would you?

|M MR. SPEB: That is true, yes. sir.

MR. BARIC/XO^: Then don't you feel that the man who did cut the trees

i the t me when he had no license and hence has piled up hie stock on hand

has made the totel amount of stock on hand greater then it would have been,

and hence you do not have as much left to Uvide up among those who did not

do that?

ttR. SPEB: I can see that point and I believe it would be of sufficient

— I thirjp it would carry sufficient weight if that stoc l
: was larger, but as

near as we can tell thet stock is wae.ll.

Kow, there are quite a number of producers—well, there are some pro-

ducers who have ben carrying stocks for several years in the vooda or et some

other points, and we had stocks on hand to take into consideration for those

et the beginning of this year just the same as at the beginning of 1934, and

those same stocks entered into the source of the erop to be market >d for both

those years.

We f ind also the fact that on this stuff that is now under government

loan was producer under tegs, and so while it is stock nevertheless it is mere-

ly a representation of the processor's judgment in whether he should market

or carry over as stock, and yet the withholding of that stuff fro* the market

lias helped those who did market to get better -rices, so that while he '~i '»ht

benefit to the extent of getting a few more stock-on-hand tags, nevertheless

he

he has insisted in carrying out the purposes of the marketing agreement dur-

ing thase other two yer rs.

MR. BAPKALQ-v: But when you come down to the allotment you don't expect
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to take into account the amount of stock thy t a particular man has on hand,

that is to say, you are not going—if he has piled up large stocks in the

meantime th t does not mean he is gains to get a smaller number of tags to

market • He is go in,;; to get the same amount out of the big share, that the

man who hadn't piled up atocka on hand.

MR. S~EHs Yes, sir.

.MR. BAHKALGrf; So that you will have the case of with no stocks on

hand, with only a email amount to market; B with large stocks on hand and per-

haps the same amount to market as A.

Mtf. SPSH: ?ee, sir.

MR* B- -iuALQut Whereas, A has contributed nothing to piling up stocks a; d

B has.

MR. 3P':H: You have such a circuitanee, because no doubt you will have

occasional cases of that kind, but I doubt very much it is very serious because

of the fact that there has not been a big accumulation of stocks from this year's

production.

MR. BAHCAXJOW: in spite of the fact that we have heard all of the test-

imony here that the have cut more faces and they have cut higher up and it

appears that i the woods somebody has produced a lot more gum.

BR. 3PUI: Well* it is not my impression that there has been such a

material increase i production this yeer over that set aside to be marketed.

No a* the weather in the last sixty days may have contributed to that

restriction, but the producers had to a largo extent adjusted t eir cropage

to as nearly as possible, to practically tempi? with their allotment. Ab soon

it the restriction as to volume to be marketed was lifted several of them did

to out and try to produce as much es they could, but it was so late in the

isason that they could not start up any new faces nor ee~ they go back and ra-

tios any old faces, so it rTierel represents what might be a normal production,

normal working, with a slight increase in activity on
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these faces already in opera. ticm , and there is no doubt but what we had

a normal season during the latter part of the year, and that the crop

will prove to be probably twenty-five or thirty thousand barrels greater

than what it eventually is going to be shorn to be.

We have heard figures, estimates made, as to the probable production

for the calendar year 1935. It ia difficult, if not impossible, to estimate

because we have any number of factors entering into it*

MR. BM£'.AL0W: Gave you any idea as to the stocks on hand at the

stills right now in the hands of processors?

MR. SVM: tfS have none, no, sir.

ME. W&MxLOHt That have been distilled from this increased gum

production that has been noted in the woods during the last two or three

months?

MR, SPEH: We have not,

MR, BABItiLOvfi 80 at this time you have no real idea just how much

the stocks-on-hand at the stills has been increased?

MR, SPEK: Nothing beyond the general statement coining into us from

various producers which would indicate that the stuff has been moved into

ports just about as fast as tiiey make it.

The normal condition of the industry ie not to pile up turpentine

at the stills anyway. The average processor i© not equipped with suitable

storage. The risk is too great. The chance of deterioration from this

discoloration is too great under those conditions, so he is very apt to

move it into port or to some concentration point any way.

Rosin, on the other hand, can be more effectively stored at the

still, but it is not the practice of the processors to hold that back,

The factor expects him to send it in just as fast as it is made, so as
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to get credit for it and reduce his account, 'xiie only accumulation of

rosin that would nave any oaterial effect on the market is that of the

independent producer.

MR. &Ui riLu. : The question asked, hois could you determine the ownership?

Ift, S£JSHj ITo doubt in his application for ailotLX^t for 19J 6 the

processor would be required to state the number of barrels of turpentine

and ol' rosin which he owns, and to swear to that statement. Then, as in

previous years, we have made a general check-up the best we could, tie

haven*t had an opportunity to check every one but in quite a large number

of cases our field men have actually gone out and made counts as to the

stock on hand, so as to confirm the reports made by the processors.

KB. Now, here this runs to each handler which will

include factors and distributors. You would expect those to also

render an account of stocks-on-hand?

I£B. SHEH: uell, we have here an amendment that we want to read in

the record, to paragraph 5 of the section we are now discussing. As I

understand it, your amendments come after you have completed the discussion.

MR, : Well, if it is involved in this question and is going

to clarify that

—

MR. SirEB: It comes right to that point now that you have asked.

FHESIDHftJ QFFKjSB OLSYOED: It should be identified now, then.

MR, SPSi: Well, I can read it in.

PBESIDE&r GF2IG2.B GJFFOKBi It should be identified as Exhibit No. 3

and filed in four copies and made a part of the record, and it should be

explained at this time.

MR. B&H£ALQ» : Are you prepared to propose that amendment now?

MR. 3?15i: Yes, sir, we have it here.

BAEKAXOW: If you would, please, read the amendment at this time.
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MR. SFZE: e aak that Article IV, Section 2, Paragraph 5, be

amended so as to read a3 follows:

"ARTICLE 17 - Section 2, paragraph 5 - ianend to read 1 shall supply

ujoon application to the Control C cssmittec each contracting proceseor

handler a manner of tags''—

This then you see conf orme to the requirements, first, that neither

the Secretary nor the Control Committee assumes the responsibility of

seeing that he is supplied with, such tags unless he does apply for them,

that the responsibility is entirely up to him to see that he does make a

proper form of application,

Bespecting that, instead of throwing it wide open, throwing wide

open the door to these tags for stock-on-hand , it is confined to the

contracting processor handler, or, as I understand it, and the order,

it would be omitting ti» word "contracting" and just simply have

"processing handler", and therefore then you have every one of the

processors,

MR, BAIOLOW! In view of the fact that you have two agencies involved

there, namely, the Control Committee and the Secretary | do you think it

would help that amendment if you spelled who they are to apply to?

It says n shall apply upon application"

,

Mow, to whoa? The Control Committee or the secretary?

You eee, you have them both involved, the secretary through the

Control Committee shall supply upon application, Tc whom?

If you insert there ifthrough the Control Committee" , would It be

clear it would apply to the Control Committee?

MR* 3PES: I was just trying to look ahead to see to whom the

application for allotment was made. If that is made to the Secretary,

then this should be to the Secretary,
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&R* WiLRD: "Shall file with the Control Committee", on page 15.

MR, SPEH: Shall file with the Control Committee?

Mr'.. Yes.

MB, SEES: fhen I would say if I might further amend that so as to

read, "shall upon applieetion to the Control Committee".

WSmi^mQi CFFIDSR GffFOHD: xhat is all right, to make your

amendment Justus you want to make it.

WSU GOLD: J2r. Speh.

JUE* SEEK: Yes, sir*

PR. GOLD? Do you anticipate any increase in stocks between this

date and December 31, 1935?

ME* 81%: Ho, sir. The heavy portion of the producing season on

the land, the portion of heavy producing season has no?/ passed and we

have normally a gradual decrease in the monthly production. We normally

consider that we will produce during this latter part of the season a

volume below the normal monthly consumptive demand because have every

reason to believe that the stocks will decrease. They usually do

from now to the beginning of the new season*

IfiU BA& ALG& : Mr* open*

MB. Yes, sir.

UR* B&MMJSti You said you have a normal increase. Bo you feel

that if they expect that there will be an agreement under which they

are going to be restricted that they would or would not go out and

attempt to increase the stocks-cm-hand, perhaps in an abnormal manner,

perhaps storing them at the still?

MR* SSSs I think that if they do feel there is cooing to be a

marketing a^peement and they recognize the fact that tags will be made
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available for all atoct, that each processor will naturally attempt to

produce just as ruch as he can, and If there is no market for it, or if

he feels that the market is going to be better under the marketing

agreement restricted production next year he may decide that rather than

sell that stuff now he will just carry it over into next year; if, on the

other hand, he feels satisfied with the present price he may continue to

move that stuff, but on the other hand there is very little they can do

at this time of the year to materially increase that production.

The weather is not conducive to it. The normal flow of gum decreases.

The season is given over from very shortly now to preparation for next year's

operation, so that they don't use as much of the labor for current production

as they normally do, and so while there may be an attempt made on the part of

sane to take advantage of such a situation, I sincerely feel it will not have

any material effect on the stock,

BABKALOW: "Jell, it would have the effect of giving a man who did

that a larger amount to market, vrould it not?

MR. SFKH: Yes, sir.

MR. Because if he had filled up his box he gets those

stocks without reference to his allotment?

MR. SPSS: Yes, sir, but the opportunity is open to any one who desires

to use their judgment on "the matter, so there is no restriction at all.

DR. GOLD: I*r. Chairman.

* * PRESIDE*}- CTtflCSR GrFOKD: Dr. Gold.

DH. GOLD: Mr. Span, do you anticipate that the stocks held under

canmodity credit loans will be an important portion of the total stocks

held on December 51, 1955?

MR. SHEE: I think there will be even a greater percentage, that there

will be even a greater percentage of the total stocks than they now represent.
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DR. GOLD: Briefly what is the connection between those stocks and

the marketing program of 1934 and 1935?

MR. 3PIK: The stocks held by the Commodity Credit Corporati on must

of course he taken into consideration in determining the total volume

available for next year under any given quota or allotment or any given

form of allotment.

There is this, however, that should be taken into consideration,

that where normal stocks might be in the hands of producers and/or

distributors and/or consumers, that here we have by far the large volume

of stocks held by a single party, namely, the corporation, and under these

conditions the corporation would be in a much better position to orderly

market that stuff or to market it as rapidly as they saw fit.

DK. GrOLD: That is not my question, Mr* Speh.

What is the relationship between the stocks, the government stocks,

and the program which existed in 1954 and 1935? In other words, did the

loan have anything to do with the marketing program in terms of the

present size of those stocks?

MR. SPEE: Well, I think that having the loan available did have the

effect of possibly building up a bigger carry-over.

DH. GOLD : Well, actually was it possible to have the loan without

the marketing program that existed in 1934-35?

MR* oKEHj Well, it is my understanding that one of the requirements

of such a loan is adequate security and under our loan, or the loan made

on turpentine and rosin, the adequate security was given chiefly through

t controlled crop.Xn the absence of that then there would not have been

adequate security unless the loan was based far below the current market

value.
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DR. GOID: In other words, yon feel that the carry-over, the probable

carry-over on December SI, 19S5, will be rather directly connected With,

so far as the loan feature is concerned and conditions, the marketing

program which began some two years previous?

MR. Mi I dcn f t believe I quite grasp your question.

DR. GOLD: I am trying to get at the problem of just where and how

these stocks originated, particularly if they hare to do with the suspension

of certain features of the control program or whether they represent simply

what connection with that control program. In other words, I am trying to

get at the problem of whether it is true that the suspension of the

marketing program resulted in an acouaulation of stocks, which i?ould

as a consequence of that suspension mean that a future program would

give inequities to persons going into the program, if it rere true

that the suspension of the program resulted in large stocks other

than loan stocks, then what would be the effect on the equities of

those persons going into a 1936 program? If it were not true that

the stocks had been increased through the suspension of certain portions

of the marketing agreement and license, what nay one say about the equities

of those persons going into a 1936 program?

MR, SFSH: Doctor Gold, I cannot quite grasp why there should be any

effect on accumulations under loan due to the suspension of the marketing

agreement* Those loans were made available to the producers, up to a certain

percentage of his allotment. Some saw fit to take advantage of that loan to

the fullest possible extent; others in some cases, they took no advantage of

the lorn,and we have all sorts of variations in between that.
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The suspension of the license and marketing&greement had no effect

upon not pexmittin^ the further accumulation trader loan, and therefore

any one who has continued to produce after that had to decide whether

they should carry ever, or whether they should sell. That is no

condition different than they have had in previous years. Some decided

to ecntinu© to sell and a few probably decided to carry over for a short

time, figuring tsat the loan might be resumed and figuring that there

raight be a resumption of the license and marketing agreement, but in

general, as I stated, the tendency on the part of the factor is to

encourage the shipping in as fast as made of all production of his

customers and that is put on the raarket and sold,

I am not sure I have answered your question,

MR. AYCOCK: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING CPF2DER GIFFQHD: Mr. Aycock.

MR. AU30CK: I think I can answer his proposition.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFPGED: You may proceed, I-r. Aycock.

(witness excused.)

FIOTHEB TBSTDfiGNY 0? THa&S J. &YCCCK,
JACKSONVILLE, FLOHIDA,

BSPISSEOTZSiG AWODK-LHSDSK" C CRPOftftTI OEI

,

SHfi&BOCK, FLORIDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. AYCOCK: I think I understand, Mr. Chairman, what he means.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOBD: Yes.

KB, AYCGCK* The question would indicate that he is trying to

ascertain whether or not the fact that the marketing agreement was

suspended enabled the producers to jump in at that time and produce

more and sufficiently more for the balance of this season as to make

it unfavorable to the man coming in next season.
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I will answer that by stating that I think it would have occurred

had it not been for the weather condition which has reduced the crop

since the suspension of the marketing agreement.

Does that answer your question?

HR. GOLD: Yes, thank you.

MR. I thought I covered that phase in my previous statement.

That is probably the reason I did not quite grasp it.

VBESIDma GIFFCKD: Thank you, Mr. Ayeoek.

(witness excused.)

mESWBSZ CFFICEB GIEF0I1D: Are there any further Questions?

{No response,)

FBESIDING CFFIC1H GIFFOKD : Is there any further discussion under

number 5, Paragraph 5?

(Ho response.)

DR. GGUD: That was the effect of paragraph 5.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

DH. GOLD: Are you going to discuss the second?

MR. S,m: Yes.

FOHEHEB TESTBid^Y QT GAEL FBAJNK SEEK,
JtfKSOTVniE, FLORIDA,

KEPHE3IKTING CGHTBOL CCMOTTEE,

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the I-residing Officer.)

DE. GOLD: Let ? s complete this. We would like to complete that now.

SSB. SEEK: The second portion, of paragraph 5 merely refers to a

continuation of the use of stock-on-hand tags, and you will notice that

instead of throwing it wide open for the use of stock-on-hand tags. It

is limited Iierc so that the man will have no encouragement to produce

beyond his allotment. You merely issue stock-on-hand tags for any
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production n&de unaor Lis allotment vhlch he ha:' not seen fit to more

during taai calendar year, plus .ny ta^3 which have been issued to him

for previous carry-over.

It is morel; a oon tinuaticn cf this limitation so rs to discourage

the production of unlimited quantities,

IS. 3.JV.,L0.;: Jo they pay ^or the stock-on-hrnd tags?

J£l. 3FSE: There is no ehar&e for the stock-on-hand tags.

115, &J3£ALCWs Then they could not be exchanged, that is to spy,

the allotment tags that are paid for, could they be exchanged as between

stock-on-hand tegs and other tags:

HEj 3i:EIl: -veil, there is no need for that, because the tags are

merely identification of the right tc koto package, and it has the

sane right whether it is moved under a stock-on-hand tag or an allotuent

tag, and so there is no incentive even to Hake such a request.

18BL* BkKiJJLOiV; I,y point is, this year we are going to freeze the

amount of stock on hand which might be carried from year to year at the

same level provided a nan did not use his stock-on-hand tags.

Now, if they can be exchanged, is there anything to prevent him

from taking hie allotment tags and exchanging then for stock-on-hand

tags and keep his stock on hand at the same level?

17o.

Iffil. 3ulHlTiLCV«: Then perhaps he can increase his direct benefit,

that he could have marketed more by his tags that he can apply for, and

then from year to year build up a larger allotment for himself?

iSR. &M.i Sell, the basis of his application for allotment is not

that of stock at all. It is based upon past performance of production

and ability to continue to produce that quota.
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MR. BARF'ALO'5: That is tru8, but the point there, it seems to me,

is, sud I would like to ask you if that is so, if he should keep his

stock on hand completely you are 20ins to total those all up and deduct

them from -what can be marketed, and so hence he keeps fOT himself a

large araount that he could hare marketed from stock on hand, and yet

in view of the fact that that is deducted from what can be marketed,

soma man who has not done that is soing to get a smaller amount to

market, because when you cut the pie all of that has been deducted,

MR. SPBH: But having once made this distribution up to December 31,

1936, from there on a man receives his quota and thereby stock-on-hand

tags, plus his next y«ar's quota, which ie what sets the volume he may

market

•

Wow, if he sees fit not to market it during that current year or

retire more of it as stock, he of course will have had his allotment

tags. His subsequent application then will have total stock and he will

surrender any stock-on-hand tags he may have plus any quota tags he may

neve left over representing increased stock. Eis subsequent year's

allotment may be just the same.

Therefore, if the price is eo conducive that he would like to have

sold, then he will have available a greater volume of stuff to move during

that year, but as he has accomplished that by the retirement of some stuff

under hie allotment , he will have helped the marketing program for the

previous year. That has been his contribution, and it ie merely permitting

him to retain in hie judgment as to whether he desires to market or not.

MR. BAIT-ALOW: Well, if I can interrupt, I don't think I have had a

direct answer. Can he exchange his allotment tags that he paid for and

stock-on-hand tags?
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MR* 3F5E: In the next year, yes, air.

MB, BAR ALOW : He can?

MR. 3PEH: Yes, sip.

MR, BARKALCW : Now, Tibet is to prevent him at the end of the marketing

year If he has quite a few tags ths.t he has paid for, exchanging them for

stock-on-hand tags and putting them on stock that he holds, and then

suppose there is an increase in allotment next year, then he has this

large amount of stock on hand because at the end of the year he has

exchanged what tags he had left for stock-on-hand tags, and then he has

a large stock on hand, and then he gets a bigger allotment, too.

MR. SFSH: He only has received a bigger allotment because it la

found to be desirable to increase the total volume to be marketed, and

in aetting that volume you took into consideration the stocks which he

had.

MR, BARfALO*: That is the point, if you do that for him you would

for everybody.

MR. SPKB: Icu would for hir..

MR. BARlALOff: Well, no, you are not goin~ tc deduct the amount of

hi 8 stock-on-hand from his allotment, you are going to deduct that from

the total,

MR. SxEE: But he voluntarily deducted it the previous year when

he did not completely market his allotment. He was given an allotment

of a certain number, and for one reason or another he did not see fit

to market all of his allotment.

lew, he made the reduction himself, he apparently decided he

preferred to market it next year,

MR. BARE:ALOW: Well, be did not make a reduction in his own allotment;

he made the reduction in somebody else's allotment.
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MB. Sfffi He rsadc a reduction in vulisae that he moved himself

which he was gives, a certain nuiaber of tags for.

IT I might illustrate, as an example, a Ban has on December 31,

1935, a carry-over of 100 barrels of turpentine; hia allots en « entitles

him to 400 for 193d, & the

Hew, that iseans that processor is given the opportunity, the right

to market the oOG units in 1956. Possibly he does not see fit to nar^set

all of that. ! aybe he figures tho condition la becoming stronger, and

so instead of wanting to Market his whole 500 units he figures he will

only market 300, so he has at the end of 1936, at the end of 1936 he

has 200 units tc which he ha* received the right to mrhet.

New, when it comes to the subsequent year he receives an aliosaent

of 400. Therefore he is entitled to market during 1937 an allotment

volume of 900 unite.

New, the only reason he has received that increase in confined

nertesting volume is that he did not exercise, completely exercise his

right to market in 19136.

MR. &M&ari Yes, but—

MB. SPtth (Continuing) And by withholding that from the laarket

he exercised his Judgment for one thisg, but he did contribute to gain

strength for the market when the other man did use his full volume.

msiBIKO (FFISEF. GJWOHD: rs not the whole story ef it thet the

marketing allofeaent was sioply cnranlative?

!3U Sv2S: Yes, sir.

MS. MHTALO^: Bat suppose you have a sen who did narfcet hie stuff,

then he hasn't held stocks cn hand himself, he is not contributing to

the anaunt that is ^eing to be deducted from all of them?

MR. Zi/m: That is true, yes, sir.
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WBU BABKALOWi So lie gets a smaller allotment because A over bore

held hia stocks on hand?

UK, SK3£: On the other hand, a has contributed to the market

strength by withholding from the market that volume.

*fe MR. BAHKALOW: '.Veil, if that follows that lie has—

MR. SPSH: veil, if there is anything back of this whole thing of

an average balance between available supply and consumption he has

contributed to those.

MR. BAHKALQW: You think it is in sufficient amount to offset what

he withholds frcti B?

MR. SPHH: «e 11, if it is not in sufficient anount, then your point

would have no value.

1$R. BAJRKALC*' : The only point I have is this: It seems to me that

if a man has piled up stocks-on-hand, holding stocks-on-hand, that he

should not get as big an allotment to market because by holding the

stocks-on-hand he deprived some other man from a bigger allotment.

MR. BfcCAKTEY: Mr. Chairman.

*BESIDIKC UfcTKBH GB7GIO: I-Ir. LcCarthy.

MR. 2&CAi3BY: Let me say a word on this.

PEsSIDBJG- OFFICES GIFi uED; Jrroceed.

MR. i&CA&FEY: If there are stocks on hand naturally the allotcient

to a man would be larger, but the fact that when a particular manufacturer

has some stocks should not discriminate against him any more and have no

more effeet than if they were in the hands of the dealer.

If there is no carry-over naturally everybody's allotment would be

MR. BAR ALOi/: But if you have a strong market you are going to have
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bigger allotments the next year which would offset some of the stocks-on~

hand. Isn't it true that this nan who has not kept stocks-on-hand and has

not made a deduction from the total amount is not going to get as big a

share of that new big allotment as the nan uhc did -old his stocks -on-hancl

and who did not contribute?

MS, ifcOAHiOT: ..ell, of course, he M&tgH |g£l it on hand, it Might

be in the hands of somebody else; it does not necessarily follow that it

would have been consumed. One man might have 1,000 barrels on hand and

still another man might have 1,000 barrels in the hands of some dealer.

MR. BOYKBJ: Mr. Chairman,

PRESIDING OH' mm CXffFOBB* Mr» Boykin.

gexe, MR. B0YKB5: I think I get the point which Mr. Barkalow is trying to

make, and in fact, I would like to clear my head too*

I think he is under the impression that under this paragraph, say,

that a man had 100 barrels of turpentine on December 31 in a given year.

Now, the preposition is, whether he ha6 made 400 units the year before,

it is possible under this paragraph, is it not going to be added to whet

he had made? If it does, it is in there twice, which will give him 600

units, and then he will make application for 500 units and he will get

his allotraent from that application Rhioh certainly would contain that

200 units or 100 barrels twice, if it can be added in to what he is to

market the coming year.

X think that is the way that is understood,

MB. BAffcULGW: £e is going to be in a stronger position xo ask for a

bigger allotment because of baring kept more stocks and keep the bigger

allotment from going to somebody else,

t: Bit, GOLD: Mr* Speh.
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MB. 3PEE: Shall I answer that, please

v

MR. BARKALQ^: If you will, yes.

MB. SFEH: The allotment vsranted has absolutely nothing to do with

the man* a oarry-over. It is based upon his past production performance,

talcing into consideration his ability to produce that quota. A man

having an ertreaaaly large carry-over, if his base firrure is such that

he is entitled only to a small allotment, that is all he receives.

MB. BABKALOI* : Tell, the fact that he has that stock on hand sho^s

that he has ability to produce more and that cones within that period

when you measure hie allotment. If ho has produced 100 units more than

he did before that is in his base, and it shows 'iis ability to produce

more.

IB, SPEH: No, he might have produced far in excess of hie allotment;

therefore, he has a carry-over. Row, that i3 recognized in the first part

of this paragraph.

Ifi*. BAR-.ALGff: Is it recognized in his ability to produce?

MR. SFEHi Ho, his carry-over has absolutely no connection whatsoever

with his allotment.

fcOR. BARKALOW : Here the base period is ?oing to end, will end, and

the point is you will not take into consideration snat he has produced

while this license has not been in effect.

SSR. SEEK: The base period for what.

MB. BABKaLOW: For finding what his allotment is £*oing to be,

Ine base period under the present plan of allotment,

the base figure is allotted which he received the year previous to that

for which we are now mailing allotments; in this case, nsaely, the allotment

that he received in 1935, which is the final allotment.
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MR. BAEKAJXHY: That term ends ?;hen?

MR. ami: Decaaber 51, 19S5.

m. BAE&iLW: Then it will take into c 021,1ideratio* a time when we

did not have a license?

IS. SP5H: Yes, sir*

PHBSIDH'SGr OFFICER G2FFGKD: I think it is clearly understood the

oasis from which this is finured. Inasmuch as it will all ccrae up again

under allotments,. I think we are going to have a duplication,

DR. GOLD: In regard to the wording in this paragraph, you ha78

reference, X presume, to the calendar year, do you not, for each year

following?

Mi. SPKH: v?e have an amendment v.iiich we would like to introduce,

to eub-paragraph £ of paragraph 5, line 1, so as to reaa "for each

calendar year following9 , for each year following the year 1935.

DR. GOLD 4 I presume, too, that in further reference to the stocks-on-

tags
ana your turpentine and rosin tags you have reference to unused stock-

d tags and unused turpentine and rosin tags?

MR. SSm: Yes, sir,

DR. GOLD: Do you care to introduce an amendment of that type?

MR, S2SH: Well, if that is considered necessary. If a man has then

we asemae that they have been unused; otherwise, there would bo sens evasion.

DR* GOLD: That is all I have.

MR, BPSR: May I ask a question off the record?

HtSSlDIliG OFFICER GCTOHD: Yes, sir.

{There ms a discussion off the record.)
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iWSIDXNG- OJEFIGiSR GOTOHD: The proposed amendment will be identified

as Exhibit Ho, 9 and admitted in evidenes.

MR* BWSkli i'hat iB an amendment to subparagraph 2, paragraph 5, line 1.

UStm BAHKALOWj t hat ia that amendment, please? I did not get that,

MR, SiWi: imend line 1 # the first line of subparagraph £
t paragraph 5,

so as to read "for each calendar year following" , inserting the word

calendar**,

inserting the word "calendar",

&tSH: its purpose being to remove all doubt as to what the twelve

months period is in Blind* •<: a ih% s.v»

Faragraph 5?

MB* SHSE: ^here is one more section of that,

FBB£>JX>xm mmm gSft'OKU Thm proceed to the second,

l$t* The third section of that xaerely states that on and after

January the 1st of each year all tags issued during the previous year shall

be null and void, and in order stay Lave advantage of any surplus tags from

either stock or unused allotment, representing: stock-on-hand, he must

exchange them under the conditions noted above,

DH, GOLD? The principle of that is to avoid any confusion in regard

to successive years?

ML SjWLi We want to have during any calendar year all tags must

(The amendment to Article IT,

Section 2, Paragraph 5, sub-
paragraph 2, line 1, above
referred to, submitted by

Mte span-, -was marked "Eadiibit

Ho, 9," and is attached to
this record,}

(micm ®m?Qmt That is the only change, just simply

: Xs there any further discussion as to
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PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOflD: Is there any further discussion of

paragraph 5?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDING €Fi?IClR GIIFOHD: IT act
,
you may proceed with paragraph 6.

LSI. 3E3H: paragraph. 6 recognizes the fact that the production of some

naval stores is not uniform through each month, that there are certain

months during the late fall and winter and early spring when the

production is at the low point, rising tc the peak during June, July, and

August, and a:-ain falling off, and in order that there may be a market

more nearly in. line with the volume of production, this provides that the

tags shall be issued on these stated percentage bases, those per cents

representing what might be considered an average over the entire belt

for several seasons.

It is recognized that there nay be variations from these figures,

these monthly percentages in different sections of the belt.

It is recognized that in Florida the season may open up earlier than

in l^orth and South Carolina, and therefore a larger percentage might be

required in Florida than in Forth and South Carolina, but this represents

an average fi{oire and we have had—while the Control Committee have had

some complaint it has not been real serious.

The provision permits the secretary upon the reeomendation of the

Control Committee to adjust these percentages from time to time. This

is in reeosnitita of any possible change that may occur as a result of

different methods of turpentining;.

There may be seme change in the method of hanging the cups,

permitting more winter work to be done, or it may be that there will

be a greater winter chipping, and there may be a slight increase in

production during these winter months.
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MR. BARiCrtLOvv: Lr. Speii, do you consider these percentages to be

adequate to meet the trade conditiaaa?

MR, SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. BiHK&UWfl They are based upon the experience you have had in

the industry?

MR. mil Based upon experience in the industry/ of quite a number

of years, giving weight to the change in the later years.

MR, BARE/JjQV, : ith respect to that last point that you raised about

the secretary making a readjustment, I would like to ask that if you don't

eare, to add in there after the words from time to time", "after finding

of fact"?

That suggestion is made from the standpoint of law.

UR. 3i :i£: We will be glad to ask that it.be amended in that way.

In other words by adding after *trom time to time" the words "after finding

of fact",

MB, BAR&ALfti' t Yes.

MR, Sl-EH; e will be glad to.

PRESIDIO OFFICER GIFFORDi Is there any further discussion of

paragraph 6?

(Ho response,;

PRESIDING Q1F2CSR GZFFGHDi Are there any further questic&a?

(No response.)

PRESIDING CPFJBDER GBTCM): If not we will proceed to paragraph 7.

iffi. SrUB: Paragraph 7 sets up the basis for prorating the assessment

for the expense of carrying out the provision of the marketing agreement

and orders, and these figures used are the same as have been used in the

existing license and marketing agreement. They seem to work out very
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satisfactorily so far as the distribution of expense is concerned,

the original basis, of course, being the total required to carry out

the provisions and breaking that dorm in what we consider to be an

equitable fashion.

It recognizes the unit basis and then breaks down—then distributes

the cost per unit of your turpentine and rosin.

ICR* BARKALCXV: !£?. Speh.

1A. : Yes, sir,

MR. HJKAMH Have these figures been fixed in an esnount Trhich will

produce the amount which is to be determined in Article III, section 1,

as necessary for the expense of the Control Committee?

MB* SPEE: As nearly as we could tell, not absolutely Lnow — what

the total amount to be marketed is, this is based on a crop of 450,000

units of gum turpentine and gum rosin. If, QB the other hand, the crop

should be set at 500,000 units you would have an increase in income and

you \7oulcl not have a corresponding increase in expense, i-he only thing

to be taken into consideration under those conditions would be that you

might have available a large volume of money to be used for market

expansion through research and other neans, and later we refer to that.

PRESIDIHG GfFICER GH-'TOPD: Are there any questions or aiy furtlier

evidence on this section?

(Ho response.)

PHESIBIHG (FFICEE G-IFFQKD: Are there any comments?

DE. G-CID; In the last paragraph of this section you refer to

Article III.

2£U NEaiTCH, «e amend that.
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MR. &KEH: He have an amendment to offer on pa^e 14, to xjaragraph 7.

We ask that the last sentence be amended to read:

"All siims received pursuant to the provisions of this agreement

shall be used by the Control Caaaittee for the purpose and subject to

the limitations set forth in this agreement."

PfiSSXDXHG GKCffFOHD : Vhat proposed ^.oiid^erit v ill be identified

as exhibit No. 10, received in evidence in four copies and made a part of

the record

«

(The amendment referred to,
submitted by IT. Speh, v-ras marked
'Exhibit iio, 10" , and is attached
to this record.)

MR. BAHCALOiV : Mr. Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

1,2a, Tx\: . .'J : Do you consider that the amount fixed in here will

be an equitable prorata share to be charged asains*t each handler?

MR. SlWx: Yes, sir, because it is based upon volume and in that an

equitable division is made.

MR. HAJKALOW: Do you feel that it will meet section 103(2) of the

Act, v.hich sets up the expenses to be collected and the manner of their

collection?

MR. 3FSH: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING GKTICER GIFFOBDt Are there further questions or discussion

of paragraph 7?

(Ho response.)

PRESIDED GFjf ICEF; G-IFFORDi If not, we will proceed to paragraph 8.

MR. SPEE: Paragraph 3 refers to the secondary allotment and we had

quite a bit of discussion on that, on Saturday.
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In describing that, this secondary allotment expressed as units

or gum turpentine and gum rosin is made to the processor, and for the

same—and for the sake of convenience, is translated into units of

crude gum, namely 50 gallon barrels, and tags tiade available, the

necessary tags made available, for the purpose of making it more

convenient to market and purchase crude gum.

m. BAKKAXOtf: Mi| Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

HR. BARIOiCW: You refer to the discussion we had on Saturday* Do

you feel that this is not an attempt to control the production of gum?

MR. SPSS* Ho, sir. Well, we might—yes, I feel it is not, yes.

It should be*-the answer should be yes.

Mfcy I correct that.

PRESIDING OFFICER (HFFGKD : Certainly.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, Dr. Gold.

DR. GOLD: Can you tell us the size of the secondary allotment in

the previous years, in 1935 and 1934?

S&i. SrlH: The average has been 10.4 percent; it runs about 10.4 percent

of the total volume, that comes from purchased gum as near as we can tell.

DE. GOLD: That is true in those years, 1935 and 1934, or true in

previous years?

MR, 3PEH: I would say it was true of 1934 and 1955, and probably

there was even a smaller percentage during the previous years.

we must recognise this, however , that it is extremely difficult to

obtain accurate figures on this purchased gum. a good many processors

themselves do not know just how much gum they have bought. Their records
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are incomplete ; they did not anticipate that they would ever be required

to report to anyone the number of barrels of gum that they had bought or

the number of barrels of turpentine that they had processed from purchased

gum. It merelygoes right in with their %hole shipment of turpentine and

rosin, and so we do recognize that there could exist some honest misunder-

standing, and in each case the Control Committee has tried to adjust it

the best they could,

MB* BAHKAlOWi Do you feel that the burden Of this limitation of

marketing has been distributed as equitably as possible?

MR. S--:HH: Yes.

MR, BAEVALOW : Mr, 3peh, in view of the fact that here we have

discussed the secondary allotment for some time, without having had it

defined, do you feel that it might contribute to this document if we

might in the beginning have a definition of the primary and secondary

allotment, and also of the producer of gum and the producer of naval

stores, the last two questions having come up several times in our discussions?

MR, SFEEi In view of the fact that there seems to be doubt, some

doubt, I think it would be well to introduce those as amendments in the

definitions*

MB. BABKALGW: You would not object to those four definitions being

placed in the document?

MR. 3EEHJ No, sir.

MR. BABKAXOW: la the sectiofc where we have definitions?

MR. SPSHs Would you want to have us submit those or has the discussion

been sufficient?

ME. BAB&ttLCWi I think you should submit them, if you would. Perhaps

not at this time but before the ten day period lias lapsed*

Will that be satisfactory, Judge?
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PRESIDING- OFFICER G3FFOHD: Yes, If he desires to submit them I

will give him permission to do that.

MR. SPEH: We will be glad to, with the understanding that we will

submit a suggested definition of producer of naval stores, producer of

crude gun, and definition of primary allotment and definition of secondary

allotment*

BR. GOLD: That might well really involve four definitions, primary

allotment for new processors, and primary allotment for old processors,

and secondary allotments for old and new processors, is that not right?

MR, BAEKALQff : .ell, we can break it down that way. On the other

hand if we consider the definition for primary allotment as the allotment

to go to a processor, to cover his allotment obtained under sum produced

by his own operations, that would be true, whether he be a new or old

processor,

PRESIDING OFFICER GETFGHD: If you will, L5r. Speh, you can include

those definitions as part of your brief unless you have your brief

completed and would rather do it separately, because you understand

these definitions must be formulated in view of the evidence that has

been submitted here, tending to cover what each of those terms mean; in

other words, it would not be fair to put in definitions which the general

public did not have an opportunity to consider. Therefore, they should be

developed to meet the evidence as to their meaning, that has bean submitted

here.

BR, GOLD : Mr, Barkalow

.

MR. BARKAL0&': Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: You have again reference to a year, "the preceding year".

What year do you have in mind?
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MR. BAKKALOWi tte have an amendment here for line 5, paragraph 3,

to be asended to say—to be amended so as to read:

•I aring the preceding calendar year" , by the insertion of the word

"calendar",

FEESE)IKG tSYJCSR GjJVOH): This is another amendment?

MR. BAlSyCLGft: This is another amendment to Article IV, section g,

paragraph 3, line 3.

PBESZDH'G G}?FICI£ GUfi'CHD: This amendment submitted in four copies,

will be identified as exhibit x<o. 11 and made a part of the record.

(The amendment referred to,
submitted by Mr. Speh, was marked
"Exhibit No. 11" , and is attached
to this record.)

PRESIDING CFKICER GT3TFQRD: Is there any further discussion on this

section, paragraph S?

(^o response.)

BEj$ftdaj&s& <3&e trftft for "Irfeft Olfj^e^d tsusl t&x ti&t yen^^n w# b&iflfe Ifcis
PHSSOHTG OFFICER GZF?GHD: If not, we will proceed to paragraph 9.

Ha« SPSH: This merely provides a means of making available to the

processors tags in a form other than that issued to him.

We have in 1fre industry the practice of shipping rosin in wooden

barrels, and others putting it in metal drums.

We do try to assist the processor by issuing to his tags in such

form as he wishes. In the past some processors have indicated that it

was their practice to ship rosin in wooden barrels. Therefore, a number

of tags corresponding to his turpentine quota is sent to him for wooden

barrels •

On the other hand, there are processors who market their rosin in

etal drums, and in order that there may be a proper tag issued to him,

we have provided tags marked "metal drums",
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The distinction is necessary because the metal dnaa carries a

great weight of rosin than does the wooden barrel, and therefore in

fairness to the men using wooden barrels , we issue to the man who ships

in metal dnans a few number of rosin tags, but it does carry out that

shijcient as shown—as borne out by the definition of "metal drum".

On the other hand we hare processors who do not ship their

turpentine in barrels, but ship it in tank cars, and this way we issue

to him a tank car tag. These tank ear tags are of varying denominations.

In recognition of the varying capacities of tankcars, we carry tags for

the various sizes of tank cars, so that we cafe build up most any capacity

tank car*

And, some processors do not know just how they are goin^ to ship

their turpentine or rosin, so that tags issued to them originally nay be

different than ^hat they finally use, so that they request that we

exchange one tag for the other, and for that reason we have this

provision that \ie shall exchange without charge any tags for which money

has been received, a corresponding denomination of tags of another class.

Now, the question has come up as to what we mean by "class* and with

your permission we would like to amend paragraph 9 of Article IT, so as to

more clearly bring out what we mean by "class."
it

We have not yet prepared that amendEent, but/is merely for the

purpose of clarificatioa.

DR. GOLD: Do you have reference to "packages" as used in your

definitions?

Lm. SPEH: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: In this section?

Iffi. SPSi: Yes, sir.
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DK. GOLD J 50 that you intend incorporating soiae siza package and

exchange one type of certificate for a certificate or another type of

package, is that correct?

IS. SPSTI: Yes, sir.

DR« GOLD: However, do yon contemplate that that means the exchange

of say, turpentine tags for rosin tags?

MR. SPELT: No, 3ir.

DR. GOLD: 30 that it is simply a package of the seme

—

2ft* SJEH: Same product.

DR. GOLD (c ontinuing) j — "type of product. In other words, a package

of turpentine and a package of rosin.

MR. SFEH: lfr# Newton points out to me that there may he some

misunderstanding a« to that exchange system. I would much prefer to

have I't, Kerfcon make that statement. I am not just sure that I am

quite clear at to what he is driving at.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOED: I3r, Newton, . r. Speh requests that you

make the statement yourself.

(Witness excused.

}

FOTEEER TEsraiCRT OF ROBERT K. NsVTCN
WIGOUe, MISSISSIPPI,

representing
NEWTON KAVAL STCBL3 Mtt

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR* HWTQN: Well, 2£r, Chairman, as I understand this paragraph it

Mans, or at least our impression is that it refers back to the definition,

definition of units, and unit is defined as 1 turpentine and 3*1/5 rosin,

or 5 crude gum or 4*1/3 cleaned gam, as I remember it.
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Now this permits the exchange of we will say, 1 turpentine and

5-1/3 rosin for 5 crude gum, or 1 turpentine and 3-1/3 rosin for 4-1/3

cleaned gum, or, say, 4-1/3 cleaned gum for either a unit of turpentine

and rosin or 5 crude gum for the exchange of 5 crude gum for a unit of,

1 unit of turpentine and 3-1/3 rosin, or 4-1/3 cleaned gum.

It is the exchange of unit equivalent from one to the other.

OFFICES GHFOED: Is there any further discussion on Sfo. 9?

(No response.}

FESSIDBfG GFFICEE G-IFFOH): Thank you, Newton, you may he excused.

(Witness excused.)

MB. MKKALQWj Jar, Chairman, I would like to ask Mr, Speh a question.

PRESIDED OFFICER GIFFCBD: All right, Mr. Speh.

FURTHER TESTUBKY OF CARL F. SPEH
JJEESC8TVILLE, FLOBIDA

representing
CdTTEOL CC&33TTEE.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the presiding Officer.)

IS?. E'JSCALOW: I*r. Speh.

MR. SEEK : Yes, sir.

MR. BAKOiav: TAould you also expect srhen you define the word "class-

to point out just what exchange night be made between stock on hand tags

and other tags?

HR« SPEH: ^ell, I thin}: that has been provided for on page 12,

paragraph 5.

You see, there is no big distinction between paragraph 9 and

paragraph 5. Paragraph 9 contains "for *hich payment has been made"

,

that is, this covers those tags that hare been issued for which payment

has been made.
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Stock on hand tags, there haa been no change made for that, so,

it is the provision for the exchange of those--

15R. BAHSALQ7 : But under paragraph 9 is it not clear that you can

exchange tags for which you hare been paid for stock on hand tags?

SPSS) No.

VR. BAH'-ALOr; lYcm would not interpret it that way?

MR, 3PSE: Ho, because there has been no charge made for the stock o

hand tags.

MR, BAEKALCE?: But there has been a charge made—

MR. SFSH: Oh, I see your point.

MR. BAREALQ? (continuing): —for allotment tags.

MR. SPE5: Of course, under a broad interpretation of that, yes, but

on the other hand, as I said before, there would be no incentive to do

that because the tag merely gives the right to market the package and it

moves under the stock on hand with the same right that it does under the

allotment tag. There is no incentive to request that change, nor could

anyone give a reason for asking such a change, and the Control Ccosnittee

would be within its rights to refuse to make an exchange of that kind.

MR. BARuALOr/ : J^r only point is clear. They have the right to

refuse, they reserve that here. You have definitely given permission

to do that , That is why I say, should you not exempt certain cases as

you don't expect to allow right here, instead of having this open so

that they may ask for it. I doubt if you in your discretion could rule

that you could not make the exchange i&en the agreement says you could

make the exchange

,

MR. ".Tell, if it is possible anyone might make that request it

might be well to except that, although it does not make much difference.
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MR. BAHCALOW: On this discussion we have had here today it seeins—

<

don't you feel that someone may make such a request at the end of the

marketing year?

MR. SHBH: We can provide, "provided, however, this exchange will not

apply to the exchange of stock on hand tags for regular allotment tags*.

MB. BAHKAL&V : Or vice versa.

MB. SFHS: It cannot be vice versa because there has been no payment

made for the stock on hand tags,

MR. BAPKALORT : Then it is vice versa, is it not, because they paid

for the allotment tags, and they can exchange those for the stock on hand

tags. It would not make any difference which end they asked for, they

are exchangeable

•

I dm't care to attempt to write the provision, but I just ask the

question so that you could give that some consideration when you draft the

cnsntemt*

HtESIDING- OFFICER GOTCHD: Is there anything further?

MR. AYOOCK.: ftp* Chairman,

PRESIDING- 0S3n3ClR &IFFOHD: Mr. Aycock.

MR. ASCOC&i &fcy I suggest in order to clarify that, that after the

word "class" we insert !'or denomination of equal equivalent" , making it read

*tehaage tags of any class or denomination et equal equivalent for which

payment has been made*.

PRESIDING- C£¥£3SB G-UfFOKD : Dods anyone else have any suggestions

about that?

(Ho response.)

FHESIDIKa OFFISEK G-IFFOKD: Is there anything further, any further \

discussion on paragraph

(Ho response.)
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PRESIDING «BSR GIFFOHDi If not, w© will have a ten minute

intemiission,

(thereupon a short recess was taken..)

m^-wma OKWCSR epgrOHD: Let's proceed, gentleman*

If there Is nothing further on section 8, we will take up section 3,

page 14, having to do with the Bathed of lixaitation of marketing wood naval

stores.

Is there any further discussion to be had on that section? That has

been discussed somewhat before,

MR. SPSH: -ve would suggest, Mr. Chairman , 2nd we ask permission to

have that section amended so that it will be provided , that if the suggested

amendment to Article III, Section 1, paragraph 3, regarding the assessment

of the wood naval stores group be incorporated, that the necessary changes

in section 3 be made, and that it provide that they shall be required to

use tags in the sa:ae tianner as does the gum naval stores group, and that

there be a similar provision, cr corresponding provision in the subsequent

paragraph carrying out the idea that under the limitation it is

recognized that possibly there will have to be another percentage of

distribution because the wood people are not bound by the season as is

the gum man, Theirs is more or less a manufacturing process over which

they have more definite control than has the gum producer,

FEESIDMr CFFIC.EE GtWIQffli Have you such an amendment prepared?

fF$&« I think we have a note here, and we ask to turn that in

as a supplement to our brief *

MR, GIETOED : All right,

MS. BABKALGmr: Mr, Spaa.

MR. MMf Yes, sir.
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BARLU/C*, : Do you feel that the wood naval stores handlers cannot

be regulated sufficiently without tags?

MR* SPEH: The only way in which I have a risht to answer any questions

here is as secretary to the Control Cccaaittee, and there: ^ .c-uid have zc

answer that I feel that the wood naval stores group should be required to

use tags the sazae as the gum naval stores group.

DB. GOLD: rr. Chairnian.

fKESIDDJG G3&2CES GIFFOKD: Ars you through, Mr. Barkalow?

Iff:. BaHKALOCi Ho, sir. %ould you nind if I continue rith this line?

FR5STJOT CFF2CEP. GIFF OH): Oo right ahead.

MR. BAKLALGY : Few Htaay wood naval stores businesses are there,

Mr. cpeh?

I®. S:?I&.-.: Less than fifteen; I an not sure Aether it is twelve or

thirteen, but it is less than fifteen, anyway.

BR. BAEKAL0L7: Do they all, so far as you know, have an adequate system

of bocks and records?

WKk SSEH: ?ach one has a very coraplete set of bcoics and records.

ICR. BAK*ULC£.
T
: Do you not feel that an accurate check of what they

handle could be nade froa their own books and records, as was done under

the previous license?

MB, Ml I would prefer, Lr. Chairran, that th* Control Qocsaitt^e

answer that question.

IB. ilU&ALCk : I will address that question to -r. Hewton.

(Witness escused.)
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FUPdCTTJi Til TITXjiIY Of R03"ET K.
'

representing
HKSfTOlT NATAL STORES COMPAQ.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer,}

PRESIDING CI?:.. ;
~

. OHD: ill you answer that question, m% Kewton^

MR, HEKTCTC: Possibly correct, but we feel also that an accurate check

can be made of a considerable number of gum naval stores processors,

MR. HAPuViLC. : ..ell, how many gin naval stores processors are there?

MR. m^I'Ol.: ..ait a rdnute.

MR. BARSALOW: Well, eould you say roughly there are over one thousand

Iffi. !IS TGI*: Yes, I believe -r. Lockwood's figures show 1,173,

MR. BARKALOw :

r

»ell, you don T t conceive of greater expense in trying

to check that number than you would the fifteen?

MR. NEOTOK: True.

MR, BAffiULGff; Is it true that all of the one thousand or more have

as accurate and complete sets of books and records as do the wood naval

stores industry?

MR. HS-r'OK: They dc. not.

MR. BAHKALOfi : But you still feel that could also be applied to the

wood naval stores, eliminating tags altogether?

MR. KETtfTCK: Applicable to the gum group, it could not be eliminated.

We feel possibly, that an accurate check can be made of the xrood group,

but we feel that if it is required of the gum group it should be required

of the wood group, it T^ould be no more hardship on them than it is on the

gum group,

Wtk BAR/'ALQ, : hat ^rould be the purpose of it, if you can get an

•decuate checlj on their books and records?
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l&u NEWiW: tell, we feel there could be no question as to the wood

group exceeding their volume to be marketed end each package would have

evidence or it, no question about it whatever, and it would eliminate any

sense of feeling on the part of the wood group that they were exceeding-

ly. BAHKAUh : as I understand the amendment it is to be prefaced

upon the condition that they are to be assessed in spite of having tags.

•>hy is that condition made?

LSR. NEftTCH: *e feel that in this control program, that they should

be assessed the 3ame as we are, and the benefits tc be derived from the

control and also fron research and other market expansion will cone to

them proportionately the same as to the .gum group, and they should bear

their portion of the expense.

URm B6&:jiL(M : ^ell, do you thin^c the . ood people tfill subscribe

to that?

Is there a wood representative here?

J5U %AH) : Lety I ask a question before that is answered?

MR* BtfKALCW: Yes.

MR. 7/AED: &£r. wewvon, do you feel that there would be justification

for the additional expense to the Control Committee in administering this

through the application and use of tags for the rv-ood naval stores just to

satisfy the gum group and others regarding the point you have brought up?

ME, IJEvtTOH : Well, that comes again—just a minute. I am in about

the same position as L*. Span* Personally I have a personal feeling

about it, but as representing the committee, I shall give another answer.

I just don't enow how to answer that. I think—

MR. WABD: &r« Barkalow has asked the question if there is a

representative of the wood naval stores group here, and I have a statement
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from a representative of the wood group, Mr, 3\ H. McCormack. Mr. MsCormaek,

as you know, was present three days last week and testified on two or three

occasions at this hearing, and on Saturday he had expected that this

question might cone up, and he would hare been ready to have spoken

upon it, hut nsjbe had to leave on Saturday night, he left me with a

statement which he asked that I please read into the record if an

amendment was offered to use tags on wood naval stores, and his

statesment is as follows:

*We object to the use of identifying tags for wood naval stores for

the following reason:

1. The wood naval stores industry have six processors and the gum

industry about 1,200. the wood industry represents 20 to 25 percent of

the production of naval stores and the gum industry the balance. More

than 99 percent of the expense of the Control Committee will be in

connection with the gum industry and it would be unfair and discriminatory

far the wood industry through the purchase of tags to have to bear 20 to £5

percent of this expense.

2. The wood naval stores plants are at fixed locaticeas easy of access

for the Secretary at all times.

3. The sworn statements of the wood naval stores processors is ample

evidence as to the amounts marketed by them.

4. Other sworn statements have to be made from time to time to other

governmental agencies or subdivisions regarding their sales and production

by wood naval stores processors as manufacturers.

*

Wtk This statement is signed by "Newport Industrie©, Inc., by

J. H. MsGormack, vice-president.*

In explanation I will add a statement which I think is borne out by
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previous testimony that instead of six processors—and I understand that

Mr. MoCormack was speaking of the steam distill processors of T&ich there

are six—in addition to those steam distill processors our records in

Washington show that there are four sulphate processors, that is, processors

for the sulphate process, and four processors for the destructively

distilled process, which makes a total of fourteen processors now

engaged in the business of producing and marketing wood naval stores.

Evidence has also been presented to show that there are about 1,200

gun naval stores processors who operate stills.

In addition I think the records of the Control Coumittee show that

there are some 1,000 to 1,500 additional processors who have their crude

gum processed by a still and market this gum—market this product in the

name of the original gum producer, which makes a total of somewhere around

2,000 to 2 ,600 gum naval stores processors who would receive primary

allotments •

PRESIDING OFFICER GZPF0KD: You said you had a ouestion before J&jor

Barkalow proceeded, Dr. Gold.

DR. GOLD: Yes.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOBD: You may proceed.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Hewton.

KR. NEKTON: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: Is it the principal purpose or aim which you have in mind

to be sure that both wood and gum naval stores processors are equitably

treated both in regard to the prospective provisions, but in this case in

regard to the express limitations to be imposed?

MR. (MHfi That is the sole purpose the Control Conaittee had in mind.

DR. GOLD: That is all.

PRESIDING OFFICER GE70ED: Well, let's proceed.

ono Qi (Witness excused.)
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MR, B A HOLLOA: I would like to a si: I/r. Speh a question, if I isay.

HBT'EOTTS OFS'IET? GIFfOKD: Proceed,

PTHTHSH TE^BsCKY CST C.AKL 1PSA3K 3PSH
jjckscotixie, Florida

representing
CCS5TBQL COYOTES.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

m. BAHKALavt Mr, Speh.

MR. SPBHs Yes, sir.

MR. BABKALttV ; You mentioned something about the advantages to "be

gained by the wood group through advertisefcsent and research. Is it not

true that to a large extent the wood group have their <ym research and

distributing and advertising system right now?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir. However, such research is defined into two

classes: one plant control research, that is, research to improve present

methods of producticn, to improve the products which they are marketing.

The other type of research is to develop a means of adopting their

products to certain consuming uses, either as to new uses or with a view

of replacing gum turpentine and gum rosin, and their advertising market

promotion work is chiefly with the idea of developing their own products.

I know of no cooperative research among the wood naval stores group.

Each one carries on their independent research, the results of which are

not available to anyone other than their own company.

Their advertising benefits are chiefly for their own company, and

not for the industry as ft whole, whereas any research or market expansion

contemplated under the proposed marketing agreement for the purpose of

increasing the general consumption of turpentine and rosin, and inasmuch

as you could not confine those benefits to gum turpentine as differentiated

from wood turpentine, it is felt only proper that they should contribute to

such expansion.
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The history of such cooperative efforts, while always on a voluntary

banis In tbe past, has shown very clearly that the wood naval stores group

have been always willing to contribute their stare, to anything which would

develop markets fox* raval stores in general or develop research for naval

stores,

11B, MMMXM: &£r. Gold brought out the point if this was being done

in order -feat the burden night be equitably distributed, and in view of

the fact that I believe the answer was brought out that that is what it

amounts to, nay I ask, do you alee e:speet to assess the factors and

distributors and insist that thay have tags on their products? They

would get the same benefits, would they not, from advertisement arid

resea reh the other group ~culi get?

MR. SPEH: Ho, sir.

MR, BAJiKALOaf: Do yon mean to say that they nculd not increase their

sales of naval stores, if there were a research and advertisement campaign

in effect %

IK. SFEHl ishey right increase their sales or the factors night

increase the volume on which they vouM obtain a coi&nission but that does

not necessarily mean they would, obtain the same benefits.

Under the present system of marketing the distributor does not procure

necessarily a greater profit on a larger volume or a higher price. The

present system of marketing is such that the distributor must depend upon

speculative profits, and such speculative profits might be as readily

accessible under a large voluite at a low price as under a small volujje

at high prioes, or any combination of those,

If the distributor was to sBrchan&ise his products, of course, he

would be interested in the marlsBt price, yet the distributor would to

acme extent, no doubt profit by being able to develop a market for a
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volume of naval stores in access of what we hare today, but his benefit

wculd not be ae direct as that of the producer.

The same is true to a less extent of the factor. The factor could

finance and increase volume , thereby rendering greater services to a greater

nuxiber, Eic principal gain* however, would be through increasing commission

by the sale of a greater volume or a better price* His commission, however,

is, l believe, 2 or 2.5 percent here, end therefore his increased profit is

limited to that same extent , whereas the producer of raw material or of

naval stores reaps the entire profit from such increased markets, and I

think therefore, taking those facts into consideration, he reaps a greater

benefit from any market expansion.

MR, &AHKAL&7 : That is the producer?

ME, S£SH: The producer or processor,

MR, "BABKMIXM: Applying your yardstick to the wood group, is it not

true that they are low cost producers, and that they will get no particular

benefit from an increase in the price, in that they can make a market

abroad in competition with even the low oost producers over there?

MR. SPEE: *That is true, but on the other hand, that again, the

price is dependent entirely upon the price of the gum naval stores

market and that determines the price at which wood naval stores would sell,

The general statistical position of the gum naval stores market determines

the strength of that market upon which the wood naval stores will sell, so

that has an influence and he would benefit by any increase in the general

demand for naval stores.

He can of course, market his stuff with greater ease today because

of his low cost of production.

H| ATCOCK: Mr. Chairman.
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PBESIDH3G CFFICSP SIFFOHD: Mr, Aycock.

MR* AJCOCK". ttty I take issue with the witness in reference to the

factcr. I think his advantage would be greatly enhanced by reason of a

greater volume, not only through his c omission but through his supply

for creating a greater volume. Therefore,the factor should contribute

to some extent to the research and advertising that would create a

greater volume.

MR* BAK'JUQR : Mr. Speh.

VSR. SHE: Yes, sir,

HE* BAR&4.Cfc't We have discussed price and other benefits arriving

from this agreement.

MR, SPEH: Yes,

Ifit. BAHKALCW: Is it not true that the main thought in having the

wood group in the agreement is, not to give to them a particular benefit,

but mere to restrict them so that they cannot take more of the market

from tbs gum group? Then are you not trying to assess them end to place

these restrictions on them, not for a benefit to them, but as a restriction

on their business and as a benefit to the gum producer?

MR. SPEH: The chief reason for bringing them into the marketing

agreement is because their product is in such direct competition with

the product of the gum group, end therefore it is a restrictive feature,

but it la not contemplated that they would be restricted to any different

extent then would the gnu group. On the other hand, if there Is any

good resulting to the gum group through a restricted volume made available

for marketing through research or through advertising, there is no way to

hold those corresponding benefits from the wood group.
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If the purpose of the marketing agreement is to establish such ft

balance between avs.ilafclo supply said coasiaaption as to improve prices

naturally the -ood group will sell on thos2 improved prices and reap

a benefit.

If there be any market expsn3i:ii through advertising or research

and that increased demand reflect itself in an improved market price,

there again the wood group would sell on a better roarket, even though

they saw fit to discount the gum market,

MR. BURKAl>OWs Most of these arecurrents seam to be based upon the

feet that there is a provision for advertisement and research. Suppose

that under- recent court decisions, cr interpretations of the law that those

provisions cannot be included, then the whole argument falls, does it not"

That is the reason for placing the added restriction on the wood group?

Iff*. SPEB.I Ho, they still have the benefit resulting from any-

strengthened market—strengthening in the market from the improvement

in prices, because of the establishment of a balance between the available

supply and consumption.

MR, BARKALOff': Did they not contend though, that they don»t care for

that balance,that due to low cost they can sell at sny price and make a

profit, and that they expect to get their increase through increased

sales rather than price, through volune?

MR* SEES! That is true. On the other hand you have one of the

groups of the wood naval stores, nsaely, the sulphate, who can produce

and market sulphate wood turpentine at a much lower figure than can the

stesm solvent, and destructive distillation, and therefore, within their

own group, two of the divisions are reaping a benefit from such a control.
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FIBMHBH TE3TBl?CHY C7 E. M. WILSON

{The witness was previously duly sworn by the presiding officer.)

MR. fJXSON: Earing heard the statement mde by Lr, speh, I subscribe

to it as a factor, I think it is quite clear that they nay benefit

somewhat by increased handlings, but only to the extent of a certain

commission which has been in effect for a great many years.

Of course, a higher price means a higher coranission per unit, but

the larger handling probably means a lower pries and less corsaission, so

that if the price follows the law of supply and denand, it is entirely

possible that the total commissions receiTed from a crop might be the

same. If you here a large crop tmd a low price or a small crop and a

hi ft prtee, the volume of eoimissions might reriain entirely the same.

MR* WAH): Mr. Chainnan.

PRESIDING OFFICES GlbTPGHD: LEr. i.ard.

MR* WA2D: Through research and advertising aid increase of consumption

that might be expected from such a program with relatively high prices, the

factors ?rould benefit?

MR, ""ILSON: I should say so, yes, 2.5 percent on $75 is more than 2.5

percent on $35.

MR. WEB5ERT: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING- OFFICER GIFFORD: Mr. .'.eibert.

MR, WEIBEH?: I would liks to make a short statement, Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFPQHD: All right , you may proceed.

(Witness excused.)
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FURTHER TESTIMONY OF H. WBIffiHr
JiCKSUHYILLLi, FLORIDA

representing
HBSIHSULAR mi&L Si-QBE,, C U-x/JiT

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer*}

PRESIDING Cffi'FICSR GBfFORD i llr. v. einert was sworn previously, also,

WBIBJLHT: If the processors are assessed for the tags I don't

think the factors should be assessed again, because the factor acta as

the factor for the processor, and until he has collected his account he

is really the one who pays it already, except the ones that are independent*

I feel therefore, that it would be a duplicate assessment.

PRESIDING OIVICER GOT CRD: It would be a duplication?

MR, 111 mill I It would be a duplication. And also, it is perfectly-

true that, if naval stores should find a larger market that would "benefit

the factor, because whatever benefits the processor benefits the factor,

but in the absence of any certainty that anything will be found, I think

it would be premature.

PRESIDING CFF30ER GIFFORDz I think this matter is clearly in the

record so that the people in Washington, can consider it.

If there is nothing further under section 3, let us take up section 4,

Article IV. That is the method of allotment of gum naval stores.

(Witness excused,

)

FURTHER TESTIMONY OF CARL FRANK SFEH
JAU&3U»ViLLa , FLQ&CDA.

representing

v-he witness was previously duly sworn by the * residing Officer*)

MR, o^ui: Mr. Chairman, i think that be* ore we start to consider

that I might suggest an amendment viiiich we *xil offer, or iLx^ut offer an

amendment •
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PHESB5IN0 CZVlGm OETOED: Is this emendment prepared?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir,

HSSIDINC O^'ICSH GIEFQHD: All right.

1£R. SP1I3.I: That Article IV, section 4, para^rerjh 1, be KflMMjllH to read:

nNo contracting processor handler shall market a volume of ^tan naval

stores in excess of his allotment, which shall he fixed for him by the

Secretary in the manner provided for in this section."

PBSSXIOTC OFFICES G ffl§ ' f&li mm$Rm% ii\ f«g* copies

shall he identified as exhibit Tie* 12 and made a part of the record.

(The amendment referred to,
submitted by im* Speh, was marked
"Exhibit Ho. 12" and is attached
to this record.)

MR, SPEB: I merely offer that at this time so as to prevent any

questions that might have arisen*

WL t&SOfi m$ Chairman.

OFFICES Mt. Wilson.

IS, WXt&Mt May I ask a question?

PRESIDING GEFICER GOTFOHD: State the question.

MR, WIL30K: Does that clarify who a contracting handler is?

PHB3I22KGr OFFICER GUFUWi Sft&l you read the proposed amendment

again, I;r. open, please?

MR, SHBH: ,rNo contracting processor handler shall market a volume

of gun naval stores in excess of his allotment, anion shall be fixed for

him by the Secretary in the manner proved in this section."

Vm&IBim m'mm GliYOBD: AH right, proceed.

MR. Mb section is devoted to the method of making allotments

for gum naval stores, or it first, of course, prohibits the marketing by a

new processor baadler of a volume in excess of his allotment.
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It next prohibits the marketing by any contracting handler of feam

naval stores which is in excess of such allotment, haying in mind that

the factor shall not handle any gum turpentine or gum rosin in excess of

the allotaoent or that the distributor shall handle any gum turpentine or

gum rosin in excess of the allotment.

That is the sole purpose of paragraph 1, section 4,

PRESIDING OFflCSE GIFFOED : Is there any further discussion on this

paragraph?

(2?o response,

)

PRESIDING GirFOH): If not, proceed to paragraph 2, section 4.

MR. 3PEE: That merely is a requirement of notice so that each

processor shall know that he must procure for himself an allotment and

the form in which he must apply for it.

It requires that the Control Committee shall give fifteen days'

notice of that date,

PRESIDING OFFICER GI£?0RD: All right.

ilR. SPEH: We feel that the method of giving such notice is ample.

It is mailed to all processors of record and published in such

trade papers as are published in the prolucing area, and we feel that

the publicity that has been given to it through the public hearing,

through the pres3 and through this hearing, has boon ample to know that

there is in contemplation such a crop limitation,

PKESlDIiTG OFFICE? GETFORD: Is there anything further on this section?

(No response,)

PRESIDING GfFEJER GIFFQRDi If not—

IflR, : Just a minute, I would like to ask a question,

PRESIDING OFFICER GUTGHD: Proceed,

f . W>. $*Ml Ids.
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MR. BARKALOW : Do you feel that this method of allotment adequately

limits the amoust -Thick eacii handler may market in any or all markets in

interstate coimserce?

Pm SJPIKi ;.. thinlv the general statement tliat tm ahail not Market in

excess of that ullotment, aid then later on the method of making the

allotment is given, does definitely limit the volume he may market in

any market in interstate or foreign commerce.

MR, BASirALO;." : That method which you have set tip in here wr=3 set up

as a uniform rule?

, MR. SPEE: Yes, sir.

- MR. EVRi'ALGf : Applying to all equally?

MR. SFHS: Yes, sir.

15R, RAKKaLQK: Is it based upon the amount which each handler has

available for current shipment or upon an arount shipped by each handler

in a prior period which could be determined by the ecretary to be a

represstative period?

S?EE; -ell, I presur.e yoa mean each processor handler?

ME, BAit^«L&' ; Yes#

MR. It sets up as a base a specific ay of making the allotment,

and inasmuch as stock on hand tags for previous stock are also given, it

does seem to us tc be equitable.

EE. BAP^AIOS? i And this period in which—which you have selected in

which you are going to take the amount shipped by each processor, that is

an equitable period"

HR. SVW. We feel it to be equitable, yec, sir, bearing in mind the

year 1935,

MR. BAffoALGU : Do you feel that you can produce sufficient facts to

guard the Secretary so that he can determine that is a representative period?
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MR. 3r2H: Inasmuch as the allotment for 1955 results from

calculations iaade, talcing into consideration the production for the

four year period, 1930 to 1933, inclusive, and upon which calculation

the allotment for 1934 was made, and the allotments for 1935 being made

on the base or average of that 1934 allotment, which as I said, was built

up from the previous four year average and the 1933 production put into

your 1935 allotment, we feel that it has taken into consideration a

typical period.

It has been shown that there have been same cases of undue distress

because of the taking an aversge of any period at all, and it was for that

reason that the 193C figure shows some additional weights in arriving at

the 1935 allotment

.

The license was amended to that effect, so we do claim that the 1935

allotment represents the activities of each processor during quite a

range of period, namely, the four year average.

1£R. BAEXXtt* : Do you feel that the use of this system of allotment

will result in a condition under which the total quantity to be marketed

during the specified period which you have set up here will be equitably

apportioned among all handlers of naval stores?

S?EE: I do. I might add, however, that it is recognized that

it is impossible to set up any method of proration which does not bring

out some cases of distress. Ho matter how simple that method of proration

•hall be, you will find back of it there might be a history of some

unusual preparedness, that such a proration causes distress, and

ring that in mind, last year's method of allotment provided a

istress pool, which we provided, which is far the purpose of

ualization of those distress cases.
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I think that wo should also bear in Triad that iaasaeuch az t r.arlreting

proration has been in existence for..- two years, that quite a lumber of

operators hare adjusted themselves to that change, and therefore the

distress decs not exist that existed at ifee beginning of the 1954

alio uLiwnt

.

~JR* BAHlwJLOft : Bu* you do feel that the use of the factors' set-up,

A, 2, 0 and D and the other system based on that, will, so far as It can

be done, cause an equitable apportionment to be made?

&K. SPSS: .

r

;e do, yes, sir.

PHESIDHTG GFf2&X8 GB^OHDi Is there any further discussion of Shis

paragraph?

13U HILL: Mr, Chairman.

PE2SIBIKG UI'ICEK GEfFGED: Mr. Hill.

LB, HILL: fhe question whiCfc is now being discussed I think also

c one s up under 7. I rant to discuss this, but I don't want to do it

unless this is the proper time,

PRESIDING OFFIGLE GBTFORD : Well, I think perhaps, if you

you
discuss No. 7 it will suit us better. if/\7culd give us your evidence

.

KR. KILL: The point I am getting at, this is the machinery for

getting the inf urination.

PRESIDING GFFICLR GIFFOH) : Yes.

MR. HILL: The policy of the allotment comes under Ho. 7.

PRESIDING' OFFICLR GI£fOH) : That is right, and that is *here tie

question is not appropriate as I see it.

Is there any further discussion as to paragraph 2, or any further

questions?

(No response.)

PRESIDING CFFIGER GIFT OH) : If not, we will pass on to paragraph 3.
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SPFH: Par^nrapfc 7 merely provides a deposit with the application,

^higfcerve.? the purple, 70a will not?, to enforce reriorr oonsideratlafi in

ma.'H.ng out the application, tt has a rather retarding effec* on the nar

required- to wake- ffepoelt, bo that he does art overstate what he deeirea,

wtet he things he will lifto to produce, ar.d also It will place in the

hewoa f the Control Coraraittee working capital ss there are rnite a

iwrtbe-? of expense? incurred in the preliminary vrcr;. of i marketing

a-reement, «mch es the procuring of tags ahead 07" time, and the

opening of our records, tfce handling: of all applications md the

making of allotments,

FHBSIDJRQ OFFICER SIPPORD: Is there any further discussion of this

section?

MR. SPEH: I Flight add, It. Chairman, that the a?- oust is considered

to be fair. It is not burdens one. Bach processor is given credit for

this amount, as e deposit, end he is not called anon for subsequent

payrsents until this credit has been absorbed.

MR. BAHULO?/: If it should be in excess of his equitable prorata

bare It will be refunded to him?

SP!9?: 1% will be, yes, sir.

PRESIDED OXFITOHD: Is there any further discussion of Ko. 5?

(!To response.)

FHE3IDIKC- OFFICER GT??OHD: If not, we will oass to ISo. 4.

MR. 3P!5H: No. 4 ie a very eiatpla statement, merely authoAziiig and

compelling the Control Committee to use such reasonable aeens as it has

available of checking the accuracy of these statements made under pars graph

2, which forms the basis of making your allotments,

PRESIDING 0FFIC1ER GBTGHDj I* there any further discussion of this

paragraph?
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MR. BAHKALOW; Could you not achieve the seme end here if you

changed the last words after the conga* in line 3, "may make such adjustments

in the application as the information warrants 1

' to something to the effect

that will give such weights to these statements as they warrant?

In other words, you will then not be changing perhaps a sworn

statement, but on the basis of your investigation will give it such

weight as it might warrant.

The point is, that I doubt the right to change a sworn statement*

Of course, it is understood when you consider these things you are

going to pass on them and give them such weight as they merit but to come

out and say that you are going to make a change in the statement, why

could you not effect the same end in the manner s?hich I suggest?

Ift, 3idS: 2 think it would be well to m*&4 $m amendment to that

so as merely have it a thought of supplemental facts to be sent to the

secretary, because after all is said end done, he is t oing to make the

allotments and the Control Committee is going to furnish him information

upon which to make those allotments. ;
; ix /.

If investigation sho^s that there is some statement being made by

a processor and that statement is being made in a sworn statement I have

always contended that the Control Committee had no right to change that;

they can merely direct attention to it} they can discuss the matter and

if the party making such statement is willing, change it; all right, but

if not, then all we can do is to merely hand in our recommendation along

with that sworn statement and then the secretary will have to take

cognizance of our recommendation or entirely disregard it*

MR, M&UUAWi Would you then care to suggest an amendment to put

those last words, to change those words to carry out the thought you have

expressed?
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MR, SI-T* : Toll, yes, or wo epn interpret this, that the information

given not Uttant a change at all, but merely a reeorasiendation on the

part of the Ocntrol C'anmittae.

ISB. BAR^ALOT;: Well, from a legal standpoint I doubt the advisability

of leaving eny such right in there, in the Control Board, that they may

chenge a sworn statement at their will. I think the plan you surest

is by far the better plan. I think from a legal standpoint section 4
f

or I should say paragraph 4 should be clarified.

MR. SPEFI: We will be glad to make such ar. amendment to that

paragraph, whereby the Control Committee would merely recommend or

call attention to probably some possible misstatement.

Mr. 3ar^alow :
3-" think it should carry the thought that the evidence

to be received by the secretary on which he is to make his determination

should not be tampered with, bu* that it mi^ht be accompanied by any

statement you cared to make with respect to the facts contained therein.

Mfc, Mr, Chairman*

PRESIDING GIFFCED; Mr. BfcCarthy.

KR. KcCAlOTY: VioulfinU it cover the point to say, "From the basis

of snch information they make such recommendation to the secretary as

the information warrants"

«

Wouldn't that cover the ground of the amendment?

MR, BARfULGK: Are you substi tut ing those words f or the last clause?

MR. HsC-AI-aHT: Yes, instead of saying nmay make 3uch adjustments in

he application as the information warrants," say, "may make such

Wamaations to the secretary as the information warrants",

Bft. BAHFCALOff: That wcroM certainly meat the complaint that is

eeented here.

MR, M3CAETR7; Sir?
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Wk BAHKALOW: I say, that would certainly meet the complaint

that la presented here*

MR. SfcCAKCEY; Yea, sir*

PRESIDING OFFICER GUFOHD: Is there any further discussion of

paragraph 4?

(No response.)

PRESIDED OFFICER GETFORD: If not, let us proceed to paragraph 5.

MB. SPEK: We offer here an amendment. It merely is a correction,

if I night say that, paragraph 5, line 1, change the word "applications"

to "applicants" to make the proposed sentence to read:

"The Control Committee shall classify applicants as old processors",

etc*

PHBSIDEfc- GFFIC&R GJFFOHD: There is no necessity of introducing that

as an amendment. That is simply a clerical correction,

HEU SPSE; That is what we thought.

PSESIDESG OFFICER GIFFORD: If you desire to present it as an

amendment, you may do so.

MB. SPEEs Well, just so the correction is made, it is all right.

MR. BJUKKALCtif; There is another clerical correction that we skipped

over here in section 2, paragraph 6 on page 13. It now reads:

"in the following percentages, during each months of each year".

Of course it is clear that that "s" should come off there.

MR. SHH: Yes.

PRESIDING CAUSER GIFFORD: Later on, if there are any other clerical

errors in here, all you need to do as to matters of that kind, where it

shows on its face it is simply that, it is not necessary to go through

the form of a formal amendment.
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MR, SPEH: The purpose of this paragraph is to group those

processors receiving an allotment • As it states, it recognises the

different classifications, old processor and new processor. As old

processor it recognizes those processors who were engaged in processing

during the calendar year next preceding the year for Thick application

is being made for allotment, and contrasted to new processors who do

net fill the conditions as applicable for primary snd secondary allotments,

and 1 believe with the amendment which we are goino; to add in the definitions

about defining primary and secondary allotments, I think that Trade

paragraph will be well explained.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFQHD : Is there any further discussion of this

paragraph?

(No response.)

PKESIDIKJ OFFICER GIFFOH): If not, we *ill proceed to paragraph 6

ai< the top of page 16.

HSU SPSH: Paragraph 6 recognizes certain conditions, namely, that

ew people or people who have not previously been engaged in producing

and processing gun turpentine and gun rosin roay be inclined to come into

the business. This would be particularly true as to improved condition*

making production and marketing more attractive through a rise in prices.

There has been no intention to prohibit anyone not previously in

business from coming into the business, seme may argue and probably fully

and justly so, that if the crop combined with the idea of improved conditions

under which they will Liarket their product and thereby receive a better

price, that it is unfair for others to come in at that time and tend to

n the entire program.
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On the other hand, others, there are others that think it is unfair

to prohibit anyone who might decide to go into the business, and so as a

sort of recognition of both of those there is a definite percentage set

aside to be allotted to new processors, that is, people who hare not

previously been engaged, who were not engaged in the processing of gum

naval stores the year previous to that for which, we are making the

allotment.

This figure is left blank at this point and the Control Committee

is rec amendins that we insert 2 percent.

Bit. GOLD: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING WIDER GIFFQRD: Dr. Gold.

DR. GOLD: Before you discuss that percentage, Mr, Spefc, there are

one or two questions I would like to ask you about this paragraph.

PRE£ID2HG OEFJGER GliTORD: All right, proceed.

DR. GOLD: Gould a person be both a new and an old processor?

I5R. SPSH; The individual applicant, no.

UR« HILL: Mr. Chairmen, I want to argue that.

PRESIDING OFFICER GILFORD: The witness is giving his version of this.

If there is anyone isno disputes it later on or contradicts it or desires to

ify it, you will be given ample opportunity later on.

DR. GOLD: I would like an explanation as to what is meant by location

hich is separate and distinct as contained in the definition of new

ceasor.

MR. SPEH; I would like to correct that. I had overlooked the fact

t we had made that change in the definition set-up from this year's

cense. There was considerable discussion throughout the hearing as to

he right and desirability of permitting a processor who might for one
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reason or another own tinker or have timber under lease separate and

distinct from the timber being worked for the production of current

allotment and it apparently seems to be the consensus of opinion that

the restriction whereby a processor because he happened to be engaged

in the business would be prohibited from going out and using that timber

which was separate from his present location.

Therefore it should try to provide that if the condition was such

that he had distinct timber holdings, either through ownership or through

lease, and the set-up was such that he could set up a separate and distinct

operation, that is, separate quarters for his workers to lire in, a

separate still and equipment and an entirely serrate organization and

a sufficiently separate and distinct body of timber, that he could receive

an allotment as a new operation.

That is what is meant by that separate location. He must, however,

comply with all of those conditions by having separate quarters, separate

still and equipment to be used exclusively for the processing of turpentine

and rosin obtained from gum from that particular timber upon the basis of

which he is receiving this allotment as a new processor.

There are other requirements that come into it, such as, he must not

have had a financial interest of any type in an operation the previous year

where this is involved.

Furthermore, one of the requirements is that of this new place, that

75 percent off such allotment is to come from virgin faces. That is with

the idea that he cannot go over, take over an old place which has just been

released, probably four or five years old, and he merely takes that over

and opens up a new place, but it does recognize the fact that there may be

or there is some timber involved in this transaction, or some timber so
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close to these virgin faces that lie needs it to round out his place or

build up Lis allotment to make it an economical operation, so it does

permit aM reco^ize a maximum of &5 percent of these faces other than

virgin.

DR. GOLD: Nat* Span.

MR. 8^11: Yes, sir.

Bit. GGiD: I would like to ask you a hypothetical question to get

clearly the meaning of that.

rfhe man last year received an allotment of 400 units of naval stores.

Do you contemplate that if this year he wished to produce that allotment

from a location different from the on© on which he produced his allotment

last year, that he >/ould be classified as e new processor?

SEJ3I: No, sir* Because the allotment goes to him and on that

assumption he may use any timber he wishes to produce that allotment.

Dli, QQUbi In other words, you mean that when either he expands

or wishes to expand or If someone who had not previously been in business

wished to establish for himself an allotment, he, or those persons *>-ould

under this definition be considered a new processor?

MR. SiEE; If he wishes to expand—if he is an old processor and

wishes to expand he could only expand under the provision here for filling

the conditions of a new processor by opening up a separate location as

specified here.

And also you will find the next provision waereby that same person

could not open up and maintain one of these separate locations.

It says here:

"Ho person shall be entitled to more than one allotment as a new

processor. If an application for an allotment as a new processor is

i 1
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recalled frca any person, paxfcnership, corporation, association or other

business unit, having a financial interest, by stock ownership or otherwise,

in any other application for an allotment as a new processor, only one

application iron such affiliated interests snail be considered".

So, that limits nix, fro;, opening lij: c:vs .. .. .. . ....

under these conditions.

DK. GOLD: what was the aliofciient set aside or percentage set aside

for new processors in the previous year's agreement?

MR. SP2K; 3 percent. 'That was based upon what was conceived to be

the average of new operations and I think that average was slightly over

two percent, but those figures were obtained from the factors' records

as thoroughly as we could. They, however, merely represent a new business

opening up with these restrictions we have set up there, and there could

not be naraally the sane nuntoer complying witfc. these restrictions.

Dfi. GOLD: May X ask then, that new processor as included under

this definition is really a different sort of processor from the processor

under the old agreement and license?

MR* SFKHt Yes, sir,

DR. GOLD J Is this more restricted on a new processor

v

IfiU 8FEE: It is laore restrictive in the sense that it requires 75

percent virgin.

On the other hand it is somewhat leas restrictive inasmuch as it

recognizes you mi^it say, the expansion of an old processor, but in practice

it really makes no difference as far as the later condition is concerned,

because an old processor would merely have by any of his operations under

present license—for instance, the lureka Laval Stores Coaapany now

operating, decided to open up, they could open up as the Acme naval stores

its
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Ocmpeay and thereby file an application and get an allotment as a nev;

processor, inasmuch as your measurement was applicable to the Acme, the

*cme is certainly and distinctly a different applicant, and there was

nothing to do but to grant the allotment to the Acme. ith these provisions,

however, it would be more restrictive

On the other hand, it does definitely create the right te a man who

mats to expand under these conditions, it does not force him to stoop to

a subterfuge,

$£» GOIDi What percentage has the Committee in mind for this provision?

1.2*. 31-221: Me *iave recommended 2 percent for this year,

BfU OOLD: Can you tell us what in your opinion is the volume of new

processing as defined here that is already contemplated or already under

way for the 1936 season?

12*. J£EE: t e have no laeans of telling.

DR. GGU>: Bave you any reason to believe it is more than or Jess

than Z percent which you are no? recommending';

SPIE: Ho, I haven't any basis upon which to even venture an opinion.

In my opinion it would have to be based entirely upon the restrictive

influence that this provision would have.

DR. GOLj: I am trying to find out whether you believe this is a

restrictive provision or not.

m. SgfH: I think it is. I think the net result would be a restrictive

influence as compared with the existing definition.

DH« GOLD? In other words, in the absence of this £ percent provision,

you would expect a greater increase in new processors as defined here than

the agreement sets forth?

MB. SHEIt If you did not have a restriction oC the definition of new
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processor and just threw it wide open, I think there would be a greater

volume produced under the new processor, than merely to permit the old

operator to expand due to improved production—pardon me, I meant to say

improved prices • /a

DB, GOLD: i'hen you feel that this provision is in line with the

declared policy of the Act under which this agreement is drawn?

MB. 3EEE: I do.

DPv OQL'D: The principal purpose would be—the probable result would

be what , in your opinion?

MB. SES3EE: 0?be probable result would be to limit the allotment set

aside for new processors to those people who were seriously contemplating

getting into the business, and not merely trading, not merely trade broker,

and increase the allotment Tith the idea that they could later turn that

allotment over to some one else in one form or another.

1$*. GOLD: Does that provision contemplate that all new processors

will be treated in exactly the same manner?

MR. SPSH: It does. It contemplates that each applicant for an

allotment as a new processor will have to comply with the conditions

set dom, having complied with the conditions that are set down here,

will receive the same percentage that each other applicant as a new

processor, does.

It further contemplates that—well, Mr. Chairman, I was trying to

onaect it. I was under the impression there was a provision in here

ereby this new processor should not receive a greater percentage of

vm for which he applies than does the old processor receive in Ms

e figure.

DR# GOLD: I believe you have such a notion in mind in regard to tfee

ondary allotEient. I think it is so stipulated for the allotment foa»

processors. 417
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MR. NBlTOil! That was the intention, what we intended it*

Ml SPEB: I 3mow the matter has been discussed, and I was under

the impression that there is such a provision, the purpose of which being

that the old processor receive a certain percentage of his base figure-

well, no, I can see nos why it is not in there, that such a restriction

would work out all right where it is contemplated there would be a

decrease, but if there is to be an increase in crop, why, then of course,

it would mean you would have to grant this new processor something over

100 percent of that for ^hich he applied. Ee is not interested in that,

so this is all ri^it, as it stands,

DB. GOLD: In your experience with people applying for allotment

as new processors has the Control Cemittee had to considerably adjust

such applications?

MB, 5F£3< It lias; we have fcftt to investigate whether they had

sufficient timber that justified having applied for the volume that

they did*

It is only human that tbey should be rather optimistic over possible

production under a given season, and it is also only human to figure the

more they apply for, if they are going to be cut, the larger the resulting

figure*

So we did try to thorou^ily investigate the correctness of each

application and sift those down to a point whereby they were making a

sound application.

We did that, and while it was considerable work, I will say the

final result in the making of allotments for new processors I believe

turned out as far as the set-up, the net result was, that I believe we

allotted to new processors slightly under the volume set aside.
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DH. GOLD: Do you have adequate facilities for nsM&g those

inveat igati onsV

Ml, S'Fm: We had a corps of field men that visited the applicant;

we consulted the factors who were financing the production, and also the

neighboring operators, and checked up the information fran many sources,

and it did work out very satisfactory*

MR. BAHTCALCW : Mr, Speh.

MB. 3PSH; Yes, sir,

MR. BAR :XLO; : Your testimony appears to be a bit vague as to just

why Z percent has been selected. You said you could not tell whether

that would meet adequately what would be required.

Could you outline for the record the facts upon which this 2 percent

is based? In other words, if the Secretary is called upon to make his

determination here, what would be his guide, limitation or standards as

to the fact that the 2 percent is the right amount?

Eave you any figures with respect to the average number of new

processors who come in each year, or as to the average of amount of

production from new processors? "Upon what do you rely -«hen you figure

2 percent?

Mu SEEK : The original license and marketing agreement set aside 3

percent. That 3 percent was decided upon as a result of conferences and

discussions with many of the factors which indicated that sli^itly in

excess of 2 percent of the average annual crop of gum turrjentine and

gum rosin eame from what they consider new operations, that is, operations

opened up at different locations, although it might be even by the same

party, the same operator, under the same name, who merely went off a

distance of ten to fifteen miles ana opened up a new place, and it was

considered a separate account on the faitore* books,
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The 3 percent was set aside with the idea of fully providing for

all of that, realising that it was somewhat in excess of the average

previous figures.

The 3 percent, as I understand, did fullfill the requirements under

the definition of new processor in our 1935 allotment.

Inasmuch as the proposed definition differs somewhat and I believe

is more restrictive than the existing definition, particularly in that 75

percent virgin clause , we feel that the volume to be set aside will he

ample to take care of any legitimate new processors.

I must admit there is no figure upon which we can definitely base

such a statement* There is no way of telling what volume would be requested

by new applicants or new processor applicants* Hie better the conditions in

naval stores, the worse conditions are in ether farming industries, the more

volume is apt to be applied for. I see no way of telling, and if there

seems to us to be the figure which would be fair to old processors and

not to remove too great a volume from the total volume to be marketed,

thereby reducing his allotment, and it seems to be fair to the legitimate

new processor.

ME, £U!9£4L0W* And this choice was made after a consideration of the

same facts that you considered when you chose the 3 percent, that is yoa

have conferred with the factors and others who are in a position to

indicate somewhat, what the demand will be from the new processors?

MR. SFmi Ho, sir, we have not.

ME. B&HKALQy: Well, then, what are you prepared to offer In the

record as a basis for this choice? You have not picked it out of thim a£2?»

I hope?

2ffU SFI2S: Ho, other than, as I stated, the change of conditions,

the change of requirements and the definition of new processor which we

I 420 1
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PHESIDIK& OFFICER GIFF OH): If 3 percent more than took care of it

last year, are there any conditions that you think would make it less

now or more now, to be required?

ME, WILSON: Nothing except insofar es the new agreement is concerned,

a more restrictive provision. It probably will r.ot allow as many to qualify

as did qualify under the original agreement.

BLMblJK : I have heard placed in the record testimony with respect

to new leasee having been taken out and perhaps new activities, Eas any

test or attempt been made to treasure that, or are you in a position to try

to assemble facts as s basis for this 2 percent*?

L*R. SPiSI: Lost of those increasing leases represent an expansion or

increased activity on the part of old processors. They are merely expansions

of existing operations. Tbsy would not in most cases justify him fullf illing

these conditions, namely setting up a separate still, separate quarters,

separate ecuipnent and separate organization, and in a good many cases they

probably do not reach "ttie requirement of 75 percent of virgin, and so the

increase in activity of leases does not necessarily indicate new processor

or any processor who would fullfill this. As a matter of fact, that is

what gave us the gravest concern, the definite indication of desire to

expend the processor operations over this year's operations.

MR. BAEKALQT: Are you prepared to subeiit for the record facts as

basis for this 2 percent? T
\>ould you make inquiry and in the meantime

ttcmpt to assemble the facts?

m, BFEH: We will be glad to, we will make inquiry of each factor,

d then make such other inquiry as we can to determine to just what extent

t is contemplated that people will open up new operations in compliance

th this provision.
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feel will be more restric tire than the requirements we iiave had in the

past, and it is only returning to the approximate figure that the factors

have been working on in the past, namely, slightly in excess of £ percent,

and because their figure was based upon operations, not requiring

necessarily a mininusi of virgin, naturally that figure would be somewhat

higher than what it is.

I was wondering, might 1 suggest that possibly &r# Wilson at' any of

the other factors present might care to express en opinion on that.

MR* BAJiKALCfo : I would like to ask if 1 might have additional

testimony on this point, or that you mi^ht submit for the record

facts upon which this 2 percent is based.

You understand, of course, that you cannot pick exactly Z percent

as the right amount or any other percent , but that you can submit the

information that you have at hand indicating v/hom has been consulted—

MR. SPSi: V-e will be glad to.

251. BAi&ALQW (continuing) : —and the facts which they have been

able to give you contributing to this 2 percent,

MR. SFEH: Yes.

JSB. BAKCALO?: I should like to ask also if there are any here who

would care to offer their views as to the 8 percent,

KB. WILSON: Kr. Chaiiman.

PRESIDING OFF10Mi GIFfc'OR): Mr. «ilson.

MR. WILSON: No definite search having been made of any figures as

o it, I would not be in a position at this time to say whether I thought

percent »ould be sufficient, or 5 percent.

I will be glad to cooperate with -!r. Speh and go into it and make a

rvey.

i 2 2
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MR, BARIALOW: .And those facts looking to a conclusion that Z percent

Is adequate cud equitable and will, so far as you can determine , take care

of the new processor

—

MR. SWEE: Well, I would prefer—

MR. BiUSSKALQtf (continuing) : —as defined in this agreement?

1SR. SPEH: I would prefer to reserve the right to, as Mr. Wilson

suggested, to converse further, and if we found our original adjustment

was incorrect, that we could amend that Z percent to such a figure as is

thought justified. It might he that 1«5 percent would be sufficient, or

it might be 2,5 percent,

MR. BARILALOfc : You will set forth the facts upon which the conclusion

you arrive at is based?

MR, 3?EH: Yes, sir,

PKESEDHJG OFFICER GEEFOKD : Is there any reason why we could not

reconvene, gentlemen, an hour from now?

MR« BUCK: i'r. Chaiman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFGRD: 1 r. Black*

BUCK : Before you adjourn, down in this same paragraph—

PRESIDING CSTICER GIFFGRD: «hat page is that, ir. 31ack?

MR, BUCK: iap;e 16, page 16, paragraph 6, subsection A»

PRESIDING QBVjCER GWFQWl Yes.

15R, BLACK: It seems that down about the 13th line there it says,

after the word "made", there is a comma, and it states "a financial interest

shall be considered in determining hie allotment as a new processor,"

Now, up above there a new processor it aeoms to me, is definitely

defined, and that, if left in there, it seems to me, is superfluity of

words and that would have a tendency to agitate the minds of the Control

.
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Cccmittee when they are deciding on the definition of a new processor

because we nave been through that for the past two years.

I would like to see that stricken oa% Mr. Chairman.

PKSSIDXiG '
:-V3Ci:*. That will be ~iven full cans ideration,

lir. Black,

MR. BLACK: Are you njoins to adjourn now?

f«S8>i!fe ©OTOHDs Yes.

ME. BUCK J Can I offer that as an anendjaent?

PHESQUte GIF?OH): I thought you were offering it,

HR. BLiCK: That is *hat I say, I would like to see that stricken

out. After the comma, after "may", strike out ^financial interest, shall

be considered in determining his allotment as a new processor".

BAR ALQY,: You offer that as an amendment?

MR. BLACK: Yes.

^KESJDIHG (FFIC2B GrIFFOH): Ie that all?

HR. 3L:lC: : That is all, unless you want me to tell you my

observation of it, why I thin!* it should be stricken out, and that is

this: t at it g>es on and defines up above there a new processor is a man,

corporation--a ram , firm or corporation who has an exclusive quarters and

still operations.

$ev, X er. going to ahow you why X thinic it should be stricken out.

How, I going to use myself personally as an illustration.

I have a financial Interest in a turpentine place; I have a tract of

lino of 13,000 acres out here about 1Z zoiles from here, and I intend to

open up, I intend to build new quarters and still arrangements, and I have

7E percent of the boxes, 75 percent of the boxes cr 100 percent will be

virgin.
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T,y son is interested fcifch me in tills place that I ex». new operating,

Tlier& is that financial interest that cornea in there, and I have a financial

interest in that place, but e$ son has no financial interest in this new

place that i am going to open up. 1 he ret at e , tha t sreuld be of chief

concern in the mtfittl H the Control GOEaisitte© in determining whether

my financial interest in this old place would oo^e la, in this new

place.

Kcw, Wb weai turou&h that, Lr. ChairKsan, for two years, and we had

more coneem over the definition of new processor thai* anything else that

caae heioro that Goimiiittee , and X. think it should be stricken for those

reasons I have given.

tfj&i&W GBTi.^): At this tint© we will recess until twenty

minutes to 2 o 1 clock. That will give us a livtle over an hour to got our

lunch.

{Thereupon at 12:35 o'clock p.m. a recess vvas taken until ^:40

o'elock p.iu.)

i*> &hM^mK Arnica* ssdsicn

(The hearing v?as resixiad at 1:40 o'clock p.ra.

,

PKErJBUvG OFFJCSR- GOTdlfei The hearing will come to order, please.

We T?ere waiting for senator Black, but perhaps isre can- go ahead ttitfc

something else.

13$, V^AKD: 23r. Chairman.

IIIESIDIlJS- CFi'xO.^ G-XFFOKD: Hr« Kara.

WL* tfAKD ; I-ay i a six one question?

ItalDISO OFFICER GUrvORD: Go right ahead.

HR, WARD: Are you through, tix* Barkalow?

MR. BAKICALOVf.s Yes.
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LSS. v.'AHD: Mr, Spill*

2SR« 3PSH: Yea, sir* ^

10U WARD: This provision—do you consider that the provision

requiring that 75 percent of this allotment shell ^ome twm Tivgin faces

is discriminatory in any way?

If3l» SPEE: ell, it is not inequitable. Everyone would have the same

opportunity of acquiring timber so as to have virgin faces as they have

now. It is purely a question c? competition for timber. On the other

hand, without that provision ir. there you would have a large number of

operators releasing excess nvEber of old faces which would then be

taken up under the guise of being r.ew operations by secrete—new

operations being separate ?oid distinct new operations and therefore

would be more or less of an expansion, but requiring that 75 percent

to be virgin does not encourage that subterfuge, or rather discourages it,

&R# WAH): As a matter of feet, t*e prectice, under the practice in

the past two years has it or has it not been found that other processors

who had leases tliat they had worked for two, three or four years 9 finding

their allotment cut down by the application of the marketing agreement

,

have permitted those to expire, neve permitted to expire certain leases

which were worked for say, two, three or four years, where ordinarily

they might have continued to work then for a longer period of time and

renewed the leases?

These leases, I understand, are renewable.

MR. SPSS: Yes.

KB, WARD: In most cases.

&R, Si32H; That is true and to a large extent those were the crops

used for the basis of the application for a large number of new processors.

1 2 6
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It was only after we made an examination and found that they were purely

an expansion or under the guise of an expansion that we were able to

eliminate them.

On the other hand, as Mr. Ward stated, there were some of these

leases that had expired, or even the man had voluntarily returned the

timber wi thout exercising his full lease privilege and the owner then

was able to set up a separate operation of Ms own as a new operator,
had

but/we required that 715 percent of such faces be virgin, of course, he

Gould not have complied.

As I say, that to my mind is the greatest restrictive clause there,

is that requirement of 75 percent virgin.

Kfe« WARD: % purpose in bringing that out is that I recall having a

nun&er of complaints during the past two years from people who were applying

as new processors and who have stated that they would not have applied as

new processors had not the lessees turned the timber back to them. They

feel that under ordinary circumstances their timber would have continued,

that they would have had a return from their timber by reason of these

leases, and that those probably would have continued except for these

control measures , or with the leases expiring they felt that they should

have the right to take up those faees and continue to work them for a

period of one or two years, and should be accorded an allotment as a

new processor.

PRESIDE*} CffFICSR GIPFGHD: Is there anything further on this subject?

M. BEHEDJ&T: Mr. Chalman.

PRESIDING (FFICSSR GBTORD: Kr. Benedict.

MR. BSTKDICT: v/ho are these processors?

PRESIDIO CFFICEB GIFFOHD: That is these people whose timber leases

had expired and had it turned back.
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MR, BENEDICT: I did not want to interrupt, but I did not want to be

passed by on that,

MS. WARD: Ho, you will be sivan an opportunity.

DR* GOLD: Mr* 3p<fci.

15. SHSH : Tee, sir. ,

DR. OOID: You have a phrase in here in regard to the second part

of this second paragraph A, w Xa tfce year previous to the year—*
How, again for clarification , what year do you have in mine?

MR* SUSHi The calendar year, "in tne calendar year previous to

the year—*',

MR. WARP: Insert tne word "calendar" here in both places , Calendar*

,

"previous to the calendar year.*

UK, 31%) It might be well to do so, so that there will be no doubt.

Sfoat is in line 17 of paragraph 0 A*

MR* V/ARD: One other question, please*

In the previous experience with the marketing agreement there has

been a provision similar to this, a similar provision to this for new

processors where there was set aside 3 percent.

In substance what percentage of the allotment has been received by

new processors as compared to old processors?

MR* sm.t; To the best knowledge that we had when the original

marketing agreement was drawn up, there ras something slightly over 2

percent of the volume of gum turpentine and sum rosin which came or

which was produced by so-called new accounts.

MR. WARD: 8*4 is the figure, as I recall it.

MR. SEEK: 2.4, Those accounts had no limitation. The fact that

they were merely opening up a new account, possibly sometimes there wa*

4 2 il
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a new location, and sometimes it merely might hare been a new side camp

operated with the same still. There was no restriction as to the a^e of

the faces, as to the exclusive use of the still, or anything of that

nature that that was based upon, and with these restrictions it seems

logical that a smaller percentage than 8.4, whatever that percent was,

would be required.

MH. IMP* You are now reducing, or proposing to reduce this

percentage for new processors frora 2 pereent.

well, first, you have not answered my question, 1 believe, about

what proportionate part of a man's allotment would he eet relative to hie

application in naking allotment to new processors in 1933 and 1934.

MR. SPSH: I think last year the new processor received about 85

percent of the volume for which he applied, which was practically the

same that the old processor received at his base figure.

MR. WAED: That wee 1935?

MR. 3F£H: In 1936.

m. WAHD: And in 1934?

MB. SPIS; In 1934 the new processor received—-well, it was something

under 50 percent. I don't know offhand just what the figures are.

MB, WMi Less than 60 percent?

ME. SHE: It was lees than SO percent, yes, sir, for which he applied,

but as I stated, we were faced with human nature. A man felt that he was

going to be cut and therefore he applied for considerably more than he

really expected to get, and in meet oases more than he was actually

prepared to take should he have received 100 percent of hie allotment.

DfU SOLD: Hasn't one of the difficulties that the Control Committee

—

one of the major difficulties arisen from this matter of making allotments

to new processors?

I 429 r;;
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MR. SFEH: That has bean a difficulty, but as I sold this morning,

I believe that in practically ?very case it was very satisfactorily

adjusted when the nan was visited, with the facts as we found them.

In a ciood many eases he would luch prefer to have made some more, but

taking it all in all, I believe that the new processor—there may be

a few e:xceptiaiis—but I think taking it all in all the new processor

accepted very woefully the figures and seemed to be satisfied*

DE, GOLD: You premised Barkalow to suhtiit additional data which

can be used or which will show that this 2 percent yon think will be

sufficient or is a fair figure, and I presume that that Mil indicate that

you do Trant to give the new processor his just dues and not discriminate

against him,

LIE. SK3?: ""hatever is considered fair, weighing all factors,

Cf course, it certainly rust be admitted that it would be unreasonable

that if a group of operators here bind themselves through some restrictive

agreement to hold derm the crop that you permit, because of the potential

improveE©nt in conditions, that you permit a large body of newcomers into

the business who want to, what yon might call, riding the wave*

I think there has to be taken into consideration, the greater the

improvement the more people that would like to ^et into the business.

That is of any business,

BE* GCLD: You think there is some justification for limiting new

processors through a percentage of their applications, somewhat below

What should be ^iven to old processors?

Mti SPSH: Ho, I did not mean to imply that, .ihat I meant to imply

that I think there was justification for limiting the volume to be set

aside for distribution among new processors.
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BAEKAI.O' : Mr. 3?>eh.

V :

. f^^KK: Yes, air*

Mfc* tJIfc^Al^' : In this tfstft which yon erpect to sub-it, c- ?l(i you

include what opportunity he* been riven to mn who might be contemplating

goinf- into baslne*; t.? Y.na* th- t there was a new agreement being considered,

so that it wo il6 not be shown tt*-t they were being deprived of their prop-

erty without 6ne proceed f law, when as you h- ve said, tbey should be re-

stricted, end thwy w5 11 co:e in now and ride the wave.

r
. ETOal *eli, we have on page 15 a provision that the Control

Copittee "UPt ??ive at least 1 days'
.

.i *•«

•T* B* MULCT: ^11, 1 dn*t thin!- you got my qu etion.

t>urin*~ the interiea thnt there ^as been no agreement, ie it not noea-

ible that co&e hsve come i for new allocations, and that there siay have

been at some tiaee ft completely new tetup in the industry.

How, whet opportunity have they bad to know that there was. a new

agreement and s new eontrol being planned and discussed, so that it Woull

ant appear they are being deprived of their property without due proceaa,

if they are not now here, c -nin? in and riding the. wave, as yon said.

I' . "
•

': e .1, t e re: ? t)s~>..e r
> ut \-o.-2 r -?utn has certainly car-

ried articles e,b ut he hearing and thoee oaoers deceiving general dirtri-

buti^n have carried details of the bearing, the natter of the discussion,
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and the *laval 0tores Review has for quite some time pointed out contemplated

provisions of an agreement, pointing out what it would mean to everyone if

it was vut into effect* There is no question but the Naval Stores Beview

will continue to publish such articles.

Now I know of no way of reaching every potential oroduc r of naval

stores in the south* Everyone who owns a tract of timber might be consid-

ered a potential oroducer of naval stores so there is no way of reaching

them individually* We would have to do it through the pre s and through

general information*

I doubt if you can go into any section of the naval stores belt with-

out finding that the people are aware that there is a discussion going on

regarding a proposed marketing agreement.

KB* BAPKALOfr: Is it your opinion from the circumstances you cite,

namely, that there has been notice of this in the trade press, that these

men eo old be expected reasonably to have had knowledge of the new control

plan that is intended, or at least to know that one might come Into effect

eoon?

If - . S"SH; I think it would be a fair statement to say that there

has been sufficient publicity so that anyone who contemplates entering into

the naval stores industry, particularly bearing in mind now that we have

had this for two years, that surely their neighbors have been discussing

the matter pro and con, that they should know that there may be some restric-

tl on*

tgt* m Ci£*MY: Mr. Chairman*

PRESIDING Wfltm GljfF KD: Mr. McCarthy.

B.tR. MC CARTHY: May 1 ask a question?
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EBEDIDING QnjCm GUimD: Certainly,

MR. HO CABIBT: Wouldn't the same question you raise in regard to

new processors apply to old processors? Wouldn't the question &s to in-

creasing new proces sors who are preparing to go into business apply as

well to old processors who have expanded their operations by new leases,

taking their capacity upon what they cud hope to obtain under an allot-

ment basi s?

MR. B RFALOW: That is why 1 am asking the question. I said that

some mi$it be contemplat: ag going into a new location and some might be con-

templating starting anew alto^etlu r. I expected to cover both of those con-

ditions.

MB. pC CHRIST j I would think that the question &i depriving a man

of his property without due process will apply as well to the old processor

who had expanded and would not be permitted to work then if the agreement

went in, as it would to the new ^roce sor who went in «n an entirely new

location.

KB* £FEH: Excepting this, Mr. Chairman , that the old processor has

been working under an allotment system and is thoroughly familiar with the

machinery of it, and so it would not be any news to him beyond the fact that

It was revived, and he undoubtedly has been watching even more intensively

than the men merely contemplating going in*

PRESIDING OFFICER Ol-JoiD: You must realize that so far as we are

concerned, we are taking evidence here to build a new contract. The old

contract is out of existence. Therefore every vested interest that has

arisen between then and now must be given the same consideration as though

there never had been a contract.

MR. BENEDICT: Mr. Chairman.
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PB5E1DING OFilCLB OWTORD: Mr. Benedict.

Ml* BENEDICT: As of the date when the agreement was; adopted?

PRESIDING- OIFRNHM When it was terminated. From that time

tiie re has been no agreement*

MR. BENEDICT: Up to the time —

.

PH^ILUHG QHHCm GWFOKDa Up to the tine of the new agreement or

until they had reasonable notice. I don't know whether there is a provis-

ion in here qxi that, as the effective date at which the contract will be

considered made —

2, K&fj'DICT: There has been a feeling in the whole industry that

the old agreement was no longer in effect and any man was free to go out

to do what he pleased.

PRESIDING OTIftSB GIFFOHp: That is |2s» very point we are talking

about. Sven if we wanted to, we all know that if they come within the re-

quirements of the law that you cannot do those things without giving ample

opportunity to defend and protect their rights*

MR. MQ CARTB.Y: I would say that if expansion by old processors

and by new processors has got tgfoe taken into consideration under Mnj agree-

ment, that we had better change the basis of the allotment. If you have

got to take from the man who did not expand because he thought there was

going to be an agreement and take — and give to the man who expanded in

spite of the fact tfr t there would be a change, then we had better change

the basis of the allotment.

FKii£I3)BfG Gi^IC-i, GI1F0RD: We will discuss that question just a

few minutes later.

. m. MC C.4BTHT: ill right.

FRgSIBIl® GFHCSR GI FFQ9RB ; We are going to raise that question as
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a specific point just a few minutes lat-;?r.

MR. ftfC CARTHYi My feeling is that he went into it with hie -ayea

open and just took a gambl j-'s chance.

MS. BAktKALW* : Mr. rpeh.

MB. SPSS: Yes, sir.

MB. BAPKALOW: Is it your thought, the one you have just expressed

here, that due to the fact that only certain parts of the agreement and

license were brought to an end and that this Control Comiiittee which re-

presents the producer and processor had been authorized to negotiate a

new agreement, it was your- thought that those who are now in business and

who are still affected by t.o agreement except those parts which have been

terminated, — and one .part of course, is the allotment feature — should

have knowledge that their own committee under their authorization was nego-

tiating a new agreement?

MB. SPSE: J think through the press anc through the Secretary*

s

order and also all sorts of publicity these rocessors were informed that

there was just that allotment feature that had been terminated in the mar-

ing agreement and suspended in the license. There was no termination

of that allotment feature in the license. So far as the operator is con-

cerned, it was just as possible for hie to interpret that license under

which the entire industry was operating, might have a renewal of that sus-

pension of the allotment feature and the Allotment feature again taken up.

That wss entirely possible had some arrangement been made to stop some of

the bootlegging and to again take up the allotment feature with tags.

So I think theoretica ly it is just as possible to say that they

should have anticipated thr.t they are continuing under this license as
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they are, as they made the decision that everything was off.

Of course, there was considerable publicity given to the fact that

the Control Committee felt it their duty to make an effort tc have a new

marketing agreement, taking into Consideration the arnsndrnents to the il,

to see if the industry did wtint it. The Control Conimittee felt that they

had no rigjit to pass judgment beyond that, and to say the industry was no

longer interested in a marketing agreement.

They had shown to an overwhelming extern t that they did want a mar-

keting agreement and license. It was not the industry thst sus : ended it;

it was the Secretary of Agriculture, and Mr. Me Intosh stated in Washington

that he felt that fully 85 per cent of the industry was complying and living

up to all the terms of the ma keting agreement.

That statement was made at the time it was being considered to sus-

pend the license or the marketing arxeeme nt

i

I don't know whether it is proper to make that statement as coming

from Mr. HeIntosh, but I know it was made; it was made in my presence.

PRESIDING OBIC E GIFFOHD: We are getting to a subject, gentlemen,

that is not appropriate here — • Before this can go in a certain percentage

must ratify it. We are starting now solar as allocation is concerned, as

though you had never had I marke tin-" agreement, c hat transpired under the

old marketing agreement is only useful as far as this hearing is concerned,

as something from which you can draw experience, but so far as the legal

status is concerned, we are eta ting just as though you never had one, as I

understand it.

TF. MC CABTHY: Do you think, Mr. Chairman, you would have given recog-

nition to the fact, or that you would have to give recognition to the fact
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that a man expanded even though he knew the marketing agreement might limit

him?

PKESIDIKG OfFlCH- GtiTGSD: Well, I cannot answer it for you, but

it just looks to me like we ought to build it up from the economic condi-

tions we find among the people as they are now.

That if what I am trying to get you to do.

99U MC CABTHY: Well, so far as having been notified of the inten-

tion to be given an opportunity for the new agreement, 1 think all the fac-

tor houses knew it, «nd all the processors, that is, a v ry large per cent

of them.

0EF1CSJ G5 FJORD: This is a matter that I feel should be

disposed of in just a few minutes by stating what the notice has been, and

to a large extent you have answered that, I imagine.

DB. O0ID: Mr. Chairman.

VKEEimm omci GIFFOHD: Mr. Gold.

DR. GOLBj If you consider all of the wording of this section there,

Mr, Speh, the one which Senator Black immediately before we adjourned for

lunch, the second sentence of paragraph A reade: w, aew processor 1 shall mean

any person «ho owns, has leased, or has an option to lease timber", and then

you conclude that sentence by saying that it is not to include or that it

st be a separate and distinct location in which he has a financial inter-

est, by stock ownership or otherwise.

>5ow, ho?- could Le own, lease or have an option if he had no finan-

cial interest in the particular area for *>hic-h he was asking arpli cation

for allotment?

ME* S??H: He co-Id not.

DR. GOLD: V'hat are your recommendations in regard to that? There
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seems to be a contradiction.

MB. KELLY: Yrtiere is that?

Dr . GOLD: It is paragraph A of section 6.

MR. SPEH: The 10th line, Mr. Kelly.

0 . GOLD: The tenth line. It begins:

"For the purpose of this agreement the teim 'processor* shall mean

any person who owns, has leased or has an option to lease timber

Then it goes on to say t at this must be at a location separate ind

distinct from any location in which he has operated as a processor, but

adds this phrase "or in which he has a financial interest by stock owner-

ship or otherwise."

m, KELLY: That refers to the location, doesn't it?

D&. GOLD: In other words, this is separate and distinct from the

old location.

1 am sure we understa d the meaning of that term. I think that clears

it u in my mind.

Jbtriiator Black.

MR. BLACK: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: In regard to the dif cession which you began immediately

before we recessed for lunch, as I see this paragraph, is not the latter

sentence, the meaning of the latter sentence, the one on which you commented,

as far as that no feces previouely worked by this man or this organization

in whic he has or had a financial interest, shall be considered in deter-

mining his allotment as a new processor.

MR. BLkCK: That is right, Dr. Gold, but I am telling you that I am

afraid that this Control Co mittee is going to interpret that to mean a

financial interest, the one that is owning i new ?laee has a financial in-
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tercet in the old,

DR. GOLD*. That ought to be cleared up for the record. You mean

that mesne faces?

MP. BLACK: Yes.

DR. GOLD: That is the motive by this financial interest?

UK. BLACK: Yes.

DR. GOID: Do you feel thst if it was clear that the meaning here

was in regard to faces, that that clears up the point that you were making?

MS. BLACK: Yes, sir, faces of timber on eld location*

DR. GOLD: Now, it does not make reference to timber; it is only

that certain faces —

ME. BLACK: fell, that is clear, faces.

:
DR. GOLD: Yes. it ~yc .....

?
. ,

MR. BLACK: But 1 don't think it ought to apply there to the fin-

ancial interest. I think that is ample.

DR. GOLD: I think the record is clear on that now.

Thank you.

PRESIDING OFSiCiiR GIFF0IU3: Is tne.e anything further under that sec

tion now? £ic

(No response.

)

H-SSID1HG TWICER H PTO3D : If not, let's take up —

MS. BENEDICT: Mr. Chairman.

PR AIDING FFICSR GIFFGRD: Mr. Benedict.

ME. BSHnDICT: I would like to suggest an amendment something like

this:

"Provided th? t the provisions as to stil and equipment may in the
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discretion of the f ecretary be abrogated on showing of facten
.

"EiflPING OF ICIii OIFFGRD: You have heard Mr. Benrdict's proposed

amendment to section A of section 6. Is t ere any farther discussion on

that?

(No response.

)

PRESIDING CF1ICKR G3FFGRD : I take it that you mean that if a nan al-

ready had adequate still facilities.

ME. BMEDICT: My idea was, if I could convince the Control Comittee

th.^t I owned a separate and distinct location, that there I would lave to

have a»w quarters too, but by reason of, say, it is twenty miles tc the still

where we have plenty of capacity, it would be unnecersary expense to us to

put up a separate still there, but it is an entirely separate and distinct

location. ''. e cannot work it without new quarters.

DR. GOLD: By "quarters" you mean livinr carters?

MR. 3KMEDICT: For the workers, yes.

BE. GOLD: It would require new living quarters?

ME. BENEDICT: Yes.

DR. GOLD: But you do not favor requiring a new still?

MP. B ; . "ICT: No, liv ng quarters. The living quarters cost, say

$4,000 or :;' 5,000 and a still costs - 2,500. You have got to have quarters;

you can't work it without quarters, but it is unnecer s: r. if you have got

other capacity within — and it is all moved towards Brunswick, and, for

xs-rple, we haul stuff from another location clear to Brunswick because it

|f all go: ng to Brunswick, an it would Just be totally unnecess. ry expense

require me to put up a separate still to work that stuff.

DR. GOLD: On the other hand, do you fe*l there might be cases in
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which it was not necessary to ^>et up quarters or was not necessary to set

up a still? Is that feasible?

MB. BENEDICT: Yes, you can haul workers ten to twenty miles.

Dfi. GOLD: Now, as I understand that amendment, you merely made ref-

erenow to the quarters.

MB. BENEDICT: Dr. Gold, as I said before, I don't think this method

of allotment If practicable, that it ever will be practicable, but if I can

conform to it I will try to.

I think it would be absurd if I em recognized as a new processor and

permitted to open up that new place if I put up a still. It is absurd to

make me put up a new still if I don't nsed it.

DP. GOLD: The gist of your amendment, Mr* Benedict, is to hare the

Secretary able to review —

MB. BENEDICT: That is it.

DE. GOLD: (Continuing) — the circumx- tancee in regard to a new pro-

cessor?

WR. BMEDICT: Yes, sir.

MP. AYCOCK: Mr. Chairman.

mEEIDIHG miCm CLIFFORD: Mr. Aycoek.

MR. AYCOCK: May I ask a question?

TFjf iriNG C*nc..£ ETF50H): You may, certainly.

. ^YEOCE: I understand thai your statement is forgetting now

e allotment as a new rroeetsor?

m. BENE ICT: Yes, sir, I forgot to say that 1 think that should

limited to the owner.

MB. AYCOCK: The owner of the land or the owner of the lease?
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Wh BFNEDICT: The owner of the land.

' MR* ATCOCK: If he ownt the lease, that is different?

MB» BENEDICT: I hare got to exrand, gentlemen. It is against the

policy of the Control Committee to permit expansion. This section -permits

expansion to an old processor.

How, I have got to expand if I an going to pay my taxes.

VB&luim rmom GlUQffl: I think it is very clearly in the record,

the proposition of Mr. Benedict's.

MH. aYCOCK: Mr. Chair -an.

PRISIDIN& oraciR ailjFOED: KSr. Aycock.

AJCCCK: illow rae to point it the fast t -at if hi^ additional

new camp co ild be considered a sew location, then in the tract of timber that

I am ^orkii^ of sorne 200,000 acres, every time I put up a new camp I could

consider it as a new operation and ask for an additional allotment as a new

processor*

ICR. BSNSDICT: May I asV if lie is working under a single contract with

the owner of the land?

H*S£lPIr:fa QFFXCm VlFFQWt I understood that this was limited to one

extension*

MR. AYCOCF: One eamp.

PRiriCING OTTlcm GIJTCKDs Limited to one additional camp*

MR. HEWT0N: Mr. Chairmen.

H^fTDING OF ICE GIFF0ED: Mr. Hewton,

a:T. . K v/jori: The pur ose of this, s.peaking for the Cos^ittee , is that

we wanted to permit new locati ns ^here they are separate <?nd distinct fror

existing locations, and if the provision is put in that Mr. Benedict injects,
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it would result I feel in expansion for everyone* If I would be permitted

Just because of ten crops by erecting quarters and everything except a still

eome other party could Clair the same thing just for a few crops of boxes.

Now, the purpose of the installation of the still and everything

else is to make sure that it is separate and distinct from existing opera-

tions, and not en expansion. If you permit expansion in one ease you have

tc permit it in another,

PRKID INC- OFKIC * GHF0KD« I think we have the proposition clearly.

Mr* Benedict has stated his position, and so I think tfee proposition is

quite clear I am sure.

If tnere is nothing further on thr.t, we must move on #
Let us take

up subsection B,

MB, SP1B: Subsection B refers to secondary allotments to process-

ors. The Control Committee recommends 1 per cent of the total volume to

be set aside for marketing — of the total volume to be marketed be set

aside for this purpose,

DB. GOLD: Mr. Chairman,

PES-I'V/INCr CniCEi GIW KB: Br, Gold,

DR. f$ ID: Mr. Speh, would you explain briefly the meaning of sec-

ondary allotments for new processors?

MR, CPUS: The secondary allotment is that allotment going to a

processor to take Care of the turpentine and rosin produced from pnirchased

•urn.

It is recognized that there may be some people who had not in the

past been engaged in the buying of gum and they may decide that that is

rather a profitable business. It is entirely possible to have this eondi-
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tion as developing in the territory in which they are operating, making

it more desirable for eople to produce gum in thai territory, and there-

fore the need for marketing developing, and this merely to recognize ttat

Chang© that may take place both on the part of men, of the man who has not

previously purchased gum, and also to recognize any change or any increase

in his desire to purchase gum, by permitting him to get a new secondary al-

lotment*

DP. GOLD: What is the size of your secondary allotment for a new

processor In the previous years that the program has been in effect?

M£. SVTEi 1 per cent.

DK. £0IDi Did you find — did the Control Committee find the per-

centage adequate to take care ef any needs?

MR. £PEH: That 1 per cent did not meet all of the requests for new

secondary allotments. It fell far short of it, but to a large extent the

surplus was made up of requests received prior to the time limit for raking

allotments. They kept dribbling in, say, up to I think March and April,

long after the season was well under way.

The volume aoplied for was far in excels of what we had, but again

we found that we were dealing with human nature. This was looked upon as

a means of expansion* Applications were made. The applications were sup-

posed to include the names and addresses of those people from whom they

intended o? planned to buy from and the possible volume of g« that would

be made available, so as to indicate a proper amount of turpentine and

rosin processed from that purchased gum.

The operator was very prone to be over optimistic as to the voIuhb

available, -e tfound that while one processor planned to buy some gun from

Tom Brown, some other operator — some other processor planned to buy from
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Tom Brown, so that they were both put in the applications, the basis of

which was to purchase from Tom Brown. So we had considerable difficulty

in eliminating a good many duplications*

And, here again, we have no means of accurately forecasting what

volume of gum would he necessary,

I am frank to say that if you were to make t&at 5 per cent you would

probably find sufficient applications to take care of it. It is entirely

possible that if you were to make it 10 per cent, and you would restrict the

balance of production, you would find you would have sufficient applications

to take care of that, and it would be merely used as expansion. This second-

ary quota has nothing to do with a man's own ability to produce* It simply

depends upon his activity in going out and encouraging other people to pro-

duce, end at a price he is willing to pay for gum.

Ml| BQYK1V: Mr. chairman.

~ 8££ I$1KG OfTl CER 01FFGHD i Mr. Boykin.

ME. BOYKIH: May I ask a question?

TTu£IDI?» micm GUTOW: Yes, Mr. Boyfcin.

MB. BCYJ3N: Mr. Bpeh, ??hen you say if you set aside 5 per cent of

the total crop you would find applications sufficient to take care of it,

I woild like to ask if you refer now to owners' secondary allotment or new

processors, or Wi you include the old pi'ocecsor-hanfller?

MR* No, 1 mean the new secondary allotment*

MR* BOYKXN: For new processor s only?

Ml?. SPHK: New seconds ry allotment, whether they be old processors

or new processors.

vp. BOXEN: Oh, I see.
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Mr. Speh

.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

KR. BAftKALOfflT: Have you any facte that you can supply for the reoord

to support this percentage?

It appears to a» now that the record Is so- ewhat confusing when you

say that you c uld use 5 per cent or 10 per cent and that would all be call-

ed fox.

Can you show why you picked that particular percentage and what was

the basis of its selection, and why Jten think it is adequate and equitable?

ME, FPEH: Well, so far as equitable, as was testified here I be-

lieve on Saturday, that slirhtly over 10 per cent of the total volume of

gum turrentine and rum rosin is processed from gum; if you set aside a eer*

tain percentage for new proce sors, and then^ou contemplate that the new

secondary quota ^oulfi bear the same percentage relation to the new pro-

cessor — in other words, the new primary allotment, then you would set

•side normally 10 per cent of that: that is, if you are setting aside 2

per cent for new processors for primary allotment, with the same percentage

relationship you set aside per cent for new secondary allotment, but it

was recognized that volume would be so small it would not take care of it

and probvbly would not taks into consideration the trade interest of in-

creasing turpentine products from purchased gum, that we thought that we

should set it at a larger figure.

We set it at the smallest round percentage there was, 1 per cent.

Be aemit it is ratiier outlined by the percentage relationship, by price

and secondary quotas, as est blished under old allotments.

Ml. B EAXOV/: Vveil, was there any attempt made to find out whether
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1 per cent was adequate? dave you made any turveye to try to determine

ho much of this will be asked for?

IpU SP&: There is no way of telling. As difficult as it is to

determine the exact figure for the new primary allotment, it would be even

more difficult even to foretell waat you would need under this. Frankly I

do not know anyway in which we could foretell.

I H. : You could at leaet state the facts on which you base

this

.

MB. SPSH: Fell, just as } have stated, the original setup was 3 per

cent for new processors, end 1 per cent for ne^ secondary allotments. That

was set up on |fee basis that normally 10 per cent of the turpentine and

rosin marketed came from purchased gum, and on that same basis then your

percentage should be 3 per cent for new processors end .2 per cent for sec-

ondary allotments, but just to have it in round numbers, the 1 per cent

feature was adopted.

lw B^vKK: X0 ; That is an added amount rather than restricted, is

it not, 1 per cent being higher than .1 per cent?

ME. £PJ£Hi Yee, sir.

:

.-
• . 3AIJCALCW; Could we have rufxicient facts now in the record as

a basiE for the finding of fact by the Secretary, that that is equitable

and adequate and was chosen because of the facts surrounding it, rather

then just as a convenience, because 1 per cent sounded better than the

fracti n?

Ifijg. SPEHs Frankly, I know of no way of determining it any better

than that.

Possibly some of these other gentlemen can help me out.

DP. GOLD: Mr. Chairman.
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PRE? TT5THBI OPPICPR GIPFOHD: Dr. Gold.

Bfti GOLD: You have reference in the proviso for applications for

secondary allotments by new processor? to people who made application in

the Previous year. Again, 60 you mean the calendar ye? r?

MR. rFEfis The calendar ye^r.

EH.. GOLD: That is all I have.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOM): If there is nothing further on subsection

B, let us take up subsection C.

MR. SPSS: We have first asked for an amendment to that subsection

C, the last line on page 16.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIIPOBDx Have you that amendment prepared?

MR. FPIH: Well, possibly instead of calling it an amendment, we

Co iid c*ll it a correction.

Strike out the ord "deems" and substitute the word " finds".

PRPflDINC O'-FICPP GIPTGSO : It is just a matter of phraseology.

MR. 5PEH: Yes, sir. This proviso is to create the number of units

which can be used in equalizing the allotment, that is, in certain cases

as the use of the method of making allotT<ents where it worfce an undue hard-

ship on the operator, the Control Committee may draw upon this pool to re-

lieve that distress, and to do that a definite amount la set aside.

In the existing marketing gre ;->ent and license 5 per cent was set

aside.

There is no way of tellinp whether that is adequate or not beyond

the fact that the Control Committee gave the producers an opportunity to

state their case and where the operator could justify or produce evidence

that he W;;e unduly distressed, the Control Cornel ttee prorated that pool so

as to meet the distress. In no case vfas the operator satisfied to the extent

•fX0p.re.nt. *<!8
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Then we must b ar in mind, that this particular operator making

the appeal received his allotment calculated in the came way as every

otner oorator, but because or peculiar conditions involved in own

particular case, hip allotment was somewhat below that which he was then

prepared to .make.

I mi^ht be able to illustrate that by stating that if an operator

had continued increasing in production during the f ur year base figure

he would have an average below his 19S3 production, and therefore when

hi© 19? 4 allotment was mace he would receive the marketable percentage of

that average which would be still further below his 19'cZ production, name-

ly, the latest year in which he was equipped to produce » so that he was

di stressed and it was with the idea of Contributing somewhat to that relief

by drawing upon this pool, to ado something to the allotment teieh wae

given to fefft under the regular calculation, that we had this pool set aside.

How, this year because a ge©4 many of those inequalities had been

ironed out it was felt that the same vol»n»e would not be needed, the same

percentage of volume would not be needed, so that the conKlti.ee has recom-

mended three ier cent instead of five percent, - three per cent instead of

five per cent, as we did last >ear»

MR. BOYTIN* Mr. Chairman.

PR383IDIKG OMCSR G-IFFOKD: Mi". Boykin*

MB. BOYKII'I: Way I ask a question?

H^SIDimJ OFFICII* aiTFWDi Yes, Mr. Boykin.

WR* BOYEIN: May I ask the question, if the five per cent which was

set aside under the license last year for the distress pool having, been

already distributed to those who were suffering unduly, that portion will

aot be added to hie 1955 allotment for the purpose of this agreement, and
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at will make his base figure.

ME .ST /K: No, the final allotment as ref rred to here is that allot-

ment which he received plus hie distress; in other words, it is the final

allotment. Any distress given to hir bec~. -ee a psjt of his allotment.

MB. BOYKIN: I submit for the record that the five per cent has al-

ready been distributed

.

""T,If TDl:;n OF! IT R GIFFOPD: As I understand, - I maybe in error, but

my understanding of this is that this five per cent was distributed t those

whose allotm^ntgfoere found to be wror^ and it -was distributed to them in

order to mske t'^eir base allotment correct.

MR. S7EH: Wot wrong on the basis of calculation, but —
4

"^RESIDITTG OFFICE dFFOFD: Just inequitable.

MR. £?EH: Well, I hesitate to use the word "inequitable**.

Were found les. than we found to be fair r.nd equitable.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Chairman.

^FTIEPSJ sm'CIR GIIFORD: Dr. Gold.

DB. OOID: Can you answer Mr. Boykin's question?

MR . S'PEH: Well, I understood Mr. Boykin to be under the impression

that the allotment, his final allotment, did not include Ms distress, and

I want to convey the information that the final allotment was his original

allotment plus his distress figure.

ftf*. B Ti'T'i That was the question, yes.

bit. GOLD: Mr. Sp#h, can you mention jrobabiy what is the principal

type of distress that you take care of? Does that, in your opinion, cover

the main tyne of problem th t you are supposed to take care of in this sec-

tion?

MB. SPEH: The question of the type of distress coming before the
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conmittee, before the Control Committee, was that of preparedness in excess

of a man* i? allotment, th?it preparedness being that he had already had leased

or had purchased -nc! faithfully contemplated, the working of the timber, and

therefore his allotment wap not going? to permit him to fully utilize all

the timber he hed under lease*

There were fee^ral appeals to the committee for a type of distress

where the man said he was so far in debt that unlet he was permitted to

work, produce or market a certain number of units that he could not meet his

obligations* The C ntrol Committee undoubtedly gave some weight to that,

but felt that was some'tiling more or lees beyond their control, that the

only thing in which they were interested was in seeing that the man was

not unduly distressed under the application of the terms of th marketing

agreement, so f r as the allotments were concerned, and for that reason we

gave more weight to his preparedness, or tho fact that his allotment did

come far below what he had. set out to make* They wo ,ld not take into con-

sideration, as for as I can recall of any impression that X have, that a

man had large tracts of timber that he would like to work or that he was

a large land owner* It was more his actual preparati oa in the naval stores

business itself, that is , did he have a certain number of crops already

under leas© or on which cups had been hung.

D£« GOLD: This provision gives a very wide discretion to the Con-

trol Committee, does it not? Has your oomaittee given thought to the poss-

ibility of enumerating tiie types of problems under which they would act,

stipulating those sorts of problems that they would face?

MH. & rW; Well, in the first place, of course the Control Committee

me eXy investigates ea4 reports their findings to the Secretary with their

recommendation. Ke is the one that makes the adjustment, so -there is no
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reason for the Control Committee to avoid their responsibility.

There was discussi n last year ol the Control Com- it tee listing

the types of distress and what constituted the distress. In fact, if I

recall correctly, each tint tJir t we have discussed the writing of any por-

tion of this agreement the same discussion has come up, rnd my only answer

is that we have not done it, probably because it is rather impracticable to

do it.

DR. GOLD: Do yo think it would be possible for the guidance of the

Control Co-mi ttee to stipulate the principal factors that the Control Com-

mittee entertains in these investigations and then put in a more general

term which will cover those which it is impractical to define?

ME. £PEH: I think that is possible, yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: I would like to recommend that something of that tyve

be done.

MR. SPSH: In other words, you wo ; ld like to have us suggest the

types of distress that are to be taken into consideration in the proration

of this pool?

DR. GOLD: TQ the best of your ability, yes.

PP.I£1D!NG omcm GIFFOKD: I think Major Barkalow wants to make a

statement at this time off the record.

(The:e was a discussion off the record.)

PRESIDING OFFICES GUFFOPD: Now, let»s go back on the record and

ask ,.r. I cCarthy to enumerate those things which have been set up at this

time, which will not occur again, which ^a<*s to his belief that three per

•ant will be adequate.

Do you care to make a stetercent, a further statement for the record,

Mr. McCarthy?
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Mr. MC CaROHY: You mean in line with what I just said?

PR MB i Tii ' TCl r>l TfiiM fl'f FT'fffjn • Yea?

:;:<, 5.1C C.xlirf: ..ell, I would say fruit the Committee f.-tru thst five

per cent under the old agreea»nt was not sufficient to relieve all of the

distress tfcat came to their attention but did do so to a great extent, and

they estimate that the additional three per cent under the new agreement

will, so far as they can tell, relieve the inequalities in the allotment

that may exist.

FBiSIDliSCr ©FFIOLR Oinmhi Thank you*

How, let's proceed.

MB. B£HKiLLOW; Mr. --eh.

MB* 5PiiH: Yes, sir. «

Mfc, R*ttF£LCW: Could you supply for the record any facts with res-

pect to the three per cent, as to why you feel that will be adequate this

year to take care of the distress, other than these facts which are in the

record already?

MR. SPEH: Could we have a recess for just a moment?

Ptj&IDING omOSR GUTQRD: fte will have a five minute recess.

(ahereioon a short recess t&s taken.)

HtitlDIHG 0.. HC-it GIFFOED: Let's proceed, gentlemen.

Is there any further discussion as to sub-section 3?

(No response. ) — .

FriilMIlS 0F1I. h 'rltiOi-Ds If not, we will pas to sub-section D.

MB. SFEH: Mr. Chairman.

'HMSUH Wncm <2.:F0ED: Mr. Spoh,

MR. SPEH: In view of the feeling that possibly we are not as definite
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in our recommendation for sub-sections A, B and C, regarding percentage,

let me cay that these figures given are based upon the experience of the com-

mittee in its two years of operation of the marketing agreement, and we feel

that experience, which is of a definite direct nature, is probably as val-

uable and is of greater importance than the general impression under which

the industry has been working in the previous years, because it it based

upon that experience and results that we are recommending these figures and

in the clause on the distress pool the five pa? cent figure was set aside,

end it was found to have been inadequate to completely meet all of the re-

quests for distress relief, but did relieve to a considerable extent, but

it is found that an additional amount is still necessary and the committee

in making these allotments on the distress pool, figures that the additional

three per cent will meet this deficiency, and it is for that reason that we

have asked for the three per cent.

PRESIDING GIFFOHD: Is there any further discussion?

(No response.

)

FBLSID1NG OFFICII GIFFOHD: If not, we will proceed to subsection D.

MB* SPEH: This is sub-section B, I think I have an amendment there

of Article IV, Section 4 Paragraph 6 id), amend to read, the second line,

"will permit each contracting old processor participating in a secondary

allotment"

•

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFQJtf): This proposed amendment in four copies

will be identified as Exhibit llo. 15, and made a part of the record*

(The proposed amendment to Article
IV, Section 4, Paragraph 6 (d), above re-
ferred to, submitted by Mr, Speh, was marked
•Exhibit Ho* 13", and xe attached to tr.is

record.

)
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MR. BAEKALOW: Mr. Speh.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. BABKALOW: Is that the only amendment you have for that clause?

MB. SPEE: Yes, Bir.

MR* BAKKAL067: I would like to ssk what your opinion w:>uld be about

changing the words in the first line, "in the opinion of the Secretary", to

read, na finding of facts by the Secretary indicates,** bo that it w uld now

read, ______ units, which a finding of fact by the I ecretary indi-

cates, will permit each contracting old processor", instead of "in the opin-

ion of the Secretary".

MR. SPEH: All right, sir. Do you wish to file that as an amendment?

MB* BAEEALOW: No, I em just asking if you think that would clarify

the language and might be an appropriate amendment.

MR. SPEH: I think it would.

MR. HARK.AXOW 8 Would you care to include that in your amendment?

MR. S T~ER: All ri^it, sir, we will be glad to.

MR. B :P7 ,LC , : Can that be accepted that way?

PRAIDING OFFICER GITFOBB; If you will get it done and give it to

the reporter.

DR. GOI£ : Mr. £peh,

ICR. SFEH: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: What eise allotment in 1954 and 1935 w> ; e eet aside for this

secondary allotment to old processors?

MR* SPER: Ten per cent.

DR. GOLD: £hy was it ten per cent?

MR. SPEH: Becauae it represented what was found to be as nearly as
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we could tell the relationship that the turpentine and rosin made from pur-

chased gum bore to the total turpentine and rosin,

Di:
. GO' : hat i contemplated for the proposed amendment the

proposed asree-ent and. order here?

MR. £P£Hj I would ©ay possibly ten i?er ce t again of the total to

be allotted lie pet aside,

DR. GOLD: You mean ten per cent of the gun allotment?

MR. Yee, sir, of the gum*

DR. GOLD: That would amount to how much? Do you hare in mind what

i« the total figure on that basis?

MR, SPTIf: Well, thst would all depend upon the total Tolume you de-

cided to market,

DR. GOLD: Your co-Mttee has given itr recommendation already in

regard to the total size to be marketed, so that you contemplate eome fig-

ure.

. I will say on that basis you iflould set aside any here fro-a

47,500 to 50,000 units,

Wi. GOLD: That is all.

PRESIDING OiSICH GIFFOKB: Are there any other questions or any

other discussion about this sub-section?

MR. MC CJuRTHY: Mr. Chairman.

•R^ID, :TG *!ICi£F GIFFOH): Mr. McCarthy.

MR. 30 CARTHY: I notice in the last paragraph it says: "If the

quantity so deducted snail prove to be too large lor the purpose intended,

the remainder shall be added to the quantity set aside pursuant to sub-

paragraph (c); if the quantity deducted shall prove to be too small the def-

iciency shall be made up out of the quantity set aside pursuant to sub-
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paragraph (c)."

This would contemplate that all of the deficiency should be made up

out of that paragraph, out of the amount under sub-paragraph (c).

rr<££lDING GFTICEF GIJTOHB: You mTt naturally arking a question fe*t

the fecretary will ask. That ie why we are anxi-us to try to get specific

facts tc show that percentage in here will take care of those things*

MB. UC CiLRTHY: Just what would be proper there, I don't know, but

it seems to me the distress under that paragraph should be made up out of

the quantities set aside pursuant to paragraph "C*, as far es it will go,

but it may not be sufficient.

DP. GOLD: Mr. McCarthy, would you presume tkftt it might be a wise

move to make the allotment under id) sobathing less than ten per cent, and

then add the difference between that and, say, ten per cent to sub-para-

graph (c)?

MP. MC CARTHY : I don't know that I quite understand what you mean,

Mr. Gold,

DH. GOLD: If in your opinion it is ?o sible that you may not teke

care of all that yo* have in mind in Section C under paragraph (d), m> uld

your best basis be to sufficiently increase the quantity allowed under sub-

paragraph \c) and decrease either paragraph (d) or othe rs enoqg i to take

care of that situation.

W.m MC fiai.THXi Well, I think it should be worded so as to provide

that they would get the same percentage of distress as is contemplated in

sub-paragraph (c)» The wording of this, it woule. seem to «e, that all the

deficiency should be made up,

DK. GOLD: Do you have in mind adding seme others which so far as

possible shall fee met oat of he quantity set aside?

MK. MC CAHTHY: Yes, on the same prorata basis.
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m. WAFo): Mr* Chairman.

PF&IDISJG Oi. IC&l*. CIFFCM): Mr. tfard.

MR, mSD: You have prorated what you have her©* Yet, to add others

o have suffered would cure that defect, which so far as pot ible would

he maclq&p*

PffflE TUTTTGi- c? icrR CLIFFORD: If there is nothing further under lec-

tion D, let's oroceed to sub-section 7 on page 17.

M?v . svw. Mr. Cnsirman.

TW'FIBING OFFICII CSmffiDi Mr. Speiu -.^j d©t©min#

1$ * SPEE: it&l %$ a statement of the method of making allotments.

DP. G"3T: Mr. Chairman*

Pmsimm OFT1C7 GUFOfJ): Dr. Gold.

DP. Genu What year is contemplated, Mr. Speh?

MP. SPMi We have an amendment on that which we are suggesting, to

that it reads in the f urth line, 11 the final allotment of each ap licant

for the calendar year next precedur ttia year", etc., the purpose of that

being to clear up any misunderstanding as to what is recent by the allotment,

as Mr. Boykin requested before, and then also point out that we mean the

calendar ye r and not any <rHni form of naval stores year.

nOBBIDINO Oi'FIC • (HFFQKDt This amendment will be identified as Ex-

hibit No» 14, and attached to the record and made a part of the same.

(The proposed amendment to Article IV
Section 4, paragraph 7, line 4, above re-
f ' rrec; to, submitted by Mr. Speh, was
marked "Txhibit No. 14% and is attached
to this record.)

GOH): Mr. Chairman.

BSBIHING omcik OIFFORD: Br. Gold.
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Dft. GQIDi Hie allotment that you have in mind, Ur. ^peh, is it

baaed on a series of pa6t year©' production, the allotment base?

ttPi, HVkH: The allotment, if I might just review what this sets up,

after having dete mined the total volume of gum naval stores to be marketed

you set aside that volume for new processors, for a sew Secretary quota and

for t'^e distress, the remaining volume then represents the volume available

for proration among the old line, old procei srors, and you determine the to-

tal of the allotment, the final allotment of each applicant for the year

previous to thet for which you are Risking the allotments, then you determine

the percentage that the voluae to be distributed is of that total.

DfU G0U5: Yes.

MF. f^EH: And in thet wa; you arrive at a marketable percentage.

BE. GOLD: What was the allotment for the calendar year based upon?

a. TFEE: This allotment lor 1925 which terveE as the basis then for

making the allotment for 1956, wae V sed upon the average of hie 19S4 allot-

ment and his 1933 production; his 1954 allotment was based up-n his average

of hie four years production or a lees fewer years if he was operating less

than four years.

So, as a ma ter of fact, this allotment form, - the proposed method

of allotment does take into consideration the man*s production for his prev-

ious four years, as well as for his allotment for 19£4.

. DR. OOIDj Is the year of allotment base that you have selected repre-

sentative of conditions existing in your industry?

MB. SP3&E: £e feel that inasmuch as it does take into consideration

the allotment for 1854 and 1^35 when there was, >ou migjht say, a marketing

control, aao then inasmuch as those allotments were based upon the four year

i 59
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verage without market control, that we do take into consideration a typical

representative r,eriod.

BF.t OClDi Bo y^»u have any other bases on which you are recommending

this particular base period, this allotment period?

MIU r?EH: The Control Committee has none jther #

D£. GOLD: For instance , there is always e problem of securing adequate

ta. uoes thl» base that you hare selected wake it possible for you to con-

sult adequate records in your 19*4 allotment?

KSK. rPBH: Tell, the records show definitely the allotment made in

1935; the records also show the allotment made in 1954.

DR. aoID: In other words, you have procured the evidence necessary for

making this allotment?

1 i. . . 1 "EH : e hove.

Bl:
; . O LD: And that is readily available for use in setting up the allot-

ment basir?

3 . SMR: It is.

DR. GOLD: Do you feel that thie particular allotment bsse which you

have set ur> is something which the orocessors are now used tot

MB. BPBS: We believe that nost of the processors have adjusted their

oneratlone to conform to the allotment given tilem, and therefore they would

not be subjected t-> much hardship in making any future allotments as they

would, should you make any change in the metnod of making the allotments,

which would mean that s good :iany of them w uld have to readjust themselves.

DR. GQXJJ: Than* you. I would call on Mr. Benedict at this time,

Ir. Cnairman.

TStfRTBim omen? (HVfc'GHD: Mr. Benedict.

iVitness excused.)
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FURTH tii TESTIMONY OF "ri. K. BENEDICT.
mmmmmm b^uibwicx: peni^uu compaht,

BtfUKUICK, GaGE.GIA.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

DR. GOLD.: Mi*. Benedict, do you wish toiaake a statement at this time?

MR. BENEDICT: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING omCD, GIFFOBD: You my proceed, Mr* Benedict.

MR* BENEDICT: I want to say, Mr. Chairman, as I have already said,

that I don*t believe your aetaod of allotment will ever work, that until

the allotment is tied to the land or tie timber, th. t you can get a rat-

is- factory method of handling allotments.

Now, it is an awful big subject and it would take faore time than I

have been able to give to it, to suggest or work out a system basing the

allotments, fixed to the diameter limits or the land, aad I just wish to o:f-

fer this as a tentative suggestion.

In the first
;
lace, I don't see why alter this year, under the evi-

dence offered, we have been able to operate without restriction, that the

1S35 production should not be taken as a primary allotment, the basic al-

lotment .

My suggestion for an amend is as follows:

The allotment of MCh applicant shall be determined as follows: The

allotment for old processors, except owner processors, shall be the total

production of naval -tores made by th- applicant during the calendar year

|L_ t -. Now, the basic allotment lor owner processor shall be that quantity

Of naval stores which the cres of ti<aber land owned will produce at the

rate of forty units er 1,000 acres, provided that no owner preeeesor shall
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receive an allotment not more than 25 per cent in excess of the quantity

orocaced on these lands during 1S35,

Also, provided —no, I might eay that I had the idea, bat it is too

big a question for me to work out, or make a provision for those owners of

managed estates, managed property, who harvest their timber through contrac-

tors, they should also be provided for, but I just could not wsrk it ut.

It might be possible. I know we have one. © lease from one owner who is

managing "fee property, or trying to, like we all are, whom I would be per-

fectly wi ling to give a power of attorney so far as the allotment of the

whole of the marketing agreement is concerned* The only thing 1 want is

I world not receive less than if I made application direct*

Mow, you can write there completely definitions, by the term "owner-

processor**, meaning the owner of timber land, which is under a system of

forest management, who hiiiself harvests tjad processes his turpentine crop*.

I might ray what there are a number of us, - Mr # Hall who was here

Saturday, asked me to speafc about this, - they have a number of properties,

I mean managed,that could not get star-tad that last year on account of

lack of allotments.

Mr. Otlaneier, of the Superior line Products Company, ex; rested his

difficulty. They have got £25,000 acres, a total of about, say, 225 crops,

and all they are now working is about 45 crops and cannot possibly pay out.

I myself have got 80,000 acres, and we have got approximately 80

crops. We are working about 35* And, Mr, Chairman, it is not en igh to

Pay the taxes. Unless we people who In good faith have purchased land

(bwn here in the south, or who raise timber, are granted an allotment some

wlere 1t? oroportion to the cro s we wil#iever be able tp pay out.
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338. GOLD* Does the scheme that you 'contemplate have i« Kind that

the owner of tne timber till rot a materially higher allotment tfean they

received in 1925?

MB:. 3KHM>ICf: Yes, or else 1 weuld not be kicking,

W., GOLD i Do you have any opinion a® to tne approximate increase

that you aim?

Ht. :1MH51CT: That la limited to 25 >er cent* I mean no one would

he Increased more than £5 per coat*

PB.GOLDj Do you feel that V. the timber owners are given an increase

in allotment of 25 per cent, that all the other© should be given an increase

of such a per cent?

MB* BIHSDIC7: II the system is based, or the same principle is

adopted, or any processor who leases has @»t to get the owner of this* land,

he Is going to lease to make an application.

DR. G0£J3s Then your r ain concern la that the increase in allotment

should be the nubs size for all ,-roceesa»of naval stores?

MR. BI'-KTrBICTj Well, sir, we are beginning all ever again, and imag-

ine that we had e lot of numbei i- inch, irees, 9 inch workable faces in the

whole territory that c nstitutes the turpentine erop. As 1 "s*e the consti-

tution and law - - a <f! I am no lawyer - every man who owae timber with work-

able faces has got the right to harvest the same proportio Jt mi crop as

bus hjfa neighbor*

save always been taken care of. They have §ot contracts. Th» lessee is

frttty well taken care of under Ibis existing a-ree^ent.

15B. GOLD: Regardless of whether he owns it or leased it?

will, speaking of the owners now. The lessees

i i 6
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GOID: 9i you fa el tfcr t it is possible that the amendment that

you recommend wotlld mean thflt for v imber owners there wooId be a larger

iner-ase, percentage Increase permitted t'nan for the people who lease?

. Warmer It would for eoae* 1 m only acquainted with a few

cases that I m p«r«onn.ily familiar with.

D£. GOJUD: In other words, I would like to ask whether if the pro-

posed scheme wre to allow for the seme increase over 193S allotment for all

processors, that would meet the point you have in mind?

MR« (Vnefi '-Veil, of ourse, thli is a primary allotment or basic

allotment. ;'e had to take our cuts, take our proport lonste cuts*

Wtm QQLDt Just as say other processor?

MR* mWlOTt I think any would.

Li • OOIDi But it would be satisfactory to you to have an allotment

scheme based on an Inereasa over, »ay, 1985 which was equitable among all

processors?

MB. BIMDICf : 1 would want to examine tlu-t to see how it affected

me •

BR. GOLD: Suppose I tried to give to give you an example. I want

to be sure thet we underst-nd the meaning of your amendment.

Two processors receive an allotment in 1925 oi' , let's say, 500 units

each. One, we will say, is a timber owner. and the other is a lessee of his

property.

If the proposed agreement were to sat up an increase in the allotments

for both of 25 per cent, would that be in line wita the amendment which you

set up?

Sffi. BENEDICT: If the allotment provided what? 25 per cent increase

for every one?
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DR. GOLD: Yes.

ME. hwfeuICT: No, it is not necessary. The lessees are working out

timber they purchased. I raean has a definite amount, and I don't think they

should be on the same basis as thoee^eople wh^ own the land and can't the

benefit of the leases.

For example, eey, that t^.is old agreensot is out, that any leases pur-

chased cince august, 1955, - is that the date- will be recognized, if I am a

lessee oroceesor I would go out and tie up a lot of timber. I am going to

get an allotment for that, but I bein? the owner of my own ti be_ , I can:iot

g?t an increase, and it just is not fair, gentlemen.

1 can go lease property, m 1 o lease my own timber to somebody

else.

DR* GOIX: You have tet up an example in which a man were to decide

ae of this date to go out to lease this roperty?

tffi, HEIT2DIW: Yeg.

Dft. GOLD: You say that he would get a complete allotment on thet nsw

location?

MB. BENEDICT: According to the chairman's interpretation of the

present status of the old agreement*

PRESIDING omCiJR GIFFORD: It wo Id be considered in dstennining all

allotment, and it is a questi n r>f law that the c:urts probably will have to

pass upon or the fecretar> or te Solicitor's office, as to wheth-r that will

be the basis or not, and that the rule of vested rights is one of vested

rights and it is pretty herd to get around.

DP. GOLD: Mr. Benedict.

MB. BENEDICT: Yes, sir.
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D£. GOLD: You ave read over this agreement?

PRt BENEDICT: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLDS Do trie provisions for applications for new processors not

make it possible for a person, whether he is leasing the property or owns it,

to set up —

ME. BENEDICT: No, Dr. Gold, that i* just going around the bush, I

don*t just like the idea.

I may say th:jt last year 1 applied as a new rroeessor for this same

property I am talking about. The Control Committee granted it, I got an

allotment of something like 4-00 units. In casually mentioning it to the

chairman of the Control Committee, he says "Vfriy, you hav: no right to do

that", and I admitted it, undsr the regulations, so I n~ver used it. I did

not want — I did not knoie hut what the Control Committee might s&y they had

made I mistake, after 1 got out my cut, and I could not work it. 1 did not

want any trouble, and even though I received this application as a new pro-

cessor I did not use it, after hearing the judgment of the chairman.

DE. GOLD: You were authorized to have a new allotment?

1/ffu BENEDICT: I received the allotment, yes, sir, but it was absol-

utely c ntrary to the regulati ns. The regulations provided specifically

that no existing rocei;sor should get an allotment as a new processor.

BB. GOLD: That is not true of the new definition, is it?

MR. BENEDICT No, it is not true of the new one.

DR. GOLD: Do you feel under this new definition that you could leg-

Itimately ake application and legitimately receive an allotment?

MR. BENEDICT: I don't know how much I will get. I have no way of

telling what 1 will get.
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"DR. GOLD: But do you feel t"at the machinery is available to you

here for making application?

MT.. BENEDICT: I think it is poor machinery, I am just beating around

the bush to get an allotment as a new processor, when I am definitely old

nrocessor, an existing processor and lii e land is all under the eanie title*

Last year I could have g:>ne ahead and gotten a new crop and raade appli-

cation —

—

DR. GOLD: In regard to the basis for allotment, do you feel that a

person should be based on their prospective reduction or on their current

production or past production?

UK. B! . .: ICT: I have Laid I should think it should be based on the

number of turpentine crops you have got, not the number of turpentine crops

you are harvesting, but the number yu own.

DR. GOID: In other words, that might conceivably be produced?

MR. BENEDICT: What?

DP. GOLD: That might conceivably be produced. Yea don't mean what

ie actually produced?

MB. BENEDICT: You can call it the production of crops.

Of course, in fruit, you have ot to wait until the fmiit ripens* In

the case of turpentine trees we have got to wait unxil we chip the trees and

gather the gum.

DB. GoLD: Well, in terms of production, do you understand that to

mean all of the trees that are available to be faced or what has been faced

or what any person mi.oht conceivably be allowed to face?

MB. B12SEDICT: No, I mean 9 inches limit, and I would be willing to

take the 10 inch limit on new stuff,
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DB, GOLD: You mean 10 inch limit on everything available, in ymxr

opinion?

MR, BEMRDIC^j From a forest standpoint 10 inch would be bett*r, but

I don't think you would be able to get it, however, because of so much fin-

ancial pressure on a lot of owners that could not wait*

PR. GOLD: fhe particular basis you •ire interested in %& for the "re-

ductive ability?

'MR* BUHEBICTj I would rather put it that I feel the fair basis is

to get your proportionate share of crops that you own,

DE. GOLD j Well f these are not crops that you have produced in the

past. They are crops that you might be able to produce. Do you think you

can produce in terms of timber that is available, is that correct?

hlx- • BMi&J'CT; Veil, it is Hp tfm« wa lfi pjUjij cotton or l&§fij

you have them ready to harvest because you have get the crop* haven't you?

DB. GOLD: I don't want to be in the. petition of answering the ques-

tion, but I would like to ask yo u whether you would mean by - let's take

such a hypothetic^ answer - do you mean, for instance, that cotton, the

•Otton grower should have an allotment based on the amount of land not only

that he had grown cotton on* but the land which he might conceivably plant

in cotton?

MB, No, i don't think cotton is fair. If yo*i take an or-

chard you will get something more similar,

DK, GOLD; In that case of an orehard, does not the man have the trees

thet had be n planted nd were producing fruit in the past?

MR. B'^uLDICT: l{o, say a new orchard is planted, ' ay 1 am in the cit-

rus business, that I am not a producer now, that I haven't produced, but, say,
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thr<t ray orchard which I planted seven, eight or ten years ago, commences

to hear this year, I feel I have a right to get an allotment.

DR. GOLD: Well, you don't like the scheme for application for new

processors but you grant, do you, thai t-ere la eUen a. scheme i'>. the pro-

"oeed agreement?

Jl!U BEKKDICf: Tee, out I would have to wi.-gle around to get it.

BE. GOLD : Actually there are a number of operations aeeeeaary before

the pine tree becomes converted into crude gu/t for naval ©tores, are there

not?

m. StMKBXfflh Yes, sir.

DP. QCX2): It is somewhat different from the condition of a fruit

tree which has been planted in the past and produces £ruit ae a result of

the fact that it has been aanted, is it not?

MfU BENEDICT: Dr. Gold, they are all similar in their inherent na-

ture. You have got to prepare, you have got to do things to raise a crop.

You have got to cultivate the trees, you have got to prune thera, you have

got to epray them, got to d all of these things to get a crop. If you don't

do thera you will not — y >u ai*e not liable to get any crop.

While the chipping roc ess is different, it is still just one of the

incident steps that you have to take, the things you have to do to obtain

your harvest.

CH. GOU?: Are you. acquainted with the provisions \incler the ct or

the basis under which allotments are made?

ME. BIMBICT: I think I an*

DB. O01X; Do you recall that it is past or current oroduction woich

1» the basis for allotments?
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MR. BENEDICT: T'ast ''or' current?

Dii. GOLD: Yes.

MR* BENEDICT: Past "and" current, isn't it?

DB. COLD; I believe the Secretary is Mr. Barl aloW;caa probably

help us out on that*

m» BAMAL0?.': It is wor% Under the ruling it is based upon the

amount produced or s<ld by such processors in sueb prior period as the t ec-

retary determines to be representative or upon the current production of

sales of such processor, or both.

BR* GOLD* The definition you have given of base w uld follow tnia

proviti n of this i^et under which we operate?

m. imWlCTt Tbat is in the basic act.

Jh* ..-Oil): That is in the Agricultural Adjustment Act, yes.

XfU SHI&DICT: : juld you phrase your question again, plesse*

DR. GQIE: Yee, I will be glad to help you.

liaybe I should outline briefly the basis lor allotment as set iorth

in the Act.

l"he Act says te i for allot ment to producers the besis shall be as

the i ecrets \ determines, the current or past production, as he believes to

be adequately representative.

My question to you then is, doee tiie amendment for the allotment as

yon have suggested it # se-m to you to be in line wit:, >r to follow under the

Act by which we onerate?

MR. BKlBICT: As t old processors, yes. That woulc- be cur-rent,

that would take the present year's production, 1SS5, as the basis as primary

allots nts for old nrocetsors.

:
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DB. GOLD: Can you conceive of Mis using, as you have suggested,

come future production? Would It fall within the meaning of the Act as we

operate? Ifcelieve your amendment involves potential production rather than

real producti on, either current or past*

MB* BE'lffiDICT: That is a hard question for a man who is not a lawyer

to answer,

PRISIBIS8 0FJ2C B GJYFQffl: Perhaps it is a legal question and you

may want to give some thought to it, end perhaps later on make soma remarks

for the record oft that subject.

:. B&ffiMCT: All light, I wil- try to think that out, but I d ubt

that i can.

MB. B4Bi.AL0^: Mr, Benediot.
.

ME. BESEEDICT: Yes, sir.

18ft* JLOl; i I would like to ask you one question, if I may.

Mfi* M$i$EXQ'£i Ifes, sir.

MB* BABKAI»Q$: If we are going to have limitation of what is going

to be marketed, if we took everything that could be marketed from these

trees which now stand, we would have no limitation, would wo? If every roan

ware allowed to market anything he could take from the trees which he now

owns or had under lease, we would have no limitation, would we?

MB* BENEDICT: My suggestion involved toe diameter limit, I mean I

intended to, whic the present limit is nine inches. As I say, the ten inch

limit from a forest management standpoint is ore desirable, anc in the end

would bring you ore money than the nine inch, so t.aat the diameter limit

*oul<r be a restriction, be a limitation.

MR. BAHKALOW: Do you believe that if only that gum produced from

L"
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trees over the nine inch size could be marketed, that it would be a sufficient

limitation to carry out what we are trying to do in this agreement?

Mi .
''"

xu. ICT : Probably at the present price,

I may say that my own personal feelin is that Mr. Mcintosh's figures

of next year's crop are pretty accurate. I mean it is all a guess. There is

ot so much timber.

I might say that Captain l£ldr dte's survey showed the gap will prob-

ably end about 1940 in which there will be a li-ited supply of turpentine

timber. Vfhat we areall afraid of is the erop that is going to come on after

1940, to 1^50, when we will have two or three times the present cropage of

what every forester would look forward to, of getting rid of this crop, the

tremendous crop which wi 31 come into being at that time.

There is this about the diameter limitation. It is a guess, and then

you have governmental prohibition due to specific limitation to the crop that

you get through tills tag business.

Mft. BARXALOW: If we^used that nine inch limitation how are we going to

fit that into the ^ct which says it shall be based uponhhow much has been sold,

with respect to what has b.e<; produced during the representative period, of

current production, or both? A sen's current production would cojaae from trees

other than nine inches, woaid it not?

MR. BENHDiCT: Current production? Ho, we have been operating under

nine inches, under the nine inch 1trait, except in one place, so that the pres-

ent production is practically wholly from nine inch trees.

PBSSIDING Qf&CXR GliTORD: Are there any further questions?

(So response.)

PRESIDIHG GFi IC. I. GID?
!

0ED: Is then, any further discussion of Para-

graph 7? An ^
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(No response.

)

PRESIDING- 3FFICER GIFI'OHD: If not, let's proceed —

ME. BODKIN: Mr* Chairman.

fW&IVim OFFICE!* GISFCfcD: Mr. Boykin.

( V;i tne es excused •

)

FUfrTILH imTlUOm OF T. S. BOYKIN,

WAYNKSBORO, MISSISSIPPI,
mP$mWI!im BOYKIN k TON,

STATE LINE, ISS8XSSXPFX.

(*Fhe witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. BOYKIN: I intended to prepare at the noon hour an amend^nt to

t is sect! ->n providing for a fifty barrel exemption or a fifty unit exemp-

tion for 1 each eld processor-handler, having in mind that a great many of

the handlers or processors process a very small anrunt of turnentine and

rosin, and under the proposed apjreeraent they might suffer adversely, end

the hope and anticipation is to cure that.

I suggest that be amended, so that under the old agreement that

fallow who made a email amount of turpentine would not suffer more in per-

centage than th^se who made a large amount, because they are lee. able to

stand any cut which they might receive.

Most of them who processed th?t small amount of turoentine from

year to year, turoentine and rosin from year to year, had been increasing

their small operations. It was more or less a one man affair that he had

uilt up. 7Jnder the^r^ur year average he was severely cut f r his 1SS4

oreduction and his 1955 production*

So, in fairness t those wh-n I taint have suffered more than any-

body else, I would like to incorporate in there s mewhere a fifty barrel

eremptlon for every processor, provided he had processed that muc £i in 1^5,
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and then after having deducted that from hie total the allotment for 1936

could be made,

DR. GOLD: Mr. Boykin.

MR. BOYKIN: Yes, sir*

DR. GOLD: Hare you thought over the practical a&nini strati ve prob-

lems involved in a step of that type?

•MR. BOYKIN: Administrative problems?

D2S. GOLD: Yes.

MR. BOYKIN: Yes, sir, 1 have.

DR. GOLD: For instance, what do you cent expiate the effective means

of enforcing a provision such as you have?

Mil. BOYKXH: Come fcrm of tags would have to be supplied to the pro-

cessor by the Control Committee or those in authority to allow that fifty

unit as I figure here?, to m ve to he market the same as it now moves under

the allotment.

DK. GOLD: Then they would not be allowed to move any of that that

vere not tagged?

MB. BOYKIN: No, sir, without this kind of tag, some form of tag,

and I should say in form something as tne stock-on-hand tags, which after

the 31st day of January were a -lowed to move to storage or to market.

DB. GOLD: Do you have in mind how large a proportion of the total

crop w-uld be affected by the amendnaent which you have ret forth?

MR. BOYKIN: I do not.

DR. GOLD: Can you conceive of any cases in which it would — there

would be possibly persons who ordinarily process considerably more than

the fifty unit allotment, evading the restrictive revisions by qualifying
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or netting up machinery to qualify for small producers?

ME. BOYKIN: Under the proposed agreement, I do not. The danger of

evasion there would be very small,

DR. GOLD; Mr. Chairman, I would like to hear some general discuss-

ion on t.at, please

i\ii,IL.ING oyflCUfi IliJOltD: If there ir- any one present who would

like to di souse that we would be very glad to have your views on it.

B aviettia^ iBdeiteR^e&tXy rj. (witaeea excueed.

)

Mi • riSH: Mr. Chairman.

mSFIDING OFFIC C-IFIhT'D: Kr. foeh.

ftotber tbetimoet of cabl mjm spss,
jacksqntt lll hofj da ,

REPKlTHmm TEL CONTROL CO&ilTT&E.

(The witness was previously duly sworn by the Presiding Officer.)

MR. SPEH: I am not sure, Mr. Chairman, th t I grasp what Mr. Boykin

means by exemption. If as apparently is contemplat d b the crop for 1S36,

setting a figure greater than that of 1935, of course, there will be no re-

duction in the allotment in 1938 as compared to that of 1S55. There is

nothing to be gained by the exemption. As a matter of fact, if you exempt

him, why, you withhold from him the benefit of the increase which will come

to htm if there is an increase in th. crop. On the other hand, thai is, if

you meant by the exemption to entirely remove from regulation the man receiv-

ing an allotment of fifry — I am not clear in my mind as to just what i£r«

Boykin meant by that.

".as th c t propositi on , th - 1 any r o - uc .*r un tier i i tty barrel s would

be not within the orovisi.ns of the agreement?

MP. BOYKIN: No, sir, I would not attempt to exempt anybody or re-

move from restriction any producer-handler. In other words, "spot" every
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producer of fifty unite, provider] he has made it.

Now, if he has not made it in |9S§, of course, ou could not "spot"

hid for more than he has mede, but that applies to every producer.

Then above that fifty unite male It accordingly.

MR. W.&BD: Mr. Chairman.

miSIDING omCJ* 01 i FORD ; Mr« Ward,

MB. WARD! Would you say, Mr* Boykin, - you understand, for instance,

there are 2,50C processors receiving allotments. You would start first by

allotting independently fifty units to eaei* one, so that would be approx-

imately 125,000 units that you would have taken out and given to them, then

the balance of the crop distributed on the basis as outlined here?

MR. B0iTJ$: That is true, provided the individual produces fifty

units in the next preceding calender ye: r.

MR. FPEE: I would like to ask Mr. Boykin if he means ' producer"or

"allotment". I think he referred to it several times as if he was allotted

that in 19SB.

H. 30YKTN; Well, now, I take it they are synonymous, inasmuch as

the license has been revoked. However, you can go back to toe allotment.

MB. SPSE; Mr. Chairman.

TWXBIHG OX" ICER GIFFCBC: Wr. Speh*

ME. $$*SH: 1 can't quite carry the idea of restricting this man if

there is going to be no reduction. The only benefit coming to the small

man is to be exempted from a reduction, should there be a reduction. Inas-

much as there does not seem to be any evidence so far th&t any reduction

is Contemplated this man does not get that exemption.

Now, if Mr. Bojfcin had in mind that this man would be permitted to

increase to an extent beyond that whic i would come to him under the normal

allotment, then I could see something to be gained by it, but Mr. Boykin

I >
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apparently hasn't that in mind because he keeps referring to the fact that

he would not £et his fifty barrels if he had not been al otted ta.t au uat

under 1935. That is, suppose aa operator had received an allotment in

1935 of 30 units. flow, yoyfcome along and set the crop for 1936* After

working it, -ut mathematically possibly this man's aliotoient works out to

34 units. He is entitled to that If he can produce it. In other words,

he is on the same basis as any :ne , whether he produces 250 or 300 units.

TnEr
I DITTO OFFICES GIFFCRD: Suppose if your allocation - I don»t

kno? whether I have it quite straight or not, and I want to Jftr straight -

the man that I think he is trying t: help Is the man who is prepared to

and can nroduce fifty barrels. Under the arrangement he is only producing

35 barrels, say. He wants to be nt in a position so thst he is free to

produce 50 barrels? i n
. other *ords, your allotment

MR. BOYFIN: No, sir.

PBSEIDXfSG omCK GIFFORD: That is not rigitt

ME. SGYFIN: Ho, sir.

PF.FSIDINO 01 IC 0 T .I0FJD: All right, let us get it straight.

WE. BOYKIN: If he only produced 35 "barrels under his allotment

last year - you can contemplate an increase but I contemplate there may

be 6 decrease - as we have very often said, it is a matter of guess work;

but if you produce 35 barrels under the allotment last year, let him take

normally what he would receive as from any increase which might come, but

I am saying,if there was a decrease, then certainly fifty barrels for

everybody wo Id not be bad. I don't mean he should ; ave advantage of any-

body elee to increaso his output up to 50 barrels.

I
DH. GOLD: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFF0BD: Dr. Gold.
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DR. GOLD: Mr, Boykin, why do you say you contemplate a decrease

in the allotment for 1&36? Do you nean that it should be lover?

MP. BOYKIN: Ho, sir, I believe more stuff is go^ng on the market

than f £reat nany others believe. However, most of the gentlemen who test-

ified alo-j? that line are better able to guess this year's crop than I am,

but I think thera is going to be a great deal more yet marketed this year

between new and the end of the producing season than some of them who have

testified believe.

ME. NEWTON: Mr, Chairra.ru

•AIDING CLlICii-. Gli-iflBD: Mr. Newton.

MB. N2WT0N: Having talked to Mr. 3oykiu same on this matter, I be-

lieve if you will bear with me I can illustrate what he has in mind on

this small man who has gradually grown during four years, but his allot-

ment is based back to the beginning of 1930.

Assume he made 20 barrels in 1930; 30 barrels in 1951; 40 barrels

in 1952 and 50 barrels in 1933, and so for the year 19S4 he received an

allotment of £5 barrels, rie was out 26 barrels, and that was an undue

hardship on that little man who was prepared to make 50 units.

Now, t help cor ?ct that, the license was amended a year ego, and

thi; ouota of 26 barrels, he actually received that, and yet in the 19SS

production, 50 barrels, giving an average of 38, of whicii this past year

his marketable percentage was 85 per cant and all he gets is 32, an so

he Is stil distressed to the extent of 18 barrels, and it is this small

operator that >>e is eoeakins- of, that is almost wiped out.

Mow, as I understand Mr. Boykin, he ?reans to rive an exemption to

sny producer up to 50 barrels, provided hqds in a positi n to make it.
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MB. BOYKT*-': Certai nly, I would not eay that if he had never pro-

duced over 25

•

ME. NSWTON: But this man had built up to SO, and therefore if he

eo^ld make 50, he woultf be given hie 50.

WK. B0YB2N: Yes, sir.

MR. NUTON: And if he e^uld only make 40, he would have to be

brought up to the 40* That is your proposition?

m* B01KIN: Yes, sir,

DR. GOLD: Mr. Ifewton.

MR. NltfrTON: Yes, air*

DR. GOED: Do you mean if he should have produced 50 barrels, or 50

units in the year, in any year or years, or the year immediately preceding

the year in which the allotment if being made?

MR. MSWTnN: The year immediately preceding the year the agreement

went into effect.

MR. AYCOCK: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING 0KFIC.-P. OIPFOKD: Mr. Aycock.

MR. aYCOCK: May I ask Mr. Boykin a question?

PRTTIDING omCER GIF^PD: You may, certainly.

MH. AYCOCK: I understand from y ur imposition, Boykin, that

the man who made as much as 50 barrels is go in,:: to be given 50 barrels to

start with before any allotment la Hade?

MR. BOYKIN: Yes, sir.

Mi\. AYCOCK: Ail right, Take the man the t hats an allotment of 50

barrels and you give him 5C barrels, you forget then that he hat an allot-

ment of 50 barrels, don't you?

W. . BOYIX-T: Mr. Aycock, I said "£oot !1
Li:.: fifty barrels.
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m. AYCOCKs Well, that is giving him i>0 barrels.

BOYKENi All right, he, couldn't use 50 more.

||R« AYCOCK: Suppose he had a 100 barrel allotment and you give him

50 barrels to start with, then what would you give him on the allotment?

V.i. BQYEIMi He oould only OM thot ot: :-r 50.

KR» AYCOCK; Then he has no cut whatever.

MR. BOYFTIJ: Yee, if there w&e a cut, to be cut from less t an 50

— for instance, say, there was a ten per cent cut ordered, aid thought

desirable, end he had a 100 bsirrel production, you would give aim 50, and

then you w Id cut the. other 50 ten per cent, which woulo be- five, anc he

would have then —

m. AYCOCK: $5 barrels?

fcffi. B0YK1N: Yes, sir.

Mw. 1YC0«:-K: He would hove Vo "boroelf:,

KE. BOYKIN: Yes, sir,

*m* HWUBT! Mr. Chairman.

ftfltefWSl OfFfGPf* GIITOED: »r. Welbert.

WB. #EIBEBT: Mr. Boykin mentioned the fact that 50 barrels were . jch

a small quantity, but the man who KaB his still, hae his own equipment, should

not be reduced below SOQunits if he has the timber and can finance it, because

e man would probably have some reason to curtail his output. Ke is the one

who would not favor a small output because he has to build up again, in order

to stay in busine s* If he falls below 200 units he can no longer have his

own still and keep going, because his overhead is absolutely out of propor-

tion to the amount of stuff he outs out. 200 unite, it seesiis to me, is ab-

solutely the smallest quantity that a man wh has his own equipment can fc-ep

H °n
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You Burt remember now that I aji speaking i'or the roan who has hits still,

has his quarters, who hap hi^ mules, and to on, he cannot keep on going, if

he Is out down to, fay, 150,or 100 barrels. If he is, yea migfct just as

well close him up.

DB. OOLD ? Mr. Chairmen.

"PRESIDING orMC ^ GIFFOFP: pr# Gold!

DR. GOLD j Mr. " ;eibert, cai you give us any opinion as to the probable

Volume produced by persons of the size that you have mentioned?

Hfi, W£IB"J.T; I am afrai " ] Cannot, because in order to Co th- 1 I would

have to know how many of the small producers ship through factors. I know

in my own business I have quite a few now, and they are so reduced that they

can not go on, but I am in a little different Position because I figure that

we know our people could not go on when conditio©! became so bad.

Now, that was before the rtiarketing agreement was put into effect.

Then when the marketing agreement was put into effect these people were based

on the small avera they had made, when, a§ a matter of fact, they had reached

the point t/here they should have expanded a little again, in order to be econ-

omically e und.

DR.CJOLDi Does the figure you have in mind include any crude gum that

they might ^rocecs?

MR. f/KIBEBT: No, 3 mean from the leased timber.

W, GOID: In other words, the 200 is sif^ly what they themeelves

leased and T«?ere processing?

MR. WEiBOT: Yes, because if they buy any gum, competition is so keen

fk'-t it is simply, in the processing of 200 barrels of crude gum, there would

lot be anything in it for the man who has his equipment, and all of that.
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Of c-upse, the process or who buyf gum, there are quite a few that process

from 1,000 to 2,000 to £,000 barrels because t ' ey buy ^um everywhere,

DR. GOLD: In your experience hare there been many processors who

operate under leasee who have made less than 200 unite?

MB. USI&B&T: Eell, when they fall below 200 uriite they Cannot go on

rnv n/'er; they will soon peter out entirely.

Dr.. OOUj: L~ you know of any that have been operating at less than

200 in the last two years?

MB* HUBERT: Oh, yee, but I aean people that hare no other income,

that just are turpentine processors, that when they c:>me below 200 units

they are economically no more able to go on for any length of time. They

nay go along for a season or two, but they ean-iot pay their expenses and make

any money.

DR. GOLD: Do you contemplate any way in whic such an amendment could

be formulated so as to set up a man win is a bona fide processor? It has

been suggested, for instance, that there arefcany people who have part time

farming, of which turpentine is a part, and they don't even contemplate any-

thing like 200 units.

MB. WEIBKRT: They are not processors and probably they sell their gum.

DR. GOLD: You don't believe there are many part time farmerw?

ME. WEIBffiT: Wo, a turpentine man has to give his attention to his

turpentine. He has a farm, he makes a little hay ano a little corn for his

•took, and th?>t is all he does, and I have always believed that that costs

him more than if he bought it.

DR. GOLD: As the marketing agreement has been developed here, it has

fieurred to vlb that the purpose has been to provide an adjustment of market-

lag, a gradual change. Does the proposal you have made contemplate a very
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drastic change in terms of total amount to be marketed? Have you any opinion

as to what it would man in regard to the total amount to "be marketed?

MR. iHn^N Mo, but I do not know how many of these people chip

to other factors. Of my own, I don*t believe it would amount to very men,

but it means a whole lot to the individual*

DP 4 GOLD: In terms df the proposed program, do you think it would iron

out the difficulties whicr have occurred in the past?

MP. WEIB331T: It would iron out inequalities and hardships for the

email -processor.

T)£. COLT?: Do you think it Would make a more equitable arreement?

*B. '711 BEET: Very much more equitable, it would be a very much more

equitable agreement*

MB. B1HICAL0W: BJr. Weibert*

MB. W3SIBMP. Tee, sir*

MB* BAKfTALQfi: As 1 understand this proposal of Mr* Boykin, it is

this: If in the case of gum, if a man could show that prior to this time

he had produced 50 units, and in the ease of a processor, f< ur times that

•mount, that the a plication of this system of allotment would not be allowed

to reach them in the way that it would reduce them from 200 turpentine and

from 50 of the gum, provided the;, had the capacit nd had produced th-^t in

the pact?

For example, if a man produced 50 gum in the pi#t$ by applying this

he would go down to, say, 28 or 52, but you w uld then set a minimum on the

•Xlotment. Anv man who had produced 50 would get at leefst that 50. This

Ipttem wo ld not begin to work with respect to him until he ot his 50.

How, if he had produced ore, it would begin to work after 50, and he would

It cut down above 50, but if he could produce 50 and had produced it, he
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would get 50 ae a minimum, fiid the processor would get 800, ae a minimum.

MR. $EIBi3RT: The fact that he has not perhaps used not quite 200

in the previous ^vear should be considered. It should he considered that

if he has the money and has the timber: and can build th*. business up to

200 lie ehould be allowed to do that*

Mil. BAKKALQWi You mean if he has a present production of 200 or

had produced it in the past?

MR. WIKBSSfs Not his present production* The question is that that

man should not be restricted in doing business of 200 units if he has the

timber to get it ana the finances.

M|tt SASLiXOW: The oal^ thing is th&t we are tied by the law th t

states if he has orodueed it in th© past or his present production.

MR. SSffilB HT: Well,, you have to f?et away from that, then.

ME. BARKALQ1Y: We cannot get away from that. It is the law under

which we are acting.

r'li. WEIBEBT : That man, then, has to go to the wall. He has to shut

up. In a few years he wii.- be out of business.

BH. GOLD t Mr. Chairman.

MSimtQ QTilCLE Gii.GKD;, Br. Gold.

DR. GOLD; Mr. £ pen has some data relative to this, and 1 wonder if

you would mind tailing us approximately, Mr. Speh, th© number of persons

antf volume of production which is as of record, to be 200 units or smaller.

MB* rPSH; We have analyzed the 19£5 allotment, as we have in prev-

ious years, and I have her© th© number of operators who have received al-

lotments between one anc twenty-five barrels; from 26 to 50 barrels; from

51 to 100; from 101 to 150; from 151 to 200, showing the number of barrels

©.Lotted to each of those sroups, and it shows that of the total number of
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processors, namely, 2,233 lifted, 1,540 received allotments of 200 or below,

and that they received sn allotment of ab- ut 80,000 units.

&£« ftOTD: That Is approximately seven er cent of the total allotments,

is it?

MB. SFSK: I think it rune to 1§.S pe cent of the total volume allot-

ted, because this is the net allotment after deducting —

SR. & IDs The total allotment?

MB* SPEH: (Continuing) — the total volume allotted to regular pro-

cessors, and they received 19.5 per cent of the total volume allotted. Xnat

gave en average of s mething slightly over 50 barrels )er person to those

under the two hundred*

EH. GOLD: I do not understand your last statement*-

MK. FKEH: That is the average allotment then of this whole group

receiving 200 or under, to be 50 units. In other words, the average wo i±<3

be 150 below that minimum.

DR. GOLD: In other words, you are testifying that the actual produc-

tion has been very considerably below - S00 minimum which has been suggested?

MR. S^IH: Yes, sir.

KB. WEIBSJRT: May I ask a question?

U0 OmCIE GIIF0BD: Certainly.

ME. W&XBj&jF: Mr. £peh, a great number of those must be people that

Bade gum and. hoc it distilled, that was classed as processors.

How, 1 have in mind not such people. I have in ,-iiind our bona fide

processors who have their own still and their own equipment. 1 have net in

It

mind the small people who make gum **nd send it to a nearby still to be

processed and be shipped in their own name, that are classed as processor*.
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BR. GOLD: Are you able to break flown those figures to give us the

nicture that Mr, " eibort is di *eussi ng, Mr, 5 . relit

HF. SPKE: V.
r

e have no record showing who owns stills or does not

own stills*

DBQ GOLD: Is tfr. eibert's criticism >f the data you h«ve given cor-

rect?

ISfi... SPSH: It is*

$B. GOLD j Wfcy in your opinion Mr. eibert, ? h . Id the jisan who owns

the still be given a minimum of 200 units allotment and the gum producer

or gum seller must be allowed to process up to 200 units?

: . ',V7T 3. 7-T : Oh, the gum processor who has it processed by tone

nearby still, is too small to own his own stil-, end he hasn T t got the

financial assistance to do it. Pte may be a farmer. They are probably

farmers, but of eourse those are people thr t I did not have in mind at all.

. JOLT j Do you thin* th^t if such minimum allotments were to be

determined, that the minimum allotment should also be made to the gum seller

who is goin^ t have his gum processed?

Ivm. ;7EIB,-BT: Ye ..I , it se- m- to me that- tie |u :i seller it a ;roOueer

in t:<e sense of the law, and he can 'tot be regulated. He ©an make all the gum

he wants to.

But here is another ooint, if you regulate the iroeessor who pro-

cesses the gum of the producer you regulate the producer beeauee the pro-

ducer cannot then ship all the gun he wants to make or my make because

the rocessor will tell him that he cannot take it from him, because he

has no tags, and therefore, here you hav^ a violation of the law.

BE. GOLD; Mr*. Weibert, as I understand your ^ro^ose<i statement it

1 a U
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involves a limitation of shipment for interstate commerce, does it not?

MP. WEIBTJET : Yes,

TXR* GOLD: That is the only limitation which is involved? It says

nothing about what a man may dS in intrastate commerce,

ME. WKEBIjKT: Will you class the producer that is doing only intra-

state business?

DL • GOLF: I em not in a position to be answerir^r questions, you

understand. I as only trying to pet information*

MR. Beibert: 1 uricerrtend.

DR. GOLD: I should like to beer from other people in regard to

both Mr* Boykin and Mr* feibert's proposal*

KB. BOYKIK: Just a ?*ment. Mr* Chairman.

mmiliim OFFICER GIFFOBD: Mr. Boykin.

ME* BOYKIN : I tant this cleared up because I meant 50 units of

turpentine and rosin* I did not mean gum sellers,

DR. GOLD: In other words you propose, Mr. Boykin, a minimum allot-

ment of 50 units in turpentine and rosin for any processor?

MB. BOYKIN: Any processor.

DR. GOLD: Ae being adequate.

MK. BOYKIN: Regardless of hie size, if he was in business —

DK. GOED: Do you believe that virtually an exemption of that size

would take caie of a great many problems involved in a control?

i&. BOYKIN: It would.

DR. GOLD: It has been suggested that something of a minimum of 200

units be set up*

MR. BOYKIN: Tes.

I 487
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BE. GOLD: What ie your opinion on that subject?

MB, BOlEC ft: I had selected 50.

BB. GOLD: x$hy did you select 50?

MR. BOYKIN: Because X thought of a great many very small men, but if

he had 50 to upon, that much is safe, then he has a production of 150 to

play on.

DF. GOLD: But as I understand it, and am I correct in understanding

that you are setting up a proposal that any processor be allowed the exemp-

tion if he has processed in the past 50 units of naval stores?

MB. BQYftIN: Say he processed last year, or say he did in 1953, 50

barrels, you would then allow him the 50 unit exemption from the terms of the

marketing agreement, except that he would have to identify that 50 units in

some way as it moved,

ME. B&E&kim: Mr. Boykin.

MB* B01EIN: Yes, sir.

MR. BAHKALOW : Ie not what you mean this: that the affect of this

restriction should not begin to work until the man ie guaranteed at least

50 units? That is to say, if last year he made approximately 50 or 55 units,

and with this applying to him it woul: cut him down to, say, 38, that this

is not to apply to him but that he would onfy^get under this exemption be-

tween the 36 he might have had last year dtfad the 50 which he might h?ve pro-

duced? You don*t mean you are go in? to give each man 50 units to begin with?

X thought what you meant was that you were going to put a minimum of 50 on

what the allotment is goin^ to be, provided the man had produced 50 in the

pest period, and it did not mean it is to be 50 new unite to 2,000 men, but

it would mean it is to be the difference between the 50 that they :>roduced

4 8 o
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or the 38 or 40 that they ?ere allowed last year, 1b that right?

MP. BCYKIN: That might work better.

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFTQPD: Is there anything further, gentlemen?

(No response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIIFOID: We are going to try to close this hearing

toni tot , gentlemen.

MR. BAflKALOW: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING- OFFICI.f' GIFFOFD: Mi'. Barkalow.

ME. BAjRKALOW: I would like to ask Mr. Speh, if in the light of 8-C,

6-B of the Act under which we mske these allotments that yon could cause

such a plan to be under s uniform rule based upon the amount produced in a

prior period or upon current production in a manner which would equitable

apportion this among all producers?

MR. £3pt I do.

MB. BAKTALOV/i Bo you think with this suggestion of Mr. Boykin's that

we would still be operating under a universal rule based on past production?

SPSH: It would be uniform because it would apply to everyone

unc; er the same condition, and it would be based upon past production because

you would take his past 'production as a means of determining whether he is en

titled to any special consideration.

MR. BARKALOft: But here we have set up a uniform rule which is this:

that this year only so much is goin^ to go to the market. During this repre-

sentative base period A, B and C produced so much, so that they get a percent

age of what can now go to market in relation to what they said they marketed

in the past period. Ifow, that is the uniform rule that applies to everyone.

Now, if you go along and say, we are not going to apply that to Si^ith
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Jones and Browa, we are not going to let this rule touch them until they

get at least 50 units because if we apply that rule to them they would go

down to 38, do you consider that the a plication of the uniform rule to all

handlers?

MB. SPEH: Possibly I misunderstand the meaning of the phrase, app-

lication of uniform rule. If you set up a rule as a yardstick and then you

measure everybody by that yardstick, it looks to rae as though you are ap-

plying the uniform rule.

ME. BAKKALOW: But when you apply the yardstick to this particular

group you are going to say, "Oh, no, we are not go: ng to cut you the way

we have cut everyone else, because if we apply this rule to you, you are

going down too low. We are going to exempt you — it has been called an

exemption— "we are going to exempt you from tat* rule end give you 50

units outright without regard to what you produced in the past or without

regard to your current production".

MR. TTOT: I did not understand that to be, Mr. Boykin's suggestion.

He did take into consideration hit oast production.

MR. 3AF:KAL0V: Yes, but he is not going to put on him an allotment

based on that past production. He is going to disregard this rule and say,

"fteli, if we apply the rule to him on the basis of what he produced in the

past it will mean he goes down to 38."

him /
How, is not the result of that, that we exempt from this rule and it

would not be uniform because we are not applying it to4ll alike? We are

applying it to all alike ejcept this select group over here and we have sai

that they are toe small, and they are going to have an exemption.

Is that not the case?
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MB. 6PKH: If you set up a rule measurement r a yardstick and you

use the earn© yardstick In measuring everyone, and some of then.' fail to fully

comply with that measurement or come up tn« t measurement, it seems to me

you re applying the same yardstick in all cares.

Popsitly in — I am is error when I include your yardstick in effect

the condition of the allotment, by the proviso of your past performance,

your production.

MR. BAKKA10W: Well, 1 think that if we applied the yardstick — well,

let me ask you this question* you say the mere fact that a man does not com.,

/to
up the yardstick. , ren*t you eonfusea there beeatise you have a yardstick

now ana you are going to apply it to the thirsty man. He can * t get it. He

won't get 50. If you do apply that yardstick to each man alike he would

not get 50 units; he would get 40; and so you are not going to apply it to

him alike. You are going to say, "We are going to exempt you. v>e are goin: :

to let you out from under the unifona rule," and say, "Well, when we apply

this rule to you, we are going to give you 50.

*

MB. SPSS: No, the yardstick is made up of more than one component.

It ml the component of this minimum. That is just a part of your yardstick.

MP. BAEK&LOW: Your point is then that you are not going to begin to

measure until he getB to 50. You are not going to apply the rule at all

until you reach 50.

MIw SPT'H: Let me put it this *ay: I look at the yardstick as being

the algebraic sum of these various components involved, Now, Ms minimum

production, if it happens to be below 50, then the application of the mar*

ketable percentage.

I think all of those are components of your yardstick, and having

i9 L
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this yardstick, that is what you apply. If y u do, apply the same yardstick

to everyone you are applying the uniform rule,

UB. BAR£ALOV, : That is all.

PRISIPING QIFlQm GIIFOST: Ie there anything further under this

section 7?

(No response.

)

PRESIDING OFFICE GIFFGF:D: If not, let us proceed to section 8.

MB* ZT7M: Mr. Chairman, may I say something off the record?

PRIDING OFFICE?; GlFFCJiB : Yes, sir*

(There was a discussion off the record.)

D£. GOLD: Mr. Chairman*

PRESIDING 0U!iei2R SlTFQBDy Pr. Gold.

PR. GOLD: This discurtion is valuable, and I think we should go

back on the record.

KB* BOYEIN: Do you think you want that on the record?

PRESIDING OlFICxI; (SFFQRDs Yes.

¥R* BOYKIN: I would like to ask Mr. Weibert if in his proposal he

meant to only consider those who actually produced 300 or more, not to be

reduced above that, or if he meant it would — or if he meant it to every-

body and anyone provided they had financial ability to build up to 200 units

as processors.

Now, the 1933 records of the Control Committer- will show the actual

productin of every tocensor.

MB. WEIBERT: Yes, I meant both. The one who makes 200 should not

be further reduced and those who have made below £00 or 150 r 130, they

should be allowed to build up to 200 if they have the timber can afford

it. If they really can do it. I don't mean that they should be ut up to
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800, Of course, they ntuldn't, unless they had the timber and finances to

do it,

MR. AYCOCK: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING omiCW GIIFORD: My. Aycock.

MR. AYCOCK: May I ask Mr. Weibert a question?

PRSBIBING QFflCER GIIIGKD: Certainly.

MB. AYCOCF: May I ask ,,r. eibert, can a man that is making 150

barrels under your plan, he should be allowed to buy timber jio increase

UP to 200

J

MR. WHBi-KT: Yes.

MR. AYCGCKi Then that 50 barrels and all Increases of 11 k nature

would com© out of the allotment of those processors that make over 200. In

other words the build up would be at the erpenee of the producer whose allot-

ment is 200 or over.

,.~h •
,'LU&KT: Yet, it has to be found somewhere you know.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Dr. Gold.

DR. GOLD: Mr. Weibert, as a factor ean you give us your opinion, if

an agreement were made or offered, that any person who could get the finan-

cial backing, could process up to 200 units, would hsve any difficulty in

obtaining that financing?

iCR. WHBlfcT: Well, or else he must have the timber. If the tinibei is

around hie still it would depend on hie financial conditi n. He may or may

not.

DE. GOLD: As a banker don't you believe that a provision such as this

wo Id give additional security and make the loan very much more eligible? A

marketing agreement which would set fortn a control for the whole industry
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except a relatively email number of processors, would not in ymr opinion as

a banker that provision make such an expansion very much more advisable, and

therefore wouldn't the likelihood be that financing would be very much more

readily given in such a control program?

^ : I^;T: Mo , I <hn»t thin.!' it would make any difference.

BR. GOLD i Without a marketing agreement it has been brought out that

there are a number of processors? who are processing less than 200 units. In

your opinion as a factor is it likely that the factors are going to be aa will-

ing to allow expansion up to 200 or m re, as if there was some type of control

in effect?

MR. HUBERT i As a factor, if the financial condition of the man and hi;

whole situation warrants it, we would certainly build him up to 200 because be-

low 800 he will not be able to make his overhead and he goes in debt.

MS GOLD; Can you see no change in the conditions under which a possible

advance would be made as Compared to a period of possible control, against a

period in which there was no control? Suppose that other things were completely

equal, except in one period it was proposed th' t there be a control and in the

ether it was proposed that there be no control, can you say that as a factor and

as a banker, that that would weigh in your calculations in regard to advances

er expansions?

MR. "wlIBEBT* Today, of course, being under control we have to consider

flat we are going to make now, and how much can he ship, and that of course is

considered to some extent in our calculations,

"Oh. GOLD: In other words, you now -ay that such a proposal as has |£ft

•ade, you know that this man will be able to ship 200 regardless almost of what

It has done previously— not regardless of it, but y u know fee is givea 200 as

• minimum. Do you thi&k that w uld influence advances?
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MR. WEXBVPT: That may influence it in some instances, but I ao not

think it w^uld be of any moment.

PRIF IT'JNG 0 IICVP GUFFOFD: I think, Dr. Cold, that is a very logical

argument, but from my experience with bankers they are going to make their

loans just as safe as possible and it is a natural deduction to be derived

from it.

BK. O-OIX: Iv'r. Chairman, I only aeked tb--i question in view of the ex-

perience we hare had with other urograms, and I believe it is rather a material

subject for discussion.

MB. WEIB.£RT: Of course, if I might say, 1 believe in the naval stores

business it cuts both ways. On the one hand we cannot advance a man as much

or cannot do anything with him because we know his allotment is too small, and

he cannot go on. On the other hand, a man who hae a fair allotment, we feel

not so much of an allotment, but under the loan he may do better, and then we

can do o little bit better with him.

DB. SOLD: Thank you.

PWPIDINO OFFICER OIFPGRD: If there is nothing further under this sec-

tion, let*e proceed to section 8 on page 17, or <aragranh 8 instead of section 8.

MR. SFEH: Paragraph 8 (a), this merely describes the method of calcula-

tion ,f primary allotments.

At this point we would like to introduce an amendment, asking that you

strike out the entire paragraph 8 (a) and substitute for it:

"The marketable percentage for primary allotment to new processors shall

be determined by the relati n of the total number of units set aside for allot-

ment for new processors pursuant to paragraph 6 (a) of this section to the num-

ber of units represented by the approval applications from all such applicants."
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It doeE not change the Benee or result in any way.

DF-. G-OLB: It does not change the intenti n of the Control Committee?

MR. EPIHi It does not.

DR. GOLD: For the record, will you give us a simple example of that

so that we will see what you have in mind here?

MR. ST"BH: If the total volume applied for allotment for new processors

is 50,000 units — well, let*s see. I had j ist better strike that 50,000 out.

Is, say, 15,000 units and we have set aside 12,000 units, then each ap-

Ufatl oft w-oild receive 80 per cent. 80 per cent of that shall be applied,

namely, the 12,000 divided by the 15,000.

MR. BAREALOf : Mr. £ *h.

ME. STWi Yes, sir.

MR. BaBKALOW: If the amendment suggested by Mr. Boykin is adapted you

ftl£otfi& xi% *o ^rxMM^s &r-r© ^^ranaiit to IN&5Ts£2i&jgb 6 lb) of t>bi& u^e^i^a to tfca

•ill have to re-amend this, won't you, because you are not going to apply

that to the man who has only 50. He would not get his 80 per cent of 50; he

would get 50.

MB. £FEH: No, this is for new rocessors.

MB. BARKAL0W: Aren f t you going out then and a ply the same scale

where there are new processors as you would if they were old processors?

MR. SPEH: You see, you have got to use ae your same basis there his

ability, I mean his past performance.

MR. 1ARKJLL0V/: Then you expect no exemption for new processors ap to

50 units*

MR. SPEH: I would not, no, sir. As my personal opinion I would say

thr;t he should participate in the proration of that volume set aside for the

processors according to the conditions set up here.
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PKH JDJMG > FICL;; GIFT'OFDj The proposed amendment will be identified

as Exhibit Ho. IS and is ordered m&e a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Article
IY, section 4, paragraph 8 (a), above
referred to, submitted by Mr. Speh, v/as

marked "Exhibit No. 15'* and is attached
to this record.

)

PRESIDING OFFICII GIJFOIiDi tfe will have a five minute intermission.

(A short recess was taken.)

PRESIDING OKICr. Giri'ORP: Let us proceed, gentlemen.

ME. SPBHi Paragraph 8 (b), again we ask that that be phrased to make

it read juet the reverse of what it is here, and we therefore ask to amend it

to read as follows:

"The marketable percentage of secondary allotment to new processors

shall be determined by the relation of the total number of units set aside for

allotment to new processors pursuant to Paragraph 6 (b) of this section to the

combined number of units of the approved applications for all such applicants."

It does not change in any way the sense or contents, but merely re-

phrases it.

PBi&IDING OFJICJSR GIJi'QRD: This proposed amendment in four copies will

be identified as xtiibit No. 16 and made a part of the record.

(The proposed at^en€ment to Art-
icle IV, Section 4, sub-paragraph 8 (b)

3

above referred to, submitted by Mr. Speh f

was marked "Exhibit ;Io. 16 ft and is at-
tached to this record.)

PTteSIBING OFI'ICIK GZU&i®i la there any discussion further on this

proposed amendfient?

MR. BARKALO : Mr. Chairman.

PRJ^IBIBO OFFICE!. GIJFOED: Mr. Barkalow.

' It. BAIiKALOV; ; Would you care to discuss the effect of that, Mr* £ oeh?
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MR. SPIfi; It is just similar to the allotment, primary allotment to

new processors; you merely prorate among the volume set aeide for that pur-

pose in the proportion which there are applications.

KB* BABXALOf: Could you set forth an example for the record as you

did for (a)?

MR. S' Mil Assuming that we are going to set aside one per cent for

new secondary allotment, and atsumirig a crop of 500,000 units, that would

mean the setting aside of 5,000 units. If the total of all applicants for

this allotment under this class shoufcl be 6,000 units, then each applicant

would receive 83-1/3 per cent of the volume for which he applied*

MB. HaEKALCftf * Bo you consider this to be an equitable method of al-

lotment based upon a uniform rule, the basis of which, is past experience or

present production?

LOU £P2Hj We do, yes, air.

PRESIDING OrilC.::'. aiiroiD: |i ft*** aay further discjssi-n of sab-

section B of paragraph 8, as amended?

{No response.)

22EE&IDINQ OJflCKR GliTGFJ): If not, we will pass to paragraph 9.

MR. SP1H: Paragraph 9, it is merely intended that the allotment

going to any new processor ahall not be — is not in excess of that ufaich

he ca ; use, that is, if the calculation assigned to thet processor an allotment

of 500 unite then he must be in a position to produce and market that 500

units. If he is not, why, he is not entitled to receive feat amount.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFF0H): Before passing that I would like for Dr.

Gold to be here. Ke will be here in just a minute. I would like to see if

ae has any further questions.

ME. SPEH: We have some amendments to add, Mr. Chairman, which I can
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read at this time.

PRESIDING omOW GIKFOKDj Very well, we will be glad to have you

do so.

MR. SPEH: We ask that you amend Article IV, Section 4, by adding,

pt be known as paragraph 10, the following:

"If at any time during the year a contracting processor-handler shall

find that for any reason he will not market the full amount of his allotment

he shall rerort this fact to the Control Committee -romptly and shall return

to the Control Committee any surplus tags that may have been issued to him.

Any quantity so returned shalJ be added to the amount set aside as an equal-

ization supply. In all eases where a contracting processor-handler shall com-

ply with the requirements of this provision the fact that he did not market

his full allotment for a given year shall not effect his base figure for the

following year. In any event any contracting processor-handler shall fail to

return promptly any surplus tags as provided in this section the Control Com-

mittee may, after notice and opportunity for hearing, recommend that the

Secretary reduce the base figure of such contracting processor-handler to the

amount actually marketed by him.**

That provision is contained in the present license and marketing agree-

ment ana we ask that it be included in this.

PRESIDING OFTICT GIFFOKD: This proposed .amendment will be identified

ae Exhibit fto. 1? and is ordered made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Art-
icle IT, Section 4, to be added as
paragraph 10, submitted by Mr. Speh,
was marked "Exhibit No. 1?" and is

attached to this record.)

MK. BVmt We ask that —

PRESIDING OFFICER GUEFCRD: Wait e minute, Dr. Cold is here.
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MB. SPKHj This is another amendment we are asking, Mr. Chairman.

t5jRE8I8tK$ OFFICER GIFFOKD; All rigit, ploas© read it*

MR. £P£H; we ask that you add still further as paragraph 11, the

following*

PBEEID- Wx OFFICiE GIJTOKDj All right, proceed.

MB. SPEHs We ask that you add as paragraph 11 to Section 4, the fol~

lowing:

"Any person processing in more than one location shall be given sep-

arate allotments for each location. Tags issued to an application or to a

subsidiary or affiliate of an applicant for one location may be exchanged

through the Control Committee for tags for other locations operated by such

applicant, subsidiary or affiliate. In determining the ability of an appli~

cant to produce the combined ability of all ai filiated interests may be con-

sidered. w

That is in the present marketing agreement and license and we ask that

it be included in this, the purpose of that being that there are cases where

processors have operated distinct operations located at different points,

operati -nss that receive separate allotments, inasmuch as they are affiliated,

or one is a subsidiary of the other because of financial interest through crop

ownershi or otherwise. We feel, that these affiliated interests should be

permiteed to adjust their allotments among themselves by the exchange of tags.

We further feel that their combined ability should be considered in

asking the combined allotment to the processor.

PR. SIDING 05 . ic:..l GIJTOiJD: That proposed amendment will be identified

is Exhibit No* 18 and ic ordered made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Art-
icle IV, Section 4, as paragraph 11,

1 500
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submitted by Mr* Speh, was
marked "Exhibit No. 18" anc

ie attached to this record.)

PRESIDING OFFICER:01m)BD I Have you any further amendments?

MR. fcPJK: Yes, sir.

*u P^BEIDISG OillCH. (S-JFimi Proceed.

MR. SPEH: !* ask that Section 4, .article IV, be still further amend-

ed by the addition of paragraph 12, whic reads:

"Where a contracting processor-aandler sells, leases or otherwise

disposes of the ownership or control of part or of all his ti ./b^r land or

lease upon the basis of which an allotment has been made- to hiia a propor-

tionate share of hie allotment shall accompany such transfer; provided,

however, that the processor or lessee shall establish to the satisfaction

of the Secretary his ability to fulfill the amount of the allotment accom-

panying such transfer."

PBESIDIHG OFFICE!' GIFJOED: That proposed amendment will be identify d

as Exhibit No. 19 and made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to

flight mt* ihv ftfefiM aa Article IY, Section 4, to be added as

paragraph 18, submitted by Mr. Speh,

was marked "Exhibit iJo. 19" and is

attached to this record.)

PRESIDING &WZGM GIEF0ED: Do you care to explain that, Mr. Speh?

ME. WAFD: Mr. Cheirman.

PRESIDING OITICS QWFQBD: Mr. Ward.

MR* WARD: that last amendment you read, Mr. Speh, I think we have

discussed that somewhere before at sometime?

Do you want to ado in there that they shall, provided a man wants

it? I mean, y u don't want to force a man to take it. I mean taat might
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be interpreted to mean that.

¥R. SPEH: I ml^-ht say this provision is in our present marketing

agreement and license and we are asking that it be added now under that.

e have had considerable discussion and we have been called upon to make

rulings as to whether such transfer was compulsory or not f and if I am not

mistaken, the ruling has been that such transfer is not compulsory.

MR. ft'ABDi I want to clear that point up, so that we don't have to

decide it again without some legitimate reason for havine* to do so. We had

better clear up that point in making our record and in writing the new pact*

PBIiEIDlJiG OtTlCiix GliFQKD: Have you any further amendments under

this section?

Mis. BABXA&Of I Mr. Chairman.

FJRPIBING 0FJ1C GI1P0KD: Mr. Barkalow.

MR. BABKAlQWi Mr. fpeh.

m* E'
rm: Yes, sir.

LOW: In view of the fact that the ruling ycu refer to will

have no effect with respect to thte new agreement, don't you feel that you

Bight make the change suggested in your amendment?

m. ,:~mi I think it should be.

MB. B.'JRJ ALOW: Change the word nshall" to read "may1*.

MR. WARD: "Shall" if required by the put* chaser.

MB. S.PEH; Yes, it must accompany it if the purchaser asks for it.

It is not optional with the seller.

PRESIDING- OFFICI& GIFFOKP: Gentlemen, please don't all speak at

once. If you all talk at the same ti e the reporter cannot get your state-

ments in the record.

ME. £PEH: Should not be made optional with the seller, but it has
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been suggested that it may be made optional idth the buyer as to whether

or not he will accept that transfer.

MH. BAHKALOVf j Mr. Speh.

MR* SPMt Tee, sir*

"7-. B uRKALOtf I Bo you feel that you c^n go eo far as to set up in

here what the contractual relationship is to be between two parties, one

of whom may not be a Tarty to this agreement?

Mfr.'EPEH: I eay it has been suggested*

rersonally, I believe thr.t if both parties to a contract agr& to a

change, I thin!' that would be ample* I donit see how we can interfere, that

is, if the buyer anc seller under this clause discuss the matter and the

buyer states that he does not want or does not need the accompanying allot-

ment, why that relieves the seller.

MR. B&F&ALOir: Well, In vtew of t e fact that the one who buys in

this case may not be a party to this agreement, do you feel thot you can

write anything in here that is going to affect thst party one way or the

other?

ICt* £PEE: Well, if he bays for the purpose of processing the tur-

pentine snd rosin, of course, he automatically c>mea under the provisions

of thiB?

~
. B'PTALO**: He dees if he acquires it end applies to you for a

quota, does he not?

UP-., SHiHs Ho, because this will transfer to hi s proportion of that

allotment so he can operate, because there It an allotment under which he is

operating.

He would undoubtedly have to go through a form though of registering,

•ome form of application, so we w uld know to whom to se d the tags.
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MB. BARKALOW! Well, he won't come under this agreement until he has

handled some naval stores in interstate co.rieree, will he?

' ' m. SFEH: No, sir.

MFi. BAPKilLOW: Then how could you write a provision in here which is

going to affect him before he becomes a party to this agreement or comes

under the order?

MR# SP1H: you are M

SR. BAJ&AlOff: Surpose you find he can't establish to your satis-

faction his ability to fulfill the quota, he never comes under this agree-

ment at all, then he can't handle in interstate commerce. What you set up

here is to regulate the seller.

ME* SPEH: Who is already under your marketing agreement. You state

that when he sells he shall deliver with it a proportional amount of the al-

lotment. So, y u have jurisdiction over him.

MR. BABKALOW s Well, suppose the man who buys should want that allot-

ment to go to someone else, or suppose he only wants half of the allotment?

MR. SFEHt Well, as I have stated, I have maintained that those two

parties may enter into such an arrangement as they wish. This states, how-

ever, if the buyer wishes his proportional part he can insist upon it, but

he does not have to accept it according to my interpretation* Two parties

to the contract may agree upon something which is satisfactory to both.

PHIBIDj NG OFFICER GI HQF® : Is there any further discussion under this

section?

(No response.)

PRESIDING OFTLCm GIFFOPD: If not, let's take up Section 5, page 18.

That has to do with the method of allotment of wood naval stores.

MR, SPMt We suggest the following amendment to paragraph 1 of Gee-
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iion 5, to make it read as follows:

"Method of allotment of wood naval stores amend to read 'no coatract-

ing handler receiving an allotment of wood naval stores shall market a vol-

ume of wood naval stores in excess of his allotment which shall be fixed for

him by the Secretary. Ho contracting handler shall handle any wood naval

stores which are in excess of such allotment and do not bear a tag, mark or

other evidence to show that allotment requirements have been complied with.***

PRESIDING GFIICI& GSFFOED: This proposed amendment will be identified

as Exhibit No, 20 and made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Art-
icle XV, Section 5, paragraph 1, sub-
mitted by Mr* Epeh, was marked "Ex-
hibit Ho# 20," and is attached to this
record.

}

DR. GOLD: Mr. Chairman*

PRESIDING QP2?eJ® G3OT0KD: Dr. Gold.

DK. GOLD: Mr. Speh, I understand you have written the words, the

quantity of naval stores marketed for the wood group in your proposed amend-
-

ment

.

Will you read the proposed amendment again, please?

MR. &fWl "Method of allotment of wood naval stores — amend to read

'no contracting handler receiving an allotment of wood naval stores shall

market a volume of wood naval stores in excess of Hi allotment which shall

be fixed by him" — rather, — which shall be fixed for him by the Secre-

tary. No contracting handler shall handle any wood naval stores which are

in excess of such allotment and do net bear a tasr, mark or other evidence to

show that allotment requirements have been complied with.'"

DH. GOLD: Ie that an amendment to section 5, paragraph 1?

MK« SPEHt We are asking that be paragraph 1.
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DP. GOLD: Yes.

MS. SPEE: Now, my next amendment is to amend what is now paragraph

1, making it paragraph 2.

DB . GOLD: All right.

Hi E£ IDING OFFICER G2FF0BD: I understand this is just offered as an

additional r>aragra?)h to this section?

MB. iVEfti To be marked No. 1.

PRESIDING OFFICER (SFFORD: Ho. 1.

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

TfiBeiDlSJG OarUGSfi GIFFORD: The other paragraphs will be renumbered

consecutively.

MB. SPSS: Yee, sir.

PRESIDING OFFICII! GIFFORD: All right, just so we might understand it.

MR. B/JEFALOW: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OIFICER GIFFOKD: Mr. Barkalow.

lflK« BAPFALOVV: Before you go to the next one, do you want to accept

this amendment?

PRESIDING OFFIC;JR GIFFOftD: It has been made a part of the record as

Exhibit No. 20.

KB. fPEH: Mr. Barkalow was going to ask something.

PfU&IDISG (OTICER GIFFOKD: This one will be El.

MR. SPSH: No, this is SO.

Vh TIDING 0 : IC .: Oil ' OhD: This new one will be number 21, instead

of 20, then. It will be ordered made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Article IV,
Section 5, paragraph 2, now paragraph 1,
submitted by Mr. Speh, was marked "Exhibit
Ho. 21" and is attached to this record.)
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MR. B/JHTALOW: Mr. Speh.

MP. SPEH: Yes, sir,

MR. BARKALO?/: The amendment provides, I believe that no processor

of wood navel stores shall handle any wood naval stores. You have used the

word "wood" twice. Do you contemplate thnt there mirht be a case where the

handler of wood naval storee might attempt to market some gum naval stores?

RFf. £PF.H: ^ell, he would eeme under the provisions of gum naval stores

handler*

MR. BAPKAL0W! I have raised that point because 1 notice over here

on page 14, when you submitted ygur amendment there, you left out the word

"gum* which Is now in here, and there you said "no contracting processor

shall market a volume of naval, stores —

"

You did not say "gum naval stores.

*

I th-ught you did that because you thought they might at some time

It ndle some wood. i3etter so, then over here, if you think the wood group

mm that is , juet to market — because y;u have used the word "market" there

aave tfoelr smsftber* &«vaK.$ed ••tie

that they might attempt to market s me of the gum, that they would then be

exempt?

ME. £PlH: Section 4, paragraph — you mean at the bottom of page 14?

MB. BARKALOW: That is right.

ME. ST%Ei The amendment says:

HNo Contracting processor-handler shall market a volume of gum naval

stores in excess of his allotme.it, which shall be fixed for him by the Secre-

tary in a manner provided in this section.*1

Mfc. BAfijft&cfri Then you did read the word "gumr, because I had the

word an d then 1 struck it out.

IT. . SPEH: I am sorry.
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ME. BARKALOW i Then you do intend "gum" to be in there?

ME. SFEH: Yes, sir.

MR, BABTALQW; And you do intend "wood" to be in here?

MR. SPM; Yet, sir. ve feel that if the wood naval store har&ler

handles gum, of course, he is controlled by the other, and vice versa*

We ask next what is now marked paragraph 1 of Section 1 to be changed

to paragraph 2, and amended to read:

r,The Secretary shall determine the quantity of wood naval stores

marketed by each handler during the calendar year 1934* H

PRESIDING omcm GIi
:F0ED: That will be admitted in evidence and

identified a* xnibit No. 21.

(The proposed amendment to Art-
icle IV, Section 5, paragraph 2, now par
agraph 1, submitted by Mr. £peh, the las:

above ordered made a part o t the record
as exhibit So. 21, was previously reeeiv
ed in evidence, marked, Exhibit No. £1 an--

attached to this record.)

VK. S'FEH: Of course, Mr. Chairman, the subsequent paragraphs will

have their numbers advanced one each.

. BAPEALOW: Is that the only amendment you have there, Mr. Speh?

ME. SFEH: Yes, sir.

I Ti . BABKALGWi In view of the fact that with respect to that gum you

have provided that the Secretary shall fix the allotment in the way set forth

in that section, don't you care to have the same provision over here to the

effect that the Secretary shall determine the allotment of the processor-

handlers of wood naval stores in the manner provided here?

If you don't do th»t you haven't provided that the Secretary will fi;

the allotment for the year 1938. All you have done is to provide that he

shall determine the yardstick.
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VR* SPSS: I believe I pointed out the need of making all the changes

all the way through here to comply with similar requirements as given under

"pum" when we discussed this ma i ter of limiting the wood naval stores group*

MK* BARKALOW : Well, do you feel that the effect of this provision is

that it empowers the eeretary to fix the wood allotment?

Ae I say , all you have done ie to say that the Secretary shall determine

their allotments in the year 1934 , which is to he the yardstick which he ie to

apply* but you have not said that with that as the basis, with what ie in 2,

3 and 4, he will then determine the allotment for the year lfc£6 for the wood

naval stores group*

lm I correct in that point?

MB, SPEHi I must adult that I believe you are* Therefore, we would

have to include in that —

. B.'RT. : Then it would he my suggestion that such a proviso be

added to recti on 5 as you have for the gum, and that it start right out with

the idea that the Secretary is to fix the allotment for wood just as he would

for gum. Then you set up under that a guide limitation for the Secretary

under which he must act when he fixes that allotlosnt*

MR. BP3SE: Possibly let me read the other amendment that we introduce

s paragraph 1, which becomes a new paragraph*

"Ho contracting handler is receiving an allotment of wood naval stores,

all market a volume of wood neval stores in excess of his allotment which

hall be fixed for him by the Secretary* 0

KR» BAEFJLLOW: Then you add, "in the manner provided in this seetion".

m. fPEH: I see*

MB* BAEEALOWi So that the Secretary is not left up in the air with
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no ruidance on limitation. Yon w.uld give him a yardstick.

. ' By merely addln? after oW present amendment the words,

"in the manner provided la this section",

MR. BARTAXOW: Yes.

DR. GOID: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFIC'B GirTOHD: Dr. Gold.

DP. GOLD: Mr. £peh, your amendment No. 21 is as I understand, the

allotment based for wood processors, is that so, as used in your newly num-

beree paragraph 3, or paragraph 2, which i.B amendment So* 21, becomes the

allotment base for wood processors.

MR, SPKH: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD: You have used the term "the quantity of wood naval stores

marketed in the calendar year, " is that ri^it?

MB* SPIlH: "Marketed by each handler during the calendar yearw .

DR. GOLD i In your opinion may that quantity not be different from the

actual allotment in 1924?

I am setting up an hypothetical example. If the wood industry had

large stocks an<? disposed of its stocks in 1934 the quantity marketed would

probably be in excess of the actual allotment of 1935, is that not rig^it?

ME. £§Hl : Yes, sir.

DP. GOLD: That is all.

PRIStDIMO omCER GIFFGKD: Is there any further discussion on this

section?

(No response.

)

PF hiri a OFFICER GIJ'?OB»i Does anyone wish to make any further com-

ment as to paragraphs 5, 4, 5, 6, and 7?

(No response.)
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- SIDING on ICKR GIFKSiD: I think for- th© purpose of the record you

should at least ttate what the plan is and that you feel that is a practical

plan. * it

Mil* SPEH: we feel that the plan here follows the plan set aside for

the plan bein? used by the allotment of gum naval stores.

II provides for the setting aside of 3 per cent for new processors

of wood naval stores. Inasmuch as they do not have a condition requiring

secondary allotment under the wood group, there is no need of that.

The peculiar conditions within that industry do not create the dis-

tress condition that is found in the gum industry. Therefore, it has not

been considered necessary to ee$ aside anything as a distress pool.

After having set aside the 3 per cent for the new processor of wood

navel stores, it provides for 12ie method of allotment of the remainder vol-

ume to be marketed, to that group.

It provides further for the same days* notice to each processor, and

also provides that the Control Coinrcittee shall check accurately all informa-

tion supplied, similar to that of gum.

ICR. BJJRKALQW: Mr. Speh.

MP. SPEH: Yes, sir*

MB. BARK&LQWi With respect to the gum group you have provided through-

out that the Secretary shall set aside these amounts?

ME. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. BA2KAL0W: Don't you want to have the same provision in here?

ME. S?M*. I was just turning to that.

* I think those corrections should be made. Would that be in the fonn

tf an amendment or correct! ns?
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PRESIDING QFMCUR GIS'ifORD: If it is satisfactory it is not necess-

ary to make a formal amendment as to a naatter of that kind. If in discuss-

ing it it should become apparent that a marketing agreement would be sub-

mitted, in paragraph 6 an paragraph 7 f where it says "Control Committee*

ta»t should be made to read "Secretary" is that rig^it?

MR. SPEH: I think under "gum* the Control Committee would cheek.

PRESIDING OFFICE: GIFFGPD: Just unrier Section 7?

2 MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

PRESIDING MfsMi GIJTORD: Rather paragraph 7.

MB. SVMi Under 7 the Secretary should make the allotment,

RESIDING 0F81CER GIITORB: All rigit.

MR • BAREALOW: Mr. Speh.

MR, S~°Wi Yes, sir.

Wk* BAREALOW: With respect to the action of the Control Committee

in paragraph 3, now 4, where the Control Committee sets aside 3 per cent

to be allotted to new processors, don't you feel the Secretary should ret

that aside just as he did for the gum?

MR. EPLH: Yes, sir.

DR. GOLD : Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OETIC&h GMTQEDj Br. Gold.

DR. GOLD; Why don't you say — why do you set aside Z per cent for

the new wood processors and 2 per cent for the new gum processors?

Well, maybe I can phrase the question another way.

Do you believe the amount set aside for new processors of naval

stores should be the same for all branches of the industry?
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MH. SPEH: I would think that would be the proper procedure and it

would look ae trough that would be the only procedure you c uld follow because

if you set aside the percentage for th3 wood different from that being set

aside for the gum it will have an unequal effect upon the old processor, than

from the old processor uader gum, giving him a different percentage of the

total allotment

.

Dh. GOLD: In other words, you would feel that whatever the Secretary

would find to be neeessary to set aside to the aew processor should be ap-

plied to both gum and wood?

MP* BARKALOW: Yes, sir.

Itg. NEWTON: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OJTICJHR GIFFOED: Mr, Newton.

MR. EEWTGN: My information is that probably the economic unit for

wood would be not less than about 5,000 unit3, and 1 doubt if tgytfeiag else

less than 3 per cent — assuming the gtan allotment to be a proximately 100,

000 — may be too small, and for that reason I felt that 3 per cent would

be about right because if come new plant w uld come into operation they

would need at least that much to do business.

That is my information.

MB. WAFB: And there is the further difference that there are no

other deductions made then the 5 per cent for the wood* There are deduc-

/gum besides the deductions made for
tions made for new processors. It is a tesT pool, for instance.

MR. BiLKKAlOW ; Mr. Sp«k,

ME. fPEH: Yes, sir.

MR . BAKKAL0W: Do you feel that this system of allotment for wood

naval stores is equitable, that it is based upon a uniform rule which will

distribute the burden equitably among all wood naval stores processors?

1 6.513
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MR. £PEH: Yes, sir.

ME. BAKKALOW: Could you supply for the record the basis of the per-

centage which was selected, as you did for the gum?

MB. £P£Hi That 3 per cent?
;i? t v,„

jt
. f.

....

MR* fr&BEALQW: Yes.

ME. LP£H: Well —

. BiiBKALOW: We have had some discussion of it but if you. could

supply the reasons for haying this fixed at 1 per cent and the facts and

circumstances and opinions which were taken into consideration in arriving

at the 3 per cent, I think you should do so.

ME. SPEH: Yes, we could contact members of the wood industry and get

their opinions on it.

The reason I have hesitated on this, I feel as though I am probably

a little bit out of my class on it, and I did not want to commit myself to

something which I was not familiar with the details of*

PRESIDING OPTIC:,! GIEFOBD: /ire there any further questions under

that paragraph?

(Ho response*)

PE^IDIKG 015'EQPP: If not* we will take up section 6, having

to do with appeals*

MR. SPSS: Section 8 merely provides mean£ of the contracting handler

filing an appeal to %h* ecretary through the Control Committee if he is

dissatisfied with his allotment, and 1 believe complies with the intent of

the Act in permitting such appeal.

ME. BENEDICT : MR. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFEtCHB GIFJQED: Mr. Benedict.

ME. BMEDICTs I would like to eug est five days* notice, that the
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five days' notice be increased to ten.

PHE&IDIHG QmCKR GIITaPDi Would you care to state the purpose of

the additional time?

ME. MHEDICT: Five dayB requires almost perfect mail communication.

It does not allow for the absence of anybody, I mean temporary absence. It

is just as short as you can make it. I don't think it ie a reasonable

amount of time.

DE. GOLD: Mr. Chairman,

PRBSIDJNG OWlcm GEFFOKD: Dr. Gold.

DH. GOLD; Five days after the receipt of notice, Mr. Benedict, Is

not sufficient time?

MR. 3EKEDICT: I cbn't feel that it ie , no.

BE. GOLD; Do you mean that it takes more then five days to prepare

the statementt

ME. BENEDICT; It might, I mean the way us turpentine people hooke

:

up«

m. KELLY; Mr. Chairman.

PRAISING WttCm C . i vV.D: Mr. Kelly.

MR. 1ELLY; I rather agree with Colonel Benedict because of this

fact, a lot of ue fellows- are away from home, we may be out in the woods,

and I understand that if your letter is mailed you are supposed to have

gotten delivery, I mean mailed in the proper time, you are supposed to

i

receive it, and so I believe his request for that change is not unfair.

MR. BAKKALOft: Mr. Kelly, 1 don't know whether you are familiar with

ection 8-C , 15~a of the Act which provides that at any time that the hanc-

er feels that any provision of the order is not in accordance with the law
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he can file a petition I ith the Secretary without reference to five days

or any other limitation which may be laid down by this agreement.

In view of that fact do you feel that you still need more time here

in that? If this thing should not get to the committee in time it would

still be considered under the Act itself, and as I see it all this is for

is so that they can cuiekly dispoee of those things which do Come to theft

without depriving you of your rights which is guaranteed by the 3a w to

file a petition at any time about any part of the order which to your mind

is not in accordance with the lew.

HE* KEJ^-.Y; I did not have thet in mind* With that provisioa

there I think the proposition is all rigut*

MR* BENEDICT: Mr* Chairman*

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOKD: Mr. Benedict.

MR* BENEDICT; May I ask if the government guarantees to handle it

as quickly as we are forced to?

PRESIDING QFHCIFv GIFPOM>: It depends upon where it goes, but they

try to get it out of the way just as quickly as pos ible*

Is there anything further under article IV?

(No response*

)

PRESIDING tmtCm QIWQWi If not, we will refer back to Article

II* Turn to Article II on the Control Committee, Section 1.

Off the record now*

(There was a discussion off the record*)

PRESIDING QFFICIH GIFFGED: Section 1.

MB. SPEH: This deals with the membership* It provides that the

Control Committee shall consist of 15 members, nine of whom shall represent

I
'
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contranting handlers of gum turpentine and rosin; two wood turpentine and

wood rosin; two factors, sad two handlers who are distributors*

It provides that ,he secretary shall a point the members of this com-

mittee.

It provides further that the Secretary shall be assisted in such sel»

ection by the industry and the respective groups indicating their preference

by placing before him nasaes.

Inasmuch as the season — inasmuch as we are right on the new season,

allotments must be considered, applications sent out and the necessary mach-

inery started, and it was felt that there will be considerable delay in ar-

ranging for a mail vote on nominations, and anticipating that, or believing

that there would be sufficient number of people in attendance at the meetin ,

that an expression of opinion could be obtained, and it is provided that the

Secretary may select members of the Control Committee to serve from bow until

July 1st, 1936 in lieu of holding the regular nominations of what might be

considered a primary.

The names are left blank hers with the view that certain suggestions

be made upon the basis of which the Secretary might make — might be guided

in his selection.

There is one serious change other than that from the present setup oi

the Control Committee, The present personnel of the Control Cotcmittee is

divided by having one memb-r represent the states of North and South Carol-

ina; ttljtl represent Georgia; three represent Florida, one represent Alabama*

and one represent Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas.

It has developed because of more accurate information that the pro-

duction by states, the relative production by states
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ie somewhat different than that representation; £o inasmuch, as Georgia

in 1934-1935 produced a 'proximately 56 per cent of the total production

and Florida produced 27 per cent, that tie re should be an adjustment in

the proportion of representation from those states. Therefore the pro-

posed marketing agreement provides that there shall be four from Georgia

and two from Florida.

It provides that there shall c ntinue to be one from ;3orth and

South Carolina; one from Alabama and one from Mississippi, Louisiana and

Texas, making the total number remain as it is today.

While this was a somewhat disproportionate representation between

rlorida and Alabama, Alabama producing not quite 9 per cent of the total

reflecting the geographical distribution, the importance of Alabama, its

Production being under somewhat different conditions than that of Georgia

and Florida, nnd also that its neighbor states, Mississippi, Louisiana

and Texas, that they should be given representation, and course, the

minimum that you could give would be one.

Through Itorth and Soutfc Carolina th conditions and problems are

somewhat different than they sre in Georgia and those states work very

closely in handling their problems, and it was felt that they should ccn-

inue to have representation, although the combined production of those

two states ie but 3.7 per cent of the total of gum, nevertheless the

smallest that you could assign would be one, and so that accounts for

the division which we feel to be fair and equitable to the industry*

MB* BARKALOW: Mi. £peh.

MR* iJm i Yes, sir.

Hl« BARKALOW : Could you give ue the production figures, the per-

centages for Georgia and Ilorida?
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MB* SPiOI: The production for Georgia is 55.3 per cent end Florida

27 per cent.

;u . ftiRJULGWit So, the relationship between the two states was set

as near as possible?

MR. £PiH: Yes, sip. It provides in subsequent paragraphs that

this percentage jsay be adjusted from time to time, as amended.

As far as representation by the gum group compared to that of the

wood proup, we have the gum group with nine and the wood group with two;

in other words two-elevenths and nine-elevenths is about the percentage

that the gum and wood bear to one another, ao th.t we felt that is a fair

representation.

Ml-. &3KAL0fr: Would not your percentage be nine and nine-fifteenths

and two-fifteenths, because they are all members of the same board?

MB* SPEH; I was comparing —

ME. BaRKALOW' : Which i© — just the strength of those two groups?

MB* SP£H: I was just comparing the strength of those groups, be-

cause they are both contracting processors*

ME* w~ARD: Since the function in the wood group is that of process-

ors and also their own dealers, isn't the relationship between them changed

by reason of that fact? It ir two to thirteen rather than two to nine.

MR. BABKALOW: Mr. £peh*

ME. S?EH: Yes, sir.

til* BAKFALOW: Would you care to discuss the represnntatives of the

dis ributors and factors in the same way you have the wood and gum groups?

mr. EBEH: I would much prefer if someone of that group would care

to discuss it, If not, i will be glad to state that the Control Committee
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discussed the matter at some length and felt that it was giving to the

respective croups a combined representation of four out of fifteen. In-

asmuch as the big problem here was that of allotment their interest wasn't

as groat.

The two factors it was felt could adequately represent both geo-

graphical distribution of factorage business as well as probably the rela-

tive size. It was expected nominations would permit the Secretary to

select one factor which would represent the larger interests and in prob-

ably a certain sec - i on, a^ieL the other factor would represent a smaller

factorage interest, and al^o at the same time another section of the coun-

try.

The same would be true of representatives of the distributors,

namely, the Secretary could select from the names suggested one distribu-

tor representing the handlers of large volumes and one handling the small-

er volumes, thereby having both types of interest represented.

HariDlNG OFFICE GI1K&B: Is there anyone else who cares to dis-

cuss section 1?

(No response.)

PTESIDING OFilCm GUI'CRD: If not, we will go to the question of

suggesting names to represent these various interests, as to the distri-

bution of membership of the committee.

MK. BENEDICT: Mr. Chairman.

mmimm WHOM cmo D: Mr. Benedict.

MR* : BENEDICT: Speaking for Georgia, Mr. Chairman, I would be glad

to suggest that the present members of the Control Committee be continued,

and for the fourth one, Mr* iowler.
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PRESIDING OFFICHP GIFFORD: tfhat is his full name?

' ' MB. B 1 INDICT: J?imes Fowler, Soperton, Florida.

PRESIDING OFFICE JJIFFOKD: As far ae the Secretary is concerned he

will be glad to have anybody Make any suggestions they desire,

ME. WARD? It Bight be well to suggest two each for those to be

selected, I mean tws names out of which one would be selected.

rKiriDING OFFICER GI r FOKD: If there are no further suggestions on

that —

¥F. BOYFI&: Mr. Chairman.

••pt:sil)P:G o:ncv. GIFFCeD: Mr. Boykin?

MR. feOYHF: I had in mind some other names,

MP:. B/OTDICT: Mr* Chairman, i have been informed there is one

member of the Control Committee from Georgia who will not serve* If that

be true —

PREfIDI'JG OTTIcrSB GIJTOiflD: We want it understood that we would like

to have at least two selected for every appointment there ie to offer, so

that if eases of that Mnd would arise the Secretary, in the event he should

act, would have some names to act upon* So, if you have any names to euggest

we would b: very glad for you to do so*

MP. BOYKIN' Mr. Chairman, Mr. Benedict is better acquainted with

the operators in Georgia than I am*

PRESIDING OITICER GIFFOW): T

^e will h ve five minutes intermission,

so that you can ret your slate fixed up.

(Whereupon a short recess was taken).

PRcTIDING OFFICE GIFFOH): For the purpose of the record, tie

record made at the public hearing held for the gum turpentine and gum rosin

fcT^
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processors, upon which was established agreement No* 36 and License No. 37

which license was issued by the Secretary of Agriculture, March 9, 1934 #

effective at 12:01 o'clock a, m. Aastern Time, March 13th, 1934, anc. which

agreement was issued and executed by the Secretary of Agriculture February

20, 1924 and effective at 1S:01 a. m. Eastern Standard Time February 1st,

1934 and made a part of this record by reference only.

The record of public hearing upon which License IJo. 37, as amended,

was issued by amended license for gum turpentine and gum rosin processors,

which amended license was issued by the Secretary of Agriculture June 27th

1934, effective at 18:01 a* m. Kastern Standard Time, June 28th, 1954, is

madea part of this record by reference only*

The record of public hearing which was held for an amendment to

License No. 37, being amend©d license for gum turpentine and gum rosin

processors , which license was i. ?:ued by the Secretary of Agriculture

December 27th, 1954, effective 12; 01 a. m. ^astern Standard lime, December

31, 1924, is made a part of the record by reference only.

The record of public hearing held on License No* 77, upon which was

Issued License No. 77, being license for agents, factors and co .mission

merchants engaged in the marketing, handling and/or distribution of Cauda

gum, treated gum, gum turpentine and/or gum rosin, wnieh license was

iscued by the Secretary of Agriculture July22th, 1934, and effective 12:01

o'clock a. m. Eastern Ctandard Time, July 14th, 1934, is made a ?• rt of

the record by reference only.

The record of public hearing upon which License Ko. 78 was issued,

being license for the distribution of crude gum, treated gum, gum turpen-

tine and/or gum rosin, which license was issued by the Secretary of Agri-

culture, July 33 th, 1934, and effective 12:01 a. m. Eastern Standard Time

; %I A tmt
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July 14th, 1934, is made a part of the record by reference only*

Now, are ther* names that can be suggested to represent the Control

Committee for the tate of Alabama at this tfcaaf

m. S3YEIN: Mr. Chairman.

mriDlNG 03: FICER GIFFGEB; Mr. Boykitt.

ME. B0Y£I&: I would suggest M. T. Stallworth, Mobile.

J*. R. Frine, Summerdale, Alabema.

PREMISING OFFICII GIFFOKD : Any others? Give us the full names for

the record, please. .IsSu

MP. BOYHN: J. A. Starbrough, Yellow Pine, Alabama*

£&• : This is off the record now.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

MB. WAHID: What was the second one?

Il!t« 7 , R» Trine, Suoi-.isrd-3.lr- , ifffrffjtn

BsEPIETHG IKTCI^ GliTTCRD: Are there any other names to be suggested,

any other suggestions for the State of Alabama

t

(No response.)

fM&INW GIFPOHD: If not, is there anyone who desires to

make nominations for the ftates of Mi fisaippi, Iouisiana ana Texas?

MR. BCTKI^: Mr. Chairman, I desire to nominate Mr. E. M. Newton of

Wiggins, "ississi^pi,

Mr. Luther Slaekleflse.

r-mSTI-r:n GFTICET GIFKlFJ): How do you spell that?

MR. BOYKItf: B-l-a-c~k-l-e-d-g-e

.

His address is Saucier, Mississippi.

\ ID. liG GFF1C33R EXFFCKD: Are there any further nominations from
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Mi efciBSippI, Texas and Louisiana?

(No response.)

^akPHEeiDIKG OFFICER GIFFOH): If not, for the states of North and

S uth Carolina*

MR. NEWTON : Mr. Chairman.

Pf?F£ TD1V& OFHCB GIFFOHD: Mr. Newton.

MH. fffiSTOT: I want to surest ?'r. W. L. Hhoftes, 1 still, South Car-

olina.

Iff}. D* J. Herrin, Wilmington, .Vortr. Carolina.

'.-IWEIDIHG OIFIOIP GIFFORD: Are there any other nominations to rep-

resent i.he two Carol! nas?

(No resp nee.

)

PRKPIDING OITICSPi OIFFOHD: The |ate of Florida, does anyone desire

to make nominations for the 'tate of Florida?

KB. TAGBERT: Mr. Chairman, 1 Bomiaate Mr. E. L.Black.

"'PPTIBINO OFFICE! GIFFOPD: We want four names suggested please.

MH. BLiCK: Mr. Chairman.

"'Fiji. J IDING j}HC GriOfcD: Yes, Mr. Black.

EU BLACK: I understand that Mr. ?:eibert has nominated me.

PRESIDING TJblCER GIFFOH): Yes.

MR, BLACfT: It will be impossible f r me to serve. I have given the

best I have to the committee, and even if I was selected it would be im-

possible for me to serve, and in addition* I am considering very seriously

making the race for governor.

MR. fPEH: Off the record, now.

(There was a discussion off the record.)

MP. WEIBERT: I wish to nominate, Mr. Chairman, Mr. C. P. Kelly of
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Madison, I-lorlda.

MB. NEWTON: I would like to ftooinato Mr. A* F. Ballard of Do

Funiak Springe, Florida.

Also Mr. V. G. Phillips of aukula, ilorida.

I w- uld like to suggest Mr. George "all , #10 has been a candidate

for Control Committeeman or two or three timee and he made a very credible

showing with the operators in the number at votes that he received, George

W. Hall* His address is ^utnam Hall, Florida.

DP. GOID: Mr. Joseph.

m. 7fpW%i Yes, sir.

DB. GOLD: Do you want to sug est any names?

tt}. . JOSEPH: I suggest Mr. tt. E. McArthur of Jacksonville, Florida.

Also Mr. Jm T. Miller, interlachen , Florida.

f^KSlDlNG OFFICER GI1I0UHD: Are there any further suggestions for

those to represent the
[
tate of Georgia?

MR. BENEDICT: Mr. Chairman.

! IMUG OFFICER SLIT BDs Mr. Benedict.

KB. BE!'JED1CT: I have been informed, Mr. Chairman, since I made my

/'eetions that one of the members of the Control Committee has resigned,

d 1 would like to augreat these other names.

Mr. McCarthy, who is present, and also

Mr. A* V. Kennedy, of ^aycross, Georgia.

Mr. J. B. Davis, Albany* Georgia.

I
r. James 1 owler , Loperton, Georgia.

Mr. L. M. Autrey, Yaldoeta, Georgia.

Mr. Charles Glllican, H merviile, Georgia.

And Mr. J. A. 3owera, whose addreee I do not know.
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PRESIDING aFHCEF GI FJFORD : A** there any further suggestions to

represent Georgia?

MR. BOYXIW: I would like to nominate Mr. W* S, Booth of Manor,

Georgia, who waa present to testify.

PRESIDING OFFICII GIFFORD: Are there any further suggestions? If

not, who do you suggest tc represent the wood naval stores?

MB. HSWTON: Pardon me, Judge, I would like to add another name to

the list, that of Mr* T. S. Boykin of State Line, Mississippi.

MB* BOYKINj Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask Mr, Newton to with-

draw that nomination. It would be impossible for me, if selected, to serve

I could not possibly give it the time. Shortly after the first of the year

I am going into the lumber business and other business and different thing*

of that sort.

PRESIDING 1TICER GI FORD: Your statement is in the record.

Now, to represent toe w- d nsval stores, is there anyone here who

can make suggestions for them?

ME. H'7'TEDICT: Mr. Chairman.

^ SLIDING OF: ICKR GI FORD: Mir. Benedict.

MB* BENEDICT: I would like to mention, or nominate Mr« A* 3, Hixon,

Wilmington, Delaware.

Also, Mr. G. r. Tennent, Ifepewell, Virginia.

PRESIDING OFFICII? OIFFORD: Are there any further suggestions?

m. BABFA10W: Mr. Spell.

MR. STCT: Yes, sir.

MR. BaFK LOW: Have you any names to sugrest for the wood group?

UP-, NlffOSi I would suggest the nana of Dr. J, G* Kerr, i resident,

Eastern ine Chemical Products Company. That will identify him.
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OEJTCiR 01 : MX right. Are there any further nom-

i nations?

{SO response*)

PfcFUDING ©yyjCS CUimVi If not, nominations to represent the

distributors is next, Is t.eit a distributor here who can make some sug-

gestions for us?

MB* JQSKPHj There are not very many distributors here,

0 *'*ICx£ Q^fOM: Have you been sworn, Mr. Joseph?

MB* JOSEPH: No, sir,

f$;i£IDI*}G cmCft-. Gi'3 FGHD: Will you be sworn, please?

MR. JOSEHf; *es, sir*

TESTIMONY Of C. W. JQ££PH f

Jacksonville, Florida.

(The witness was duly sworn by the Presiding Otflcer,}

PKVilDING OVXSCUR GliFOHD: For the record, give the reporter your

full name, Mr, Josephs

MB* JOSEPH: C. W. Joseph, Jacksonville, Florida,

I think it Would be well to have Savannah and Jacksonville repre-

eented, one member from Savannah, and one from Jacksonville,

Spiff GOLD: Would you enumerate for us the men you think should be

included in that list?

Mg, JQCKPH: Well, say, Mr, Nash, Mr. Mustln, and Mr, Theus, and

one of them to be selected from Jacksonville , Mr, Lucas, Mr. Adameon and

Mr, Moller.

ERSSXBMG OFFICII GIFFCRD: I think we should have their full names.

MR. I have those, Mr. Chairman.

H*L£IDING IF ICER GIIFQKD; All right.
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MR. WARD: Mr. J. C. Nash, Savannah.

Mr. A. !• K# Mustin, Savannah*

Mr. Charles T. Theus, Savannah.

Mr. A. 6. Lucas, Jacksonville.

Mr* A. I. 4damson, Jacksonville.

Mr. Herbert B. Moller, Jacksonville.

BR. J. C. Kerr.

Mr. James H. McCormaek.

Mr. A. P. Nixon.

Mr. George R. Terment.

PRESIDING OIIICER GIJFGRD: Now, nominations to represent factors.

MB. BENEDICT: Mr. Chairman, I would like the privilege of nominat-

Mi. Millard Reese of Brunswick, Georgia.

PRESIDING 01 FICUT: GI-JOED: la need at least four najses.

MR. WEIBLi T; I should like to nominate Mr* fi. M. Wilsoa*

PRESIDING OFFICER GIIJORD: Is that H« M# Wilson?

MR. WKIB RT: H. M. Wilson, Jacksonville.

Also, Mr. W. J. Kelly, Jacksonville.

Mr. Herbert L. Kayton, Savannah.

;nd Mr . LZcJntoeh, ;.. T. Mcintosh, Savannah.

MR. BLACF: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFIICSR GIFFGRD: Mr. Black.

MR. BLACK: I would like to ask Mr. Weibert to be nominated.

MR. WEIBSRT: I am v ry sorry, but I cannot serve.

MB. BLACK i Mr. H. Weibert of Jackeonville.

Also, Mr. Chairman, Mr. W. B. Gillican, Homerviile, Georgia.
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And Mr, H, 2. dickersham, Pensacola, Florida, as a factor, nomin-

ated by Mr, Benedict.

Inn tl«o add Mr, T, J. Taylor of Mobile, to the dealer's list.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOBD: Now, is t'ere any further testimony to

be given under section 1 of article 2?

(flb response),

FREflDI^T OF'IC^ GIFFORD: If not we will adjourn at this time and

reconvene a1 7; 15 o* clock in this room.

(Thereupon, st 6:10 o'clock p, m, , a recess was taken until 7:15

o'clock p, m,)

•EVENING SBBSIOW

(The hearing was resumed at 7:15 o'clock p. m.

)

PFHIDING OFJICSR GIF10H) : The hearing will come to order, please,

and the record will show that the farther hearing of this matter is ad-

journed from the Assembly i:oom in the Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Florida

to Room 1018 of that hotel for the further hearing,

I hope ladies and gentlemen that this will be the last move we will

have to make.

At the time of recessing for dinner we were discussing section 1

of article 2, on the matter of the Control Committee, and X thought we had

completed it, but if there is anyone alee who has anything to say in ref-

erence to that *e will he glad to have therc offer their evidence.

MB. S?EH: Mr, Chairman,

PRESIDING OFFICE!. GIFFORD: Mr. Speh.

MB. S^EH: I think, if I am not mistaken somebody eooke to m© about
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adding the name of Mr. fc« 1» Benedict of Georgia to the names of Georgia.

FKESIDIMCr OfJIOHi c;i*rTHD: Someone requested that it be done?

m> SPKH: Yes, sir,

PRESIDING UMl vVXIFOBD.; Hie name will be added to the list,

MB, Bfftjjg Mr. } » 1, Benedict.

DB. GOLD; Mr, Chairman*

-HBEIDINO aUtXCKR <tt*FORD: Dr. (Sold.

Di3 . OOLDt Mr. Spoh, why was the Sate July, 1*36, set as the date

which the Control Committee should hold office?

MB. &*TOs It was felt that any changes in the personnel of the

Control Committee could be made at that time with lee© inconvenience Mad

lie! upsetting of the whole work of the ,/arketIng />greeo»at tnt..a at any

other time.

You have poae through the period of flawing sent out allotments roan

having made investigations, and having heard complaints and have adjusted

the various differences which might have arisen? the season ie now well

under way and things are running as smoothly as they will during that one

year, that calendar year. It is, however, he fox- e the time when you .are

/making allotments for any subsequent year or before you are
considering setting the crop, or making aay changes, for the subsequent year,

considering
so it would eeem that any changes made in the personnel would entail less

difficulty then than at any other time.

DB. GOLD: Do you have something further, *fr« Weinert?

Wh WBIBKRT: Yea, Mr. Chairman, I wish to offer an aerates at to

section 4, Method of allotment, 1 believe it Is*

Pm:l»im omrj Uince-X; Do you, neve four copies, please?

MR. WXXBBKT: Yes.

S 3 D
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rRKSIDl$G QYHQmR GIFFOKL: The proposed amendment will be identi-

fied is exhibit No. 22, wi 1 be admitted in evidence and made a p^rt of the

reoard.

iThe proposed amendment to Article 4, Method
of Allotment, submitted by Mr. Seibert, was marked
"Sxhioit Bo* 22" and is attached to this record.)

"BESlDIiiG QYSlCm GIITCRB: Do you want to discuss it now, Mr. .Veibert?

ME. WKIBKBT: 1 think it has been discussed. Shall i read it?

r^?UNG omc SIFFGRD: Yes, read it, please.

MR. WttBiRT: Section 4 - Method of -vLLotment - 'Processors who

process naval stores from leased timber or lands owned in fee simple and

are equipped with a complete still, houses and all that is neeetsary to do

a bona fide operating business , anc who processed in !So5 200 units or less,

shall not be compelled to accept lower allotments, snd if they processed

les than 200 units they shall not be prevented from increasing taeir

production to 200 units if they have or can procure the timber."

PRESIDING QFFICEB GIJ >0itD: This amendment just new introduced into

the record, you discussed it this afternoon?

ME. V;EI3n<T: Y?s, sif.

KIEIBING 0f?XCSB GIJ'FGKD: is there any fuithtr discussion of tbi»

proposed :i:aendment?

ME. SPHI: I presume, Ur . Chairman, thai the language of Ufit will

probably be changed. For instance, we say "quarters" instead of "houses".

MB. WSIBBRT: Yee.

ME. SPEH: 1 meant just so it does follow the other reference in the

Earke ti ng Agreement

•

Mfc. WExBliBT: Of course, the language can be improved.
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PRESIDING OFFICER GI FFOSflD : Is there anything further under Sec-

tion 1 of Article 2?

(Ho response.)

PRJFIDING OFFICER GIFFGRD: if not, we will take up —

MR. SPSS: Well, l«r. Chairman, we only discus- sea paragraph 1 of

section 1, I believe.

PREFTDIUC OPTiCm GI TOPD: That is ri$it, I was just calling for

paragraph 2, section £«

MR. SPEH: I thought jrott said we had finished section 1,

fftkeiSlW bmCSS GIFFORD: No, paragraph 1, If I did say that,

1 am sorry*

MR. SPEH: That is all right.

'TiESIDJNG OFFICE GUTTCRD: You may proceed.

MR. SPIH: Paragraph 2 of this section 1 merely provides the mach-

inery —

"PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFORD: Just a minute.

All right, you, sjay proceed.

MR. SPEH: It merely provides the machinery for the creation for

selection and nominati ns of the Control Comittees in yeans subsequent to

that ending July, 1936.

Paragraph 3 deals with the nine members representing the gum pro-

cessors*

Paragraph 4, with the two members representing wood naval stores.

Paragraph 5, with the two members representing distributors*

And paragraph 6, the two members representing factors, merely set-

ting up a meane of placing in nomination various names as suggested re ore-
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sentativss under those respective groups*

We hare no suggestions to offer on those.

PKSt"lDIHa 0IFXCS8 GIliQKD: Does anybody else dee ire to discuss

these two seeti >&s, paragraph Z % paragraph 3, paragraph 4, paragraph 5,

an 6 Paragraph 6 and 7?

MP, SPEH: Ho, 6 was the last.

F»*£IDIWG ffflffm GIFFOKD. /ire there any question*?

MB* BAHK*LO£: Mr. Chairman.

f'-RHtlPING OFUCEB GliTQfcl): Mr. Barkalow.

%m%&, I haven*t heard the discussion; I donH ioaow what

ie in the record.

PRESIDING Oi lC h GliiOKD: It is just merely a formal statement

of what they are; it is just the machinery for carrying into effect future

organization of the Control Board, and how they are constituted.

MB. B&REALCHT: Somebody has got my copy of the Act.

1 cannot roceed without it*

PBESIBITK} OFFICER GIFIQRD: We have had no discussion except a

fGrmal statement of what they are. That begins at paragraph 2 on dowQ&o

paragraph 6 of article 2.

MTu WAJ3D : Mr. Chairman.

SLIDING OFIJCP GIFFOHD: Mr. Ward*

MTt* Y&RD: Some discussion has appeared la the record previously

regarding the method of voting for members of the Control Committer, as to

whether or n t that vote should be cast per person, or by volume, and if it

is decided by anyone to make any further statement regarding that, or any

suggestion, or criticism of the plan of voting that is provided in this

proposed copy of the agreement , we would like to hear it now*
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(No resnonse.}

FREFI Ditto OFFICE ettSfGl^: Does anyone desire to put anything in

the record concerning tfcte eubjeet of Manner of Election?

MP. ",/RKAXO^: Mr. Chairman.

WTCFIHW? (/vie aimWDf »K. Bar*alow*

MR. BAFT-ALCW t Mr* Span, in paragraph 2, it says,

,*may nominate two persons ac successors to each of the four members

named herein to represent state of Georgia.*

I think nhat is meant there is two to represent certain handlers,

instead of the state of Georgia. They are not going to represent the state

of Georgia, sre they?

IIS* SPSHi I think that is rtfht.

Iff*. B&!$rALCft : Would you have any objection if that change were made?

Mfi. fPlHi I think by all means it should be made so as to represent

those contracting proee- sor-hanfllers in th> state of Georgia.

UK. B/;RKA10W: Sfow, the same thing a- lies all the way through.

S7TBH: The same applies all the way through, making similar

changes in reference to Florida, Alabama, Rorth and ; utb Carolina, group-

i ng Ml fcsi e s i nni , !o ui I iana an d Texas .

MP. MUfti Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING 01T1C r-. 01) F KB: Mr. Boyfcin.

t&. B0YI1W: ?»rdoa me, Mr. Chairman, for tbrct correction. I cer-

tainly would hs v? objected to the state of Georgia having more representa-

tion than t ; e state of Mississippi anywhere, ' ae* at any time.

HR» BjO&alcwj Hr. span.

m* SPJSH: Yee, sir.
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MR. BABK&LOW: Do you feel that therd has been established here an

adequate metnod for uelection of a Control Group?

MR. WMh I believe that the method set up will enable the Secre-

tcry to carry out the provision* of the Act whereby he may select the

Control Committee, and the machinery enables him to have the benefit of such

recommendations as the industry care to make, so as to enable the ecretary

to Comply as nearly as possible with what will oe the wishes of the res-

pective groups within the state or witnin the industry and without state

groups. I think it is a very happy combination of permitting aiembers of

the industry to h«ve e voice in the selection and at the same time does

permit the Secretary t- makre the selection in compliance ith the ^ct it-

self.

MB. BAEKALOW: Going o^er to paragraph 5, would you eare to make

any comment > ith respect to the way that provision will be applied? You

will notice it provides that each of the nine members, among other things,

shall be a contract! nr handler, and who is a resident of the state, or one

of the states.

What is the purpose of that provision?

MB. cPEH: We felt that if the man is to represent the state of Georgia,

or tqrenresent the processor to the state of Georgia, that he be of that

state; he should have a processing industry in tfcu t state; at least he

should be a resident of the state for whom he is reoresenting the process-

ors, and that is the requirement
4

ME* BARKALa'i Do you feel that the system of voting is equitable?

MB. SPEH: fff feel th : t the method of counting the votes by assign-

ing one vote to each ur,it-handler being a c ntracting processor is a fair

way. It represents the relative volume of interest of the man being
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regulated: it represents hie interest in the matter to a large extent; it

represents the number of people employed by him and benefitting by his

judgment just the same as they would benefit by his judgment throughout

a period of years on his selling on the market, or withholding, if he ex-

ercised good judgment, and why he is apt to be more successfully running

an operation, and he is in a position to pay his help better, and 1 be-

lieve in this case he is exercising his judgment on these various matters

and that judgment is reflected throughout his whole organization,

MR* BAHKALOW: Would you mind outlining for the record just the way

this system of nominations will work?

As I understand it there will be no candidates for nominations for

a specific place. There art to be 18 nominations and the nine who shall

be selected, from the 18, receive the highest number of votes successively,

it that right?

Could you outline for the record just how that is going to work, so

that there will be no confue: on when they begin to try to n-minute.

MB. SPEH: I can outline what i know to be the intenti -n, and which

I believe is carried out.

In the case of Georgia with its four representatives nominations

will be called for from the processors engaged in processing gum turpen-

tine, and gam roein in the state of Georgia. Each will vote for 8 members,

and th re will be assigned to each of those ballots the number of votes to

which that particular processor is entitled as shown by his allotment.

The eight names receiving the eifht greatest number of votes within

that state of Georgia and ballots cast by the processors of Georgia, will

be considered nominees for a place on thf Control Committee as representing

the processors in Georgia.
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The same would be true of the other states

•

As I understand, then, these 8 names will be sent to the Secretary

of ogri culture, and he must select 4 from those 8 names.

M£ . BAJflEALOW: How, could you outline for the record the method of

selection of the wood group under paragraph 4, the way in which you expect

that to be apnlied.

MR. JOSHFH: Mr, Chairman.

PRESIDING OBICER GHFORD: SET. Joseph.

MR. JOSEPH: Before we get on that, may I ask a question?

PRESIDING OFFICII!-. GIJFORB: Yes, sir.

HZU JOSEPH: I understand Mr, Speh to say they rote ghoee 8 aembers.

They wouldn't Tote but for 4 of the 8 member*.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFCfiD: Will you answer that question, please?

MR. SPEH: It is my understanding they will place in aomi nation,

8 names.

MR. JOSEPH: They vote for 4*

MP. SPEH: No, they place in nomination 8 names.

MR. JOSEPH: And each voter votes for 8?

MR. FPSH: Tes, when they place them in nomin tion, that constitutes

a ballot for those 8 names.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFQRD: So that there may not be any confusion,

I understand there are no candidates for nomination; is that right? That

statement Was made awhile ago.

MR. BARKALOW: Is it not true, Mr. £peh, that they can place as

many names in as they want, and then when the vote is counted for each

name, the 8 who receive the highest votes successively in Georgia will be
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nominees, that is to say, they may place in 10 or 12 name© and the names

who receive the highest votes will be the nominees?

ME. SPEH: That is not my understanding of it. I understood that

each processor is entitled to place in nomination two names for each repre-

sents tire who is In the state or group of states, that is, Georgia with

its four representatives would rnean that each processor within the state

of Georgia was entitled to place in nornix*, tion 8 names.

IP < 8AHKAL0W: Mr. S©eh, were you present at the discussion when

that plan which you discuss was in the agreement and the point was brought

out that they didn't want to have any candidates for any particular va-

cancy, and that they simply wanted to nominate names for the four vacan-

cies, with not a chance of any candidate going after a particular Vacancy,

so that it was thought they would put as many names as they cared to, any-

body could nominate anyone tney wished, and that they would all be submitted

to be voted on, and the first 8, in the ease of Georgia, would be the nom-

inees?

Do you remember that discusfcion.

MR. SPSS; I remember the discussion, but. { -^as under £k§ Uajreeeiea

the final decision —

ME. BABKALOW: How do you interpret this language there, each of the

ni:oe shall be selected by the Secretary from the eighteen nominees for

membership on the Control Committee who received the highest number success-

ively of votes cast from their state, or states?

Was not that particular language pieced in there for the reason that

I have suggested?

ME. SP5H: It was, but as I understand paragraph 2, may nominate, two

persons for eacb of the four in Georgia, fhat would mean they were to

nominate 8.
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MR. MCCARTHY: Mr. Chairman.

IBISIPIWO OFFIC1H GIJFORD: Mr. McCarthy.

MB. MeCABTKT: May 3 ask a question?

PRITIDING OFFICE G1FF0RD: Certainly.

MR. McCARlKY : What will happen if the processors Tote for only four,

whereas, he is required to vote for 8? Would his vote be coimted?

P ETIDISG QFilc: GI1F0RD: SHat is your plan about that, please,

Mr. Speh?

MR. SPEff: You cannot compel a man to vote, but I believe you can

stipulate the conditions upon which he is voting and the foim of that

ballot

•

MR. MCCARTHY: In a general election a man has the privilege of

voting for one man if be pleases, and scratch out the rest.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFGRD : In other words if there are 8 names on

the ballot and a man goes in and- goes for the top name —

MR. MCCARTHY: Yes.

HOBtBinG OFFIClR GIITORD: (Continuing.) Would they count that a

vote for that man?

MR. S?EH: In this case having no names on the ballot and merely

sending out a blank ballot, and in the case of Georgia, you request the

roan to incite in 8 names,

T7RS£IDi:iG OFFICER GIFFORD: Suppose he only writes in one, it ould

be a vote for that man?

MR. 6PE5: That could be counted a vote for that soan, and not as 8

votes .for tt at man.

MR. WARD: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFGRD: Mr. Ward.

If'"'" -5 :39
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MR* HAP?: That u the ?>oia! I Want to brin|| >«tt

I think probably ffr« KcCarthy ll trying to fill M0t if Jr.ic ll

cumulative, an<5 if a man could vote for one man 8 times as is cuetoreary

in the election of boards of directors, you own one share of stock, and

there are 10 members of the Boerd, you can vote 10 votes for one vote, or

one vote each for 10 votes, or two votes each for 5*

MR. «1cCaP1SY: My interpretation would be that if a man had 500

votes -mil yon only votes for one man, that man "would get the 500.

MB* WfD: WtaH he get eigr«t times?

ME. MftCARIFiY: No.

- MR. S^EH: That is my understanding.

MR* McCAitfBY: Ihat will certainly happen because this course of

procedure is certainly going to cost something*

Uh. KkSWOili Mr. Chairman.

"-.Ltimm oraciv' Gim)W: Mr* Kewton*

ME. NTM'CT: In case you asked for eight and they happened to vote

for nine, thet Woula be a void ballot, wo Idn't it? If through mi eta fas

they named nine, you wo 'Id have to void thst ballot?

Dir.* McCAPirfTr 1 wonder if thet should not be explained, Mr. Chair-

man?

FHE6IDING- 01 I CI:. 0I11-OKD: Does anyone have any suggestion to

clarify this so Ahat you will all get it just like you have it in your

minds?

•*«e 0&* WARD: Mr. Speh, if the Secretary under paragrach 3 icks 9

ftOJai txie 18 nominees who receive the highest number successively of the

votes cast from their state or states, do you feel that it will be nee-
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essary, for example, in the Case of Georgia, to nominate more than 8

persons?

MB. SFM; No, sir; if you nominate t&e 8 persons you have per**

Tided the Secretary wit; two for each one of the vacancies.

MR. #AJ?Dl But my point is this; he has to choose $ from the 18

receiving the highest vote successively cast in their state*

Now, if you only vote for 8 in Georgia, what is the use of voting?

There aren't out of the list isho receive the highest nlimber of votes

cast in their state? Why vote?

MB. £?*E&: Because all of the processors will not put the same 8

names on the ballots* inch processor will have his idea of 8 names*

One processor will put one list of 8 names, and another processor will

put another list of 8 names, and you tabulate each of those names.

MB. MCCARTHY! I wonder If it would not be a practical thing to

have the candidates for the position qualify and hav the names printed

on the ballots? It does not matter how many It would be, but just say

for the name to go on the ballot it must be proposed within a certain

number of days before the name is sent out, and have the names that are

proposed put on the ballots, and then put in there to vote for 8* If 12

names, say, vote for 8.

That would avoid a lot of votes for so many different people*

MR* WAJRP: Since there is no provision, Mr. McCarthy, for such as

you suggest, that is, pi cling out any names, there is no machinery for

these pre-noml nations* The only way you could do that would be to print

the names of all eligible electors or processor-handlers in the state snd

let a man take the whole list anS pick ut 8 and vote for them. That is

done frequently.
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MB* ficfr .RTHY: That would be too much*

M&* WAHD: I hare seen lists like that, two or three thousand

names

2fr* Speh, in order to clear up that point, and I believe the idea

you express is the one they had in mind when this was drafted, *hat any

man mi^t write in any name he saw fit, each man to write two for each

of the four vacancies*

In view of the fact that we find used in this paragraph the words

"may nominate", do you think it would help if we had there *may nominate

by inscribing the names on his ballot of two pardons as successors, so

that it is made clear that you are not ^oiag to nominate and then vote on

a lot. Each man is simply going to nominate hie choice for the two sue*

eessors for each place by simply inscribing their names on hie ballot.

Those are his nominations* Then, when all of the names coase in they will

be tabulated and counted and the 8 who receive the highest votes success-

ively will be the 8 nominees.

Bo you think that will ceear up the question?

• Just where do you menn that?

L * WAHD: Line 5, the last two words of line 5, paragraph £•

"May nominate by inscribing the names on the ballot two persons

as successors," etc*

MR, BFEEt: On pa,~e 6?

MR. WAHDi On page 5.

ME. tvm: Oh, on page 5?

MR. WAHD : Yes.

ME. £FJLH: Pardon me.

>« WiBB: Line 5,
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"May nominate by inscribing their names on bis ballot" or fbn

their ballots" - we nave a plural there - "two persons".

Do you think that would help the situation?

MR, 8PM: I think it certainly would tend to definitely state

just what is meant. If you do word it that way, 1 do not see how anyone

in Georgia would not realize that he has a right to place in nomination

8 names, and he will do it by writing those namee on the ballot.

Now, I want to ask a question, but you folks can't answer questions,

can you?

I think it well then that you add something so as to describe ^at

constitutes a proper ballot. In or<3er to do that you might say* "Shall

nominate by inscribing on the ballot two for each". Then they must, he

must do that. If he fails to do that, if he nominates 6 names instead of

8 —

MB. WARD: Aren't you afraid, Mr. Speh, that you are imposing too

great a penalty on a man? Suppose he should have an extra fame , would you

throw out his ballot because he carried an extra name on it?

MR. snil I believe you have the right to prescribe the conditions

under which you will consider a ballot being proper.

r. Y,"ABB: That is true, bat «f want fe resc sis of these men.

Now, there are some men away up in the woods there, that that rai^t

be confusing to.

MR. SPEH: I should not think there would be any man confused by

saying that he shall inscribe the names of two persons for each of the

four. That certainly is very definite.

MR. WAFD: Then, if he should name 6 you would throw out the ballot?

MB. FTMSH: I would do so; yes, sir, if that is the way you word it*

I 5&&
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MB. : Mr. Chairman.

1 1GZL ;X: I-.U-, ^vrton.

MR* NEWTON: I would like to make a suggestion.

g&ELJDISJG GFHC2R Gill Very welx.

)N: To word it, "not in excess of 8", that he has ft

rig t to nominate 8. In© fact that he does not nominate 8 should not

void his ballot, but if he nominates in exoes&, it should because you

would not know as to where above 8, which 8 he intended, but -ut in "not

in excets of 8".

Mb. BAJ&ALOW: What you mean there, 1 think, Mr, Newton, is that

it would then read, "May nominate by inscribing their names on the ballot,

not to exceed two persons as successors to each of the four,"

MR. KcCARlKX: fthy not leave it "May nominate two persons" and not

put in "exceeding"? It would follow that is what he was sup osed to do,

but it would not compel him to do it. Just leave it, H
!4ay nominate" and

if he does do it, you would have to co nt the ballots for whoever he

voted.

. . KALOtf: Mr, BeCarthy, if you did that, wouldn't you be al-

lowing a man to vote for more than his share; If he put in 10 names he

might vote for 8 of those that he cared to nominate anO then throw the

votes for B th- 1 bis friend cared to nominate* n .; vi .

R. McCAPlSiY: I think you would have to throw out a ballot that

voted for more than 8. It wouldn't be a ballot,

BAiXiLOW ; well, if that is the case, why not have it ay,

"Two for each", because I think our objective here is to make tils as

fair as we can and as equitable as we can, and to reach some of those who

N: That is right.
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may not be accustomed to inspire by this kind of ballot, ^nd we don't

want to have them thrown ©«t on the ground there is an extra name in

there,

ME. McC/^TRT: If you say "not exceeding *
t a certain number,

that would be all ri^ht maybe. Maybe he would just vote for four.

MB. BLACK : Mr. Chairman.

'h "I im OFT I Ci OIF? CRD: Mr. Black.

MR. BLACK: May 1 ask Mr. Speh a question?

PR^IDI a G?»ICih GU FOm): Certainly.

MM. BLACK: Mr. 5r)eh, what ffcyuld be the objection to offering an

amendment, and suggesting a nominating coafeittee in the statee in which

the •lection is to ta) e place and let your nominating committee nominate

them and ©all for an election?

MB. SPEH: Mr. Chairman, tfcat matter was given some di scussioqend

we ran up against the point of selecting a nominating committee, because

after all is said *nd done the personnel of a nominating committee can

here considerable influence on the nominees*

EH. RAKi ALOW : Mr. Speh, wo uldn't you find that confusing, in tfca?

you would then have two groups of nominees - these are all nominations -

and they would all come up to the eeretery for him to choose the member-

ship from?

How, if you are going to have a nominating committee to nerainate

nominees for the Secretary, don't you think that might be a little confus-

ing?

MR. SP2H: I think kr. Black's i ea was that the nominating committee

would prepare a slate of suggested nominees and thoee would go on the bal-

lot t go out for voting*
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Ifiu BLACK: Yes.

KT« SPSHs A ad possible in th-. t list or soared by the jiflsilp If |>0[

committee - whereas, you want to rote on 8 nominees, - that nomin ting

committee would select lo and the yroce sors would rote for 16, and the

Secretary would select 4 of the 8.

m. BLACK: Yes.

19* BABJCALOfc': In Tiew of the fact that this is to reach all con*

tracting processors, ;nd that it must be truly representative of them,

don't you think it would be tetter to leave the nominations up to th«

direct, so thet they are free to write any names in there what they care

to, and not have a steering committee to pick certain ones that thay think

ought to be eventually members?

MR. BPSH: That is the way we felt, at least the Control Committee,

in its general discussion felt that we should avoid in every possible way

any suggestions at all, leaving the names wide open, even though there might

be 500 names suggested on the ballot, and just simply count the votes and

pick eight out of the 500.

1 think with your suggested changes, or amendments making that line

read nominate by inscribing names on the ballot of not in excess of

two persons as successors for each of the four," that certainly will pet

an upper limit . It does not set a lower limit. And in that way if a

person did nominate fewer names, you could still count the ballots.

We would have sooner or later, however, to ask for a ruling as to

what disposition to make of a ballot where a man disregarded that and did

actually place nine names on the ballot.

MB. McC^lSiY; Mr. Ayeock has a suggestion here that I think might

be well.
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MR. AYCOCK: I think you can simplify that by saying "foninate 8

persons" in place of four, instead of saying two for eaeh foux, say 8,

because a lot of them mi^ht only vote for two*

MR. McfiAhlHY: It will also avoic the possibility of pitting one

man against another. A reading- of that would rather imply that you vote

for two persons for each man's lace.

Now, if you rut it to vote for eight, spell it out like Mr. Aycock

says, I think you will remove that.

FHEflDIir : IIC r nmOHD: To clarify it wtill further, that in

casting the vote each only vote on© ti^e for each man#

MR. McaU'THY: That is right.

PRijSIDIKC} 01 ICm GIi?'F0KD: So at not to be cumulative.

Mi . fcPEH: Should you make succ a change, you would have to make a

corresponding change in sub-paragraph 8 on the question of filling vacancies,

because now the method of filling vacancies is that prescribed over here,

that is, you nominate the two for each vacancy.

RESIDING OJIIC.R GftFFGKD: I don't quite understand that point.

Why will you have to change 8? Ion will simply follow the procedure as

set forth in 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 will you not?

MR. S^SH: Yes, sir; but the procedure as set forth in two, will

with that change, if not some otner proviso in place, show that you woulc"

nominate for Georgia 8 names.

MR. BAJRXALCGT: Of course, if you had a vanancy and only vacancy,

you would not nominate 8 names for the vacancy, would you?

MR. SP2H: I would not expect that you would, but wou would not

have anything left, nothing to indicate how many you would n minate for

n a n
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that vacancy, therefore, you have to spell it out over in paragraph 8.

MP • B.AI&A1QRT: Is there serious objection to leaving this as it

Is in view of that confusion? They will then have to change 8, and find

some way to vote for the vacancies

g

MR. SPEH: If I might sug&est, Mr. Chairman, I think the wording

suggested by Mr. Aycoek does simplify and clarify the intention. There*

fore, it would be my suggestion - I don't know how Mr. McCarthy feels -

t&at that change be made, when you come to paragraph 8 to carry out the

indention now contained in the present paragraph 2 by placing in nomin-

ation two for each vacancy irrespective of the state it may occur in.

PRESIDING OFFICII? GI"IOBD: fl that satisfactory then, to go ahead

through this and correct all of those succeeding paragraphs as to each

state, to conform with the idea that has been expressed here?

Mu B .PKA10W : That isn't necessary.

JRESIDTMG TFICTT. GOTOEDi All rig&t, withdraw thet.

Have you any further questions?

J&R. SPEH: Bo I understand, are we to make that a foraal amendment,

or is that merely in the record as a suggestion, - a suggested change,

that when the marketing agreement is revised in Washington, that that

will be taken int consideration?

FKE&IKNCr ftftftai GXF7GRD: I think it is not necessary to make

an mendment of it, if it is understood by everybody that is to be writ-

ten in that condition, or would you prefer there be an amendment?

MR. B&RKALOff : It seems to me if the weight of the evidence is

something else, the agreement has to be changed to fit the wel »h.t of the

evidence anyway.

PRIDING OIJiCEL GJ I0KD: That is my thought exactly.
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MR. BABKALOW: Mr* Spell, I thin£ before we got back to this we

were about to discuss the method of selection for the wood group. Would

you mind discussing paragraph 4 a little as to how you expect that to

work?

If] . S :

• IH : The vote there is on the same method, namely, by vol-

ume of allotment, that is used in the gum naval stores.

MR. BAKKALOW: £ae it not intended that t ese two should be div-

ided among those using steam?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

MR. BAKKALQW: And those using other processes?

MR. SPSH: It was. 1 was just trying to locate that.

PRESIDING OFFICSR SIIFCRD: On page 4 about the middle of the page.

ME. SPIE: Oh, yes, sir. One shall represent the contracting

handlers who proeers wood turpentine by steam distilling process, and the

other shall represent contracting handlers who engage in processing by

other than steam distilling j rocess, so that each of those respective

groups would nominate - place in nomination two members from their res-

pective group and the Secretary would make a selection from that.

That seems to be a fair division because the solvent class is

distinct in its products, its method of marketing and method of produc-

tion and its marketing problems from the other two groups,

MB. B .RFALO?; : Mr. Speh.

MB. S"EH: Yes, sir*

MR. BARKALOWs Do you feel that the method of voting in the other

gr. up is equitable?

MB* Z r
" B : I do. It gives the representation by volume of their

business.
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MP. BAPtKAlOY*: And you feel that the nominees to be selected that

way will be truly representative of the industry?

MB* SFEH: Of the respective groups.

RKaLGW : Of that branch of that industry.

M£« SrEH: Yes, sir*

MR. BARKILOW: That is all I hare.

HRK'IDING OFFICES* GIJTOBD: Now, gentlemen we are down to nine.

MP. Ml Seven is the next.

ME. BABFALOW: Just a moment, please; I thought we stopped at four.

MB* BOYKIN: Four is just what we discussed.

MR. BARKALOW: Mr. Speh, do you feel that the provisions in para-

graphs 5 and 6 with respect to the nomination of representatives for fac-

tors and distributors will insure the choice of nominees who wilVbe truly

representative of those groups in the industry?

ME. SPEH: I do. The voting there is again on the basis of volume

of business, relative volume of business in both eases of factors and dis-

tributors.

MB. BAKKA10W: Is there any intast, express or not, thet these two

representatives should be divided in any way between, for example, Jackson-

ville, the Jacksonville and Savannah markets.

ME. SPEH: There is nothing expressed in these provisions, but there

is no question but wh-.t the way the industry does work, that there may be

a subdivision of representation, and I am sure thet the distributors as a

group will get together and discuss among themselves the names tney will

place in nomination.

There is relatively a small number of dealers and factors, nd that

AM
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Is •ouethJng t"ey c~uld very easily do. It ie not necefi/sary to have any

»aetii>£a of say ki#d or any expensive sending out of ballots moai t «s»-

ltlfwi» Is the peat few yetirr matters *save Cor-e up and there has b<s>en a

decided tendency to try It scatter representation between Jaeks^nvl 11a jAiad

varmah on the "art of theae distributors and of the fnctere.

*£• £© you feel that is Is nacss-a*ry to rpwll that out

OTer here la T*arfi£ra r
>fc 1 a a yon did for tee wood group, or will the return

forcer take cars of tht t?

MB. B?Mt I think the general working ©f tiw- industry will taxa

-

car© of that* I think they will ror&te and Matter that representation

even batter than ^?e oo dd : re^criba in any set-up that we could put in

h#re.

As ! any, that has always worked out in the past on &nythi?m that

has soma up*

UK. IsflljWfl That |i all,

-ti::G CSSICiK 02 rfOSBl 1 think we have diaeusse* Mo* 7, aa to

why that aiTanjgeseat waa mads, &e to why the tar** shooId begin on the let

of July.

fci'tH: 1 opened up, 1 believe *if tha|s

KifclPlHG Or'FXCZS SXirOfif); Yse* if them ia so thing further under

j*r*srap» ti ** v.ere anything under paragraph 8f

* t 'His I think that if ft were to asks the change thai was »ug.

ge«ted. Is p ragraph 2, tfe&t wa w uld have to spall out the esrerrar fc

to take care of vacc neiee occurring daring ths year, a/4. I think it c .Id

be reri simply stated by merely eayiag th&V the res active atete> or group

of atatas or groups, should ; li.ce in noj&i nation two names for each vacancy

occurring within the respect ;ve group of states or groups.
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I think th t would take care of it.

PRESIDING OFFICER GliPGRD : Are there any further suggestions as

to that paragraph?

(No response,}

PRESIDING OFFICE III >I111 I If not, Ho* compensation,

MR. SPEH: We offer as an amendment, Mr* Chairman, to article g,

paragraph 9, the following:

"Strike and substitute 'Members of the Control Committee

shall be entitled to expenses necessarily incurred la the

performance of duties hereunder and in addition shall re-

ceive such cornuensation as the Secretary may determine,'*

TE&'IDINO OFFICER Gil FORD: That amendment will be identified as

exhibit No. 23, and made a part of the record,

(lite proposed Amendment to Article 8,

Section 1, Paragraph 9, submitted by
Mr. Soeh, was marked "Exhibit No. 23"

and i£ attached to t lis record.)

UH» SPEH: The Control Committee members themselves might be a little

reluctant about expressing theeselves on this question of compensation, but

I believe that 1 have attended every luaetiiv of the Control Committee -inci I

do know that they put in long hours and good hard work and close application

to the problems, anc* thnt our at :endance at the meetings has been well over

90 per cent, which would indicate tiu.t at every called meeting, or even spec-

ial meetings, the eommlttee members have not hesitated to sacrifice their

own business interests, or cancel any engagement that they certainly must

have had at sometle, to attend the meetings.

There is no intention of even being ab^e to put the cost of true

compensation to be paid to any member of the Control Committee as measured
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by the service fesl readers to the ind^try* 1% it a«xdy a ste&as of return-

lag It him. possibly * ;»« smev an re
(
?re*aated by sis expenses* X do kaow

^ne aeaber of tae Control Committee who, because of the ti&e no had spent

oa eoxsittee *ork, f und it neee<.sary to put oa aa extra &&n to take care

of a lot of work he ordinarily would take ©are of hlatself, with tae result

that 1 dar* soy that tfae ttonoy few received for ble ova tie* aaraly goat to

defray that ex~en<*e« 1 think th t probnaly it tron of other mnbare of tbt

Control Cosanittee*

Furthermore, there ie no latent! o a wfejstsoew*r of confining tile

zsa&bfcrEhip to the ambers of industry who ara bat tar ibl* to afford

to aoct this ozpense theiLseiooc, ar batter able to afford to be absent tbtn-

eelves froti tneir own businesa* isy ttllhl la;- t-'ec rotary to reader Mtt

ooeifo&sation yea ai'« gel an; to enable ansa eatall operator who might be gust

ae espeble to *erwe on the commit tig to ba » somber witaout shaking aa un-

roftsonab I* soar i fi e©

«

M ee do feel taatiMa it sot unreasonable and suggest t'&et tfeey be

paid euen an am.uat uu> tae Ltaretary «ey tee lit*

MS* B&hrkimi str* Black*

> • jjIaC' » Yet; | #i r*

BR* BAi&iuLOfti You bare been « sujtbc;. of the Control Cofasdtte* attt

bare had se*e coatect with what it cost you to serve, whet |i contributed

by tea aumbt>u to the indue- try* tou have indicated tir t Jf*t don't er ect

to be in a position to etTYv again* la viae of that would you Care to

•aghast an oacuat whie mi&k% be put La ire record hare at aa ade^u&tc

Mount, or a suitable a^unt t *ei abouXd be paid to atwbora of tae Control

Mawtittee
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MR. BLACK* Well, I think that they should receive ten dollars p*r

day, and fire dollars per day expenses and traveling expenses, five cents

per mile each way, going and coming to their committee calls,

MR. BABKAXOff i I? that actually five cents per mile out of pocket

traveling expense, or would they get th five cente where they all grouped

up and came in one vehicle?

MR. BLACK: They could use their own automobiles and receive the five

cents.

HEU &AMAL0W: Then, only the man owning the car and was paying the

expense would get that money?

MB. BLACK : Yes, sir.

MB. BAKKALOW: In the way it is done in the government accounts?

MR. BLACK: Yes, sir.

MR. BAHKALOW: Then you would suggest that the five dollars per day

expense be outright, that tiie five dollars be an outright per diem for ex-

penses? That they would have to render no account for its di soursextent?

MR. BLACK: No account at all.

MR. BAKKALQW: They could get five dollars and no more no matter

what their expense© had been?

MR. Bl-ACF: Yes, sir.

MR, BARKALW : And that would also apply to the travel allowance of

five cents per mile, no matter what the ex enee had been, rovidec the man

putting in t e account had actually incurred the ex ense in traveling?

MR. BLACK: live cents per mile?

MB. K" ALOWj Yes.

MR. EPSH: Mr. Chairman.
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JBfcflDING OFFICER GIFFOPiD : Mr. Span.

iffi. S^EFI: Might I suggest it nir;i:t be well to bear in mind the poss-

ible proviso that that rate of fire dollars oer day applies to those days

when the Control Committee is meeting, in other words, in case of those days

when they are in session. It frequently happens that the Control Committee

ie called to go to some points other than its regular meting niaces, that

is, probably you are called upon to go to Washington, end in that case I

don't believe that Mr* Black had in mind 11 iting the expenses on the*, e

trips to five dollars a day.

MR. BLACK: I think I would, Mr. Bp eh. I think five doll er s per

day will take care of any man's hotel ex ense, I don't care where it is.

FRI^IPING ?..?HCKfc a I ITOH) : It there any further discussion of this?

ME. BABKALOW: Mr. Newton, would you care to offer any suggestions

here?

&£• NEWTON: I agree with Mr. Black in everything he said except

thot I have had some experience in Washington, and if you c: uld get by on

five dollars per day in ». ahington it is better than I have been able to do.

. H. B KFL.LGV* : laax is, your ri ve dollars pei dag plus zuc ftTf

cents per mile traveling expense and ten dollars per day salary?

Mtt. Nl' TON : Oh, yes, 1 thin* it would, all except these unusual

trips, and they should be actual expenses.

T- . MCCARTHY: Mr. Chairman.

nUESJBIBB * XCSB GIJTOJS): Mr. McCarthy.

1ft. McCivi KEY: I don't thin): he should be paid five cents per mile

where he goes on the train. I think in that case he should only get his

actual expea****-
1
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Mfc. J'O&eirH: Don't you think that would offset the excessive charge*

he would hsvc to pay in Washington, that that five cents per mile there and

back would be sufficient, a sufficient amount to offset the hotel bill?

MS, IffigCARTBff: The trip to Washington is 725 miles; that would be

75 in mileage for the round trip. $• might stay only three days.

MR* JOBKPHs les, hut a part of that would be for actual expenses

up there,

PR2£ID1HG omjcm GI10FCRD: We must go on, gentlemen, if we can, and

get by this tonight*

Is there anything further?

(No response.)

FKKBIDING OFUGm GIITOi® i If there is nothing further under that

paragraph, proceed to Mo* 10,

Do you care to explain that briefly for the record, Mr* fptfe* as to

what it is?

MB. ££EHi The purpose of paragraph 10 is to set up the organization

of the committee, indicating that the Control Committee after having been

selected by the Secretary shall have power to select their own chairman,

ana it also provides thrt they would select such other pmmom as taey at*,

fit, and shall set up such rules for the conduct of their business as they

may deem advisable.

PKI&IDIIiG OJ'FICZ; 01 /• QKD: And -also provides the designation of an

agent to whom all communications may be addressed 1

? Bo you think that is the

best way to do that?

MR, SFSH: Wall, the Secretary amy ask for a designated agent, but

it requires the Control Committee to keep such agent thoroughly informed

as to all of their meetings and transaction*.
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PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFGKD: le there anything further under ifo. 10?

m. BL4BKAL0W: Mr. Spsh?

MB* £PSi: Yes, sir.

MB, SABKALQ^ : You are familiar with section 8-C, 7-C and D of the

Act. Do you find that this power in the Control Group is incident to the

other powers which they nave under this agreement?

mmiVim OWFlCm GIFFCKB: You are discussing No. 10 now?

lfti. BaKFALOW: No. 10. In other words, do you find that it is

neee sary for them to adopt rules of procedure for them to function?

MB. SFSH: Yes, sir.

MB. ALOW : As a control group under this agreement?

ME. SPI£H: Yes, sir; and in or^er to do so, they must, of course,

select their chairman as lYesidin? Officer.

MR. &4FIALGW* You appreciate th t there is no specific power

granted herein in the Act, hence it must be one of the incidental -owers.

MB. EVER: Yes, sir.

PBlf IPING OWlCm OIJTnBD: Is tier anything further?

>L0W: THst is all*

MP. rPER: As I underetond, this paragraph 10 confers no power upon

the Control Committee in the way of administration of the Marketing Agr e-

~ent; it merely sets up their own ruses and regulati ne for them to conduct

their own meetings.

Ml • BAKKALOW: It would then be a ower incident to those which they

are granted.

m. £"EH: Yes, sir.

PR-riDING 0IFICEE GIFPOBD: Is there anything further under this

section?
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(Ifo response,)

PKEBllSNa WTicm CLIFFORD : If not, proceed to section a, defining

the powers of the Control Committee,

MB. SPEH: Section S very closely follows the powers as defined in

the Act itself, which provides that they shall have such powers and only

such powers. I see no reason to enlarge upon them* They practically carry

right through the Act.

PRSSIDIKG O^lCi:^ GIFFOKD: Is there any further discussion of those

powers?

(Wo response.)

PRESIDING 0 TICER CIFF0F3): If not, proceed to section 3, Duties.

MR. SPEH: Section 3 is similar, the Act setting up the duties of

such Control Committee, or at least sets up the base of the duties which

are incorporated in here. We have one amendment to the section, namely,

the addition of paragraph 6, which would resd as follows:

*Te establish and/or foster any agency for the purpose of secur-

ing for the naval stores industry effective advertising and research. The

eTpenses of such advertising and research shall he defrayed from f-j&ds

collected pursuant to any provision of this agreement."

I would like to submit that as an amendment, Mr* Chairman.

ABIDING OFFICKF: GIFTQBE: This proposed amendment will be identi-

fied as exhibit Ho« 24, and ordered made a part of the record.

(The proposed amendment to Article 2,
Section 3, to be added as Paragraph 6,

submitted by Mr* Speh, was marked
"Exhibit Ho. 24" , and is attached to

this record.)

?.«K. SPEH: I would, like to discuss that, Mr. Chairman, because many

II
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of us fwel that freakly that it juet, abc J
: -p^rtaad aa aay ffttttM of

the J'arreting *£ree«cBt«

m?iDm o^r \; > : roc^d.

Ml .
*'rs55f: Yes, rlr.

W» BAHK^tWt Before *e cosie to th t I would life© to ask you if

you hay* f>un4 th«t the duties as outlined rare are itttti—til to, mi

not inconsistent with the Itnu ana condition* a* set forth in sections

5, 7 and 8«*C ef the Act? Those, as you know, ».re tfie wwnersl ^roirisi ns

under which this airreaiastit wae drawn.

&f • £?Sftt aaliawa they eonform to the requireiaente set forth

there, whereby, 2 fceirva, you are §twen certain duties, and that th«

duties in any werketi»i* agreeneat must contain <r raore of certain pro*

visions.

I0U WHBkLOZ: For eaeaacple, section 6 to which 2 referred iae to do

with the *etho4 of-allotswat ml limitation of ia&rketi.ijg*

And section 7 is that aert *ftic v
; ac fc«M Just discussed stherein the

terras which can «p orders are utiined*

Kow, thea, far example, do you feel that it would fee nece;: $ary that

the Control Oroup have a «uty im?->oaad to aet as intersssdi ary between the

t ecratftry and the parties to thie sgreeiaeat?

'V . i'J jK: ^e do*

Iflft 9*WALGW: That wo aid be l necessary Nutatf Mtf

Mr:. STORi Yes, sir*

i*;-. :iittK* \U*M aa* alsB that thay should furnish tataa Secretary

with available ir.'^i'Esati a*
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MB, FPXHl Yep, i ir.

3Af KA'OWt you feel that le a neceaaary —

MP* SPSS; Absolutely.

*£B« : (Continuing) m duty?

M!U MM I* !*•

MIU HOWiOtl And also to keep book* til records:

M; . "JH : Yj , t.ir; ee feel it is their mity also to employ such

e*nr»loyeesfcf th«y may 6eem necefcary end to deteraine their salary and

define the duties of sues* employees, nil of which, of course, would he in

accordance with the budget a* set ttju

Ut 4 MQtntOt! to you feel al?o that they should perform duties in

connect ion with taction 52 of the Act?

m* 'cTM: We do.

&T McCaI'.TjKY j :v-"r. chairman.

PITRFimwC omciJ Gl>i\'*!Bi Mr. McCarthy.

MR. McCAKTHT: I would like to sMg|p»t Mr. Cfcaiimsn, that under

para*?rar>fc 1 of section 3, it says,

"To act as later.-.odiary between the £ ecrotary and any contract-

ing handler,**

that it might be well to any,

""Itos secretary and mj or all c attraction ha nc •

as this might be one trued to mean that he could >ruy act as i uti ivuaciiary

between the &«cretar: nt* ona c ntractir^; handler.

Mil* f PSHj It setae to m that if the committee is in power to act

as intermediary betw«©a the i ecretai y and any contracting handJUr they would

also he empower* d to act lor eny group collect! vely #
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HB« McC ...lYi. I know that is the purpose of it, but I just won-

dered if it expressed it.

PREtlDIHG QlfiCHR GliFORD: Is there any further discussion as to

section 3?

(Ho response.)

^jm* VS&ZIDim QIUQM GIFFOH): If not, let's take up section 4, Pro-

cedure.

:,,K . SP3HE: Mr. Chairman, I would like to discuss that amendment.

PRESIDING O^ICi* GliFOKD: Oh, yes, proceed.

MR. SPiiH: Inasmuch as the purpose of the Act is to not only est-

ablish a balance between available supaly and consumption, but also to do

ever/ thing possible which will tend to restore parity prices under certain

conditions, that clearly indicates that there is an intenti n of not only

attacking this problem through regulation of production, but also by trying

to increase consumption, and trying to increase demand; otherwise, we

would have to suppose that the whole intenti n of the Act was to freeze

any industry in that position whereby you would establish definite bal-

ance between available supply and consumption and merely adjust yourself

within that narrow range.

It do not feel that is the intention. He fsel that the intention

is just as much to permit every agricultural commodity to try to expand

its markets, and that is clearly indicated by the various acts of Congress,

8ncl ia section 32, all of which seems to have as its purpose market ex-

pension, the development of markets, free movement or commodities. If

Congress had had any oth< r intention they would have set up various laws

which would have a tendency to restrict consumption, and, therefore, make
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it necessary to regulate through reduction in production*

So that we feel along that line we should do everything we can to

assist the establishment of that balance between supply and demand by in-

creasing a demand, and this we want to do in various ways.

One through research which would mean to find new uses for our

product; find how to create new products out of our raw material to in-

crease that demand, just as increasing the market would increase the de-

mand, and it would tend to increases if the volume remained the same, or

it would permit an increase in available volume with probably a slight

increase in prices and benefits being equally di stri buted* throughout the

industry, that is, a producer producing twice as much as smother would

reap twice the benefit.

The wood Industry would also reap the benefit, just the same as

the gum industry, caused by increased demand for naval stores with the

consequent rise in prices.

So that we do feel thai in helping with the entire program that

is not unreasonable* To the contrary we feel it would be very proper*

fee do know that if there is any feature of any of your pro-rams

suggested which finds favors in the eyes of the processor, it is a pro-

gram of market expansion, market development , of research and of adver*

tising. I think you c:entlf.men, will find in the record there are quite a

number of people who have stated they did not favor crop control bfct they

did favor a concerted effort, a cooperative effort on the part of the

Industry to carry out such research am advertising.

And again I say we feel it is very proper and I think would find

great favor end little, if any, resistance on the part of producers in thw

industry.
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pi;. MB* AYCOCK: Mi-. Chairman,

TlffiSIDING omCSR GIFF RD: Mr. Aycock.

• wYCDCK: I would like to ask Mr. Speh to read that amendment

again.

PRESIDING OFFIC& GffFiOHDj Will you read the amendment again, please,

Mr. Speh?

MR. E3PEH: .Amend article 2, section S, by adding as paragraph 6, as

follows

:

"To establish and/or foster any agency for the purpose of

securing for the naval stores industry effective advertising

and research. The expenses of such advertising and research

shall be defrayed from funds collected pursuant to any pro-

vision of this agreement."

DR. GOLD: Mr. Chairman-

m&ll%m OFFICER GIF. ORB: Dr. Gold.

DR. GOLDs Mr. Speh, I would like you to beeak that down in your dis-

cussion into its parts.

Will you discuss the sort f research you contemplate under thie para-

graph?

MR. £2PpE: The chief research we would undoubtedly undertake would be

that of chemical research. Inasmuch as our products are raw materials for

chemical manufacturing industries naturally we have to look to the field of

Chemistry to assist us in these rcarket developments.

The consumer is not familiar wit -^ur products in the state in which

we market it except to & very negligible extent.

i-oein is known to s me extent, tor instance, soldering, for base ball
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\

playing, used on the ball, and some people feol it is used violin bows,

but this rosin we market It not* It will gum up any bow you use it on.

So, the public does not come in contact with this raw material in

its present state. Therefore, that explains the statement made by £'r.

Lacy, I believe, that the eorsuaier, the ultimate consumer does not con-

tact our products.

But our raw material is quite well known in manufacturing industries,

and if we can develop through chemical study new uses, new combinations,

and new forms in which to make it available to the c .nsumer, we will de-

velop this new outlet.

Chemical research has* done wonders for the wood industries. As a

matter of fact, it it ch emical research which is making it necessary that

we avail ourselves of chemical research. It was chemical research that

helped us first in the olden days in varnish, where they used fossil gum

and linseed oil. They had certain types of varnish which back in those

days when they used rosin they procured a product which was of a very low

grade varnish which showed ring stains, etc. Chemical research csme to

our aid and developed a lustre, ester, shiny wood oil widen enabled us to

take our j-laee right wit:: the iossii gum resins, and we were riding very

nicely until chemical research came along an£ again developed lacquers,

which made it necessary for us to get busy again.

The wood people have shown what they can do through chemical re-

search, hut as I stated before, all of their findings hi ve been kept to

themselves and used in developing a market for their own product.

DB. GOLD: Do you conceive of that researe rogram as a part of

the angulation of an interstate shipment?
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ME, S'-EH; To the extent, as I say, it would establish that balance

between eu rply and demand in effectuating the purpose of that act.

DR. GOLD: The type of research you contemulate is to be a research

that caa be immediately applied to the .marketing of naval stores?

MR. SPSH: It could i yes, sir.

There is other research besides chemical research. There is market-

ing research which means a study of the machinery. of marketing , the methods

of marketing, forme of package, which would certainly enter in interstate and

foreign commerce in the handling of our commodities.

DIu GOI£ : In regard to the section on advertising, you are acquainted

with the portion of the Act relating to the regulation, prohibition and res-

triction of advertising?

MR. SPEH: Yes, sir.

DB. GOLD; Is it true that any contemplated expenditure for research

and advertising under this section would be made possible out of a budget

expenditure to be approved by the ecretary?

MR. SPIH: We contemplate that; je»
t sir.

HEf ID1NG OFFICER GIFFORD: Gentlemen, you are getting a little weak.

DR. GOLD: Do you believe that the submission of a budget includ-

ing an item of advertising w uld be construed as a limitation, or restric-

tion on advertising?

MR. SPIH: Ve have, whether correctly so or not, interpreted that

provision ae —
;

.

BAKwiXO?.: Lection 10 it is, &r. Speh.

MP. SPEH: I can't locate that part of it.

MR. BAKKALOfti In the middle, the second sentence. It is page 20.
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HR» SP3SH: We look upon that as a distinct warning to the Secretary

that he should keep his hands off of advertising, that if they want to ad-

vertise, he has no right to prohibit, no right to restrict, and no ri$it

to regulate

•

I)B* GOLD: Do you feel that if he should approve a budget that he

would be doing those various things which you say he has no right to dot

Would he, for instance, be regulating advertising which the industry hat

set forth in the budget expense, if he wo Id approve a budget including

advertising?

MB. SPMj Be would not be limiting the industry to that budget of

advertising. They could go out ;;id do all of the advertising they wanted.

D». GOLD: Without the approval of the Secretary?

BBS. " P'EH: Yes, sir; they could not necessarily from those funds,

but they could collect a fund in addition to those* Therefore, he is lot

limiting our advertising.

DR. OOlD j Have you contemplated any scheme of organization outside

of the terms of the agreement, by which an advertising campaign was carried

MB* BPM: It was hoped that after we get going on this, as supple-

mental fuafis were raised, we might be able to raise additional funds to

! earry on an extensive campaign. Of course, that is southing that is merely

l in c nt®Lp3aetio»«

do feel that if the Secretary were to refuse a budget that the

Industry asked and wanted in, he certainly would be prohibiting advertising,

BK. 001.1) : Do you believe that the secretary finds himself in the

dilemma thet if on the one hand he does not approve the budget suggested to
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him he is prohibiting advertising, but on toe other hand, if he does ap-

prove the budget he ie regulating advertising.

MR. £Ti.H: We interpret that regulation eld not wean, you might say,

determination of volume, but rather the use of it f in the sense of prohibi-

tion that he was regulating., regulating by prohibiting.

DR. GOLD: If nothing was said about advertising — in other words,

if there were no place for advertiei.ig in a marketing agreement, would you

say that fact meant that the Secretary prohibited advertising?

MR. 8PM: If there was nothing said in he marketing agreement about

advertising, of cojtso, the ecret^ry weald not be prohibiting it; but, if

on the other hand, industry did incorporate such a provision in their agree-

ment and the Secretary refused, why, he would be prohibiting advertising.

DB. GOLD: You don't feel that on the other hand that the moment that

he approved the budget, he is both restricting aim regulating advertising?

ME. STEM: No, because he has not stated to the industry that they

shall not spend anything beyond this amount on advertising, because industry

would be free to go out and raise such additional funds as they wanted to.

DR. GOLD: Does the Secretary have any relationship with the indus-

try under that proposed agreement, marketing agreement?

UR. LPSH: No, sir.

DR. GOLD: Is this then one way that the Secretary might in any form

regulate matters the Control Committee might propose to him?

US. SPSH: That is the only form, yes, sir.

Jtft. BOYKIN: Mi 1

. Chairman.

PRESIDING OF.ICte- GIFFOnD: Mr. Boykin.

m* B0YF1N: Might I ask one question?
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PRESIDING omCBR GIFFORD: Yes, sir; certainly, Mr. Boykin.

MB* BOYKIN: Do you contemplate that under your amendment , the

funds which are now in the hands of the Control Committee, any portion

of that fund, or all sf it should be used for advertising and research

under the order of the Secretary?

MB* SPEH: No, sir; the present Marketing Agreement distinctly

says that as soon es this 14arketing Agreement is terminated, that the

Control Committee must prorate to the producers who have contributed

that surplus, they must prorate that surplus. There is no way for the

Control Committee to carry that over further unless the respective ro*

ducers and processors authorize the c it tee to do that, and then they

probably would only do it as a donation to advertising and research funds,

or just tell the Control Committee, *You may retain my prorate amount if

you will give me a credit against my next year's assessment ,*f but that

certainly will be up to eacn member of the industry as to what difoosi-

tion will be made of hie particular share of that surplus.

MR. BOYKIN: That provision of the agreesat, however, has not

been suspended, has it?

SPEH: The provision or proration?

MB. BOYKIN: Yes.

MR. SPEH: No, that still holds*

MB. BOYKIN: Could you include in your amendment there some lang-

uage that would allow a vote to be taken by the meaner© of the industry

as a whole, whereby that which is already in &e hands of the Control

Committee could be used for research the same as that which might be col*

lected in the future

7
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I

!*f?* SPEH: Well, if 1 might suggest, Mr. Chairman, the most ef-

fective way of handling that would be to write each processor telling

him there remain* in the hands of the Control Committee a surplus of

such and such amount, *nd of this amount your share is a ^^proximately so

and so. 'Ull you authorize the Control Committee, or will you contribute

this amount to a fund to be devoted for research and/or advertising?

Then upon the specific authority of that individual processor that might

be used. The Control Committee would have no right whatsoever to take

it upon itself to use thr,t fund, use any of the surplus without the per-

mission of the individual operator.

T^ESIBINO OFFICER KFFQPJD: Therefore, it resolves itself, if ttet

was done with the funds on hand, it Is going to be a voluntary arrange-

ment?

m. SPEH: Yes, sir,

?>FI£IBIHG OFiICi;F GUtQhDi And could not be controlled by any

marketing agreesntt

MR. SVM: That is correct.

MR, BAKFJLL0&': Mr. Speh.

MR. TPEH: Yes, sir,

KB. B^RlliXOW: ith respect to research, you are familiar with Sec-

tion 10-B (2) of the Act in which the expenses are collected and prorated?

That is on oage 25 of the compilation,

MB. SP1H: Yes, sir.

MR. BARKALGW: You notice there thr t it provides that "each order

by the ecretary shall provide that each handler subject thereto shall pay

to the agency such handler* 1 share of the expense e as the Secretary may

find will necessarjrly he incurred b such agency for the maintenance or
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functioning of each agencv >

Bo you find any difficulty there with the us© of these funds ee

col ected for research and advertisement?

MR. SPffli Not under the word "functioning" . I think it is per-

fectly proper to use those funds under that provision of "functioning**

They are carrying out the purposes of the agreement which 1b to establish

that balance, to approach parity.

m* BAEEALOW : You don't think that the order or tue Federal Court

for the district woulc
1

change that situation any?

MR. fto, sir, because the order of the federal Court merely

ruled that it recognized the authority there to set up, to establish and

enforce such agencies. The cojrt ->ointed out that, as is frequently the case

of a Federal statute, that there was not a proper tyinp in of appropria-

tions and authority, and that in one case the court ruled that we had fail-

ed to make such tie in between appropriations and authority to establish

and foster. So I gather the impression that that is the ruling of the court,

and had we specifically appropriated the money, following up the authoriza-

tion and fostering there, the court would not hair* made such a ruling.

BAPTAXCS?: ffllll, if a court was faced with the ease question

under this new Act and agreeiaent, do you feel that a c urt w-uld find that

expenses for research and advertising — advt rtieerneirfc were necessarily

incurred for the maintenance and functioning of the Control Committee, that

they could not maintain themselves and functi n without incurring an ex-

pense for research smi advertisement?

&£• BHiH: If yov set it up as one f the duties of the Control

Committee, to establish and foster these various organizations, it becomes
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a part of their function.

Of course, 1 em not in a position to discuss the matter legally.

PRKTIDING 01' ICE! GIFPORD: I am just wondering whether this would

not ask for a legal opinion, instead of a factual opinion.

MR* BaKFALCW : Well, of course, it will have to be interpreted from

a legal standpoint, but from a factual standpoint - what I was trying to

get at was the factual side.

You have had experience with the functioning of Control Committees.

Do you feel that for them, that for the system to function properly, it is

necessary that they nrovide for research nd advertisement in the case of

naval stores?

MB.SPSH: 1 feel very decidedly thst for the Control Committee to

carry out efficiently the purpose of this marketing agreement it must do

everything oossible to expand its markets, and for that reason 1 believe

it wo Id be one of their duties as sueh. Therefore, to function completely

they must carry o't all of their duties.

. i. : In view of the fact tu \ thi - duty, th t i: to foster

iftd maintain adverti Foments and research, under the Act must come under Sec-

tion A-C, 7-B, which are powers incidental to and not inconsistent with the

terms and conditions specified in said sections 6 and 7, and necessary to

effectuate the other provisions of such order, Which are the provisions out-

lined in tt-is agreement —

T'REFIPBTC OFFICII- GIFKJRD: This is at the bottom of page 32.

KB. BAEFALOfv : No, page 18 of the compilation.

You will find ttt-st sub-sections 6 and 7 are those providing for the

limitation of marketing nd allotment, and in which are the general provis-

ions which we hate in section 2 of Article II of the agreement, vftlcth of
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these -owerE and duties do you find th^t it is necessary ror the Control

Comraitte- to have the incidental power with respect to advertising and

research?

MP. S^EH? I woulo say, first, it was not inconsistent with these

terns, and I would say that it was necessary to effectuate the purpose,

id inasmuch as t e provisions are all granted on the basis, for the sole

purpose of effectuating the purpose ef the Act itself, it certainly would

not be inconsistent.

ME. BAfcKALOW: well, you donU find, do you, that they are incident-

al to any of the powers under sub-section 6, page 17? They are not incident-

al to the limitation of marketing or the allotment^ Do you find thr t to be

so, or do you find they are incidental to tioee provisions?

Ml. STEP.: No, I aurt admit that I don't see they are incidental to

the —

Ri HBTALQWs Then do you find that they are necessary to effect-

uate tne other provisions in this agreement?

ME. fcPSHi fc'ell, the provisions of the agreement are based upon the

test, to accomplish tie ourpese of the Act itself, and which is to gradually

restore parity by increaeing demand or establishing ealance, therefore, we

do believe it to be nece rary to effectuate those pur, oses.

MFU B.RKALOW: Is there any particular provision in here that you

had in m ad, for example, in Article IY?

I£t. Well, every one of the se vrovisione has as its -vur ose

the setting up of machinery which wil accomplish the purpose of the ct

itself, or in tie particular case of your marketing agreement, all of the
wi* mwwmus- ox %/5»,- "{n^sT^* ;^v«^B»tn|ee if* i*fe|W?P:UfihXy ftflft,! lifaf* wi k^ «.t \ 4-,^

provisi as have that and no other purpose, and it would look t* me that any

provision therefore would be considered as necessary to accomplish that pur-
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pose, which is, as I say, to gradually restore parity riaes and to assist

in establishing that balance between supply and demand. The Secretary Is

granted the power in the Act, he is granted authority to exercise these

powers to establish this balance between production and consumption la such

a way as to re-establish the prices to the farmers.

MB. S&SK&LO1
^ : You refer there, do you not, —

MR. S^EH: To the preamble to the Act

MR. BAIXAiOW : (Continuing) -which is also found in the agreement?

MB. SPEBi (Continuing) In the marketing agreement, yes, sir.

PRES IDING- OFFICEK GIFt'ORD: Is there any thing further on this sec-

tion?

{No response*)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIWOSD: If not, we will take up Section No. 4,

referring to procedure.

MR. £PEH: This merely a matter of detail to serve as guidance for

the Control Committee la making up some of its own rules and regulations, v

Paragraph 1 specifies that tnere shall be a majority vote of the Con-

trol Committee,, tht a majority vote of the Control Committee is required

in arriving at all decisions.

Paragraph Z permits, in the case of emergency, taking a vote by mail.

However, it has the protection in there that one dissenting vote will pre-

vent adoption of an? subject matter through a mail vote ( which is considered

to be a very effective power

«

On the other hand, if there is an emergency meaeure come up with hich

each member of the Control Cormittee is thoroughly familiar* with all the de-

tails and they care to express themselves early action can be taken on any

question of that kind.
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Paragraph 3, I believe, carries out the purposes, the authority given

to the fecretary in regard to the removal of members of the Control Committer.

Also the right of the ! ecretary to supervise each action of the Con-

trol Committee nd to disapprove at any time aqy such action.

Paragraph 4 takes into consideration that ther6 may be questions aris-

ing within the functioning of the Control Committee, whereby one of the

members of this Control Committee may have an interest, and in such cases

he is not permitted to vote on the question. However, the point ie that

does not mean he is no longer a member of the Control Committee, but merely

disqualified from acting from acting on that particular question.

MR. BABKALOW: Mr. Speh, do you find that the inclusion of these terms

and conditions in the agreement are necessary to effectuate other provisions,

that is to say, that it is necessary for the Control Committee to establish

rules of procedure in order for them to function properly?

ME. £P2H: Certainly, yes, sir.

Id. BABKALOW: And th^t that should be set forth in this agreement?

MB. Set forth to this extent.

MB. B.yRKALOt i Yes.

ME. SPEH: This does not give the complete rules, of course, because

that is provided in Lection 1. We consider these to be merely as bawie rules

to be set up in their rules and regulations,

MK. BaJRFaLOW: To what did you refer when you said "Section lw ?

MR. SPEH J The last paragraph , it is the paragraph of Section 1 at

the top of page 8.

MR. BARKALOW : Yes.

MB. SPEH: "And adopt such rules for the conduct of its business as

may be deemed advisable. 1*
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Section 4 specifically states that they must incorporate in such

rules these particular provisions.

PRESIDING "I">1C T; GIFFOKDj Is there anything further under Section

4?

(Ho response*

)

PRESIDING OFFICER GIFFOHD: If not, we will proceed to take up Sec-

tion 5, the question of funds*

MB, SKliH: May I ask you to bear wit . me, Mr, Chairman, I have another

amendment, if you wilj&leaae go back to Section 3* fe got into that dis-

cussion on research, but I do recall I added paragraph 6.

. fSmXWM tamCM OlYrVW: Yes, sir.

MR. £PSH: I have another omz&mab to males to Article II, Section 3,

to be mltked paragraph 7, by adding paragraph 7 to read as follows;

"l*o make such expenditures as may be necessary to carry out the

provisions of thie agreement.*

Shat is merely a safeguard in connection with that appropriation and

authority, irt© did not want to have any misunderstanding later, so this is

specific authorization of setting up as a duty on the part of the Control

Coraraittee, that they must use uhese funds and must pay these bills.

PRESIDING OFHC-^ GIIFGSDj That proposed aaendcient will be identified

as Exhibit Mo* 25 and made a part of the record.

(The proposed amencmeat to Artic le II,
Section 3, by adding Paragraph 7, above re-
ferred to, submitted by Mr. Speh, was marked
"Exhibit itfo. 25* » and is attached to this
record.

)

PTCK-IDIUC Qmcih GI'ftfGRD: How, are we ready to go bad, to Section 5?

MP. SPEKr Section 5, yes, sir.

DB. GOLT: Mr. Chairman.
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• rmsimm amam gifforD: t*. Gold.

DR. GOLD: Mr. i.^eh, do you h.rve in mind that the Secretary with

bread pi r-*iesive powers, recmire the Control Cormittee and its members to

account for receipts • nd disbursements?

Mt« 8P1H: lr« hare an amendment to Section 5, paragraph 1, to ttritee

out the word "may" and substitute "shall", which reads "The Secretary shall

require the Control Committee and its members to acerant for all receipts

and disbursements".

PK 2 IDIIJG QTF1C3R GffFFGRD: "Rile amendment will be identified as

Exhibit 26 end made a -part of the record,

(The prorosed rmendment to Article II,

Section 5, paragraph 1, above referred to,
submitted by Mr. Speh, w*s marked "Exhibit
No. 26", and Is attached to this record.)

PRESIDING FlICiSB GIFFOH): Is there any further discussion of para-

graph 1 as amended, as proposed to be amended?

(No response.)

Itimm OFTIC £ GIFFOHD: Paragraph 2.

MR. £PKH: Paragraph 2 merely nrovides for the - merely requires

that if any memb r of the Control Committee or any one functioning under the

Control Committee its removed or ceases to be a part of the Control Com/nitt-

ee, they must account for all receipts and disbursements and deliver all

property over to the Committee. If they nave any negotiable instnuments,

any alignments, or anything of the kind, those muet be transferred to the

Committee.

?REEI0X1» GFFXCiB GIIFORD: Paragraph 3.

MR. SPEH: This merely sets up the members of the Control Committee.

This paragraph 3 rrovidea that upon the termination of the agreement the
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members of the Control Committee functioning at such tirae shall act as

joint trustees for the purpose of handling of the funds and property re-

maining in their hands, remaining in the hands of the Control Committee

at the tire of termination*

That is along the line se provided, I believe, in the Act, and is

suggested in othr agreements.

Sft. EAFKALQW: When you say nae provided in the Act", what do you

have reference to there particularly?

ME. SPEH: I was under the impression there was a provision in the

Act for the distribution of funds and setting up machinery for that dis-

tribution. It is possible I am incorrect on that, but I was under the

impression there was something in the aet, beeause of previous troubles in

such suspensions.

Apparently I am in eeror. I can't seem t.: find it.

m. B- KFALOfcf : I will ask then, if you don»t mind, to strike that

statement

•

MR. SPIE: I am apparently in error on t&At. I was under the im-

pression it was in the act.

MR. BABKALOSf: Mr. Speh, can you think of any objection, first, to

having paragraph 3 of Taction 4, which we are now discussing

ft. WAH): Section 5.

MS. lABFALOW: Section 5, I should say — taken over to page 19 and

mede a part of Article VI, with respect to termination?

MR. SP1H: No, other than it is now under \eetion 5, which deals

with funds, which provides for the use of those funds, and then carries all

the way through, through disburse-Dent after termination*

MR. BABKALOW: I should like to ask further, Mr. Speh, if you can
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perceive of any objection to abandoning the idea of trustees to terminate

these agreements, and to provide here simply th&t the members of the Con-

trol Committee then functioning, or such other persons as the Secretary

may from time to time designate, shall, if so ordered by the Secretary,

liquidate the business of the Control CoLimittee under this agreement and

dispose of the funds and property then in the possession of the Control

Committee. In short, substitute the Control Committee itself for the

trustees, with the understanding that the agreement w:> uld be terminated

only after the funds had been liquidated, in order to eliminate any such

condition as has come up with respect to the now present functioning Con-

trol Committee.

ME. SPEH: Well, it provides that they cannot liquidate those funds

until after the termination of the marketing agreement. Having terminated

the marketing agree: nt your Control Committee ceases to function. There-

fore, to have them continue as an organization you have to set them up in

some form.

MB* BAEKALOw": Well, if this section were to provide that upon term-

ination or suspension of this agreement the Control group would then pro-

ceed to liquidate, would there be anything to prevent a suspension of the

agreement and an order from the Secretary to the Control Committee to liqui-

date, and then at the end of liquidation to be texsainated?

2£R, SPEH: ?/e would not interpret suspension of the agreement as

being the same statue as termination of the agreeisent,

MR, BARKALOW; That is true. Therefore, the Control Committee could

continue to function during suspension in order to liquidate the affairs

of the committee. Y,nen they had completed liquidation they would submit

their accounts to the Secretary for approval and the Secretary would then
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terminate the agreement. \

MR. FPSi: Unless you provide that there may be liquidation on con-

ditions other than termination, I see no way in which the Control Committee

could liquidate on a suspension.

MR. BARKALOW: Well, if this agreement itself -provides that they

shall liquidate on suspension* if so ordered by the Secretary, could you

conceive of that being done?

ffii, SPEH: Yes, if the agreement provides that.

MR. BAB*ALOW: Well, that was the suggestion I have just made. Can

you see any objection to providing right here now that upon termination or

suspension of this agreement or any of the provisions thereof, the Control

Committee, if so ordered by the Secretary, shall liquidate the business of

the Ctotrol Committee and then carry out the rest of the idea rigfct through,

in order to eliminate the appointment of trustees?

MR. SPKH: I see no objection to that, no sir; in fact, I think it

would be a very ~ood thing. The only ourpose, y u understand, of the

trustees was to give some standing to the members of the Control Corimittee

functioning after the termination of the marketing agreement, when they

world no longer have an eyistenee, and if you provide for them tq&et after,

to act as liquidators before termination, why, I think it would certainly

solve some of the problems we have been facing recently. The liquidation

order would have to come tvam the Secretary.

I am not sure that I would recommend the inclusion in there of the

suspension of any provision of the marketing agreement. I should think

it would be well to have it the suspension of the marketing agreement with

the exception of such provisions regarding liquidation as may be in there.

There may be some minor provision of the marketing agreement that would be
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eueponded feiid y^u mi&bt aay, moil, tb* .©©rotary wuld aot V:ea order liq-

uidation, but X «& not »ur©»

vi.,, ALQw i Tfcie would be jjlJUl »w M#| it read, *if «o ordered

by tbe I ewTOt*ir*%

|CK« ZTZ&i You eppreeiete, of eouree, tb«t id ali toote thing© 1 am

tryiag to aot for tbe Control Cooaittew, pal laaeaMte* m the Control Com*

Alttoo have not p&eoe-d sa tee aubjeet, on euca ebengw-, 1 ratfeer toe»t tat* to

cotu&i t ...r v. oa:rol .Coasst llf(M

MK# B : .u.0-. : uM I «bou!4 bo glad to a»ar frejpt any on* now proeent

til. order that we say build up a reeord aero wbioa will riwo uo aoae $?uldonee

and standards ao to eueb ft provision, whetber *uea a profit log sslgfct be used.

I &ight eay tfeftt, 2 fool tfeat sues, pro-vieion will bo la fore* ia sil of

taeee agreements', ia tb« light of tbe experience wo bar* had triia tht iaet

E v-'.trol tio-.rc here ?*e trustees, through ao fault of their q*b» *d it any bo

that the trustee «y*t*& will nowar bo used ago! a* iad I m aimply aftfclag you

this ia order to »** if we can build a record hero wltb roferoaoo to tha kind

of provieiois which could bo boat uaed ia this ln&uetxy*

£P£H: Wl^naaf ooamitting the Control Coss&ittee but sorely ©y par*

tonal opinion, X thiak it w-ul& bo a very g>od tbing, asid 1 tblnfe it eouid

expedite matter* ia liquidating and. undoubtedly wjuld saw* s&uaey, b^oauao It

would be a very simple thing for the decretory tbe" taroagb auepeaei -a to

merely order Uquinatl'v fi ^d to iiaieeAiately .'iroeeed to li^utdfcte.

Vi>. SA^ALOW: ?ou do»*w nowo to wait far $uit© a long tla*«

^.
.

I iO-i
:

Ho.
w|i) ffi 1r ^ TiiiiiitfiHi l tBi i- ojT

v Q?|2< >• GlffCfePi 2* the** anything further under article llr

iHo response^

:llim 01- *• I $EfT<$$H to will let tbe' reporter root for fire

lawtoot
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(Whereupon a short races

r - i ijm:, >
• Let's proceed, gentlemen*

8ow, proceed with J-action 1 of Article 113

ilh» cTIH; This section has to do with the expense irogram, which

program concerns the setting up of a total emoun',* a used by patrol

Co^ittae end ihet ha£ to be presentee! in the for® of a budget* pta Control

Committee bee net are oared in detail such a budget because we are not sure

just whether wo eould include certain items la there* Naturally the Con-

trol Committee evuid ike to see as substantial a sum as could be efficient-

ly expended, u^ed each year for advertising, for research, and particularly

the research*

It *aa hoped that the total income derived by using the figures set

*Mtth in Section 3, Paragraph ? t Article IV, based upon the total volume

to be marketed, vk ilc b© made available, and that the amount of the budget

for the necessary expanses end any incidental amount be made available for

rep^reh.

This is set m as t»e share of exr-enees but by ao means should be

interpreted a?5 a Bale of ta^s , and the expenses have bee?i prorated consist-

ent with the volant of allotment y and it is recognised tost the or odueer

is sola to pay a larger proportion of his share during th-m &®&vy producing

a-rcths when he has e greater income, and I erefore .the distribution of ex-

penses thrmt^h tut the season hap been aloa# on the some percentage baeis as

tags allotted*

We offer' as a engfeeted amendment to f aragraph I of this section —
Wfc*. lifMAim: Mr* f oeh, before yon get dean. to 3, could you fix an

©mount to be inserted in Section !, Paragraph 1, in eueh a way that it would
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indicate that amount which might be necessary for the maintenance of the

Control Comrittee, -nd then include therein the total amount which would

he necessary for research and advertisement, in order that you will —

for instance, in Paragraph 2, you say that the prorata rhare shall be

that amount which ie paid pursuant to Article IV, Section 2, Paragraph ?,

nd over here you collect a c rtain amount but you don't know how much you

are going to collect, and he ace you have no amount in paragraph 1 here.

It seems to me that you should lay out your budget right now and

get it outlined so you will know what you are goin^ to spend, so if it is

approved by the recretary, you won't be in the iti me position you are in

with the old agreement about the budget. I see no necessity for cutting

that off; I think it ought to go in here now, because he must make a de-

termination.

Can you r;ive us for the record, perhaps not now but later, an amount

which you intend to put in paragraph 1 there, and break it down?

MR. SFEH: Yes, sir, we can breal< that down.

That would be on the assumption, of course, that tags were going to

be the means of ldentificati on pnd a form of policing set up.

I could do that end have that sent to Washington, you mean?

MR. B 7r
.

r
\J.O"!: Well, for the purpose of that record, any appropriate

way the
3"u^-£e feels it can be made a part of this record.

PRESIDING Oracle GIFFOFB: You can Ive us the total amounts now

s«nd then in your brief you can break it down.

MP. S?HS: I would want to take a little time on that because we

would have to take int^ consideration the — you see, we ha^not figured on

the use of ta^s for the wood people until we had introduced that amendment,

but it would be satisfactory merely to state here for the purnose of the record
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to be supplemented by detailed statement, not to exceed v150,000.

^_ PB* GOLD: Mr. Chairman*

RESIDING OFFICER GIFFOKD: Dr. Gold,

DE. GQLE: what were the expenses of the Control Committee In 1E55?

MB* tZMli 1 don't believe i brou^it those. I brought everything

else but that*

Here is a statement at of October £, 19E5, expenditures, 80,408*40.

That is for the period January to October 5 f 1&35.

However, w* should becir in mind th>. t the Control Committee ceases

to function to its fullest capacity on July 31st. We reduced our office

force from about 35 to 4 people > of course our Bailing expense of our

tags nd everything ceases, and so this doee not represent a true picture

MB. BAl&ALOW: Could you give for the record some idea of what your

avera^re monthly cost is?

I, . f^SET: I am sorry, I th ugh t I h*4 tr.at Witt me. I niov it is

here some place.

ME* BOTECN: Mr. Chairman*

PRESIDING OFFICER GIJTOHD: Mr. Boykin.

MB* BOYKINi May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman, before fir. Speh

answers that?

PMBFIDIHG OiTICEB GIITCRD: Yes, sir.

IS* BOYKIN: Would it not be almost impossible to anwwer that ques-

tion, inasmuch as in the heavy producing months that cost goes up apprec-

iably and in the lower producing months it goes down, so the only tning

you c uld give w uld be an average*

as to what our monthly cost is*
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PRESIDING OfTIC GIFFOKD: That was the purport of the question.

We realize he cannot give it absolutely, because it does vary so much.

MB. BOTKIN: Yes, sir.

MK. £.PIH: I Can have that available for the record tonorrow morning.

PRfiflDTNO amcw. GIFFOKD: Then fill you in your brief when you

discuss this amount, break it down and show the items that you intend in

this 1150,000.

MR. fJPSH: Yes, air.

HiJS&IBING OJFICFjR GIFFORD; With that understanding, we will proceed.

KI . BAj-KALGW ; Mr. r eh.

MB. SVW: Yes, sir,

MP. « BAMALOWj Could you in your brief also indicate the amount

which you estimate you may collect pursuant to Article IV, section 2, para*

graph 7, which is the? provision with respeet to tags.

MR. SP1H: Yes, sir. We would have to, of course, assume some

figure for the Volume to be marketed, for gum, and we would have to assums

some figure for the volume to be marketed for wood, and we would have to

assume they are going to be assessed at the same rate; instead of taking

up the budget, we would have to take those assumptions.

MB. BARIALOf? If you include the wo d wad factors, would you care

to keep those separate from the rest, so th?st the figures can be dieting-

ui shed?

MB. £PM: Yes, sir, I will,

MB* BABFAlOWz As to what you estimate will Come from the wood group

and the factor group if they are assessed, ana also with respect to your

overhead amount, put in the budget your expected expenditures with respect

to that, etc,
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MR* SFEEEt As I understand, if I say, such estimate would be based

upon the assumption of contributions from the wood group, or the share of

expenses from the wood group at the same rate as the gum.

However, to the best of my recollection, there has been no provision

for any share of ex em: a e from the factors or distributors, beyond it is

orovided in Articles IY and Y f or paragraphs 4 and 5 of this section, it

was merely to the expenses attendant — I mean the share of expenses attend-

ant upon the members, of those members of the Control Committee from those

two groups, the distributor and factor, and that those expenses would just

balance their share of the expenses as paid in by those groucs.

There hasn't been anything developed, that I c n recall, that would

indicate that there is going to be additional funds paid in by those two

groups * Ther was some discussion but I did not gather there was any def-

inite decision on it.

W&* BABFALOW: Mr. Speh.

MB. SPEH: Yes, sir.

Mr... BAEEALOvV: Taking the a^reeioe nt ftf it no* stands, >. nc oith re-

spect to the gum naval stores, do you feel that paragraph provides an

equitable distribution of the burden of expenses, and that it provides an

equitable way for a prorata share of that burden?

MR. SFJH : <Ye do*

BAKKALQ'' : It is based upon the business done by the individual?

KP. SPEH: Upon the relative business done b; the individual, and

also as 1 stated, his ability to pay througlwBut the season based upon his

returns, that is, his shore of the expenses is not one twelfth of his total

but it follows the average production per month, Wr\ich means that he is not
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obliged to draw on his resources during low producing months, but enables

him Merely to play along with his production.

MR. B&BE&LOW: Is th t in turn commensurate \it: the amount of ex-

penses that the Committee is put to with respect to 1hat individual?

ML. SPBH: Ho, because the Committee's expenses are rather heavy at

the beginning of the year in buying the year's supply of tags.

MR. SEBKALQW: V/hat I had in mind was aside from this periodical

distribution of the burden over the period of a year, is that amount which

each handler rays in, is it commensurate with ike good that he gets back,

and with the expenses of the Committee as allocated 4o his activities?

ME. BUEi It is.

PRESIDING CWEtCisS SOTflRDs I think possibly the amendment to para-

graph 3, which Mr. Span said he desired to offer — that has not been done

as yet, has it?

m* BAHKALOW: No.

PRBEIDIM* OF) IC. B GZJTCtRDi I think — 1 thought maybe that might have

some effect on the questions.

MP, BlBKALOIj It will have an effect, and I preferred to discuss

it before it is amended, because I .m not sure that I can ask thereafter

if it is an equitable proration of the expenses.

PRESIDING omiOM GOl?0KD: All ri^it, handle it the way you wish.

Are there any further questions?

MR. BaRKALGW': That is ail I have.

tfiEE'IDlHG orac. R GO FORD: Is there anything further under Article

III?

GOLD: Mr. Chairman.
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PHESID1NG WHOM GliFGKD: Dr. Gold,

DF. GOLD: Off the record, please.

(There was a disc in si on off the record,)

fmtiivi OFFICm GIWQWi On the record now, please.

Do you have a statement in regard to this proposed amendment, Mr,

Speh?

MB* BFEH: Yes, We ask that we fee permitted to file later an

amendment to Article III, section 1, Paragraph. 3, so as to provide that

the handler of wood naval stores shall pay as his share of the total ex-

penses of a&iini strati on of the marketing agreement, an equivalent amount

to that paid by other handlers of naval stores receiving an allotment,

and as I stated when I referred to this particular amendment before, this

will entail amending certain paragraphs under "methods of making allotment"

because there we also want to require these tags, and t at was the reason

that we ask that he might pay his share of th total ex e nee on the same

basiF as the gnu producer,

IWJBJTJG Qlficm OIFF0FD: You will get those amendments in proper

shape \:nd submit them to us?

MR. OTSH: Yes, sir,

PRif IBr-:G CffflCW Grl 5FORD : And if they are presented within the

time fixed for briefs they will be identified as exhibit Ho. 27, Afti if

they are not submitted within that time they will be considered abandoned,

ME, BAEKALCWi Mr. Speh.

MB. SPSS: Yes, sir,

MB, B. TiKALOw'i In order that we may at this time make a record on

those amendments, so that we have something to write this agreement on,

are you prepared to discuss them, a&ft do you contend that th t is an equit-
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able distribution of the burden of expenses?

um&Gtmi Yea, sir.

Mi* BAFFALCtt On a prorata female?

Mf?# SPSH: Yes , elr*

UK. BaWTALOW: you' expeet to u.imn& four — 4, to include the

factors and distributors and to charge than expanse®, and that they also

use tags?

&$• SPlEHi Bo, there is no provision t at the factor-distributor

use any tags beyond those tart already provided in connection with allot-

isente given t& eojce — given to gua-proce? eor-handler and wood processor*

KT\* BAF?
:

'AL0-'i You don't contemplate that will be in this amendment

which you uropose?

Mft, We haven't anything under consideration wt>ich ie to re-

quire that there be a separate tag or another tag issued and used by the

factor-di atri buto r

.

In other words, there would be no additional expense to the Control

Committee, due tc ihe factor and distributor coining under it, beyond that

entailed by meeting tne expenses of the Control C'owiaittee rer^rfesenting those

groups attending nestings*

MB* BARgiXCWs 'V by have you singled ut the wood group for thie

ameridment?

MR* BPEHl Because ih© wood group, as processors, have received a

direct benefit from trie regulation, from tnie control, the purpose being

again to establish a balance between supply and demand, and to improve

prices, Ihe wood group directly benefits by such improvement.

To carry out such regulation* It was necessary to set up a certain

fors of policing system; there were exi.ent-ec of administration involved,
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and therefore they should share their 6hare; they are benefited, and they

should bear their share of such expenses.

as g^-JffiU BAJftKALQW; Do not the wood group maintain thc-t they are not

benefited, that this is simply a restriction on the am u&t that can be

marketed and that an increase in prices will not in the end benefit them,

due to their low cost of production?

ME. £FEH: Well, they may maintain that, but it does look reasonable

th--t if they can sell a unit at a price higher than they ordinarily would

sell, that they w uld be benefited.

MH. BAKKALOK : Have we any representative of the wood group present

that we can ask that question of?

(No response,)

MR. WARD: I may refer to Mr. McCormack

'

b statement which was in-

cluded in the record fairly early today.

MB. BAEKALOW: Mr. Speh.

: ft. SF -H: Yes, sir.

MR. BABl'ALO"*"': In the light of what has been included in the record

at this point, due to the fact that it is involved in Article IV, do you

feel that it is an equitable distribution of the burden of expenses to

charge the wood group a prorata share while you do not charge the factors

and distributors who perhaps may be shown to get as much, if not more,

benefit from this agreement than do the wood group?

lit. SPSH: I believe the record will show in tne original discuss-

ion that the wood group do derive a very definite benefit and th t that

benefit is much greater than that derived by the factor and distributor.

By that I don»t mean to say th?;t the factor does not derive a ben-

efit but his benefit is not as great or ae tangible as that to the wood

group or to the gum processor.
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The distributor, the other hand, through the expansion of markets

and increased production, does benefit, but again not to the same extent

as does the processor who receives 100 per cent of the price in the market

as contrasted to the factor who receiver but a part of that pries in the

form of an additional commission.

MR. JOE.* "K: Mr. Chairman.

PREFIDINO OFFICES GIFFOBD: Mr, Joseph/

m. JOSEPH: I would like to say, Mr. Chairman, from ur stand-

point, we cannot see where we get any benefit at all. In fact, it is a

business proposition. N is the — it is more or less the fluctuations in

prices. Phere you don't have a fluctuating market the dealer does not

have but very little ehange to make a market, and so 1 don f t see where he

gets pny benefit at all.

OFFICE? GIFFQED: Is there anything further on Article Hit

(Ho response.)

PREFIMMG OFFICE G-IFFOBD: If not, we will turn to Article f on

page 19, having to do with the subject of amendments.

Pardon me, do you have a question, Dr. Gold?

DP. GOLD: Well, that is all right.

SMFIEHie omCL£ GlirORD: May I call attention to the fact that

all of these articles we have oeeri discussing, that there are similar art-

icles in substenee in the proposed order, and also the evidence pertains

to the similar provision which is in the order, as it is in the marketing

agreement, or in other words, the evidence in --me is taken as evidence on

the other.

MR. B : RFAI0':
: Mr. Chairman.
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mmim.,G CtfilCc-L Giitf'OR&i Major Barkalo*.

MR. BaKKALOW: Before jre leave Article III, you understand, do you

not, the efferfc of paragra:n 5, in that th- t provides that w© may at the

end of the year, - in fact, there is a duty to prepare a new budget, and a

aew total amount of expenses and a new prorata distribution of it.

MK« SF£H: Yes, sir. && 1 understand, for each year y^.u must set

up this new budget, and again deterznine what shall be each contracting

handler's share of such expenses which necessitate a change of those values

set up in Section ? of Article IV.

Mfc. BAfiK&LOW: That is the meet, is it not, the provision in the Act

frhich says th.t an order may contain the amount of expenses which will be

incurred during any period specified by the secretary; hence we have here

for him specified the period and it will be adjusted at the end of that

period to meet the new period whica will then be determined.

MP. FPZBJ Yes, sir,

1iSSIDING- OFHCJER GILFORD: Is that all?

Mft. Bi-RKALOW: Yes.

PRESIDING OMCm GIJ FORD: Now, turn to page 19 of the proposed

marketing agseerient under subject of amendments, section 1.

MR, £?IH: Article 5 deals with amendments to the agreement.

The Control Committee, through its experience, may find it desirable

to suggest amendments to the agreement or aay party to the agreement may

suggest those amendments. The means bringing about such amendments is set

up here, which requires, notice require? a hearing, i nd then to take a vote

among the handlers, requiring that 67 per cent by volume of the naval stores

must approve euch a^eadment before the Secretary may pmt it into effect.

This is in keeping sith the general purpose which, as I understand, requires
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the approval of two -thirds by volume .or number, to put into effect an

agreement or order, or rather to put into effect an order.

MR. jrmVil; Mr. C*aiman.

iifelBIJ!® OFFICER CIFFOHD: Mr. Joseph.

ML. JOSLPH: May I ask a question?

PRESIDING OFFICER, CIFFOKD: Tee, sir/

. JOSEPH: Is that two-tMrds of those voting or two-thirds of

the production?

ME. ?'-H: It is by handlers who during the preceding crop year

handled not less than two-thirds of the production. Juat a minute,

T*RK?IBING OFIlCffi GIFFOKD: ?/hi3e they are looking this matter up,

does anyone have anything further to say as to the method proposed for

smencfoents in your proposed marketing agreement end proposed order?

(No response,

)

'B. 3AEKAL0W; Mr. Speh.

MB. SPEK: Yes, sir.

MR • BAEK4L0W: You under stand, do you not, that under section 8-C

(1?) of the Act, that the provision of Section 8-C with the respect to

the coming into effect of orders with or without a marketing agreement

apply to amendments to the orders, except that a three-day notice is per-

missible.

MB. SPEH: We understand that that applies to the orders, yes, sir.

MR. BABKALO;v: THat is true. Then in view of the fact that the

agreement must be in accord substantially with the order, it is clear

that is why we have used 87 per cent at this point.

IQI* SPEH: Yes, sir.

5> !J 2!
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DR. GOLD : Mr. Chairman.

-RESIDING OFFIC.hR GIFFORD: Dr. Gold.

DP. GOLD: Mr. Speh, in t&at section requiring 67 per cent, the

kct reads:

"Provided that no order issued pursuant to this section shall

be effective unless the Secretary determine that the issuance of such

order is approved or favored by at 3e ast two-thirds of the processors",

and so on.

Would you object to having this raised, in the light of that Act,

and adding to it, "not lese than 67 per cent of the naval stores pro-

cessed durin- this crop, as the Secretary shall determined

MR. SPEH: You mean — what does the ieeretary determine, the crop

year?

DR. GOLB: No, he will determine as he is required to by the Act,

that 67 per cent of the producers favor such an amendment, but you do

desire requiring the fiecretary'e determination, I think, to be included

in this section.

MR. fPEH: You are referring to what section now?

DR. O..II) : That is on page 19 of the compiled Act.

It is
ft

technicality which I believe may be worth observing.

MP. f P2H: I think it would be a very good addition because the

Act does require that no order, nc an amendment would be equivalent to

an order, shall be effective unless the Secretary determines this fact.

DR. GOLD: Oftat is right.

MR. SP£H: At least two-thirds.

DR. GOLD: Yes, as the Secretary shall determine.

Mi. t~"EEi So that I se:- no reason why that s ;r>ul I n.-jt be included.
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FRJ£ID1NS car; ICm EITIOORD: Is there anything further under Art-

icle T?

(No response.)

FEIEIDIHG COIC h QIITWD: It not $ let's take up Artiele YI,

Effective Time and Termination.

MR. i PEE: The first paragraph merely states — the first section

merely states that the agreement shall be effective as soon as signed by

the Secretary,

PREriDPiG mFJCm airfOW: Is there anything further?

MB* BARKALOW: Mr, Speh.

MB* SPEH: Yes, sir.

MB. BvHKALOW: fthat do you conceive to be the effedt of tat pro-

posal as to the 67 per cent? Does that mean that if the Secretary chose

he could elect some percentage which was? not 67?

MR. SPEH: I don't see bow he can. The Act provides there on that

page 19, that Mno order issued pursuant to this section shall be effective

unless the Secretary determines that the issuance of ruch order is ap-

proved or favored by two-thirds &ff either production or processors, * and

in this case it merely would mean that two-thirds of the volume of pro-

ducer* would approve it.

J

Now, the Secretary mu? t determine that they have approved it before

he can put the amendment into effect.

M£. BARKALOW : Bo you conceive that those who have handled 67 per

cent signing the proposed amendment, that that would be sufficient protff

to the l ecretary that it had been approved by 67 per cent? 1 ould he in

your mind, have to ma>:e a separate determination that it were approved by

67 per cent, if 67 per cent have signed the amendment?
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MB, ST^SH: It would not seem bo, but Congress evidently th^upiit

it necessary because Congress put it squarely up to the Secretary to de-

termine that.

Iff?, BL^KPVLCT: Isn't that true because here we are discussing the

Act, we are not discussinr the aoendment; we are discussing an order which

was not signed, but here where we have an agreement and where that amend-

ment is signed by 67 per cent, wo Id it not be clear that 67 per cent had

approved it? There is not anything in the Act as it is, because there we

have an orrer and hence the Secretary must set up a way by which we can de-

termine that it is approved by 67 per cent, by perhaps referendum?

MB, SPEE; That would see? logical to me, excepting he would be

guided b previous statement, that the marketing agreement and ordej^iust

be substantially the came,

MB, BARKALOW: Well, in view of the fact that it is substantially

the same as it is now, is put in the agreement, except for the fact tat

here you have the law, you have no waj thfit you can determine th: t it has

been approved where you are discussing "fee order alone because it is not

signed, but here you have an agreement and that amendment is signed by 67

per cent, would you not conceive that that would be sufficient to show

the Secretary it had been approved by 67 per cent, if they have signed the

amendment?

MR, SPEH: I would say it would be evident to the ecretary that

67 per cent would approve it,

%$ . Now, the Secretary, as I understand, would have to sign the amended

agreement.

Iffi, BtftKALOfe That ie right.
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MR* SP£H: Therefore before he pats bis signature on there he must

have determined as a result of that investigation, and the investigation

was merely summing up the volume signing*

&(• BABFALOW: That is true.

r r>'£H; SO, as a matter of fact he has deteimined it before he

signs the agreement.

PHESIECNG ' WLC'-K 01 WORD: I thinfc the question Is fairly and

squarely nut in the record from both standpoints snd the Secretary can

determine either way he thinks is correct*

Let's proceed with Article YI, please.

MR. SPEH: Article VI, Section 1 merely states that the agreement

becomes effective when the Secretary has signed such agreement.

We see no reason why that should be enlarged at all*

Section 2, sub-paragraphhl, line 5, we offer as an amendment, that

instead of one day it read, "by requiring at least seven days' notice by

means of a press release," the purpose of that being, or at least that

amendment has resulted from tne fact that the f ecretary terminated certain

features of the present marketing agreement an^ suspended certain features

of the present license upon one day's notice. It caught quite a number of

operators rather unprepared, inasmuch she loan from the Coraaotity Credit

Corporation was involved i nd a good many operators felt they were treated

unfairly by such short notice. They hac" been living up to all the rulee

and met all the requirements of the mar Veting a frees*nt and license, and

had anticipated continuing to, who desired to participate in that loan,

but notice of suspension was sd short that a good many of them found their

stuff enroute to the concentration points, and for that reason they felt

that something longer than one day's notice should be required, and we

j
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•u$geet that woven days* aotiee fe«? required*

the i&emsiaro emeu* ox wombs tm.w propowed wjMmdawat *tu be iden-

tified a* Jorhibit IN Ml tili anbiF.itted lit the raeerd.

iola VI , | wet&oA it pesmgwb 1| 11a*

25, eutepittwd by Mr* wpwfc, wae raarkad

*Mi*b4t Ho* $SW and U attaeHwd to
this reco14*}

"H^iriiv o>',. lei*; ai'-?Bfifii li Miif^iiiii further oiwe-^e?-.^ > thu

affie&dneat?

||(e re*poae«*)

HI&IPI^O 3 FIC 01 fTOP: If not, we will tfeke up pangrmph g,

IteMAlatlfJto

ifB • • FKH: Termination followe the idem eet up in fceciiaa •** of tb»

Act, *ub~aar&gra#h X§ (a) and (b)»

" L£ 1 1'..- ;IC ;. IC.„ G,.-;r')0,^i d ' U,;< cjw *'Oivt oi your diecne*-

|#M aw to thf- reef of the article*

W« ZVMx If w» are going to a«ea& Article Hit I think it ie

PK2E'IIWO 0 i l$i r- GJJTOHBj Article HI » teeUoti §*

U i'JPl^H: Article ££Xf section 3 f regardic-v tra* teewhip, will

bat© to uaeke .tb* eorreeending afcenge* in perngxapb 3 of ieatitto §«

^IWXfiXJIO OFFin-:- G1F70I4>3 Will y®o include that in. the other amend**

IMI after you l$wf eet It up?

MR* fe^BH: I thinfc Juet from a hasty reeding it, I tfeiai that ell

that te iwaweew is ju^t merely dro*i the lent fire isord» there, ^i&poewd

upon the members —

*

Mis* MC CAFRfT: XxMttuwb a* there will be no joint truetew* , you

raake no referenow to it*
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MR. SFEH: No, we suggest that paragraph 5 be amended by drop; ing

the last five words of the last sentence there*

0FF1C :B GIFFORD: Do you want to ask any general questions

about this article?

MR. BVm.: I think most of that is covered in the Act itself.

omCE GIFFORD: However it is covered in the Act, you

have set it up here and you think toat is the practical way for it to be

handled under the proposed agreement and suggested amendment as would fee

suitable for your industry?

MR. 5PEH: Yes, sir.

PRiEIBIMG OFFICER (JIFFC&D : Is ther anything further under this

art! cla?

(Mo response.)

PRESIDING 0FFIC1R (HITOHD: If not, we will take up article 711,

Duration of IflBGunities.

ME. SPSH: Duration of immunities, that is a usual thing in these

agreements. I see no reason to comment upon it. *$ is taken from the Act,

in order to prevent any liability under any suit in restraint of trade, anfi

stipulates that these immunities shall oniy be effective during the life of

the agreement.

: B • B ALO' : : * Speh.

MR. SPEHi Yee, sir.

MB. MBKALOW: I see there that clause with respect *© the extent

of these immunities which are sometimes put in such a provision, has been

omitted, that ie , to the effect that they shall not extend or be construed

to extend further than is necessary to carry out the provisions of the
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agreement.

,'ould you .erosive of any objection to having those words inserted

if it were found that it would conform tii..t way to til© usual clause which

is used?

MR* SPEH: I have no objection to that,

PRESIDING OFFICER OITTOKD: Are there any further questions?

(No response .

}

PHESIDING OTICIB GHJOH): Article VIII, providing for execution

of the agreement and Counterparts.

V£. SPEH: I see nothing within that, which calls for any comment.

It is the usual form.

MR* BaBKALO'*: ftliat would you understand to be the effect of that,

JIT, Speh?

?.Ifi* 3ViE: Merely a matter of expediency to permit each operator

signing a separate document, and instead of sending it round-robin, you

might say, with endless expenses and inconvenience, instead of requiring

thnt the Secretary has to sign each one, it merely recognizes Lis signa-

ture on any one of these to be equivalent to having signed all of them*

• RAILING OF. I CM-, GIFiCBD: Is tii -re anything further under that

Article VIII?

(No response.

)

PHSSIDINO OFFICII GIFFQfiD: IF not, proceed to Article 12, Addi-

tional Parties.

MK. SPEH: I see no comment to make on that* That fits right in with

"Counterparts'* of the section above.

It does provide that after the agreement ie in effect, other pro-

cessors desiring to sign the agreement may fign and acquire the same rights
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end privileges and the same restrictions as any other party to the agree-

ment, to any agreement signed before the agreeinent went into effect.

PiffiCIDING GIITQRD: And the same immunities.

MR. SP3LH: And the same immunities.

PRESIDING OWXCW. GIJi'GkD: Do you think that would be applicable to

your industry?

MR. SPM: Yes, sir.

HE. BAKKALOKf: Mr. £peh.

MB. LPIHi Yes, sir.

MR. BABKALOW; Do you foresee there any difficulty witn respect to

a new party to the agreement 1*0 did not have an allotment, who might then

become entitled to one, and if all of the amount which is to be marketed

has been allotted, how would that be taken care of?

MR. SFEE: You set up the conditions under which he must file an

application for allotment. If he fails to eomply with those, vmy, he is

not entitled to allotment.

It is entirely possible that there may be someone th;it may be

willing to sign the agreement even though they will not procure an allot-

ment for that parti cul3i year, so as to insure themselves in participating

in the next year's allotment, it merely serves notice on the eorsMttee

thr.t they should be put on the mailing list to receive notice of any fur-

ther allotment.

PRESIDING OFflU GIFFQhD: Is there any further discussion of Art-

icle IX?

(No response.)

PK.i'IDlKG J'TIC. l GI1TCKD: If not, proceed with Article X.
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MT'. > action 1 prori£e# that t^e -ec rotary may deaign? te any

person «i*o act in hi* place a* re]*res<entatiir* f in dealing *ith me&fcere

/industry or members of Hie
of the Control Cofflatltteo, in carrying ut the tera* of the Marketing agre©~

as* nt •

1 thinV thst authority is driven to tfc* Fcaretery 5. n r<.*
; ct.

r IDIUGfc C@mtC^ OIFFOKDi Section 2«

wkk £?2Hj 'Thle prowldee for the ereati or. of an adwieory co^itte*

If the Secretary »o deal re e«

It take* into consideration tne interest of the producer of crude

gun wt»« aatla thftt emde %m &»<? wno naturally i* aff#oted aafii benefitted

by any riee lit the market on turp@nti.na an<! roeln.

A g*ood mnj of theta gin aellara have been faroce score, a gr*od roany

of the« «aw bo pxi$**itet* in the fttoro, fed tbey are aore or la aa int^rsst^d

1ft wbat tairea pleee. ffeiy lease the timber; they pay ^ric«?e for the timber,

ttftd they are affected to *«fse airtent by anythia^ that banpena andor the

<sarketiss*> p*r«enant»

It *ae c*aii4ta«NMI bigily MfflftM* tftat they be gfroa an or artunity

to fee 111 else* totwb wtth -what i* volng *n in the indue try*

Tr-ay nr* gtwon an ?K>wer at all, they save nn rating power bat fcerely

to nrfwi©*.

The saae ie true of the c wuwere newel etrree* fh« Control Com-

mitten he* bee:-, materially bon«>fitt«d by oniai*>n# end market Information

*Mc:: c^m-umera aright **iwe thetr, is determining what crop to reoowend to

the leoretary of Agriculture tt:n* now beet to «*eil tbenadwra of tfce poea-

ibi 11ty of eferkct expand ^n thr research and ftdwartiei «•% siony su*>

gceti-'inc Might Cdg* *>>» thee* consumer* alone that line.
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Inasmuch as the committee is to benefit by their advice and would

undoubtedly avail ft self of every opportunity of such advice, it was con-

sidered only fair that the control committee pay t e expenses of these mem-

bers attending meetings of the Control Committee,

MR. Wiltf): Would it be advisable, Mr* Speh, to have two committees,

one representing consumers? That r.rovidee in there for setting up only one

committee. You have two different groups that would be members of the com-

mittee, with a chairman for the joint committee.

MB. "EH: ''.'ell, inasmuch ae they will have no authority ''vote and that

they will merely sit there in an advisory capacity when attending —

MR. WAED: Well, would there be any objection as to having a com-

mittee from the consumers separate from the committee from gum producers?

10?, SPEH: There won't be, ae I understand it, two groups won't be

attending a© representing their group. What I mean is, they won*t bs any-

voting to be done, if the members representing producers desire to organ-

ize within themselves, why, they can certainly do that, and in that way

discus a and determine the position which they might care to take in an

advisory capacity before the Control Qommittee*

1 see nothing — you mean by providing that each must select a

chairman? If they desire to do so , they will, do it anyway.

MB. WAFJD: There is no provision in here that each of the two

groups would have separate entity and would each have a chairman.

MB. ?PEH : It certainly would be expected that the five members

representing the gum producers will naturally select someone of their

members as spokesman, and therefore they wo Id have to select a chairman

in ST>ite of everything you c - ;ld set up here.

MR. V/ABD: That is one of the reasons I brought that out, because
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of thai very fact. Itmipht not be a group who would work very easy to-

gether because of their different interests.

PHSCID1NG obldER Is there any further discussion on

that point?

MB. BARKALOW: Mr. Speh.

MF. SPEH: Yes, sir,

ffik. BAREALGW: ,fould there be objection to a member of the Forest

ervice sitting with that committee?

MR. SPEH: I thin* it would be highly desirable to have a member

of the Forest ervice sit with the Control Committee at each of its meet-

ings*

MB. BAKKALOW: And with the committee of gum producers?

ME. S^IH: I had interpreted this merely to have created the com-

mittee nd their sole function is to sit with and advise the Control Com-

mittee. They have, you might say, no standing ether than with the commit-

tee room. Now, if this same group required organization on the outside,

setting up rules of procedure among themselves, fhftt is one thing. It would

look to me that they, in addition to the advisory representative from the

Forest Service, should be looked upon as an aid merely for the purpose of

advising the Control Committee in setting up a separate organization on

the outside of the Control Committee, because there is no way that the

Control Committee or the Secretary would have any authority over the act-

ivities of this group on the outside,

:

lfT:

. BAKKALOW : My thought was not that the membership should be add-

ed to by someone in the iorest Tervlce, that someone in the Vorest Service

should be added to the committee, but simply if it were understood that a
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representative of that articular service might sit with the advisory corn-

mitte© to discus© with it those problems, and also perhaps to sit with the

Control Committee if the advisory committee was sitting with the Control

Committee*

MB. £'"EH: Well, 1 w uld much prefer to see it amended so as to

provide that the representative of the Forest Service would sit with the

Control Committee; i,i other words it would he understood that by sitting

with the Control Committee they would not be sitting with the advisory com-

mittee. He would be a member of the advisory committee sitting with the

Control Committee*

MB* 3*RXAL0W: My point is this: if the advisory committee were to

sometimes sit separately to discuss his own problem before it should meet

with the Control Committee, as it may do, then there would be no objection

in that case to having the representative of the forest Service meet with

the advisory committee when it met alone and thea meet wits the Control Com-

mittee when it is sitting either with or without this advisory committee*

MR* SPEH: TRey said there wo^Ld be no objection to the represent-

ative of the Forest Service, excepting that we would lose the value com-

ing from Euch representation of the Forest Service, if he did not sit with

the Control Committee*

MR. B&BRAL0W: You feel that he should meet with both committees?

VSBm SPEH: Tes, sir*

PRESIDING BFFIC2R GIF] ;RB: Is there any further discussion?

m. AYCOCK: Mr. Chairman.

PRESIDING OFFICER dFKEI}; Mr. Aycock,

MR* AYCOCK; I agree with Mr* Speh, Mr. Chairman, that it would be

a good idea to have a member of the lorest Service as a member of this

. $©604
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advi s ory eommi ttee

•

PRESIDING OFFICE. GIFFOBD; Is there anything further on this art-

icle?

MR. E".RriLOW: Before we turn the page, I would like to go back to

Article V, Section 2 again.

1 note in there tha you have used the words "crop year.** In view

of the fact that we have used and set up all the way through the calendar

year as the neriod which, has; been determined by the Secretary, should we

not also there correct that to "'Calendar year" instead of "crop year'*,

or have we defined the words "crop year" somewhere?

MB. SPEHt We have not, no, sir.

MPk BABKALOW* Well, do you lee I we should follow through with the

same term, using- the words "calendar year" instead of "crop year**, as that

seems to be the year which has been picked as the crop year and also as the

period to be representative?

MR. SPJH: Where i: that reference, &r. Barkalow?

MB. BA! Or ALOW; The third line on page 19.

VU SPBE: I wo Id suggest that be changed to "the preceding cal-

endar year* •

$S&« BARKALOW: In the next line that is f und also.

KB. f FEH: "Processed during such year".

m* JOSPEH: Mr. Chairman.

TKESIDIISG OfHCl GIFFOBD : lir. Joseph/

W* JOTEt'H: Is it true, Mr* ^peh, that most processors do not keep

the record of nroduction by the calendar year, but do keep it by the crop

year?
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KE. 8F5H: ^ell, on the other hand the record will be the allotment

made.

' I . JOrrH: That ie rie&t. I had overl oked that. You would sake

the allotment for the calendar ye r.

04 BAPTAIC*: That is all.

FRESIDHW OFFICE OIFFORDi Row, turn to oage 21 of the marketing

agreement, Article XI, Derogation.

MR. SPEH: Article "1 is in the ueual form and I eee no reaeon for

any comrents to be made on it.

PPL' EDIUQ OFFICZF GIFFOPD: Are there aflttj questions on it?

(No response.

I

V^SSlSim : 3IFB0RD: If none, rticle HX, Liability of

Control Committee

MJR • SPEH: Tnis article has for its purpose the product! o of Mtbers

of the Control Committee as individuals, and
:
rovides that they shall not

be personally responsible for any of *heir acts if committed If carried

out under the terms of the marketing agrees?nt and license or order.

. md oracSfc GI>TOHDi Article .. .. I , t'e :eparabiltty clause.

MR. SPEH: Thie is the usual form, so as to provide that if any

provision of the agreement is held invalid, that it does not affect the

fcemai ni ir provi f ions

.

PRESIDING OITICEF GUYOKD: From your experience do you feel, that

Article XI, JJI and XIII should be appropriately included in -fee market-

ing agreement, if extended?

ME. SPEH: We do. -

PRJSSIDING OFFIOT GIJ70PJ): Article 717, Order with Marketl

%

Agreements.
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MR. SFEH: This proviso is for the purpose of tying in the agreement

to the corresponding orders. It is recognized that it is — th-.t to ef-

fectuate the purposes of the Agricultural Adjustment Act the marketing

agreement alone will not be sufficient unless it were to extend to 100 per

centtof the industry. Therefore it is recognized th;:t the provisions of

such an agreement must be extended to everyone within the industry or any-

one who contemplates coming into it and this can only be done under orders,

end in this section the contracting handler indicates that he does approve

of such orders and asks that the "ecretary issue such orders and that he

will accept them.

It is recognized that there may be others, of course, in the ind-

ustry who do not sign the marketing agreement , who wilx be placed under
r

the corresponding orders. It is our understanding that such orders when

issued will be substantially the same as the •rarketing e-reenent, with the

exception, of course, that it does apply to all handlers, Whether contract-

ing handlers or not.

PRii IDING OFFICE Qtl FFORD : Is there any further discussion of this

art! cle?

MP.. 3AV FALOf : Mr. Speh.

MB. S^SH: Yes, sir.

MB. 3AT.KAL0W: Do you believe there w uld be objection if in the

last line there i?as added after the words Anaval stores" the tord "sub-

stantially", for the reason that it is often necessary in the order*)

slightly change the wording, and sometimes the provision — for example,

the pr vision with respect to amendments is somewhat eompiejte in a: tide

T of the agreement, whereas^tbe order it is a simple statement that amend-

r**'**
WUxu " 607
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ments may from time to time be propoeed. L'ue to the fact that the law pro-

vides ho1" thf.t iff to be amended, hence there is no way to eat up there, to

show how it can be emended, but of course, it ie substantially the same as

tine agreement.

MR* SPEH: We thought that when it says "in the same manner", that

manner not being as definite as, you might say, not exactly ia the same

phaase or same words, that the manner would allow a certain amount of div-

ersion from the exact phraseology*

l£R« BARFALOW: It is clear to you t at is what t ose words mean?

MR. EPSH: Yes, sir,

PRSEIBINO OFFICER GIKTGRB: Is there anything further on that article?

(No response*)

TftELIDING OFFICE GIFFG8RD: If not, Article 17, Loans.

MB* SFEH: We offer as a suggest! o a, in order to complete that sec-

tion, that it read, "shall not be in excels of a fair exchange value as

defined by the Agricultural Adjustment . ct, as amended.

"

This is to comply with the requirements of the Act that any loan

obtained from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation shall not be in excess

of H he amount set forth in an agreement, and if we put in there any amount

at all naturally the operator would put in a higher amount. He always hopes

for parity or as near parity as possible, aid if you were, for instance, to

eay "shall not be in excess of "76 per unit", it does not mean anything be-

cause it does not require that it be r 76 per unit, so that we have aerely

tried to comply with the provision of the law and at the same time avoid a

definite dollsr statement.

10?. ATCOCK: Will you read the amendment again, olaase, Mr. £?eh.

ME* SPEH: "Shall not be in excess of a fair exchange . value as de-

fined by the Agricultural Adjustment Act as amended".
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That fair exchange value —

MP, AYCOCK: That means parity?

MR. fcPEH: Well, the Act, as amended, avoids that particular refer-

ence to parity in. the old term. It takes other things into consideration.

"RAIDING BDIIC a GIFTQhD: This amendment will be identified as

Exhibit No. 29 end made a part of the record.

(The proposed ?uneadment to
Article XV, Section 1, submitted fey

Mr. Speh, was marked 'Exhibit No. 29 M

and ie attached to tais record.)

MR. BASFALOW t Mr. Speh, tc waat sectio. of the act do you refer?

You say "as defined in the Act".

MP. FFIH: It is on page 16, if 1 can trace it back far enough to see

what section it would be.

MR. BA..E ALOW i That is th*s section which provides for loans?

ICR. fcFSHs Section 8 (b) whien reads, "for the purpose of carrying

out any such agreement the parties thereto shall be eligible for loans from

the eco instruction Jina ace < Corporation under section 5 of the econstruction

Finance Corporation Act. Such loans shall net be in excess of such amounts

as may be authorised by amendments*'.

ME. BAKKALOW; My question was, where is fair exchange value defined

in the Act? There is reference to it —

h . 5.ToM: On page 7, '^'heneve; th i Secretary Nat FeaSQja to believe

that the current ave age farm price for any basic agricultural commodity is

lees than the fair exchange value thereof."

Mft. BARiALOW: Do you consider that to be a definition of the term

"fair exchange value"? Do you have in m~nd the Clause of tho declaration

of policy?

MB. r^EH: I was looking —
t»U3
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I£R. BARTALOW: Section 2 on the first page, and over to page 2.

7. Yes, sir, that is what I wae trying to tie in.

M. . BAEEALCT: To the effect

MF. £.-PlH: But I eee no reference in that to the fair exchange value*

ME. BAP;FAL0W: That will give commodities a purchasing power with

respect to articles th, I farmers buy equivalent to the ;urchasinr power in

the base period.

MR. t?EH: That is what I interpret to be meant by the fair exchange

value. Possibly there is no other reference to it, and therefore it must

be assumed that Congress, that that is wte t they meant by *fair exchange

value. n

MP. ? I?:_LOW: Tiat is your conception of "fair erchrm~e value"?

MR. EPEHi My conception would be that as contained in this declar-

ation of policy es give in Section 2 of .he ;ct, tart is, a purchasing

power with : espect to articles that farmers buy equivalent to the purchas-

ing power of agricultural coirmodities in the base period*

JABKaLO^: To apply thai to navel stores what would be your

conception of fair exchange value for naval stores?

MR. SP5E: That would be that a unit of naval stores should bring

a market, a price v;hich w uld permit the hmdler — the processor to buy

the same number of units of otheft conanodities that he bought during the

bese period with one unit of naval stores.

MR. :vi ALOW: Then what you mean in short is, that it shal^hot be

in excess of the parity price .

MR* *>£9iH: «.ith the exception that he old reference to parity prices

has been expanded to include other items here, such as interest, tax pay-

ments, etc. I believe that is the reason they have practically discarded
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the parity price idee and instead refer to the exchange value,

FSSSIOINa amCKH GIFFCieDi If there is nothing farther on that,

we will pees to Article XVI, in reference to signatures,

ME* SPffi: 1Mb is the usual form, Relieve, in provi fling the place

for signature and sets up . the requirements under which the parties may

sign.

Btlfcim lie - GIUFOHD: Is tfcere anything further on thpt article?

{Mo response.

)

PRESIDING omc:i GliTQWt m* Boykin has written* letter to the

Secretary, Secretary Wallace, and also a letter to the Control Committee

which he desires read into the record as a part of his evidence, is that

right?

.*I . BOYKIH: Those are copies of letters, f-.r. Chairman, that were

written a year ago, more than a year ago, and I thought they might clarify

my testimony.

FW IDING OFFICER CSFFCHD: In order to clarify his testimony this

afternoon, they will be ordered copies into the record.

(The letters above referred to and ordered copies into the

record, are in words and figures as follows to wit:)

•Weyneeboro, Mies.,

December 4th, 1934.

'Hon. Henry A. Wallace,

"Dear Mr. Wallace:

*It ie a fact, well known in this section of the country, that we

did not favor the original Marketing Agreement and that it was only after

we understood that the Secretary of agriculture would approve the agreement

and that unless we became a party to the agreement that we would not be

1 bll
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allowed to market our r>ro''ucte. 11 srum turpentine and gum rosin. Then

it was that we attached our signature*

"finee tre marketi ng agreement came into being and we hare had an

opportunity of observing the conditions surrounding the ar plication of the

agreement we are of the opinion that control production is of inestimable

value to the industry as a whole at the present tire and it is our further

opinion that some measure cf control must be exercised for several years

to come.

"Feeling ei we do the necessity of continued control procue ti >n in

the turpentine and rosin industry we desire to assist if we possibly can

the several agencies that tziake up the machinery which operates the Control

Agreement for our industry, in arriving at some basi of allot ment of al-

location of units to be manufactured and marketed for next and succeeding

years thst wo Id be more fair and more equitable to the great majority of

nroeeseore now engaged in the business, than the present method of allot-

ment as contained in the original Marketing Agreement in the shape*%t four

year average; and for the reasons just stated we wish to endorse the sug~

tea amendments to basis of aUotment contained in proposed Marketing

Agreement and proposed amended license for processors of gum turpentine and

gum rosin as contained in Docket oo. tea- 250 I -28 pages 55 to £8 inc.

*At this time we do not know of any fairer basis of allotment that

could possibly be put into effect than is contained in the proposed amend-

ments, and we further feel that if these amendments be adopted that it will

tend to cure many eases of any inequality now fo isting under the original

marketing agreement.

"The effect of the four year average as contained in the original

agreement is to reduce from year to year these allotments or allocations
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wherein, the processor has already received a .serious curtailment in his act-

ivities, on the other hand same processors who have received distinctive

advantages under the four year average will continue to receive additional

increases from year to year, or as the Marketing Agreement continues, this

to our mind is so subversive of true Americans as business principles that

fact alone should bring about so?ae ne eded changes.

"Allow us to say that we would not be benefited to any great ertent

by the suggested change in the method of allotment and that we have not been

seriously crippled in our operations under the four year average but that

we see every day the result of tne four gear average end recognize the in-

equalities therein.

"The small gum seller suffered undue hardship in many instances in

19S4 and we would subscribe to some amendment that would allow an exemption

of from three to five barrels a month to this gum seller and an exemption

of 50 units per year to all processors provided, of course, that tbe amount

so exempted had been orodueee or processed during the years 1933 or 1934 by

the producer or processor receiving the exemption*

wWe are prepared to furnish affidavits or additional data covering

the situation as outlined above and shall gladly do so upon request.

"Very truly,

Boykin and Son.

By. T. S. Boykin.

"State of Mississippi

Wayne County

"Personally appeared before me the undersigned authority in and for

said county and state one T. S. Boykin in ;;nd for -foe firm of Boykin and

Son who upon oath he states that he signed sealed nd delivered the fore-
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going instrument for the purpose therein stated.

*

"wayneeboro, Mississippi,

"August 27, 1934.

"To the Control Committee,

For Gum Turpentine and Gum Kosin Producers,

Jacksonville, Florida.

Mr. C. L. McCarthy,

Chairman Yaldosta Coram! ttee,

White Oak Georgia.

Mr. iiclntosh

Chairman Jactora Committee,

Savannah, Georgia.

Gentlemen:

"Inasmuch as the four year plan contained in the marketing agreement

has worked undue hardship on number of processors by seriously curtailing

their 1934 production, and diversely, has allowed other processors substan-

tial increase in their 19?, 4 production, over their 1922 production, I beiiev:

that the fairest plan that could be evolved is preparedness to oroduee of

April 1st, 1934; but realizing the difficulties that would ttend arriving at

a definite figure of such preparedness, I am now of the opinion that t e next

fairest plan would be to use the production of 1932 and allotment for 1954

as a basis for allocation for 1S35.

"Setting aside Z per cent of the total crop to be desired for new

preceptors of 1988 -;jid 2 per cent of same crop to aid distress cases and so-

fa' led new process rs of 1S24.

"If the average arrived at should ler.ve any old processor with an

allotment lesr than 75 per cent of his 1933 production, this, in my opinion,
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should be classed as a distress case, and a sufficient amount of units should

be deducted from the 3 per cent set aside for such distress cases and added

to such orocefjsors allotment to allow him a 1925 allotment of at least 75

per cent of his 1935 production.

"The socalled aev processor of 19S4 should receive at least 75 per

cent of their 'ability* to produce as of April 1st, 1934* (Although I realize

th^t ability to produce is not looked with favor by my great aramber of those

with whom I have been associated with in this work, yet I know of no Way to

arrive at anything like a fair basis for the 1934 new producer without using

such ability or as 1 would term it, preparedness to produce as of April 1st,

1934.)

"In order thrt the inequalities nor exist in? oxide:" the marketing t sree-

ment eaused by the use of the four year average, that the Control Committee

allow Fueh units as have been manufactured or will be during 1934 over and

above the allotments given for 1934, to move to fovemment storage under

certificates lurnished by the Control Committee at the same price that tags

are now furnished per unit, and th t this surplusage of the Control Com-

mittee, or in Hew thereof, the Secretary of Agriculture, to shorten this

period of time. (My intention in suggesting this clause is to eure hard-

ships now being suffered by many processors and small gum producers*)

"Within the averse* for t e years 1933 and 19?4 shall have been

gotten together then the Control Committee shall use a percentage of reduc-

tion in each old processors 1935 allotment, that would in their discretion

reduce the 1935 crop to th • figure desired, and, that no ;oroce?sor shall re-

ceive an incr-ase ov r and above his two year average, but that all old pro-

cessors be subjected to end receive the eame percentage of redaction.

nY urs very truly,

(Signed ) T. S. Boykin,"
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PpETIDING OFFICII GIFPQKDi Is ere anything else under the pro-

jP*-^v: jgdjaiL^iiat t^ir'fcf &i&..tjt iwfe * isa',ir#i4# 1a view or.^wWI ' wWMmst-1!* e*
posed marine tinj? agreement ?

TOEEIDITJG OTTI CET GIFFQHD: We have some telegrams which ttr« ward

will road into the record.

!^0T^" 'MB. WABD: I have a masher of telegrams here that 1 will just read

in the record. I feel that these telegrams which have been received today

should be included in the record.

•AHDAtDSU, AIA* ,

Carson Naval Stores,

Care C. F. Sneh, Jacksonville, Fla«

"The Naval Stores Industry ia standing on solid foundation. Now we

have experienced sad failure of artificial rice fixing lease lets don't

try another one *:e and majority of producers &f this section opposed any

form of apreem-nt e V.in it against future welfare of industry.

Charles Dixon & Co. Dixon . ndu; ries Inc."

"Pensacola, Fla«

Judge Glenn 1. Gifford,
9 jtjmtsi

Care Turpentine meeting iviayflower not el

Jacksonvi le, lla.

nI regret that engagements made previously necessitated my being in

Tallahassee Friday and I had to leave your meeting after Thursdays session.

MSh uld the government not loan on Nineteen Thirty Six crop turpen-

tin and rosin I sincerely believe there will not be a surplus produced be-

cause of the size of the timber being worked The price asked for new timber

and the scarcity of timber Also the peak of the crop from second growth

timber ha? been reached it) Georgia.
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"In my opinion four fifty or four sixty thousand fcerrels turpentine

for nineteen tr irty six is not a surplus in view of the many thousands of

people who are dependent upon the industry for a livelihood, I w uld like

to stress the i-rportance of the operators themselves cooperating wit h the

Tovernment in coring for the stocks now n hand which are depreciating.

"Here's hoping for the beet for the little Ban.

f,J. 0. Pace.*

TOU^Qf T OWN* TLA* No . 4, 1S55.

CHAIRMAN KEABim COmiTHm,

mm turpenti^ie ;m com rosin,

Mayflower Motel, Jacksonville, FLA.

*»Vire 'are very much in favor and feel we must have some form of crop

control.

Youngstown I^aval £t ras Co., InC*

PALA7XA, FLA., Nov. 4, 1955.

Judge Glen J. Gifford,

Mayflower Eotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

*'Ve respectfully requf-it tha t jilt111 Iflltlm HtMll -orm g|

marketing agreanent to all proce.3ors for their approval.

"J. ¥. Miller Turpentine Co. By
J. T. Miller, *rea."

GAlMcS , 1IA. Nov. 4, 1935.

CRAIE AN HUJEHiG CTMTT I

Gum Turpentine and Gum He*in,

Mqyflower Eotel, Jacksonville, ila.

nWe are very much in favor and feel we must have some form of crop

control.

Register and Davis A* St Register."
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"ST. ATTGUSTINB, FLA.., Nov. 4, 1935.

J. 0. GIFFOKD, THESIDIN8 OFFICER,

Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonvi ' le , 2'la.

"Fuggeet that any market!% agreement adopted should provide that

all cleaned or uncleaned gum turpentine produced by and all cleaned or

uncleaned gum turpentine purchased by any licensed processor must be dis-

tilled into turpentine and rosin at the place of such processors manufacture

before same can be reentered in transportation.

"HHP & MBLDKIM By J. W. Meldrim."

»B vNIFAY, hlA. , Nov. 4, 1935.

*€r# J> wl'lf^f (^Wm^f'M.^

$9m Turpentine and Bosin Cormittee,

ay flower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

"1 realize fully lite importance of some kind of crop control and

urge your action in behalf of seme.

FLOED E. CBBLIIWH."

^TOGtTOW, JUL., Nov. 4, 1W5.

Wmmm mmim comkxttze.^

"Gum Turpentine and Gum i^osin,

May flower,Hotel, Jacksonville, Jl%

"I am very much in favor and feel we must have aooft form of crop

control.

S. WALi-KK."

BACOHTON, GA.» '40V. 4, 1935.

"JUDG^: GLE23N J". GIITCH)

"Care Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

"Respectfully request that admin! strati on submit some form of mar-
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keting agreement to all rocersors for their approval.

"J. R. AHD J. B. MILLI-JR, IHC."

"PSHSACOLA? Fla., Nov. 4, 1925.

"CHAIRMAN OF HEAPING,

"Gum Turpentine and Basin Marketing Agreement

,

"Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

*W© are very much in favor f the agreemen t realizing the need of

crop control.

"ST. ATOTTIKE, FLA., Hov. 4, 19S5.

n0. J. GXFFORD , ^F-riBIHC OFFICES,

"Mayflower TVotel, Jacksonville, Fla,

"We respectfully request that a marketing agreement be submitted to

all processors for their approval or rejection.

"ft. kmmtm % fla., nov. 4, 1935.

•g. j. giffokd, nwimm officer,

Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

"Us favor and urge the adoption of an @nforeiele marketing agree-

ment for gum turpentine and rosin tuad mod turpentine and wood rosin.

"K2SMP & MELDEIM."

"WU*" BT'OTOR, ALA. , Hov. 4, 1925.

"NAVAL £TQR1£ HEARING CC^ITTEE,

"Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, 11a.

"We are not in favor of the Naval Stores Marketing /greement «re

favor only the part that limits the size of trees worked.

"T. B. mWm MILL CO."

L
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"OKfcT.-E, ILL.* Nov. 4, 1935.

"JUDGE OLH! J. OI2TOHD

"Care Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville , rla.

"We earnestly requ st that administration submit some form of mar-

keting agreement to all processors for their an proval.

"HOWELL TORPLNTIm CO.**

"CENTURY, JFLA.3 Nov, 4, 1*25.

"WWaL STORES HIDING C O ITTE1'

,

"Care Mayflower not el, Jacksonville, Pla.

"We favor Naval Stores production control through prescribing min-

imum diameter of trees to be turpentined and in this manner only.

"TJL. JOSm EUI^VAN LUMBJili CO.
"CONECU£ Nv9AL Stt«ES CO..

"ALTidCH-L, AM**

YOUNG7 TOWN, HA., Nov. 4, 1935.

"chairman hearing committee

"Gum Turpentine and Gum rosin

"Mayflower otel, Jacksonville, Fla*

"We are very much in favor and feel we must have soiae form of

crop control.

"SANDY CHEEK 1URP1MN CO, INC

"D. it. McSiiide, President.

"

"YopQBTOiSi TLA., Nov. 4, 1955.

"CHAIRMAN HEAfQNG CO KITTLE,

"Gum Turpentine and Gum Rosin,

"Mayflower Hotel, Jacksonville, Fla.

"I am very such in favor and feel we must have some form of crop

Control.

"C. B. WALLSR."
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FEISIDIffG 01 FI v TT5 GI '"FOBB: These telegrams will be copied in the

reocrd.

Is there any further evidence from any one on the proposed market-

ing agreement?

("- res rvonse.
)

PEETiriKG BFFTC'T* GUT31.D: How, in the latter part of this pamphlet

ie the proposed order, "beginning on page 22 t AM has been stated by Mr.

Barkalow, the provisions of the marketing agreement, the substance of the

provisions of it, have been carried into the order.

The marketing agreement being a contract between the people defined

In the marketing agreement as it affects them and the Secretary, and the

proposed order being ail order from the Secretar. to all pities in the ind-

ustry affected by it, therefore it has been necessary to change the verb-

iage of matter in some respects, but the general sub stance and principle

of everything in the proposed order has been taken from the proposed mar-

keting agreement, however, in cheeking over, if there is any one who de-

sires to discuss any provision of the proposed order in addition to the

evidence th*t has already been given, we will be glad to have you do so at

this time.

(No res^nse.

}

PRESIDING HM GTeTORB: Mr. Spaa*

MR. JEP5H: Yes, sir.

IDISS <£:TO£D: You have read -he proposed order?

m. ?~ K- Yes, sir.

f*7 ^i^miVim Oinem GIITOHD: Is that right?

MP. SKSH: Yes, cir.

FfcESTDISC ©FFJCJ.P? 01 FFOHP : ind do you see anything in the proposed

order, carried into it tae "orovisi us that would affect it, from the pro-
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posed marketing agreement, anything that should be altered or changed in

anyway in the proposed form, except to c:aply r*ith amendments and changes

thet hare been suggested with reference to the ore osed marketing agrecs^nt?

SVSSL: Nothing beyond the faet that we noted that the ro-ca led

conFerrati^n feature If in the marketing agreement "but not the order, and we

called attenti n to that the other day.

TEESIBI13G 0Ttltii£ GI7FrPD: /.nothing in addition to that?

HP. rPEH: Nothing that I can recall, no, sir.

m'TIDIlfC OTFIC"^ GIF70II): Bo you see any reason or any place in here

where the evidence affecting the provisions of the proposed marketing agree-

ment would not be a ?licable to the various provisions in the proposed order?

m. S?EH: No, sir.

Pp?f IDIKG ChYlC l OlfTOKD: Is there *ny further evidence upon any

subject in either the proposed marketing agreement or proposed order th t any

one else would like to submit?

MB* £P1SH: It has been suggested — mijht I ask that this he off the

record for the time being?

PPTMriNG omCKF. CLIFFORD: Yes, it will he off the record until we

determine how the Batter la t) be presented.

(There was a discussion off the record,)

FRJT.IDING OFrlCn, Zl ZZZIO: This record for the taking of oral evidence

will be closed.

The record, however, will be kept open for a period of ten days, that

is, until the close of business on November 14, 1^£5, within which time you

may file briefs.

Briefs Bhould be typewritten or printed in sobs form, and we prefer

that they be on letterhead size paper. Yo should file f ur copies, and each

I •
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copy sh~ul& be subscribed and sworn to. When tliey are prepared in this

manner they should be mailed to the Hearing Clerk, Beparteent of i^rieulture,

Boom 4725 South Building, sasMngton, p. C.

Please remember that they *ust be printed in some form, that they must

be in four copies, eac* copy saeweribed nd sworn to, an they must be mailed,

be in the mail before the close of business of NoTember 14, 1^5.

If there ie iKthinsr further, we will stand adjcimed.

(Thereupon, at 11:06 o'clock t>. ». , Soweaber 4, lfc25, the hearing was

closed*

)
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ARTICLE IT - Section S, Line 6 * Amend to read "£«fth tags shall bear a number

identifying the contracting processor-handler to whom issued

and/or a serial number.

AGRICULTURAL ADJUfTMi^JT A£&:2MI £TEATS ON

Hearing ./$/. .¥Wi.£lKft$?.Exhibit

Offered by ft«/f<«««wi3IIKl«*t«* Ill*

»at«../f/..»Tt*?i.W5* .

Beporter J},?j.3?9?

ARTICLE IV - Section 2, taragraph 4, Line 1 - Amend, to read "During each

calendar year w
.

U. 8 t I«PABfl!E!$T OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADTOm^WP ADMINISTRATION

Hearing
B ^ff^f , # ^?Yf^ »^t*9??? » Exhibit No..v

V
Offered by. .

reporter. .'./..... ••••
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ARTICLE IV - Section 8, Paragraph 5 - ,-jnend to read "shall supply apon

application to tbe Control Committee each contracting pro-

cessor handler a numb r of tags —

U. S. DEPAfcTMfcIT OF AGKICULiUKB

AGRICULTURAL ADJUiTMi^T AMMI8TEASI 01

Hearing /s/tfa7al Stores ^zhibit o. 8

fered by. ...«•

oate /s/ l^ov, 4, 19S5

Beporter, . . ./f/. .^if??

AETICLE IY - Section 2, Paragraph 5, bub-paragraph 2, Line 1 - Amend to

read "For eeca calendar year following —

<

U.S. l&ASVfgaS 01 AGSI CULTURE
AuitICULTURAL ADJU Tiv!,- .13T AD*H .KaIION

Hearing. Exhibit No. ## ? -#

Offered by,
. m /m s{ m

.Mr.
#
Sneh

Date. /?/ UteTf *j t*S&.

Reporter .^7??. . ...
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RETICLE IT - fTection 2, Paragraph 7, -age 14 - Amend last sentence to read

"Ail sums received pursuant to the provisions of this .agreement

shall be used by trie Control Go'jnittee for tha purpose, and

subject t - the iiMtations, eet forti in this Agreement

U. S. DEPARTMENT OJ AGHCULT03E
AGrlCULTURAL AWTCSTMEHT J&BJfX&fBAROi

Hearing. /..aval.Stores.^ ibit No. ..10.,

Offered by . . Ufi. . .titl

&ate . .^..v?T:.f. .....

Reporter /s/ IL, C. I ixon

ARTICLE IY - Section 2, Paragraph 8, Line Z - Amend to read during tae

preceding calendar year, .
w

U. B. DEPASTI'IOT OF .GRICULTUHE
agricultural 0ffVL r

^:..m: adj^nitration

Hearing.^s^Kayal.Stores
(

(

exhibit jj0 ,
^ 3^ (

Offered by
, ,/f ?WJ

Date . . .

.

l&( .

.

Voj

i

. f ,
, 1??5

Reporter hi M. C. 'ixon
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ARTICLE II - Section 4,
x aragraph 1 - Amend %o read nKo contracting pro-

cessor handler shall market a volume of gum naval etores in

excess of hie allotment, which shall be fixed for him by the

Secretary in the fanner provided in this section.

'

USE . Ui.^AF:Ti.
r
J: i%T 03? OB.TC IXLTUUIS

AOPICULTU -AL ADJU-TSII^iT ADMIMSTRATI OK

Hearing.. /v/.&9Y9l.?tar99 Exhibit

Offered by .Vf/..¥?t.iP«?

•^f. #flTf*fl #}!Sf# »»*«•«

Beporter^ /*/
#
Hi»M*

. TTICLE IV - Section 4, Paragraph 6 (d) - imend to read "will permit each

contracting old processor participating in a secondary allot-

ment."

U. S. D3SPAKT....;:M
r

i
i 01'' ^GfclCULTUBI

AGPICULT0BAL JUMNISTRaTION

Hearing .1*1. •WTrt.S$9Tff Exhibit Mo...» #

Offered by ## ,,/p/ t#¥?i.§$ffc..,..

Date /V Nov* 4. |f$8

Report er {*( . .^i?9*
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AKTICLE IV - action 4, Paragraph 7, Line 4 - Amend to read "the final

allotment of each applicant for the calendar year next .
11

U. S. Do.. i&flAMS 01 a&RICU tubs
AGRICULTURAL ADJW TMTVNT AEMINIf-TR T10H

Hearing. ./s/. Mtil .Stores, inhibit No.
#}f

,

Offered by /?

Date. ?97:,f *,}-55§

I.eporter A/ Ijiixon

ABTICLE IV - Secti-n 4, ara raph 8 (a) - Amend to read "The marketable

percentage for primary allotments to new processors shall be

determined by the relation of the total number of units set

aaide i or allotment for new processors pursuant to paragraph

6 la) of this section to the number of units represented by

the a proved indications from ail such applicants;

U. F. DEPARTS NT OF AGHICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJ (K TMEl'iT AXffil Nl £ TRATI ON

Hearing.A/. P?Trt.^?r??. ,
.Exhibit No. . .1?.

.

Offered by. ,/?/.. .fj:.£P?k

Date /?/..??Y:.f*.i??S

Reporter / ?/..?#xon
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ARTICLE IV - Section 4, Sub-paragraph 8 (b) - Amend to read "The marketable

percentage of secondary allotments to new processors shall be

determined by the relation of the total number of units set

aside for «llotment to new processors pursuant to ^ara^raph

6 lb) of this section to the combined number of unite of the

a- proved a 'licatirs from all such applicants;

U. f • DSPATOrSNT OF AGBICUT.Tt^E

jmip^W8U& ABJl££v!I.KT AXfiQNXSTRA?ION

Hearing^s/^
#
^ayai

#
^tores

t
Sxbibit i;o.

#
16^

Offered by. . „l?L ,$>1 •SPft

Date /f^, #¥?T: « , }?S5

Reporter /•/ Mixon
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RETICLE IV - Section 4 - Aod as paragraph 10. If at any time during the

year 8 c -. ntracti cu; croc; sor-handler shall find that for any

reason he will not market the full amount of his allotment he

shall report this fact to the IControl Co . -.mittee promptly ^nd

shall return to the Control Committee any surplus tags that

may have been issued to him* Any quantity so returned shall

be added to the amount set aside as an equalization supply.

In all cases where a contracting proce; sor-handler shall comply

with the requirements of this provision the fact t at he did

not market his full allotment for a given year shall not effect

his base figure for the following year. In the event any

contracting proceseor-nandler shall fail to return oroaptly

any surplus taps as provided in thi: section the Control

ConTiinittee may, after notiee and opportunity for hearing re-

commend that the Secretary reduce the base figure of such

contract in" processor-handier to the amount actually marketed

by him.

U. S. D: .U*:T.. -M1 OF CULTURE
AaRl CULTURAL ADTUKSMKNT AD3E NISTRATI CSJ

Hearing.^, ,$aval.§tores.
. ..Sahibit No.*?.

Offered by . , (f{ . .^ •
#£

Date.,/?/.,??T:.t» #i^
Beporter

# ../?/,
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ARTICLE IY - Section 4 S Add as 'Paragraph 11 - Any person processing in

more than one location shall be given separate allotments

for eac location. Tags issued to an applicant or to a

subsidiary or affiliate of an applicant for one location

may be exchanged through the Control Cofomlttee for tags

fair other locations operated by £uch applicant, subsidiary

or affiliate in determining the ability of an a plicant to

reduce the combined ability of all affiliated interests

may be considered,

MM CULMfoAL ADJU&m.M1 ADi J. Nit T Tl OK

Hear! ng. {f( .Hff }9fIffft•

.

Mixilib 1

1

No • . i

?

Offered by.ML .Mt .vPft. . ,

iJtdl HTj i?5?

Reporter, ..^f/.^.lvfixon

APTICLI IT - Section 4 - Add as Paragraph 12 - "here a contracting processor

handler sells lease or otherwise disposes of the ownership or

control of part or of all his timber land or lease upon the

basis of fiiich an allotment has been nade to him a proportionate

share of his allotment shall accompany such transfer; • rovised,

however, That the processor or lease© shall establish to the

satisfaction of the Secretary hie abiltty to fulfill the

amount of the allotment aecsmpanyint; such transfer,

U. t . Di'TAF r - T Oh r&aCVLTQYX
macv>mmu, mwrn^m ai>mihis tiia,ti on

Eearing./f^.?aYrt.i;tores... Exhibit no. 1^

Offered by /s/ Mr.

Date ,/s/ Hoy. 4, 19S5
Reporter /a/ Mlxon
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JURTICLE IV » ection 5, Paragraph 1 - Method of Allotment of Wood Naval

r tores - .Amend to read n contracting handler receiving an

allotment of wood naval stores shall market a volume of wood

naval stores in excess, of his allotment which shall be fixed

for him by the secretary, in the manner provided in this sec-

tion. Ho contracting handler shall handle any wood naval

stores which are in excess of euch allotment and do not bear

a tag, mark or other evidence to show that allotment require-

ments have been complied with*

U. 8. ifcAiiBfcll OF AGHICU;.TURS

AGBICUIiTUHAL JLDJUfc fflfollT ABS&MISmmON

Heari ng. Is,L §4 . §Wi ff . Sxhibi t Mo . „ . §9

.

Offered by
## #

#

/• /
%
Mr»

#
~peb

#

Reporter /f . .^299

ARTICLE IY - Section 5, Paragraph 2 Now Paragraph 1 - Amend to read "the

Secretary shall determine the quanta ty of wcod naval stores

marketed by each handler fiurrng the calendar yesr 1S£4 #

ABTIflJLE IY - Section 5 - Change the n mbers of paragraphs 2, 2, 4, 5 and 6.

to 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, respectively.

tJ. IHffARTKEHT OF AGf&CULTURE

Hearing /a/ Naval Stores Inhibit NO. 21

Offered by /'s/ Mr. Speh

Date /s/ Nov. 4, 13S5

Reporter /s/ Mixon

hs2
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Section 4 - at) od f Alletaftat - Processors who process

naval stores from leased timber or lands owned in fee simple and are

equipped with a complete still, houses and all that its necessary to

do a bona fide oparatiftg business, and who processed in 1935 200 units

or lees, shall not be compelled to accent lower allotments, and if

they oroceesec lee than 200 units they shall not be prevented from

increasing their productions to 200 units if they have or can rocure

the timber.

AGFJCULIUR21 ALJDEMENT AS I SI&TRATX ON

Herring /s/ iaval Stores Exhibit NO. 22

Offered by /s/ , eibert

Date /s/ Nov. 4, 1935

>e orter /s/ r. C. is on

ARTICLE II, Section 1, Paragraph 9 - Stride and substitute "Menibers of

the Control Committee shall be entitled to expenses neces-

sarily incurred in the performance of duties hereunder and

iq&ddition eha.n receive sue;; cnniDeniiati ^n as the Seeretar.,

may determine.

U. £. IljyjffmWI 01 AGjhlCULTUBE "JJL

AGRIGVLTlEAl ADJUST NT AJKINIETRATION

Hearing /s/ Naval stores Zxhibit lo. ZZ

Offered by /s/ r. Soeh

Date /e/ Nov. 4j lScS

ej.orter /s/ C. laps.
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ARTICLE II, Section 3, - Add as pararraph 6 - to establish and/or

foster any agency for the purpose of securing for the

naval stores industry effective advertising and research.

The expenses of such advertising and research ©hall "be

defrayed from funds collected pursuant to any provision

of this agreement.

agricultural usmsmwr towmftmriei

Hearing /s/ Naval .

c tores exhibit N6« 24

Offered by ,/s/ ir. Speh v

Eeporter /s/ M. C, Alison

ARTICLE II, taction 3, Paragraph 7 - Insert to rcake such expenditures

as may be necessary to aarry vat the provisions of this

Agreement."

U. £, VluP&m^m 3F AGRICULTURE
AGKI CULTURAL ADXUSmH? AD^aMirTRATKH

Hearing /s/ Haval Stores Inhibit ;:;o. 25

Offered by /s/ I.!r. Speh __.
Date /s/ Nov. 4, 1^S5

Reporter /s/ &. C. ^ ison
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iRTICLE II - Section 5, Paragraph 1 * strike word "may" and substitute "shall*

so as to read "The Secretary shall require ."

U.S. BEFABINUST OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJU5 T' 'W " ADMINISTRAfI M

Hearing /s/ Nayel' Stores xhibi t Ho. 26

Offered by /e/ gPg Speh

Date /s/ Hot. 4, 1S25

Reporter /s/ l\ C. Mixon

ARTICLE VI, Section 2, Paragraph 1 - Line 2 - Aalfil ijr changing required

notice fr .xa one (1) to seven (7) days.

U. S. D1SFARSMWT 0* AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADMIMLTRATI ON

Hearing /s/ llaval Stores Exhibit No. £8

Offered by /s/ &r. Fpeh

Date /&/ Nov. 4, 1S55.

Reporter /s/ M. C. Mixon

ARTI CLE XT - Section 1, -ast Line - Amend to read "Shall not be in excels

Of a fair exchange value as defined by the Agricultural Ad-

justment Act as am&nded.

*

U. S. DEPARTS?- NT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT ADMIU2ISTP.ATI ON

Hearing /s/ NaTal Stores Exhibit No. 2$

Offered by >r. Speh

Date /s/ Not. 4, 1935.

Reporter
^ /g/ M» C. Mixon
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« i Jftftjp d ata 9 taa underalgae

loially Lev©rally pro&lsai

io pay to t>w* ;jr£er of fORPK30R^i >, NMUM MftFW § IKC»

(EX 3)

at t ie office of iVuraent ine & -*>eia ,%ctors f £aevt at Jaafctftj vvi ne,
Florida, Tor *a!hat receiv^a, latareat fiNN date until aald at
the rete jf ei@at pa** e#nt« <sai«i intsr**!* being peyefei*

aemi•annually on the 31a* day of May and u*e 30ta day af ixovesabar,

respectively » hereafter uutil p*4d« 30t& principal and interest beia^
payable la United natee <3old Cola y£ the preaent etaaderl of eal^at
mid fineness or its a<*ul¥<3U*at«

?*ow f ana11 It aetata* neeeea&ry to eolUot tale ao&a tnroy^i*

an attorney, each of ue, whether eajaar, eeaurity or eadoreer on t&ia
aote, hereby agrees to .aey all eoata of eaea aoLleeaiag» including
reaaoaable attorney 'a faea*

PreeentLeee* proteet, notice of dlaaonor and notice of pros aat

ar$ eaUved ay aaafe and every endorser*

S? L)

«•*••»•••«»•••••*«•« • ••••••••«{s3iV Ju )

HIAHdQaa* i sttV«l ,4*t<HWS ) . .
'«$)..

.»»»., • ••>•••»
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T81S IKDEfTURE* Executed this

by and between. . • ........

•«•«••••••.•••••.••••«••..••••••••••,

day of • •*.,. A. .D. 19 ...

•

Hereinafter jailed the Mortgagor...., which term shall include the heirs,
legal representatives, successors and assigns of the Mortgagor. • where-
ever the context so requires or admits, and f%WM&fttB& & yACX-^as,
INC., a corporation under the laws of the State of Delaware, authorized
to do business in the State of STorida, and haying its principal place
of business in the City of Jaeksonvills, Florida, hereinafter called
the Mortagee, which term shall include its successors and assigns where
ever the context -so recuires or admit s.

WITNiiSSETH: Heft whereas the Mortgagor. . . being now indebted to

the Mortgagee, and an agreement, mutually advantageous, ha3 this day
been concluded between the parties hereto, whereby the mortgagee i3 to
act as factor for, and has made and may make adai tonal advances to, th<-

^ortgagor. • for the Duroose of enabling the ; ortgagor. • • • to conduct
the business of farming, producing ..:nd processing naval stores, such

advances to be made from time to time, at such periods and in such
amounts and during such length of time, for a year or for a term of
years, as may ee neces ury by reason of %he nature and condition of

said business, but only at the option of the Mortgagee, the indebtedness
secured hereby being evidenced by fee promissory notes of the Mortgagor. •

•

bearing even date hereof, hereinafter described, and made in favor of
the Mortgagee, in the respective amounts and maturing as particularly
set forth hereinafter, and also renewals or extensions tuereof, in whole

or in part, made from time to time, and also by book account kept by the

Mortgagee

;

!f$f THIWOHS, for and in consideration of the premises, end for

divers ...;ood and valuable considerations, and also for the purpose of

securing equally end without preference the payment of the following

described notes, to-wit:

One note for ........ due.... 19.......

One note for f .due.. 19.......

One note for due ......19 «

One note for ...due .19.......

One note for g due*. 19.

One note for f. due. .....13

One note for f due... 19. ••••••

One note fbr t .due.... ...13. ..#•••

said notes made in favor of the ortgagee, of even date hereof, and
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aggregating; the prinoioal sun of . ...

••••••••• dollars, and each bearing interest from date until
paid at the rate of ei^ht per centum >er annum, said interest bei-i

payable semi-annually on the 51st day of May and 30th day of November
of each year, both priacipal and interest being payable at the office
of tie ror^ages at Jacksonville, Florida, and for the purpose of equal-
ly securing the payment of any and all loans and additional advances
that may be made by the Mortgagee to the- Mortgagor. • #*, and any and all
indebtedness, obligations and demands, whether now existing or here-
after arising or accruing, and however evidenced, with interest there-
on from date zoade or incurred at the rate of eight per centum per annua
until paid, payable semi-annually as aforesaid, and until all and sin-
gular the covenants and stipulations of this indenture shall have been
fully performed, and all obligations secured hereby fully paid, the
Mortgagor. • . .ha. • • * . .granted, bargained, sold, a liened, remised, releas-
ed, conveyed, confirmed, transferred, assigned and set over, and do

hereby give, grant, bargain, sell, alien, remise, release, convey, con-
firm, transfer, asci^n and set over unto the Mortgagee, its successors
and assi ns, all the following describee! real estate, and also all of
the folloTvin described leases, licenses, ri.$its and contracts to cut,
cup, drip, work, scrape, dip, fell or log pine and other trees for tur-
pentine, naval stores, timber, lumber, sawmill, cross-ties or other pur-
poses, and all the estate, right, title and interest of the Mortgagor.*.

.

therein, each and every, and in the lands, trees and timber therein
described, leased or referre to, and also all of the following described
personal property situate and bein^ as hereinafter particularly set forth.
Said real estate situate, lying and being in the Count....... of..

State of Florida, to-wit:

TOGETHER with all and singular tue rents, issues, income, profit

3

improvements, buildings, rights, members, tenements, hereditaments,
appurtenances, ease ients and privileges to the same or any of t em in

anywise appertaining or belonging, and all the estate, right, title, in-

terest, claim, deiaand, property and possession of the Mortgagor. . . . , and
each of them, of, in and to the same and every part and parcel thereof,

and any and all lands, estates and interests therein, equitable and

legal, and timber and turpentine rights, which shall hereafter be pur-

chased, acquired or leased b,, the Mortgagor. • •• , or any of them, in con-

nection with their said business, whether by deed, contract, lease or

otherwise, for the purpose of producing, farming or manufacture ng naval

stores, logging, sawmilling, or otherwise, and also ^11 of their interest

in the ^rowin^ timber and the cups, gutters and aprons placed on, or here-

after placed on, such timber or any part thereof, and all tue crude gum,

dip and scrape that may accrue or be talcen or gathered from or produced

by the trees upon said above described lands, or any other lands now or

hereafter owned, held, leased or controlled by the Mortgagor. . . . , and all

the rosin and spirits of turoentine, whether in process of manufacture,

at the still, in transit or elsewhere, and also all dross and other

products and by-products made from said sum, dip and scrane, or frcm any

of said trees or timber; and also all stills, pumps, boilers, engines, cups

gutters, machinery, barrels, staves, hoop-Iron, dip-barrels, blecksnith's

and cooper's tools, horses, mules, harness, wagons, automobiles, motor

or other trucks, houses, shanties, and other personal property of every

638
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kind whatsoever, used u on or in connection with, and all products and by-
products produced, made, raised or acquired with or upon, the naval stores
business, plant, fiericultural farms, or otherwise, of the Mortgagor
on the lands and/or timber conveyed by or subject to this mortgage.

The description or enumeration of property herein contained is not
intended to be restrictive or to exclude any property not specifically de-

scribed herein, but it is the intention of the parties that this instrument
shall cover and include, in addition to the property particularly described
herein, all lands, timber, leaseholds and other estates, rights and inter-
ests in land for the purpose of working the same for naval stores, logging
and/or sawmilling purposes or otherwise, and also all buildings, plants,
machinery, equipment, tools, sup lies and all personal property of every
kind whatsoever, and replacements thereof, owned, used, acquired or opera-
ted by the Mortgagor. , or any of them, at any time during the existence
of this mortgage, for and in connection with the naval stores business of
the Mortgagor...., conducted upon, with or in connection with any of the
property herein described or referred to.

TO HAVE AW TO HOLD the same, together with all and singular the
tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in any-
wise appertaining, and the reversion and reversions, remainder and remain-
ders, rents, issues and profits thereof, and also the estate, right, title,
interest, property, possession, claim and demand whatsoever, as well in
law as in equity, of said Mortgagor. .in end to the same, and every part
and parcel thereof, unto the said Mortgagee and its successors and assigns,
in fee simple.

And the sai d Mortgagor * . • • , for ..••.••.•••••••*and
heirs, legal representatives, successors and assigns, hereby covenant.....
with the said Mortgagee, its successors and assigns, thet the said
Mortgagor .indefeasibly seized of said lend in fee simple, and
the lawful owner of ssid personal property and leases for turpentine
and naval stores pumoses hereby assigned and mortgaged; thnt said Mortgagor
.....ha full power and lawful right to convey same in fee simple as
aforesaid; that it shall be lawful for the said Mortgagee, its successors
and assigns, at all times peaceably and quietly to enter upon, hold, occupy
and enjoy said land and every part thereof, and said personal property;
that the same a^e free fro?r all encumbrances, tares and liens of whatever
kind and nature soever; thet the said Mortgagor. • heirs,
legal representatives, successors and assigns, will make such further assur-
ances to perfect the sai 6 fee simple title to the same in the said .Mortgagee,
its successors and assigns, as -ay be reasonably renuired; and thet the sai

Mortgagor do hereby fully warrant the title to said land and every
pert thereof, and said personal property and leasehold estates, and will
defend the seme against the lawful claims of all persona whomsoever.

PROVIDED ALWAYS, That if the said Mortgagor. .shall well anc truly
pay, or cause to be paid, unto the said Mortgagee, its successors and
assigns, the said notes hereinabove described, with all renewals and/or
extensions thereof, in whole or in part, a- cording to the tenor and effect
thereof, amd all open accounts, advances, debts and obligations due or
owing hereunder to the Mortgagee, whether the same be represented by

6 3 9





notes, book account or otherwise, with interest, and shall in every
respect promptly and fully perform, discharge, execute, effect, com-
plete, comply with and abide by each and every the stipulations, agree*
sents, conditions and covenants of said notes referred to herein, and of
this indenture, tuen this mortgage and the estate hereby ereated shall
cease and be null and void; It being the intention f the parties to
secure by this mortgage all the debts, obligations and demands at any
time existing on the part of the Mortgagor.... to the Mortgagee, its
successors and assigns.

It is understood that each of the words "note" and ^mortgagor,"
respectively, whether in the singular or plural, anywhere in this
mortgage, shall be singular if only one, and shall be plural, jointly
and severally, if more than one; and the word "their, M it used anywhere
in this mortgage, shall be taicen to mean 4this, r

* ?her" or 'Its" wherever
the context so implies or admits.

And the said Mortgagors, for themselves and their heirs, legal
representatives, successors and assigns, hereby, jointly and severally,
covenant and agree- to and with the said Mortgagee, its successors and
assigns:

1. 'To pay all and singular the principal, interest^ and the variou

.

and sundry sums of money payable by virtue of said promissory notes and
this mortgage, each and every, promptly on the days respectively the some
severally become due, and to pay any and all balance or balances of open
account as shown by the book account kept by the Mortgagee, promptly on
the first day of each and every month, vdthout demand*

8. To pay all and singular the taxes, assessments, levies, liabili-
ties, obligations and encumbrances of every kind and nature now on said
property, and/ or that hereafter may be imposed, suffered, placed, levied
or assessed thereon, and / or that hereafter may be levied or assessed
upon this mortgage and/ or the indebtedness secured hereby, each and every,

when due and payable according to law before they become delinquent and
before any interest attaches or any pecalty is incurred} and in the event
that any la not so paid, satisfied and discharged, said Mortgagee attaches
may at any time pay the same or any part thereof without waiving or effect-
ing any option, lien equity or right under or by virtue of this mortgage,
and the full amount of each and every such payment shall be iisaediateiy due

and payable and shall bear interest from date thereof until paid at the rate

of eight per centum per annum, payable semi-annually as aforesaid, and to-
gether with such interest shall be secured by the lien of this mortgage.

3* To place and continuously keep on all buildings and turpentine
still or stills now or hereafter situate on said lands, fire insurance in

the usual standard policy fom, in a sum not less that the full insurable
value of said property, in such company or companies as may be approved by

said Itotgagee; and all fire insurance policies on any of said buildings
and stills shall contain the usual standard mortgagee clause, making the
loss under said policies, each and every, payable to the Mortgagee as its

interest may appear; and there shall be no fire insurance placed on any of
said buildings and stills unless in the fosa and with the loss payable as
aforesaid; and in the event any sun of money becomes payable under such
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policy or policies, said mortgagee shall kaye the option to receive and
a ply the came on account of the indebtedness secured hereby, or to permit
said Mortgagors to receive and UEe it, or any part thereof, for other pur-
poses, without thereby waiving or ire ^airing any equity, lien or right under
or by virtue of this mortgge; and i rj. the event said Mortgagors shall fail
to keep said buildings so insured, or in any respect fail to perform, abide
by and comply with this covenant, said Mortgagee may place and pay for such
insurance, or any part thereof, without waiving or effecting any option,
lien, equity or right under or by virtue of this mortgage, and the full
amount of each and every such payment shall be izanediately due and payable
and bear interest thereon from da re thereof until paid at the rate of eight
per centum per annum, payable semi-annually as aforesaid, and together with
such interest shall be secured by the lien of this mortgage.

4« To permit, commit or suffer no waste, impairment or deteriora-
tion of said property, or any pert thereof. It is understood that the
chipping and working of the trees on said lands for turpentine and naval
stores purposes shall not be construed as waste, but to cut fell and remove
the trees on said lands for sawmill or cross-tie purposes, without the

consent of the Mortgagee, shall be construed as waste, impairment and de-
terioration, and shall be deemed and considered an event of default hereof.

5« Thet the Mortgagors, in consideration of the premises and of
the sum of One Dollar, and as additional security, shall deliver, or ship
and consign, to the Mortgagee, at Jacksonville, Florida, or such other
place or places as the Mortgagee shall designate, as fast as processed or
produced, ell the spirits of turpentine and rosin, and all batting dross and
other products that the Mortgagors may process, produce, manufacture, own
or control, from out of, with or unon each and every part of the lands and
timber hereinabove described or referred to, and any and all lands and tim-
ber hereafter acquired, owned, held or leased by the Liortgagors during the

continuance of this mortgage and contract, until the indebtedness hereby
secured has been fully paid and discharged and all the covenants of this
instrument fully performed, for sale, for the account and risk of the Mort-
gagors; and upon all sue sales so made the Mortgagee shall deduct commiss-
ions UBual and customary for naval stores factors to charge and deduct for
the sale of naval stores, and the Mortgagee may and shall have the ri^it at
its option to credit the amount realised from any sale or sales so aade to

any indebtedness owing by the Mortgagors to the Mortgagee, whether evidenced
b, notes, onen account or otherwise, and whether then due or not; and in the

event of failure of the Mortgagors to consign and sh^p said spirits of tur-
pentine, rosin betting drocs and other products, or any part thereof, pro-
cessed or manufactured, to the Mortgagee as herein contracted, whether such
failure be voluntary or resulting from detention or seizure under process
of law or other causes, then and in such event this contract shall, at the
option of the Mortgagee, its successors and assigns, be deemed broken and
violated in all its parts, and el 1 debts, obligations or demands herein mn-
tioned and secured shall became due and payable forthwith or thereafter at
the option of the Mortgagee; and the Mortgagors agree to pay to the Mortgagee
its successors or assigns as liquidated and stipulated damages, but not as

a penalty, the same c amiss ions and charges as would have been received
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by the Mortgagee lie* J. such shipments been made, and an additional sum
equal to its then value for each cask of spirits of turpentine and for
each barrel of rosin or batting dross so failed to be consigned and
skipped; and should such spirits of turpentine and rosin or batting
dross be shipped, sola or in any other manner disposed of during the
continuance of this contract to any other factor or person than the
Mortgagee, its successors or assigns, the title thereto shall thereby
become immediately vested in said Mortgagee, its successors or assigns,
with full power, right and authority to demand and take the same from
tne holder thereof as its property or recover same by law, and any
factor or person to whom the same may be shipped, sold or disposed of,

shall, at the option of the I«5ortgagee, account for same only to the
Mortgagee for the proceeds thereof, to be applied at the Mortgagee T s

option to the credit, part payment or satisfaction of any open account
or other indebtedness due or owing by the Liortgagors to the Mortgagee,
or upon said notes, renewals or extensions thereof.

$• Unat the yortgagee is not bound to lend or advance to the
Mortgagors more than the sum of the age 'agate amount mentioned in the
notes hereinabove described in any event to be owing at any one time,
nor is it bound to renew or extend said notes, in whole or in part,
but if the Martgagee shall make other and further loans or advances to
the Mortgagors at any time hereafter, or renew or extend said notes,
or any of thssat in whole or in part, then such loans and advances,
renewals and/ or extensions, and all debts of the 2£ortgagors to the
Mortgagee shall be secured by, and included in, this mortgage, whether
in excess of such total a?aouat above-mentioned or not, in every respect
as fully as said above described notes, it being understood and agreed
that when any payments are made on said notes, or any renewals or ex-
tensions are made, in whole or in part, or on open account, fre3h
advances may be made from time to time ao as to make this contract con-
tinuous in its nature. ffhat any and all lands, timber and turpentine
right 3 and personal property which shall or may be acquired, purchased,
held or laased by the Mortgagors, or any of them, at any time during the
continuance hereof and until the full payment of this mortgage, for the
purpose of producing and processing naval stores or otherwise, snail
thereupon, whenever acquired, become subject to this mortage and all of
the terms, stipulations, covenants, agreements and conditions herein
contained, and the ..Cortgagors will, at the option or request of the
Mortgagee* execute any supplemental mortgage or aud-tional instrument

of any kind that may be convenient or requisite for the purpose of more
specifically evidencing or describing all other or after acquired pro-

perty of the LSortgagors hereby conveyed or agreed or intended to be con-

veyed; but the failure of the Mortgagee to demand or require any supple-

mental Mortgage or additional instruments shall in nowise impair, divest,

limit, restrict or effect the conveyance by this mortgage of all of such

other and after acquired property, and this mortgage shall operate and

be effectual as to such property as fully and completely as though such

additional mortgages and instruments were executed hereunder, -and the

Tifortgagora consent that the Mortgagee shall have a statutory lien on

all crops made, and on all the products of every kind and nature of the

naval stores farm operated by the Mortgagors*

7. OJhat the IJOrtgagee shall have a lien, prior and superior to

all others, upon any sjas of money and credits due or to become due or
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owing to the mortgage© by tiie Mortgagors at any and all times, to
secure, and Kith the right to apply the same toward© the payment of,
any indebtedness of the Mortgagors to the Mortgagee secured by this
mortgage, whether due or to become due and however evidenced.

3. I&at the Mortgagee shall be subrogated to the lien or
benefit of any other mortgage or lien upon any of the property includ-
ed in this martsage which has been or shall be paid, discharged or
released by or with any loan or advances now or hereafter mad© by the
?tortgegee to the T^rt^agors to the extent of such loan or advance and
inter • st thereon at the Kite of eight per centum per annum, payable
semi-annually as above sat forth

•

9« f£hat the Mortgagors will continue to conduct and carry on
until the debts and obligations hereby secured are fully paid, the
naval stores, farming and processing plants and places now operated by
the Mortgagors upon or in connection with the property herein mortgaged
during the continuation hereof, and that tne rorfc.^agors shall devote
the necessary time thereto and shall conduct said business economically
and in a business-liice manner, ^nd the !&>rtgagors agree to cup and

work not less than ................ crops of cup faces during the year

19....«, exclusive of all second and third year cup faces and high cup
faces, which are in number, to-wit: .crops of cup faces, which
are to be wox'ked also while this contract is in force, such cup faces
to be cut and cups installed, not later than the. ...day of

19 , on the mortgaged premises and/or on
timber acquired for such purposes.

10. That the Mortgagors ./ill not, and do hereby divest themselves
of the right to, make, create or give any further lien or encumbrance
on any of the properties described herein, or any part thereof, (except
aa to any further conveyance, liens or encumbrances that may be given
to the ttorbgagee), or to convey, dispose of or sell same, for so long as
said Mortgagors are indebted to said Mortgagee in any sum whatsoever,
except upon the written consent of the Mortgagee first had and obtained*

11 • To duly, oromptly and fully >erform, discharge, execute,
effect, complete, comply with and abide by each and every tae stipulations,
agreements, conditions and covenants in said promissory notes and this
mortgage deed set forth.

12. "That in case suit shall be instituted to foreclose this

mortgage, or to reform it and/or to enforce payment of any clairas here-
under, said ortgagee shall be entitled to apply to the court having
jurisdiction of such foreclosure suit for the appointment of a receiver
of all and singular the real estate and personal property subject to

this mortgage, and the income, z*ents, issues and profits thereof, and

it is further agreed that thereupon such court shall forthwith appoint

a receiver of all such property with the usual powers and duties,

including the power to operate such property and to carry on said naval

stores business and to continue to process and produce naval stores, and

to sequester the income, revenues, issues and profits of said mortgaged
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property and business, wnica. shall b© applied by such receiver accord-
ing to law and under the direction of said court, and such anointment
shall be made by such court as an admitted equity and as a matter of
strict right to the Mortgagee, and without reference to the adequacy
or inadequacy of the value of the mortgaged property or the solvency
or insolvency of the Mortgagors.

13. To nay all and singular the costs, charges and expenses,
including reasonable lawyer* s fees and costs of abstracts of title,
incurred or paid at any time by 3aid Mortgagee because and/or in the
event of the failure on the part of said Mortgagors to duly, promptly
and fully perform, discharge, execute, effect, complete, comply with
and abide by each and every the stipulation, agreements, conditions and
covenants of said promissory notes and this mortgage, and said costs,
charges and expenses, each and every, shall be i<nmediately due and pay-
able, whether or not there be notice, demand, attempt to collect or
suit pending; and the full amount of each and every such payment shall
bear interest from the date thereof until oaid at the date of eight per
centum per annum, and all said costs, charges and expenses so incurred
or paid, together with such, interest, shall be secured by the lien of
this mortgage.

14. That (a) in the event of any breach of this mortgage or
default on the part of the 2&rtgagors, or (b) in the event any of said
sums of money herein referred to be not promptly and fully paid forth-
with when due and payable, without demand or notice, or (c) in the event
each and every the stipulations, agreements, conditions und covenants
of said promissory notes, or any renewals or extensions thereof, in
suaole or in part, or any open account, advances or other indebtedness
or obligation, and this mortgage, any or either, are not duly, promptly
and fully performed, discharged, executed, effected, completed, complied
'.7ith and abided by; then, in either or any such event, the said aggregate
sum mentioned in said promissory notes remaining unpaid, with interest
accrued, and all moneys secured hereby, shall become due and payable
forthwith, or thereafter, at the option of sai- Mortgagee, as fully and
completely as if all of said sums of money were originally stipulated

to be paid on such day, anything in said promissory notes and/or this
mortgage to the contrary notwithstanding; and thereupon, or thereafter,
at the option of said Mortgagee, without notice or demand, suit at law

or in equity theretofore or thereafter begun may be prosecuted as if all
moneys secured hereby had matured prior to its institution.

15. rlnat the giving and acceptance of this mortgage shall not

discharge, waive, effect or impair the terms, obligations, lien or effect

of any other mortgage, ship >ing contract or security whatsoever held or

owned by the Mortgagee upon the above described properties, or any part

thereof, or the indebtedness thereby secured, or any other securities

whatever, but it is the intention of the parties hereto that this

mortgage snail, in the event of any other such mortgages, be supplemental

and additional to all other mortgages, shipping contracts or securities

held or owned by the Mortgagee on the above described property, or any

part thereof, or any other securities whatever, and that it shall operate

as and give additional security for the debts and demands therein speci-

fied, as well as for all indebtedness and advances, present and future,

hereinabove taentioned or referred to, and that the Mortgagee shall have
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the right to enforce any or all of its said securities, neluding this
mortgage, at its option. And it is further expressly covenanted and
agreed that tiie following mortgage or mortgages, and/or supplemental
mortgage or mortgages, to-wit: shall remain in full force and effect,
and in addition thereto said mortgage or mortgages, and/or supplemental
mortgage or mortgages, and the properties thereby conveyed, shall be

held by the itortgagee as security for all of the notes, advances and
indebtedness made under the terms of this instrument, and all of the
covenants, agreements and descriptions of property set out therein are
hereby adopted as a part hereof, just as if fully set forth herein in

full, reference unto said mortgage and contract and/or said supple-
mental mortgage. .. • and contract. ... , respectively, and the record
thereof, being hereby made for greater particularity and description.

IT IS WJfUMS^ OOTMki&m and AGREED by and between the Mortgagor
....and the Mortgagee, that this mortgage and the notes secured hereby
constitute a Florida contract and shall be construed according to the
laws of that state.

IK WITNESS WHEHEOF, the Mortgagor

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:
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15* That the giving and acceptance of this mortgage shall
not dischar ,e, waive, effect or impair the terms, obligations, lien
or effect of any other mortgage, shinning contract or security what-
soever held or owned by the 1-fortgagee upon the above described pro-
perties, or any part thereof, or the indebtedness thereby secured,
or any other securities whatever, but it is the intention of the
parties hereto that this mortgage shall, Id the event, of any other
such mortgages, be supplemental and additional to all other
mortgages, shipping contracts or securities held or owned by the
Ijortgagee on the a -ove described property, or any part thereof, or
any other securities whatever, and that it shall oDerate as and %ive
additional security for the debts and demands tLerein specified, as
well as for all indebtedness and advances, present and future, here-
inabove mentioned or referred to, and that the .ort.agee shall have
the right to enforce any or all of its said securities, including
this mortgage, at its option*

IT 13 mLL? COVE&ktfFSB and A0H2SL- by and between the
Mortgagor* •• *and the Iijortgagee, that this mortgage and the notes
secured hereby constitute a Jlorida contract and shall be construed
according to the laws of that state*

IH WITNESS &££HBG?, the .aortgagor

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence of:
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(Georgia Form)

$ 193

On

promise to pay to the or<?.er of TUBPENTIME & EQ£IN FACTORS, I C,
(Ex. 3)

*« i Dollars

,

^ith interest from date until paid, at the rate of eight per cent, per
annum, at the office of eeid Company in Savannah, Ga. , or Jacksonville,
Fla«, for value received. Interest payable semi-aanually, i# e. on the

last days of June and December hereafter until tbiB note is paid. If
the ?eml-annual interest be not oaid as herein agreed, then such inter-
est shall become a part of the principal debt and shtll bear interest
at the rate of B% per annum, nay^ble semi-annually.

And should this note be unraid at maturity and oleced in the nands
of an attorney for collection or adjustment , then there shall immediate-
ly become due as pert hereof attorney* s fees of ten per cent, ©a the

amount involved. As against all amount* which may become due hereon,
makers, sureties ?nd endorsers expressly waive, on behalf of themselves
and families, all homestead and exception rights given by the laws of

.or of the United . tales.

In Witness Whereof have hereto set hand and seal
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&TATE OF GEORGIA
COLOTT OF

T'lS INDHmmi), made this day of A. D. 19

between

hereinafter called parties of the first part, (wnich term shall include
the heirs, legal representatives , successors an<] assigns of -.he parties
of the first pert wherever the context bo requires or admits), and
TUfTIflTIHE & F ri?T F\CT3RC, INC., a corporation organized and existing
under the laws of the I tate of Delaware, and ha ring its principal office
in the City of Jacksonville , Florida, and authorized to do business in
the State of Georgia, hereinafter called party of the second part, (which
term shall include its successors and assigns w'-.erevsr the context so re-
quires or admits).

•7ITH1TSF7H : That Vhereas, said parties of toe first part are now
t•Tin^ilVg tfcet Ui 9 oa tfc* ef S&ay gm& ti\e a&v $t Sct^^,? g|
indebted unto said perty of the sec nd part, in the sua of

Dollars, this amount being acknowledged to be due and owing by said
o.'rties of the first part to the said party of the second part, and

v.hereae, an agreement has been entered into by and between sail
parties, whereby said party of the second part is to make additional ad
vances during the ensuing season to the extent of

ft )

Dollars, such advances now made and to be made, aggregating the sum of

(t )

Dollars, end evidenced by the ( ) certain promissory notes

of said parties of the first part, dated evenly with these presents, to
the order of said TURPKHTIME & ROSIN FACTORS , INC., to-wit:

One note for Dollars, payable

One note for Dollars, payable
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One note for Dollars, payable

One not© for Dollars, payable

One note for Dollars, payable

One note for Dollars, payable

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Adjustment administration

Hearing (iRWMtfllt) Exhibit No. Ivl.

Offered by l¥Tt.?tt$ft9l

Date ....U*9T:.**.^?5)

Reporter. .... t?t*9i#¥i??S]

nit?i interest thereon from date until paid, as hereinafter set forth; it
beins expressly agreed that, when any payment is made on said notes, or
any renewals thereof, fresh advances may be made, from tin;e to time, at
the option of the party of the second part, so as to make this contract
continuous in ite nature; also it being expressly agreed that this deed
to secure debt secures any other advances made by the party of the second
part to the parties of the first part, and any other indebtedness owing,
or to be owing at any time between this date and the date of the cancell-
ation of this security deed, whether the same be covered by notes, or be

on book Recounts, or otherwise, irrespective of the amount, as first lim-
ited above; it being further understood that all the said notes, book
accounts ad other indebtedness shall bear interest from date until paid
at the rate of eight per cent. oer annum, which interest is payable semi-
annually, that is, oa the last day of &§ay and the last day of November of

each year, and that, if said interest be not paid as herein agreed, then
such interest shall become a part of the principal debt, and bear interest
t the rate of eight p#t cent, per annum, payable semi-annually:

NOW, T-^J Z- 0K£, this indenture Witnesseth that the said parties of
the first part, for the purpose of securing the notes above set forth,
with interest as aforesaid, and any renewals or extensions of the said
notes, or any of them, in whole or in part, that may be made by the party
of the second part at its option, and to secure a>iy ether indeotedness
now owing or at any time before the cancellation of this security deed
to be Owing by the parties of the first part, or any of them, to the

party of the second part, with interest as aforesaid, as well as in con-
siderati on of the sum of Five Dollars cash in hand paid by the said party
of the second part to the parties of the first part, at and before the

sealing and delivery of these presents, the receipt whereof is hereby ack-
nowledged, have granted, bargained, sold, conveyed and confirmed, and by
these oresents do grant, bargain, sell, convey and confirm unto the said
TURPENTINE * BOSIN FACTORS, INC., its successors and assigns, all the fol-
lowing described property situate, lying and being in tc.e t.tate of Georgia,
in the County of , to-wit:
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And for the aforesaid considerations the parties of the first part
have sold, assigned, transferred, conveyed and set over, and by these
presents do se^l, assign, transfer, convey and set over unto the said
party of the second part, its successors and a? signs, the following de-
scribed leases, and all their right, title, interest, clai hi and demand
of what kind and nature soever, of in and to the same, and of, in and
to the lands an<3 timber therein described, and thereby leased, and on,
in and to the turpentine and all other rights, property, property rights
and privileges in end by said leasee granted and conveyed, to-wit:

And for the aforesaid considerations the parties of the first part
have further sold, assigned, transferred and set over, and by these ^res*
ents do sell, assign, transfer, and set over unto the party of the second
part, its successors and assigns, the following described personal prop-
erty, and all of the right, title, interest, claim and demand of the

parties of the first part of, in and to the same, situate, located end

being at or near , in the County of
end Ttate of Georgia, to-wit:

Also, all other personal property located at, near or in the vic-
inity of the headquarters of said naval storeE place, or on the real
estate herein referred to.

w It is the intention and purpose of "he parties of the first part
by this instrument to secure and convey unto the party of the second
part, its successors and assigns, any and sllfeal estate, personal prop-
erty, live stock, feed, trucks, automobiles , implements, nd equipments
now owned and/or used, or that tt&y be later acquired and used in connec-
tion with said turpentine business and any agricultural business of the
parties of 'he first part, whether herein specifically described or not,
it being mutually understood that additions ard replacements shall be in-
cluded. It being the intention and purpose of the parties of the first

part by t his instrument to convey unto the said party of the second part,
its successors and assigns, all the entire naval stores manufacturing,
agricultural and farming plant and business of the parties of the first
part and ever;- part thereof, whether the same be particularly described
herein or not, and also all the property, both real and personal, that

the parties of the first part may hereafter acquire, whether same is used
as a part of and in connection with said turpentine nlant and farm, or

an agricul tural farm, or otherwise.

A&4 also all goods ,
wares, aierehandiee, articles and things of every

kind and character and description contained in the commissary store of
the said parties of the first part located at the headquarters of said
naval stores place or elsewhere, and all such as may be hereafter bought
and placed in said commissary to take the place of those so sold in the

regular course of business; and all books, 4pen accounts, indebtedness,
and evidence of Indebtedness accruing in said co.rmissary business that

may be owing to the said parties of the first part at any ti^e between now
and t,ie full payment of he debt hereby secured.
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And also crude and spirits turpentine , rosin, Gross, gum, tcrape,
dip and all other products of every kind and character of said naval
stores farm and business, whether crude or manufactured, or in the pro-
cess of manufacture, and whether in the cups, on the yards, in the woods,
in transit, at the port, or elsewhere, and all agricultural cro s grow-
ing and/or harvested, now owned by the said parties of the first part,
and all such products as the said parties oi the first part r.ay hereafter
raise, produce, manufacture, or otherwise acquire et any tine between the

date of these presents and the full payment of all the indebtedness here*
inbefore described and hereby secured.

Together with all and singular the improvements
, buildings, rigats,

members and appurtenances, hereditaments, easements and privileges to all
of the said property hereinbefore described or referred to, in anywise
pertaining or belonging* and all the estate, right, title, interest, claim,
demand, property nd possession of the said parties of the first part of,

in, or to the same, end every part thereof

.

TO HAYE AND TC HOLD all and singular the property hereinbefore eon-
veyed, both real and personal, witi, the a purtenances, rights and members
thereunto belonging unto the said party of the second pert, its euceesssors

rind assigns forever.

It is the intention of the said parties of the first part by these
presents to convey, assign, ond transfer, as security for the notes above
described, and any other indebtedness due or to 'ue duo party of the second
party in addition to all of the property hereinbefore set forth, the entire
said n^val ftores plant and business and eve y part and parcel thereof, and
all articles, impleroentL, buildings, improvements, leases, turpentine priv-
ileges, property road rights of every kind aid description now belonging or
or in anywise appertaining to said place, or hereafter acquired in connec-
tion ?lth said place at any time between now and the full payment of the

indebtedness hereinbefore set forth*

It is expressly covenanted and understood that this conveyance is

not a mortgage or lien, but conveyE all tiie title and rights of the parties
of the first part to all the property hereinbefore mentioned '.into the said
party of the second part, ite successors and assigns, and that, in the
event of default by the parties of the first part in t..ie payment of the

principal or interest hereinbefore set forth, or the violation of any of
the covenants herein, thet the said party of the second oart, its succ-
essors and m signs, shall have all the rights and remedies of creditors
in whoTt is the title as security.

And, further, the said parties of the first part hereby expressly
covenant and t-gree to make and deliver to the party of the second oart

such further assignments, and conveyances and transfars of property, real
and personal, leases and rights, toy them hereafter acquired and used, or
intended to be used, or connected with their said naval stares business
aforesaid as the said party of the second part, its successors or assigns,
may require or demand, Bnd to make the same oromptly upon demand at any
time between the date of theee presents and the full paymentsof all the

indebtedness above described. And t: e said parties of the first part, in
consideration of the premises and of the sum of Jive Dollars ( J 5 • GO ) to
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them in hand paid, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, do here-
by covenant and agree to and with the said party of the eeeond part, its
successors and assigns, that the said parties of tht first part will not
and do hereby divest themselves ©f the right to make, creete or give any
further conveyance or .conveyajice^ or liens upon the properties, or any
portion of same, 'n^refuaffSr described, and referred to (exceot es to
any further conveyances that may be given to the party of the second part,
its successors end assigns ) for so long as the said parties of the first
part are indebted unto the said party of the second part, its successors
and assigns, in any sum whatsoever.

And in further consideration of the premises and advances so made,

said parties of the first part agree and covenant to cut and ?ork not

less than ( ) crops of cup faces during the year 19 ,

exclusive of all the second and third ye-^r cup faces and hi# cup faces,

which are in number about crops of cup faces, more or

less, which are to be worked also, while this contract is in force, such

cup faces to be cut by the day of IS , on the lands

heretofore nentioned, or on any other lands which may be leased by said
parties of the first pert for turpentine purposes; and such leases, if any,
and the interest therein conveyed are hereby transferred and assigned by
said parties of the first part unto said party of the second part, or as-
signs, as further security for advances made as aforesaid.

And it is further covenanted b;, said parties of the first part in

consideration of the premises and the further sum of One Dollar (1.00)

to them in hand paid, that from now until t 19 , and so long

thereafter as any of the indebtedness secured hereby, or any renewal there-
of, shall remain unpaid, the said parties of the first part will consign
or ship, or cause to be consigned or shipped unto said party of the second
part at Savannah, Georgia, or such other place or places as may be desig-
nated by said party of the second part, all spirits of turpentine, rosin
and dross made onlands aforesaid, or resulting to, possessed or eontrolle
by the said parties of the first part in anywise, for sale on the usual
commissions 8ud charges, and in default of such shipment, said parties of
the first part agree and bind themselves to pay unto said party of the

second part or assigns, as liquidated and stipulated damages for said non-

shipment or non-consignment, and not ae a penalty, the sum of

Dollars.
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And should said parties of the first part ship, or cause to be ship-
ped, any of said navel stores, at any time during the pendency or contin-
uance of this contract, and until the indebtedness and covenants hereunder
are fully paid end performed, to any other factors or persons than the sale
party of the second cart, then such act of shipment, if any, shell be helc>

and deemed a breach of this contract, in all its parts, and in Considera-
tion of the premises, shall render due, at once upon said breach, all the
indebtedness hereunder, and subject this deed to secure debt, to foreclos-
ure without farther notice or demand for the entire amounts secured her; by;
oad by reason of such shipments, if any, made to any other factor or per-
sons than to said party of the second 'part, or assigns, said party of the
second part, or assigns, may demand same from any person or persons as
their property, ojj&c.cover same by law, and any person to whom such ship-
ments, if any are made, as to such shipments, are relieved from any liabil-
ity to said parties of the first part an* shall account for the same unto
said party of the second part, or assigns.

And it is expressly stipulated and covenanted that a breach of any
of the covenants herein shall render these presents due and foreclosable
at option of said p&rty of the second pert, and should this contract or
said notes, or any book account, secured by this deed to secure debt, be
placed in the hands of an attorney for suit, collection, adjustment or
foreclosure, then a&din any such event all attorney's fees and commissions,
namely? ten per cent, on amount involved, as well as all costs and expenses,

shall be due and payable at once, by said parties of the first part, same
being secured hereby, and shall be included end recovered as such, in any
suit, judgment, and/- r foreclosure thereupon or hereunder.

It is further understood and agreed between the parties of the first
part and the party of tfre second part that all balances owing by the parties
of the first part on book account on note or notes or any other way as
shown upon the books of account and/or note records kept by the party of the

second part shall be due and payable to the party of the second pert upon
the first day of each and every month and without demand, and that any fail-
ure on the part of the parties of the first part to pay to the party of the
second part the balance owing by the parties of the first part, as shown
upon said books of account and /or note records, upon demand, shall have the
effect to cause any and all indebtedness of the parties of the first part
to the party of the second part to become due and payable at once, notwith-
standing the due date of any note or notes herein described, or any renewal
or renewals thereof*

Said parties of the first part further agree that said party of the

second part is not bound to advance more than said Dollars,

but if it makes any other advances, such advances shall be as amply secured

by this deed to secure debt as said sum, and all advances shall bear inter-

est st the rate of eight per cent, per annum from date of each advanee, in-

terest payable semi-annually as hereinbefore set forth.
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And it is further covenanted and agreed between the parti ea hereto
that all moneys due or to become due hereunder, together vdth the interest
thereon at the rate above named, ft id all commissions, charges, expense* of
shipment and of sales of said naval stores or other products as herein pro-
vided for, may be charged against said parties of the fir Ft part «nd re-
tained by said pauty f the second part out of said sales of naval stores
or oth r products, and the said party of the second pert may at its option,
apply the net proceeds of caid sales and of all hi pments made by said
parties of the first part, after deducting its usual commissions and charges
for the sale and handling thereof, to the credit, part payment or satis-
faction of any note or account of said parties of the first pert, or upon
said notes hereinbefore described. And upon default of the parties of the
first part, the. party of the second part shall be entitled to the possess-
ion of sll of the properties herein conveyed aid to all rentB, if sues, prof-
its and income of said properties, end the entire naval stores producing
ad agricultural businesses of the parties of the first part, is me of the

chief considerations moving the party of the second pert to make the ad-
vances aforesaid Is that it shall have the handling of all of the nroducte
of said navel stores producing buel aess of Uie parties of the first part
as is set out in the shipping contract herein contained, which considera-
tion is well known and accepted by the parties of the first pert; and in
the event the oarty of the second part shall elect to enforce at any time
ite security deed by suit at law or in equity, default having been ae.de

therein in any of the ways herein mentioned, it is understood and agreed
by and between the parties hereto that the party of the second part shall
neve the right to a ply for and have a pointed by a court of competent
jurisdiction, either in the main suit or an ancillary suit thereto, a re-
ceiver to take possession of and preserve the properties hereby conveyed,
with full power to ca^ ry on the business of s*n«?ecturiag naval stores
growing agricultural crops and to sc. ureter the profits and i&suee of said
business and the rents and profits cf said properties for the benefit of
the parties holding liens upon said properties, and to apply for and have
granted all necessary restraining orders aad writs of injunction to re-
strain and rrevent the disposition of and interference v*itu the proper-
ties hereby cenveyed by the parties of the first part pending such salt.

The parties of the first pert further covenant and agree that they
will c ntinue to conduct and carry on until tla moneys and indebtedness
secured by raid deeds to secure debt he rein before described nd hereby
secured shall have been fully paid ?nd daecnerged, the naval stores farm-
ing and manufacturing plant and place now carried on by t;*e pa; ties of the

first part, ,*nd to be carried on by them, on the lands and premises in
said deeds to secure deist described and herein described end referred to

as well as on other lands and under other leaees tbat may be hereafter ac-
quired, and shall devote proper tifte and attention thereto; and shall carry
on the said businesses economically and hall not permit waste or strip of
the said premises hereby conveyed end shall set (without the- written Consent
of the party cf the second part) cut, destroy or remove any ti ..bet nor the

product of any tletber from sale* -ramisee, except as the same my be chipped

an^ its oroducts resaoved in eariying on the naval stores farming Mid manu-
facturing businesses of the parties of the first part. And should any
party or parties whomsoever by any means cut, remove, or destroy any timber

on said lands hereinabove described, anc" c nveyed, or c.nveyed in and by
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those certain deed? to secure debt hereinafter described, the parties of
t*e first part do hereby covenant and agree to assign and transfer unto
t*-e party of the fee nd part, any and all actions they may have at law
or In enuity for said trespass and do authorize the party of the second
part, upon their failure so to assign, in the name of the parties of the
first part to sue and recover any damages hy reason of such trespass, the

net proceeds of recovery, after deduction of all expenses of litigation,
to he applied hy the party of the see.-md part in reduction of any indebted-
ness hereby secured*

And the said parties of the first part further covenant and agree
wi'-th said party of the second part that if the said parties of the first
part shall fail to meet their said notes, or any of them, as they fall
due, or shall fall to pay hack other advances (if any) as they fall due,
or shall violate t e above contract as to shipment of naval stores, or
shell sell or dispose of any of the property conveyed hereby, or shall
otherwise fail to perform the covenants herein, (however, any indulgence
granted by the party of 'he second part upon breach of any of the coven-
ants herein, or failure to pay as herein set out, shall not be construed
as a waiver by the party of the second part of any of its rights hereunder),
then said party of the second part shall have the right to foreclose fiis
security deed immediately, or sell the property under the terms and pro-
visions following, that is to say, in addition to the right of foreclosure
sdd party of the second part shall have the ri$it, upon default of pay-
ment or upon any breach aforesaid, to seize all of the property covered
by this security deed (wuich said parties of the first part agree to de-

liver and turn over to the said party of the second part, its agent or
assigns}, and upon such seizure, or without seizure and without having
possession of said property, shall have the right to sell said property
before the Court House door of the- County in which said property, or a
portion thereof, is located (if a continuous tract of land lies in more
than one c runty, the sale shall be held in any :>n© of such counties, un-
less the parties of ihe first part, or any one of them, resides in ne of
Btttb counties, then in the county where such person resides), after writ-
ten notice, describing said property and the terms of sale oosted up at

the Court Haute door as aforesaid for ten (10) days before the date of
sale; or at the option of the party of the second part, such sale may be
advertised and conducted at the time - nd place end is *& s usual manner of
Sheriff's sales in the County in which the property , or a part thereof,
is located, and e'| tuc. sale to put up end expose any md all of said
property, real and personal, without carrying r nd exposing the personal
property before the Court H u ; e door, (unless said party of the second
part should prefer to do so) , and sell t&e. same as a whole or in parcels,
at the option of the party of the second part, to the highest and best
bidcer, at which sole the party of the second part, its agents and at signs,

may bid and purchase* Said party of the second pert shall have the right

to hold one or more sales under this power without exhausting its rights
hereunder. And said party of the second part shall upon such sale or sales
have the right to sake proper deeds of conveyance la the names of "Sic par-
ties of the first part to the purchaser or purchasers, irom the proceeds
of such sale or sales all costs and expenses of said sale, including ten

per cent, attorney's fees, and the principal and interest of -nil indebted-

ness hereby secured, shall be deducted, and the overplus, if any, shall be
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paid to the parties of the first part, their heirs and assigns. This
power of sale is for a valuable consideration and is Coupled with an int-
erest, and is hereby made irrevocable even by death. Said power of sale
may be exereissd by the said narty of the second part, its successors and
assigns r througi its duly authorized officers or agents*

AID f^EUl'i in consideration of the advances made and to be made
under this Deed to Secure Debt and contract, enA the sura of live Dollars
($5.00) cash in hand paid to the parties of the first part by the party
of the second part, the receipt whereof is her by acknowledged, it is ex-
pressly covenanted and agreed that the following described deed to secure
debt and/or supplemental deed to secure debt, to-wit:

shall remain in full force and effect, and in addition thereto the raid
deed to secure debt and/or the said supplemental deed to secure debt,
rnd the properties covered thereby, shall be held by the party of the sec-
ond part as security for all of the notes, advances and indebtedness made
under the terms of this instrument, and all of the covenants, agreements
and descriptions of property set out therein are hereby adopted as a prrt
hereof, just as if ful^y set forth herein in full, reference unto the said
deed to secure debt and contract and to the said supplemental deed

to secure debt, respectively, and the record thereof, being made for

greater particularity and description.

An<? the parties of the first part hereby agree that the powers of
sale contained inall of the aforementioned security deeds now held by the

party of the second part shall he enlarged by the terms and conditions of
the

;
ower herein written, and the property mentioned and described in each

and every one of said security d eds can be sold under the terms and pro-
visions of the power herein contained. Otherwise, all of the terms and
conditions of the aforementioned security deeds are hereby ratified and
confirmed and made a part of this security deed or supplemental security
deed as fully as if the same had been fully set out herein.

And the said parties of the first part expressly covenant and aver
that they have good right, title and posce; si on. of the above described
and mentioned property, and. that the same is free and clear from all liens,
encumbrances and claims, save and except only this security deed and such
ot er liens as are herein expressly referred to. It being expressly agreed
that the parties of the first part will pay all taxes and assessraentg that
may be levied against the said property, and any part of the saae, and keep
the property free and clear from all taxes, and all other liens, except tais
security deed. Also, it is covenanted an# agreed that, upon demand of the
party of the second part, the parties of the first part will insure against
loss by fire, in companies satisfactory to the party of the second rart and
in an amount satisfactory to it, the improvements on the property covered,

by this security deed, which policies of insurance shall be made payable to

the party of the second part and delivered to it.

And lastly all of the property, real and personal, mentioned in this

security deed, unto the said party of the second part, its successors and

assigns, the said parties of the first part, against themselves, and agains*'

their heirs, successors and/or a; signs, and against all and every other per-
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son or persons whomsoever, shall »p4 will warrant and forever defend by
these presents.

It is understood that the expression "parties of fee first part"
used herein, shall be considered as singular if only ons, and shall be
considered ae plural , individually, jointly and severally, if more than
one, end that the word "their" if used anywhere in this security deed,
shall be taken to mean "hie" , "her" or "its", wherever the context so
implies or adtoits.

IN WITNESS ^HHiIlOF,
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(COFT) Parent s awful 497
581 Suite

UNIFOEM STRAIGHT BI L OF LAELHG SHIPPSB«r No.
(Prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Corriaiseion)

ORIGINAL - NOT NEGOTIABLE AGLNT'S No.

SOUTEEKN RAILWAY COMPANY

J.. Clivzr, subject to the classificati ons and tariffs in effect on the

date of the issue of this Bill of Lading,

at ATOM PARK FLA OCT 12 19S5 19S

from J H D?AK N 8 CO
the property described below, in apparent good order, except as noted (eon-

tents and condition of contents of packages unknown), marked, consigned, and
destined as indicated below, which said company (the word company being under-
stood throughout this contract as meaning any person or corporation in poss-
ession of the property under the contract) agrees to carry to its usual place
of delirery at said destination, if on its own road or its own water line,
otherwise to deliver to another carrier on the route to Baid destination.
It is mutually agreed, as to each carrier of all or any of said property over
all or any portion of said rout© to destination, and as to each pnrty at any
time inteiested in all or any of said property, that ev ry service to be per-
formed hereunder shall be subject to all the conditions not prohibited by
law, whether printed or written, herein contained, including the conditions
on back hereof, which are hereby agreed to by the shipper and accepted for
himself and hir a? signs.

(Mail or street address of eoneignee-rror purposes of notification ai&.)

Consimed to TUIC-. . / iTINE & - o 1 ;-,-CTjBS

Destination

Route

JACXBONVI LLE State of ISA County of

Delivery Carrier Car Initial Car No.

No. ; C2SCRITTI 01 ARTICLES, : *V-LIGHT : Class cm Subject to
"ackages 1 SPECIAL MAR]sr and excep- : ( ubject or : COLSMK iSeetion 7 of

: HONS s to cor-: Kate : conditions,
. recti on. t

• lit this ship-

25

S

BARRELS RGSIN

BAHPELS TUITKHTINE

:ment is to be
: delivered to
the consignee

: without re-
course on the consignor, the
consignor shall sign the fol
lowing statement:

6 5 8
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The carrier shall not make delivery of this shipment

without payment of freight and all other lawful charges.

{ bignaxure or consignor ;

.

If charges are to be pre-
paid, write or stamp here, "To
be Prepaid."

i

'Beeeived $
*to a^ply in prepayment of the
j charges on the property described
'hereon.

*ent or Casiiier

Par

*If the shipment moves between two
ports by a carrier by water, the law re-
quires that the bill of lading shall state
whether it Is "carrier's or shipper ,s ;

weight." :

NOTE.-Where the rate is dependent :$

on value, shippers are required to state :

specifically in writing the agreed or de- t

clared value of the property.

The agreed or declared value of the
property is hereby specifically stated by
the shipper to be not exceeding

(The signature here acknow-
ledges only the amount prepaid.

)

j?er

Charges Advanced:

J. H. H S CO Shippe

r

Per J H "DTSAN

a o KTsmm Agent

^er

Permanent post-office address of shipper

A 0 K

I
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EX. 3 Form 409

WBZnm StlUIMT SILL OF 1JU)IN0 ;:.hi - ^'f
(Prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission)

ORIGINAL - HOT NEC0T1ABIJ; Agent's iio.
<-

1 SOUTHJSBH RAILWAY COMFAST

'

} CI? D , subject to the da?:*- .1 Me*itl m and sarins in affect or. the eat*
Of the issue of this Mil of Lading,

at ?:anelhurst, Qa. 4/g7 '35 IfcS *

P. Kirklaai

the property described below, in apparent good order, except ee noted (content
ane condition of contents of packages unknown} > narked, consigned, &&< destined
ar i naicsted below, which paid company (the word company being under??t od through-
out this contract as meaning any person car corporation in poseesaion of the prop-
arty under the contract) a reea to carry to its usual place of deliTery at said
destination, if on it* can road or Its own water line, otherwise to deliver to
another carrier on the mute to said desti nation. It la mutually agreed, as to
each carrier of all or any of said property over all or any portion of said
route to deetl nation, and as to each party at any time interested in all or any
af said property, that every .v*:rviee to be performed hereunder shall be subject
t© all the conditions not prohibited by law, wnether rinted or written, herein
contained, including the condition* «*B back hereof, which are hereby agreed to

by shipper and accepted for himself and hie assigns.

"ail or ftre t address of ersneirnec-ror nurpoeee of notification only.

Consigned to_

Destination
m

Bouta

Tur-entine L lot in I actors

SavannAk £tate of Georgia County of

Sou

Delivering Carrier Car Initial Sou Car Ho. 165500

So.
Packages

16
S

Description of articles, speeial *

marks and exceptions :

bbls. rosin
spirits

thorn Hy. Co.

Hazelhurst, Oa.

Apr. 27, 1955

ei ht

8000
13£0
0523

Class : Check: Subject
r jmjj|

:
Colusa, to Sec-

tion 7 of conditi ae, if
this shipment is to be
delivered to the consign-
ee without recourse on
.the consignor, the coa-
'signor shall sign the fol-
I low i ng sta tenie nt

:

1 The carrier shall not
:aake delivery of this
shipment without payment
of freight and all other
lawful charges.

If charges are to be
prepaid, write or stamp
nere, "To be repaid.^

Coilact
"

received i'

:to arply in prepayment
:of the charges on the
: property described here-
:on.
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1

Agent or Cashier

(The signature here
acknowledge* only the a*
ffl-imt prepaid.

}

*If the shipment mores between two port? b,y a
'

'

carrier by w> ter, the law re uires that t- e bill of :-——
;

lading shell state whether it is carrier* b or ship- $ Charges Advanced;
per 1 a wight, rt

t

IIOTJe.- Where the rate ie depe stent on value, ship-: |
pere are re uirsd to i tat© specifically in writing the;

'

agreed or declared value of the property. t

Z, Kirkland ohipper J * I. QflUP ? Agent

Per Ted Turner Per

Permanent poet-office atfaress of shipper

1
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TtmiuX TO TABLiiS

Table #1 Production - Gum and Wood
Price received by gum producer at still

Table #2 ictual production - Fosin
f;osin sold as special products

Actual production Turp. , Pinene &. Thinners
Tur pentire sold to trade as special products

Table #3 - Letimated Grose Sales Dollars - All S. S# Products
istimated Grose Sales - Noa-Cospetitive Products
% Gross Sales r ro duets Non-Competitive with. Gum

Teble §4 - Rosin - Total Sales (Barrels)

% Exported

Table #5 - ; xport Country etail - v<ood Troducts

Table #6 - Industrial Use of Ptesia Kaval tores Products

Table jjl - Special Products of i team-Solvent Industry

Tur entine ft -ineae - Total L-ales (Gallons)

$ Exported

Other Products - Total Sales (Gallons)

CUKVE Iffeet of Fixed Overhead ftg Operating Co^ts
with relation to prodaction
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jmrnmrns to im proposed agj*:. nt

ARTICLE I - Definitions

Add as paragraph 22 - Tit* term "subsidiary" means any person,

of or over whom a contracting processor handler has, either

directly or indirectly, actual or legal control^ whether by

stock ownership or in any other manner.

Insert paragraph 23 - The term "affiliate" means any person

who has either directly or indirectly actual or legal control

of or orer a contracting processor handler whether by stock

ownership or in any other itanner.

Be-number paragraphs Z%
9 25, 24, and 25 to £4, 25, 26 and 27

respectively.

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Agricultural Adjustment Administration

Hearing Haval Stores Exhibit No. 4

Offered by Mr* Speh

Date Xiov. 1, 1955

Reporter m. C, Mlxon
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0, BSPMBA33» OF AC^OULTTBE
AGRICULTURAL ADJTETMUfP AI»E[lil6mm ON

Hearing Naval Stores inhibit TIo« 5

Offered by Mr

.

Mc Cormack^

Bate Nov* 1, 1956

] -aporter C. I Ixon

0 oosi tion of the Steara-Lolvent $avel

Stores Industry to the proposed agreement

between naval stores handlers and the Secretary

of Aeri culture, t.^ be discussed, at a formal

hearing at Jacksonville, I'la. , on October 31,

me.

6$3
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In November 1922, manufacturers of steam-solvent naval stores
and a large number of producers of gum naval stores filed vigorous
opposition to a so-called ''Marketing Agreement", which was the sub-
ject of a public hearing held in Jacksonville, Florida on November 20,
1953.

This opposition, on the part of a large percentage of the
industry, was based on the firm conviction that the whole thing was
basically unsound, and would fail; not on^y in its ostensible purpose
of balancing supply and consumption, but in the long run would result
in irreparable injury to the industry.

Notwithstanding the protests of the i- dustry, the Marketing
Agreement was officially made effective in February 1934, c<nd remained
in effect until August 1335, at which time the c ntrol features of the

agreement were suspended by order of the secretary of Agriculture be-
cause of inability to enforce such provisions.

'Hie experience of the industry wnile the agreement was in effect
should prove instructive, and what actually happened during the years
1954: and 1^35 may reasonably be accepted as a guide to what will hap-
pen again under similar conditions*

Production of gum naval stores for the naval stores year, be-
ginning April 1934, was fixed by the Control Covaaittee at approximate-
ly 465,00Q<init8. Actually more than 500,000 units were nroduced.
.again in 1935 the Control Committee announced that allotments for gum
production during ~he naval stores year, beginning April 1235, should
not exceed 450,000 unite. Actual production for this period will be
considerably in excels of 500,000 units*

Prices of gum rosin and gum turpentine in the spring of 1954
were ranging between {55.00 and "58.00 per unit. As soon as the

agreement began to function prices started to drop, and it was not
until the agreement was suspended in August 1936 that any real strength
in the market became apparent and prices began to rise.

Under the agreement stocks of both gum rosin and gum turpen-
tine have greatly increased until today there are approximately 460,
000 barrels of rosin end 176,000 barrels of turpentine at concentra-
tion points in the south.

Consumption of gum products, particularly exports, has shown
a marked decrease, notwithstanding a general improvement in conditions,
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brth in this country and abroad, "imports of gum rosin h' ve dropped from
994,065 bsrrels during the calendar year i$35 to 795,716 barrels during
the calendar year 1934. Gum turpentine exporte have decreased from 26?,
738 barrels during the calendar year 1933 to 195,789 barrels during the
calendar year lSc'4, The first seven months of 1935 show exports of 499,
725 barrels of rosin and 106,679 barrels of turpentine as compared with
444,943 barrels of rosin and 120, 206 barrels of turpentine for the same
period in 1924, nd 554,426 berrels of rosin and 158,176 barrels of tur-
pentine during the first seven months of 1923.

Production in practically all foreign countries, except ] ranee,
has sr.own a decided increase, particularly in xmssia, i nd stocks in all
foreign-producing countries have eereaeed.

The artificiality of the American naval stores situation has been
still further enhanced by the action of the government in advancing loans
through the Commodity Credit Corporation on gum rosin and gum turpentine.
These loans, w'. ich were virtually purchases, have re sulted in the govern-
ment acquiring large qualities of gum rosin and gum turpentine. Sooner
or later these stocks in government hands must be disposed of. Until this
is accomplished t ' ey constitute a very real obstacle to real improvement
in conditions surrounding the naval stores industry

•

Government loans have also had the result of very effectually stif-
ling any incentive to market gm naval stores in new fields or to retain
old markets. There is no reason why a naval stores producer should spend
money and energy in trying to sell his roduct into consumptive channels
when he knows the government will take it off his hands at a fixed price.

The new agreement which we are being asked to en cider today differs
in no essential respect from the old agreement, the results of which we
have been reviewing.

The only apparent differences are - the Control Committee will now
serve without compensation; and an attempt has been made to include steam-
solvent manufacturers as agriculturists and on the same basts as gum pro-
ducers.

There is nothing in the new agreement which would lead one to expect
any different results than have occurred under the old, Botr: are funda-
mentally unsound and un-American.

It is unthinkable that American citizens, for any period of time,
would a low their activities and every day lives to be dominated by a
smell number of men appointed nd c ntro'led by the Secretary of Agricul-
ture. Any arrangement bused upon such principles is foredoomed to failure,
and yet the longer eneh "Marketing Agreement s*' endure, and the more gov-
ernment loans and subsidies we have, the nearer we are approaching the

point where the government will be obliged to step in uid actually run the

naval stores industry.
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The previous and present marketing agreement, as well as the gov-
ernment loan policy, is short-sighted and does not cover the real needs

of the industry. In all other indue tries where similar things have been
tried they have proved unsuccessful and have failed because of their econ-
omic unsoundness.

The real problem of the gusa naval stores industry is development of
markets. This means the applieati bn f intelligent business principles to

the problem of retaining present markets and development of such deriva-
tives of gum products as will open new fields of consumption.

The United States producer of gum naval stores is in a preferred
pos tion to make his business a real industry, but he artist do it himself.
It cannot be accomplished thr^urh government control and government subsidy.

No serious effort has ever been mede to really sell gum naval stores.
Consumers have bought gum rosin and gum turpentine but they have never been
sold in the sense that other products are sold. Consequently, the only
markets open to rosin and turpentine have been those markets where the ob-
vious properties of f*um rosin and gum turpentine have created a demand.

The potential demand for rosin and turpentine is enormous, and could

well absorb the entire production of this country if it were developed,
'.e believe it could be developed thr ..<rh the right kind of ; coo per? tt ve

marketing association.

Such an association, well thought out and well administered, and
purely voluntary in character, has some chance of helping the industry over
a period of time. The present tpjfl of coercive governmental contractual
agreement has not the slightest chance of causing anything but injury to
the industry.

The foregoing remarks have concerned the n?.ival stores industry as a
whole. Specifically, steam-solvent naval I tores manufacturers have no place
in a marketing agreement such as has been presented at this hearing. They
are not agriculturists in any sense of the word, and conditions surrounding
the production and sale of their products are so different from the corres-
ponding gum products as to make any arrangement of this kind inoperable and
unfair.

Steam-solvent manufacturers have solved their own marketing problem,
~nd which was very similar to the yroblem now confronting- the gum naval
stores manufacturers. They have improved their products, studied the needs
of their customers and opened up new markets for rosin and turpentine, pine

oil and special terpens products, throughout the world. Their products

under individual company brands and trade marks are known in practically
every country of the g&obe.
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Further, their production Is not limited to rosin and turpentine,
but many new products entirely non-competitive riti^ua rosin and gum
turpentine have been developed, and are being marketed. Such products
are produced simultaneously with wood rosin and wood turpentine, and the

volume of one cannot be changed without a cor Leepondin^ change of the

others,

A brief description of the steam-solvent i add:. try is appended to
this statement. This, toother villi accompanying statistical data, will
show the essential characteristics of the industry as compared with the
gum industry. It will also show, to some extent, the contribution this
branch of the industr;. has made to the industry as a whole, an: to the
south.

The steam-solvent rsanufacturers are unanimously o posed to the
proroeed marketing agreement on the grounds that it is uncoastituti ;nal

and economically unsound.
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DESCRIPTION
OF

TJlMitmiWI HAVAI STORKS IMDUSTftY

HISTORY
*

Tne manufacture of naval stores by the steam-solvent process is

a comparatively recent development. The first plant to operate under

this process was built at Gulfport, Mississippi in 1910, Prom, that
date to the present tirae, thirteen plants neve been built. Of these,

four have discontinued operations, and. have been dismantled, so that to-

day there are nine plants in operation and manufacturing wood rosin,
wood turpentine ad pine oil by the steam-solvent process*

These nine plants, representing an investment of approximately
#15,000,000 are located in Georgia, Florida, Mi » sissippi , Alabama, and
Louisiana, live of these plants are owned and operated by the Hercules
Powder Company and by Newport industries, Inc. The other four are owned
and operated by four separate corporations, namely Continental Turpentine
k Rosin Corporation, Dixie Pine Products Company, Jackie Products Company,
Phoenix Naval Stores Company, The production controlled by the Hercules
Powder Company and Newport .industries, Inc. constitutes about 85% to 90$
of the entire volume of naval stores products produced by the £ team-so1-
vent naval stores industry.

The incentive underlying the development of the steam-solvent
naval stores industry was the prevailing opinion, throughout the period
from 190$ to 1S23, that gum naval stores produced from the living tree
would, in a comparatively short time, be insufficient to take care of
domestic ard foreign consumption* A report published in 1S0S by Lr. Hearty

stated that on account of the exhaustion of the southern yellow pine,
thr ush timbering operations, The n val ctores industry would have less
than 15 years continued life. In 1S20 , as a result of senator Caper's
investigational committee, the Department of Agriculture submitted to
Coruress a very carefully compiled report, in which they stated the
naval stores industry would be practically eliminated urithin a period of
ten years, nd that consumers of rosin and turpentine, both do&setic and
foreign, wculd have to look elsewhere for raw materials. This opinion
was shared not only by Govemm nt experts, but by gum producers generally.
These men, who had spent their entire ives in the industry, .nd who based
tneir opinions on the experience of come 150 years or more, were practi-
cally unanimous in their feeling that the gum naval stores industry was
doomed.

Accepting the statements of Government experts and of the industry
at their face value, mi -lions of dollars were invested by steam-solvent
manufacturers to provide a new source of naval stores, whereby the con-
sumers of these products would be given a continued supply of raw material.
However, in forecasting the end of the gum navel .tores industry, suffic-
ient consideration bed not been given to the extremely rajid reforestation
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which was taking place in the South Atlantic states. boo a growth long
leaf and slash pinee were found %a grow extremely rapidly, and curing
the period from 1^21 todate these second growth trees have been the source
of raw material for a very large percentage of the gun rosin and turpen-
tine produced. These trees have been i ble to not only supply current de-
mands for rosin &nd turpentine, but, if properly protected, will probably
constitute & permanent supply which will be sufficient to take ©are of
the world* I demand for naval stores for roany years to corse.

However, under the urge of high prices which existed during the

years of 1926 and 1927, many small trees were cupped ior turpentine , and
the mortality of such small trees has been extra ely heavy. unless some
conservation measure is taken, a few more years of nigh pricea might de-
plete these smell trees to such an extent as to briup about an actual
shortage during some time within the near future,

.
: .,:c .

•
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This radical change in the supply of raw material ror the gum nav-
al stores industry necessarily brought about decided changes in the :ol-
icies of the steam-solvent nova, stores uianufaeturer* He realized that

rosin and turpentine constituted one of the most valuable assets of the
country in the form of organic chemicals, he also realized that only
through intensive research and market development could the full potenti-
ality of this asset be made available to consumers. Consequently, the
steam-solvent people embarked on a most exie/.fcive research rro-ram as a
result of which many new materials have been developed, new markets est-
ablished, and much interest in the possibilities f terpeae chemicals has
been awakened thro u^hout the world.

It is estimated that duriir the past twelve year's the steam-sol-
vent naval stores industry has expended some f4,000,000 in research of
one kind or another* This research has iot nly developed entirely new
products, but has so modified old products as to more nearly meet the
specific demands of individual consumers, ioreign markets have been in-
vestigated £tnd developed. : xtensive advertising has been carried on,
and consumers the world over have been raede c-ascious of tne importance
of American naval stores as a permanent and satisfactory source of organ-
ic chemicals.

The gum naval stores industry, while one of the oldest of this
country, has been most un~ -regressive. Mo understanding whatsoever of the

fundamental properties of the materials which they are risking had ever
been attained by the gum producers. Their products were bought as rosin
and turpentine, and consumed largely for their physical properties with-
out much conception of the tremendous cheoicoo potentialities or tuese
products.

The steam-solvent manufacturer soon found that in order to make

practical pro re so along ' searc lines, he would first have to undertake

a detailed study of the fundamentals of rosin, turpentine and other
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terpenes. This sort of work consumed e number of years, o.nd it has only
been recently that thie fundamental knowledge acquired In the laboratories
of the steamsolvent manufacturers has been expanded to the point of act-
ually producing commercial oroe'ucts of value.

Research work is nocef>srily slow. Kuc time must elapse between
the initial work i.nc the translation of such work to a commercial scale.

I ueh of the fundamental research work is now behind us, and we can look
forward with confidence to the actual exploitation of procucts resulting
from our laboratory work. Already rosin and turpentine, either modified
or c^.emi cally changed, is entering industries and performing new uses which
had not been apparent a few years ago. Illustrations of some of the new
uses for naval stores r their derivatives may be found in the development

of new types of protective coatings, new vehicles for peints, varnishes

aM lacquers,
;
lasticizers , aspnaltic emulsions, synthetic camphor, depil-

s.tion compounds for use in the packing industry, high tension insulation,
ate.

In addition to the creation of new rarkets and now uses for naval
store* products, steam-solvent naval stores manufacturers have been instru-
mental in many cases in protecting old markets against the encroachment of

new and cheaper raw materials produced by other industries. An illustra-
tion of this may be cited in the replacement of gum turpentine in the
paint and varnish industry by so-called turpentine substitutes, which are
largely special petroleum fractions. This replacement has been allowed to
take place without the protest or action of any kind by the gum producers.
However, through advertising end through work with the individual consumers;
the steam-solvent naval stores manufacturer has always been able and is
::till able to sell to the paint and varnish trade as much of his production
of turpentine as he desires. A proper conception of the real value of tur-
pentine for paint anci varnish, followed by --n adequate advertising campaign
and proper contact with consumers, would probably have prevented a large
part of this loos of business.

Much has been said && to the desirability of balancing the production
of naval stores to the demand for these products. The fundamental soundness
of tnis principle cannot be denied. It is basic to any industry, and the
£ team- solvent naval stores indue try has always operatea according to this
principle. The industry, however, has not been satisfied with an attempt to
bring about this balance by merely curtailing, production, but has actively
tried to expand consumption and to create new markets which would permit a
larger and more economical product? on • A like nolle y followed by the gum
industry would und ubtedly have brought about an entirely different condi-
tion than exists today. Markets sufficient to absorb the entire production
of American n vai stores exist, a&$ it requires only cherries! research, ad-
vertising and mar! et development to open up these markets • Today the only
efforts alono this line have been on the part of s team-solvent manufactur-
ers, and the success of thoso efforts is bei n shared tday by the gum pro-
ducer as well as by the £ team-solvent manufacturer, who has been solely
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res onsible for such develops© nt work.

^ON-CO-IP^TITIV:, :

nftGDuCT3

In considering tM steam-solvent naval stores industry, due con-

sideration m^st oe given to the fact that an important proporti n of

the materials orod-iced fr:>m the dead resinous tree differ considerably
from the materials -rodueed by the gum producer from the living tree.

For instance, in addition to rosin and turpentine, tee dead tree also
yields i?.:portent uantities of pine oil ane other terpens derivatives.
The cellulose resulting from extraction of ter ones is also an import-
ant by-product, and is used either for the proc-iction of power or for

the vanufacture of insulating board, besides having potential lljiH as

a source of raw material to be used in the manufacture of alcohol, pur-
ified cellulose or other products.

The sale of these other products which are non-competitive with

gum rosin anc turpentine constitute an important part of the IItUf I'flil

I

vent naval stores manufact uTers' business.

Pine Oil is used in ruaay industries* Formerly the major ortion

of pine oil was used in the mining industry as a flotation reagent; and
while this use has temporarily decreased, other uses have been found
whereby nine oil is used as a enemies: in a great many different indus-
tries, chief among which may be cited te^tils, disinfectant, pharmaceu-
tical, perfume, detergent and others.

Approximately 3Go of the gross value of products sold by the steam-
solvent naval stores manufacturer are products which are entirely non-
competitive with gum products, end are going into industries entirely un-
related to those industries consuming rosin end turpentine* {Set iablem

Many of the nroducts made by steam-solvent naval stores snufae-
turers, nd raany of the processes used by them if* protected by U nited
Ctates patents, A fixed allocation of production would necessarily pre-
vent each patentees from commercializing such products, and taking ad-
vantage of the privileges conferred jpon them by existigg patent laws,

A fixed allocation based on either rosin or tur entine would nec-
essarily curtail roduetion and sale of non-competitive products produced
by the steam-solvent naval stores industry. Inasmuch as the sale of
these nm-eompetitive products cnetitute* an i ortant source of revenue
to the industry, it would be unjust to attempt to curtail tale revenue
by arbitrary allocation of any sort.

We are attaching table >-2 wnic.-: shows the proportion of wood rosin
and wood turpentine sold to the trade tor the past iix years as compared
With the quantity of special derivatives of rosin ond turneutine produced
by the steam-eolvent manufacturers, and sold during the same neriod. By
"special derivatives" is reeant all those products which have been nidified
in some way to meet the specific demands of a consumer, and w;.ieh differ
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from the original wood rosin in their characteristics, by virtue of chem-
ical treatment or processing.

The re* material used by the steam-solvent naval stores -anufac-
turer is waste resinous wood tafcen tttm the cut-over land? f the south.

In order to keep the plants of the Industry sullied i?ith raw material,
approximately between 20, 000. and £5,000 acres of land per month must be
worked, requiring the services of 1,200 to 1,500 men. The removal of this

waste wood is of real importance from the standpoint of conservati oa of

timber. lire hr.zards are decreased, and the removal of wood by s tump pull-
ers or by proper application of dynamite increases the rate of reforesta-
tion; also leaving the land in condition for cultivation of other crops.
:>.:uch of this waste wood is furnished by farmers wh a are gradually clearing
their land of stumps, and to whom an outlet for such waste wood is an im-
portant source of revenue.

It has been stated thot any marketing agreement btH^is the Secretary
of agriculture and producers of gum rosin and tuypeatljfel eannot be success-
fully carried out unless the production of the steam-solvent naval stores
manufacturer is arbitrarily curtailed, and it has further been stated that
the present depressed condition of the naval stores industry has been large-
ly due to expanding production of steam-solvent naval stores. An answer to

this statement nay be found in attached table fX*

This table shows the production of wood resin made by the steam-
solvent process from the year 1921 todate. It also shows the percentage of
total rosin production, represented by wood rosin, by years and the orice of
gun naval stores per unit received by prod -cers et the stills during this
period.

It will be noted that the production capacity of steam-solvent plants
has not been materially increased during this period of time. It also shows
that during eriods of depression steam-solvent production haE been curtailed
proportionately more than gum production. Further, it is evident that during
the periods of maximum production of wood products, the producer of gum
rosin and turpentine received t e highest prices for his products. In other
vrorde, this table is convincing evidence that the production of I team-solvent
naval stores oro ducts has had no visible effect on v. he accumulation of excess
stocks of naval stores or on the prices obtained by the gum producer.

This table also indicates th-t variations or increases in the produc-
tion of steam-solvent naval stores products hove less effect on the stat-
istical naval stores situation than variations in weather, woich have a

material effect on the yield ond production of gum rosin and turpentine. It
w^s clearly brought out at the hearing in Jacksonville (and Gamblers Yearbook
verifies this statement j that a fnvorsble crop year can easily increase the
yield of gum rosin and gum turpentine as much as 80$ over the estimated yield
determined by the number of cups hong at he beginning of the season* Sim-
ilarly, unfavorable weather conditions and iorest tires have at times de-
creased the crap as much as 20% over their anticipated yield. This means
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that It is uite ~o&8ibIe to have a plus or minus variation in gum ra-
tion of at leeo-t £0/*, or a totax variation of approscimc- tely 40;*. It

ie obvious th*t with ruch uncertainty always facing the incus try, no
control committee can accurately fix the i c c : rrsin end
turpentine toy merely allocating a certair numoer of feces" , and it ie

apparent that variations in t e oreduction of wood rosin tuad wo->d turpen-
tine are minor in their enact as coopared with this uncertain factor in
t e gum industry due tc ciim-itic chen^es.

In th* figure* Which will subsequently be givei in tnis report we

are main,-; lvuau ba-=rci.£ of reel a, holding approximately 500. gross, as the

unit of meafcur*. ni* is beia# done because ta« ratio of rosin and tur-

pentine roouoed from the dead tree le not constant and is not in the seme

proportion aa the ratio of rosin «nd torpentia* produced ir^a the living
tree* £>ome of the figures shown are estimates, as under existing laws ex-
change of cost figures by coiapetiag producers has not been permissible.
These estimates, however, are sufficiently accurate to serve our purpose.

T^.ble £2 shows the mstimitea' gross sales in dollars of all steam-
solvent noval stores products for the past seven years. This table also
shove the gross rales of products entirely noncompetitive with gum rosin
find turpentine! end the percentage of the latter to the ioxmer.

. i ri : 01 i i^M-zGWxm Hivai. straa

It has beea stated tnat ;-um rosin anc c/um turpentine are never sold
but are merely bought by ths consumer. This cannot be said of the pteaa-
solvent roducte. teeffi-colvent aaaufacturers hrnre always followed, and
have been obliged to follow, a most egrcesive marketing program.

t team-solvent naval stores fnamrfeeturers maintain direct c-ntacts
with all their consumers. 2y reason of this direct c ntact, they are able
to anticipate the consumer T e needs, &ad to furnish .u/l with products et.vC-
tally designed and formulated to meat his specific requirements*

/.aotaer result oi this direct contact between orod^cer anc" consumer
is the ability on the part of the meaufact jf er tc i ^eeee coming choo, c-s

w ich iAa,: affsot tae use of nsvai itores roduots, ana to prepare or such
changes (through laboratory research) by beia^ prepared to furnish materials
in c> ^petition with new competitive produete» a

t illustrations of tbis
may be cited, and the increasing use of naval stores in the protective coat-
ing industry end in tti« ; synthetic resin ina.tr, are examples of efforts on
the part of eteam-eolvent n*val stores ftanufacturere. Soch increased uses
react to the benefit of the entire industry, and not alone to the benefit
of tre eteam-solvent z& oufactorer.
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Tho steam-solvent naval stores manufacturer is not deoendent on
either the g« factor or the distributor to help produce or disoose of
his products. Tiie industry is seIX-contained, and has control of its
situation all the way from the raw isaterial through to the ultimate
consumer.

Prices of steam-distilled wood turpentine and wood rosin are
generally based on the Savannah market. Inese products are basically
the same as the corr sponding gum products and compete in the same
marissts. Prices of wood rosin and wood turpentine are sometimes higher
and sometimes lower than gum rosin and gum turpentine, depending upon
the particular quality in question. For instance, pale wood rosin
always commands a premium over the corresponding color gun rosin* This
is because pale wood roains have been made in such a way as to give
superior working properties as compared with the corresponding gum pro-
duet. Wood turpentine sold for the manufacture of synthetic camphor
commands a higher price than gum turpentine for the reason that it has
been specially prepared for this specific purpose, and gives a higher
yield and higher quality synthetic camphor than the corresponding gum
product.

It is well recognized that approximately 55$ of the United States
production of naval stores has been exported, and it is equally well
recognized that such exported material sells in competition with naval
stores produced by foreign countries. Any foreign country possessing
pine trees will undoubtedly increase its production to the utmost, pro-
vided prices increase to such an extent as to mice such production pro-
fitable. In all probability production in France, Spain and Portugal
cannot be increased much more than 20% over the average in past years*
Other countries, principally Buseia and Mexico are potential sources of
supply that cannot be ignored. Russia, in particular, has built steam-
solvent plants and is exploiting the sale of gum products in direct com-
petition to products produced in this country.

In prior years large quantities of rosin used to be consumed by
Russia each year. Hot only has this demand entirely disappeared, but we
find Russian turpentine today being largely used in Italy and England,
and in some places on the Continent. In the same way, we find Mexican
turpentine an important competitive element on the West Coast of this
country. Mexican rosin today is being consumed almost entirely within
its own borders, but it is just a question of time (if prices are suf-

ficiently attractive) before Mexican rosin, as well as turpentine, will

come into this country in active competition with our own materials, or,

in the event import duties are imposed on rosin and turpentine, foreign

markets will be available for her output.

In the summer of 1930 representatives of one of the steam-solvent

naval stores manufacturers were sent to ftxssia to study the possibility

of future Russian competition. As a result of tieir investigation,

these men rendered a report showing probable costs of producing gum and

wood turpentine and rosin in Bussia, and an estimate of the potential

supplies of these materials as yet undeveloped. They also stated that a

steam-solvent naval stores plant was operating near ITishni-Ubvgorod, at

vaachtand, and that plans were under way for the construction of 14 or 15
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more plants in Russia ; these plants to have en approximate capacity of
some 500,000 tons of wood per year, iheir report ended with the follow-
ing comment: "There does sot appear to be any doubt that Russia will go
ahead on rosin and turpentine, both gum and wood and some time we believe
we shall here to reckon with this country as a certain factor of competi-
tion. "

In considering this whole Question of foreign naval stores markets
it must be remembered that we are an exporting coontry of naval stores*
lib manipulation of import duties can possibly protect our foreign markets*

In order to carry oa the market development of steam-solvent pro-1

ducts, sales offices have been established at all important cities of this
country and abroad* Salesmen and technical representatives are continually
in touch with not only the domestic trade but also foreign consumers*
Direct sales offices and agents have been established in Holland, England,
Germany, Scandinavia. Finland and other European countries, as well as in
many South American countries* Steam-solvent naval stores go to practically
every country in the world, and their use in these countries has been a
direct result of the research and sales activities of the steam-solvent
naval stores manufacturer.

Sable #4 shows the percentage of wood rosin and wood turpentine
which has been exported to foreign countries during the past seven years*

Table #5 allows the various countries using wood rosin and wood

turpentine and the major product entering these countries*

Table #8 shows the major industries using the products of the steam-

solvent naval stores manufacturer, and the kind of product entering into

such use*

Xae st earn-solvent naval stores industry carries on its payrolls and

•alary rolls in the south approximately 2,000 men* la addition to this

number, probably 1,500 men are employed in the gathering of wood which is

used as raw material in the industry* Some of these 1,500 men are em-

ployed solely for this purpose, but a large number are farmers who rely

oa this source of revenue to supplement their regular farming activities*

The operating policies of the steam-solvent naval stores menu-

facturers, requiring as they do large fixed organizations in the way of

marketing and research men, call for a very large fixed expense* The

cost of this sort of work is constant, regardless of fluctuations of pro-

duction.

The attached curve illustrates clearly the effect of this fixed

overhead on operating costs with relation to production* In other words,

operating steam-solvent plants at capacities much below their rated

capacity results ia a very rapid iacreased cost.
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CONCLUSION;

Naval stores products hare at this hearing been classified as
agricultural commodit ies. Hegardless of this classification the fact
cannot be ignored that rosin, turpentine and pine oil are organic
chemicals in every sense of the word. Unlike wheat, corn or other
farm products, they are not used as food by men or animals, but are
used as chemical raw materials in the manufacture of other commodities.

believe the salvation of the naval stores industry lies in a pro-
per conceDtion of the chemical properties of rosin and turoentine, and
an intelligent exploitation of these properties through chemical and
market research*

Any plan which may be considered as helpful to the industry must
and should give serious consideration to this point. Any plan which
tends to relegate rosin and turpentine to the classification and status
of ordinary agricultural products necessarily means a step backward and

an unnecessary retardation of progress.

The gum industry for years has been in a state of apathy. It

would appear possible and practical to awaken the industry along pro-

gressive lines. The proposed marketing agreement .sould certainly have
the opposite effect and would cause the industry irreparable injury.
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TABLE IIP . 1

STEAM SOLVENT NAVAL STORES MBVSTm

SEASON
HATED
CAPACITY

actual
production
wood BOSIft

total
production

gum & wood aosin

% WOOD
TO
TOTAX

PRICE
HECSIVKD
BY GUM

PRODUCER
AT STILL

1921-22 637,200 51,897 1,716,897 3* $ 49.07

1322-23 637,000 165,146 1,396,146 8.7$ 81.38

A-1923-24 538,000 200,400 2,081,400 9.6$ 62*34

1924-25 522,000 257,331 2,022,331 12.7* 67.53

B-1925-26 542,000 234,483 1,333,433 15.1* 104.50

1926-27 522,000 366,525 2,065,525 17. 1# 105.39

1927-23 542,540 489,474 2,574,474 68.31

01928-89 553,120 431,654 2, 296,654 66.54

1929-30 553,120 466,737 2,547,737 18* 3$ 62.38

1930-31 566,230 438,926 2,438,926 18.0$ 43.96

1931-32 566,230 319,470 1,984,470 16.1* 34.73

D-1932-33 583,580 369,930 2,073,330 17.8$ 30.65

1933-34 m 509,277 2, 297,337 22* 2($> 33.50

1934-35 495,122 2,229,122 22. 2$ 45.02

*Bound Barrels

A - Gulfport Plant dismantled

B - Fire at Pensaeola - Plant rebuilt

C *» Dixie commenced operation

D - Pnoenix commenced operation

M)TE: Actual production wood rosin figures include Belre. (Belre,

under present interpretation of the Haval Stores Act of 1923, is

not considered to be rosin.

)
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TABLE ISP, 2

STSAM*SQLVE5T HAYAL ST0HE3 HCXJSTRY

fiosin -jiv Actual Turpentine
to trade production sold to

Actual as special Turpentine trade as
Production products $ of Pinene & special % of

Season of „tosin Total Thinners products Total

1923-29 431,654 £9,000 06.71 4,286,117 606,549 14.0

466,787 53,260 11.41 4,341,491 859,733 17.0

1930-31 438,926 64,992 14.8 4,235,204 968, 511 22.0

1931-32 319,470 113,343 35.4 2,830,660 730,256 27.0

1932-33 369,930 116,155 31.3 3,384,853 812,331 23.0

1933-34)

) Figures not available
1934-38)

Tnese figures are based on tne actual performance of two companies

and estimated for other aaaoers of tne industry.
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TABLS HQ . 5

3T&iM-30l,VENT tfAVAL ST0KS3 IMDvBSHY

ESTIMATED GHDSS S&LES GROSS SALSS
DOLIAHS - aLL STEAM NON-COMPETITIVE

SOLVENT ?H)DUCTS PRODUCTS

$ GROSS SALES
OF PRODUCTS

IK)N-CO?^PSTITm
WITH GUM

1928 t 3,303,439.04 11,365,089.28 H0

1929 9,312,344.13 1,534,350.94 16$

1930 7,077,293.00 1,152,574.18

1931 4, 978, 013. 60 1,383,128.84 i£

1932 3,824,740.40 1,258,511.10 32$

1933 5,945,403.34 1,772,485.12

1934 7,434,247.90 1,995,084.98 27^

1935 ^ttg. ) 7,112,039.13 1,746,342.08 25$

NOTE: Percentage figures aaown are effected by relative selling

prices of rosin and turpentine and of special products. Increase

in percentage does not necessarily indicate a corresponding increase

in value.
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TABLi: 30. 4

SrsaMH90LVaiT NAVAL STORES EHDOariBf

w
OH

SEASOW
TOTAL SAIE3

(3BLS.)
*
EXPORTED

& FBTSNS
TOTAL SALES

(GALS.)
1

1923 390,853 33.8 4,055,118 26.0

1929 475,749 41.4 4,072,759 21.0

1930 440,677 44*3 3,822,093 21.0

1931 365,344 42.0 3,333,609 21»0

1932 344,221 46.0 2,558,467 31.6

1933 484,977 45.1 3,499,763 24.3

1934 438,990 47.2 4,269,432 20.9

1935 (Aug.) 336,546 47.5 3,443,180 19.3

!?0TT5: Roain and turpentine exports are taken from

Demrtment of Cossaerce records.
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TA. Li .0. 5

COUNTRY DETAIL
•OOD FBODtfCTS

Legend
1 * Bosia
2 - Turpentine
3 - ^Lne Oil

X Austria, 1 4| Newfoundland and Labrador, 1,2,3
3 Azores and Madeline Islands, 47 Bermudas 1,2
3 Belgium, 1,2,3 43 Barbados, 1,2
4 Bulgaria, 49 Jamaica, 1,2,3
3 Czechoslovakia, 50 Trinidad and Tobago 1,2,3
6 Denmark, MMri 52 Other British West Indies, 1,2,3
7 ^stoaia. 53 Cuba, 1,2,3
6 Finland, 1,3 M Dominican Republic, 1,2,3
9 France, DO Hetherland >«est Indies, 1,2

10 Gecoany, 1,2,3 53 French /est Indies,
11 Gibraltar, 3 57 Haiti, Republic of, 1,2,3
12 Greeee, 2,3 58 Virgin Islands of United States, 2

13 Hungary, 1 60 Argentina, 1,2,3
Iceland, 61 Bolivia, 1,2,3

15 Irian Tree State, 1 62 Brazil, 1,2,3
18 1 , 2, 3 65 Chile, 1,2,3
17 Latvia, 1 66 Colombia, 1,2,3
16 Lithuania, 1 67 Ecuador, 1,2
19 lialta, Gozo, and Cyprus, 63 Falkland Islands
20 Ketherlands, 1,2,3 69 3ritish Guiana, 1,2
21 Norway, 1,2,3 70 Surinam, 1,2
22 Poland and Danzig, 1,3 71 French Guiana,
33 Portugal, 72 leraguay, 2

24 Sumania, 3 73 Peru, 1,2,3
25 Soviet Russia in Europe, 74 Uruguay, 1,2
26 Spain, 75 Venezuela, 1,2,3
28 Sweden, 1,2,3 76 Aden,
29 Switzerland, 1,3 77 Arabia,
31 United Kingdom, 1,2,3 73 British India, 1,2,3
32 Yugoslavia and Albania, 3 79 British Malaya, 1,2,3
33 Canada 1,2,5 30 Ceylon, 1,2
34 British Honduras, 1.2,3 China, 1,2,3
35 Costa Rica, 1,2,3 32 Java and I^&dura, 1,2,3
36 Guatemala, 1,2 33 Other NetherL nd Bast Indies, 1,2£
37 Honduras

,

1,2 34 French Indo-China,

38 Nicaragua, 1,2,3 35
86

Hong Kong, 1

39 Psnama, 1,2,3 Iraq,

41 Salvador, 1,2 87 Japan, 1,2,3

42 Greenland, 36 i&yantung, 1

43 Mexico, 89 Palestine, 3

Miqueloa and St. Pierre Islands, 1,2 90 Persia,
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(Con. )

93 RiilJ-ppine Islands, 1, 2,2
Hi 1
97 Soviet Hussia ia Asia,

Syria

|

rurjcey iii Asia ana isurope,

ut;ner insist,

1
1UU ,A .„.

TO?XU£> Y>-jp»4 4* 4 Aamm a%4 oJJIlkl SLu. UCSalUai
x, <s ,o

1, A

|i i
- 0 jfrencn UC©cLllia j H

JHNV ^e&i&au, 1,*3,3

iuy stmopia,
oeigian oongo,

JLU f janvisn mLw* ^X- lea, 1,6
Union or ~>outn ^rrica, 1,8,5

ilU u wHO-T ~>tx b 13Q. oouvn &rriccL, <i ,o

- | fa uoiu ooa 8 »

,

1 Al
I/O u&ner srivisn >*es* Airics., n
11 <5 *83rP*t i
113 Algeria ana. xwii&ia, o
TIB110 j*&.aagascai:

,

lift w toilol X'XCUCu AAriba j

1 17lXr XwuXXaXl XWXXXVvCL,

HO X*a,u0X id ,
2

120 Mozambique, 1,2,3
121 Other Portuguese Afriea, 1,2
122 Canary Islands,

123 Other Spanish Africa,
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TABLE NO • 6

STEAH-30LVBS<T NAVAL STORSS IKPttTPHSf

(WOSTRIX USE Of STEAM KAVAL SfOHBS PRODUCTS

)

KIND 0? MXTSTRT

Linoleum and other floor coverings Basin
Paint and varnish laanufaeturers Bosin Turps * Pine Oil
Disinfectant, Insecticide & Medical losin Turps* - Pine Oil

Ink liianufacturers So sin Turps* * Pine Oil
Paper Rosin Pine Oil
Foundry 3osin

Petroleum Refiners Bosin Pine Oil
Soap Itosin # Fine Oil
batches Tfcsin

Meat Backers Rosin
Electrical Bosin
3osin ester iqanufacturers Rosin

jRubber

riailroad

Mining (This replaces Jlotation)
Essential oils
Textile (This replaces Sulfonated Oil)

Laundry
Alcohol Distillers
Miscellaneous, for all products

Posin-Turp.-Pine Oil-Solvenol
Turpentine
Pine Oil
Pine Oil
Pine Oil
Pine Oil
Alpha Terpineol
Jtosin - Turps* - Pine Oil

Thermoplasti cs
Box Toes
Hionograph Records
Sealing wax

Battery Wax
Optical Wax
Brush Manufacture
Batik Wax
Dehairing
Brewery Pitch

Polishes
Leather
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TABU! m. 7

QLmT :;4VAL 3T0HES ImXISTH^

Some of the special products manufactured and sold by the
0tearn-solvent industry;

Abletic Acid
3©sinates
Kola-crystallizing and
Noa~sludging raain compounds
Borneo!
Pinene
Anethol
Synthetic Resins
Dipentene
Terpin Hydrate
Dipolymer
Insulating Board
Wood Preservatives
Staybelite

Methyl Abietate
Alpha Terpineol
Textile Reagents
Perfume Beagents
Flotation Heagents
Disinfectant Heagents
Insecticides
Fenchone
Stenehyl Alcohol
Paramenthane
Oxidized 'bietic Acid
Hsrcosol
Folotex
Cabiaol

These products have all been evolved and exploited with the
idea of creating new uses toil naval stores.
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PENINSULAS NAVAL STQBI-S COMPANY,

Naval Stores Factors and Wholesale Grocers

Jackeonville, Ha. ^ , 35>

Secretary of Agriculture,
Washington, C.

Deer Sir:

The result of the Marketing Agrees nt -or Naval Stores in effect
for the past two seasons, has fully convinced me that it is unworkable.
The proposed new Marketing A/T*eement now under di seussion and containing
essentially the sane features Mil also be a failure. It may be claimed
that the suspended Marketing Agreement could not have stood the test in
the courts and the Secretary, therefore, did not. prosecute the violations
which had been committed whereas the Mew Marketing .greement is written
in accordance with the provisions contained in the Amendments of the

Agricultural Adjustment Act, recently passed by Congress s.nd can now be
enforced in the Courts. I am of the opinion that this will not stop
violations. It was not ! nown for a long time after the last Marketing
Agreement became operative, then suspected and only a few months before
its suspension accepted as a certainty thet it was not legal and yet
wholesale violations were practiced from the beginning. Violations will
continue under the proposed Agreement for the reason that a producer will
not oermit regulation if he has the money and the timber. Besides the
regular rocesscrs who own or lease timber, there are a reat aany ind-
ividuals who own small tracts of timber and whose existence depends upon
the working of it. How will you regulate 10,000 of such small producers?
Large cities receive already a substantial part of their supplies by
trucks. The difficulties of inspecting such shipments for tags are ap-
parent. Gum Naval Stores are not harvested like Cotton, hheat and other
commodities which have to be planted every year. hhile pine trees have
to be worked in order to produce rosin and turpentine, they are already
in existence and every long leaf and slash pine, as soon as it reaches
workable size, attracts the turpentine producer. It is certainly a fact
that good workable timber is in stron, demand .nd will be bought and
worked if the owner wishes to lease, Marketing Agreement or no Marketing
Agrees nt.

I contend that the Gum Naval I tores Crops cannot be regulated
through allotments to individual producers. As already nointed out a
producer will produce according to the timber and jaonev which are at his
disposal. If he produces less, his neighbor will not and in addition
will buy up the timber which he should have or in which he should share.
In a few years he will be out of timber, whicn means out of business.

The Allotment system has brought about the rest inequitable conditions
imaginable, to far as the cust mere of my C mpany are concerned, it has
affected a large majority most disadvantageously. e felt already in
1930 tbA t the crops should be reduced in order to prevent the sharp fall
of prices wnieh later came to pass. We advised our producers to curtail
their ^reductions. Others old not follow such a logical policy. The

Senary lr%bli$ f i of Florida at .Uirg«
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result was that our producers 1 allotments were based on their reduced
productions, whereas all other producers who die-regarded economic con-
ditions were permitted to produce on basis of their well maintained
productions. And yet cur producere did the logical and proper thing
adopting the same policy which is the heart of the suspended and pro-
posed Marketing Agreements*

Some may entertain the belief that the luF.C. loans benefited
the Naval G tores producers. 1 do not deny that they were the cause
of temporarily better prices, but undoubtedly also increased production.
These loans, therefore, cannot be called a benefit to the industry, how
much harm they will cause when the realization of the a cumulated stocks
of 150,000 barrels turpentine and 300,000 barrels rosin has to be under-
taken, eannot now be estimated.

The provision that no living pine trees lest than $ inches in
diameter at a point 4J- feet above the ground shall be worked, appears
in the proposed Marketing Agrees nt, but does not seem to be included
in the Order. Must I conclude therefrom that such a provision cannot
be legally enforced?

In view of the fact that a control of crop by coercive measures
through allotments is in my opinion, unworkable, I am definitely op-
posed to the oroposed Marketing . -ree*nent with Order.

Yours respectfully,

/a/ H. Weibert
Vv/B resident

State of Florida, # S8t
County of Duval , #

I, H* Weibert, being first duly sworn, depose and say,

That I am the party who has signed the foregoing
statement and that all or any statements of fact therein contained
are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

/a/ H. eibert

Wmifl&XUMi N^VAL STORiiS COMPANY

,

Jacksonvi lie , Florida.

Ceal

/•/ E. H. Williams
Notary.

Notary ^blic, Stmt* of Florida at Large
My commission exoiree May 22, 1S38
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GL0RG1A PUCK TOKPiiNTINE COfcPAliY

Works
Fayetteville, N. C.

Colline, Ga.

F^YiJ* f "TJ^VILLi , 1 . • C *

November 7th, 1S3S.

Chief Heartn> Clerk,
.Agriculture Adjustment Administration,
U.f .Department of Agri culture ,

4725 South Building,
Washington, D. C.

Bear Sir:

are manufacturer-s of Fine Products by the Destructive
Distillation proceet with plants located at rayetteviiie aad Collins,
Georgia.

Our company, however, does not manufacture rosin, but pro-
duces Destructively Disti-led *ood Turpentine as a by-product. The
ouantity of turpentine is quite small in comparison with ine Tar
products and Charcoal which are our main productB.

We think it is unjust to retard us on the manufacture of
goods for which there is a demand sir ply because of the fact that
in this same process we produce a small quantity of wood turpentine.

For the above reason we strongly protest any type of control
governing the manufacturers of Pine Products by tne Instructive
Distillation process.

Very truly yours,

GEORGIA PIN-, TUR^EHTTNB CO.

M
AG^;mjr Alton G. Murchison, Mgr.

NGTABI2ED ¥NffWWI

Alton G. Murchison, personally, appeared before me this day <>nd

being duly sworn says he is manager of the Georgia Pine Turpentine
Company located at Feyetteville , K. C. and that he wrote the above
letter and herewith subscribes to statements tisercin.

Sworn to before me this seventh day of November, 1935.

/s/ Alton . Payor
Notary ublic

".y Cowilssion expires Not. 3, 1956
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COPY

TKL K ii,TOBT CHEMICAL COMPAQ

Distilled Pine Products

Gainesville, Florida.

November 6, 1935.

Chief He: ring Clerk,
4725 South Building,
department of Agricul toe,
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

We were not represented at the hearing in Jacksonville for the
Naval Stores Producers. It is impossible for us to concur in

any marketing restrictions for the turoentine we manufacture.
Our production is governed by our success in disposing of other
products, principally Pine Tar. Our production of turpentine
is not governed by market condition©} it is a by-product, vit-
ally important, however, in the success or failure of our oper-
ation. If our effort to dispose of turpentine were restricted
this condition might make it irripoesible for us to continue pro-
duction. We do not manufacture rosin.

Of course, you are aware thst numerous tur pontine ( and rosin)
substitutes are making serious inroads on the present marksts.
Vie see no reference in the proposed marketing agreement to re-
strict the manufacture or sale of thinners to replace turpen-
tine. As this a parently is not considered, what will prevent
further inroads, especially if the production of turpentine is
restricted and results in an artificial market*
We are unable to see the benefits from the proposed marketing
agreement and proposed order for the handlers of Haval stores.

Yours very truly,

C. E. Haines
P resident

CEH:P
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fMVtWUUL LTATBOHT M R. M. KiaTGH

OK PROPOSED MABKETIMS AtBJMMfrttr FOR NATAL SfOKlE jfoWLiSB

Article IV, Section 3, Paragraph 6 (a). Section 11 of article

I of the Amended Licence for Gum Tursen^ine and Gum hosia 'Processors,
effective I'ecenber 21, 1924, provided that no application for allotment
to a new processor shall exceed one thousand units. This limitation is

highly desirable, as it prohibits Pome large operator wit. a large area of
land filing an application for an allotment as a new roceesor of several
thousand units. He would h&ve sufficient timber and finances to e<->mply

with the requirements, however, he might have no intention of producing
each an amount. He would plan to receive, however, a pro-ret* of the vol-
ume applied for eo that his actual allotment would be 100% of his expect-
ation. This manifestly would be unfair to those who are applying for a
much smaller allotment, i-e, therefore, suggest that rtiele IV, Section

4, Paragraph 6 (a) be amended by adding Provided, however, that no such
application shall exceed one thousand units.**

STATE OP ILOF IDA )

} SB

COUHTY OF -DUVAL )

Personally appeared before m this day an officer duly authorized

to take acknowledgments and administer oaths, Carl F. Speh, who after

being by me first duly sworn deposes end says; That , he is Secretary to

the Control Committee of the Marketing Agreement for Gum Turpentine and

Cum Poeln Processors; That, he has read the above and foregoing state-

/the matter therein contained,
Mlli knows the contents thereof and that to be true, and upon such in-
upon information and belief he believes them

formation and belief avers that such matters and things are true.

A/„
Carl 1. Speh

Sworn to smd subscribed before me thie 18th day of I&vember, A. 0« 1925,

at Jacksonville, Florida.

/»/ J. T. Verry

Notary Public, Z tate of Ilorida at Large
My Commission Expires Nov. IS, 1935
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Gresston, Georgia,

November 5, IS55.

Office of the He^rin. Cleric

United States Depart- at of agriculture

4725 r outh Building

Sesh^ngton, District of Columbia

Gentlemen;

I am bitterly opposed to the Proposed Marketing Agreement

for turrentine and rosin processors, *hich was given a hearing in

Jacksonville, Florida, October the 31st, 1935, and November let and

End, Such a proposed agreement is against the Constitution of the

[Jutted Ft*tee of .America.

I as a democrat. The government of the United States was

founded on the principals of "Do unto others as you would have them

do unto you**.

In unity there is strength, divided we fall.

Gentlemen of the hearing committee , this is what a few of

the big processors of the turoentine and rosin industry If wanting

to do to the small processor, sec them fall.

It is big "I" rnd little you with them. Now this proposed

agreement says that a new processor must be in shape to erect a still

and quarters. In other words, he muist have as much money at the age

of twenty-one or younger, that a man is su; posed to have at the age

of fifty years or older. I believe in giving the y ung people a

chance to advance, not crushing them. God did not intend for the

old to put the young man in the background.
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Baea Cbri«t eae iiHkvd. ibt que*ti.n f v*ao li ti# pre* teat in

the £lagdan of Heaven, he did sot tafca an old bald&eaded sau sad *it

hiss in the ®idet of the&» he tool a little e;iild, &a<2 *aid# "A little

child i« the greete*t of tbeai all*** C&rift also said, "A little child

eaall . lead tfcem% Christ intended f«f a lilt « c 114 t gvo* an &nd

hsve an equal ehnaee i*itb aay one*

Christ aid not 1 stead for thia enii<2, groin into young mn~

hood, to be held beak by a rropo*e<S aerfeatiei ^grae^e nt.

If |fei« cut. ^rod&fttioa a'crm ic rigat eft? tea rivt-u

tiie bralae to reed Ut aead-wjfiUng ©a ta© *ell t ef ia atfe*? woroa in-

terpret the d*"ea»e of fine rbaraolu *evea yeare of a bouatifui aarveet

followed toe interpretation of t*et dream* Scat drees wee inter
;

• * -u

by a youag (Ban efte-siae old a*ea bee failed. The >raoi&m *vt> tos great

for the old asaa to calve*

article 4* ;vectioa £» "arafr^a 2 age 19 ia tbe . ro.poeed

^erketi ag ..gree^eat *ay* no pin* tree rhall be 0up:*d under aiae incite*

in dles&te? , four and oa« alf feet ffco* the ground* I refer y-m to

; ot»rt**ftth cfaaptei cS a, >:attaew, taen ti»- multitude bed sailed all

da? lo see .Christ* it wae late in the evening, tjsey were tired aad aua-

fry, Cariet refused to eend tne ^altitude gvay hungry* Pi* Carpet call

on an old *saa to beip feed then? no, •? ttgeli obi Id wan et&adiag aeor

with a beakee on 24 a er»| in thie feeejtet wa* five* s^ll leave* ! oread

end two can 11 fiate? Christ too* th©s.»- ten t-rmil fieh aad five lo-';v-r

bread, gave thankt pad fed about five thousand er beet ace w&aa.ead

ckiicrea.
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Not with a whale gentlemen but with two smell fish end five

loaves of bread. If we have timber thot is too thick to grow, even

if it is not. nine inches in diameter, four end one-half feet from

the ground, give God the thanks for letting it grow there, rork it

and help feed our families and our laborers' families.

After Christ fed the multitude, he had them to gather up

the fragrnents , save everything, they gathered up twelve basketfuls,

all this era from five loaves of bread «md two fish. Should we cut

down our ^ines, because they are too thick? Because they are not

nine inches in diameter and four end one-half feet from the ground?

No, this is contrary to the teachings of the Bible; Article 4} Section

2r T--ra~raph 2; rage 19, says all *feyal iox- - delivered for sale in

Jacksonville, .iiorida, or Save man, Georgia, shall be sold only throng

the Jacksonville,Chamber of Commerce, or through the Savannah Bo ^rd of

Trade. ThiB is very unfair, I, seriously, object to this because e big

oroeessor ships his tur r>entine in tank car lots; his rosin by the

freight car loads.

Gentlemen, his turpentine and rosin have never beent smelled

by the Savannah Board of Trade or the Jacksonville Chamber of Conuieree.

I know a big roce,-sor who built a large enoup& building,

to sit two stills under the same roof; r>ut up tank cars to hold his

turpentine, bought metal barrels to hold his rosin on his still yard.

Gentlemen, of the Hearing Committee, docs a big processor like that

need to go to Washington, D. C. sit up in a hotel room, go to the

grand old capitol of the United States of America and beg our Honor-

able President Tranklin D. Koosevelt, f nd the Honorable Henry A*

Wallace to heir) them? This help being Compelled to Come out of the
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oockets of the poor land owner and the tax payer.

No, they don*t need help from the government, they need to go

back to the teachings of one of the old deciples, who said, nI have

never seen the righteous forsaken or hie seed begging bread". We small

processors haven 1 t the money nor the time to spend in Washington begging

for help. All we ask is to be let alone, let us mind our own business

and we will carry out the instructions of the Bible, where it says,

nThou shall eat bread by the sweat of thy brow 11
•

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Mrs. Doris Cox ( I . S

)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the JL day of Nov. 1235.
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Gresston, Georgia.

November 7, 19255.

Jiearlag Clerk

United States Department of Agriculture

4725 South Building

Washington, B. C.

Dear fir;

In reference to the hearing of the Proposed Marketing Agree-

ment held in Jacksonville, llorida, at 9:30 A « M« , beginning October

Sl # 1925, I wish to say I oppose any kind of control agreement. I am

bitterly opposed to the proposed so-called agreement because of the

following chief reasons:

<*1«»

Article 4; Section 2; Paragraph 2; Page 12 of the roposed

Agreement states: "All naval stores delivered for sale in Jacksonville,

Florida, or Savannah, Georgia, shall be disposed of only by sale through

the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce or over the L avannah Board of lErade.

Thie would be all right for but one big objection that 1 have

to this particular paragraph. Vhat about the ifeval Stores that never see

Jacksonville, Savannah or any other of the Southern parts?

Many large uroceeeore, r&aking hundreds or thousands of units of

turpentine, do not ship through any of these receiving points. The pro-

cessors ship direct to the consuming points by the frei ht carloads and

tank csrloads. f/oat of this tur pentine is never heard of at Jacksonville

or Savannah.
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Whereas, the ©mail processor, woo doesn't make enough to ship

direct, nor finance hie place independently of the factorage houses, must

ship Ms turpentine and rosin to the named -points to be checked, I think

this very unfair, as it gives the large processor a decided advantage over

the small processor.

-2-

Article 4; Section 2; Paragraph 3; Page 19 of the Proposed

Agreement provides that no trees under nine inches in. diameter four and

one-half feet from the ground shall be worked, unless the leases and

contracts r*ere executed prior to February £0, 1954.

I think, that regardless of the date that leases, contracts

or deeds of any kind were made, if the land of timber belongs individ-

ually to the processor or if the land owner so desires it, the process-

or should be free to work any kind of timber and any size he wants to

work.

I know from observations that slash pines, six to nine inches,

will certainly make more profit for the processor than long leaf pines

twelve or fourteen laches in diameter.

If the timber is too thick, cupping it out will surely be

better method of thinnin,: than cutting it down to rot* However, I am

not in favor of working these trees under about twelve inches if they

h.-.ve plenty of space between them to grow properly. Otherwise, I am

in favor of working the trees under nine inches in order that you may

get some benefits out of the timber while thinning it.

There ere several cases where men are making a livelihood

for themselves and their families, from working these small trees where

they are so thick they will not grow. RQR
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Article 5; Section 2; T'age 19 of the Proposed Agrees: sit

states that after the due notice and hearing, and upon the execution

of the proposec1 amendment by the handlers , who during the preceding

year handled sixty-seven per cent of the naval stores for that year.

The Secretary may approve said amendment.

This is certainly not right and very unfair. This means vot-

ing by the power of production or volume ^nci not by power of number of

processors as we should. The lar^e processor wno makes ten thousand

units will vote nine thousand times more than the man making one thou-

sand units. This is ninety per cent more.

Therefore, it wouldn't t ke but a few real large processors

to overrun the majority who are small processors. The big processors

are the leading ones fighting for the proposed agreement

.

Then, the Southern people are about the most independent

democratic people of the wet' Id. They certainly don't want and won*t

stand for this so-called agrees nt nor any other kind of proposed con-

trol.

If the vote on the Proposed agreement was counted by a num-

ber of men and not by power of production, I feel sure t: at at least

eighty-five per cent of the processors will vote against it, as feel-

ing is surely running high against the proposed agreement*

In conclusion, 1 wish to say that I am whole heartedly op-

posed t this proposed a-*ree/iaent or any other pro osed control, or

loans from the Government • These loan© on the turpentine and rosin

are actually harmful as they cause a bigger holdover for the year and

6 9 V
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may be placed on the market at any time, I am in favor of getting rid

of every bit of this controlled rosin that the government owns and get-

ting through wit* it and any kind of control or so~ea lea agrees nt.

In regard to myself, I wish to say that my father ie dead, m
was killed in the War. I am only eighteen years old and am trying my

best to get a start in life. I have no one to back me up for any kind

of deal in any way* I work my own two hundred aeree of land and produced

last year, eighteen unite- of turpentine. I received an allotment of only

eight units. V/ill you show Me r:ome large processor who received allot-

ments for only one-half of whet he produced? No, you can't, because

there aren't any.

I hope '% have convinced you that the Proposed Agreement is

unfair.' It is simply a oevice of the very large processors and will

absolutely not work for the smaller processor, of which I am one.

Hesp : ctfully submitted,

/s/ John -arkereon ( L. S)

: worn to and subscribed bef re me this the J3_ day of Nov. 1935.

H. A* Pierce, J. F.
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Article 4; Section 2; Paragraph B; of Marketing iigreenent

provides that all Naval Stores delivered by contracting handlers, for

sale in Jacksonville, Florida, or avamiah, Georgia, ahall be disposed

of only by Bales through the Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce or the

Savannah Board of Trade,

The siaall processor has to ship his naval stores in small

lots to the parts where it w^uld have to be handled as prescribed in

the above named article,

•he large processor ships large amounts of his naval stores

direct from his still, to the consuming points in the United ! tates.

This naval stores is never fcetrd of at the Board of Trade nor Chamber

of Commerce*

The above would be unfair to the eiaall processor.

I have had under observati on for several weeks a growth of

young slash pines that are very crowded. The man that owns it is de-

pendent on this timber to support nis wife and children.

He cupped this timber about three years ago to try and thin

it in that way. He left plenty not cupped. The trees he cupped were

six to ei~ht inches in diameter four cad one-half feet from the ground.

The trees were about ei^ht to ten years old when cupped.

Tnrrentining this timber out will leave plenty on the ground,

as it needs thinning very badly and at the same time is supporting fam-

ilies.

There are cases of this kind where it if necessary to thin

timber by the above method.
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There are plenty of cases that parallel the one outlined above.

Article 4; Section 4; Paragraph 7; would eause much unemploy-

fluent, pain and hunger by limiting production, you limit jobs on the tur-

pentine farm.

Then, to cut the production would cut the wages of the common

worker* He can't get as much work to do, but yet hie living errenses

are just as high as ever.

The small processor ie not the ?ne th^t has over -roduced.

I have a stepson, tne only thing he owns is a little turpentine

timber. He worked last year trying to pay his way to school. I pro-

cessed it for hi». fie made seventeen units but his allotment was only

eight units. This boy is honest, hard working and intelligent, fie is

about eighteen years old. He hasn't any money, hut will make good if

allowed a fighting chance.

There are hundreds of cases that will parallel this one. It

would be very unfair for the large wealthy oroceetors to put in force a

so-called agreement that will force the young man, that hasn't wealthy

parents, to stop and stand still for years, while the old processor that

makes thousands of units will prosper by it. Such an agreement would be

unfair to the small processors at any age. The allotment system ref rred

to in the above paragraph will not give a fair deal.

I, myself, am a processor making two hundred units per year. If

you want to cut the production, why not cut the two hundred unit men and

all above.

Bespeetfully submitted,

/s/ 0. W. Cos (L.S)

Sworn to and subscribed before me this the 8 day of rlov. 1935.
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AMERICAN tiliR LM1N3S & TAf< COMPACT, LTD*

"PI HE AK'Jb3RICAW PHODUCTS

ORLEANS , LA. m _ _ , nm£November 8, 1955*

United States l;ep- rtrsent of Agriculture,
Chief Hearing Cleric,

4725 South Building, OSDA,
Washington, P« C#

Bear Sir:

f# want to file our objection to an/ sort of a proposal
to control the operation of ths destructive difc tillers of pin® weed.

Our industry smkee no iv.etn. :he anount of 'Purpentins

produced .is anil w sold tore no bearing on the actual production
of Swfml r tores. Our production ie predicated on demand for our
principal products which are Pine Tax, Hm tar Oil and Charcoal.

it would be very detrimental to our industry to put it

under control of the AAA, an<3. would not help the producers of G-usn

Ih-tval stores in any way, ?:/©, therefore, beg that you will do
nothing to hamper our incur try along the«e lines*

Yours truly,

/s/ C. B« Meriwether, Jr.

L ee'y-Treasurer
m^mcam Tmvmnm k tab co ltd

Subscribed and sworn to before ine

this 8th day of November XW§

/e/ Percys,. Benedict.

Notary Public
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j^v. 8, 1935

Chief Hearing Clerk ,

Agricultural Adjustment Ad&inistration,
. .Dept. of agriculture,

4725 South Bldg.

,

VaFhin^toAi. B. C #

Bear I ir:-

la connection v*ith public hearing held ia Jacksonville l>eglnnirsg

Oct. 31st with the view of determining the advisability of having a

narfeet i ag agreecstnt for naval stores , fl&aaufacturere of distilled pine
products by the destructive distillation process we desire to point out
th&t we manufacture ao -of in. Turpentine is a by- product incidental to
the manufacture of our volume products r ich at pine tar r^nt charcoal.
Irrespective of the ir<arket price of turpentine our production is not
effected. In the circumstances we ere opposed to any control ^ro.?ram or

Marketing agreement which would liait the production of turpentine ia oar
operation, which, as stated above, can be oroperly elassec and is a by-

product with ua.

Yours very truly

,

(Raymond B. Harris) Manager

FSBsMB*

Sworn to and subscribed before rae this the
eighth day of November, 1955

/*/ 0€Q. v. :o2o
Notary lublic

Notary T5ublie, State of Florida at Larpe

y Coffi.nl sal n rpircs Dec. 2§, 1&35.
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OPPOBITIOM 0"!

POSH)
ART OF A®

Strong opposition by ood Turpentine nc ..ood Loein producers,

as well as by a lars;e number of rrum producers, was brought out by a

public hearing in Jacksonville, Fla. , beginning November 20, 1933, At

th*t tine the proposed ""Marketing Agreement" by certain gum interests

receives a thorough airinr ritti little if any real facts favoring an

agreement brought out.

0 position »n the part of these producers v&b based on the belief

from actual experience that any Marketing greement featuring c:ntrol

of the Industry wo -Id fail, that its principles *ere basically unsound,

unworkable and impractical of reaeonab y uniform and impartial enforce-

ment. Ovei thee? protests a Marketing agreement was set up by tiie Gov-

ernment In February 1934, and was finally suspended by order of the

feeretary of j-srieui ture because its control previsions were impossible

to enforce.

The results of tfeis control profran or Marketing .^rocment are

well : nown, for not only did the production increase instead of decrease,

but the -ner unit prices deercast d Ui li/ proportion until the license

was suspended in August 1$35, £ tocks also at ports end interior points

consistently increased under this agreement. To further add to this un-

favorable condition exports lu.ve shown s decided decrease in spite of

feneral improved conditions here and ebreed, and foreign production has

been increased to a marked degree.

A disturbing factor against a stable market is seen in the large
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stocks held by the Connie rcial Credit Corporation on loans advanced to

the gum producers, i id the belief that such stocks as soow deterioration

will be placed on the market to prevent loss to the Government* Dis-

position of these stocks is proving a real obstacle to an improved mar-

keting condition.

This new agreement embodies all the provisions of the old agree-

ment regardless of past experience and with the added provision that the

Sulphate Wood, team Solvent and Destructive Distilled Turpentine Pro-

ducers should be classed as agriculturists on* the same basis as the gun

producers.

The fundamental principle© of the As/reer.-.ent as regards our Ind-

ustry in relation to the Gui Industry are unsound sal we believe uncon-

stitutional. . e do not believe that, as American citizens* our ..nclustry

would submit to any setup appointed and controlled by the Secretary of

Agriculture. Fostered by loans and subsidies it is bound to fail, not

only in purpose, but in results.

The salvation of any i aoutcry is in its own efforts or initiatives

backed up by intelligent application of sound business principles, not

only enlarging the present markets but in the development of newer end

larger uses for their basic products* It cannot be accomplished through

government control and government subsidy, Merchandising practices must

be radically changed if the gum people are to accomplish any great amount

of results. When a 'roquet is bought and not sold, the outlets of the

same can be limited to the demand erected only by the properties of that

particular prod uct. It believe tbrt a well managed an* organised cooper-

ative marketing association as suggested at the beginning of this whole

I 704c, . Sill
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matter could be of great help to the Industry as a whole. lve do not be-

lieve any good can come of a coe~ cive governmental control agreement and

its sanction here will eventually mean the ruin of 12ie industry. Any

organization or c ntrol committee must have the manipulative processes

necessary for the c repletion of the particular job assigned to them, 'Vc

do not believe that past experiences are sufficiently convincing to en-

trust the fate of any one industry in the hands of a small number of ap-

pointees. So much for the ftaval stores Industry in general,

f peaking for the Sulphate -vood Turpentine Industry in particular, we have

failed to find a place in any marketing agreement which:

1. V.ould class us as agriculturists where conditions of manu-
facture and sales of our product -re so foreign to gum arc-
ane tic n and sales that any connect £ o:.i between the two seems
entirely irrelevant.

2. would place limitations upon a product which is incidental
to the manufacture of pulp and paper and being produced as a

natural functi.-n in cooking sulphate pulp.

Z* ou d restrict in any amount tris by-product and mean its
destruction, thereby involving an economic waste unjustified
and unwarranted by the circumstances in the case.

4. Vtoull prevent its production which is a valuable contribution
to the conservation of our natural reso urces and which repre-
sents successful attempts to utilize a former mill and forest
waste.

5. Would prevent the marketing of a naval stores product produced
alone without the production of any competing products.

6, Would restrict the 'reduction according to seasonal yields
measured by gum proeuction. Production is neither seasoned
nor cyclic nd varies but little over the y~:.r. Due to pulp
capaei*ies limited by mutual agreement for the benefit of
the Paper Indurtr\ and factors of production per digester unit

end capacities of "ills now, more than sufficient to meet the

demands of trade, it 10 not possible under the circumstances
t : increase our production at will. This product I mj repre-
sents a negligible percentage of the total and would not have
any possible reflection upon the Naval Stores .industry as a

whole, one way or the other.
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Finally we are eonrinced thr.t we have no place in any ja&rketing agreement

end are unanimous!:' opposed to this oroposed ~reem nt on the ^rounds that

it i8 both unconstitutional *nd economically unsound. That in spite of

needs for reform snd intelligent promotion of the industry, this proposed

Market freement <
a oes r,--t offer any hope of accomplishment

.

/a/ G. Tennent

5 worn to anc* subscribed before me,
this, 11th oey of November. 1935.

Notary ^blie

My eommrsion expires July 30, 1939,
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ft# M. HOT?ONt WIGGBJ3, MISSISSIPPI, CHAIfM
COfflftm, COmirOTE FOR GUM TUB'mfPBOWlM 303IK PROCiSSSOHS

02? A PROPOSED mRiCETIMJ AGBKM FOR HANDLERS OF HATAI ST0HS8
OCTOBER 31, 1935.

Tit© I&val Stores Industry is that industry which produces and
distributes naval stores as defined by the feral Stores Act and standards
established thereunder, in addition to refined or partially refined oleo-
resin. Naval Stores are divided into two general groups depending upon
the method of production and the raw materials, i. ©., gum naval stores and
wood naval stores. The more important of these two groups is the gum
naval stores, the products of which are cleaned gum, gum spirits of tur-
pentine and gum rosin. r£he source of these products is the living
Southern Yellow Pine. 'Ike raw material is the oleoresin or crude gum
which exudes from the living pine tree as a result of intentional system-
atic scarifying. Such scarifying consists in removing a small portion of^

the living wood each week throughout the producing season, thereby sett-
ing up a flow of the oleoresin. This oleoresin, Known in the industry as
"dip", is essentially a solution of the resin acids in the spirits of
turpentine composed of terpenes and terpene derivatives.

The crude gum flows over the face, which is the composite group of
scarifications or "streaks", into the collecting receptacle or cup. When
this cup is filled it is emptied or "dipped". $his crude gum is collected
into large barrels and hauled to the still for processing. The processing
consists merely in the separation by distillation with water of the spirits

of turpentine which is volatile from the composite resin acids, known to

the trade as rosin.

As the crude gum flows over the face on its way to the cup there

is a certain amount of evaporation and polymerization with a result that

the gum may become too viscous to flow so that a portion adheres to the

face as a mass of White crystals. !Zhis product is the same as the dip,

but contains a lower percentage of the liquid product. It is removed from

the face by scraping and hence is known in the trad© as "serene. 5*

Due to the exposure and nature of production, the crude gum be-

comes contaminated with foreign matter such as rain water, dust, sand,

bits of bark, pine-needles and wood. Biere is now arising within the

industry the realization that these foreign materials are detrimental to

the production of the best grades of products and, therefore, methods

are being developed to purify and refine, to varying degrees, this crude

oleoresin. ffhis refined or partially refined oleoresin is available to

be separated into the two products, turpentine and rosin, or it may move

as oleoresin to the consumer to be used in the manufacture of finished

products, in such instances largely replacing turpentine and rosin.
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Another product of the gum industry is that known as "reclaimed
rosin." The molten rosin remaining in the still from tne production of
gum turpentine is, of course, contaminated with fine bits of baric,

needles, etc. It is necessary to remove these before the product is
merchantable. This is done by straining the molten rosin through wire
strainers and finally through several layers of cotton batting. Natural-
ly all of the rosin is not drained from tne oatting and consequently
this mass knoarn as "batting iross" containing approximately d&$ by weigh!
of rosin has a commercial value. It is sold for the purpose of recover-
ing the rosin which is done by a simple extraction using a solvent. 23ie

solution is filtered and the solvent recovered by evaporation and con-
densation, leaving a residue which is marketed as reclaimed rosin.

Tne second group, the wood group, is in turn divided into three
classes, depending upon the method of production of its products. The
process of production here consists of the preparation of the raw material
"light wood" and stumps of the Southern Yellow Pine by shredding, charg-
ing into a digester, subjecting to live steam which removes the volatile
spirits of turpentine and pine oil. The residue is treated with a solvent
which dissolves the rosin and the remaining pine oil. The volatile pro-
duct is refined by a column still and caustic, and separated into the two
products, steam distilled wood turpentine and steam distilled pine oil.
The solution of rosin is filtered or purified in some other manner and the
solvent removed by evaporation, also separating in this manner the pine
oil extracted by the solvent. The residue from this evaporation is the
wood rosin.

The second class of wood naval stores is produced by destructive
distillation. Here again the raw material is the "light wood" and stumps.

However, in this process the wood is not shredded but loaded into car3 and

placed into closed retorts where it is subjected to heat, bringing about a

destructive distillation. The products are crude wood turpentine, crude

pine oil, tars, pitches and charcoali The crude wood turpentine is refined
and marketed as destructively distilled «ood turpentine. This process pro-

duces no rosin.

The third class of wood products is that obtained during the manu-

facture of paper pulp from Southern Yellow Pine by the sulphate process.

The product is the by-product obtained by condensation of escaping vapors

during the cooking process. The product is refined and marketed as sul-

phate wood turpentine. Hiis process produces no rosin.

The 1934-35 Annual Naval Stores Import issued by the Bureau of

Chemistry and Soils shows the production of turpentine and rosin by groups

for the three seasons 1932-35;

pfioixxcTioir

R03IN (33LS. 500 IBS.)

1934-55 1935-54 1933-53

1,700,000 1,753,000 l,670spOD

34,000 35,060 33,40)

495,122 509,277 363,930

TJ^^TlTl (BBL3. 50 GALS.)

1954-55 1935-54 1932-33

Production
Gum 510,000 526,000 501,000

Seclaimed -

S. D« Wood 77,494 83,561 61,515
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FRODJCTDN (Con.)

T T: '-- TLiE (i^LS. 50 OSIH (33L3. 500 LB3.)
1934-35 1933-34 1932-33 19ow5 1^-34 1952*53

Production
Sulphate Wood 9,832 9,000 3,000 ¥-

D. D. Wood 5,767 6,S0G 4,616 £ -

Total Production 603,093 624,761 575,131 2,229,122 2,297,337 2,073, 33C

Standards - It should be noted that the commodities, turpentine
and rosin are common to both the gum and wood groups. It is recognised
that the industries consuming gum turpentine and gam rosin are essentially
the same as those consuming wood turpentine and wood rosin, one group of
products being in active competition with the products of the other group
and used for practically the same purposes by consumers* This competition
is further evidenced by the close relationship between wood and gum prices.

Turpentine in addition to the classes given above » namely, r?um

spirits of turpentine, steam solvent wood turpentine, destructively dis-
tilled wood turpentine and sulphate wood turpentine, also ha* certain
specifications regarding color, boiling point, density and purity. 3hese
are essentially the 3ame for all classes.

As stated, rosin from the crude gum is known as gum rosin, and rosin
from the steam solvent group is wood rosin, All rosins, both gum and wood,
are subject to the standards established by the Jfeval Stores Act under the
supervision of the Secretary of Agriculture, which standards are based
chiefly upon difference in color ranging from extremely pale yellow to

nearly black* They are referred to by letter* of the alphabet, the
palest being X and referred to in the trade as Extra the next darker
being if and referred to as tfater whit e and so on down through the follow-

ing grades: WG - Window Glass, IT * !*ney, M • Mary, K * Ksfe, I - Isaac,

R - Harry, G - George, f - Frank, £ - Edward, and D - r^lly. In addition
to these there is a grade of wood rosin known as 5T.

Structure of the Gum Naval stores Industry - The various gum groups

may be listed as the land and timber owner, the producer of crude oleo-

resin, the processor of the oleoresin into its derivatives, cleaned gun,

gua turpentine and gam rosin, the factor and the distributor*

It Is not necessary to explain the status of the land and timber
owner beyond stating tuat it is the living pine which is the source of

the production for the gum products. These- trees are worfcen either by

the owner or the privilege of working is leased by him to another. 3iese

leases vary in character and duration. Leases may be based upon a per-

centage return of the volume of production, others ui)on a percentage

return of the market value of the production. Still others may be on a

sliding scale based upon either volume or market value. The cost of the

timber leaee is an important Item in the cost of production. "Hie producer

of the crude gum may produce crude gum for the purpose of sale or for the

purpose of stilling the gua himself or having it processed for him by

another operator. In the former instance his market is anyone ano wishes

to buy crude gum. She price he receives is based largely upon the

Savannah market for gum turpentine and gum rosin, and to some extent upon
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tiie other detailed financial arrangements made between the buyer and
seller. In saae instances tlx© gum is puraliased at the point of pro-
duction! in others the gum is hauled to the buyer** still and these
conditions would, of course, influence prices.

4§ m i a& *jS
:

*j» & #&, m *g|

A surrey as reported in Forest Surrey Releases 4, 8 and 14 made
by United states forest Surrey shows that the following percentages of
the total timber being operated is worked by the producer under a lease*

South Carolina 70$
Unit Ho. 1 of 51a.
Unit Bo. 1 of Oa.

Bless figures clearly indicate that the larger portion of the
crop of gum naval stores comes from leased timber.

By far the buUc of the crude gum is produced by the operator who
proposes to still the product himself and it is this group which forms
the backbone of the gum naval stores industry • Siis statement is support-
ed by the reports of the forest Surrey referred to above. There are a few
still operators who produce no gum themselves, but purchase all of tiie gum
which they process. In order to avoid misunderstanding, we will refer to
the man who operates the still, either on purchased gum or his own gum,
as a processor.

flfcbles »1, $a, and Bg, show the analysis of production and allot-
ments by size groups for the years 1933, 1954 and 1935.

!2he processor in most instances needs funds in addition to his own.
$hese fund* are required for the purchase of timber, payment of leases,
the purchase of the equipment necessary to the running of an operation,
such as cups, gutters* stills, tools, trucks, mules and wagons, and for
the erection of living quarters for the laborers. She nature of the in-
dustry is such that these loans are not attractive to a commercial bank.
Ihey are long-time loans and the security is affected by wide fluctuation
in prices of the product. To a large extent these loans are capital
loans.

As a result there has developed a method of financing the production
somewhat similar to that which formerly existed in cotton, namely, a
factorage system* therefore, the next group is the factor, who, as a
type of banker, furnishes the funds for the purposes listed above. As
a protection to this loan the factor obtains either a mortgage, a deed to

secure debt or some other document to secure his investment. Inasmuch as

the only returns come from the sale of the products, as an additional pro-

tection, the factor requires that he shall have control Of the handling

of the gum turpentine and rosin produced. Furthermore, practically all

of the processors produce such a small volume that it is not practical

for them to attempt to market their products direct to the distributor or

to the consumer. Most processors produce rosin in quite a number of

grades and as a single consumer uses but a few grades, it is necessary

that someone act as concentrator of this production and attend to its

marketing. So, the factor in addition to financing production, acts as

sales agent for his customers, ttit faOtor does not acquire ownership of
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the products. !Qie factor requires his customers to ship their pro-
duction usually as rapidly as produced to designated concentration
points, the principal ones of which are Savannah and Brunswick,
Georgia, Jacksonville and Pensacola, Florida, and ?&>bile, Alabama.
In recent years interior concentration points are being developed.

The factor each day, after the receipts at the ports have been
graded, weighed and gauged, either offers them over the Jacksonville
or Savannah markets for competitive bidding by the distributors, or
arranges to sell such receipts to a distributor under the system
referred to as "cut-out H

.

Hits brings us to the next group in the industry, the distributor.
Biis is the group which contacts the consumer either in this country or
abroad, either directly or throu^i agents, and it is this group which
sells the products. The distributors might be divided into two general
groups, those that do both a domestic and an export business, and those
which do practically nothing but domestic business. Some of the dis-
tributors act only as brokers.

It might be well to review the movement of the crude gum, the
gum turpentine and gum rosin through the hands of these various groups.
The gum industry extends from North Carolina to South Carolina, Georgia

,

Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Iouisiana and to a very aaall extent in-
to Texas. Plants producing wood naval stores are located in Virginia,
North Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana.
It should be noted that the producing area is not a consuming area as can
be seen by a reference to a Census of Manufactures.

While some crude gum may be hauled considerable distances and
oossibly from one state to another for tne purpose of selling, in general
the haul is seldom in excels of twenty miles. This gum may be hauled and
sold to a processor processing his own gam, or to the still of a processor
who depends entirely upon purchased gum for his raw material, or it may
be sold to one of the plants refining the crude gum. In either of the
first two instances the result is the same, the crude gum is separated
by the processor into turpentine and rosin. In some instances the pro-

ducer of the crude gum may operate on such a small scale that he i3 not

justified in having his own still. However, he desires to sell his
turpentine and rosin himself. In this event, he arranges for a processor

to do the stilling, payment being made either in kind or cash.

At thie point, however, we find a difference in the method of

handling the finished products, turpentine and rosin, rne processor may

ship his products to a concentration point, which may be one of the por

'

or one of the interior concentration points. On the other hand, the

production may be of sufficient volume, even though financed by a factor

and the location of the atiU such as to make it desirable and practic-

able to hold the products at the still and make shipments direct to the

consumer. In the first instance the turpentine and rosin moves to the

concentration point most expedient for marketing. Many of the factors

have offices in more than one port and divide the receipts from their

customers between the various ports according to tne location of the

still. The turoentine and rosin, dependent upon these conditions, may

move to a port located within the same state in which produced. On the
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other ha*d, it nay be found exT>*dieat to shin the tsjjssttttaaj end rosin
to a sort or concentratio* point located in a-aas other state* For
essnple, we find considerable of the ?*roductioa la Aia^e* neves Into
reaaacola, *lori<fcu ~ large vol .roe of the ©reduction of Georgia raov. ;

into Jaecsouvills, Florida, and similarly a large portion of tan produc-
tion of oouth Caroline m-.res Into tfevaanah, aoorgia*

As it is necessary to teaos tae or turr»enUns and the
weight and grade of rosin available for sale, t aa* ^reduce* aust be in*
emoted, rue typo of inspection vari<*a la the ..afforest a^utaa* north
sad 3outu Carolina praviue ao rosier laeneetion service* The eaa* is
true of Alabataa, saaaisaippi ana ?exos, and la V ae states Inspection
is usually aade by a privato inspector* Florida, however, has a state
lav ra airing that all naval stoics be inspected by a state Inspector
before leaving tae 3tate« Georgia provide*i tata Inspection service at
the rortt? of «3umaaaa and Br uuancic, Georgia* la sons of the states the
aroeessor avails hlfcwolf of the service of a federal J^vsl stores In-
spector operating under the Msval tores Act* Hi all eases, however, ail
naval stores auvisg into interstate or foreign carefree If subject to the
proTiaioas of taa i&val stores Act requiring that such naval stares be
sold under federal standards and mat be graded by these standards* that
this provision aracsically oospale toe satire production si naval stores
no be sold uoaer the i-eaexul stansianis ia due to the fact that fully wfig

of fcne production of turret ia** and rosin it eoaswseu in a state or ooua-
try other t:ja ;u t in A cA it has oeea produced* Inis, of course, la
due to *ae fact tuat cue cone caption of turpentine and MM within
those states producing these products is nagli^iblc, being confined to
one or two aaall paint twaufaeturiog eatablisa»t*Bts» to the few pro-
ducers of rosin else and to the paper mills* ^vea the latter, producers
of pulp or wrapping paper, are extreaely soall conswsers of rosin*

Xho imports of inspect ion are aads) to the factor, auoh reports
stating t^e gauge of turpeov as anct tK**f&t and grade of rosin, of the
^ncfcagas received and the ante* <>f race! it* !The factor, acting as sales
agent for his customers, oifers those eosabined receipts uson the aarlset

ef Savannah or Jaefcaonvills, according to toe location of the product, for
competitive bidding ay tna Jistributor* factor reo<iara servioe to
niav cujftoners ay eeeiag that the neoaaaary insneoti on is orevlde « 1 ^at

^krauiOts are properly covered by inaurcjsoe s^ainat los« by fire and flaod #

and by mfcing tae necesaary arrange..wais for stara^e of the ^ciaaees
petiding sale to the distributor, and also actiu^ mine a^rent*

In this last cecity he suiat decide ehetUer or not the daily
rejseipts eaould be esffered on the esartcet or withheld to be offered later
si&ea he thinice the aar^cet ndght be stronger. It * **ld aeew aefe to m-; t

hoeever, tnat of tus raceipss are tvold or offered for sale the day
follow! taeir recoii5t at tae oarts* .iavainiah and *aefcsoavilie ere the
racogalsed aarata for naval stores, the latter being only e iftrtost §9§
tae sale to the diatrioutors, whereas the ^vaanaa aarket is the accepted
world recognized smrmt uooa shlah all salaa of both g« and wood naval
stares are btsaed* ^scexpts at drunswiefc* Oeorgia, are at present under
ooatract to one of tue large distributors, tae basis of eele being the
..vsraae of the iavaaaah and Jacksonville ssarkata for that day. he
receipts at 'taosculn, Florida, are under contract to two of the large
distributors and tae price is cased uaoa tae 3avannah mr^et* Mscei^ts
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at the interior concentration points may also be under contract based
upon the Savannah market price.

The prices bid by a distributor are influenced by the general
statistical position of the coiaaodity, his own statistical oosition,
location of the products offered, and in the case of rosin the relative
number of barrels of each grade in the line of rosin offered. It should
be borne in mind that about 40# of the total annual production of gum
turpentine is received at the ports of Savannah and Jacksonville, tfita
less than 65$ of these receipts being sold over the Board, we see that
approximately 26% of the crop is sold over the Boards and mases a market
for tne entire crop.

If tne bids submitted by the distributor are accepted the turuen-
tine and rosin is turned over to the buyer. Hie buyer may be a distri-
butor buying in his own name for stocks against sales made or to be
made, or he may be a broker buying for a consumer or another distributor.
The turpentine and rosin is now in the hands of the distributor and hav-
ing been purchased by him solely for the purpose of resale to be shinned
when required to fill orders.

Fox some years there has been a continued decrease in the per-
centage of the receipts at Savannah and Jacksonville which are sold over
the respective Boards of frade &o the extent that, excepting for five
nonfcha in 19o5, 193s than two thirds of the receipts have been so sold,
the balance being sold at private teimsat a price based upon the estab-
lished market. It is doubtful if such a procedure procures a representa-
tive price for the processor.

One of the provisions of the marketing agreement and license
requires that all gum turpentine and gum rosin received at the Forts of
Jacksonville and Savannah for the purpose of sale must be sold over the
respective Boards of Trade. i'his provision was included at the request
of some of the distributors and was supported by a large portion of the

factors.

The method of marketing of gum turpentine and gum rosin is some-

what different than the method of marketing used by the processor of

wood naval stores products. ine method of prediction of the latter
group enables them to have a more direct control over volume of output

and because of the volume of the output of each is larger than that of
most of the gum naval stores processors, and finally because they have
available for marketing far fewer standard grades of rosin, it is possi-

ble for the wood naval stores processor ;-o market his product dirset to

the consumer and this in general is the practice. It is true of tne two

largest producers, the combined production of whom represents over 75$ of

the total number of products of this group. However, as already stated

the market price of their products depends practically entirely upon the

Savannah market price of gun naval stores.

2ae production of gum naval stores, however, must be marketed

practically entirely through selling agents, rhese selling agents, as

states, act as intermediaries between tne processor and the distributor,

flbile turpentine is practically all one grade, rosin has thirteen grades

and no single consumer requires more than a few of these grades. It is,

? 1.5
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therefore, necessary that someone assemble the rosin ana mase it avail-
able to tne consumer in grades. This the distributor does. ror this
reason tne distributor acquires a stock: by purchasing the lines cf fared
by fcue factor, which daily lines of rosin may include from two to tnir-
teen grades, M then selects from fcne purcaaced lines the number of
barrels of each grade shich he requires to fill orders. It is aoparent
that a shipment of any one grade of rosin going to a consumer could
Very well include rosin from any number of processors purchased from one
or mora factors upon one or acre days.

3osin upon being received at the public warehouse is stored
according to a system :>eeuliar to that particular warehouse, but in any
event the particular package ship ied by the processor renins its i _-...itr
through the sale to the distributor and through his shipment to the con-
sider, whether it be domestic or foreign.

Turpentine on the other hand may be received at one of the concen-
tration points la glued wooden barrels containing on an average 50 gallons
each, in metal drums or in tank cars. In each instance the volume is
guaged and the shipper given credit for this volume, j3ie turoentine
at this poiat may either remain in the original package or the contenc
of the package may be transferred to some other package, because of the
condition of the original package, or to a large storage tank where the
turpentine is mixed with all other turpentine in the tank. If the dis-
tributor plans to move the purchased turpentine within a very short
time and if ths original package is merchantable there is no transfer
of contents. In this case the distributor arranges to prepare and ship
the required number of packages of turpentine from his stock. If, on
the other hand, the distributor believes t^at some or his stock may not
move within the Dime considered to be safe to permit the turpentine to
remain in a Glued wooden barrel he may order the contents of the barrel
emptied into a storage tank. ihen he is ready to make ahipaent he
supplies the empty packages and tne required volume is withdrawn from
the tank and charged to hi 3 account. Shipment is then made. It may be
seen that tne turpentine is fungible.

Frequently the distributor when purchasing turpentine and rosin
does not know to #nat point a particular package ill move, his purchases
being for the purpose cf accumulating a stock. 2his is particular true
of purchases aside at the parts. Purchases made by the distributor at

interior points may be made to cover a specific sale already made*

Status of the Industry - In line with the general impression, the
naval stores industry In the Fall of nineteen thirty three felt fcfcftt

there would be a substantial improvement in business in the next year.

Condecliently, in spite of an existing surplus of turpentine and rosin,

plans were made to increase production. Such a step would have been

disastrous. Control through a marketing agreement was invoked. And al-

though the crop was not held to the agreed upon volume, nevertheless tne

restriction was sufficiently effective as to soiaswhat strengthen the

statistical position. Prices already far below parity, were rapidly de-

clining. The first effect of the agreement was to retard further deelin .

Bad the industry dared to have set a crop sufficiently low as to fully

recognize the surplus, a decided rise in price would have followed..

However, for the sake of expediency and to prevent an unduly sharp rise

in price, the volume to be marketed was placed at a figure higher than
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t*>ae fca a ajus*a*t 1**4 ^.ree far the era* of
X*ft«

Hi saest be sasutted taat th» Ixmu fint the Oeswodity Credit
Cor^oreiioa ee&brieated XaaaeXr **** m*k*A streaatb, ©a* x% is aXeo
lisaaasery *o fff^^tfftla^ sa&<4 u loaa ttoaia Mil beM i><?oa UMllaMUi
*itaaut & eaofccoJU .^ee**>aee4 exacts, waiea. deenaisss eould ia no way
be attributed to a asrsetlag agvesoeat, would tu ve eaaeed a sharp
art** 4mlim vltaoav taa Xo&a a? eoaSroX*

«3*e toXojas of &ua aa?aX stores to ae aaraatea dories the oaXee-
&ar yea* 11>35 was aat at 490*000 uaisa* '&i* tfna a dee *a»* of aboat
16,000 aalta frm taa Tola&e far t&e eeX«aea* year X»34« *ita the
auspe&elaa at taa eoairoX to 1*33 oa jaljr 3X*t, a Xargs iaerasee ia
prodoatioa alga* bo expeeted* jtaserer, the eea«aa ps* we Li uaaer «aj»
It wee too lata to start asa ;acas aa i^ar^aa veal* bate to sosae

from wore aeUTO aorfciaa <>* eai»t*a& faaea* ?ai* sea deae to so&s a*-
taat* AJfcf suaa laerease aaa aaUifiad so a large aesree by t&e aa-
frrarabie fttodaoiag seetae* of Uu» latter part of the eeaaofi, eita the
rsaalt that it is estimated tftat the eaauai ofoa for X£$i *Ui be froa
480,000 to aot to erased 30^,000 voUta* laa atatiatiaaX ^aaitioa at
tho lo#astry is otasa^i ^ts tiuraat Ilea ia aa a^eo^r^ted iaa^a^s
in fatVlii ^> ^« wmMM ia

l&e laa^atry Jaaa ioag reaa^aiaad taa daagar la too aaara a
e-4rta.lljK»ar^ la prodaatl^. Saaa & step al^at reaal^ ia too eaeeieitete
a rise la %-icaa sad la ^rloaa *aioa «oaX4 doar^sa o^aaua^tiaa* Xta
rscomiaaatloa for tu« aroo aaat 1% taamTora* alaaaa at a fi&ire
w^ioa is rait alll ^aaait a atill fartaar r^auatioa ia aur^iaa at^cicat

aat st t&e mm tim aot ar^ts a &?t»at or a sa.>rta#s ia aa^^lsa*
Prices u^day aro far aal^a pricss aaiaa rs^raaaot a tair aaoaaa^ faiae*
IM sur^eat :«vara.-i:. aar^at ^riaa ia approxiaatei? ^0 ear aait of em
aafaX stores at t^s porta* Asia aat tae arenas aroc^sar Mi ta
oxoeori 44* 00 par aalt at O^a stilU %is p.iaa i» Use SUaa ^* of
verity, etiiah aoold la4ioata Uiat pfiaaa ^oaia ae*e to riae oosaiaaraoii
befors saaouateriag aa^ real Aeaia*aaae# B»e Oe&oee* Xl# i^a»t raoorS
of i q Baraaa af aa ]JatariaXa for ^sariaaa tasjiijsMe Oils aaa fata
Xadastries ^lrea laaaa aapfes for ^ptea&er for varloaa ^aaa aaa oiia
^uad la aoa? of 4&*V for aaeoaut aiX tie XSa«X far sottoaaaa4
f>ll» ^iier^as ^''w i^aax anabar for g ^raaa i^ala aaa VQ*o a^a for tar*
seal im ?o«9«

?h« aols *4i*^:>3S of taa arapoaeO aaraatiaa aareaaaat is to
eatablioa suoa a baXaaoa betaaea avaiXabla aaopX^- offared as aba asvrxet

aad eoaaxSKptlTa damad tlist aarkat arises far mtval stores sill
eliy ai»i^aaaa a fair saaaaaf val»a# aXX of tne pi^visioas of tae
agfeeasat aars tala goal ia suarU ^ sata .^ «f Xi^isatioa of the
voX^ta ta be mar&*te& lsf sa«rsf^^a» va oasis far tu* a0nsaasat« the
aetaod af proratloo of this roXaaa aataag taoaa ta psm^iaate ia taa
issr*etia*v of vfta vol^JBaa to bo mrk^ted ^saut ba eqaitaal* aaa p*%ett«aX«
*s nloaerel^7 fael that ia the vwtaoti of Xlnltatioa af i^aa vaXaae to be
«Kvi'£»**4 uod tas fisteiawt af Ttroratiaa of that TeXasae* to&fte** aita tae
ar*s *iea ore Caatroi raiaaittaa as t?*s o.g«oe^ to aarry oat s*xa ©rears

Sf k« «ioar»tary t tebet ws am offerlac a miiltS of aeooaoXisaiai& the

pumm of toe A«t«
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Article 1, Section 1, ^dd paragraph 28 - Ihe term "producer of
erode sum" aeane any perBon who produces crude gum by the mean s usual-
ly followed, whether such gum is to be sold or processed by the arson
producing.

29 » The term "producer of naval stores1* means any person who
processes crude sum or wood for the purpose of producing cleaned gun,
turfsntine and/or rosin.

30. The term "primary allotment" rm ns that allotment to a con-
tracting processor handler of *m. naval stores under which he shall
market tne cleaned gum, turpentine and rosin processed from crude c um
produced by his own operations.

31. Tne teim "secondary allotment" means that allotment to a
contract lag processor handler of sua naval stores under which he shall
malce the cleaned gum, turpentine and rosin processed from crude gum which
he has purchased*

Article II, Section 1, Paragraph 2. We would suggest that this
paragraph be rewritten so as to read "Ike successors to the members
named herein shall be selected by the Secretary from she respective
nominees of groups designated herein to :aafce nominations. dominations
shall be made in the following manner: 5he contracting handlers engaged
in processing within the State of Georgia as a group may nominate by in-
scribing on a ballot furnished by the Secretary or the Control Commit tee
the names of eight {3) persons to represent the contracting processor
handlers in the State of Georgia. The contracting handlers engaged in

processing in the State of Florida es a group may nominate by inscribing
on a ballot furnished by the Secretary or the Control Committee the

names of four (4) persons to represent the contracting processor handlers
in the State of Florida. The contracting handlers engaged in processing
within the 3tate of Alabama as a group may nominate by inscribing on a

ballot furnished by the Secretary or the Control Committee t-ie names of

two (2) persons to represent the contracting processor handlers in the

State of Alabama. The contracting handlers engaged in processing within

the State of liorth Carolina and/or South Carolina as a group may noiain&te

by inscribing on a ballot furnished by tne Secretary or the Control

Committee the names of two (2) persons to represent the contracting pro-

cessor handlers in the States of North Carolina and South Carolina. The

contracting handlers engaged in processing in the States of Mississippi,

Louisiana and Texas as a group may nominate by inscribing on a ballot

furnished by the Secretary of the Control Committee the names of two (2)

persons to represent the contracting processor handlers in the States of

Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas. Sie contracting handlers, herein

to represent factors.

Article II, Section 1, Paragraph 8 - Amend to read "To fill any

vaoanoy occasioned by the removal, resignation or disqualification of any

member of the Control Committee, a successor for his unexpired term shall

Ce selectsd by the Secretary from nominees selected by the respective

group and groups of states in whose representation the vacancy has

occurred. Such nominees to be determined by the selection by the proper

group ss specified in Paragraph 2 of this section of two nominees for

each vacancy to be filled and in the manner specified in paragraphs 3,4,
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o end 6 of thie eectioxu ouch selection of nominees ehail be msd* with
ifi thirty days after which such vacanc/ occura. IT a noaiastioa ia aot
.^-Aia within such thirty daya, the Secretary aaay select a nomh tr to fill
suen vacancy.

Article III, Section 1, ^aragranb U It will include aa part of
this brisf a budget esUsjeting the expenses which will be incurred ia
the adciiaistration of this marketing agreement, this budget has been
made upon two basis. 2ke aaa which would Include aa income froa both
gwa mad woo* naval stores processors aad which would include the use
ef tag* by tne wood a&val stores contracting processor haadlere. It
does aot contemplate aay income trm the factor handler or the distri-
butor handler groups other than provided la Article XXX, Seetioa 1,

ftrm&rapb 4. She other baale contemplates ao iacaae froa the wood eoa
treating :?roeeB&or headier group or from the factor handler or the die-
trioutor lanfUer groups other thaa provided ia Article XH, action 1,

!%ragrastie 3 and 4 of the aarjesting agreement aa presented et the
HwWiWj^

Article XXX, section 1, Paragraph 5. It has been sug^ acted the;
iaasmuea aa the wood naval stores processor handlers will share with
the evta naval atoree processor haadlers asy benefits which night result
froa a marketing control program that toey should contribute a promt*
share of all expanses incurred la the carrying out of suae a program.
$e would, therefore, suggest tfeat the above paragraph bo mssadcm to
road "The snare of soeh expenses for each contracting handler ef wood
naval stores receiving aa allotment shall be that emouat which la paid
to the Goatml Ctaawlttee pursuant to Article XV, Oectioa o of this
eg?ea£eat, and each prorata share ia hereby approved by the Gceretcry,
ri£& tizeae ass^aaaaats nay be adjusted, froa tins to tiae, by the Con*
trol ocr^ittee, with the approval of the Secretary in order to provide
funds sufficient in amount to cover aay later findings by the Secretary
of etftt'Hated or the actual expense of tne Control Co*aaittee dortag the
said year.

Article IV - *e would aj&ses* that the first portion of the title
of this article which now reads *V*lvmc to be ?,5ar^et«4^ be eaeaead to
read ^fotal Qeantity of Ifevol Stores to be SSnrteeted."

Article ?, section 3, jaregrepfa s« Ihls paragraph provides the
means of supplying to cash handler a number of rosin and turpentine toga
required for the wnahetiag of rosin and turpentine which the handler might
own ca flcccwbir 31, 1*35. it is underst-oa. that the handlar shall nave
tae right to merest wash stociEs la addition to any allotment which he aay
receive far tae cnleadar year for which aliotreats are being made* Suca a
procedure would aot be inequitable. The provisions of the marketing
ssreeneat •-..id license which fixed sllataeats for the ca loader year 1»S5
acre suspended on July 31, 1935* Xlils remove! all restrictions as to the
volume to be marketed and, therefore 9 the process^: -s no longer felt the
need of restrict 14 tisir production. Xt ems too late la the se&aoa,
however, to materially i^-rca^o hit* production because ao ace feces could
be started or any sow cups hung* 3ueh aa increase could be brought about
only by increased activity la operation and there are limits to whlea
this can gee However, shortly after the suspension of the license sad
market lag a^roo act atoms cad rainy season act in and hold down produc-
tion* the increase which might normally have occurred therefore failed
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CONTROL c<

of the *5ariceting Agreement fop
Grum_Turpontine and Qum floala Processors

BUDGET A
Calendar Year 1956

(Includes Gum and .ood Naval Stores on came basis expense)

SOTIMAIPgD INCOME

Gum N. 3. Processors
485,000 units @ 30£

Ckmt N. 3. Factors
Gum N. S. Distributors
^ood V. s. Processors

115,000 units © 30?

;145, 500.00
3,800.00
3,800.00

54,500.00 ^167,600.00

E3TIMA.TSD SXP'jgfSSS

Advisory Council (Art. X) 7

Control committee (Art. II)
For Gum Processors

Wood Processors
iaetors
Distributors

Insurance Presu Bond and
Liability

Legal Services
Office Rent-Headquarter

s

Office Fur. & Fix.

Postage & Express
Salaries- Jax., Office
Port Inspectors
Fleldmen-including Exp.

Sav. Office-Rent k Exp.

Sta., Printing & Off. Sup.

Tags (Art. IV-Sec. 2)

Telephone a Telegrams
Traveling Ixpenses
Contingency Fund
Research & Advertising

15 members
116,000.00

4,000.00
3,300.00
3,300.00

1,000.00
1,000.00
2,750.00
2,500.00
6,000.00
29,300.00
13,750.00
13,000.00
4,150.00
3,000*00
10,000.00
2,000.00
4, 000.00
11,050.00
52,600.00

5,000.00

27,600.00

155,000.00
.^137,600.00 $187, 600.00
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CONTROL COiaOTTKS
of the ivlarfcetin^ Agreement for

(tat i\irpentine and Gum Rosin Processors

Ci .endar Year 1936

Gum N. S. Processors
466,000 unite Q 30?

Gum N. S. factors
Gum 9* S. Distributors
mood ft. S. Processors

145, 500,00
3,300.00
3,300.00
4,000.00 $157,100*00

Advisory Council (Art. X) 7

Control Coaaittee (Art. II ) 15
Por Gum. Processors #16,000.00

Wood Processor* 4,000.00
factors 3,300.00
Distributors 3,600.00

5,000.00

Insurance Prem. Bond and
Liability

Legal Services
Office Bent-Headquarters
Office Fur. & Fix.
Postage & Express
Salaries-Jax. Offlee
Pert Inspectors
Fieldmen-including Exp.
3av. Office-Rent & 2xp.
Sta. , Printing & Off. Sup.

Tage (Art. I?-3ee.2)
Telsphoae k Telegrams
Traveling Expenses
Contingency Jund
Be search & Advertising

1,000.00
1,000.00
2,750.00
2,500.00
6,000.00

89,200.00
13,750.00
12,000*00
4,150.00
3,000.00
10,000.00
2,000.00
4,000.00

11,050.00
32,100.00

27,600.00

124,500.00
$157,100.00 «157,100.^0
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to materialize. Further, the dercand was such that with the large volume
held by the Commodity Credity Corporation not being available, the
entire production moved into consumption, so that there is very little
accumulation of rosin and turpentine in the hands of the processors. It
is anticipated that there will be a still further reduction in stocks by
December 31st. The volume to be marketed under these conditions will
not materially affect the market price of the sale of the production for
1936, nor will it be of sufficient volume to onter very largely in the
determination of the setting of the crop for 1936*

The same remarks should be considered In the case of similar tags
distributed to wood naval stores handlers.

Article 17, Section 2, :Paragrapn 6, Line 7 » Mend by inserting
the words "after ample findings of facta* after the word haay", so as to
read "-Control Committee, may, after ample findings of facts, from time
to time,*"*

Article IT, Sti ^tion 2, Iferagraph 9. «?e suggest that this be
amended to read "3he Control Committee shall without charge exchange ?um
turpentine tags of any denomination for gum turpentine tags of equal de-
nomination, wood turpentine tags of any denomination for wood turpentine
tags of equal denomination, gum rosin tags of any denomination for
gum rosin tags of equal denomination, wood rosin tags of any denomination
for wood rosin tags of equal denomination, gum turpentine and gum rosin
tags for equal denomination of cleaned gum tags or cleaned gum tags for
equal denomination of gum turpentine and gum rosin tags without charge
where payment has been made on tags offered for exchange.

Article IV, Section 4, Paragraph 4. Shall be amended to read
f,the Control Committee shall check the aceuraey of each application and
establish or verify the same in such manner as it may determine end upon
the basis of such information may report such findings to the Secretary
to be taken into consideration in the adjustment of any allotments made
by him on the basis of the original apolication.

Article IT, Section 4, Paragraph 6 (c) - It must be recognized
that any method in proration must result in some form of distress to a

few contracting processor handlers. In order to eliminate such distress

it is proposed to set aside 3$ of the total volume of gum naval stores

to be marketed to be distributed among those so affected.

Such distress may arise from several causes: (a) A processor may

previous to a marketing agreement have entered into contracts to work
certain timber. The allotment made him may be insufficient to permit him

to carry out his contract, (b) A processor may be heavily in debt and

the allotment made him insufficient to enable him to meet his over head

and reduce his indebtedness, (e) The method of making allotments may

because of his particular past operations work an undue hardship on an

operator.

Article IV, Section 4, Paragraph 6 (d) - Next to the last line

insert the words "so far as possible* after the word "shall* so ae to

read "-shall as far as possible be made upon-"»
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Article IV, Section 4, Paragraph 7, Lin© 5 - -nmerd to read
"-for the calendar year'' by inserting tne word "calendar before the
word "year."

Article IV, Section 3, Rewrite to read: "Method of Limitation
of Marketing tfood Kaval Stores.

*

1. Ho wood naval stores shall be marketed unless such naval
stores bears tags or some form of identification issued in the manner
provided herein. £he Secretary shall through the Control Committee
each year issue tags in the form of certificates, stamps, metal
plates or in such other convenient form as he may determine and shall
prescribe the method of their use. Such tags shall bear a number
identifying the contracting handler to whom issued and/or a serial number,
ana tue year for which it is issued, and shall properly identify the
class and quantity of naval stores contained in the pacicage for which
they are to be used.

2. During eacn calendar year the Secretary shall, through the
Control Committee, issue to each applicant turpentine and/or rosin tags
of total denominations enuivelent to such applicant's allotmentt Such
tags shall be issued in equal monthly quantities.

3« The Secretary, through the Control Committee, shall supply each
handler a number of tags required for the naval stores owned by him at
midnight December 31, 1935.

For each year following the calendar year 1935, each contracting
handler shall be permitted to exchange, without charge, at ock-on-hand tags
issued for the year previous to the year for which allotments are to be
made, and/or turpentine and rosin tags issued to him during the year pre-
vious to which allotments are to be made, for stock-on-hand tags of

equivalent denominations, for the year for which allotments are to be
ma<ia: ffroylded, jRiat the number of tags so exchanged shall not be in
exoess of the amount of the previous year's allotment of turpentine and/
or rosin whicn such contracting handler owned at midnight, Decfanber 31,

of tne year preceding the year for which allotments are to be made.

On and after January 1 of each year all tags issued during previous
years shall b e null and void, other than for the purpose stated above.

4. With respect to each tag issued, (except in exchange for
equivalent tags issued pursuant to Paragraph S of Section 2 of this

Article) the contracting handler first receiving the same shall pay to

the Control Committee the following amounts:

(a) Fifteen (1590 cents for each pacicage of wood turpentine of
approximately fifty (90 gallons j

(b) Three (3^) cents for eaeh pacicage of wood rosin of approximately

five hundred (500) pounds gross weight or four hundred and twenty (430)

pounds of wood rosin net wei^nt?

(c) Four (4/) cents for each pacicage of wood rosin of approximately

six hundred (600) pounds:
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(A) liftcen (15fO cer.ts fo eaoh fifty (fiii) galloaa or major
fraotioa thar of of a taa* car or r<taer receptacle of wood turpeatiae,
except the paefc&Ge referred to la (a) of tale paragraph*

(a) Six loath (6/10) of eae eeat far each on* auadred (100)

iMtfftt or major fraction taaieef of a t&ok ear or other reeept&ele of
ro sin, ether thaa the peerages referred to ia (b ) aad (a) of fchia

fejfegrafaw

All e-©s received Tureuaat to tala paragraph ea^ll be ueed ay the
Coatrol Coasittee for the fRtr^oae, aad subject to the Xiaitatioaa, oat
forth la this e&reeaieat*

Artiele IV, aeetioa 4« The pror>oacats favor a proposed aaeadaeat
ehieh «aa diaeuaaed at . eariag to provide) for saakiag a Riaiaaaa allot-
aeat aa that aaall proeeasors will aot oe unduly buraeaea. :£aay toror
auca msm±Tj*rt% because eueh aa aliotae?*t ia eeoa/jsaieally aouod, is
equitable to all aad will, f: >a aa adaialetrative ^oiat of vies, Rateri-
ally decrease the difficulty af amHag cillotrseata aad *iU saaiaOaa
epeelal roeoaaeadatioaa to the -acretary regejrdiag distreaa aUottseats*
21 aaa suggested that ia saafciag allotaeete to gma aav&l stores extract-
lag aroaeeear aaadlare *a«it sasm ao jiueratioa aa ^iv*** to taa eoadiiioa
of parooeasora vaoaa 1*36 allot?aea£ voald be fifty uaita or under* A

aaaoad auggeaUon aaa sade that aone consideratiea aa glrea iq a pro-
ceaeor eaoa© 193a allovaeat usuld oe tea auadred usite or uader. Aa
analysis of the effaat of such special aoaaideratlea aaa Bade for the
three classes; (a) tuoee eao la 1336 sight receive aa alletoeeat of
fifty uaita or uaaer, (a) oae huadrad uaita or under, (e) two auadred
units at uader* *a aaalyaie of the 1335 allosaeats to regular pro*
caesura aaoaed t ie following!

Jtete Haa v d hog or Hee fd more 'total

loaa thaa ZOO
i&ls. Bale* -

,

Ala. 11,490 190 M t UN M 37.676 661
Aa« 15,949 108,HI 174 US,532
lai 50.436 1,076 170,538 220,9f4 1661
La, m 1 6,466 5 6,494 6

1,157 16 7,376 li 3,646 H
, ft 61»M

, ft

tela 80,140 1,447 389,674 400,01^ BQ91

Of taa 1447 auo raaeivad aa allotsiant of t«»o auadred uaUe or
uador there ware fifty-alea* aliutiaaate aaaaeileu, laaiviag Ud& ali.iule
for uaaaidMaatloa la tale uoalyale*
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Analysis Primary Allotment Gust i%val Stores

To determine effect of considering as in distress those receiv-
ing for 1936 aa allotment of (a) 50 units or less

{») 100 * " *

(o) 200 « •

(d) Between 100 and ZOO unite

As a oasis we assies*!

435*000 units of gum naval stores to be prorated*

Deductions of 1$ for new secondary aliotents
gp »' w priiaary *

4-- " distress
10}S * regular secondary allotments
17fl equivalent to 88,430 bbls.

Leaving a balance of 403,550 units to be prorated smong regular
processors.

Total primary allotments for 1935
£#ee cancellations

Plus volume needed to restore net
allotments

Total

lotal of base Tigares 1935
Available for 1936

jtable percentage

409,234 units
2,331 w

_ _
r

S, 099

409,152 " units

409,152 units
402,550 *

98,39$

Allotments for 1936 were made by applying tliis Marketable per-
centage to each processors 1935 allotment, m§ resulting figure of be-
low (a) 51 units.

(b) 101 units
{e) 801 units

was compared with the processor's 1935 production.

fee n-juser of units necessary to bring the 1936 allotment up to

this 1933 production, but not to exceed the limits for eacix (a), (b)

and (e), namely, ©0 units, 100 units, and 800 units, respectively was
determined.

3uou analysis allowed that if method (a) be adopted, 3533 units
would be needed to restore to the 1933 production or the 50 units
whichever was the smaller.

If method (b) be adopted, ©180 units would be needed to restore

to the 1933 production or the 100 units whichever was the smaller.
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If method (c) was adopted, 1284S units would be needed to restore
to tre I9$d production or the 200 mits 'hie h ever was the smaller.

Should method (a) be used, requiring 3583 units additional for
distress, the marketable percentage will be 97.513.

Should method (b) be used, requiring 61P0 unite additional for
distress, the marketable percentage becomes 96.89%.

Should method (c) be used, requiring 12843 units af&tional for
distress, the marketable percentage becomes 95.25-'.

These market -ble percentages will be changed vrhen actual applica-
ti on* ere filed as not until then can we determine those who will not be
equipped to roduce their allotment. Such difference wi 11 be turned back
to the volume to be allotted result inr in an increase in the marketable
oereentage.

The analysis also showed that under (a) there were 736 processors
who would receive 3583 additional units froB the distress. 182 process-
ors who whi'e below the 51 units would not receive additional units as
t eir 19?3 production was below their probable 1936 allotment.

Similarly under (b) 883 processors w uld receive 6120 additional
units tnd 228 processors who while below the 101 units would not partic-
ipate.

Similarly under (c) 1104 processors would receive 12845 additional

units and 285 processors who while below the S01 units would not part-
icipate.

It was suggested that such consideration for distress should be
limited to tnoee processors ?/ho actually orocessed their crude gum them-
selves, thot is, owned a still. Such ownership could not be determined
from information now in hand. e, therefore, for the purpose of this
study, assumed tfeat no one receiving an allotment of below 10}. units
would own a still, Wis, therefore, made fourth study, (d) of those
whose 1^36 allotment would orobably be over 100 and below 201 units. It
was found th-t, using this measure instead of (a), (b) or (c), 5688
units additional would be needed for distress, resulting in a mark-table
percentage of 97.00' . Under this met: od, Id), 218 processors would re-
ceive the additional 5668 units.

The approximate total of the 1936 allotments to those 1389 pro-
cessors who *ere considered in this analysis is 74, 089 units wnich is
their allotment before adjustment through distress as in la), (b), (c)

or 1 d)

.

no ther study was made using the maximum reported production of
each of the 1389 processors studies for ths period 1930-35 instead of
the 1933 nroduction. It was very a parent such a method would be im-
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practical (a) the reported roductioa for 1630-33, particularly the 1930
and undoubtedly included some unite processed from purchased gum,
(b) the preparedness of production in 1230, 1921 and 1932 did not nec-
essarily give any measure of the distress in 19c 4 or 1955 or probable
distress in 1986. Therefore, tide basis was discarded.

Article I?, Section 4, Paragraph 6 (a) - It has been suggested
that of the total volume of gum naval stores to be marketed be set
aside to be prorated among new orocesr ors as defined in this paragraph,
when a marketing agreement was diecussed in 1935 it was found that ap-
proximately 8.4$ of the volume of gum naval stores marketed each year came
from new operations. It was recognized that the definition of new oper-
ations was different than what we Consider under the present definition
to be a new processor and in view of these a"dded restrictions the Z$ sug-
gested will be ample. A questionnaire sent to each factor developed that
most factors feel that there should be nothing set aside for new proces-
sors, tfhere an opinion was expressed, it was conceded that 2$ was an
equitable figure.
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STATE r\f FLORIDA )

) 66.

MOTH 09 DUVAL )

rereonally appeared before roe tbie day an officer duly authorized to

take acknowledgments and administer oaths , Carl F« Soeh, who after

being by me firet duly eworn deposes and eeys; That, he in secretary

to the Control Cory*! t tee of the Marketing Agreement for Qua Turpentine

and Gum lorin
T

roce? ore? That he use read the above ?nd foregoing

brief, knows? the contents thereof and that the matters therein contained,

upon itiformati -n and belief he believes them to be true, and upon euch

Information and belief ©vers that such aattere and things are true.

/s/ Carl 7. Speh

Sworn to ane subscribed before as tnis 9ta day of November A. D. 1935

at Jacksonville, ? lorids.

/s/ J + T» rrcy

Notary ublic, ^tste oi Florida at Large

My Cocaaission ' xMres No^. IS, 1935
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UHITSD STAT33 DJEPARMSHP OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL lilW ADMINISTRATION

GJNI2UL CROPS SECTION

aSOHCagO BRIEF RSLATHfo TO THE PROPOSED MA35CE1XHG agresmim

JTO ORDtB FOR NAVAL STORES

Submitted by:

(Signed) £• W, Braun

£• W» Braun,
Senior Agricultural Economist*

(Signed) Korman L. Gold,

Korean L» Gold,
Associate Agricultural Economist,

General Crops section.

October 5, 1936*
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ECONOMIC BRII5F RELATING 10 THE PH0P03^D MAHK2TIN0 aGHESMfflrT

AND 0RD2R ?0R NATAL STORES

Summary

1» Nature and Locata.^ of t e Industry. Naval stores, consist-

ing of turpentine, rosin and oleo-resin, are produced through the ex-

traction and distillation of crude gum obtained from living pine trees

and through the distillation of pine stumps end other pine nood. They

are produced in Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, aid

North and South Carolina. Georgia and Florida produce approximately

83 percent of the gum naval stores.

2# Parity Prices. Prices received for naval stores have for a

number of years oeen considerably below psrity, as defined in the

Agricultural Adjustment Act. In 1934-35 gum turpentine averaged #21.59

per barrel to producers as compared to the parity prices of $29.34. The

Savannah price from April 1 to September 14, 1935, was approximately 65

percent of parity. Producers of gum rosin received approximately $7.03

per barrel at the still as compared to the parity price of $12.58, so

that the actual price was 65 percent of parity. Gum rosin prices from

April 1 to September 14, 1935 wsre approximately 63 p*reont of parity.

Producers receives $45*02 for a unit of naval stores (one 50-gallon

barrel of gum turpentine and 3-1/3 barrels of rosin) in 1934-55 as com-

pared to the parity price of $65.43 so that the actual price per unit

was 69 percent of parity. Current prices are approximately 64 percent

of parity.
3.S. tv**^ '.ESAVSm <F^^spHW yPf^S^W* f •• "nr< mt* -v^^ .

3. Interstate ami Foreign Commerce, Calculated shipments of tur-
' "

,

pontine have averaged 653,000 barrels annually in the past five years.
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Of these, 260,000 barrels or approximately 40 percent of the total

shipments were exported* Rosin shipments averaged approximately 2 f 800,000

barrels in the five years ended 1934-35; fifty percent of these hare been

exported.

Turpentine is used principally in the paint, varnish, and lac-

quer industry and in the shoe polish industry. Hosin is used in the

Manufacture of soap, in paper manufacture, and in the paint, varnish
i

end lacquer industry, is a consequence of their specialized industrial

uses, practically all of the domestic markets are outside of the states

in which the turpentine and rosin are produced.

4. £conoraic Aspects of the Kaval 3torda Industry *

(a) Sum ana wood Products. In the five years ended 1934*35

the gum industry accounted for approximately 88 percent of the turpen-

tine production and SI percent of the rosin production. During this

period the wood naval stores provided about IS percent of the turpen-

tine end 10 percent of the rosin produced in the United States.

The naval stores obtained from the both branches of the industry

are generally interchangeably used for the seme purposes,and standard

specifications for the gum and wood products are essentially the same*

The prices of gum and wood rosin and turpentine fluctuate very closely

together from month to month.

(b) yactors Affecting Changes in Prices Received for Tur-

pentine . An analysis of changes in prices of turpentine indicates that

the principal factors accounting for yearly fluctuations are variation

in total united States production of turpentine, in consumer purchasing

power, as measured by the Index of Business Activity, tod in United
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States commercial carryover and iinporta.

Under 1934-35 demand conditions for turpentine the analysis in-

dicates that production for sale of 875,000 barrels of turpentine results

in a market price at Savannah of |30 per Barrel and a gross value nf

over #17,000,000. Increase in total production to 600,000 barrels is

accompanied by e price of $£3 per barrel and a gross value of about

$13,800,000* On April 1, 1935, commercial carryover exceeded the April 1,

1934 stocks by 89,000 barrels* .About 98,000 barrels or 52 percent of

the commercial stocks were held as security for loans from the Commodity

Credit Corporation* M of September 28, 1933, stocks held by the Com-

modity Credit Corporation increased to 148,609 barrels and they now

represent the greater part of the eosmercial carryover of gum turpentine*

(c) Factors Affecting Changes in Prices 'Received for Rosin*

Changes in rosin prices from 1924-25 to 1934-35 inclusive are primarily

affected by variations in annual production, mi ted States commercial

carryover plus imports, and changes in eonsuwer purchasing power, as

measured by the Index of Industrial Production. Under 1934»3B demand

conditions the analysis indicates that production of 2,000,000 barrels

of rosin is accompanied by a price of $11*39 per barrel and a gross value

of about 182,800,000* An increase in production to 2,200,000 barrels

is accompanied by a decrease in total returns of sfcout #4,000,000*

(d) sales of turpentine and Hosin at Savannah and Jackson**

ville* savannah and Jacksonville are the recognised markets for tae

determination of world prices of naval store** fhe Bavannah Board of

Trade and Jacksonville Chamber of Commerce prices move extremely close

together* The nuatoer of buyers and sellers at these open markets is
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extremely small, however. At Savannah there ere approximately seven

dealers and seven factors #10 meet daily to make bids and sales*

Moreover, a relatively email proportion of the actual receipts

at Savannah and Jacksonville are actually sold through the public mar-

ket facilities, though the hulk of sales is made on the basis of the

prices determined* Except for the first five months of 1935, less than

one*third of the turpentine receipts were sold ifcrough the two open

markets. A relatively larger proportion of the monthly receipts of

rosin have been sold at the open market.
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SGOKOMIC BRIEF HELATOD ID THJ2 ISlGPOSiD M 'HKETINO AQR2SSM3ST

Hfe) ORDi® FOR NfcVAL STDRjjS

Introduction

tfavel stores , consisting of turpentine, rosin and oleo-resin,

ere produced through the extraction and distinction of erudo gum ob-

tained from lining pine trees am?, through the distillation of pine

stumps and other pine wood* They are produced in the Southern states

of Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, end Berth and South

Carolina, Of these Georgia and Florida are the principal producing

areas having provided approximately 83 percent of the gum turpentine

and rosin produced in the TJaited States in the past three seasons* Since

1932*33 Georgia has led with 52 to 57 percent of the total production

and Florida has provided 27 to 31 percent of the total. Alabama sup-

/8 to 9 percent, South Carolina about 3 percent and Mississippi
plies about 1 percent of the total* The percentage of the annual pro-

duction supplied by each state is shotm for the three years 1932-33 to

1934*35 in Table 1,

Table 1

Gum Havel Stores Production by States

in percent of Total United states Production

States
YEARS

1934-56 1983-34 1932-33

Ijereeat
" '"WW p»'

nercent
<

Horth Carolina
South Carolina

Florida
Alabeasa

Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas

Total V0 3»

564^3
27*00
8*73

497
1*17

100*00

3*1?
51*99

30*33
a*74
2*81
1*80
1*47

100,00

*4£

i*98
Ift*if

S*27
1*41
1*04

100.00
, Chemistry k Soils and

: tores Report, July 31,
Source* of data: TJ. S. Dcpt* Agr., Bur,
Agr* Adj. Adman., 1954-38 Annual Naval
1935, p.

'
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A marketing agreement for the Navel stores industry has been

submitted to the Administration and a public hearing on the proposed

agreement ami order has been requested* The purpose of this brief is

to analyze the principal economic phases of the Kami stores industry

with refereijee to the proposed agreement end order*

!• Purchasing power Verity Prices for Turpentine end Rosin

Parity prices for Maval stores on the basis eeteblisiied in the

Agricultural 'jdjastment Act may be measured by prices received for gum

1/
turpentine and rosin, end the Index of Price* Paid by Farmers » The

weighted average price par 50-gallon barrel of gum turpentine received

by producers at the still for the period August 1909 to July 1914 was

$22.92. During recent years the price of gum turpentine has been con-

siderably lelow the pre-war parity. 'Thus, in 1933-34 the parity price,

computed by multiplying the pre-war base price (August 1909-July 1914)

by the Index of Prices Paid by Farmers, was $27.27; the actual price was

$19.67, or 72 percent of parity. In 1934-36 the price received at the

still was $21.59 as compared to the parity price of $29.34, so that the

actual price was 74 percent of psrity. No data are available for prices

received by producers at the still from April 1, 1935 to the present

date; the parity price, however, was $29 .81.

Prices of turpentine and rosin at the still are an average for all

producers over an extremely wide area. In general, they reflect the prices

received at terminal markets after sales commie si on, freight or trucking

1/ parity price is that price which will give the commodity the same per
unit purchasing power that it had during the base period (Aug.1909-
July 1914). The Index Of Prices Paid by Farmers, prepared by the U. S.
Dept. of Agr., is 100 for the base period and for any other period is
higher or lower than 100 by the percentage that the cost of articles
purchased by farmers in that period is above or below the cost of arti-
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charges, insurance, inspection fees and other port charges have been de-

ducted. Prices at Savannah, the baae price for practically all turpentine

and rosin sales, therefore, reflect closely the changes in prices received

by pJWducera* Calculations of parity based on the Savannah pries indicate

that in 1933-54 the actual price of |2£#05 wee 72 percent of parity and that

In 1934»K5 ths price of 185*30. was 70 percent of parity. From April 1 to

September 14, 1935, the Savannah price was $21,66 as compared to the parity prie

of !33t>£0, so that the actual price was 65 percent of parity. Table II gives

in detail actual prices ani purchasing power parity prices of gum turpentine

at the still and Savannah,

Prices received by producers of sum rosin end the Savannah price of

gum rosin have similarly been considerably belo* parity, and relatively loner

than turpentine prices, with respect to parity, in recent years* In 1933*54

the price was #5,65 per barrel as compared, to the parity price of flO,Q7 so

that the actual price was 56 percent of parity. In 1934-35 ths actual price

•f $7,03 at the still was 65 percent of parity, parity, as measured by ths

Savannah prices of gum rosin, was §12,53 in 1934-35 as compared to the actual

price of 38,15, so that at Savannah, as well as at the still, actual prices

ware 65 percent of parity. From April 1 to Septenfcer 14, 1935, the Savannah

price was $8*09 as compared to the parity price of $12.75 or 63 percent of per-

ity. Table HI gives in detail farm prices and purchasing power parity of gum

rosin at the still and savannah from 1989*30 to 1936,
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II

Prices Received and Purchasing power parity
for Qua Turpentine

PART X: Based on Season Average Prices Received by Producers at 1ne Still.

Year i/

: Sea son Average: : : :

: Price per 50: : : :

: Gal. Barrel : : : Actual Prices Actual price
: Received by : Index of : t Above (+) or: as Percent
: Producers at: Prices Paid: Parity:Below (-) : of

Still j/ : by gainers : Price : parity Price: parity Price
2 ST

dollars
4

1909-10 to
1913-14 Av.

1929-30
1930-31
1931*32
1932*33
1933-34
1934-35

April 1 - Sept,

22,93

22*65

18.33
17,43
17.65
19*67
21.59

30, 193

percent

100

164
153
133
116
119
128

130 y

dollars
per bsrrel

m ,92

37*3t
35*07
30*48
26*59
27.27
29.34

29*80

dollars
per barrel

15*14
16*74
13*05
8*94
7*60
7.75

percent

100

60

57

66

72

74

X/ The crop year begins April 1 and ends March 31 of the year following.
Zj Average price per 50 gallon barrel after freight, comissions, insurance,

inspection fees and other port charges are deducted.

3/ April through August.

PAR? T£% Based on Season average Prices at the Savannah Market.

Yea

season Average: :
"}

price per 50 : Index of : Parity: Actual price
Osl. Barrel :Prlees Paid:Price : Above (t) or

:by Farmers : :Below (-)at

Savannah

.actual Price
as Percent

of

1

i 2 4 5

dollars percent dollars percent
per barrel per barrel

1909-10 to* i

1913-14 Av. 25,60 100 25,60 100

1929-30 24*20 164 41*98 - 17*78 m
1930-31 19*65 153 39*17 - 19*52 50

1931-32 19*90 133 34*05 * 14*15 58

1932-33 19*20 116 29*70 - 10*50 65

1933-34 22*05 119 30*46 - 8*41 72

1934-35 23.01 128 32.77 - 9.76 70

April 1 - •

65
i

Sept.14, 1935 21.65 130 3/ - 11.63

+mj *>^iw w «/ 1 " — •— — — — —- — — m

y Weighted averwjannusi prices. Monthly prices weighted by sfflnt^iy receipts

of turpentine at 3avannah. Jacksonville and Pensacbla^ monthly prices are
si^|.e^6gra^e|^of^£tuMay- closing prices per gallon^ converted to prices

3/ April through August. (continued)
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Table II Cont*d.

Prices Received and Purchasing rower Parity
for Gum Turpentine

(Continued)

Sources of data for PART It

Column It 1909-10 to 1913-14, Prices from Gamble's
International Navel stores Yearbook for 1929-30, page SO; weights are
annual production as reported in Gamble's International -iave.1 stores
Yearbook for 1932-33, Table inserted between pages 56 an<I 57: 1929-50
to 1933-34, Naval stores Beview and Journal of Trade, 44:1:11, April •

7, 1934: 1934*35, Naval Stores Review, op.cit. 45:4:8, April 27, 1935,

Column 2: U. 3. Dept. Agr., Bur. Agr. Beon., Arthur G. Peter-
son, Index Numbers of Prices, Taxes and Interest Payable by Farmers,
mimeographed publication, August 1935, page 6.

Column 3: Column 2 multiplied by the average prlees in the
base period given in Column 1.

Column 4t Column 1 minus Column 3.

Column 5s Column X as a percent of Column 3,

Sources of data for PiffT II:

Column 1: I909**1G to 1913-44, prices from Gamble's
International Naval stores Yearbook for 1932-33. Inserted tefele be-
tween pages 50 aad 57; weights are annual production ibid .; 1929*30
to 1934-35, Navel stofes Review and Journal of 'Trade, 44:29:14. 1934;

weights from Naval stores Review op.cit, 44:7:10. 1934: April 1 to

Sept. 14, 1935 from weekly issues o# TJavel stores Review op. oit.

Column 2: TJ. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Agr. aeon., Arthur G.

Peterson, Index numbers of Prices, Taxes and Interest Payable by
mimeographed publication, August 1935, page 6.

Column 3: Column 2 multiplied by the average prices in the

base period given in Column 1.

Column 4: Column 1 minus Column 3.

Column 5: Column 1 as e percent of Column 3.

Economic Analysis Unit,
General Crops -/Section.
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The parity price for the Naval stores industry iaay also be con-

sidered in terms of the unit price received. In the extraction of Here!

Stores the gum processors ordinarily secure one 50-gallon barrel of

turpentine end 3-1/3 barrels ( 500-pound gross weight) of gum rosin.

One barrel of turpentine and 3-1/3 barrels of rosin are therefore usually

referred to as one unit # The pre-war base price of a unit of gum turpen-

tine end rosin at the still was $51#12» In 1933-34 the price per unit

was #38*50 as compared to the perity price of §60.83 so that tbi actual

price was 63 percent of perity . The 1934-35 price of f45.02 at the

•till was 59 percent of parity or ; 20.41 belo« parity. Prices at the

Savannah market show scmewhat similar fluctuations and indicate that the

April 1 to September 14, 1935 price of §48.62 por unit was approximately

64 percent of parity, .Actual and parity prices per unit of Naval stores

are given in Table IV.
i

2. Interstate and Foreign Shipments.

Since 1921-22 , estimated annual shipments of turpentine have varied

between 555.000 barrels and 863,000 barrels. From 1930-31 to 1934-35 in-

elusive, calculated shipments totalled 653,000 barrels annually. In 1934-

35f the calculated shipments were 555,000 barrels.

In the 15 years since 1921-22 experts have varied between 170,000

barrels and 330,000 barrels. For tne five years ended 1934-35 they totalled

260,000 barrels or approximately 40 percent of the total shipments. In

the five months from .april 1 to September 1, 1935, exports of turpentine

totalled 102,452 barrels as compared to 105,624 barrais in the seme period

of the previous marketing reason.
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Table III

Prices Received end lairchaei ng .^ower rarity
for Gum Rosin

PART I: Based on Season average prices Received by Producers at the Still.

Season Average
price per 500-

lb» gross
weight Barrel
Received by
Producers at

sun y
Year 3/ Index of

Prices paid
by Farmers

Parity
Price

Actual Price
at 3tiU

Above {»-) or
Below (*»)

Parity Price

Actual price

as a Percent
Of

Parity Price

dollars dollars
dollars percent per barrel per barrel percent

1909-10 to
1913-14 Av. 8.46

•

100 3.46 Si 100

1929*30 11*93 104 13*87

i

1*89 H
1930-31 7*69 153 12*94 5*35 50
1931-32 5; 19 133 11*25 6*06 46
1932-33 3^90 116 9*81 5*91 40
1933*34 5*65 119 10*0? 4*42 56
1934-35 7.03 128 10,83 m 3.80 65

April 1 to Sept. 30, 1935 130 11.00

][/ Average price per 500 pound gross weight barrel, after freight, commission,
inspection fees end other port charges are deducted.

PART II: Based on Season Average Prices at the Savannah Ifrrket.

Season Average

Price per 500-
1b. Gross

ieight Barrel
at Savannah
aerket V

Index of
Prices paid
by Farmers

Parity
Price

Iforket Price
Above (+) or
Below (-)

Parity Price

Market Price
ss a Percent

of
parity Price

&909-10 to dollars
1913-14 AV. 9.81

1929-30 13*46
1930-31 8*96

1931-38 6*95
1932-33 5*05
1933-34 6,93
1934-35 8.15

April* 1 to

percent
100

164
153

133
116
119
128

130

dollars dollars
per barrel per barrel

9.81 —
16*09
15*01

13*05
11*38
11.67
12.56

12*75

• 2*63
- 6*05
- 6*10
- 6.33
- 4.74
- 4.41

I

- 4.66

percent
100

14
60

53
44
$9
m

C3
Sept. 14, 1935 8.09

1/ Year beginning April 1 and ending March 3l«of the following year,

y Prices originally given in terras of 280 lb. gross weight 1 barrels, converted

to 500 lb. gross weight barrel* by multiplying by 1.7357.

(Continued^ M ~
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Table III ConVd.

Prices Received and Purchasing Tomr Parity
for Guts ftosin

(Continual)

Sources of data for ?MT I:

Column 1: 1909-10 to 1913-14, prices from Ciaiable's International
Naval Stores Yearbook for 1929-30, page 20: annual production from Neval
Stores Review, and Journal of Trade, 44:1:11, April 7, 1934; 1939-50 to

1933-34, Naval Stores Bevies and Journal of Trade, 44:1:11, April 7, 1954;

1934-35, Naval Stores Review op«cit« , 45:4:8, April 27, 1935»

Column 2: 3. Dept. Agr., Bur. Agr. 3con., Arthur 0. Peterson,

Index Numbers of prices, Texss and Interest Peyeble by Faxmers, mimeo-

graphed publication, August 1935, page 6*

Column 3s Coluan 8 multiplied bv the average prices in the baae

period given in Column !

Column 4: Column 1 minus Column 3*

Column 5: Column 1 as a percent of Column 3»

Sources of date for PABT &£*

Column 1: 1909-10 to 1913-14, prices from Gamble* s international

level Stores for 1932-33, table Inserted between pages 56 and 57;

annual production ibid* ; 1929-30 to 1933-34, Naval stores Review and Jour-

nal of frade, 44:29:14, 1954; receipts from Naval Stores Heview Op,cit«

44:7:10a 1934; 1934-35 and April 1 to September 14, 1935 from weekly

issues of ESavai -tores Review op»cit»

Column 2: U. S. Dept. Agr,, Bur, gr. fcor.., Arthur G. Peterson,

index Hurab 'jrs of Priees, Taxes and Interest ;ayable by banners, nimeo-

graphed publication, August 1935, page 6 #

Colvmn 3: Col\mm 2'Biultiplied by the average trices in the base

period given in Column 1*

Goluasi 4: Column 1 minus Column 3#
*

Column 5: Column 1 as a percent of column

Sioonomic Analysis Unit,

General Crops Section*
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XABpJI I

V

Price Received end urchesing Power Parity of
Quo Naval stores ^er Unit

A) At ntill

s : : 2 : :Actual : Actual
:Pri*e per :?rice per: : Index cf: :Price : price
:50-Cxallon : 500-lb. :Price : Prices :Parity : Above (+) : as ?er-

Tear :Barrel of :Berrel of: Par
7
:?aid by : Price :or 3elo* : cent of

: Turpentine: Kosin :Unit 3/; Farmers :?er Unit: {-) Parity: parity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

dollars dollars
per barrel per barrel dollars percent dollars dollars percent

1909*10 to

1913-14 Av. 22,92 3,46 51,12

1929-30 22.45 11.98 62.38

1930-31 ie .33 7.69 43.96

1931-32 i? *43 5*19 34*73

1952-33 17 .65 3*90 30.65
1933*34 11 #67 5.65 38.50

1934*35 21•59 7.03 45.02

April 1 -

Sept.14,1955

Source of data: See tables II and III.

Bionovle Malysis Unit.

General Crops Section.

1*4 cP.P4 21.46 74

153 73*21 34*25 56

133 67.99 33*26 51

116 59.30 38*05 5£

119 60*83 22*33 63

126 65.43 20.41 69

130 66.46

72

56

56
53
65

67

17 A unit is ordinarily 1 barrel of turpentine and 3-1/3 barrels of rosin.
mm

B) At Savannah Market

i 3 4 5 6

1909-10 to
100191S*14 AT. 25.60 9.81

1

56.30

1929*30

ft

24*20 13.46 69*07 164 95*61

1930-51 19.65 8*96 49*52 153 89.20

1931-32 19*90 6*95 43*07 133 77*54

1933*33 19*20 5*05 56*03 116 67.83

1932-34 22,05 6,93 45*15 119 69*38

1934-35 23.01 8.15 50,18 128 74.62

April 1 -
130

i

Sept.14,1935 21.65 8.09 48.62 75.79

25.54
39*68
34*4?
31*60
24.23
24.44

- 27.17
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Jetimated annual ahipiieiits of United states rosin hew varied

between 1,6*4,000 barrels uzu £,847,000 barrels during 'die 15 fmv*

since 19£l-<te, In the five years ended ivi34~35 they evera^ed 2,302,000

barrels annually, and in 1954-35 the estimated shipments of rosin totalled

2,116,000 barrels.

Since 1921?28 exports of rosin varied between 676,000 barrels end

1,463,000 berrels. In the five year* ended 1934-35 they totalled

1,157,000 barrels or 50 percent of the estimated tot -1 shipments. During

1934-55, rosin export* totalled 1,060,000 barrels, in the five aonths

ended Angust 31, 1935 of the current season, exports of rosin totalled

506,000 barrels as compared to 415,000 barrels in the same period of the

1934-35 season,

Teble Y suasnarizes calculated shipments and exports of turpentine and

rosin from 1921-22 to 1934-35 inclusive, Exports by inonths of $m and wood

Naval stores are given in detail in Tables XXXVI to XLV inclusive.

In Table VI s summary of the available information on doisestic

utilization cf turpentine and rosin in the United .states since 195£-33 is

given. The reports sever approximately 20 percent of the estimated domes-

/ turpentine and 84 percent of the domestic shipments
tie shipments of rosin, and ere believed to be representative of the actual

domestic utilization of Navel Stores, For turpentine the principal market

use is in the paint, veraish snd lacquer industry. In the past three

years approxims tely 75 percent of the reported consumption has been in this

industry. Industrial uses ifi the shoe polish industry accounted for 18

percent of the reported consumption, Ve* principal domestic utilisation
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T 'BLS T

Tftiited states ahtpajnts of Turpentine and Bo sin

X9£i-ifc to 1934-::$

: Satia ted ; : SEa tin ••feed; i gqporfts as
: fit X ; ; gj^ai *

1 ?<n«l : Percenl
im ?ore<mt s 3h tflnnat » : import s i Of

i of : of : Of "Vtal 5 Of t of :

:Vc»pen t.i as : ?arpen t i na I 3hipwont.se Ttooia ; Rosin t .Jhirv?; nte
X 3 4

j

them gbotataat J-- ar-

Sterols Jezxt B^rrt-'l*kj» »* «<W fterrais

055 no 6,131 670 at**
1922-33 X70 pit £,0S9 950 4G.c
lv^.WH 696 2£4 X,X70 43.5
19*4-a5 700 £5C si*? 1,463 57*1

676 J&7 £,377 1.063 lit*

I9aa«£7 706 a&e 36.5 8,478 X,l£9

1927-26 825 530 SO.C i»e£4 itSfg
I9*a-a& 277 ».S 8,754 1,278 IM
19£9~30 pel 339 39.5 £,047 1,365 47.9

1930-31 8&G 2S£ ;33.7 &,660 x.;a7 45*8

1951-S2 65X 251 33*6

1933-SS 689 KgKM i,0it

1933-34 •45 45*7 £,SXX 1,393 £4*2

1954- 65& 19f 36.5 3,110 1,050 60.1

jourees of dots:

Column 1: T^fcle XXX Colusa 6*

oolussn 83 m SoXuesn 7.

Coiuam $s CoXtassi £ divided by GoXuhbi 1«

aoXa«a 4: 7</ole Colmsi v5.

Solwm 5: ^Ub XCa Column 7.

Coluxn 6; Column 5 divided by CoXusn 4.

S»ononio Analysis Unit,

General crops Ssotion.
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of rosin has been in the soap industry tfcich consumed 32 to 37 percent

of the reported consumption and in p^er mills tfiich accounted for about

38 percent of the reported consumption. From 17 to 20 percent of the

rosin consumption reported was used in the paint, varnish end lacquer

industry*

It is significant that both turpentine and rosin ere used primari-

ly in manufacturing processes, ftis ii especially true for rosin, which

is sold in relatively small quantities directly to the ultimate consumer.

Turpentine la more widely used directly by the ultimate consumer.^ Since

Kaval Stores have such specialized uses, however, domestic markets are

almost entirely outside of the states in which turpentine and rosin are

produced. The principal industrial consumers are in the Iforthers states.

Table 711 summarizes the location of the principal industrial plants

secured from reports of the Bureau of Chemistry and soils.

3# Economic Aspects of the Kavsl stores Industry

(a) Naval stores production by Gum and wood Processors. Tba pro-

posed marketing agreement is to apply to all Naval Stores shipments in the

United States. Iftere are t?» principal types of processors who are there-

fore included in this agreement, namely, the gum and wood processors. The

gum turpentine end gum rosin industry is concerned with extraction, distil-

lation and marketing of the semi-fluid exudation from certain species of

living pine trees. The crude gum is distilled to obtain gum rosin and tur-

pentine, or It may be cleaned to obtain ©leo-roein, which contains both

1/ Thie fact is probably the principal reason that the reports on in- •

dus trial consumption are more complete for reain than for turpentine.
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Table 711

Principal Consumers end Location of plants fop Utilization

of Turpentine end Rosin in the United States,

Soap

Armour soap works

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Company

J. Sevenson & Sons, Inc.

Fels & Company

Fitzpa trick Broa.,Inc

»

HasMns Bros* k Company

loss soap Company

Kirkaan & 3cn, Inc.

Larkin Corapany

Lever Bros. Company

Oeo. Mm Marsh Company

Proctor-Gamble Company

lbs M. & J* Schnaible Conrpany

John T. Stanley Company, Inc.

Swift & Company

Chicago, Illinois
Morth Bergen, New Jersey

Berkeley, California
Jeffersonvilie , Indisna
Jersey City, Ne^ Jersey
Kansas City, Kansas

lejejieBi (Nfl ItaflMHBf

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Chicago, Illinois

Omaha, Nebraska

Burlington, Iowa.

Brooklyn, New York

Buffalo, New York

Cambridge, Massachusetts
Hammond , lad i ana

Lynn, Massachusetts
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Ivorydale, Ohio
Staten Island, New York
Kansas City, Kansas*

St* Louis, Missouri

Baltimore, Maryland

Chicago, Illinois

Long Beach, California

Lafayette, Indiana.

New York City, New York

East Cambridge, Mass*

Chicago, Illinois.

(Continued)
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Principal Conamers and Location of Plants for Utilization
of Turpentine and Rosin in the United States.

{Continued)

American Cyanimid k Chemical Corp*

Bogalusa Paper Coisp any-

Castanea Paper Company

Eastern Manufacturing Company

Fireheard Products Company

Haramermill paper Company

Bollingsworth 3r. Whitney Company

Greet Northern paper Company

International paper Company

Kew Tork &. Pennsylvania Company

Paper Makers Chemical Corp*

Warners, liew Jersey
&rie, Pennsylvania
Kalamazoo, Michigan
Waterbury, Connecticut
V aides ta, Georgia
DeQuincy, Louisiana
Pensacola, Florida

Bogalusa, Louisiana

Johnsoriburg, Pennsylvania
Lock Haven, Pennsylvania

South Brewer, Maine
Basin Mills, ifeine

Lincoln, Haine

San Francisco, California

Erie, Pennsylvania

.inslow, Maine
Gardiner, Maine

Millinocket, Main*
East Millinocket, Maine
Madison, Maine

Ibrt Edward, New York
Palmer, New Tork
Chisholm, Maine
Hiagara Falls, New Tork
Tomer yells, Massachusetts
^iercefield, Hew Yoifc

Ticonderoge, Hew Tork
N» 1?onawanda, Hew Tork
Panama City, Florida

Look Haven, Pennsylvania

Wilmington, Delaware
Albany, Kew Tork
Atlanta, Georgia
Carthage, New Tork
Saston, Pennsylvania
ISolyoke, Massachusetts
Jacksonville, Florida
Kalamazoo, Michigan

(Continued)
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Principal Consumers and Location of Plaits for Utilization
of Turpentine and Rosin in the united .itate*

(Continued

j

Paper

Paper Hakers Gnomical Corp*

S. D. Warren Company

Continental Paper fc ?ag Corp«

W. Virginia Pulp & Paper Company

Loekport, New York
Merrero, Louisiana
Sfilweuke e, wl sc ons in

Cumberleaia Mills, I'aine

York Haven, Pennsylvania

Williamsburg, Pennsylvani:
Kerch "QicTi lie > Sew York
Tyrone, Pennsylvania
Piedmont, V. Virginia
Covington, Virginia

Paints & Varnishes

Arrme «hite Lead and Color ^orks

{Controlled by Sherwin-tfilliems

)

Devce fc Reynolds Corspany

E« !• de Pont de Nemours Company

Detroit, Michigan
Los 'ngeles, California.
Dalles, Texas

Brooklyn, New York
Chicago, Illinois.

Wilmington, Delaware
Chicago, Illinois
Bverett, Massachusetts
Philadelphia, pa.
Flint, Michigan

;

•

Pompton Lakes, N* J«
Perth ;mhoy, New Jersey
Carney's Point, IT. J»
Carrollvllle, viseonsin

New Brunswick, N. J.

Lowe Bros, Company

BenJ. Moore k Company

Pittsburgh -late Glass Company

Dayton, Ohio

Newark, Net* Jersey
Carteret, New Jersey
Chic ego, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
St. Louis, Sao,

Milwaukee, H scon sin

Portland, Oregon

(Continued)
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Principal Consumers end Location of Plants for Utilization
of Turpentine end Rosin in the United states.

(Continued)

Paints & Varnishes

Pratt & Lambert, inc.

Sherwin- williema Company

Talent ins & Company

The Clid&an Company

Buffalo, New York

Ofeleagp, Illinois
Cleveland, Ohio
Newark, New Jersey
Oakland, California

Brooklyn, B#W York

Minneapolis, Einn.
Cleveland, Ohio
San Francisco, C California

Chemicals & Pharmaceuticals

Johnson & Johnson

Parke~Davie & company

?*est Dlsinfoc trait Company

William R. Earner h Co., Inc.

Vick Chemical Conpany

Frederick sterns & Company

Hex Products k Manufacturing Co.

Oils & Ureases

Atlantic Hefinirg Company

Oeorgia Rosin products Company

Mobile Hos in Cii Company

National Rosin Oil k Size Co #

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey

w Brunswick, N. J.

Detroit, ?fflLcMgan

Long Island, ft. Y.

St. Louis, MW*W$

Philadelphia, Pa*
Greensboro, H. C.

Detroit, Michigan

Detroit, Michigan

Philadelphia, Pa,

Franklin, Pa.

»

Pittsburg, Pa>

Savannah , Ga.

Crichton, Alabama.

Savannah, Ga.

Linden, Kew Jersey
Jersey City, K. J.

Baltimore, Maryland
Parkersburg , ft

.
•
Ya

.

Charleston, S.C.

Source of data: Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, courtesy of

Dr. y. P. *©iton#
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turpentine and roe in, Since 1921, approximately 90 percent of the total

production of turpentine and 86" percent of the to tal production of rosin

has been obtained from the gum industry. In the five* years ending 1934-35

the gum industry has supplied 88 percent of the total turpentine and 81

percent of the total rosin. In 1934-35 approximately 85 percent of the

turpentine produced and 76 percent of the rosin produced were obtained

from the gum industry* Table Till gives in detail production of turpen-

tine and rosin by the gum industry since 1921-22.

The other source of Naval stores from pine waod wliieh accounts for

the remaining TTni ted states production, is from wood distillation* The

process differs frora the gum industry primarily by the fact that the tur-

pentine and rosin are procured from stumps of "dead down" timber rather

than from cupping lire pine trees. !I3ie wood distillation piocess is

relatively new in cousnercial significance and since 1921-22 has provided

approximately 10 percent of the turpentine and 14 percent of the rosin

produced in the Fnited States. From 1931-32 to 19 34-35 inclusive, it

provided 12 percent of the turpentine and 19 percent of the rosin and in

1934-55 approximately 15 percent of the turpentine and 24 percent of the

rosin. Table ¥111 gives the data for the wood distillation industry in

detail since 1921-22.

Chough the method of procuring the turpentine and rosin differs

in the gum and wood distillation industry, the final products obtained

are generally used for the seme purposes end the supplies obtained by the

two methods are the available supplies of Naval stores. The gum industry

is the older of the two. The wood distillation industry has been commer-

eially significant only for the past fifteen years.
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The common characteristics of Naval stores trass, the two sources

of production are indicated by the feet that the iimerieen Society for

testing Materials and United States Goverrment specifications for pur-

Chase of jUneriean spirits of turpentine are identical. The specifi-

cations and descriptive coniaents, supplied by Dr. F. P. Yeltch, Bureau

of Chemistry and Soils, United States Department of Agriculture, pre

summarized in Tables IX and X. Turpentine and rosin for the paint,

soap, paper and other industries are supplied by both the wood and

@um products

»

A close relation between wood and gum prices is to be expected

in view of the identical uses of the nocd and gum products. In Figures

1 and 2 and Tebles XI and New York monthly prices of wood and gum

turpentine from January, 1925 to 3ep teraber, 1935, and wood end gum rosin

from May, 1926 to September, 1935 ere given. '."Ihese data illustrate clear*

ly the close relationship between prloes quoted for ths gum <?nd wood

products. Moreover, a comparison of these prices with Savannah end Jack-

sonville prices of gum turpentine end rosin further indicate that major

changes in all the monthly prices are raa*kedly similar.

(b) Factors Affecting Changes in Trices Received for 'Turpentine .

For purposes of calculating the possible influence of changes in supplies

of turpentine far shipment on changes in prices an analysis has been made

of factors affecting annual changes in prices from 1921-22 to 1934-36

inclusive*

As en accurate record of annual prices of turpentine, as well as

of rosin, the SavannaJi prices are used. Savennah prices are the basis

for practically all sales of Naval stores and they are believed to be the

most reliable quotations for commercial transactions that are available.
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TiSLS X

USUAL CONST MIS 0? BOSBIS

(Some Constants of Some Rosins will Fall Outside "Basse Limits)

\ Gum Rosin : 10od Rosins

Melting point (capillary tube) !
60° to TSOc!i 550 to 750

c

Acid Number •5 158 to 172 l
" ISO to 16®

Saponification ftumber i : 167 to 184 •i 166 to 176

Unsaponifiafcle Percent S 5 to 11 : 5 to 14

Ash Percent 1
• 0*01 to 0.1 >J 0.02 to 0*0©

Source of data:

VV. F. ?• Teiteh, U. S. Dept. £gr., Bur. Chemistry and Soils.

Economic Analysis unit.

General Crops section.
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Jacksonville is the other principal marSet for open sale of 2Javal Stores

received from processors, An examination of prices at Savannah end

Jacksonville by months from January 1932 to September 1935 demonstrate

that the prices in the two markets are practically the same. The data are

1/
given in ^able XIII*

An examine tion of the available data indicates that changes in

annual Savannah prices of turpentine are closely related to changes in

total production of turpentine in the Qhited States, changes in consum-

er purchasing pouer for turpentine and changes in United States commer-

cial carryover and imports of turpentine into the United States.

Variation in consumer purchasing power for turpentine should be

represented by a measure of industrial production because of the nature

of turpentine utilization. Owing to the relatively widespread direct

use of turpentine by ultimate consumers as 7/ell as manufacturers, the

Annalist Index of Business Activity is selected as the measure or fluc-

tuation in purchasing power for turpentine. The index, «hich includes

monthly production of automobiles, lumber, electric poser, pig iron,

steel ingots, zinc, cement, boots and shoes, consumption of cotton, silk

and wool, and freight car loadings, is believed to be sufficiently in-

clusive to be representative of the consumer factors affecting demand

for turpentine.

United states commercial carryover of turpentine includes stocks

of gum turpentine at distributing point-, *>od turpentine held by the

1/ These nrtces are weighted by receipts of turpentine and rosin at

11 T'cksonvilS a* Pensacola. Table XIII giT.. *
production of turpentine and rosin and annual receipts at tne tn**t

tavrts from 1929-20 to 1954-35 inclusive.
A <

" SLlUt , VOIW* 42, KO. 1074, Aug. 1933, P. 213 and ,. 338.
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wood producers of Haval stores and stocks held by industrial consumers*

Qua still stocks are not included both because of the great difficulty

in securing uniformly adequate data from year to year and because it. i a

believed that such stocks are relatively less significant in explaining

year to year variations of turpentine prices than tire other oomraerci&l

stocks # Table XOT gives in detail the available data on stocks by lo-

Cation, as of April 1, from 19S1 to 1955 inclusive.

In Table Xv", annual Savannah prices of turpentine, fhe Index of

Business Activity, and commercial carryover plus imports of turpentine

are given from 1921-22 to 1934-55 inclusive* Figure 3 shows annual

production of turpentine, eosraereial carryover plus imports, and the

Savannah price per barrel of gum turpentine from 19E1-22 to 1934-35* It

nay be noted that from 1930-31 to 1934*35 inclusive, carryover and imports

increased 28 percent over the 1925*26 to 1929-30 average and that purelia*-

t
® ^L*JWk'i ;,! * * * > " * « « * *$. #f*&f j#P§. '% !f? m *% w.m-ifr C& w 1»<.P( g I 9
ing power, as measured by the Index of Business Activity, decreased 30 per-

cent below the 1925-26 to 1929-30 average* Annual production decreased

only 15 percent, however, and prices deeressed approximately 44 percent*

Figure 4 shows the relation between changes in Savannah prices,

in estimated production, in the Index of Business activity, and in United

States commercial carryover and imports* The method used for the analysis

is known as graphic correlation* It seeks to establish the simultaneous

influence' on price of changes in the independent factors, production,

business activity and stocks plus in$jorts. On the average it appears

that en increase of production of 25,000 barrels of turpentine, after

allowing for changes in the other variables, is accompanied by e decrease
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Table XIV

Total Production of Turpentine and Rosin and Receipts of Turpentine

end Rosin at Savannah, Jacksonville and Pensacola

1929*50 to 1934-35 Inclusive

raaEB :

:: Q :: mm
Tear ; Total j[Receipts : Receipts as: J Total iReeeipts j! Beceiptsas
Beginning j{production! at : Percent of :sproduction!! at' i pPTV*PTlt Of1 i v^- X W 0 V IV X

April 1 j ; Three : Total tz i1 Three j1 Total
\: Ports : Production! J Ports !t Production

1 !; 1
*•

j
4

|
5 1

S Thousand ,,Thousand < Per ;
Thousand.

;
Thousand -

t Par
> Barrels

j
{Barrel* «

;
gas 1

j

» Barrels «

t
Barrels «

;
Cent

1929-30 Ji 859 *i 392 *

! * !

t 4546 : 2,896 i! 1,396 « 48*2
1930-51 1i 810 '

l 385
'

1 47*5 i : 2,870 {; 1,319 i 46*0

1951*32 I $71 il 328 *
1 4c 49 ! 2,359 1; 1,183 5 50a

1932-33 ' 575 1» 224 5{ 39*0 1
• 2,073

;

{ 866 5 41*8
1933-34 » 625 5• 258 «5 41*3 1 ! 2,297

J5

1,0*9
1 4748

1934*85 5 603 *5 242 J5 40 #1 J : 2,229 J{ 975 :

;
43^7

1

Source of data: Receipts: Naval Stores Review, 45:9:17, June 1, 1935.'

45:10:17, June 8, 1935,

Production: Table XXV columns 5 and 10

Economic Analysis Unit,
General Crops Section*
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In the price receive of about $3.50 per barrel. On the average an

Increase in carryover of 25,000 barrels, other things remaining the

same, accompanies a decrease in price of approximately M per barrel.

Similarly, other things equal, an increase in the Index of Business

Activity of 4 percent, is accompanied by an increase in the price per

barrel of $3.20. These celculations are approximations only because

of the possible influence of other factors and residuals in price change

which have not been explained.*/

Other factors which affect or may effect changes in turpentine

prices include changes in foreign production of turpentine, in available

supplies at London and other foreign merkets, in gum still stocks, and

in exchange rates. However, it is believed that the factors mentioned

above ere the principal ones to be considered in an examination of year

to year changes in Savannah prices.

Production of turpentine in foreign countries has generally been

substantially smaller than the United states production and from the

available, incomplete data, yearly changes heve not been significant.

The principal foreign producer is France, ?rhieh has generally provided

50 percent or more of the foreign supply. 3pain, Portugal, Greece, and

Mexico have been other foreign producers and Russian production has re-

cently shoi?n sn increase. However, the United States has generally pro-

duced over 70 percent of the world supply. Table Vfl summarizes the in-

complete data evailable on foreign production and gives the comparison

with United States production,

1/ Part of i'he difficulty is in the basic data, especially the estimates

of annual production.
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Table XV

Season Average Prices of Gum Turpentine at Savannah, Estimated
United States Turpentine Production, Index of Consumer

Purchasing Power and Commercial Carry Ovsr Plus
Imports, 1921-22 to 1934-35 Inclusive

,

Year s price Per 50-pound
Beginning : Barrel
April C . .t Sayanmh 1/

Estimated
Turpentine

production

: Index of ^.S.Commercial
: Consumer . Carryover^
: Purchasing poweic/ :piua Imports
* tot Turpentine

2 3 4
Thousand Barrels

112
06

62
88

97

n
82
123
119
124
112
140
156
129

1921-22
1922—23
192,-2
1924-20
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-20
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-38

Dollars

31*55
60*60
47*55
40*55
48*60
41*30
26*50
25*45
24*20
19*65
19*90
19*20
23v05

.97

Thousand Barrels

605
589
717
705
652

703
859
771
859
810
671
575
825
603

Percent

102
109
100
107

109

106
110
110

76
82

76
76

V Monthly Prices tfhich "mere "siripie averages of Satufciay closing prices per

gallon, converted to prices per barrel of 50 gallons, weighted by monthly

turpentine receipts at 3-vannah, Jacksonville and Pensaeola,

Zj Revised Annalist, index of business activity.

%j Not including stocks at gum stills.

Source of data:

Column Is Prices: 1921*28 to 1923-24:/Naval Stores Review and

Journal of frade, 54:120/1924-29 to 1934-35; Naval

Stores Review and Journal of Trade, 44:29:14, 1934.

weights: 1921-82; Gamble+s International Naval Stores

Year Book, 1930-31 Issue, page 62, 1922-23 to 1933-

34; a&vai" Stores Review and Journal of Trade# 44:7:10,

lfra4» 1934-552 iiaval stores Review; June 1, 1935.

Column 2: Table - Column 5 .

Column 3: 1921-22 to June 1933, The Annalist, August 18, 1933

. p. 813 July 1933 - March 1935, Weekly issues.

Column 45 Table - Column 2 plus 3*

momic Analysis unit,
leral Crops Section, 765
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1000

1921-22 1923-24 19E5-26

Carryover 9l Imports
production

3ource of data: 3«« teble

Economic Analysis Qfeit

C«nernl Ciops Seotior

,

10-1-36.





Relation between Changs In Annuel SftVBXUMtil Pricea of Cum Turpentine, Estinated United Stat<

Production of Turpentine, the Index of business Activity, end Carryover plus Imports uf

Turpentine. 1321-£2 to 1934-55.

A. Estimated Season Production of United Statee Turpentine and Seeaon Average

Prices per Barrel at Savannah/1.

Dollars

er Barrel

60

600 650 ?00 750 BOO

Total Turpentine Production - thousand barrels

fa. Index of Business activity and Residuals
from A.

1
mm

• n

-

/ . -

•'I

1

!

i i
1

&G TC 80 90 100 110 J.20

Index of Business Activity - per cent

C +20
a

oq

B 0

1
lit]

• -80

C. Carryover plus Imports and

Residuals from B.

85 50 75 100 125 150 ITS

Carryover plus Inporte - thousand barrels

&- The numbers refe* tc the crop years beginning April 1, end ending lairch 31 of the

following year.
^urc. of data: table KflAB°^ fl ^naOvala Chit. Genere l
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Brtdence of foreign production since 1932-33 l 8 fragmentary end

non-quantitative. It would appear that French production continues to
ft

be fairly eons tent, however.

Another factor not previously considered which may influence

shipments end returns of turpentine growers, is foreign supplies of tur-

pentine. Table XVII gives visible stocks at London on April 1 from 1921

to 1935 inclusive* Ifcese stocks were unusually large in 1927, 1928 end

1951, but have been sr&JLl since 1933.

From the experience of the preceding fifteen years, and on the

basis of the correlation analysis, calculations my be made on the prob-

able gross value to growers of supplies which may beoffered for ship-

ment. For this purpose it is assumed that the Index of Business Activity

and commercial carryover and imports are the seme as in 1934-35, The

adjustment of the average supply-price relationship shown in Section A

of Figure 4 to these conditions, will, on the basis of the experience of

the past fifteen years and this analysis, indicate prices which might

exist for various amounts to be produced and off -red for sale. Results

are shewn graphically in Figure 5 and are based on the data given in

Table XVIII. The analysis indicates that under the 1934-55 demand con*

ditions for turpentine, production of 575,000 barrels of turpentine re-

sults in a market price et savannah of :)30 per barrel. Under the same

assumptions, production of 600,000 barrels is eeeorpanied by a Savannah

price of approximately $S3 per barrel. Production of 650,000 barrels

results in a market price of |15.50 per barrel.
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Table XVII

Total Visible Supplies of Turpentine at London, April.1,1921 to 1935.

Year : Stocks

•
•

: Landing
•
•

: Afloat : Total Visible
Supplies

1 2 3 4

1921
1922

1983
1924
1925
1926
1927

1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
»34
1935

^5,364
9,621
10,299
17,683
21,076
30,051
37,065
41,415
19,036
19,978
40,876
23,OS0

10,076
U t S75
5,100

.3

2,565

200
327

407

250

3,500

2,400
— g» mm*

4,300

50
820

5,925

25,364
12,463
13,709
17,883
21,403
30,051
37,065
41,415
21,843
19,978
48,676
23,600
10,126
15,195
11,025

>uree of data:

Hsval Stores Heview and Journal of Trade ,

April 6, 1935,

1928-1935. 45:1:19,

Sconomie Analysis Unit,

G-eneral Crops Section.
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Figure r

listed Relationship between Changes In Annual United States Production of Turpentine

r.d the Savannah Price fat Gum Turpentine After adjusting for Changes in the Index

of Business activity end United metes Connercial Carryover end Imports of

Turpentine, 1921-22 to 1934-35 IncluaiTe/1.

1934-35
Relationship

Z 600 ~~650 700 750 800 850

Total Turpentine Production - thousand barrels

Calculated Changes in Gross Returns for Turpentine Produce* for Sale under

1934-35 Demand Conditions for Turpentine

iiillion

DoHare

15.0

12.5

10.0

A. The nur.bers refer to the ye*rs ^eg

year following.
owurc« of datt: Jee teble

500 625 fcOO ov5

Total Turpentine Production - thousend barrels

. to the ve»rs beginning ~pril 1 ftM ending ifcrch 31 of the

^conor.ic Anslysis Unit,
General Crops Ject L< ft,





1
Table XVIII

Calcule ted Production, £• vannah Price end Cross Yalue of Turpentine

under 1934*35 Demand Conditions for Turpentine

• : Calculated Savannah : Calculated Gross Value
production j Calculated : Price under 1934-35 : under 1934-55 Demand

for sale of : Average Prioe : Demand Conditions : Conditions for
: at savannah : for Turpentine ? Turpentine

1 2 3 |
Tkausnnd Dollars Doll si's Thousand

Barrels per parrel Per Barrel Dollars

575 54*00 29*71 17,083

600 47.30 23*01 13,306

625 43.70 19*41 12,131

650 39*50 15*21 9,386

675 36*00 11.71 7,904

700 52.50 8;2l 5,747

735 29*60 5*31 3,850

750 26.60 2.31 1,732

Sources of data;

Columns 1 and 2; Headings from See. A of Figure 4.

Column 3: Detained by adjusting this cirve to 1974-35 demand con-

ditions, as established by subtracting frosi the everage

curve in Section A of Figure 3, the difference in pries

due to 1934-2© demand conditions *or turpentine*

Column 4: Obtained by multiplying column 1 by column 3.

loonomio .analysis Unit,

General crops 3ection.

n
i id
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tmder the stipulated assumptions, it appears that • crop of

575,000 barrels has a i*ross value of over *17,000,000. An increase in

the production for sale to 600,000 barrels results in a reduction of

the total value to 115,806,000, the approximate gross value of the 1954-35

crop. A furtner increase in production to 650,000 barrels results in a

decrease In total returns to less than il0 t 000,000.

fij %»Jjjg Se?son , Stocks of turpentine en hend on April 1,

1935 were the large** since 1921, In all, United States stocks totalled

191,000 barrels; of those, 14,000 were held at g&s stills and 177,000

\;ere held at other 'points. Hi is was an increase of 50,000 barrels over

the previous year end 57,000 barrels above the carryover in thci nrevious

five years. Stocks of industrial consumers on April 1, 1935 totalled

17,000 barrels as compared to 19,000 barrels in the previous year.

Stocks at the Southern primary ports, and Eastern, Central and Western

distributing points totalled 134,000 barrels in 1935 as compared to

75,000 barrels in the previous year, pie only important deer in

1935 stocks ^ere shorn in the carryover of t&r wood distillation indus-

try; stocks in this group totalled 12,000 barrels in 1935 eg compared

to 22,000 barrels la 19?4.

The increased stocks were to a considerable extent held by the

Federal Government as security for loans made by the Commodity Credit

corporation. A statement of the stocks on March 30, 1930 indicates that

91,815 barrels of turpentine or approximately 52 percent of the total

coir^rcial stocks (United States stocks less stocks at gum stills) were

held as security for loans. The stocks held under the loan **» approx-

imately 69 percent of the stocks at the Souths primary ports and at the
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Eastern, Central and Northern distributing portsU/

NM stocks of the size indicated for April 1, 1935 are larger than

«n7 Previously reported. The fact that they ere to a considerable ex-

tent strongly secured by government loans above the current market value

may tend to alleviate their present effect on current prices. As of

Septenfeer 31, stocks held against federal loans sho^d an increase of

approximately 58,000 barrels to 148,609 barrels end they probably repre-

sent the greater part of the present commercial carryover of ^sa turpen-

tine. The effect of such stocks would appear to be dangerous to the

future industry since they establish practically a maximum price for

turpentine and roein while the loan exists, or threaten to create dis-

astrously low prices if they ere released on the merfcot. Though the

analysis of turpentine prices since 19£1-2 does not include any ob-

servations as large as the stock position of April 1, 19?>6 f it might

conservatively be estimated that, based on the average influence of

stocks on prices in previous years, the effect of such a carryover, if

freely allowed to influence tiie market, ./ouli be to decrease the level

of prices for turpentine approximately $8 below the 1934-35 level.

Under the nsrketing agreement program for 1935 quotas were fixed

at 450,000 b&rrels of gum turpentine and 95,000 barrels of ?/ood turpen-

tine for the calendar year, or a total of 545,000 barrels, with the

termination of the quotas on July 31, 1935, after difficulties regard-

ing the allotment base, proration to new processors, and quotas for now

sellers, as well as the difficulties of enforcement, it appeared that

1/ Data on loans made by the Commodity Credit Corporation are con-

tained in the vasekly issues of the Naval stores P.eviey and Journal

of ?rade. See especially Yol. 44, No. 49; 7ol. 45, Hos a 1, 5, 10,

14, 16, 22, and 23.
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the quotas would be considerably exceeded. However, cool weather re-

duced the flow of gum and it is not likely th*t the final production

for the 1935-36 season will be greatly in excess of the total allotment.

Export's of turpentine from April 1 to 3epteidb..r 1, 1935 were

slightly below exports for the previous year, but the September 1935

exports were above the September 1954 exports, m indicated in Table

XXXVI, export of turpentine totalled 102,452 barrels in the five-month

period bs compared to 105,624 barrel® in the similar period lest year.

The United Kingdom has been the principal importer of United Jcates tur-

pentine. The Netherlands tm& Germany hsve bean the next important United

Citntei* export mrkets. Since r,;£»?-28, the Jnifced Kingdom has taken from

92,000 to 128,000 barrels of turpentine annually. Germany, to 1934-35,

imported front 31,000 to 49,000 barrels annually* In 1934-35, totel ex-

ports to Germany decreased to less than 18,000 barrels and monthly ex-

ports since April 1, 19359 Ueve continued to be small. exports to the

Netherlands in 1934-35 were less then one-half the size of exports in

previous jmrs. Table XIX gives united states exports to specified

countries to July, 1935

•

It may be concluded that the examination of prices received by

producers, stocks, exports, consumer demand and prices and returns to

growers from limitation of a marketing, amply indicate* the possible gains

to producers from regulation of marketing. Moreover, the ease with

ishich an increase in the amount available for shipment could be in-

creased and probably would be, without a control program, indicates the

need for limitation of marketing if the prices to producers are to be

improved*
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Table ilX

flnited States "Sxports of Turpentine to Specified Countries, by Seasons
from 1927-28 to 1932-33 and by Months, fop 1933-34 SeasonB

in Terms of SO-G&llon Barrels*

i
• •
• •

• «
• •

•
•

Season and: Geroany : United : Nether- i Ceneda i Belgium : Others : Total
Month i : Kingdom :

• «
• 4 •

1 | | 4 5 6 7

1927-28 46,970
1988*29 46,365
1929-30 49,090
1930-31 35,381
1931-32 36,298
1932-33 31,059
1933-34

Anril 3,069
2,235

June 5,230

July 4,683

August 3,898

September 6,483

October 7,577

fovember 4,736
December 2,478

January 3,005

lebruary 2,280

March 1,930

Total 47,618

1934-35

April 1,254

Mr 1,715

June 2,756

July 1,121
August 1,190

September 1,641

October 589

Bovember 1,144
December 2,198

January 939

February 1,223

March 1,871
Total 17,741

3.935-36

April 1,421

May 1,197

Xune 981

July 992

Total

147.945 49.567as •/ pW 24.855* pwww 14,406
102 736 39.339 24.528 20,339
14.0 IRfi 4-4.780 26.563-/W p wW

C

39.090

160. 304 45.781 24.833 26,961
44.425 21,242 18,104

oi.5£8 ^-1.227 17.529 9,968

6,804 4,435 2,472 63

1 l , %*»w> J? 2. IBS 3,780 815

17.68*> 6,450 1,876 2,718

13. 491 8,170 2,203 1,683

19 - 150 5,647 1,947 1,227

11.015 4,897 1,716 947

9,63?? 4,705 851 1,743

6,785 551 950 1,574

12.532 7,109 568 1,388

6.067W ft W W ff 4,112 l,34c:. 1,019

6,611 4,389 1,680 —
4.305 2,586 1,742 200

128,470 55,219 21,156 13,377

6,665
ft - *-

1,83 1,509 BjBj

9.040 2,563 2,2561 113

5,920 2,128 2,595 1,375

14,921 2,794 2,184 2,220

17,225 1,766 1,236 2,101

6,112 2,770 1,375 1,490

5,175 456 1,692 22

6,602 871 1,462 253

4,835 1,127 972 261

9,195 1,946 1,681 499

2,875 1,954 725 240

10,069 1,265 2,322 130

104,632 21,480 20,159 8,766

5,567 1,473 2,179 204

18,465 1,230 2,126 72

8,041 1,810 2,561 1,079

8,710 1,880 1,181 100

46,062
43,948
39,125
34,054
34,169
33,605

1,883
2,467
3,450
2,158
4,854
3,157
2,373
4,328
2,559
2,854
1,384
2,913
S4,580

1,869
1,139
3,268
4,748
1,926
6,236

1,574
3,480
2,665
2,776
1,312
3,531

34,526

1,780
3,821
3,522

3,267

329,805
277,255
335,804
327,314
250,948
225,056

18,726
23,374
37,408
5& , 39o
36,723
28,215
£6,886
18,924
26,634
20,406
16,332
14,176
300,202

13,197
16,951
22,042
27,988
25*446
21,626

9,611
13,812
12,058
17,036
8,329
19,188
207,264

12,624
26,911
17,994
16,130

Gallons converted to 50-Gallon Barrels,

Source of data:

iverted tO OU*s»aiJ.wii ooj. j- # . _

^S^Ttrm reeorde of Foreign Trade Statistics Division, V.

Depto Commerce*

leonomic Analysis Unit, General Crops Section.
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W Factors Affeetl^ Oh^es in Pri^ Heceivaa ^
analgia is presented of factor acting changes in the ^

*

0f "?^ * principal ***** effect-
ing these chafes are annual roein Ruction, cohere ial carryover | the
tmited states plus i^orts of me in. and changes in consumer purchasing

*° mT
*

F°r COnsaffler P^^elng power of rosin the Index of Industrial

Production, published in the Federal Reserve Bulletin, is used. ^i»
index includes 80 percent of the total industrial production of the united

State* as measured by the average output per working day in mines and manu-

facture. Because of the nature of the uses for rosin , this index, reflecting

a narrower range of industrial activities then the Index of Business Activity,

is believed to adequately measure the industrial purchasing power for rosin

products. Tfble 3tt gives the Savannah prices, eatinsted rosin production,

United States eoirMerei-l carryover plus taperte of rosin, end the Index of

Industrial production from 1? 4-25 to 1934-83, inclusive. Figure 6 shows

the annual production, carryover plus imports of the Savannah price per

barrel*

graphic analysis to indicate the changes in price affected by

changes in these factors is shorn in Figure 7# Several factors other

than those Included in the analysis have, or may have, an influence on an-

nual rosin prices including gum still stocks, foreign production, exchange

rates, and war or the possibility of war* However , the fee tors enumerated

are believed to be the principal effective forces explaining year to year

changes in the Savannah prices and total returns to growers*

The adjustment to 1954-35 demand conditions indicates that with

production of St000,000 barrels of rosin, the price is $11.39 end total
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figure 6

t^ml Production of Ho,ln. Co*n,relel C-rryover F lus Import,. ,nd Srv,nneh Frio, per

Barrel of Our. Rosin, 1924-25 to 1934-35.

Production
k Carryover
susand Barrels

Price
Dollars

ner asrr»I

40OC

2000

1000

1924-25 192G-27 1928-29

Jource of data: See table

1932-33 1934-3f>

Economic Analysis Unit,
General Crops Jecticn,

10-1-35.





Table XX

SO
d^tiar£

e^foe
T 2 0un *°* in at tmmM MUM 31* tea fro-action of ao.ui, Index of consuaar Pureeing rower, at* ComarcialCarryover - 1924-^5 to 1934-33 inclusive.

Cm

•
•

Tear :

Hginning:
April 1::

•
•

• •
• •

s :

Prices per: 3stlasted :

Barrel at : Rosin :

Savannah A/; Production :

Unitad States ;

Carryover §f :

Plus Imports :

Index of
Consumer Purchase

ing poiser jV
i 2 3 4

Dollars Ihous&nd Barrels !Phousand Barrels Percent

1924-25

1925*26

1926-27

1927-28

1926-29

1189-30

1930-31

1951-52

1932-55

1933-34
1934-35

10*02
19*84
21*79
14*91
14*80
15*46
8*96
6*95
5*05
6*93
8+14

2,405
2,216

1 $444

2,713
2,^96
2,870
2,359
2,073
2,297
2,229

' *>..

513
375
345

511
473

fU
906
747

95*1
104*2
108*6
105*7
115*7
115*2
90*9
76.6
62.7
81*5
81,2

i/ Monthly prices were compiled by t eking a simple average of the- "wedne sday end

Saturday prices for each of the following grades: v«^,iiKr,K,M,K f I«K,G,F,S,D,B,
and then weighting the price for each grade by the quantity of that grade in-

spected in Florida during the given year. Orsd© X not included in the prices

given for 1921-22, 1922-23 and 1932-53. The monthly prices rare weighted by
monthly receipts of rosin at Savannah, Jacksonville, and pensacola for the season

average price. '

j/ Not including gum still stocks,

5/ Index of Industrial Production: 1923-25*100.

Sources of data? Column 1: Prices : Ifontkly quotations by grades: 1921-22 to 1922*23;

Confuted from weekly quotations in the Naval stores Review and Journal of Trade.

35:1:28:31, 1925. 1923-24 to 1924-25; She Ifcval Stores Review and Journal of Trade.

Issues: 34:2:17, 1924 and 36 I 1:23, 1925. 1925-26 to 1931-52; Gamble's International

Naval stores Yearbook. Issues: 1926, page 45; 1927-28 p. 49, 1928-29, p.60; 1929-30

p. 61; 1930-31 p. 25; 1951-32 p. 29| and 1932-33 p. 32. 1932-53; Computed from

weekly quotations in the $aval Stores Keview and Journal of $M*» 44:1:12, 14* 17,

18, 1934. 1933-34; The iteval Stores 3sview and Journal of Trade. 44:4:10, 1934.

1934-35; Computed froa Wednesday and Saturday quotations in the Savannah Daily Marks

Reports, savannah, Exchange. „ 1QS>1
~

9
Weights: Jor monthly average price of all grades: 1921-2"

IS 1923-24; Average of 5-year - 1924-25 to 1928-29 — lSSyS*1HS» *
grades, cited below. 1924-25 to 1933-34; Inspection of xosin m Florida by grades,

annually, The Naval Stores Beview and Journal of Trade, 44:7:8. 1954. W^JJl
Average inspections of rosin in Florida by grades, from April through July, 1934.

Given in the Naval Stores Review and Journal of Trade.

weights: ?or Seasonal weighted average price; 1921-22,

Coined monthly rosin receipts at Savannah, fr*™"**** *f S*S^^TljS*Hi
Gambled International Ravel Stores Yearbook for 193)-31, page 25. 192.-2. to 1935 8«J

*i , \, (Continued)
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(Table XX Continued)

38209 as above, given in the Naval stores Heview and Journal of Trade, 44:7:11.

I934 # 1034-35} Tan year average—1924-25 to 1933-34—receipts computed from
above sources*

Column 2s table XXV column 10,

Column 3: table XXX columns 2 plus 3*

Column 4: 1921-22 to 1930-31, Federal Reserve Bull etin , 18:3:194,

March 1932; 1931-32 to 1934-35, ibid, Monthly issues.

economic Analysis Unit,

General Crops Section, A. A. A.
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returns are $££,780,000 as compared to a gross value of rosin in 1934

of about $18,144,000. An increase ia production of rosin to 2,200,000

barrels results In a decrease in the SaTsnnah price per barrel, under

the assumptions of the analysis, of nearly $3 per barrel and the total

returns are approximately $18,700,000. Production for sale of 2,400,000

barrels has a gross value of $14,900,000, and further increase in pro-

duction for sale to 2,600,000 barrels results in a decrease in total

returns to about |11,000,000# These data are given in greater detail in

Table XXI and are illustrated in Figure 8#

On April 1, 1935, the total stocks of rosin in the United States

were reported to be 979,000 barrels or 50,000 barrels above the April 1,

1954 stocks* Of these, 130,000 herreIs were held at gum stills, as com-

pared to 196,000 barrels at gum stills in the previous year, stocks at

southern primary ports increased from 172,000 barrels to 027,000 barrels,

and stocks at steam distillation plants increased from 88,000 barrels to

104,000 barrels , Reported stocks in the hands of industrial consumers

decreassd frem 426,000 barrels to 345,000 barrels. Stocks pledged to the

ConiDDdity Credit Corporation totalled 188,387 barrels on April 1, 19 or

over 50 percent of the stocks held at Southern primary ports. On September

21, 1935, rosin stocks pledged to the Commodity Credit Corporation totalled

293,514 barreis or about 55 percent of the total stocks at the Southern

ports and Interior YardsJJ Tables XXVIII and XXIX give details of stocks

of rosin and turpentine.

from 1927-28 to 1934*35 total exports of rosin varied between

1,100,000 and 1,300,000 barrels annually. Wot the first five months of

1/ See savannah weekly liaval stores Review and Journal of Trade; Sept. 28,

1935, p*
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Table XXI

Calculated Production, Savannah Price and dross Value of Rosin

under 1934-35 Deisend Conditions for ^osin

s Calculated .isvannah « Calculated Gross
Froduc ti on ; Calculated •

• Price under 1934-35 *
• Value under 1934-35

For 3nle of : Average irice • Beiaend Condi tione Demand Conditions
: At 3avunnan •

• for Bosin • Tor Kosin12 3 4
Theu send Dollars Doll era Thousand
Barrels per Barrel per Barrel Dollars

2,000 17*00 11*39 2;i,780

2,100 15*60 9*99 SO, 979

2,200 14*10 8*49 18,678
12*90 7*29 16,767

2,400 11»80 toM 14,856

3,500 10*75 5*14 12,850
2,600 9*80 4*19 10,894

2,700 6*80 3*19 8,613

£,800 2*24 6,273

2,900 6*86 Oh 3,625

Sources of d*te: Columns 1 end 2 are readings from Section A of Jif^tire 7 #

Column. 3 ia obtained by adjusting the curve to 1934-35

demand conditions es established by subtracting

from the average curve in 3aoti a A of Figure 7,

the difference in price due to 1934-35 demand

conditions for rosin.

Column 4 is obtained by multiplying column 1 by column 3.

Economic Analysi s Unit,

General Crops section.
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the 1935-36 season the total e^orts were nearly 100,000 barrels above
total exports in tta sane months of the L».« seaac*. Tatle

*lT6S 8XP°rtS °f 103121 t0 Itili^ '"-tries by seasons fr<* i9fc7.28 t0
193E-33 aa3 ^nthly fro, ,,rll , 16* to July. 1935. £ Kin^
end ttomeny have together imported over 50 percent of the total United

States foreign shipmate. Geaa* ia?orts haw atam mishU deereass0

since April, 1534.

<*) SSjg£^Lla?£gnitoe and Bo sin at Savannah end Jacksonvm « .

The principal open markets 1/ f0r Narel st0TCS w rt sawnnah mi jEo!c.

sonville. These two tterfcet* are the principal markets for the detarmi-

nation of world prloea and prices to producers. As indicated previoualy

(See Table XII) pricea at Savannah and Jacksonville generally mtm very

closely together and season average prices ax* the tm at both pieced. At

Savannah daily prices are established by transactions between fee tore end

distributors at the Bo^rd of Trade, and the Jacksonville the d aily market

price is determined through the meetings of buyers and sellers at the

Chamber of com ere e. Dealers make sealed bids for factors offerings, which,

if accepted, complete the sale*

The number of buyers and sellers is extremely saall # According to

J* G. Nash, representing the Columbia Naval Stores Company, one of the

principal distributors, there are about seven factors and seven distribu-

tors «bo do the buying and selling at the Spvsnrah Board of Trade ,5/ On

the basis of the Savannah and Jacksonville prices dealers make offerings

of turpentine and rosin for distribution throughout the world#

YJ That is markets in which there aro daily public offerings and bids,

Brunswick, Ceorgis, and Psnsacola, Florida are eloeod ports where all

receipts are Esv&X stores received under contracts.

2/ TJ. S. Dept. k£ft
fl

ftgt% -dj. 'dmine, Public Feeing upon a iroposed

ItMgfceting Agreement with Beference to the Sun Ho sin and Gum Turpen-

tine Industry. Docket ITo. 38, pp. 612-013.
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Table ril

United States Upsets of Ho sin to specified Countries, by Seasons froa
192/7-28 to 1332-33 and by Months for 193?-34 and 1934-35 Seasons,

In Terms of 500-pound Barrels

Season arid

Month

s :

: Germany :

• *
• •

: : : :

United : Nether-: Canade : Argentines
. . I agdom : land s : : :

Drasil s; Others ;. Total

1 2 3 4 5 C 7 8

1927*28 323,848 310,117 76,321 65 , 8 9?5 79,029 135,753 383,036: 1,273,40C

1928-29 247,972 255,1 64,330 102,560 100,279 445,980; 1,120,036
1929-30 233,420 296,518 73,437 63,641 96,748 83,370 453,266:1,151,177
1930-31 231,355 275,955 73,67? 54,411 f e 103,727 394,666? 1,216,514
1951- £14,345 341,406 7% 057 50,033 76,376 79,654 411,6622 1,119,737
19&-33
193

251,079 210,944 94,777 42,753 62,099 81,499 346,1435 1,089,294

ijjril 18,382 12,705 7,S12 3,033 3,804 10,344 32, 649

2

88,729

1? 18,456 27,498 6,728 8,177 6,760 7,C41 28,8343 104,294
June 18,745 35,9£c 7,073 3,167 10,957 11,101 29,246^ 116,812

July 32,572 31,492 is, ceo 6,269 2,39? 7,252 ,2 ' 127,910

if: 21,901 20,608 8,770 6,326 4,249 5,318 46,119 ! ! Ul,291
September 23,888 15,798 10,798 6,860 2, 974 4,748 42,917 !1 107,981

fotober 22,646 2S,955 ,5,155 3^595 ' 5,352 34,706 1

1 99,844

November 19,452 18,578 3,837 2,395 8,973 4,266 42,086 1 99,887

Ifjaeber 9,579 IS, 174 11,546 2,475 9,895 4,832 43,821 !! 100,323

January 8,201 27,499 6,061 2,186 3,-035 5,427 21,268 1 77,467

?9bruary 18,358 15,823 5,640 5,*37 a, 651 3,324 19,374'! 76,107

itarch 17,060 i^l, 44® 5,584 3, 5lv' 3,890 9,759 26,971 ! 88,997

Total 229,242 268,500 96,264 53,633 69,709 73,035 404,259 ;

1, 199, 342

1934-35

April

m
June

JUly

Septenfcer

October

Novscab er

Decembor

lanur.ry

ftbfuary
llarch

Tbtel
1888-36

JfXll

*

Total

21,132 9,190 7,358 2,880 3,685 1,431 29,938

15,135 18,742 5,T30C 4,2&e 2,486 4,477 24,035

21, 028 20,467 4,320 ?,599 6,327 2,494 53,426

9,125 20,068 2,962 5,017 4,741 4,S25 42,776

12,092 15,445 3,754 3, 680 6,453 3,090 34,828

10,002 27,585 1,726. 7,610 6,110 5,243 38,255

8,092 £1,306 2,217 8,S57 2,147 1,612 33,12?*

10,726 24,630 6,061 3,986 4,375 10,116 31,235

15,876 22,279 6,206 4,105 3,624 1,204 48,5(X,

13,65* 29,626 7,323 2,c79 5,594 1,192 27,017

14,816 24,257 6,531 3,6.7 3,268 i,po 43,393

11,826 22,257 12,399 2,927 3,801 1,054 56,188

163,533 255,352 67,107 57,503 52,616 37,568 423,120

13,65'. 6,624 4,064 8,790 3,452 34,420

14,073 25,901 4,651 wt, 981 4,486 2,832 27,071

13,580 28,450 13,302 6,464 6,962 4,869 44,962

14,978 20,154 5,319 7,960 2,298 12,408 36,740

75,594
75,481
96,161
89,214
79,147

96,531
77,560
91,129

181,754
87,284
97,222
90,452

1,057,368

83,940

81*988
118,579
99,798

Saurce of date: Compiled fJftSR records of

Commerce.

foreign Trade Statist!** DlTisiOB, TJ. 3. Dept

:o*omie Analysis Unit, Generel crops section.
786
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A relatively small proportion of the sonthly receipts at Savaaaah

ana Jack *mvilie ore actually sold through the method of bide «n4 offers.

It Mp Wen the practice in previous years to offer smll quantity for

sale at the open market and, giMBWt>ty on the basis of these prices, the

bulk of the «<?les ere m.aA* by private transectiene. "Tables mil and

3C37 give available date on monthly receipts sad acles of turpentlaa

rosin from Tajwt^ry* 1952 to septals?, JL93B* 4t SevsuuaaJa* turpentine

snles varied between 11 *nd 56 percent of receipts clown to 1935, thougfc

during January to 19S5 they everted orer 85 percent of receipts

at the tao markets* During Juna, July zx& August they were ebout 46

percent of sales. In Jacksonville the ratio of ssles to receipt* feem been

soce^hat higher, though there has been a variation frora less than t percent

to 13B percent since 19?®* ?Or the tao ports less then ene-thlr<i of the

receipts were ooli through the opoa market facilities 4tom to 1935. in

the first five months of 1935, sales were approximately the ansae as

receipts, but in June, July ana" togust they acre fror 31 to 46 percent

of receipts*

A relatively larger proportion of the monthly receipts of rosin,

th*n of the aoatlily receipts of turpentine* atrt sOtU at the ta© **r'r:

by open sola, rha variation has been large, hoaev^r* Sales have been

from 23 to 109 ;v;roont of receipts *itfc tie greatest proportion of s?i$s

to roo*Ipt« during the first five aontfca of 1925.
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Taible XXV* Estimated Turpentine and Ho sin Production in the United States,
1921-22 to 1935*36.

Table M. Turpentine Stocks on H*>nd, by Location, April 1, 1921-1935.

Table XJCVII. Hosin stocks on II ndf by Location, April 1, 1921-1935.

| bio XX7I1I. Gum Turpentine and Hosin Stocks Pledged to the Commodity
Credit Corporation, April 1, 1955.

Table XXIX. Gum Turpentine and Rosin Stocks Pledged to the Commodity
Credit Corporation, Se tember 21, 1935.

Table XXX. United States Turpentine Production, Carryover, Imports, Avail-
able Supplis s, Total Disappearance, Exports and Domestic
Disappearance, 1921-22 to 1935-36.

Table XDJ. Estimated United States Production and Distribution of Hosin,
1921-22 to 1994-35 inclusive*

Table XXOlI. Monthly Prices of Turpentine at Savamah, 1221-22 to 1934-35*

Table XX3CIIX. Monthly Prices of Rosin at Savannan, 1921-22 to 1934-35.

Table XXXIV. Tariff Duties on Turpentine Imported from the United States
into Specified Countries, 1929 to 1935, in terns of 50-Oal. Barrels.

Table XXXV. Tariff Duties on Hosin Imported from the United States into
Specified Countries, 1929 to 1935, in Terns of 500-Pound Barrels*

Table XWfl* andted States Mant&ly Exports of Gum and ,:ood Turpentine,
1827-28 to 1934-35, in 60-gallon Barrels.

Table XXOTX. United States Monthly Exports of Sum Spirits of Turpentine
1927-28 to 1935-36, In Tessas of 50-Gallon Barrels.

Table XXXVXII. United States Monthly Exports of Wood Turpentine in Terms
of 50-Gallon Barrels.

Table XXXX. United States Monthly ,xp«sts of Cum and ?food Rosin, 1927-28

to 1934*65, In Thousands of 500-pound Barrels.

Sable XL. United States 2&mthly Sxpoets of Oom Rosin, 1987-28 to 1934-35,

In Terns of 500-Pound Barrels.

Table XLX. United States Monthly Exports of Wood Rosin, In Terms of 500-

Pound Barrels, 1927-28 to 1935-3©.

(Continued)
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SPPPLrAD&P.aL rtpj&liflDC (Continued)

Table XIII.

Table XIII I

•

United states Ixports of Gum Turpentine to Specified Countries,
by Seasons from 1927-28 to 1932-33 and by Months for 1933-34
and 1334-35 Seasons, In Terns of 50-Gallon Barrels*

United States Exports of food Turpentine to specified Coun-
tries, by Seasons from 19 27-28 to 1932-33 and by Konthe for
1933-34 and 1934-35 Seasons in Terns of CO-Gallon Barrels.

Table XLJV.

Table XLV.

fable XLVI.

Table XLVII.

United States Exports of Gum Kosin to ^petfified Countries, by
Seasons from 1927-28 to 1933-33 and by Months for 1933-34 and
1934^35 Seasons, in Terms of 500-Pound Barrels.

United States exports of *'-ood Ttosin to Specified Countries, by
Seasons from 1987-23 to 1933-33 and by l!onths for 1933-34 and
1934-35 Seasons, in Terms of 500-Pound Barrels.

Receipts of Turpentine at Savannah, Georgia; Jacksonville,

Florida; Pensacola, Florida (In Barrels of 50 Gallons)

United States Monthly Kxports of Gum Spirits of Turpeatine

In Terms of 50-Gallon Barrels, January 1930 - December 1934.
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Table XXVI

H

Gum Turpentine and Rosin ^ocka Pledged to the Commodity Credit Corporation,

April 1, 1935*

Juj tatins Bosln
(bbla, 50 gds,) (bbls.SOOlbs.)

Total Pledged
Withdrawals • <

104,147
12,532

265,129
76,742

188,387

Face Amount
Of Loans

|4,492,116,11
893,311.04

*3,598,305,07Balance 91,315

The net pledged stocks on April 6th were distributed as follows:

Barrels Turpent ins Round Barrels Rosin

Savannah ••••»•••.«•..••••••*
PenJMiccla

Jacksonville ••••••••«••••••,
Mobile
Brunswick ••*«*•«•••»*.

Total ports

Baxley
Youngstown •••••••...•.•.•••*
Sha&rock
Estill , S. C 9..............
iaycross •«••• •

Valdoeta

Total Interior »«« •••••••

Grand Total ........

12,317 40,490
12,983 28,394
3B,871 40,179
3,236 7,855

10,951 33,905

78,358 150,823

560 1,678
1,060 1,001

653
374 2,811
166 1,444

30,680

13,457 57,564

91,815 188,387

Source of data:
Savannas. Weekly Naval Stores Review and Journal of Trade, April 13, 19 35 t

page 4*

Lconomie analysis Unit,
General Crops Section, A. A.A.
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Table XJ&X

Gum "Turpentine and Rosin Stocks Pledged to the Ccnsnodity Credit Corporation

Septender 21 1 1935

jentine Rosin Face Amount

(bbia. 50 ®ala.) (bbls. 500 lbs .) of IganiT

Total Pledged .

Wt thdrawals • •

Balance

160,958
12,349

148,609

371,370 ||. 539,422.16
77,858 902,583.70

S93,8U 1,786,838.46

The net pledged stocks on September 21st. were distributed as follows:

Savannah

Mobile • •<

Brunswick

Baxley »**«.•••«.»«•.*«»«*«*..*.
Estill * •

Helena «....««*• •••••••••••••••

Honerville
Shamrock ••••••.,..«...••••..•«.

Tifton ........ *

Valdosta •«»«.••••••.•.••«....««

Vidalia »•••...... •

vaycross
Youngstem .......

£otal Interior

Grand ^otal

67.96 4- 1.388.649#07
45,724 86,740 1,631,291.50
20,605 45,92© ova), 117 .18

5,890 10,534 210,102.02

21,715 59,438 994,770.09

129,823 250,602 $5,055,130.6$

1,458 3,896 | 50,906.33

. 505 2,311 32,231.03

363 7,865.51

589 1,542 24,840.40
13,717.62

274 5,530.76

12,303 29,749 494,040.56

1,087 2,455 41,471.29

186 1,458 15,433.70

1,343 1.001 35,670.60

18,786 42,912 # 731,707.30

148,609 293,514 15,786,838.46

Source of data:
Savannah Weekly Naval Stores Review and Journal of Trade, September 21, 193'

page 4.

Economic Analysis Unit,

General Crops Section.
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Table XJCOV

Tariff Duties on Turpentine Imported from the United States
into Specified Countries , 1929 to 1935.

In Terms of 50-&allon Barrels

Country and Date :

Effective :

; Country and Date :

Xffoctiv?
1/

Hate ~* Hate 4/

1 1
dollars

29 to date

Uhlted Kingdom
1926 (Apr. 25)

1929
1930
1931

April 28
Sept. 10

1932
1993
1954
1935

ft
pan
(a) In can or 3arrel
1929
1930

1931
1932 {Nov* 15)

1933
1934
1935

(b) Other
1929 to date

Netherlands

1929 to date

free

4*00
4*00
4*00

6.0C

£.03
6..00

7.00
8.50
3.50

left
6.50
6.50
5.00
4*50
5*50
5*50

igtf ad valorem

1930
1931

Sept. 31
Oct. 6

1932
1933

|»* 13S4
1935

BT3211
1929

1920
1331
1932
1933
1934

Prior to Sept. 1

Infective Sept. 1

1935
Current rate

Treaty rj-te (not

yet ratified)

Canada
1929 to date

Belgium
1929 to date

20.00

17.50

14.50
28*00
24.50
30.50
32.00
32.00

50.50
38.00
16.00
18.50
20.50

22.00
30.00

30.00

20.50

oaveralonj 'into U. T. currency made on the basis of average annual exchange.

Source of data: U. 3. Dept. Agr., Bur. A«r. con., Division of Foreign Agr.

Service.

Economic Analysis Unit,

General Crops Section*
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Table mr
Tariff Duties on Rosin Imported from the United States

into Specified Countries, 1920 to 193b
in Terns of 500-Pound Barrels

j

Country and Date : Bate H
•
•

: Country and Date : Rate 3r

Effective j
'& Effective •

fim llfl n,
- -

: 1 i : 1

to date free

Pnlted Kingdca

1952 (Mar. 1) to date 10%
ad valorem

89 to date

WBB to date

1929
1930
1921

Sept. 21
Oct. 6

1932
1933
1934
1935

fret

free

0.50

0.60
1.80
l.oG
s.oo
2.1Q
2.10

19S9

1930
1931
1932
1935
1934
Prior to Sept. 1

Sept. 1

Canada
JU

1938* to date £/

9£9 to date

3.90
3.55
1*88
|iH
S.S5

2*80
2.80

free

free

H i mini mw iiiw i n m i ! i "'
11 '

y Conversions into TJ. 5. currency made on the basis of average annual exchange.

Jj in packages of not less than 100 !!*«•

Source of data:
U. 8. Dept. Agr., -Bur. kg*. Men., Dir. foreign Agr. Service.

Economic Analysis TJnit,

General Orops Section.
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United states Monthly exports of Gufa and ,/ood rurponUna,
1927-38 to 195^-25, and April to August 1935.

In 50-gallon Barrels*

nth s 1927-28: 1928-39
Ik i ;

j g

—

1929-30 1930-31

r

1931-33: 1932-33: 1933-34: 1934-36
' s :

?

1935-36

4 I 8

12,887
28,827
45,519
43,950
38,315

38,060

24,595
37,041
28,156
15,768
11,090
10,993

329.803

7,547
19,95$
35,713
34,112
38,617
23,713

30,643
19,507
18,297
10,097
14,853

12,887
41,714
87,233

131,103
169,493
SOS, 138

226, 7o3

263,794
291,952
307,720
318,810
329,803

7,547
27,505
63,218
97,330

135,947
159,660
132,990
213,633
£33,140
051,437
263,334
277,187

Hontj^ Totals

16

42

34

25

37

31
17

14

7

036
3a
135
453
510

315
550

12,872
33,738
33,965
42,095
44,239

.23,348

a,i4i

30,828

799 17,805

12,489
11,630
11,600
40,136
38,807
36,755

25,896

,

31,153
15,263
12,350
12,194

18,943
19,930
27,128
138, 210
SO, 543

31,452

11,005
x7 ,154
15,610
11,606
8,074

18,726
23,374
37,406
32,«59&

36,723
38,215
26,886
V
26,634

16,332
14,176

13,197

16,951
38,042
37,088
25,446

21,626

9,611
13,612
12,058
17,056
8,529

19,138

12,324
36, 911
17,994
16,130
28,793

338,,805 327,'/72 250,929 2g§,05& 300,202 207,284

QuemlatiYQ Monthly fatal*

16,,036 12,072 12,489 13,943 18,726 13,197 18,624

48,,357 46,610 34,119 38,873 42,100 30,148 38,535

,492 80,575 35,719 66,001 79,508 52,190 57,529

131,,945 122,670 75,855 94,211 111,906 30,178 73,659

180,,455 166,909 1149062 114,854 148,629 105,624 102,452

214,,995 190,257 140,817 139,957 176,844 127,250

240,,610 211,398 166,713 161,409 203,730 136,661

263,,160 232,226 189,969 172,414 222,654 150,673

299,,647 230,783 511,122 139,566 249,288 162,731

316,,f§& 303,331 Mi,961 205,376 269,694 179,767

331,,006 309,967 238,735 216,982 286,026 183,096

SS 91 1

«

,805 327,772 250,929 225,056 300,202 207,284

ptsrted fron gallon© •

kpt of data: 1927-28 to 1933-34, Monthly iseuea of Monthly .Summary of Foreign

Commerce • 1934-35, ^compiled from records of U. 3. Dept. of Coranerce.

•Mfcle Analysis Unit,
aeral Crops faction.
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iteWb racvxx

United atat*ft Monthly BgpMti of aun Jpiritu of Turoentln©
AjrriX 192? to iittguot X9<X>

In To*B» Of 90-CtaXlaa Bnrraltt

i i
•

t
a

I
•
o

*
; \m-mt wm-m 19#9-*$0. 19^0-1512 1931-38: 193S-S3; 19^34: X9S4*^S: 1935-36

mmwA •
i
1 1 i

«
•

" ' 11
j

5 B "ft

OS Tot^Oa

I VHi,4ftO U,<sOv 3 1

1

X69933 XV ,TOY 12,409 10,024
1 1 1 999

^4 i II
,4l>4> 51.9CK; 40| 000 riX 9 «>00 XU,644 25,080

«.I^9^i^IW. 3&,ODl OPWP|| IfjfWw' xo9m &S 9032 ^30,279 X6.XS2
4E,40S H 9 OOI 39.X06 a979^ •a,i7a &»9 660 X5,006

it 37,196 ,910 4S 9 £t»X 3-7,400 X99799 949455
31 908& 0$,40fc ai 9397 a59 6av 9SL091 37,03X S0,3S4

^ to6B 32,07£ :3094^ S4 9a9S 039<«W ^,117 a,198
3690b4 9699Q£

i . Ml r

, 901 19990> 99.409 X0.426 X7.64S X2,075
Mber 3&994& 17,b09

i 1

i (Poi - 479897 Xti.497 iH,378 X0,171
try X49$fp l£»976& X&,

M | v
I3>19 J

3

I49a90 14.4EX X0.009 Xt),93X

taunt
jft Ml

3$<
Mfaj 6t967 XX 9733 X0 9S3© 14,093 7,0XS

m l£,07o |

til tJMUM! JMl. n 9m 1295J5 16,6X7

mm \ . 940 .X4S 337 9X7X •ml,171 190,056

imttAX S

11 4£k5MOO*9 it^a fljt U 9o91 XD.709 JL7 97&7 1^,409 X0 9024
BOO" O Jb^^FMO 34,4*2 46| 459SSX 2X99C3 3690aX 35992£

37 90O3 ill
* W •

OMfi 7598$7 319997 t)999&3 43,322 53,X14

1 xm 9m 127, X169X1B 7X9X0a 106,273 74,902 87,X30
1 1 [MM 173, 108.5^ 99 9647 949X47

aoa, X79 9776 i349aas X«7.712 X67,5X7 120.031

m,m X7x 9 as& 919,m 9oa v«U 1&9.X5X L49.34S 1&S,634 1289 2&9

,991 191>gfi^ X58,771 2U,477 140,^04
tittb&L' 191 ,975 9099i99 X75,aee 150,475
wary 995.1*7 li 994,4X1 302,,704 2IB9 *»75 2i99,<i69 254,t>45 166,406

303.9X'/ 344,078 3XS,,945 999«6&E £48,636 1?3,418
tail 3X397&1 B&S,7S4 3££,,836 309 94H0 M0.X45 807 9X71 3BX.171 190,035

uroe of data: X9S7-SS to 1V33-34, kgnthly ^«okh« of /uroisa bomaree.
X954-35, X935, oocipllod ftron rocordft of I'orol^i tVado Sttitlntios

»aaio AiwOir«i» Unit,
•OaX Cropa Soottoo, .

»0 7
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mi* aonrm

United States Monthly Lxports of .00d Turpentine
Terms of 50-Gallon Barrels
April 1927 to Au<$ust 1935

in

1927-28: 1928-29: 1929-90: 1930-31: 1931-32 1933-33 1933-34: 1934-35: 1935-36

Nftbe;

Ibsr

Monthly Totals

1,429

1,165
471

1,545
1,149
838

1,987
987

1,216
1,416
2,748
1,189
16,082

1»

1,676
3,16S
1,498
1,325
1,555
1,352
1,741
1,998
1,532
1,230
2,177

26,435

1,597
856

1,270
1,162
1,600
2,135
1,276
1,883
1,503
1,404

985
908

15,969

1,181
1,858
1,719
1,814
1,978
1,951

706
903

1,260
1,306

569

2,967
1-

1,780
1,078

1*6

1,030
741

1,066
1,003
624
507
673
617

601

10,784

1,960
692

1,096
6,411
844

1,242
819
577

657

1,389
747

1,451
17,885

1,429 1,287 1,597 1,181 1,780

2,594 2,963 2,453 3,019 2,856

3,065 o,125 3,723 4,738 3,722

4,610 7,623 4,875 6,552 4,752

5,759 8,948 6,475 8,530 5,493

6,597 10,503 8,610 10,481 6,559

6,524 11,755 9,886 11,187 7,562

9,511 13,496 11,169 12,090 8,386

10,727 15,494 12,672 13,350 8,893

12,145 17,026 14,076 14,656 9,566

14,893 18,256 15,061 15,325 10,183

16,082 20,433 15,969 18,292 10,784

OumalatlTe Uonthly Totals

1,960
2,652
3,748
10,199
11,003
12,245
13,064
13,641
14,298
15,687
16,434
17,886

989 788 2,590
2,008 1,307 1,023
1,414 1,763 1,802
1,222 1,328 1,124
2,510 791 1,766
1,164 1,242

769 1,413
1,081 1,737
2,256 1,887

1,?18 1,105
2,239
1,641 2,57li/

19,031 17,249

939 788 2,590

2,997 2,095 3,613

4,411 3,858 5,415
5,633 5,186 6,539

8,143 5,977 8,305

9,327 7,219

10,096 8,63?

11,177 10,563

13,433 12,256

15,151 13,361
17,390 14,678

19,031 17,249

Estimated*
hree of data: 1927-28 to 1933-34, 1935-36, Monthly Sumnarios of Foreign Commerce.

1934-35, 1935, ecsjpilei froa records of Foreign Trade Statistics Division,

U.S. Dept. CoBmerce»
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Table XXXIX

United States Monthly imports of Sum and V/ood Rosin,
1927-SB to 1924-55 In Thousands of 500-pound barrels

loath iI 1927-28:

> • <

» • <

; 1928-29: 1989-30:t 1930-31:I 1931-32:, 1932-33:
!
1933-34:: 1934-35:1 1935-36

: :

mt

Monthly Totals

89 57 79 33 85 104 89 76 94

110 113 121 139 77 S3 104 75 82

197 152 153 132 75 87 117 96 119

160 134 156 120 167 n* 128 99 100

140 105 136 143 94 79 111 79 121

118 89 113 95 87 |4 207 97

79 ia 102 110 101 114 100 77

107 91 107 94 81 70 100 91

152 103 146 95 88 90 100 102

80 101 97 74 117 79 78 87

81 92 70 i 1 37 100 76 97

60 131 85 38 81 77 89 90

1,373 1,278 1,365 1,217 1,120 1,089 1, 299 1,056

GwalatlY© Monthly Totals

89 57 79 83 85 104 89 76 84

199 170 200 222 162 187 193 151 166

396 322 353 354 237 274 310 247 285

S56 MS 509 474 404 386 438 336 385

696 551 645 817 488 465 549 415 506

814 640 758 712 585 559 756 512

693 vel 86® 822 686 673 856 589

1,000 852 967 916 767 743 956 680

1,152 954 1,113 1,011 855 833 1,056 782

1,832 1,055 1,210 1,085 972 912 1,134 869

1,313 1,147 1,880 1,129 1,039 1,012 1,210 999

1,373 1,278 1,365 1,217 1,120 1,009 1,299 1,056

se of data: 1927-28 to 1933-34, Montfcly issues of Monthly Summary of Foreign

Commerce. 1934-55, 1935, compiled from records of U. S. Dept.

of Commerce

«
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Table XL

United States Monthly Exports of Gum Rosin, 927-28 to 1934-35
In Terms of 500-pound Barrels

192^-23 1930-31 1931-32: 1932-33: 1933-34 1935-36

Monthly Totals

76 t457

98,354

180,575
146,632
123*521
103,063
$7,956
97,959
138,425
•9,883
#7,631
51,303

49,985
103,686

134,736
109,334=

89,425
77,108

105,133
77,142
S6,o*6
86,983
82,947

11G,916

52,373 68,507 10,790 74,956
105,127 125,127 62,504 70,372 34,467
l«^-3, c23 1X3 , o99 64,305 74,744 94,532
140,097 108,417 154,477 99,196 104,220
114,203 126,729 82,743 67,961 91,993
96,776 80,846 75,373 76,177 190,653
83,417 88,415 88,600 94,611 04,637
87,926 78,752 64,071 53,192 80,997
129,591 81,898 75,309 76,420 00,349
76,778 61,560 107,568 66,076 58,816
53,345 36,414 59,685 83,043 57,292
67,375 71,412 66,453 57,132 64,824

54,337 5d,489

57,736 64,375
77,767 93,235
?3,971 75,331
65,115 97,052
76,408
58,677
69,364
79,390
65,758
79,195 ,

63,34lJ/

tal 1,321,880 1,120,036 1,150,J31 1,041,676 971,516 910,214 1,067,82$ 821,080

Cumulative Mcpthly Totals

prU 76,457

v 174,an
be 355,386

502,019
bit 625,540
ftt. 728,603
ft. 796,559
Iff. 894,498
*• 1,032,923
an. 1,102,806

1,170,43*
to. 1,221,880

42,985
153,671
288,407
397,731
487,156
564,264
669,397
746,539
833,185
920,173

1,003,120
1,120,036

62,873
168,000
201,323
441,420
555,622
652,399
735,816
823,742
953,333

3,030,111
^083,456
I,lb0,83l3,

6S,507

193,634
307,235
415,650
542,379
623,225
711,640
790,392
872,290
933,350
970,264
041,676

62,428
131,932
196,737

351,214
433,957
509,330
597,930
662,001
737,810
845,378
905,063
971,516

90,790
161,662
233,406
333,50?
403,563
479,740
574,351
127,943
703,963
770,039
853,062
910,214

74,956
159,423
253,935
338,175
450,168
640,861
725,548
806,545
886,894
945,710

1/K)5,002

1,067,826

54,337

112,073
189,840
233,811
328,927

405,335
434,012
533,396
612,786
678,544
757,739
821,080

58,489
122,865
216,100
291,431
388,483

/ letimated.
force of data: 1927-28 to 1933-34: Monthly Summaries of Foreign Contiorce.

1934-35: 1935, caapiled fraa records of Forei<pi Trade statistics

Di vision, U. S. Dept. of Commerce*
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Table XLII

lilted states imports of Gura Turpentine to Specified Countries, by See a

fpom 19^7-28 to 1932-33 cad by Months for 19 33-34 end 1934-35 Seasons,
in Terns of 50-Gfcllon Barrels*

pi aftd: Germany : United : rlether-: Csnade ;

ith I : Kingdom : lands : I

Belgium Other v. i

1

1,098
1,605
2,166
1,005

1,166
1,560

650

b47

1,635
928

1,096
1,277
15,033

3 1

88 45,302 143,398 47,829 2l,29( 14,401 41,496
:k?,46T

313,722

C 44,637 98,727 33,185 21,289 20,315 256,821

>S0 48,190 135,597 43,736 22,832 78,763 33,716 322,836

•31 33,900 155,125 41,406 22,461 26,494 29,635 309,021

.32 35,483 94,399 42,315 19,522 17,561 30,842 240,145

35 29, 402 £7 ,
• 58,833 16,191 1,860 31,344 212,791

2,776 6,456

2,182 11,053 2,026

4,067 17,261
13,133

6,315

4,402 8,116

3,196 18,396 5,511

5,094 10,811 4,791

7,347 9,321 4,ft0£

4,470 6,279 351

1,672 11,700 6,725

2,223 7,625 3,94£

1,902 5,751 3,805

1,728 4,244 1,975

42,661 122,040 52,746

2,357 47

3,188 734

1,795 2,718
l,v

1,617

1,441 947

843 1,743

936 1,574

553 1,308

1,320 1,019

1,461
1,618 200

19,051 12,956

6,557
8,520
9,240
14,300

16,693
7,503
4,462
5,67£
3,976

3,592

2,192
9,134
97,018

1,620
2,29£
2,073
2,505

1,766

2,711
251
790

1,062
1,76B

1,927
MM

19,869

1,425
2,140
2,457
2*026

1,201
1,115
1,455
1,337

341

1,545
512

1,787

17,841

50
102

1,375
2,165

2,101
1,470

253
229

408

£40
102

8,495

1,772

2,183

3,238
1,920
4,590

2,947

2,208
4,033
3,340
2,552
1,164
8,770

31,717

1,659

2,966
4,559

1,736
6,025
1,360
3,17€
£,428

2,563

1,045
3,285

31,779

1,161
1,230
1,570
1,764

1,883
1,853
2,356
1,040

204
50

1,079
49

620

545
044

2.961

It

3#

17,737

21,366
35,99*
31,176
34,213

27,031

26,117
17,843
24,378
18,688
14,093
12,535
281,171

12,409
15,644
20,279
26,66C

S4,655
20,384
8,19C

12,075

10,171
15,931
7,012
16,617

190,035

10,<

25,888
16,192
15.000

502 4,664

1,105 18,105

615 7,528

I 818 8,346

lto. concerted * ™£ Foreign Trade Statistic. Division, U.S. Dept.

m*Qt dfltei CoKpiled.fran reeorcs oi .
ux w

Commerce.

ta*ic Analysis -nit, General Orops Section.
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v»*ia xlhx

United s^tates i^xports of ;ood Turpentine to Specified Countries, by
Seasons frori 19 27-2© to 1932-33 and by Months for

l93r:-34 and 1934-35 Reasons in Terms of
50-Gellon Barrels*

: : I

and: Germany : Unit 3d :

•
•

Nether-: Canada
: : I

: Belgium : Others : Totel
: : Kingdom : lands :

4 • •

• • 1

3

p35

ital

3e

1,668

1,528
900

1,481

810
1,657

291
53
563
286

702

389

230
266

806

783

386

202

4,957

156
110

$*P
116
24
81
39

897

563
11

127

594
2,708

4,547

4,009
4,559

5,179

2,261
3,725

348
836
423
358

754
204

31a
506

832

411

5G1

6,430

108
520
680

621
532
609

*91

930
859
496
683

885

7,614

1,738

6,154
1,042

4,375

2,112
2,394

106
162
135
54

136
106
50

384

163
564

611

2,473

213

271
55

189

59

205
81

65

158
27

283
1.611

919 903 312

91 360

366 515 m
174 364 116

4 5

ii

£>A.

tj, f OX
*XV f

1,720 COTDog

lisXX<J 16
| I

»«•

2B6.

Oi>U

fir w

o
... -.1

1 K

aa

219

124
2,087

84 12

241

138

158 55

35
260 £0

242 22

125 »•

131 32

136 91

213
535 28

2,293 271

396
273 22

205

133 51

4,566

5,480
5,409

4,419

3,327
2,361

111
284
212
233

264
210

165
295
219

302

220

143

2,663

210

154

300

189
200

215

214

304
237

213
267

246

2,747

150
276

475

88*

16,083
;0,434

15,968

18,293

10,783
12,275

989

8,008
1,*14
1,222

2,510
1,184
769

1,061
2,256

1,716

8,239

1,641
19,031

788

1,307

1,763
1,328
791

1,242
1,413
1,737

1,367
1,105
1,317
2,571
17,249

2,590
1,023

1,802

1,124

>tal

E* converted to 50-gellon ^^ls
» ^ade statistics Division,

»t of data: Compiled frcei records of foreign Tr

TJ»S.Dept.<?oamerce#

813
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Table XLIV

felted Stated exports of G\na Roein to Specified Countries by Seasons from
1927-88 to 1933-33 ud by &>atbe for 1953-3* and 1954*36 Seasons,

In Tanas of 500-^ound Barrels

1
•
••

• « •
i

ftethar-5 Canada :ATgeaUneJ Braxll j 0 ther i Total
lauds *

•

Bm
1

i 6 I f o

273,464 277,022 52,616 53,376 77,203 134,608 353,332 l,l£l,820

196,374 285,888 36,465 48,131 101,653 98,159 413,446 1,120,036

827,787 243,71b 46,848 48,195 87,631 85,897 412,098 1,151,177

190,501 332, mij 46,576 43,691 78,9911 101,204 354,688 1,041,676

178,220 200.91C 49,812 37,380 65,478 78,507 301,805 97J..516

808,604 170,087 66,716 50,153 49,541 75,491 304,482 910,814

liber

•55

14,463 10,488 6,890 ,fc&3

16,569 23,103 4,560 8,723

15,455 24,303 , 2,595

28,491 24,369 10,695 3,945

19,513 17,440 8,816 4,955

19,569 12,137 9,357 5,625

19,567 19,066 5,748 2,972

16,381 14,278 2,063 2,136

7,?99 12,881 8,882 1,922

6,C57 19,403 5,309 2,180

15,074 12,415 3,597 4,307

10,^.17 15,80& 2,891 2,670

190,875 205,085 72,588 42,448

15,871 5,642 3,6fcfc

12,006 14,755 2,670

15,960 17,310 2,089

7,3<S& 15,427 3,176

10,965 11,435 2,076
1,2206,583 18,313

5,102 15,058 1,036

5,404 21,454 1,703

11,163 15,003 3,633

9,628 23,686 4,090

U,419 19,340 4,^06

8,299 14,326 7,075

U9,768 191,760 56,394

6,271

9,998

t : -

JbffJL

6,233
20,364
21,806
16.700

2,510

2,398
9,771
2.240

2,702
1,860
4,012
5.3155

2,915

9J020

1,050
f-,516

1,300

2,792

6,700

8,523
3,121
5,341
2,521
88,806

8,6$0
3,791
4,001

65C

if
6,252

9,139
'3,316

2,802

4,517
3,759

3,931
3,407

4,815
2,010
3,390
61,493

L,09B 2,481 1,236

2,763 1,460 5,542

6,325 5,317 1,610

3,401 3,552 4,143

2,376 5,119 2,72©

7,168 5,324 3,153

6,939 1,888 1,537

3,403 3,708 8,145

, 944 2,13? 1,060

2,249 4,635 787

2,754 2,955 1,030

1,737 2,210 626

44,677 40,140

2,765
2,487

4,189
10,450

. . , 07

22,440

22,764

31,474

38,951
38,198

30,663

35,438
36,845

17,231
14,546
2r,,333

342,479

23,420

20,536

27,856
37,904
29,737

34,622
27,693
25,567
43,445
20,753
37,511
29,063

358,164

29,198
28,188
39,791
31.318

74.956
84,467
94,340

104,220
91,993
91,603

8i,8£7

80,997

80,349

EB.4U
57,292
64,884

988,744

54,337

57,736

77,767

73,971
65, 116
76,40b

5^,677

69,384
79,390
65,vse

79,195
63,341

821,080

, ?•

93,235
75.331

Fe of detl: Gos^iUd'tvm. records of foreign **aae

Ofraerce.

Ml ^Analysis TJnlt, Severs I Crops Section.
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Table XLV

United 8tat*6 i mport a of <ood P.oaln to specified Countries, by
Season froa 1927-28 to 1932-35 nnd by Months for 1955-34

end 1»34»35 Seasons, In Terme of 500-lound '5f rrela

Mt '.Germany s United* Bother* : Cenade :Argentines
* tKingdoms jjtoda i : i

iiramll Other :

s

Totel

t fm 4 5
j

eo.ss* 38,096 £5.505 11,919 1,827 1,145 89,714 151,569

£1,598 v'X, <2o4 25,845 1,007 2,130 32,534 157,738
55,552 52,800 32,593 15,443 9,111 2,473 46,168 814,223

40,855 4?, 130 30,099 10,720 7,423 3,523 40,098 174, e38

36,115 40,496 21,245 12,553 11,404 1,157 50,457 ,221
42, £75 40,857 25,061 9,30*0 12,558 6,006 41,721 179,060

3,899 8,217 922 465 m 1,839 4,048 13,773

2,037 4,895 2, ICS 1,454 1,740 1,589 6,394 :
- ,

"

3,290 11,620 320 772 350 i,iia 3,488 88,272
4,081 7,143 1,885 1,384 447 3,956 4,794
2,388 8,168 2,954 1,371 1,733 516 7,168 19,298

3,919 3,359 1,443 1,235 1,174 331 4,719 16,378

2,931 3,869 1,407 783 54X 1, 593 4,043 15,157

3,071 4,300 X^fX 509 ,^75 30o 0,661

1,780 5,393 2, $64 553 1,573 1,535 6,976 19,974
1 'HAA—, <nn 8,096 2,652 1,006 704 612 4,037 18,651

8,884 2,408 2,043 930 £,310 1,014 4,881

6, *»43 :,2 ::, 2,693 843 1,389 2,140 4,630 24,173
88,38* 63,415 23,706 11,135 15,903 16,542 61,780 230,398

5,261
3,177
5,068
1,759

1,127

3,419
2,990
5,332
4,713
4,025

3,3D7

3,527

45,785

7,368
4,135

4,715

6,399

3,547
3,937
3,157
4,641
4,010
9,267
6,248
3,176
7,271
5,940
4,917
7,931
64,09

8

6,680

5.637

6,044

3,445

3,770 762 1,204 lfc5 6,518 21,257

3,130 1,393 1,086 935 4,097 17,745

1,931 774 1,010 384 5,570 18,994

784 1,616 1,139 382 4,872 15,24?

1,078 1,304 1,339 332 4,841 14,031

506 482 786 £,090 3,633 20,188

1,181 1,918 885 25 5,436 18,683

4,358 585 657 1,971 5,668 21,745

2,573 1,161 1,437 144 5,055

3

,

630 999 405 6,264 21,526

£.325 1,073 333 100 5,882 18,027

5,324 1,190 1,591 428 7,120 27,1U
30,263 12,826 12,476 7,891 64,956 235,288

4,014

1,758
3,331

3,079

1,382

1,131
2,442

2,575

100

G95

2,131

1,588

6G7

345
680

1,986

5,288

3,918
5,171
$',422

25,451

17,619

24,467

of dates
rftg^jg^&f*

from records of jpOTeigB Trade t«tlatice DlT+g IT. 3. Dfpt,

ti Analyaie Unit, aeaerel Crop* Section.
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